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Preface

“Everything flows, nothing stands still”, Heraclitus said approximately in 500 B.C. Nearly twenty
five hundred years have passed since. Everything has changed so much in the outer world that the
ancient philosopher couldn’t even imagine how correct he was in his assertion! Each and every
moment of our life brings us something new and every instance carries within itself inimitable
occurrences, which, once they have taken place, are completely irreversible, but which can still be
realized and analyzed with the help of a number of different points of view. Usually all innovations
face some degree of resistance, unwillingness to change and amend things around us. However, as
history shows, it is impossible to advance, constantly adhering to the obsolete.
If you strive to cognize something new and yet unknown, you probably conduct a research for
a better and more suitable source of information. From my point of view, one of such sources may
be the series of books under the general title “IISSIIDIOLOGY ” written by Oris. The topics covered in
them range from usual aspects of our everyday life to complex and fully comprehensive information,
portraying a human being as a creator and the universe as his creation throughout the multiple
qualitative levels of self-consciousness.
I have always expressed great interest in the subject of structure of the Universe and other
fundamental topics such as: origin of life, what causes what, and which Universal Laws are responsible
for all events. While fruitlessly researching amongst multiple sources of information in the fields
of mathematics, physics, philosophy, religion and conventional esotericism, I finally came across
the information, which was published under the general title of “IISSIIDIOLOGY ”. These books have
caught my attention immediately since the information contained in there drastically stood out
from other similar information, which I have earlier researched, and it succeeded in explaining
the inexplicable. For instance, in the book “Immortality is accessible to everyone”, Oris very
meticulously, logically, scrupulously and convincingly proves that all our fears concerning death
are completely unsubstantiated, that we all are immortal due to the very nature of the Universe,
and that the principles of immortality are easy to follow and are truly available to anyone. While
studying IISSIIDIOLOGY , you might notice some anticipated difficulties, such as overflow of the text
with the new terminology, incompatibility between the conventional and author’s meaning of some
terms, unusual and complex method of exposition, which is not always clear and apprehensible to
the average reader. However, not only it doesn’t produce any aversion, but calls for a thorough and
meticulous examination and investigation of such a complex knowledge.
Scientists have already surmised and tried to describe some facts that are covered in IISSIIDIOLOGY .
For example, for many years, I have been gathering separated pieces of information from multiple
sources and learning about multiple dimensions and multivariance of the universe, vibrational nature
of all, materiality of our thoughts and senses as well as the fact that all elements of the surrounding
reality, including molecules, atoms and elementary particles, have their own consciousnesses
as well as their own worlds within themselves. However, no one has yet managed to combine all
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that scattered information into a single compendium. The same goes for the spiritual side of this
Knowledge. As I was studying IISSIIDIOLOGY more in depth, it became evident that this information
doesn’t contradict the fundamental principles of all religions, but rather harmoniously supplements
and unifies them, forming a rather neat conception of the world view, which harmonizes vile as
well as highly spiritual manifestations of our life and creativity. I became convinced that one of the
greatest opportunities, which IISSIIDIOLOGY provides, is an elevation of the level of our perception
and self-awareness in all. Many philosophical conceptions, with which I became acquainted so far,
have all divided the “Creator” from His “Creation” (whether it be God who created the world, or some
grandiose physical-chemical processes, which, during the process of evolution after the Big Bang,
have lead to the development of intelligence). It was obvious that no one yet had an idea to combine
all these theories into a single one and retrace at least some of cause-effect relationships. That’s
exactly what the author of IISSIIDIOLOGY has managed to achieve, not only providing a chance for
readers to cease perceiving themselves just as biological forms, but also allowing them to experience
constant elevation of their self-consciousness to the levels of highly intellectual collective beings of
different qualities.
I also would like to draw attention to one important fact offered by Oris, with which I myself
completely agree, that the human development should follow a path of a harmonious combination
of both sides of the human nature — intellectual as well as sensuous; only such combination will
provide the fastest and the most desirable results. Additionally, I would greatly recommend singing
a number of wonderful Oris’ songs published under the title “My Testament”; they are spiritually
elevated to a great degree, inspire with peace and harmony. The very idea and the foundation of all
these songs have the same principles, thoughts and aspirations as IISSIIDIOLOGY itself, but through
songs that information is offered from the sensuous point of view. The synthesis of the highly
intellectual information of IISSIIDIOLOGY with highly sensuous contents of the songs from “My
Testament” provides the fastest means for a tremendous development of human self-consciousness.
As a conclusion, I would like to note that from my own point of view IISSIIDIOLOGY provides
the unique opportunity to completely rethink and reshape your former worldview, totally depart
from your outdated and obsolete dogmas and postulates; it helps to change internally for the better,
opening up new horizons for both the spiritual and intellectual development, and also increases the
desire to comprehend something completely unknown in search for answers to the vital questions,
which have concerned the humankind for centuries. I am sure that the information contained in
the IISSIIDIOLOGY books will inspire and instigate the new paths and ways of advance for such
classical academic and scientific disciplines as philosophy, sociology, physics, chemistry, biology,
and astronomy, which inevitably will provide for some stupendous and fascinating discoveries in the
nearest future. I wish you the best of luck in cognizing this unique Knowledge!
S. Shirin,
Candidate of Physical and Mathematical Science
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CHAPTER VII

Objective mechanisms of a phenomenal manifestation of the Illusion
of “Death” of any “personality” in the dynamics of Formo-systems of
Worlds

All well-known concepts regarding the existence of God were created with a
single purpose: for any “human being” there must be a Path, which would guarantee the
continuous self-development. IISSIIDIOLOGY also assists in this endless Process, providing
“people” with a real opportunity to approach in their individual Self-cognition to such
an Independent and Integral God as Information. And no one is capable of interfering in
this deeply personal process of Synthesis of totally New Information, which awakes New
Reminiscences within your own Self-Consciousness and spurs you for the whole New
Experience of All. This New Knowledge, while involving you into the fascinating and
constantly intriguing whirl of unusual Conceptions, completely transforms all of your
formerly established Thoughts and Feelings, not just verbally, but in reality provides you
with a chance to coincide with the One Whom you usually perceive as Something totally
inaccessible to your attempts to understand or even get close to Him.
11.11896.

So now, nothing and no one can become an obstacle on your Path of re-experiencing
the state of Unity, which earlier seemed unattainable. The only thing, which can actually
become a stumbling block in this deep, spiritual-intellectual Process is in fact yourself —
your own laziness and the inner lack of discipline, superficialness and impatience, lack
of perseverance and hastiness, conceit and arrogance, your ambition and vanity, as well
as a simple unwillingness to depart from your familiar and comfortable conceptions. As
Isaac Newton has once noted that “only an insignificant knowledge moves man away from
God, whereas considerable knowledge does just the opposite”. Before the emergence of
IISSIIDIOLOGY you knew practically NOTHING about the real God (that is, about Yourself!),
ignorantly and impudently clothing Him (and Yourself!) in extremely limited conceptions
as being something purely external, which exists separately and independently from you.
Well, that couldn’t be farther from the Truth! This isn’t what the Man, whom you call
Jesus, was trying to tell you.
11.11897.
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The great deal of what you will learn from IISSIIDIOLOGY will still be beyond your
understanding. As usual, someone will shrug off this Knowledge as yet another esoteric
opus; someone, instead of keeping to the Truth, will begin a long and bothersome word
battle in defense of one’s own selfish means, trying to expose the author in a deliberate
deceit; some “people”, while not understanding much of what they have read, will put
their doubts for later, zealously pretending that they know everything, while others —
the most enlightened and intellectual of you! — will eventually get to the Truth, and
will be able to lead others, illuminating their own uneasy Path with a bright Radiance of
their highest Spiritual-Intellectual Goal. And the multilevel and different-qualitative allplanetary creative Process of deciphering this profound Knowledge, this unprecedented
Intellectual-Spiritual Process, which none of “former humankinds” have experienced
ever before, which will qualitatively sort all the participants of different Continuums, has
a deep, evolutional Meaning: by constantly deliberating over the emerging questions and
by trying to find right answers to them, you will inevitably find your OWN Path to God.
Indisputably! Each and every one of you, I can assure you!
11.11898.

However, this partially expounded Knowledge, also consists of Information which
cannot be published due to the fact that the initially programmed Time Flow interval inertially
haven’t arrived yet. That is not because I prefer to withhold this Information from you, but
rather because the current state of your Self-Consciousness and the level of understanding,
on which you perceive yourselves in your subjective “now”, NONE of you is capable of either
a deep and correct comprehension of this material, or of adequate and rational reaction to
what I will reveal to you one day. Just like any other Universal Knowledge, IISSIIDIOLOGY also
has its own temporary Secrets. However, at some point in Time I will inevitably announce
them all! All THAT hasn’t been created and planned “personally” by myself — I am merely
an Informational Messenger who consciously and responsibly performs his own Role (my
own part of the universal Creativity) in the different-qualitative dynamics of simultaneous
inertial “unpacking-unfolding” of the global Planetary “Scenario” within information
“spaces” of multiple Continuums, which in itself is a very important stage of the eternal and
infinite Human “History”. No one has any power of interfering in this process where this
Information has been primordially destined to provide a stimulating incitement for the new
era in the inertial development of the collective Consciousness of “humankind”!
11.11899.

I have been greatly naïve, thinking that the main thing was to outline the
inexpressible Truth into the most comprehensible and authentic notions, so that it could
become the essence of thoughtful experience for many “people”. It is so hard to get towards
the Light from cunning and complex labyrinths of these imperfect Worlds densely
covered by thorny tangles of selfishness and sordid maze of completely impenetrable,
ineradicable ignorance! As it turned out, to simply locate within a Universal Depository
certain essential, useful for everyone, Knowledge and provide it in a digestible format
for everyone’s individual exploitation is so far from being enough! So much more of
spiritual strength and psychic energy one has to apply in order to surmount the inertia
of “people’s” limited perception and habitual egocentric feelings! So many splinters and
bruises (as evidence of “thankful” punches and clouts) one has to get and endure with
self-deprecation, in order to vigilantly deliver the grains of the acquired Truth on the
bumpy Path from Its Origin to “people”!
11.11900.
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Einstein — a great Master, who attempted to see behind the “dense materialistic”
scenes of the Illusion of Time and Space — was so correct when he said: “The most
beautiful experience we can have is the mysterious. It is the fundamental emotion that
stands at the cradle of true art and true science. Whoever does not know it and can no
longer wonder, no longer marvel, is as good as dead, and his eyes are dimmed.” (Albert
Einstein, “Mein Weltbild”, Berlin 1968). The scientist, turning away fearfully or with
disdain from any opportunity to cognize, or at least consciously come in any contact with
the Mystery of the surrounding “Existence”, is unworthy of this noble title, since his eyes
aren’t able to instantly flare with the bright ultramundane Light, coming from within his
very Essence, the Light, which is able and ready to enlighten even the innermost Mystery.
And quite usually his “highest” fate is career and administrative power over other, more
talented, materially disinterested scientists who are constantly possessed by some new
Ideas and ensure his own contrived “eminence” and rather successful future by their
selfless scientific service.
11.11901.

Returning back to our previous topic, I wish to highlight one more very important
issue, which might greatly “deepen” your Comprehension. Whatever takes place in your
Life after “Death” is quite easy to explain — you always, at any moment of your eternal
Existence, do nothing but constantly live, live, and live, as before… Nothing else happens to
you in this respect. You should also clearly understand that each and every holographous
moment of your “personal” Life is insured only by the fact that the identical holographous
moment of “Death” is present in it. If here and now you choose to continue living (frankly,
you don’t have any other choice, since all of your possible choices have to do only with
the quality of Configurations of the biological NUU-VVU-Forms, which you utilize for
refocusing each forthcoming moment), you truly must unconsciously (inertially) “dart”
with your Focus through the moment of “Death” of your previous Form, which always
remains the property only of its own Formo-system of Worlds. At the same moment, your
Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness (UFS) becomes the Consciousness of the next NUUVVU-Configuration that structures another Formo-system, and your previous body of
manifestation forever remains a part of its own World, into which your Focus of Creative
Activity (to be more exact, a certain part of its general dynamics) can get only as a result
of interage refocusing or in the state of a deep Mediation. I suppose, this isn’t difficult to
understand.
11.11902.

Now I consider it necessary to remind you the exact meaning of the quantumholographous or slloogrent (that is, that continuously tend, on all different-qualitative
Levels of their simultaneous Creative Activity, to an infinite self-propagation in the form
of spheroidal VVU-Configurations in all possible (for them) Directions of the general “nootime” dynamics of Energy-Plasma) energy-information dynamics of the “personality”
Self-Consciousness. In the first place, all the energy-information dynamics of any SelfConsciousness is based on the process of a sequential creative realization, through
different-qualitative “noo-time” structures of RRGLUU-VVU (the Primary Time Axis), of
definite information “files” (carriers of VVU-Information), which I (for convenience in
distinguishing them) designated as UU-VVU-Forms and UU-VVU-copies (or simply Formocopies). They are the most “real” (for the biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Formo-Types)
carriers of very specific (synthetic) Information in this range of Energy-Plasma (that
11.11903.
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is why I use the term “VVU-Information”, because beside them, in OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystems,1 there are a great multitude of Formo-carriers of Information of completely
different kinds, which is not at all associated with synthetic processes, but reflects a
specific character of a simultaneous creative manifestation of SLUI-SLUU-Creators in
different Branches of development).
I would like to point out that noos is translated from Greek as intelligence (for
example, the modern word “noosphere” — an intelligent sphere, a sphere of intelligence
— is its derivative). According to my individual definition, the meaning of the word “nootime” should be considered as “that which doesn’t depend on the subjective dynamics of
Time”, “that which is outside the influence of any time limitations”. I have introduced this
term due to the fact that Time (just like Space) exists for each of us absolutely individually,
only through our “personal” awareness (Perception) of it, that is, through the qualitative
category of most activated (in the “personality” Self-Consciousness) VVU-Configurations
of creative Elements of the Collective Intelligence, through the Proto-Forms of Which
We inertially realize ourselves (the Formo-Creators of the brain and SLUI-SLUU-Creators
of ODS). Therefore: the Levels of your Self-Consciousness, on which you can subjectively
perceive “yourself ” (the quality of the Forms of Intelligence which You realize at a given
moment), determine for this duvuyllerrt group of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused
by You particular realizational possibilities of Time and Space simultaneously structured
by these NNAASSMM, that is, according to the fact of objective Existence, they don’t exist,
but, according to the degree of subjectivity of your Perception (inertia), they as if “exist”
(only in the information space of your Self-Consciousness). That is why remember:
according to its objective Essence, everything time-related is “noo-time”.
11.11904.

I will give a detailed description of the main differences between UU-VVU-Forms
and UU-VVU-copies later, and now I would like only to mention that the former are the
carriers of general (more “objective”) VVU-Information that reflects in the information
space of our Self-Consciousness synthetic properties of Energy-Plasma expressed
by it (through the dynamics of the temporal ethereal constituent2 and the variable
ethereal component*) in a very narrow qualitative range, and the latter reflect by their
Configurations the entire synthetic Experience of our development in NUU-VVU-Forms
during the whole “historical” period of Existence of PROOFF-RRU in various Directions of
the interqualitative Synthesis (in eons of simultaneous “past” and “future” periods of the
development of “human” Proto-Forms of Self-Consciousness in this frequency range).
Continuously being focused in Configurations of some NUU-VVU-Forms, each of us can
attract into the information space of his Self-Consciousness (that is, “unpack-unfold”
from the slloogrent dynamics of TEC) only that part of existing (in ODS) synthesized VVUExperience which strictly corresponds to this Configuration. We cannot use any other
VVU-Information until, in the different-qualitative Configuration of the “personality”
focused by Us, those wave (or flaks, or doolls) “regions” become activated which can resonate
quite well with their own Configurations of active carriers of this VVU-Information
(corresponding Formo-copies). After at least one qualitative reflection in the inertial
11.11905.

1
2

It is used further in its abbreviated form (see Abbreviations used in IISSIIDIOLOGY).
It is used further in its abbreviated form (see Abbreviations used in IISSIIDIOLOGY).
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dynamics of our Self-Consciousness, these Formo-copies become automatically fixed to
its factor Axes by their interrelations (SFUURMM-Forms) and become (are specifically
duplicated in the individual ODS) a part of the life Experience available to us.
In the second place, any Self-Consciousness is one inseparable (from “all other”
dynamics of the Creation) multifunctional and multidimensional system of innumerable
energy-information interrelations performed simultaneously both through differentlevel Formo-Creators of the SYNTHETIC Evolutional Branch and through SLUI-SLUUCreators of the RESOSCONTIONAL Involutional Branch (although, to some extent, our
Self-Consciousness — on the unconscious level — is also subject to the specific influence
of the Creators of all other 22 Evolutional and Involutional Branches of development
manifested in this qualitative range of Energy-Plasma). In respect of the Formo-Creators
of the SYNTHETIC Branch, the main interrelations of the Self-Consciousness of every
“personality” are associated with all that which manifests, simultaneously with the NUUVVU-Forms focused by Us, on the atomic-molecular level in the outer Space-Time (that
is, that which we subjectively define as “biochemistry” and “biophysics” of the biological
organism, “chemistry” and “physics” of organic and nonorganic substances, “mechanical
manipulations” of various forms of subjects, objects, phenomena of Nature, visible
Cosmos, and many other things around us). Although, to tell the truth, all this is also just
an inertial result (a peculiar Illusion of Reality) that specifically reflects in the system
of Perception of the “personality” Self-Consciousness some synthetic processes of the
individual dynamics of the information space.
11.11906.

All structures of the “personality” Self-Consciousness have much deeper, more
stable and diversified interrelations with SLUI-SLUU-Creators, because these Creators
determine the entire individual character of the life creativity expressed by every
“personality”. Below, I give the list only of the main component parts of the general
creative dynamics of the Self-Consciousness that can be relatively comprehensible to us:
11.11907.

−− the continuous inertial slloogrent dynamics of the temporal ethereal constituent

that exactly reflect the continuous inertial slloogrent dynamics (some part of the
dynamics) of “frequency-rotation Shifts” of Formo-systems of Worlds, as well as
qualitative energy-information parameters (the “moment-by-moment” dynamics
of UU-VVU-Forms and UU-VVU-copies) of the Configurations of the groups Stereo-Types (NUU-VVU-Forms) focused by Us;

−− the potential (on the highest-frequency Levels of the Self-Consciousness) “noo-

time” slloogrent dynamics of the variable ethereal component that simultaneously
structure all qualitative ranges of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma and provide possibilities of continuous interrelations of any developed “personality” with the Levels
of its Subconscious, Supraconscious, Superconscious and other kinds of Consciousness;

−− the “noo-time” slloogrent dynamics of the Primary Time Axis of the LLUU-VVU-

Form (RRGLUU-VVU) formed by the simultaneous dynamics of UU-VVU-Forms
and UU-VVU-copies manifested through different-qualitative systems of the karmic Channels (factor Axes and TEC), as well as by FLUU-LUU-dynamics of VEC of
11

all its Formo-Types manifested in different Time Flows and Formo-systems of
Worlds;
−− the “noo-time” slloogrent dynamics of skrruullerrt systems that specifically struc-

ture, by VVU-Configurations of Stereo-Types, Energy-Plasma of each of sublevels
of any subjective Reality, that is, simultaneously all TEC, VEC and RRGLUU-VVU;

−− the continuous inertial slloogrent dynamics of VVU-Configurations of Ste-

reo-Types (energy carriers of VVU-Information in Formo-systems of Worlds) that
structure all skrruullerrt system, that is, simultaneously all karmic Channels, factor Axes, TEC, VEC and RRGLUU-VVU;

−− the continuous inertial slloogrent dynamics of Configurations of VVU-

Information (UU-VVU-Forms) that structure all the inertial dynamics of TEC of
every “personality” with its factor Axes, Focus of Close Attention3 and Focus of
Dual Reflection* and RRGLUU-VVU;

−− the “noo-time” slloogrent dynamics of UU-VVU-copies (Formo-copies) of realiza-

tional “niches” of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems structured by the general dynamics of Focuses of Dual Reflection, by SFUURMM-Forms and their Formo-images,
which are specifically reflected in the information space of the Self-Consciousness
through synthesizing systems of corresponding karmic Channels of the IISSIIDICenters;

−− the more universal (on the highest-qualitative Levels) “noo-time” slloogrent dy-

namics of FLUU-VVU-doubles structured by the high-frequency dynamics of
Universal Multipolarization Impulses of FLUU-LUU-complexes.

In addition to everything mentioned above, the structure of the “personality” SelfConsciousness also includes many other levels which I simply cannot express in any way
and specifically describe using words, and for the time being you are unable to understand
them (for example, particularities of all possible energy-information “interprotoformic”
interrelations, starting with Forms of the Collective Intelligences of atoms and molecules
and ending with Focuses of Integral Motivational Impulse of plasmic analogs of NUU-VVUFormo-Types — STOOLLMII-SVUU- and UOLDMII-SLII-FLAKS-Forms — that structure the
noo-time Conversum of the 4-5-dimensional diapason; potential possibilities of creative
interrelations with the Creators of other Branches of development, with Proto-Forms
that synthesize other Dominants of Pure Qualities, and so on).
11.11908.

So, remember once and for all: everything what I described above is one united
“noo-time” slloogrent energy-information organization (I don’t want to use the word
“structure”, because it really doesn’t exist in the form understood by you) of the SelfConsciousness of every “personality”, which is simultaneously implemented by an
innumerable set of “individual” Forms of manifestation that structure (by their NUUVVU-Configurations) innumerable scenarios of development of all rotation Cycles. Any
“personality” Self-Consciousness and the Subconscious cannot exist separately, with their
typical creative dynamics of TEC, VEC, RRGLUU-VVU, UU-VVU-Forms (VVU-Information)
and UU-VVU-copies, FCA and FDR, karmic Channels, factor Axes and realizational
11.11909.

3

It is used further in its abbreviated form (see Abbreviations used in IISSIIDIOLOGY).
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“niches”, Formo-systems of Worlds and ODS, ODS and FLUU-LUU-complexes, FormoCreators of the SYNTHETIC Branch and SLUI-SLUU-Creators of the RESOSCONTIONAL
Branch, as well as Creators of all other Branches of development. THEY CANNOT DO IT!
THIS SIMPLY CANNOT BE IN THE CREATION! Because EVERYTHING IS UNITED and can
manifest notionally as separate things only in your primitive (noniissiidiologic) discrete
Conceptions of anything of the above.
In this respect, I would like to pay your attention to one more fact which is very
important for your Understanding of everything mentioned above. You already know
that the Formo-Creators of the 1st-2nd-3rd synthesized Levels of ORLAAKTOR and
AIGLLILLIAA (the 1st-2nd-3rd DUU-LLI, up to +3.0 dimension; the 4th-5th-6th DUU-LLI,
up to +3.5 dimension; the 7th-8th DUU-LLI, up to +4.0 dimension) functionally “supervise”
the realizational activity of the Formo-Creators of the 5th-6th-7th synthesized Levels of
ARGLLAAMUNI and INGLIMILISSA (the 10th DUU-LLI, up to +3.0 dimension; the 11th DUULLI, up to +3.5 dimension; the 12th DUU-LLI, up to +4.0 dimension). “The supervision” (in
my subjective interpretation!) means provisioning of all Forms of Self-Consciousness of
“a lower” Level with the slloogrent dynamics of Energy-Information, which they need for a
precise fulfillment of every task initially imposed on them. That is, the VVU-Configurations
of the bio-Creators (argllaamurs and inglimilins) of our two lower Centers include some
initially encoded (“encrusted”, “embedded”) “part” of slloogrent FVU-Configurations
of kroydls and aossoons. That is, relative to mirroms and iissmms, stroolgs and tloonds
perform the role of the Subconscious (but these energy-information interrelations by no
means can be differentiated further and arranged in the scheme: stroolgsèmirroms, and
tloondsèiissmms, because all their inertial creative dynamics can be considered only from
the point of view of the interqualitative Synthesis sequentially performed between all of
them). The same eglleroliftive (organizing-directing) role is performed level by level by
misc’ents and gorrffts relative to dluolls and gllemms, and e’mffliissc’es and prafaits relative
to rrorroks and immls.
11.11910.

The process of differentiation of the slloogrent Energy-Information from higher-qualitative synthesized sublevels of the 3rd-4th Centers into lower-qualitative sublevels
of the 1st-2nd Centers (from the Subconscious into the “personality” Self-Consciousness)
can be schematically shown in the following way (the sign  means “supervise”):
.... aammorfs and regosporruts  ssimms and iillvins; ailggillufc’es and pridmls 
lerms and iinnglins; paarruurses and lovirgiydc’es  mirms and iimmlins; iissorfs and
skradomula’ts  hills and glleeffins; ffillisc’es and bollfs  fulls and gllaallins; aiyfullugrs
and ngunms  maholls and glluussmins; uuffluusc’es and llavollovaloffts  krokks and
inngullins; ourffgollufc’es and allgsses  sfillks and isskullins; e’nnirisc’es and gre’ysc’es 
bayks and iffillins... and so on.
11.11911.

I would also like to emphasize the fact that, in order to transform their typical
Energy-Information into the Self-Consciousness, ALL kroydls and aossoons use FVUConfigurations of FLUU-VVU-doubles that structure (by their creative dynamics)
corresponding Levels of FLUU-LUU-complexes, while argllaamurs and inglimilins of the
two lower Centers can use only VVU-Configurations of UU-VVU-conglomerates of the
Formo-copies that structure OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems. That is, all the dynamics of
11.11912.
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the Creative Activity of the Self-Consciousness, starting with the first synthesized Levels
of the second pair of IISSIIDI-Centers, are provided by FLUU-VVU-doubles! To be more
exact, not only by them, but (since egoistic SFUURMM-Forms of the SLUI-SLUU-Creators
of the two lower Centers predominate in the Self-Consciousness of biological analogs
of NUU-VVU-Formo-Types) by projecting Energy-Information, which is typical of their
FVU-Configurations, into the extremely deformational dynamics of VVU-Configurations
of Formo-copies. So, higher Levels of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems potentially contain
(reflect) the “inertially-correcting” dynamics of energy-information carriers of lower
Levels of FLUU-LUU-complexes, while, in the dynamics of FLUU-LUU-complexes, the
Energy-Information typical of ODS is reflected only in the form of a completely synthesized
Experience. This means that you will be able to use consciously (without distortions)
your FLUU-VVU-doubles (project yourself into the dynamics of FLUU-LUU-complexes)
only when you bring to “naught” the deforming influence of any UU-VVU-conglomerates
of the 1st-5th ODS Levels over your Self-Consciousness, that is, when the dynamics of
your Focus of Creative Activity will be stably realized in the qualitative range that starts
from higher sublevels of the 6th-7th Levels of the first two Centers up to and including
the third synthesized Level of ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA.
There’s one more thing. As you might have noticed, both “the Curators” and the
bio-Creators “supervised” by them participate in the Synthesis of completely different
qualitative Levels of Energy-Plasma, but perform their activity as if in “the same”
diapasons of dimensions (rrorroks and immls — up to +3.0 dimension; their “Curators” —
e’mffliissc’es and prafaits — also up to +3.0 dimension, and so on). You may ask how that
can happen? My answer is: it can happen so, because that’s the way it is — the dimension
may be as if “one and the same”, but qualitative manifestations of the realizational Forms
may be completely different! In addition, these different-qualitative Forms also have
completely different possibilities of their frequency manifestation in front of each other!
A relative “visualization” (for instance, in the state of clinical “Death”) between them may
happen only in special “interqualitative” resopasons that simultaneously structure the
information space of the “personality” Self-Consciousness and the information space of
the Subconscious. In this small nuance you will be able to find a substantial hint for a
deeper Understanding of that which represents “dimension”. That is why you should go
on pondering, thinking, analyzing, seeking!
11.11913.

I may only provide another hint. Until you don’t understand clearly the meaning
of such “phenomenon” as dimension of Space-Time, you won’t be able to understand
a more important notion — slloogrentness. You project, on the different-qualitative
dynamics of the outer Formo-systems of Worlds, subjective Realities and Continuums,
only those synthetic processes which are typical of the Formo-Creators of LLUU-VVUForms, while any dimension is formed not only by “human” synthetic processes, but also
simultaneously by all synthetic processes carried out by Proto-Forms of the Collective
Intelligences of all types.
11.11914.

In each type of vibrations that represent a certain parameter of dimension of a given
slloogrent “region” of Energy-Plasma, qualitative Force Vectors in the inertially formed
“karmonations” (SFUURMM-Forms) intersect in each of their typical rezonational “points”,
11.11915.
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interacting with and complementing each other (that is, being mutually transformed
simultaneously in all Directions of Synthesis). Where some of “karmonations” naturally
unite according to identical qualitative parameters, there is a characteristic frequency
manifestation of definite inertial dynamics of Forms created during the process of the
joint combination of all different-qualitative “karmonations”: that is, some Force Vectors
that structure “emanational-psychonational facets of tetrahedral karmonations”4 are
rezonationally superimposed on each other in their typical rezonational “point” of the
slloogrent dynamics of Energy-Plasma, which results in a modulation (a certain general
change of the amplitude of vibrations, of the frequency, which has been previously typical
of each of the Force Vectors — in fact, this is the manifestation of some levels of the
Synthesis of “emanations” and “psychonations”). A slightest modulation results in “the
formation” of characteristic dynamics of a new “karmonation” and makes it possible to
manifest through it a very narrow frequency of vibrations in one of Formo-systems of
Worlds.
This is the “modulating-synthesizing” way of possible simultaneous manifestations
in corresponding resopasons of dimension for the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused
by Us that transform, in the “rotation” dynamics of all Directions of development, into
different-qualitative NUU-VVU-Forms of “personalities” that carry out in different ways
one and the same scheme of Synthesis of Aspects of such dominant Qualities as ALLLove-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence. The slloogrent dynamics that are
narrowly-specifically formed simultaneously in all Directions of Synthesis of Aspects of
all the twelve Pure Qualities by all Proto-Forms of Collective Intelligences are that which
we quite subjectively define as dimension of Space-Time.
11.11916.

Why subjectively? Because we are simply unable to take into account at least
somehow that, at the slloogrent Moment of our (“human”) scheme of Synthesis inertially
performed by all our “personalized” Interpretations, Force Vectors of the slloogrent
dynamics of each of other Proto-Forms also intersect, being rezonationally superimposed
on each other, and that, in all the dynamics of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma, there is a
universal simultaneous (“instantaneous”) different-frequency modulation of the whole
infinite set of Configurations of different realizational Forms that have formed at once
all the slloogrent dynamics of Space-Time expressed through the whole diversity of
Forms that structure each Continuum. That is, simultaneously on all vibration Levels of
Energy-Plasma, there is a narrow-frequency manifestation of both higher-qualitative and
lower-qualitative Forms focused by Us, the individual different-qualitative “geometry”
of which is the basis of that which we mean by “a diapason of dimensions”. For example,
in this Continuum, there is a simultaneous visual manifestation of Proto-Forms that are
specifically structured by their Formo-Creators from +2.5 to +3.75 dimensions.
11.11917.

You also must take into account that the synthesized (in different qualities)
dynamics of this universal slloogrentness also directly correlate with the principle of
duvuyllerrtness of All: three-dimensional Formo-Creators of some Levels, which, however,
have lower-qualitative Force Vectors (when rezonationally mutually superimposed, they
11.11918.
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create the lower-qualitative synthetic dynamics of “karmonations”), are being manifested
in Space-Time in a non-modulated way (nonvisually), through a Form-mediator,
NNAASSMM of which includes both the dynamics of “karmonations” — SFUURMM-Forms
— of lower-qualitative Formo-Creators (for example, the 5th-7th synthesized Levels of
ARGLLAAMUNI-INGLIMILISSA), and the dynamics of higher-qualitative Formo-Creators
(for example, the 1st-3rd synthesized Levels of ORLAAKTOR-AIGLLILLIAA) that have
identical parameters of dimensions on each level (from +2.5 to +4.0). That is, they have
the same dimension and that is why they can visually manifest through such Formsmediators as the NUU-VVU-Formo-Types focused by Us, as well as all other biological
Forms that manifest simultaneously with us in a very wide frequency (dimensional) range
of this space-time Continuum.
Let me remind you that characteristics of Space-Time are far from being limited
by the values of frequency of vibrations: there are many other force (energy-information)
parameters that also express the inertial dynamics of the quality of a certain “region” of
Energy-Plasma. So, the Formo-Creators of AIGLLILLIAA-ORLAAKTOR have synthesized
the same vibration, which is characteristic of the creativity of the Formo-Creators of
ARGLLAAMUNI-INGLIMILISSA (within one and the same amplitude), in their typical
NUU-VVU-Configurations through the dynamics of higher-qualitative Force Vectors and
interrelations (frequency). These higher-qualitative Formo-Creators of our LLUU-VVUForms project, from their third (but higher-qualitative!) dimension into the slloogrent
dynamics of the NUU-VVU-Configurations (in their typical frequency) “currently”
focused by Us, their higher-qualitative SFUURMM-Forms, which are the eglleroliftive
element of creativity for the dynamics of lower-qualitative Formo-Creators that have
the same frequency of manifestation. However, you should keep in mind that, although
the Formo-system, in which these higher-qualitative Creators are located, belongs to
the third dimension, it structures quite another Continuum, with its own diapason of
dimensions, which, of course, is higher, for instance from 3.0 to 4.5 (rather than from 2.5
to 3.75). Both groups of the Formo-Creators of our Form visually manifest in this type
of subjective Reality only through the “individual” life creativity of all our “personalized”
Interpretations, as some SFUURMM-Forms (different-qualitative Thought-Forms and
Feeling-Forms).
11.11919.

That about which the Information comes now into your Self-Consciousness
through NNAASSMM of the “human personality” focused by Me is the manifestation, in
this dimensional diapason of Space-Time, of the creative dynamics of higher-qualitative
VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators: they manifest themselves in this very way
in my subjective “now” through this realizational Form in this Reality. However, since
this Form structures a Continuum, lower-qualitative Formo-Creators of the same
dimensional diapason can also immediately begin to manifest themselves through it in
their specific way — if only the energy-information synthesizing dynamics of NNAASSMM
make it possible. Most of you think that realizational Forms of high-qualitative threedimensional Formo-Creators of the second pair of IISSIIDI-Centers that are completely
devoid of the activity of SFUURMM-Forms of the two lower Centers can visually manifest
in this range completely independently — the way they are.
11.11920.
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No, my dear friends! They manifest in Space-Time visually and integrally, with
their typical dynamics of the Subconscious, only through corresponding Continuums,
which also slloogrently structure the same three-dimensional diapason. There are
Continuums that are inertially formed by the different-qualitative synthetic dynamics
of the simultaneous Creative Activity of different (in their development level) FormoCreators, some of which play the eglleroliftive role (act as “Curators”), others act as their
“disciples”, “pupils” (like, for example, our “present” Continuums, in which there is an
active combination of the high-frequency and low-frequency synthetic dynamics). And
there are Continuums which, at first sight, may seem to be the result of the creativity
only of the “Curators” of the Formo-Creators of Forms manifested in our “present”
Continuums, but in fact those who perform “here” the organizing-directing function for
the higher Formo-Creators of ARGLLAAMUNI-INGLIMILISSA, are also “pupils”, in “their”
Continuums, relative to even more developed Formo-Creators, and their Forms are
intermediate Interpretations of still more perfect and universal Forms. This principle
is naturally and duvuyllerrtly implemented every time in one and the same diapason
of dimensions, but in different schemes of the interqualitative Synthesis. That which
visually and virtually surrounds us is formed from an innumerable set of Formo-systems
of Worlds and subjective Realities organized into slloogrent Continuums, which, in their
turn, are modeled by the dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses and Subconscious Levels of
different Formo-Creators of different Proto-Forms.
11.11921.

That which I have described in “the Classification of realizational Forms of the
Creators of IISSIIDI-Centers”5, refers only to the Formo-Creators of our (“human”) LLUUVVU-Forms, however, each one of all other Proto-Forms has the same characteristic
different-qualitative synthetic interactions: for our Formo-Creators, there are such
interactions between Aspects of the Qualities ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-ofALL-Intelligence, for others, there are their own interactions in their unique schemes
of the Synthesis. In the slloogrent different-qualitative dynamics of the interqualitative
Synthesis of one and the same dimension, there are “zones” of the lowest-qualitative
rezonational manifestations of the Configurations that structure it (that is, the lower
range of this dimension) — the “external” range of a given individual frequency, and
“zones” of the highest-qualitative interrelations that form the “internal” range of the
same frequency.
11.11922.

These resopasons energy-informationally — through Force Vectors of all
“karmonations” — mutually penetrate each other simultaneously in all Directions of
the Synthesis of Aspects of all the twelve Pure Qualities. All these duvuyllerrt differentqualitative synthetic dynamics provide that universal property of Energy-Plasma, which
we define as slloogrentness, holographousness. Without this wonderful property, EnergyPlasma wouldn’t be simply anyhow expressed in the infinite diversity of its variants, because
each frequency that forms its unique dimension is also slloogrent: it simultaneously
includes in its dynamics both the lowest-qualitative Information, which rezonationally
connects it with the next lower-qualitative dimensions, and the Information of the FormoCreators of higher-qualitative Levels, for instance, AIGLLILLIAA and ORLAAKTOR, — the
11.11923.
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Information of the same frequency that connects some of the Formo-Creators of this
frequency with even higher-qualitative ones.
This is the way of creation of the type of slloogrent energy-information
interrelation “one in another”: some dynamics in other — the lower-qualitative dynamics
and the higher-qualitative dynamics in one frequency. This is the expression of the
principle of slloogrentness in one frequency. Everything happens in the same way for other
Proto-Forms: both our Formo-Creators and other Formo-creators project their unique
Information into the same frequency, thus all the spheroidal space-time dynamics of one
frequency is filled with all (that can manifest in it) synthesized properties of all ProtoForms of all Forms of Collective Intelligences specifically manifested in this frequency
through a Continuum.
11.11924.

You should have guessed it yourselves, because this is what I meant by the words
“supervising control”, when I told you that the Creators of the first Levels of AIGLLILLIAA
and ORLAAKTOR are “Curators” for the Formo-Creators of the fifth Levels of INGLIMILISSA
and ARGLLAAMUNI. While ungs and ssvoouns (in the frequency range from 0 to +2.5
dimensions) don’t have any “Curators” in a LLUU-VVU-Form, that is why there is nothing
about them in this “Classification of the Formo-Creators”. They are eglleroliftively
“supervised” by the Formo-Creators of other Proto-Forms, which have the dynamics of
the Creative Activity on these Levels of dimension and are represented in the Formosystems of Worlds through the inertial synthetic dynamics of all possible realizational
Forms of animals, plants and minerals.
11.11925.

On the other hand, humankind (even in inverted commas — “humankind”) is
not represented there, because that which manifests through these Levels of dimension
are underdeveloped Forms, the creative potential of which is preserved in our gene pool
only because NUU-VVU-Formo-Types are diffusgent Forms and, for the implementation
of this evolutional-involutional function in this diapason of dimensions, respective genes
are necessary — energy-information carriers of SFUURMM-Forms of all possible ProtoForms. Not only human Forms but also many other Proto-Forms are not represented
in the Continuums of the one-two-dimensional diapason, because, among animals that
live near us, there are also such highly-developed ones as dolphins, whales, herbivorous
animals, some species of birds, whose creative dynamics no longer include that aggression
which is characteristic of ungs and ssvoouns.
11.11926.

If such aggressive features manifest actively through a “human” Form, this
indicates that the FCA-FDR-dynamics of its Formo-Creators of the brain is extremely
close to the moment of a stable manifestation in a realizational Form of one of ProtoForms of bloodthirsty animals. Indeed, these are Levels of aggression and destruction,
all the dynamics of which are stably focused on a complete destruction of existing (on
these Levels) Forms, where a strong action of the Cosmic “Law of Harmonization and
Stabilization of Qualities of ALL in ALL” (SLOO-GGOLL) is opposed by an equally strong
action of the Cosmic “Law of Destruction and Destabilization of all Forms of Aspects of
Qualities in the general Creative Dynamics of the Universal Creation” (YYU’-LLU-AYY).
11.11927.
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Any self-destruction of a Form, along with the simultaneous universally-creative
process of Synthesis, is carried out to make it possible for the Consciousness that focuses
this Form to get involved into the involutional process (carried out in parallel with
the evolutional process) and manifest in the zero dimension, where, through “the zero
ingredient”, it would be able to refocus into any other dimension, into any other Form,
although each dimension has “the zero ingredient” — it’s yet very difficult for you to
understand that. By the way, in this respect, think about what exactly happens in “a stress
zone” at the instant of each of “Deaths” of the “personalities” focused by You. Why the
Formo-Creators of the Subconscious had to “design” such phenomenon as “Death” — a
destruction of the Form focused by Them (Us)? Couldn’t they do without it? Try to find
a solution of this problem, for instance, during the next weekend!
11.11928.

And now let’s continue our conversation. So, what happens at every individual
moment of “Death” is very difficult to describe, not only because the processes that provide
all the variety of possible results belong to slightly different states of Energy-Plasma (to
be more exact, to specific properties of the “noo-time” information “space” of OLLAKTDRUOTMM-systems), but mainly because, in your Self-Consciousness, there are no either
necessary Conceptions, more correct words and terms, or your own associative images,
which you could associate at least somehow with the description of my Experience when I
studied this problem. I would like to note that by the term “information space” I mean the
presence, in the structures of the “personality” Self-Consciousness, of a certain volume
of some combined VVU-Information (all active knowledge, assumptions, Conceptions,
Desires, Aspirations, emotions and other psychomental dynamics) that provides a
definite degree of probability of the manifestation of a certain anticipated result in Life
of this “personality”. The information “space” of every “personality” potentially includes
simultaneously all (possible for it) results of the “past” and “future” individual creativity,
that is, absolutely the whole Experience of the “personalized” Existence of the StereoForm.
11.11929.

On the basis of his own information “space” (all the variety of existing SFUURMMForms), every “human being” creates in his Self-Consciousness (through the system of
subjective Perception, Imagination) an “individual” (imagined only by him) model of the
outer “real” Space-Time, which I call an individual World. Any Formo-system of Worlds
is structured by the creative dynamics of individual Worlds continuously generated by
structures of Self-Consciousnesses of all living Creatures. The common property for the
information “space” and the subjective Reality is that they may “contain” only those results,
the probability of manifestation of which in our Life — through SFUURMM-Forms which
we continuously activate in our Self-Consciousness from Spheres of creativity of ODS and
stably (consciously or unconsciously) model in our RRGLUU-VVU — is inertially included
by us (that is, we program ourselves for a particular expected result). Each of us can
expect in Life only that which has been already particularly modeled in the information
space of our Self-Consciousness — in the whole totality of our subjective Conceptions of
the outer reality.
11.11930.

Actively and decisively changing our old SFUURMM-Forms by new and more
universal ones (that is, escaping from the strong influence of FDR of lower-qualitative
11.11931.
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conglomerates of Formo-copies on us), we actively reprogram at our discretion (but only
in the individual focusing dynamics of our own Self-Consciousness!!!) all inertial specifics
of the outer reality. Taking it into account while trying to understand the Information,
which I think fit to give you, you must activate as much as you can all existing reserves
of the intuitive system of your Perception, including the extrasensory abilities that are
potentially included in the wave Configurations of each of you, so that none of you would
have anything incomprehensible in that phenomenon, to be more exact, that deeply
specific state of Life, of your Self-Consciousness, which all of you interpret as “Death”. But
the most important for you is to try to realize the fact that the Information I reveal (as
such) won’t be of any use to your development, if you don’t start definitively and without
any regret to get rid of all your outdated conceptions, ignorant prejudices, devised fears
and illusions, including those concerning the phenomenon of “Death”.
The true, deep Understanding of the Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY is possible
only through a practical work (the quality of which constantly increases) with your own
Self-Consciousness on the basis of new SFUURMM-Forms, that is, when you acknowledge
and sincerely feel inside yourself the primitivism of your Perception, which makes it
impossible for you “personally” to reach higher Levels of your “individual” life creativity.
Haughtiness, excessive self-conceit, ambition which is quick to take offence are your
main stumbling blocks that prevent the honest acknowledgement of your own ignorance,
backwardness, incompetence and make you unable to begin to decisively get rid of the
unnecessary information which is burdensome for the process of your development.
11.11932.

According to the newest Conceptions of IISSIIDIOLOGY, any of your innumerable
“Deaths” subjectively perceived by somebody at some time is a natural qualitative
refocusing of the Self-Consciousness of your “personality”, which is unconsciously or
consciously made by it at the moment of the inertial internal differentiation of UFS (some
qualitative change in the general state of the dynamics of all Focuses of Creative Activity
simultaneously manifested by your Stereo-Form in all Formo-systems of Worlds),
which always results in switching focuses from one dynamic flow of NUU-VVU-Forms
that have completed (in a given rotation Cycle) the inertial development of one of its
numerous scenarios to focuses in another duvuyllerrt energy-information flow of NUUVVU-Forms, which are also already initially “included” into the dynamics of one of many
possible scenarios of development of this “personality”. Having exhausted all realizational
possibilities of another current scenario, the main part of the Focus of Close Attention
of “the personality” (that is, the general dynamics of FCA and FDR of conglomerates of
the highest-qualitative UU-VVU-copies that structure this flow of NUU-VVU-Forms by
their VVU-Configurations), which is manifested in a given Formo-system of Worlds,
automatically reprojects into the inertial dynamics of the NUU-VVU-Forms of one of the
next (possible for it) scenarios of development, and so on, continuously and infinitely.
11.11933.

Here, I must digress from the subject so that to remind you the fact that our
Conceptions of any “personality” are as subjective and illusory as our Conceptions of
any other object of the outer reality: every time, we can visually observe only a certain
intermediate process of successive inertial “changes”, in this (particular) information space
of our Self-Consciousness, of some of innumerable quantum-holographous “fragments”
11.11934.
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(NUU-VVU-Forms) that structure, by their individual VVU-Configurations, the general
creative “noo-time” dynamics of a certain Stereo-Form notionally localized in this (that
is, directly observed by us) rezonational “point” of Space-Time only owing to the vibration
(frequency) manifestation in it (in this “point”) of these inertial dynamics of NUU-VVUConfigurations.
In other words, this is only a certain intermediate result of a frequency slloogrent
manifestation (simultaneous “unpacking-unfolding-folding”), in the information space
of our Self-Consciousness, of a certain part of the general quantum-holographous VVUInformation about individual properties of one of Stereo-Forms represented in this
“point” of Space-Time by this particular NUU-VVU-Configuration, which we ourselves
have attracted by the dynamics of our FCA (by our established SFUURMM-Forms about
this “personality”) from the continuous inertial dynamics of TEC. If we pictured this
“personality” to ourselves in a differently way, then the VVU-Configurations of the
duvuyllerrt flows of Stereo-Types of this Stereo-Form attracted by our FCA would have
been different, which means that individual characteristics of “the personality” manifested
together with us (its character, temperament, health, habits and even external appearance)
would have been different as well. Because it’s not “the personality” itself, but rather we
ourselves actively form and energy-informationally reflect by our SFUURMM-Forms, in
“our own” (individual) Worlds, those quantum-holographous fragments of the general
VVU-Configuration of this Stereo-Form, which, for some reasons, suit us best, which
means that they are actively attracted into our individual Worlds from the slloogrent
portions of TEC continuously “unpacked” by us.
11.11935.

Any qualitative refocusings of any Self-Consciousness are always implemented in
complexes, that is, by integral conglomerates of Formo-copies, the VVU-Configurations
of which efficiently and harmoniously complement each other (that is, the SFUURMMForms that structure them don’t have destructive and insoluble conflicts among
themselves). Conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies are a certain integral of particular
subjective Conceptions of something or somebody, which are most characteristic of the
Formo-copies of all realizational “niches” that structure (by their VVU-Configurations)
several adjacent Spheres of creativity of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems. In fact, there are
no “conglomerates of Formo-copies”, but I had to introduce this term so that to be able
at least somehow to demonstrate you that none of Formo-copies can realize itself for
a more or less long period (through the combined dynamics of FCA and FDR), in the
conditions of strong inertia of the Formo-systems of Worlds, independently, without an
active interaction with other Formo-copies that sufficiently resonate with it by some their
typical parameters.
11.11936.

For example, there are many high-frequency UU-VVU-copies, whose SFUURMMForms, in spite of the existing difference between “them” in individual details (different
social, cultural, political, national, racial features, as well as religion, views on scientific
Information, and so on), make possible their active realization in a definite range of
synthetic processes that include any possibilities of making only altruistic Choices that
exclude any conscious infliction of harm to anybody. They all have different structures,
their Configurations are based on different VVU-Information, but they always try to act
11.11937.
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relative to others only in a certain manner — altruistically. Therefore, being attracted into
the creative dynamics of the Self-Consciousness of a certain “personality” by a particular
possibility of self-realization in an act of altruism, a part of these Formo-copies, whose
principles and SFUURMM-Forms conform in the greatest degree to the creative goals and
objectives of this “personality”, are included (although, in fact, this has been initially
provided in this scenario of development) into the quantum-holographous dynamics of
TEC of this Stereo-Form and, being accordingly “unpacked-unfolded” in the information
space of this Self-Consciousness, through their typical factor Axes, have a specific
influence over the choices of “the personality” in a particular situation. This is what I
subjectively mean by the notion “a conglomerate of Formo-copies”.
Along with them, there are UU-VVU-copies whose SFUURMM-Forms are not so
categorical in all possible altruistic realizations and may express some degree of egoism
(“they must compliment me on that”), selectivity (“that one is more worthy of my attention
than this one”), ambition (“next time I will not help him, because…”) and even imply
the possibility of making harm to somebody (“I simply cannot do good to everybody”).
Relative to the Formo-copies of the conglomerate described above, some part of these
UU-VVU-copies may form, in the Self-Consciousness of the same or another “personality”,
one more creative conglomerate, which, on the levels of its highest SFUURMM-Forms, on
the one hand, duvuyllerrtly interacts with the first conglomerate, and, on the other hand,
interacts with a conglomerate of even lower-qualitative Formo-copies, which are less
altruistic and moderately egoistic, but not to the extent so that to intentionally do harm
to anybody. However, on the levels of their lower SFUURMM-Forms, they interact with a
conglomerate of those Formo-copies that may act maliciously… And so on.
11.11938.

So, if continuous“rotation”refocusings (as natural consequences of the simultaneous
different-qualitative dynamics of quantum-holographous frequency-rotation Shifts) are
made in TEC in all possible Directions of the development of this “personality” by all
conglomerates of Formo-copies at once, duvuyllerrtly changing only some aspects of the
tendency of previous creative realizations, then “postmortal” refocusings may be done
(through individual subchakrams of the complementary System) by means of the dynamics
of fragmented Self-Consciousnesses of Formo-copies of one, two or several duvuyllerrt
conglomerates united by a strong Aspiration for the achievement of a common goal (for
example, to be cured from a disease, finish an unaccomplished business, develop some
abilities, solve an important problem, and the like).
11.11939.

Moreover, with due diligence and Aspiration, at the moment of “Death”, one can
refocus even into such scenarios of development where conglomerates of the highestqualitative regions of the NUU-VVU-Configuration currently focused by You are the
lowest-qualitative ones in the structure of your “future” NUU-VVU-Form. Everything
(from the Levels of the first two IISSIIDI-Centers that are yet unsynthesized by you) what
you now perceive in your NUU-VVU-Configuration only as “needless”, “unnecessary” and
annoyingly “burdening” your process of spiritual self-development, at the moment of any
one of your innumerable “Deaths”, may be easily left by your Focus of Creative Activity
in those Formo-systems of Worlds, to which these “imperfect” NUU-VVU-Configurations
initially belong, and all the best, highly-intellectual and altruistic (conglomerates of
11.11940.
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high-frequency Formo-copies), due to your strong purposeful aspiration by means of
the dynamics of your Focus of Close Attention, may resonate with a part of NUU-VVUConfigurations of a much higher-qualitative “personality” (among many more developed
ones) of your Stereo-Form. Owing to the coincidence of Goals and Objectives of the
Formo-copies of higher Levels of the “personalities” currently focused by You (for example,
a high Spiritual Aspiration for Servicing Everybody and Everything on the basis of the
Universal Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY and unconditional Altruism) with some identical
regions of your “future” NUU-VVU-Configurations, you will be able to completely identify
yourself with the new “personality” and be more efficiently involved in the processes of
Synthesis of high-frequency Levels of the Self-Consciousness.
Here, many of you may have a natural question: will you, in the new NUU-VVUForm, remember yourself on those qualitative Levels that are typical of a more primitive
system of your “present” self-perception? The answer is: most likely, you won’t remember
anything (sometimes, there are specially formed scenarios of development that look like
“departures” from the general Rules — the so-called “recollections of a past Life”, — but
they simply have another purpose: to change the character of “interpersonal” refocusings
and have an information influence over the collective Consciousness of “humankind”),
because the main keepers of your “personality memory” are not Formo-Creators of the
brain, but an innumerable set of specific Formo-copies of the individual ODS of your
Self-Consciousness, each of which very actively participated in some life situations that
happened to you and thus affected some of your decisions that were immediately recorded
in detail in the VVU-Configuration of its realizational “niche” as a particular part of its
(but not “your”!) “personal life”.
11.11941.

This looks like that from the inertial point of view, but in fact this situation is
already initially included in VVU-Configurations of each of Formo-copies and — in
the proper way and in due time — is immediately reflected in the information space
of your Self-Consciousness in response to the VVU-Information, which is tendentially
“unpacked” from TEC. That is why, as a particular “personality”, you represent (in your
“long-term memory” about yourself and in individual Conceptions of the events that
once happened to you) only that which has really passed through a complex synthetic
process of simultaneous “unpacking-unfolding-folding”, in the slloogrent dynamics
of TEC, of certain VVU-Information (generally accessible UU-VVU-Forms), which was
immediately recorded in the VVU-Configurations of particular Formo-copies of the
realizational “niches” that structure the individual ODS of the Self-Consciousness of
your “personality”. You must understand that, when, in accordance with the NUU-VVUConfiguration focused by You, you make a choice, at the same moment, many other NUUVVU-Interpretations of your Stereo-Form from duvuyllerrt scenarios of development,
almost in the same situation, make other choices — both higher-qualitative and lowerqualitative ones — also in a strict compliance with their NUU-VVU-Configurations.
11.11942.

Considering all this, you must understand and remember: what you remember
in your subjective “now” doesn’t mean at all that exactly this happened in Life of the
“personality” (currently focused by You) a week, a month, a year or several years “ago”,
because these recollections (types of a rezonational interaction of VVU-Configurations
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of the Formo-Creators of the brain with VVU-Configurations of the Formo-copies of
particular realizational “niches”) are characteristic only of that inertial sequence of
NUU-VVU-Configurations, in which You focus at this moment. The point is that a week,
a month, a year or several years “ago” You were focused in completely different NUUVVU-Configurations, in which completely different events and choices have been initially
encoded (through interactions of other Formo-Creators with other Formo-copies), as
compared with those ones that happened in the same periods to the “personality” which
You “currently” focus. In different Interpretations of “personalities”, these events may be
similar in something, but also may be completely different in other nuances.
Nevertheless, at every given moment of your Existence, you have the possibility
to remember, concerning “yourself ” and every particular event of “your” Life, only
that which has passed through the inertial process of the slloogrent dynamics of TEC
of this “personality” (but not of any other your “previous personalities”!) and has been
specifically recorded in the VVU-Configurations of conglomerates of the Formo-copies of
the individual ODS only of its Self-Consciousness. You simply cannot remember anything
else, if this is not in the NUU-VVU-Configurations “currently” focused by You — at every
given moment of time, “you” perceive yourself “in a personalized way” only within that
unique VVU-Information, which has been initially encoded in each of the NUU-VVUConfigurations inertially focused by You.
11.11944.

Other Formo-copies took part in the events of Life of a more developed “personality”,
into which you purposefully refocus at the moment “Death” by the VVU-Configurations
of SFUURMM-Forms of the highest-qualitative conglomerates of Formo-copies of your
individual ODS, (these Formo-copies may even belong to the same conglomerates which
you use now); this made it possible for the Formo-Creators of the brain to make higherqualitative Choices in the situations that may be very similar to the situations which you
remember from your “present” Life (that is why the process of spiritual development of this
“personality” happened much quicker, as compared with “present” you!). Therefore, many
things, which you remember in your “now”, will be absent in the “memory” of your more
developed “personality”, because the connections with your “present” Formo-copies that
keep this VVU-Information will also be absent or they will be different according to some
differences in situations. When you encounter again some situations which you know now,
you will have only very uncertain and vague feelings that once this very thing happened to
you. But you can “remember” what exactly happened only during a regression hypnosis (or
in a deep Meditation), which — through the slloogrent VVU-dynamics of VEC — helps to
associatively involve from different “niches” of ODS the events that happened in parallel in
different scenarios of development of many NUU-VVU-Interpretations of one Stereo-Form.
11.11945.

Can this circumstance have any destructive influence on your “future” state? Of
course, not, because you, with your main high-frequency SFUURMM-Forms that made this
“complementary” refocusing possible, instantaneously and automatically “merge” with the
continuous synthetic process of “unpacking” (from TEC), “unfolding” (in the information
space of your Self-Consciousness) and “folding” (into the individual ODS) of that specific
VVU-Information which is characteristic only of the NUU-VVU-Configurations of your
“new personality”. And you will make your choices not like “someone else” (for example,
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like “present you” would act), but like you yourself, in strict compliance with a completely
“new” (for you) VVU-Information initially encoded in this NUU-VVU-Configuration. And
so on till the next “Death”, which will allow “you” again to make another “complementary”
refocusing into a still higher-qualitative state of the “personality” Self-Consciousness.
Several days ago, Uksstukkullur asked me an interesting question: if I started to
watch a film on a DVD and then decided to watch its ending at some other time, will the
ending of the same film (from “the same” disk, file or cinematographic film strip in the
cinema) be the same as it was during my previous watching? The answer is: not only the
ending will be different, but also the beginning, the script, and the cast may be completely
different from the variant which “you” began to watch previously. However, neither “you”
yourself, nor anybody else will even suspect that both the story line of the film (which
“you” watch) with the same title and actors in it are completely different… Why? Because
this film, all your previous environment, and “you” yourself (NUU-VVU-Configurations
of the manifested “personality” inertially focused by You), for the time of refocusings that
have happened, also have become different and structure other variants of the scenarios of
development of your Stereo-Form. Every instant, from innumerable different-qualitative
variants of the VVU-Information which is continuously “unpacked” from the slloogrent
TEC-dynamics of your Self-Consciousness, “you personally” (that is, the Formo-Creators
of the brain of the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by You at this moment) choose oneand-only, — which resonates in the greatest degree with the combined dynamics of the
Creative Activity of Formo-Creators and SLUI-SLUU-Creators (UU-VVU-conglomerates),
— variant of the scenario of development, which means, the Formo-system of Worlds of
your subjective self-perception structured by this scenario.
11.11947.

Any person in this Formo-system of Worlds will be, just like you, absolutely
sure that this film starts and ends in this very way. But other Interpretations of “you”
and other “people” around “you”, that perceive “themselves” in many other differentqualitative Formo-systems of Worlds, will be absolutely sure that everything is slightly
or even completely different. Because, at one and the same instant, in any skrruullerrt
system, there are all possible variants of choices of any of Forms of Self-Consciousness
that structure this skrruullerrt system by their subjective dynamics. Having inertially
refocused into some duvuyllerrt groups of NUU-VVU-Configurations simultaneously
manifested in many Formo-systems, you will be able to “really” remember, “really” feel
and “really” perceive only that which, at a given moment, is rezonationally activated by
your Formo-Creators of the brain in the individual ODS of the Self-Consciousness of the
“personality” focused by You. All slloogrent “zones” of the Creative Activity typical of
other NUU-VVU-Configurations, in which you focused previously, will become simply
inaccessible to you. An individual ODS is the main energy-information base of any of
variants of the “personality” Self-Consciousness, that is, that which we subjectively
interpret as “the long-term memory”, and it is individually typical of any “personality”.
Any strong stress is a variant of an accelerated “complementary” refocusing into other
NUU-VVU-Configurations, because it is accompanied by impetuous inertial processes of
interqualitative Synthesis, which are the main mechanisms in the realizational dynamics
of “lethal scenarios”. Perhaps, this is where medical researchers should search for true
reasons of all kinds of amnesia — cases of a total or partial “loss of memory”.
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By the way, everything what I just tried to describe here provides each of you with
quite a real possibility to refocus into those scenarios of your Stereo-Form, in which some
tragic event didn’t happen, and those who are “now” so dear to you (family members, best
friends, your beloved or spiritual teachers) are still alive, safe and sound and are near
you. The same is true for yourself, if you, for example, as a result of some circumstances
became disabled and wish to refocus into those scenarios, where the dramatic (for you)
event ended safely or didn’t happen at all. What do you need to do for that? Not so many
things, namely: to exert all your spiritual and physical efforts to make all your subsequent
moment-by-moment “rotation” refocusings into your highest-qualitative NUU-VVUConfigurations, among the possible ones in each of life situations experienced by you.
11.11949.

But you should bear in mind that it is very difficult to make it in practice: you will
have to put at “the altar of sacrifices” made every second for the sake of this Aspiration all
your unstudied ambition, haughtiness, impatience, falsehood, greed and many other things
that at least to some extent don’t correspond to your highest Conceptions of Yourself. In
return, if you manage to achieve it, one day, at the moment of “your another Death”, you
will quite naturally become exactly that “personality”, which still lives near those who
are now, unfortunately, no longer with you, or you will start to feel yourself strong and
absolutely healthy, but not disabled, bed-ridden (although, as you already understand, you
yourself will not be able to compare your “future” state with your “present” one, because
you will not remember the one who you are now).
11.11950.

How does it happen? The point is that usually “people” whom we love “die” or
“perish” (or some dramatic events happen to us) in those scenarios of development,
where the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Us leave much to be desired. This is the
Universal Principle of SKLAA-GG-LOO that results from the Universal Cosmic Law SLOOGGOLL (“the Law of Harmonization and Stabilization of Qualities” or “the Law of Harmony
and Permanence of Balance”), about the reasons of which I have already told you once
(higher-qualitative states form higher-qualitative circumstances). That is, in those
innumerable scenarios of yours, where You focused in much higher-qualitative NUU-VVUConfigurations, these events (which are unfavorable for you or for somebody else) didn’t
have a tragic ending and you have a real possibility “to make up for the loss”, consciously
making the most altruistic Choices and thus orienting yourself only to refocusings into
highest-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations among the ones possible for you.
11.11951.

And now, in order to understand better and deeper the meaning of everything
mentioned above, let’s try to imagine the principle of the process of refocusings of a
“personality” Self-Consciousness in irkkulligren Realities from lower-qualitative
Configurations of NUU-VVU-Forms into higher-qualitative ones or simply other ones. But
first, I will try to explain you why I decided to call the Reality of our type irkkulligren (the
range from +2.5 to +3.0 dimensions), but not usstukkula’r (from +3.0 to +3.5 dimensions)
or ahsuvvrollent (from +3.5 to +4.0 dimensions). The point is that the quality of structuring
of a Reality of any type directly depends on the qualitative states of SFUURMM-Forms used
for the formation of it. Unfortunately, in spite of existing scientific, social and cultural
achievements of our community, in the process of inertial “transformation” of the outer
reality, the majority of representatives of “the present humankind” (25-30% — constantly,
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and 30-50% — most of the time during their individual creativity), for the time being,
most actively attract conglomerates of the Formo-copies that structure, in ODS, Spheres
of creativity of the doolls range (from +2.5 to +3.0 dimensions), the energy-information
dynamics of which are projected through the structures of their Self-Consciousnesses
into the “rotation” dynamics of Formo-systems of Worlds and organize Formo-Matter of
Space-Time of the irkkulligren “physical Subovertone” TRUUFFORRG-VVU.
The process of formation of active Elements of lower Formo-Plasma of our Reality
in the vibrations of usstukkula’r “Subovertone” (to +3.5 dimension) psychomentally
involves the structures of Self-Consciousnesses of just about 50% of all “people” (not
constantly but for a short time and periodically), while high-frequency SFUURMM-Forms
of ahsuvvrollent “Subovertone” only sometimes become active in 25% of the population
of Earth. So, it turns out that a greater part of the Reality formed by us consists of doollswave psychisms of irkkulligren “Subovertone”, therefore, for the time being, I cannot refer
it to active usstukkula’r Realities.
11.11953.

Now, let’s proceed. Let me explain to you the principle of inertial qualitative
refocusings from NUU-VVU-Configurations that structure some Formo-systems of Worlds
into NUU-VVU-Forms of qualitatively-different Formo-systems of Worlds, using the example
of functioning of unusual “concrete mixers”, in the “walls” of each of which there are “holes” of
specific shapes that go from every “concrete mixer” to some other one, which differs from the
previous one both in its design and in the quality of the “concrete mixture” in it (by the way,
this also reminds me the structure of a bunch of grapes). So, the imagined “concrete mixers” are
structures of the “personality” Self-Consciousness with different Configurations of NUU-VVUForms that belong to different scenarios of development; “gravel stones” used as a component
in the “cement grout” to make “concrete” are Focuses of Close Attention of the general UFSdynamics that are formed during the process of “unpacking-unfolding” (from TEC) of VVUInformation (UU-VVU-Forms),“grout” is UU-VVU-copies that react to the “unpacked” UU-VVUForms and immediately differentiate back into their “niches” of ODS with Configurations of
additional Experience. In their turn, these Formo-copies, by the dynamics of their Focuses of
Dual Reflection, stimulate the creative dynamics of Focuses of Close Attention.
11.11954.

At the moment of the beginning of “the process”, the first “concrete mixer” (that
corresponds, for example, to the 2nd-3rd Levels of the Self-Consciousness — the 4th8th synthesized DUU-LLI of the first two Centers) is filled with the roughest and densest
“grout” (the dynamics of SVUULL-VVU-copies), to which “gravel” of the largest “fraction”
(the egocentric dynamics of FCA) is added; after this, corresponding groups of FormoCreators start up all the inertial dynamics of Space-Time of this Reality. This is the inertial
beginning of the creative dynamics of rotation Cycles of each of our “personalities”
initiated and maintained by the individual dynamics of FCA of Our UFS. According to
the analogy, Focuses of Close Attention of Our UFS manifest (in lowest-qualitative (lowvibration) Configurations of the NUU-VVU-Forms of the first “concrete mixer”) at first
instants after the process “start-up” and immediately “become heavy” and “settle down” in
corresponding factor Axes of the Self-Consciousness as a result of the intensive synthetic
dynamics of FDR of the SVUULL-VVU-copies (“grout”) and FCA initiated by UU-VVUForms “unpacked” from TEC.
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“The concrete mixer” continues its rotation (simultaneously in all Directions of
development that are possible for this “personality”!) and thoroughly mixes (synthesizes)
“gravel” with “grout” (VVU-Information with Formo-copies). The same happens in reality:
VVU-Configurations of Stereo-Types, being stimulated to their Creative Activity by the
Focus of Close Attention which is guided by egoistic SFUURMM-Forms of SVUULL-VVUcopies, “are unpacked” one by one from TEC, thus being involved into the dynamics of the
VVU-Configurations of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us, and begin to move (“shifting
their frequency”) into their typical scenarios of rotation Cycles of all Interpretations of
our “personalities” (each “gravel stone” moves in “the concrete mixer” along its unique
“trajectory”).
11.11956.

In the process of collision and friction of “the gravel stones” (in Life, this looks
like various forms of multifaceted interactions in “interpersonal” relations), each “stone”
gradually gets a new shape, and “the grout” around it becomes more homogeneous. Some
“stones” become smaller but still have sharp “edges” that prevent their exit through one
of many narrower “holes”; other “stones” get a smooth “surface” and pass through “the
hole” that corresponds to their new size and shape into “a concrete mixer” with a higherqualitative “grout”, where they gradually become even smoother and, after transforming
into small “stones”, are automatically pushed out by the inertial dynamics of the total
mass through smaller “holes” into a still higher-qualitative “grout”. In essence, this is that
instant for each thoroughly processed “little stone”, which is subjectively defined by all
other “stones” that observe it and continue to rotate in “the concrete mixer” as “Death” of
this “stone” (“personality”).
11.11957.

The processes in the first “concrete mixer” resemble Existence of “a personality”
in “the lower” part of the range of irkkulligren Realities (2.5-3.0 dimensions) with the
dominance, in the Self-Consciousness, of the activity of SVUULL-VVU-copies, which
leads to the establishment of the most primitive “interpersonal” relations based on the
principles of self-survival: suppression of the activity of others due to its physical mass
(brutal force), the driving of small “stones” to the periphery (those that are roughed down
during friction with large “gravel stones”). Figuratively speaking, it is possible to imagine
how “painful” it is for each “gravel stone” to hit neighboring “stones” with its sharp hard
“edges”, and every one of them considers this situation undeserved and unjust for it, not
suspecting that they get gradually more perfect forms with a smaller number of “sharp
edges” and a smoother “surface” through all these painful frictions and grinding. Later,
at some time, the moment of truth certainly comes for each “little stone” (another instant
of “Death”) — the most roughed-down “stones” find “the holes” that correspond to their
Configuration and become a “part” of the next “mixer” with a higher-qualitative “grout”,
while the large ones continue to hit each other, considering that those that are absent
“have died”, irreversibly “disappeared”.
11.11958.

So, let’s summarize all this: when the sharpest “facets” have been roughed down,
these “gravel stones” begin gradually to “jump out” through corresponding “holes” in the
“walls” (“round”, “triangular”, “rectangular” and others — depending on the Direction of
development) of one “concrete mixer” into next “mixers”, where quite smoothed “gravel
stones” are involved into a new, higher-qualitative, “rotation” process. There, in the
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second (tenth, twentieth, … hundredth) “concrete mixer”, there is different composition
of “the grout”, other shape of “the mixer”, and completely different rotation frequency,
temperature, shape of “the holes”… After another refocusing, FCA gets new SFUURMMForms of higher-qualitative LUUD-VVU-copies, while a part of the rudest SVUULL-VVUcopies become synthesized and become the Experience of LLUU-VVU. This is the way of
“replacement” of the previous “personality” with a lower-qualitative Configuration of the
Self-Consciousness by another one, more developed and adapted for the further evolutional
“training” in new conditions. After the end of each of scenarios of development in each
subsequent “concrete mixer”, the shape of “a gravel stone” (FCA) achieves the Configuration
that can go through one of special “holes” in the side “wall” and gets into the next “mixer”.
This sequential process continues until a definite amount of “initially loaded gravel”
achieves the expected size and Configuration. At any of these stages, all “gravel stones”
that haven’t achieved a necessary degree of “processing” periodically (through interage
refocusings) return into the previous “concrete mixer”, while “completely ground” ones go
to other Spheres of creativity carried out on higher-qualitative Levels.
As I have already mentioned, “Death” is quite a usual and, so to speak, “working”
moment of our continuous “personalized” Existence — it is associated with the extraction
of current biological Forms of vibrational manifestation of “a personality” from the
dynamics of Creative Activity of some Formo-systems of Worlds and refocusing of its
Self-Consciousness into biological Forms that structure other Formo-system of Worlds.
Basically, this slightly intricate definition of “Death” reflects much better the subtle
processes that happen to “us” at this moment of our Life than all previous subjective
conceptions and evidences of “people” who observed this event from outside. There must
be no slightest mystery left for you in respect of that which really happens in the structure
of the Self-Consciousness of “a personality” at the moment of “Death” in case of extremely
low-qualitative refocusings (that are no longer typical of the development of LLUU-VVU),
when “the personality” loses its usual ability to assess itself as a biological analog of a
NUU-VVU-Formo-Type.
11.11960.

All authentic Information of IISSIIDIOLOGY that reveals for “people” all
details of the true Essence and the multilevel dynamics of this (in fact very natural!)
“rotation” Process must be fully understood by you and every your question must have
a comprehensive answer. Otherwise, none of you will manage to “squeeze out” of your
Self-Consciousness SFUURMM-Forms of “Death” (“dreadful”, “sinister” and “horrible”)
that have been previously created and established during the existence of hundreds of
generations of your ancestors as about a certain desperate “end” of Life. Knowing all
inside facts of the process of “dying”, under no circumstances I would use this completely
unsuitable (in its meaning) word, if your common vocabulary had at least one more word
that would better reveal the true essence of this event in the “personal” Life of each of you.
Even the word “transition” won’t do, because it implies certain mechanical dynamics, a
moment of moving something to something else.
11.11961.

However, nothing of the kind happens at the moment of “Death”. I would even
say that objectively nothing substantial takes place, it happens only on the subjective
level! That is why I have chosen the word “refocusing” to designate the energy-information
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reprojections of the Levels of your Focus of Creative Activity inside energy-information
structures of the Self-Consciousness, which forms the general creative dynamics of Your
UFS — Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness. I assure you that you “personally”, except
for deeply subjective illusions that appear in your Self-Consciousness during the clinical
“Death”, never fly anywhere, do nothing mechanical and even don’t change your outward
appearance, but just ALWAYS continue to live, being automatically focused in your other
biological bodies. That’s all!
The fear of “Death” appears due to the fact that you are used to identify yourself
with the visible and palpable body and try by all means to protect this body, secure and
preserve it, because you many times saw and made sure what exactly happens to the bodies
of other “people” when they “die”: they eventually rot and you never see these “people” in
your Life again. That is why you are so sure that “Death” is a complete disappearance,
that you (your “dear” body!) one day will also have the same fate, and you will never be
able to see your relatives, friends, intimates, and beauties of the outer World. All others
will stay alive, but you will no longer exist… All this happens in your Self-Consciousness
only for one simple reason: you are absolutely sure that you are your biological body
or, vice versa, that your body is “you personally”. This is the basis of all your erroneous
primitive Conceptions of Yourself, which, in its turn, gives rise to the desperate fear and
animal horror, as well as a fair desire to protect this body, fight for it to the last gasp. Every
instant you create these fears and horrors (which you constantly feel in Life) in your own
information “space” of your individual ODS and then project them into Space-Time of
the outer Continuum, thus creating the main reasons of infinite conflicts and discords,
enmity and disagreements, killings and wars. This has been going on for many millennia.
11.11963.

These collective efforts aimed at mass destruction both of yourselves and of the
outer World may be corrected only by your equally active collective actions with the
aim to change your common Conceptions of that subjective Reality which you inertially
reprogram in your Self-Consciousnesses and then live in it suffering from your own
imperfection. All of us should as soon as possible counterbalance the old-established
destructive collective psychological processes by mutual creative mental-sensuous
processes that have an absolutely new energy-information foundation. Then, owing to the
intensive qualitative change, all kinds of positive and constructive changes will also begin
to actively and stably manifest, first, in the structures of your collective Consciousness
and, later, in the state of the outer reality (which is dynamically structured by you). The
New Knowledge will put an end to all your present delusions and will finally present a
truer, more real and integral picture of the structure of the Universe and Conceptions of
the Principles of functioning of absolutely everything in It — from elementary particles
and atoms that constitute the biological Forms used by you to yet unattainable and far
Planets, Stars and Galaxies.
11.11964.

When you — during deep logical considerations, high intuitive insights and
finest scientific researches — make sure that not only your spiritual (as physicists say,
field-type) existence but also your “personal” Life represent one and practically endless,
eternal Process, you will completely get rid of the fear of “Death”, by understanding
its true illusory nature, which, in essence, is a real guarantee of your “personality”
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Immortality. Then it will appear in your Perception as an invaluable Gift of the Universe
to all Its Creators-Originators, Whom all of You really are! My advice is: not to reject
this Knowledge immediately, carelessly “shelving” these books only on the grounds of
its seeming complexity and incomprehensibility, and not to raise this Knowledge to the
level of “the ultimate Truth” (or, Heaven forbid, to the status of another “new religion”!),
because both excessive popularity or sensation and frenzied attacks or accusations have
ruined thousands of magnificent and brilliant social Ideas and undertakings. Many of
you are very skilful in drowning in empty talk and distorting any good and universally
beneficial deeds!
And now I wish to tell you a story. A little devil has burst into the underworld to
the master devil and blurted: “Everything is awful, we are finished!” The old devil calmly
asks: “What has happened?” Little devil says: “Up there, one man actually has dug up to
the Truth! And now people will cease to be afraid of neither us, nor death, since they will
soon discover that they are immortal!” The old devil started trembling with laugher and
said: “That’s it?! There is nothing dangerous in it! It had happened many times before!
So what if one man has found the Truth? We should simply begin to organize this matter
by applying a strict control over it, put everything in order, implement accounting and
verification, don’t let things drift, and finally appoint as many individuals, who would be
in charge of it all, as we can. By the way, that’s exactly what my protégés are doing right
now up there — many scientists, priests, critics, and the like. They are professionals, who
can slander any type of Truth by standing between people and the man, who found it, so
don’t you worry, everything will be all right”.
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However, I would like to assure all spiteful critics that it won’t be easy to brush
aside myself and the Knowledge, which I must share with you. For those who will study
IISSIIDIOLOGY and try to persistently and creatively search for their own Path to the Truth,
I have a lot of other even more amazing and universal Information, which I cannot reveal
yet only because first you have to completely understand the few necessary things which
I try to formulate and explain to you now in every possible way. Only after you logically
understand, internally feel and systematically arrange in your Self-Consciousness all
components of the universal “rotation” Process called “Eternal Life of a personality”, you
will be able to get rid forever of the “subconscious” (as they usually call these levels of “the
unconscious” in classical medicine) animal fear that constantly convinces you that at any
moment you can disappear somewhere or vanish in something forever.
11.11967.

Without a profound Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY, without a thorough
Understanding of the very complex mechanism that provides the manifestation of
some particular circumstances, situations and specific features of the “personality”
Existence around each of you, you will never convince yourself of the true Nature of this
very individual and extremely subjective process of constant “dying and continuation”.
This means that however you try to deceive, persuade yourself, continuously repeating
the words: “There’s no Death! I’ll never die!”, — you will never be able to perceive this
transitional, borderline (between two Formo-systems of Worlds) state as the most ordinary
phenomenon in your eternal Life that constantly happens to you every instant, starting
not from the first moment of your birth but from the moment of your conception.
11.11968.
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When this universal Knowledge will become “your own” Understanding, when
you yourself will be able to intelligibly and convincingly prove to yourself that which
has previously seemed unprovable, and logically explain to other “people” that which
has been considered inexplicable for thousands of years, only then you will acquire a
natural ability not to be afraid, not to become embarrassed when making Choices at most
extreme moments of any of innumerable scenarios of your eternal Existence. Because
you will become absolutely sure of the inevitable continuation of your further existence
and will not fix your Self-Consciousness for a single instant on traditional illusions of
your possible “Deaths” and seeming processes of “dying”, which in fact don’t interrupt
but reliably provide (by their structural transformations) the eternal continuation of
your Life. Only when you start to perceive your “personalized” Existence in such more
objective way, you will be able to stay always clearly focused (by the dynamics of your
Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness) in your usual individual rotation Cycle and always
automatically continue to be in those innumerable Stereo-Types, which, at any moment
of your subjective Existence, always perceive themselves “living now”.
11.11969.

Honestly speaking, this whole very complex Process, which is called “Life of an
individual personality”, is carried out in practice automatically and easily, even without
any conscious participation on your part, but simply due to the existence (in Space-Time)
of the Main Principles of manifestation of any Forms of Creative Activity of Intelligence.
For example, this happens because, in the structure of the Self-Consciousness of a Form,
there is always a continuation of the activity of various levels of “memory” that continuously
records in the temporal ethereal constituent of this Form all current VVU-Information
that comes into the “personality” Self-Consciousness from its individual ODS through
the system of Perception. Without this feature, any logical connection that unites many
scenarios with each other would be impossible, because it would be only a structuring
part of some local Formo-system of Worlds, while owing to this feature all particular
Information is nonlocally distributed among all energy-information structures, and any
event that once manifested in one of Continuums is infinitely quantum-holographously
transferred into all subsequent Continuums connected with this one.
11.11970.

However, I repeat, the profound Understanding of all fundamental details of your
Existence will become an integral part of your “personality” Self-Consciousness only if
you will be completely aware of this process. Only then you will be able to continuously
and consciously focus, in your creative Existence, only in those possible duvuyllerrt groups
of your Stereo-Types, in the Configurations of which all the Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY
has been already initially clearly and profoundly established. Since these specific wave
Configurations of Stereo-Types are “included” into the scenarios of development of
corresponding (in qualities) Formo-systems of Worlds, the development of the collective
Consciousnesses of which is well in advance of the groups of Worlds currently focused
by You, the “rotation” dynamics of your UFS will also begin to automatically and stably
manifest in higher-qualitative Formo-systems.
11.11971.

If, on the other hand, (by frequently making egoistic choices) you begin to “replace”
these groups of Stereo-Types by lower-qualitative ones, you will stabilize again your
Focus in the Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses of more primitive Forms, the Levels
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of Creative Activity of which simply cannot hold Information of such high-qualitative
Levels, and that is why, one day, the fear of “Death” will be upon you again. Then, the
inertial dynamics of your UFS will duvuyllerrtly reproject again into scenarios of lowerqualitative Worlds, where your Life will be controlled not by you, who are absolutely
sure of your own Immortality, but by stable SFUURMM-Forms of “inevitable Death”,
and you, getting into corresponding skrruullerrt systems of choices, will really begin to
perceive yourself “deceased”. Try to understand: all that remains incomprehensible to
you in detailed questions of your continuous Existence, will “subconsciously” strengthen,
constantly “deepen” and ingrain this fear, gradually becoming “a killing” and inhibiting
factor (irrespective of the degree of your awareness of these Processes) of your eternal
Development, eternal Existence, your eternal Life.
When, under the influence of some new Information or a Knowledge system in
society, there are radical changes of Conceptions in Self-Consciousnesses of many people
concerning themselves and the outer world, there are also inevitable changes in principles
of “interpersonal” relations, in priorities of values, which, as a matter of fact, determine
the Choice of the main Direction of development of the collective Consciousness of
this community. Changes of Formo-systems of Worlds and scenarios of development
depend on qualitative changes of your Conceptions of yourself and of the outer reality.
All criteria and systems of values are variables that easily and quickly transform into
something different, depending on the quality of the Creative Activity of SFUURMMForms that change in your Self-Consciousness. The main stimulus and cause of any
change of Conceptions is the change of your Desires, the change of that in which you
wish to realize yourself most of all at a given moment, that is, it is actually the continuous
synthetic dynamics of replacement of the Creative Activity, in your Self-Consciousness,
of UU-VVU-copies that reflect Aspects of some karmic Channels by VVU-Configurations
of Formo-copies that are typical of other (higher-qualitative!) DUU-LLI.
11.11973.

This natural process is the basis of all your present (yet very primitive) Conceptions
of “good” and “evil”, which, for the time being, reflect the degree of narrow-mindedness
and subjectivity of your relations rather than the truth of any system of values which you
have created and put in practice. For example, most often everything that doesn’t have
desired, expected (by you) results (in science, culture, politics, spirituality) is immediately
discredited by you and is quickly marked by premature subjective labels: erroneous,
amoral, inadmissible (meaning bad!). While that which matches your Desires, flatters
your pride, pleases your ambition and confirms your rightness (even if you know that you
are wrong!) is graciously accepted by you and “tied up” as a token of acknowledgement by
a beautiful ribbon with the inscription: “right, high moral, exemplary” (meaning good!).
11.11974.

The present “human” community cannot be viable any longer, if the fear of
“Death” that constantly spurs and strengthens in Self-Consciousnesses all egoistic
tendencies, aggressive reactions and animal desires will remain the guiding principle of
your existence. Some of you are so consumed with this fear that simply are afraid to live!
Now, the collective Consciousness of this “humankind” is at the critical stage which is
very apt to changes, when purposeful Thoughts and stably generated Feelings even of one
“human being” can very substantially affect the course of the whole “future History of the
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development” of this community, by shifting the unsteady balance that has been formed in
Self-Consciousnesses of millions of “people” into the creative Direction proposed by “the
human being”. Therefore, the effectiveness and possibilities of a more powerful influence
over the dynamics of the outer World from purposeful Thinking and conscious Feelings
of a large group of people united by one high Idea are much greater!
I propose that you should begin to intensively and consciously develop in your
Self-Consciousness high-feeling Altruism and high-moral Intellect and choose to focus
on those Aspects of background Qualities which are expressed by such Conceptions
as “Unity”, “Responsibility”, “Mercy”, “Consolidation”, “Fellowship”, “Purposefulness”,
“Steadfastness”, “Peacefulness”, “Lovingkindness”, “Tolerance”, “Greatheartedness”,
“Sagacity” and other Aspects that help to cultivate Intellectuality, Positivism and
Understanding in the Self-Consciousness of any “personality”. I think that now, in spite
of the economic and spiritual crisis, our community is ready for choosing this Direction
of its “future” development as never before, although the majority of “people” who are not
used to cope with quick changes, who don’t have any possibility and desire to master new
technological knowledge and highly-spiritual Ideas, as usual, prefer to waste time, being
afraid to make at least one step forward in their development.
11.11976.

Most of you already understand that it is simply absurd and impossible to develop
in modern Life using ancient interpretations that have been used for thousands of years.
The modern Intellect is absolutely incompatible with many things that used to serve
as the meaning of existence for our far ancestors. Are we so puny and intellectually
weak that are unable to create anything new, truer for Understanding Ourselves and
the general picture of the Creation?! The present society is literally overwhelmed with
an eager anticipation of the appearance of the newest Spiritual-Scientific Truth that
would integrally and significantly fill their Life with completely new Revelations and
Beliefs, Meaning and Content, Ideas and Understanding, Hope and Aspiration, which
will promote the awareness of the Joy of Life, rather than drive “people” to aggression,
violence and destruction of Life. Many modern spiritual, scientific and political leaders,
while acknowledging deeply inside their Self-Consciousnesses the pressing need and
relevance of such energy-information reconstruction inside the collective Consciousness,
are nonetheless afraid of declaring it aloud, because, if they declare it, they will have to
propose something specific and new instead of already existing knowledge, but they
simply don’t have any constructive concepts and Ideas in this respect.
11.11977.

Nevertheless, finally, there is such a high Scientific-Spiritual Concept that can
effectively and quickly return the whole structure of the collective Consciousness of
“humankind” back to its normal position and provide a high-qualitative impetus for
the stalled evolutional mechanism. It’s IISSIIDIOLOGY. It’s not at all another new-fashion
universal religion or unshakable dogma designed only for primitively and unexactingly
thinking “people”. It is designed for representatives of humankind that already actively
use their higher-frequency Levels of Self-Consciousnesses. In order to deeply understand
and comprehend this multilevel Knowledge, it’s insufficient only to adore it and believe
in its truth. In order to know this fascinating and interesting Mystery, this most profound
Revelation, it’s necessary to pass through a long and hard work, trying to use new Levels of
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analysis and logic, Intuition and highest levels of feeling, abstract thinking and awareness
to bring your life creativity to the heights from which you would never go down to egoistic
and aggressive reactions of “half-people-half-animals”.
I write my books not for those readers that require too much attention, but
for those for whom the highly-intellectual mental Process of getting complex, deeply
intuitive comprehension of a new Information is much more important than the style,
refined language, logical “polish” and “well-groomed” morphology, long and courteous
“bowing and scraping” of the author before the capricious and fastidious reader, polite
excuses that everything is “so complex, vague and incomprehensible” — and other verbal
“belles-lettres”. The main principle of my way of presentation of Information is: the
more difficult and the deeper the meaning is hidden (so that one has to “dig it out” for a
long time, trying to find it, think hard to reveal it and persistently literally “grind away
at the books”, rather than neatly and easily “skim” the Knowledge from the pages of the
books like “sweet tasty cream”), the better it is for my TRUE Reader, who will eventually
understand everything, realize it and, maybe, will write one’s own comments in the form
of simpler and more comprehensible (to the average reader) explanations of my “awfully
complex”(!) books.
11.11979.

I do it intentionally, because I know perfectly well that it is owing to this very
(inconvenient) TECHNIQUE of exposition that the reader will sooner learn how to
manipulate not a primitive discrete logic, but a deeper and multidimensional Intuition,
not elementary Levels of Formo-Matter, but more universal and perfect Levels of FormoPlasma. My future multimillion Readers are “indigo” People, high-feeling and highlyconscious Intellectuals, that is, all those of you who will have to put in practice in the years
immediately ahead all that I have described so “attractorwise” and, perhaps, somewhere
“too confusingly” using “cumbersome” (in the inertial perception) verbal phrases. All
who don’t match these criteria, in whom the Information I give constantly causes either
distrust and embarrassment, irritation and contempt, or simply an uncontrollable desire
“to beat up the author”, should keep away from this Information, keep the minimum
distance of ten steps between themselves and these books (the high-frequency energy
that really comes from them can completely “imperceptibly” (even through thick concrete
walls!), automatically “reformat” wave Configurations of their DNA and “reinstall” new
SFUURMM-Forms into their Self-Consciousness) and continue to live according to their
current conceptions of themselves, Life and the Creation.
11.11980.

My entire method of presentation of Information includes such incomprehensible
(for many) innermost Truth and evolutional Essence (encoded in a special way) of an
absolutely new (for all “people”) Knowledge that serves only as a strong catalyst and
stimulant that drastically and efficiently activates all energy-information structures of
your Self-Consciousness for “deeper” and wider dynamics totally focused on finding your
more universal Understanding and truer Definition of WHO YOU REALLY ARE. When each
of you clearly understands and definitively determines in his/her Self-Consciousness
WHO He (She) really is, and then will begin to exert all spiritual, intellectual and physical
efforts to become more and more Himself/Herself, then this internal process will become
not only the quickest and most effective way of a purposeful influence over the dynamics
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of his/her entire spiritual transformation but also the most powerful accelerator of the
inertial transmutation of the outer reality into its higher-qualitative state.
Only when this Knowledge becomes not mine, but truly your own interpretation
of a truer Understanding of Coexistence of ALL, when you finally decide to make it
the main theme of your entire life creativity, main paradigm of your “personality”
Existence — only then it will be revealed as a higher Truth and, in full conformity with
the Information included in It, it will radically change absolutely everything in your
outer World. Quite soon, you will become — in a literal sense — a Human Being who
lives and creates his Worlds on the basis of an absolutely new, profoundly synthesized
Understanding of Spirituality and Intelligence, who purposefully Refocuses into more
and more harmonious and perfect communities that live according to the principles of
Altruism and Reason, rather than egoism and aggression. Studying this Knowledge, first
of all, you will be greatly amazed by very quick changes that will happen in your views
on Life and “Death”, in your relations with the outer reality and its “inhabitants”, in your
intuitive interrelations with the Universe. Totally new priorities and Levels of Information
will strongly attract and noticeably enhance your Reasoning Power, elevate your Feelings,
and you will be astonished by the fact that you have lived without all This for so long.
11.11982.

11.111983. Instead

of repeated and hopeless attempts to “make” and persuade you to change
your behavior and choices, IISSIIDIOLOGY itself will cardinally change all your previous
distorted conceptions concerning everything and all your obsolete egoistic beliefs
and thus will create a more reliable energy-information foundation for your further
evolutional development. If you will manage to master this Knowledge, by accepting the
highest Ideals, the deepest Thoughts and the most altruistic Feelings as the starting point
of your new Life, you will forever conquer inside yourself any kind of fear, any uncertainty
in your forces, any desire to live only for the sake of yourself. Only then, with a complete
Understanding of all “finest” Reasons that determine the essence of any “interpersonal”
relations, you will be able to begin to constantly desire and eagerly share your Wisdom and
Love, Intelligence and Awareness, Tolerance and Compassion, and even your Wellbeing
and Prosperity with others.
QUESTION. Now, it’s clear why you constantly teach us to disidentify ourselves from our

visible Form, the Self-Consciousness of which is always and entirely only in one current
rotation Cycle, from its choices and Desires. It is necessary so that not to be focused for a
long time in Configurations of already “obsolete” Stereo-Types and to refocus more freely
into qualitatively different groups of Worlds that are more attractive for our Focus of
Creative Activity. Is that so?
— Of course, my dear Firoksanta! In order to get the ability to perceive these
“future” (higher-qualitative, but yet incomprehensible to your mind) Formo-systems of
Worlds not as something strange that constitutes a threat for our conscious subjective
“individual” Existence, it is necessary to learn how to constantly become Those Forms
Which are initially “included” into the wave Configurations of Those groups of Worlds
and for Which Those Formo-systems are absolutely harmonious. Although, in case of
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higher-qualitative Choices of the Directions of development that are necessary for the
fulfillment of your principal Intentions and life Aspirations, this dynamic process of
continuous refocusings from lower-qualitative Levels of your possible Creativity into its
more harmonious Levels is always carried out automatically — virtually without “your”
conscious participation, but exclusively according to its “essence”.
That is why it is impossible to answer unambiguously the question what is
“Death”? Basically, the question is there any “Death” or not is not at all the question that
concerns this process itself, which objectively just structures in a special way a part of the
incomparably more global and important Cosmic Process — the continuous Dynamics
of Eternal Life of any Form of Existence, no matter by which Collective Intelligence it is
represented in the total different-qualitative multiplicity of Universes, because anything
that you “have imagined and contrived” about this process, in fact (that is, exactly in
this way) doesn’t happen and doesn’t exist. There is only the continuous Process of Our
simultaneous and infinite Existence — both in less dense wave Configurations and in
denser ones. All the rest, what each of you subjectively associates with the fact of “your
biological disappearance”, is just a natural result of specific particularities of your (yet
primitive) systems of Perception that cannot trace and combine “moment by moment”
all the finest “rotation” dynamics of the outer Worlds and the change (in each of these
Worlds) of wave Configurations of “yourselves”, as natural Forms that are, in principle,
inseparable in their “individual-collective” Existence from the simultaneous (with them)
Eternal Existence of all these Formo-systems.
11.11985.

That which you primitively perceive as “a termination” of someone’s Life accessible
to your limited Perception can be notionally compared with very specific energy “points”,
a special influence on which is used in the Oriental alternative medicine — lo-points that
unite and distribute along possible neighboring directions all the variety of differentqualitative flows of the so-called “Chi” Energy — flows that concentrate according to definite
parameters within one energy meridian. Without the regulating-distributing function of
each of these numerous “points”, the whole integral system of energy-information supply
of the organism simply wouldn’t exist. Likewise, a special moment of our continuous
Life, which we subjectively define for ourselves as “Death”, performs a very important
uniting-distributing function in all the inertial different-qualitative multidimensional
dynamics of many skrruullerrt systems that structure individual rotation Cycles of an
infinite series of simultaneously manifested (in Space-Time) Configurations of definite
groups of Stereo-Types of one Stereo-Form, which we (also quite specifically) perceive as
one “personality” (a biological analog of a NUU-VVU-Formo-Type).
11.11986.

What is the different-qualitative dynamics of Configurations of the groups
of Stereo-Types? It’s the entire infinite set of simultaneous scenarios of development
(“individual Programs of interaction”) initially compiled for each of these groups. A
Configuration is a specific and invariable VVU-Information (UU-VVU-Form or ThoughtForm) initially included in every narrowly fragmented Self-Consciousness, which is
typical of each Stereo-Type. At every moment of its different-qualitative dynamics, each
scenario is differentiated into many holographous variants of new possibilities of its
further development, which structure (belong to) other Formo-system of Worlds. What
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is a Formo-system of Worlds? It’s a strictly defined (initially modeled and included into
the holographous dynamics of TEC of this Stereo-Form) sequence of inertial frequencyrotation Shifts of many slloogrent Worlds that contain the general VVU-Information
about possible Directions of the creative interaction of absolutely all Proto-Forms that
structure each of these of Worlds.
The energy-information nature of each scenario is slloogrent, that is, in its any
inertial moment, there are holographous parts (that are always potentially and qualitatively
present) of other scenarios implemented simultaneously with this one in slightly different
variants of the qualitative dimension of Space-Time. Each scenario of development has a
relatively common (for all groups of Stereo-Types) moment (I say “relatively”, because, in
addition to the properties of slloogrentness, it is also inertially slightly stretched in the
mode of chronological time, and each scenario has its own “nuance of distinction”) —
“the moment of birth of a given personality” (the First noo-time Factor). It’s noo-time,
because each of us, being born as “a personality” only once, continues to inertially Exist
for eternity, never “dying” after that and never disappearing anywhere for a single instant.
However, each scenario is a constituent part of some particular slloogrent dynamics of one
individual rotation Cycle (among the whole set of variants of other Cycles that quantumholographously structure TEC of one Stereo-Form). And each one has its own slloogrent
“moment of completion” of its inertial dynamics that are particularly associated with
(initially “recorded” in) an inertial sequence of strictly defined Formo-systems of Worlds.
11.11988.

The scheme of interaction of one scenario with another one, which is qualitatively
duvuyllerrt relative to it, looks approximately in the following way: Configurations of
final inertial moments of the dynamics of one scenario are slloogrently as if “interwoven”
(“included”) into very similar (to them) dynamics of quantum-holographous moments
of all its (possible for this scenario) slightly higher-qualitative continuations, in which
all the further inertial simultaneous dynamics of Your UFS go on. Since UFS is formed by
an innumerable quantity of different-qualitative Focuses of Close Attention and Focuses
of Dual Reflection of Formo-copies that continuously energy-informationally stimulate
them (FCA), you will perceive yourself (“as a personality”), at the moment of completion
of one scenario and beginning of another, exactly in the NUU-VVU-Configuration of
that “personality” (among those proposed to you for your further realization), with
which the qualitative dynamics of FDR of the Formo-copies that interact at this moment
with your Focus of Close Attention have maximum resonance. The moment of natural
“interweaving” into the next scenario has its own (very important for us) particularity: it
is also determined rezonationally, that is, according to the degree of maximum similarity
with actually the same slloogrent moment that already exists in the new scenario.
11.11989.

Since in any new continuation of this scenario, the fact of “Death of the personality”
hasn’t been provided yet, the moment of “Death” as if “falls out” of the general dynamics
of TEC, not being energy-informationally registered anywhere, except the moments of
staying of “the personality” in ultrasubjective states of the clinical “Death”. That is, one
slloogrent moment is absolutely precisely “interwoven” into the identical slloogrent
moment of one of next scenarios, and the remaining part of the ending that finishes the
previous scenario becomes an operating part of a definite “stress zone” of ODS, in which
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there is synthesis of the Experience that has served (during initial modeling of TEC) as the
possibility to continue all subsequent scenarios of development of a slightly higher quality.
These “small” differences in qualities are real reflections of this Experience synthesized
from VVU-Configurations of the lowest-qualitative Formo-copies of your individual ODS:
the higher the quality of the possible (for you) scenarios into which you refocus, the more
Experience (also including the Experience of “Deaths” of all lower-qualitative scenarios
of continuation that structure this slloogrent moment) the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by
You have and, therefore, the longer the period for which “the scenarios” are designed.
This synthesized Experience is distributed between all lower-qualitative scenarios
in a lesser degree. This means that the lowest-qualitative Formo-copies, which you used
in your life creativity in the previous scenario, don’t structure the highest-qualitative
variants of its continuation, but the Configurations of their SFUURMM-Forms and their
typical Creative Activity structure the dynamics of lower-qualitative continuations. These
Formo-copies of “Death” are being transmuted in special “stress zones” of ODS and as if
“fall out” of the general dynamics of future rotation Cycles of this “personality”, which is their
main difference from of all other Formo-copies that are continuously being projected
into realizational “niches” of your individual ODS by UU-VVU-Forms that “are unpacked”
from TEC of the information space of your Self-Consciousness.
11.11991.

Now, let’s proceed. In order to (as a result of a choice) really get from the
inertial dynamics of one Formo-system of Worlds into another one, first, Your UFS
must abandon forever (leave the dynamics of manifestation of this Creative Activity)
the Configurations of the Stereo-Types “currently” focused by It (manifested in SpaceTime as NUU-VVU-Forms) and fully identify Itself with the inertial dynamics of the
VVU-Configurations typical of another group of Stereo-Types of the same Stereo-Form
(from your next scenario), which structure the dynamics of Worlds of another Formosystem. The biological body of manifestation of the previous (just abandoned by Your
Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness) group of Stereo-Types (“personality”) belongs
to the inertial dynamics of the previous Formo-system of Worlds and automatically
(rotationally) continues to stay in it further in the form of “a lifeless corpse”. One of
many Focuses of Close Attention of Your UFS, at the same moment, using FDR of some
of most active (in your Self-Consciousness) Formo-copies, is already rezonationally
fixed in the VVU-Configuration of Stereo-Types of one of next parallel scenarios and,
therefore, in its dynamics (which means, in the Self-Consciousness of the NUU-VVU-Form
newly focused by You) there isn’t any registration of the short moment of completion
of one scenario and beginning of another one, that is, “Death” that unites both these
slloogrent moments of one and the same Life hasn’t been manifested anyhow in any
scenario, because all Formo-copies that participated in it have been already (but actually
initially!) synthesized into Experience.
11.11992.

While the previous Formo-system of Worlds contains only elementary chemicobiological dynamics carried out by other Proto-Forms in the former (already used by
You) biomass of the NUU-VVU-Form that has become completely unnecessary to you
(the group of Stereo-Types, which manifested it, was necessary only for the Synthesis
of a strictly defined Experience!). Now, for some chronological time, it will be useful
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for realizational Forms of Collective Intelligences of other types (as food for animals,
nutrition for plants, source of bioenergy for bacteria and microorganisms, system of force
interrelations for molecules and atoms), which use it in their own fashion for receiving
their own Experience of existence. I would call such seemingly realistic and doubtless
manifestation of the facts of “Death” in our Life one of the most amazing Illusions
characteristic of the frequency range “focused” by us, one of the most fascinating selfdeceptions contrived and supported by us for a long time, which was necessary for selfsurvival and self-reproduction of biologically imperfect animal Forms of this Sphere of
creativity of the Collective Intelligence of “humankind”.
The “human” mind, which is very strongly attached to the Form of its realization and
associates itself only with it, can discern itself only in the specifics of some circumstances,
in practice of categorical decisions made by you, in explanatory logic of actions performed
by you. It is this discrete mind — with its exclusive ego-rationalism, egocentrism and
extremely limited possibilities of manipulation of Energy-Plasma of higher Levels of the
4th dimension, but not at all “the Soul”, which is primitively understood, subjectively
limited by you to “the soul” and wrongly (in such “interpretation”!) associated in your
Self-Consciousness with Aspects of high Sensuousness and Intellectuality — that is the
main mechanism of your strong “personal” attachment to the “current” (that is, temporary,
constantly changed by you) Form of your life realization.
11.11994.

11.111995. High Sensuousness, on the contrary, tends to self-extension, maximum “deepening”

into Everything and identification with All things in Existence. It tries to propagate its
vibrations of involvement absolutely into everything — absorb inside itself every human
action, every natural phenomenon: any grass-blade, drop, beam; it seeks to come in
contact with everything around it: chants of birds, air movements, blue sky and glittering
of stars. On the other hand, the mind tends to concentration, division, expressions that
would allow it to consider itself the exclusive and most important phenomenon, unique,
able to define and control absolutely everything in the outer information “space”. Now,
tell me where do you think the mind is located? Give at least an approximate answer, in
which particular place of our body?
— Isn’t it in the head, in the brain?

— No. It’s, of course, ridiculous that even now, in our informed age of
nanotechnologies, many scientists and prominent philosophers with an astounding
persistence continue to argue about a particular “location” not only of “the human soul”
but also of the mind. However, either head, or any other part of the body in no way can be
discerned by the systems of self-perception of the mind and chosen by it as a certain focal
point — a three-dimensional biological cellular formation, which, in addition, changes
every single moment in the creative dynamics of realizational Forms of the Collective
Intelligences of Worlds. The subjective impression that the mind is as though situated in
the head appears in the Self-Consciousness only because this part of biological analogs
of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us contains in each unit of volume much more VVUInformation (projected from TEC through the activity of the Formo-Creators of all
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possible regions of the brain, receptors, neurons and many other complex formations and
substances) than in other parts of the body.
Nevertheless, you can object by stating that many neuronal interconnections are
also concentrated in the vertebral column. Yes, indeed, those who have quite a primitive
mind, who exists mainly on the basis of activity of lower Levels of the first two IISSIIDICenters, may, of course, have an absolutely clear impression that their mind is located
“somewhere at the bottom of the back” (everybody knows what exactly is located there!),
because there are also many nerve endings there. Many are guided in their behavior and
choices by this main (for them) “principle”, that is why they are often described as the ones
that “don’t use their head to think”. For the time being, it’s true, because they practically
don’t yet associate the Conception of “themselves” and “their” activity with the activity of
the brain.
11.11997.

Let me state the following facts: the nervous system of “a human being” consists
of aggregations of more than 100 billion neurons, a mouse has about 70 million of them,
a spider, which at times manifests remarkable rational reactions, has just 600 thousand
neurons, and a bee has more than 1 million of them. By the way, while an adult “human
being” has the brain that weighs approximately 1.5 kilogram, a bee’s brain weighs just one
milligram! It seems obvious that such an elementary “brain” as the bee’s cannot be efficient
for a developed mind organization. However, it turns out differently in practice: a complex
sequence of actions performed by “a human being” is just three times longer than that of
a bee! During thinking, “a human being” actively uses only about 4% of all cells of the
brain! In fact, for example, the ability of performing simple counting operations requires
just several hundred of nerve cells, while the maintenance of the main functions of the
“personality” Self-Consciousness requires several thousand of them, but not millions and
billions!
11.11998.

This give rise to a logical question: where, on which frequencies and wave levels,
there is the beginning of that which we call “the process of thinking”? (Let me remind
you that by “a frequency” I mean a qualitative characteristic — the number of oscillations
of a wave per second). Let me give the answer. First, I would like to say that everything
that we represent biologically (brain, biochemical reactions, glands and organs, as well as
many other systems) is just “an external entourage”, a necessary “scenery” of the Essence
that forms Us, or GOOLGAMAA-A, Which, by means of one of many Its realizational
mechanisms — the Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness — simultaneously cognizes
Itself in an innumerable set of Forms manifested simultaneously and in different ways
in all Time Flows. Indeed, that which we associate with “memory”, Experience and which
we use in the process of awareness, is located not in the intricate gyri of our brain, but
is evenly distributed in the form of infinite wave structures of factor Axes that form the
Primary Time Axes of our LLUU-VVU-Forms, and manifests in our Self-Consciousness
instantaneously, penetrating billions of different-dimensional rotation Cycles.
11.11999.

I must say that most of the “megabytes” of the brain of “a human being” and other
animals are used not for functioning of the Self-Consciousness and intellect, but for
completely different functions that are characteristic of the system of Perception and also
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for muscular and emotional (bioelectromagnetic) response to the VVU-Information that
constantly enters the information space of the Self-Consciousness of “a personality” from
realizational “niches of the individual” ODS. Depending on activated Formo-copies (their
frequency) and PARTICULAR reactions to the “unpacked” (from TEC) VVU-Information,
some “nucleons” in some molecules of the biological organism will change their spin;
some molecules, in their turn, will change accordingly the Configuration of their Forms,
thus changing the quality of volume (spatial) resonance; and, for example, a cell of the
special (one of three) transparent layer (that is, the one that transmits light waves and
changes their direction) of neurons of the retina will generate and transmit, using a set
(about 30) of specific substances (neuromediators), its own special slloogrent impulses to
the entire neural network at once, to all Formo-Creators of the central nervous system (to
the Formo-Creators of thalamus or thalamencephalon, in particular). The Formo-Creators
superimpose the neuron impulses on each other (modulate, intensify) and send them
back to other Formo-Creators of the retina (“coordinators” of photoreceptors) that become
excited to some extent, which is reflected in the position of “necessary” optic rods (there
are 120 million of them) and 6 million retinal cones on the retina plane; light has to pass
the three layers of neurons (transparents and coordinators) mentioned above to get to the
rods and cones. Then, the following “image” will be formed (“unfolded”) in the information
space of the Self-Consciousness: with the help of electric functions (performed by these
Formo-Creators) of correlation between the coordinates of photoreceptors in the retina
and the coordinates of nerve cells in it, an imaginary (owing to repeated diffractions of
light in the three layers of the cells, the lateral dimensions of which are much larger than
photoreceptors themselves) “rod-cone-configuration image” (like a multidimensional
bar code) of a definite diffraction spectrum of spatial frequencies is being accordingly
created (during the projection of the image by the crystalline lens of the eye).
Then the whole “set” of the Formo-Creators of neuromediators that perform
servicing functions for the Formo-Creators of cells — coordinators (correlators) with the
whole diversity of their interrelations and types of “branching” (from straight and long
branches, relative to the dimensions of the retina, to thick and small branches) — will
provide the Formo-Creators of the optic cortex of the brain (which will discern and adapt
the Formo-image — as a neuronal hologram, that is, biochemical or electromagnetic
“logic” of each neuron transmitted into the collective slloogrent dynamics of the entire
nervous system! — of the perceived multidimensional VVU-Information) with the highest
“reading” accuracy of relative positions of photoreceptors, nerve cells and elements of
“the image” transmitted by electric impulses along the ophthalmic nerve (a bundle of
axons of the coordinators-cells in the retina). The final association of “visual images”
with “surrounding objects” (their sizes, configuration, distance to them) is created by
muscular movements of the whole “human” body due to the emission (made during and
in accordance with the movements) of definite compositions of neuromediators that are
identical with some of those that are used by the Formo-Creators of the retina, as well as
due to the correlation (performed by the Formo-Creators of the brain) between impulses
of the cells that innervate these muscular movements and the particular subjective
Information concerning spatial coordinates of the structure of the retina relative to the
time of propagation of impulses between its cells. I would like to note that, although electric
connections between these cells are ramified and random, they include the consistent
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pattern of the retinal microanatomy. During the first months of the development of a child
(with the penetration of nerves into the retina and the brain and a gradual development
of the coordination of the child’s movements), the Formo-Creators of the brain begin,
with the help of “their” realizational Forms (neuromediators), to “supply” Information
about different (including muscular ones) processes (concerning their intensity and
duration, depending on changes of the location in Space-Time) to the bio-Creators of the
retina and to the ones that are responsible for projection of “an image” on “the bioscreen”
of the Self-Consciousness (by the way, this explains the preservation of the ability to see
dreams by children that become blind after a year from their date of birth as a result of an
injury to the eyes, optic nerves or optic tract). That is why, with good reason, for “human”
Forms, the word “vision” (including the so-called “inner vision” manifested when there
is no light, in daydreams, night dreams, meditations, “astral projections”, under hypnosis
and in some other states) may define not that which is slloogrently manifested at a given
moment in a molecular (or wave, corpuscular) form in the outer Space-Time, but only
that which, in accordance with the frequency of this Formo-system, is decoded (“unpacked”)
from the TEC-dynamics and is subjectively projected (“unfolded”) by the Formo-Creators of the
brain in the information space of the “personality” Self-Consciousness.
So, the vision of “a personality” is the inertial process of slloogrent deciphering“unpacking” (from TEC) of frequency characteristics of definite VVU-Configurations of
SFUURMM-Forms, which structure the individual ODS of this “personality” and are in
an active or passive state in the form of individual recollections (particular ThoughtForms and Thought-Images — “unconscious” or “subconscious”), mainly by using the
organs of vision and optic regions of the brain (however, if there are malfunctions of the
visual analyzers, then the slloogrent process of formation — during “unpacking” of UUVVU-Forms — of neuronal holograms of subjective projections of Formo-copies makes
it possible for the Formo-Creators of the brain to perform the functions of frequency
discernment even when the systems of visual reception of Information are destroyed).
That is, you should understand that any “image” perceived by you is modeled in your
Self-Consciousness not only on the basis of a photon emission but also on the basis of
already existing (in your individual ODS) VVU-Configurations of UU-VVU-conglomerates,
using the projections of which the Formo-Creators reconstruct (in each particular case)
their own holographous Formo-images. We don’t “see” real objects, but automatically
reproduce in our Imagination only subjective Formo-images diffracted (deformed,
distorted) by VVU-Configurations of various Formo-Creators of the brain, not perceiving
them really — as a direct display on the retina. I write about this in every detail only
because up to now either these particularities of our system of Perception are not
revealed by ophthalmologists, or they simply don’t understand that “the lens” of the eyes
— crystalline lens — project “an image” not onto the sensitive elements of the retina —
ends of rods and cones that allegedly form “a photoplate-screen”, but to their reverse side,
and that signals DON’T pass from them to the brain via the optic nerve — a bundle of
nerve fibers, the quantity of which is many times less than the quantity of rods and cones
(as it is stated without any evidence by many scientists who have even “managed” to find
in some regions of the brain responsible for vision something like a blurred projection of
“the image” that enters the eyes!). Alas, “poor scientists, professors and their associates” (
), try to understand finally that vision is just illusion, that the ends of the rods and cones
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cannot “see” (perceive) anything, because they rest on a dark opaque pigmentary layer!
By analogy with technical devices, light falls on the retina not like on photodiods, but
like on a technological “board” (located behind them), onto which they are “soldered”.
Textbooks and scientific articles don’t tell anything about it, just as, by the way, about
the fact that diameters of the ends of the rods and cones are about ten times larger than
the smallest point of “an image” perceived by the eye (therefore, according to the laws of
physics, “a human being” must see small details worse in a bright light, however, in reality,
everything happens just to the contrary)…
Just imagine how many nerve cells were involved in the process of vision described
above! Take notice that all this is not mental activity itself, but just that which one way or
another only prepares the basis to begin a particular psychological and “physical” response
of “the personality” to the Information that came from TEC and to start up the process
of thinking. Similar energy-information (electromagnetic) “chains” are characteristic of
all levels of response. As I said, we also need a huge number of neurons that process the
Information and provide the activity of the regions of the brain responsible for motor
reactions and muscle control. So, the heavy and complex brain provides “people” and
animals, in comparison with insects and other small inhabitants of our Reality, with
advantages that are not directly associated with intellect. As you see, the much more
important parameter for an increase of the intellect level is not the number of neurons,
but the quality of their interconnections among themselves, that is, modularity of the
brain, which, in its turn, is provided by the qualitative state of the VVU-Information that is
continuously attracted and “unpacked” by Formo-Creators of various regions of the brain
from the slloogrent dynamics of TEC with the help of Formo-copies of the individual ODS
of “a personality”. So, I assure you, any “human being” thinks not at all by the brain as a
part of the central nervous system, which — through the organizing activity of various
Formo-Creators and their realizational Forms — performs in the NUU-VVU-Configuration
just the role of a certain switchboard, adapter or retransmitter of Information that comes
from the information space of the Self-Consciousness, the time (inertial) dynamics of
which is based on the “noo-time” dynamics of Formo-copies attracted by the FormoCreators into the Primary Time Axis from realizational “niches of individual” ODS typical
of each “personality”.
11.12003.

The biological body and our entire organism, in the three-four-dimensional
diapason of its functional Creative Activity, represents a volume spheroresonator that
perceives the “unpacked-unfolded” (from TEC) VVU-Information not so much by the five
sense organs (known in science) as by the wave Configuration of every DNA molecule
and every elementary particle that structures our entire organism. Moreover, time and
distances that as if separate “a human being” from sources that generate the Information,
are not important, because absolutely all energy-information dynamics between “niches”
of ODS and objects of Formo-systems of Worlds are carried out at once and simultaneously.
Unfortunately, as I have already mentioned, the majority of neurophysiologists that study
the brain, higher psychical functions and memory, in particular, don’t have any ideas
about the subtle wave energy-information Principles of functioning of the outer reality,
which are directly associated with any Form of existence, including the brain. In spite
of some success in this branch of science, they fall very much behind of the intensive
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energy-information dynamics of modern Time Flows, because they no longer can provide
accurate and logically reasoned answers to many important questions which would help
to deeply and comprehensively reveal (and develop!) such very important phenomena
of the human thinking ability as telepathy, telekinesis, clairvoyance and superhearing,
“astral projections”, déjà vu, functioning of supermemory and many other phenomena
associated with the activity of the brain and extraordinary manifestations of “a human”,
or another type of Self-Consciousness.
In order to distinguish “the husk from the grain” in our Understanding of this
question, it makes sense to provide more details and, finally, clear up what is after all
that small (as it has been already mentioned, it weighs about 1.5 kilograms) biological
formation that consists of the most unique (“semiplasmic”), in its nature, substance,
which we call the brain. This is the place of processing of sensory and mental Information
that comes not so much from the sense organs (the majority of scientists think so) as
from virtual quantum-holographous structures of our “personality” Self-Consciousness,
“the unconscious”, the Subconscious and the Supraconscious.
11.12005.

There is such notion (which is not quite defined by scientists) as “hidden
(nondeclarative) memory”, the volume of which is amazingly great in the brain.
Such “memory” is the very mechanism of the temporal ethereal constituent, which is
individually characteristic of every manifested “personality”; it continuously accumulates
all new data, and this process never stops, even when the Consciousness is in the state of
“loss”. Owing to this complex-configuration energy-information structure of our SelfConsciousness, even on the “unconscious” — for “a personality” — Level, the brain not
only continues to accumulate Information, but also ponders over, assesses and sorts it out,
filtering from a huge mass of data only those which are necessary for this “personality”.
The endless variety of our higher nervous activity, our psychology: all possible emotions,
Thoughts, Beliefs and moods (all that which we subjectively and confidently associate
with our own “personality”) is continuously decoded, transformed and adapted by a
specific frequency of the Focus of Close Attention from individual (for this “personality”)
quantum-holographous ranges of the temporal ethereal constituent into force energyinformation interrelations of interferential wave Forms and realizes itself through
somatic, psychological and mental functions of our biological organism with the help
of the electric and biochemical activity of very tiny and plain jelly-like formations that
compose the brain.
11.12006.

Therefore, I can make the following important conclusion: our “memory” is
NOT localized in the brain (its molecular part); functions of preserving and processing
(specific feeling of one of its holographous parts in a very narrow range of our own selfperception) VVU-Information are performed by UU-VVU-copies of an innumerable set of
realizational “niches of the individual” ODS of the Self-Consciousness of each “personality”.
This Information is “kept” in an OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system not for decades and even
not for centuries, but — according to our subjective notions — ETERNALLY! Therefore,
whatever you do to the brain: exchange places of its hemispheres, move the upper part
down to the place of the lower one and vice versa, divide it into pieces and replace them
by other pieces, or even remove vitally important brain regions, — a normal functioning
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of “memory” will be restored quite soon with the help of the information base of the
temporal ethereal constituent.
The dynamics of the Creative Activity of our Self-Consciousness manifested
through the mental-sensuous and psychological activity of our brain (which many
scientists consider as an example of a “physical” entropic system) is not the only
nonentropic, organized phenomenon in the Realities formed with the participation of
NUU-VVU-Forms. The same is true for the Realities formed in any part of the Creation
by any Forms of other Collective Intelligences. I think that the question about entropy as
a subjective sign of an increase of the degree of chaos in the dynamics of some systems
(in any scales of its consideration!) is absolutely contrived due to great self-limitations of
the creativity of Self-Consciousnesses of those scientific authorities that invented it once;
due to the fact that the pernicious conservatism of our scientists doesn’t allows them
to take seriously the very Idea of existence of Consciousness (intelligent, organized and
purposeful activity) in other, untypical of “the human being”, forms and in other specific
conditions of existence that are inaccessible to our visual observation.
11.12008.

Dear scientists, you may laugh aloud at me, but I know absolutely authentically:
any “closed” systems, in which processes that don’t have (for Configurations of our
Perception!) obvious features of an organized intelligent activity could be “entropically”
(in your understanding!) implemented, don’t exist — due to absolute holographousness of
all Levels of the Creation! That which, only in the systems of dimensions of our habitual
Reality, seems as a certain external sign of entropy, in fact represents hidden (from our
Perception) processes of origination and formation of the specific dynamics of the Order
of a higher Level of manifestation, which is incomprehensible to you. Tell me, is the state
of sand is less organized relative to the state of a stone on the atomic-molecular level?
Now consider the question from the point of view of the possibility of approaching of
this mineral-molecular Proto-Form of a Collective Intelligence to the Levels of even
more organized “intra-atomic” force interrelations, where there are many times less
manifestations of “chaos” than in “a material” Form. That’s what it is!
11.12009.

The very presence, in the Creation, of the different-qualitative dynamics of
the Principle of slloogrent frequency-rotation Shifts provides each Form of Collective
Intelligence with the process of evolutional development, that is, continuous refocusing
from the state of less organized Forms of Creative Activity into higher-qualitative and,
therefore, more organized ones. Any Form of manifestation of any Aspects of the Pure
Cosmic Qualities — whether it be any insect, stone, ocean — is simply fated to Evolution!
This notion — entropy — has no relation at all to the Information which is outside the
Forms of its possible manifestation, because Information manifests completely different
ways of existence and realization than that which we are used to understand as “forms”.
Why did I mention it?
11.12010.

I mentioned it so that to remind you that all possible thinking-feeling psychological
processes that are characteristic of the functioning of the Self-Consciousness of any type
are carried out as waves, without the obligatory specific affixment to such “material”
object as the brain. Processes of thinking and feeling cannot be carried out by ordinary —
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notionally “entropic” — molecular systems, because their manifestation and organization
need special — “nonphysical” — elementary particles and Fields-Consciousnesses that are
not subject to the laws of physical molecular statistics (read will about them at the end of
the book). The synthetic process of thinking-feeling is connected with all biochemical and
biophysical reactions that occur in the brain and are always accompanied by generation
of special electromagnetic emissions.
Thoughts are wave Fields-Consciousnesses of a special type induced by
Nonmolecular structures that creatively realize themselves through all possible FormoCreators of our brain. They are also Creators of innumerable synapses — specialized
functional contacts (from Greek. synapsis — joint, connection) between excited neuron
cells that, in essence, make the only path, through which neurons can communicate with
each other, and, thereby, provide all main manifestations of the activity of the nervous
system and the integrative (uniting; from Latin integratio — unification) activity of the
brain, which create around themselves localized magnetic fields that actively interact
among themselves and form the general magnetic field, the dynamics of which propagates
far beyond the brain in the form of a specially organized and maintained (in time)
energy-information formation — a Karmo-Form of a given “personality” structured by its
unique VVU-Information (by specifically organized SFUURMM-Forms of conglomerates
of Formo-copies).
11.12012.

The brain of “a human being” is a quantum-holographous “matrix”, the
Configuration of which is structured by different information Codes. Living in the
3-4-dimensional Time Flow, “the human being” receives as if “from outside” and emits
himself (into Space-Time of the outer Continuum) Information that belongs to the
2-3-dimensional diapason (on the levels of extremely egoistic and negative creativity
of SVUULLMII-SVUU-Creators and SVUULL-VVU-copies manipulated by them), to the
3-4-dimensional diapason (on the Levels of lower LUUD-VVU-IRKKULL-Forms and higher
mixed STOOLUUD-VVU-IRKKULL-Forms of our Self-Consciousness — positive everyday
and sensible relations), as well as to the 4-5-dimensional diapason of Energy-Plasma (on
the Level of the “fragmentary” Activity of STOOLLMII-SVUU-FLAKS-Creators in biological
NUULL-VVU-Forms — the most altruistic and highly-intellectual manifestations). The
emitted Information, being deposited and encoded in the temporal ethereal constituent
(particularly — in VVU-Configurations of realizational “niches” of ODS), immediately
becomes a part of the subjectively discrete notional category the Memory-of-the-Worldof-the-Past and as if goes into “the past”, while the receivable Information comes from the
beyond-time category the Future-Content-of-the-World and is processed, becoming for
an instant the notional category the Current-Content-of-the-World.
11.12013.

A psychosomatic connection is nothing else but a quantum-holographous
interaction between nonlocal astro-mental structures of the Self-Consciousness (wave
VVU-Configurations of Stereo-Types that represent the creative dynamics of various
types of Collective Intelligences of different-qualitative Universes) and corresponding
form-creating Elements or Formo-Creators, which use unique wave Configurations of
their realizational Forms (amino acids, enzymes, hormones and others) and determine
all physiological particularities of a given NUU-VVU-Form. And the general wave
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dynamics of this specific (“positive”, that is, as if more “focused”, by the Configurations
of Forms of their Collective Intelligences, on their “own” force interrelations than on the
Configurations of Forms of completely different Formo-systems NOT manifested in this
range) “curvature” of Space-Time, which is subjectively manifested for an observer as a
characteristic “personality”, represent simultaneously both an emitter (to be more exact,
retransmitter) and a converter (receiver) of these wave energy-information interactions.
It is customary to assume that light waves that pass through the retina “are being
registered” by visual regions of the cortex. However, now you know that the image of
any object visually observed by us is then projected onto that part of the subcortex (an
aggregate of nerve cells — motor and sensory — beneath the cortex of the large cerebral
hemispheres) which receives and processes everything we see, like a photocamera. First,
the Information, which is initially slloogrently (quantum-holographously) encoded in
the temporal ethereal constituent, is specifically “unpacked-unfolded” in the information
space of our Self-Consciousness (individual ODS), being simultaneously perceived by
the eyes, and is immediately — as one and integral wave dynamics (which represent an
infinite interference flow of modulated frequency transformations), — also slloogrently,
distributed between various Formo-Creators that provide functioning of all regions of
the brain.
11.12015.

That which we subjectively perceive as Objective Reality, starting with atoms and
molecules and ending with the whole “material” Universe, is not at all represented in the
outer Space-Time in that particular expression, in which we can perceive and realize all
THIS in a differentiated way. On more real (more authentic, truer) Levels of Perception, the
outer slloogrent reality is instantaneously transformed into an endless and dimentionless
series of all possible superdynamic wave interrelations (like in a kaleidoscope that
rotates at a fantastic speed not only about its axis but also in all Directions on once) that
mutually copy and repeat each other in most unthinkable and unimaginable slloogrent
interpretations, which we — after a tremendously distorting diffraction in our own wave
structures (in the Self-Consciousness) — define as certain “material objects”. Actually,
there is nothing like objects that surround us in such “objective” (in our understanding)
forms. To me “personally”, all THIS reminds invisible radio waves that are absolutely
intangible to us — an infinite ocean of waves and frequencies, which becomes somehow
specific in usual (for us) outlines only owing to the fact that the Formo-Creators of our
brain (also only with the help of wave structures of the Self-Consciousness!) have the
ability to narrowly-specifically transform mutually repeating quantum-holographous
emissions into the “curvature” of Space that can be perceived by our system of Perception.
11.12016.

We think and feel not with the help of neurons themselves, but due to the
particularities of the structure and functioning of these nerve cells and “nonmaterial
particles” (“emanations”, “psychonations” and “karmonations”) that are closely connected
with them. When an electric signal (during its passage from one neuron to another one)
achieves the terminal part of an axon — the long axial (from Greek axon — axis) extension
of the first neuron — and is ready to be perceived by numerous synapses located on the
surface of one of numerous tree-like extensions — dendrites (from Greek dendron — tree)
— of the second neuron, this signal also propagates further in the form of spheroidal
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waves, the schematic trajectory of which resembles the waves that go from a fallen stone
on the surface of water (however, in this case, the waves propagate simultaneously in all
different-qualitative Directions of the qualitative synthetic Dynamics of the Creation).
These waves of bioelectrical impulses that propagate simultaneously in all directions pass
through closely located (to each other) nerve cells, constantly overlap each other, thus
causing (simultaneously in Space-Time of the outer reality, in the information “space” of
our individual ODS, and in corresponding regions of our brain) an infinite kaleidoscopic
series of interferential quantum-holographous images. The Formo-Creators of the brain,
like a set of reducing transformers, continuously decode and in their own fashion selectively
reconstruct all these interferential oscillations that belong to different-qualitative Levels
of the slloogrent dynamics of Energy-Plasma.
I must say that it has been considered unit recently that during Life nerve cells
don’t divide and that new reactions can be developed and memorized by the FormoCreators of the nervous system only by creating new connections between existing (in the
brain) neurons, which are being registered due to changes in the interneuronal contacts
— synapses, where a nervous impulse causes the secretion of a special chemical substance
— mediator (from Latin mediator — intermediary), or neurotransmitter (adrenaline,
serotonin, dopamine, histamine, oxytocin and others) that can accelerate or slow down the
generation of a signal by the next neuron. It should be noted that the nonlocal nature
of our “memory” is conditioned not only by the presence (in the brain) of constant —
incoming and outgoing — flows of various chemical compounds and electric fluctuations
between large groups of nerve cells that selectively react to various frequencies, but also
by the recently discovered processes of formation (even in the brain of adult organisms),
in three (yet!) regions of the brain (the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus, lateral walls of
the ventricles of the brain and the cerebellar cortex), of new stem cells and their closest
offsprings, maturing neurons.
11.12018.

Yet, the main reason of this uniform distribution, in Space, of all the Information
which is typical of our Self-Consciousness is that the brain of each of “personalities”
simultaneously manifested in different Formo-systems of Worlds is, in essence, a molecular
expression of the principal quantum-holographous dynamics of the universal slloogrent
mechanism, which, being really a wave Configuration of the Universe of a definite type,
is very compactly “packed” in a certain dynamic “point” of Energy-Plasma, just like
biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Forms. We, being manifested in the same rezonational
“point” together with it, can observe it as “an object” that inertially “moves” together
with the NUU-VVU-Configurations (focused by Us) through the “quantum-holographous
rotation” dynamics of Space-Time, and in its own fashion, subjectively, — through the
different-qualitative Creative Activity of the Formo-Creators that structure it by their
realizational Forms (DNA chromosomes, genes, hormones, enzymes and others), — as if
“reconstructs” (inertially “changes” during refocusings) this Space-Time together with us.
11.12019.

Our system of visual Perception also functions according to the principle of
selective analysis of the wave frequencies around us. The Formo-Creators of some regions
of the brain receive various signals from realizational Forms of highly-specialized cells
called property detectors, and, combining them (with the help of corresponding Formo11.12020.
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copies) together into logical chains of neuronal (energy-information) connections,
transform invisible wave oscillations (VVU-Information) into the frequency of images of
visible (perceptible by our system of Perception) Forms, thus forming in the information
space of the Self-Consciousness a subjective visual picture of the outer reality. At the
same time, the same Formo-Creators also carry out opposite processes by transforming
(also with the help of reacting Formo-copies) the frequency of visible (to us) objects
into specific wave VVU-Configurations of Thought-Images (Formo-images that realize
themselves through the Self-Consciousness of SFUURMM-Forms of the individual ODS).
Owing to this feature, we can psychologically — consciously and in our own
fashion — as if manipulate (in the information “space” of our individual Worlds) the
surrounding objects and subjects, however, not themselves (their molecular structures),
but the VVU-Information that structures them and is formed by us in our Imagination
as subjective Formo-images: specifically and stably imagining something, we direct
the qualitative dynamics of our “own” Worlds into those (among already existing
ones) scenarios of development, where the VVU-Configuration of this Formo-image is
sequentially transformed (visualized by us) into the Configuration of a visible (to us)
Form that corresponds more and more to our subjective Conception of it.
11.12021.

With quite a concentrated focus on this process (taking into account the strong
inertia of egoistic impulsive Desires and weaker inertia in conscious high-frequency
mental-sensuous dynamics), it is possible to refocus in some time into those Formo-systems
of Worlds, where these Conceptions can be visualized to the maximum in the information
space of our Self-Consciousness and really manifest in the form of corresponding objects
or subjects in the outer Space-Time. This also refers to any Conceptions of ourselves.
Likewise, it is possible to telepathize or purposefully retransmit VVU-Configurations of
the objects perceived by us to any distances, where they may be subjectively decoded by the
Formo-Creators of the brain of another “personality”, and using a mental concentration
(intensive refocusing in a definite Direction psychologically selected by us) we can even
influence the work of some kinds of machines and electric devices.
11.12022.

Each cell of the cortex, which is directly associated with vision, is tuned only to its
own range of frequencies and perception (from ODS) of wave VVU-Configurations only of
a definite frequency. For example, some cells become activated when we observe a great
number of horizontal lines, while others can perceive manifestations that are oriented
only vertically. I have described earlier to you the principle of projection (in Space) of
three-dimensional objects recorded many times with the help of lasers on a holographic
film. Let me remind you that according to IISSIIDIOLOGY a hologram is a dynamically
localized (in a particular point of Space-Time) projection of frequency Configurations of
Formo-images that visually as if appear where they are in fact absent in this Formo-system
of Worlds. Actually everything also happens in the same way during the implementation
of any of inertial slloogrent rotation Shifts of VVU-Configurations of any objects and
subjects in Space-Time.
11.12023.

The phenomenon of simultaneous manifestation of VVU-Configurations of the
NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us (moreover, each one manifests in its own Continuum
11.12024.
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and its own Formo-system of Worlds!) can be notionally and schematically compared
with the dynamics of a narrowly directed laser beam that illuminates at a certain angle
a necessary fragment of a holographic film and activates a definite Formo-image on it.
But in our case, the role of an innumerable set of laser beams is performed by narrowlyspecific wave Configurations of Time Flows that simultaneously “move” in all possible
qualitative Directions of quantum-holographous rotation Shifts. The role of the film
is performed by the different-qualitative energy-information structure of Space-Time
(OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system) completely structured by the different-qualitative energyinformation dynamics of narrowly-specific combinations of wave emissions of the FieldsConsciousnesses (Configurations of Formo-copies) initially included (programmed) in
the Configuration of each visually manifested Form.
Only those Forms or groups of some “material objects” can visually (quantumholographously) manifest in each rezonational “zone”, in the VVU-Configurations of
which the frequency of the waves emitted by them absolutely precisely coincides with the
wave dynamics (qualitative directivity, energy-information saturation or density, inertia,
etc.) of a strictly defined Time Flow. None of the existing Forms can fully manifest in an
initially unauthorized place, that is, where at least one of these wave parameters at least
“slightly” mismatches the frequency that is typical only of this Time Flow. The principle
of any of our local (just for one second!) focusing in the Configurations of some NUUVVU-Forms is the same, only in this case the “individual” frequency of the Universal
Focus of Self-Consciousness must either absolutely precisely correspond to the NUUVVU-Configuration initially “recorded” in a definite Space or precisely resonate with
individual parameters of one of Time Flows. This is the direct answer to your eternal
question why you perceive yourself “now” exactly “here”, rather than somewhere “there”,
in more favorable (in your Understanding) Worlds.
11.12025.

The point is in the NUU-VVU-Configuration which You consciously focus and
purposefully use: actively and stably changing your limited and egoistic SFUURMM-Forms
by higher-qualitative and more universal ones, you deactivate in the information space
of your Self-Consciousness the Creative Activity of lower-qualitative conglomerates of
Formo-copies used by the Formo-Creators of the brain, and automatically refocus into
the NUU-VVU-Configurations that structure Formo-systems of Worlds of your new
Conceptions. Our “memory” functions according to the same universal principle: in a
good mood (the dynamics of Formo-copies with higher-qualitative Configurations),
we can hardly, and only in general terms, remember anything bad from our Life, while
in a bad mood (when you, due to existing unstudied aspects in the realization of lower
Centers, “go down” by your choices to more egoistic Levels of the Self-Consciousness,
and, consequently, the Formo-Creators of the brain can take for their activity from the
information “space” only Formo-copies with lower-qualitative Configurations), we have
equal difficulty in remembering something good. Why does it happen?
11.12026.

The doolls-wave structure of the temporal ethereal constituent — the main
energy-information source for the implementation of the life activity and life creativity of
all biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Configurations — is organized in such a way that the
inertial dynamics of wave emissions of a definite range (VVU-Configurations of Formo11.12027.
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copies of the individual ODS) in the information space of the Self-Consciousness of any
“personality” can activate in it only those sequentially appearing Formo-images, episodes,
circumstances and scenes, which qualitatively correspond to the VVU-Configurations of
the Formo-copies, with the direct participation of which they, in their time, were “recorded”
in “the long-term memory” of this “personality”. As I have already mentioned, it is not
molecular Formo-Creators of the brain, but the VVU-Configuration of the UU-VVU-copies
(used by them), the FDR of which are continuously attracted from our individual ODS for
the realization, are real and eternal carriers-keepers of the VVU-Information, which we
subjectively define as “our memory”, “recollections”.
By restoring more clearly and vividly some event in our Imagination (through
the process of an active projection of FCA into the dynamics of FDR of particular
“niches” of ODS), we virtually tune (refocus) to the emotions, psychological state and
associative feelings of the situation we try to remember, thus, imperceptibly for ourselves,
motivationally also correcting the Direction of the general dynamics of our rotation Cycle,
which depends very much on the SFUURMM-Forms (Thoughts, emotions and Formoimages), on which we concentrate in our Self-Consciousness, that is, it depends on the
qualitative Levels (yet unsynthesized in the Self-Consciousness) from which we provide
the Formo-Creators of our brain with the possibility to attract and involve, into their
biochemical activity, the Focuses of Dual Reflection of some conglomerates of Formocopies. That is why you should more often remember only good, pleasant things that
would inspire you to be optimistic and altruistic, and try not to imagine any unpleasant,
disharmonious pictures, not to plan any wrongful actions, not to criticize or curse, not
to complain or take offence at something or somebody, because all this is automatically
followed by your refocusings into “the scenarios” that correspond to the quality of your
recollections or anticipated emotions!
11.12028.

The memory — as a subjective reflection, in the Self-Consciousness of a future
“personality”, of some events that happen in the “external” (relative to the embryo)
reality and that are realized in the individual Worlds of the mother with the help of some
conglomerates of Formo-copies of her ODS — of a “human” fetus starts to function only in
17 weeks after the act of conception, that is why “the human being” can basically remember
that which happened to him in the mother’s womb, starting from this “age”. I checked it
myself, when I decided once to study in detail the particularities of functioning of the
embryonal Self-Consciousness. Around each embryo, there is a specific (for this StereoForm) VVU-Configuration of wave photoreversive Fields-Consciousnesses (the so-called
“morphogenetic field” formed by the VVU-Configurations of the Formo-copies, the FDR
of which are active only in the Self-Consciousness of the mother, because the child is
a part of her individual World), which, in strict compliance with the initially included
(in them) Programs of possible development of this Stereo-Form, are actively used by
various Formo-Creators of the biological organism of the mother to create (out of the
cellular material) individual organs, systems and the whole organism of each of “future”
Interpretations of this “personality”.
11.12029.

I repeat, the hereditary and other VVU-Information, which determines all possible
variants of Directions of the further development of the organism and is accumulated as
11.12030.
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the Experience during entire Life of every “personality”, is carried not by the cell nuclei or
by the Formo-Creators, but by the Fields-Consciousnesses of these UU-VVU-copies, which
are automatically attracted by their FDR to the individual process of biological formation
of each of “personalized” Interpretations of any Stereo-Form. The VVU-Configurations
of the Formo-copies that are attracted to the formation of every individual “personality”
by the Formo-Creators of each of scenarios of development of all possible “personalities”
of the mother also constantly change in each particular case in their qualitative contents,
reflecting inside themselves all the dynamics of the programmed development of the
biological organism of this particular “human being”.
For example, in some most unfavorable scenarios designed for the earliest intrusion
of future “protoformic implants” into these NUU-VVU-Configurations, there are stillborn
children with great and fatal genetic incompatibilities (“hereditary mutative changes”);
in others, there are very imperfect Forms designed for “future” focusing in them of
physically ugly forms, retards, imbeciles6 and other disabled “personalities” that are born
in lowest-qualitative Interpretations of the mother’s “personality”; in still others, there
are also very unhealthy Forms that are incapable of being adapted to the “human” Life; in
some others, there are NUU-VVU-Configurations that are more adapted to the existence
in the “human” society or have good, better or simply ideal conditions for the beginning
of the process of further development and refocusings of the Self-Consciousness in the
highest-qualitative Directions.
11.12031.

It should be particularly noted that the “individual” creative dynamics of each
of these NUU-VVU-Configurations are energy-informationally (on the Levels of the
Subconscious, that is, on the Levels of the slloogrent dynamics of TEC of this StereoForm) inseparable from the dynamics of the NUU-VVU-Configurations of all other
“personalities” of this Stereo-Form, that are simultaneously and in parallel manifested
in different scenarios of development. Therefore, each “human being” which is born for
various karmic reasons with some significant hereditary physiological or psychological
defects, in case of his serious and sincere attitude to this process, always can inertially
refocus into the NUU-VVU-Configurations of those Forms in parallel scenarios, which
have been initially designed by the Formo-Creators for more favorable conditions of the
“physical”, intellectual or spiritual directions of development. Remember: rotation Cycles
that have inertially started at the moment of your conception or Forms of the “personality”
Self-Consciousness don’t have any influence over your Destinies, you yourself, by the
qualitative state of your Conceptions and Choices, determine the rotation Cycles (among
already initially existing ones) in which you “personally” will make your refocusings!
11.12032.

Every second, the biological organisms of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us,
simultaneously (but in different parts of them), have about 600 hormonal and enzymatic
processes — twice as many as the inertial dynamics of rotation Shifts (328) that are
characteristic of the Realities of irkkulligren types! A single (haploid) set of chromosomes
of every “personality” contains about 6 000 000 000 000 000 (6.0 x 1015) pairs of nucleotides
which is equivalent to 6.0 petabytes of VVU-Information (where, a pair of nucleotides
11.12033.
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equals 1 byte). As you know, a cell nucleus has two such sets, and 1 mm3 of the biomass of
the manifested NUU-VVU-Form focused by Us contains over 100 000 cells (if we consider an
average volume of a cell as a cube with the edge that equals 24 microns). That is why, even
without all other molecular carriers of VVU-Information (RNA, genes of mitochondria
and others), its density in our organism is more than 1.2 zettabytes/mm3 (1.2 x 1021).
For comparison, I may say that the memory capacity of the latest computer hard drives
currently equals about 1.5 terabytes (approximately 1.5 x 1012 bytes).
In other words, in order to provide our Life with necessary VVU-Information,
the capacity of the whole organism potentially has “the volume of virtual memory” that
equals the volume of memory of 5.6 x 1016 computer hard drives (much more than the
total number of them that have been produced on Earth for all the years of the computer
era). Such ability to memorize and preserve VVU-Information for a long time (actually
eternally!) — due to the fact that many energy-information blocks may be recorded in one
and the same “point” of Space (for example, one square centimeter of a holographic film
may contain as much VVU-Information as there is in ten thousand standard pages of a
plain text) — is available in our frequency range of Existence only to “noo-time quantumholographous” structures of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems (UU-VVU-Forms and UU-VVUcopies); as I have already mentioned, their “molecular rezonational retransmitters” in
Formo-systems of Worlds are the brain and the biological component of the NUU-VVUForms focused by Us.
11.12034.

All “the operating memory” of a normally developed “personality” (that is,
everything what we can use for making our moment by moment decisions) may be
notionally divided into two main types: the “real” memory and the “virtual” memory. Let’s
remember one more time where our “memory” is located? That’s correct, now I see that you
have remembered this important question: in an innumerable set of realizational “niches”
that structure the individual ODS of the information space of our Self-Consciousness. The
VVU-Configuration of a Formo-copy of each such “niche” is slloogrent, that is, consists
of an infinite number of VVU-Configurations (that differ at least in anything from each
other) of one narrow-frequency qualitative range of Energy-Plasma.
11.12035.

And now pay attention to another very important question necessary for a
profound understanding! When I usually say that “one Formo-copy” realizes itself in “a
niche”, I mean NOT one “UNIT” of certain Conceptions, but “one” different-qualitative
slloogrent VVU-Configuration of an innumerable set of fragmented Self-Consciousnesses
of Formo-copies, which has the universal ability at every moment of its eternal “nootime” Existence to be constantly differentiated into billions of self-conscious Elements
— particular carriers of some SFUURMM-Forms and emotions that are being synthesized
in various degrees in Self-Consciousnesses of billions of “people” and other creatures that
simultaneously subjectively realize themselves in their “now” in relative inertial periods,
which we subjectively perceive as “millions of years ago” or “millions of years ahead”.
That is, each realizational “niche” of ODS energy-informationally represents a whole
conglomerate of Formo-copies that can manifest their Creative Activity in different ways
only in a very narrow range of the general dynamics of Energy-Plasma.
11.12036.
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As soon as one of “personalities”, which inertially structures a Formo-system of
Worlds in one of “historical periods”, is psychologically potentially ready for a certain
experience of this narrow-frequency range, then a certain slloogrent part of the general
VVU-Configuration of “the niche” (through the dynamics of FDR of a particular Formocopy) that more or less corresponds to the stable qualitative tendency of its psychological
emotions immediately rezonationally manifests (through the dynamics of FCA of “the
personality”) in factor Axes of its RRGLUU-VVU in the form of the most attractive and
interesting (for it) SFUURMM-Forms, to the dynamics of which various Formo-Creators of
the brain respond by a definite biochemical reaction and secretion (into the organism) of
some substances (hormones, enzymes, amino acids and others). So, innumerable slloogrent
narrow-frequency conglomerates of fragmented Self-Consciousnesses of Formo-copies
of each “niche” continuously generate (in the general energy-information “space” of ODS)
and simultaneously reflect (through the rezonational dynamics of innumerable FDR and
corresponding FCA), in all NUU-VVU-Configurations of all Formo-systems of Worlds,
their typical Experience accumulated by millions of generations of “people” and other
living creatures.
11.12037.

This empirical and genetic Experience, — which in fact is being studied
(accumulated, synthesized) by all creatures only inertially, during the process of
sequential refocusings from lower-qualitative Forms into higher-qualitative Forms, and
which already exists in ODS and in every VVU-Configuration initially (in a single moment
and simultaneously), — is the main energy-information content of the whole energyinformation “space” (photoreducsive Ether) that is typical both of every “personality”
and of every space-time Continuum7. This whole potential Experience of Existence in
“human” Proto-Forms represents “a virtual-type memory”, that is, it potentially exists in
the information space of the Self-Consciousness of each “personality”, but is far from
always accessible to it for a real usage due to the frequency inconformity of the functioning
of active Levels of its Self-Consciousness with particular VVU-Configurations (Formocopies) that are eternal carriers of this Experience.
11.12038.

If one of its innumerable slloogrent parts is missing in your NUU-VVUConfiguration, then, in order to get it, you will have to know how to “go beyond” the
limits of the usual range of vibrations of your “personality” Self-Consciousness and
focus at least for a short instant in the NUU-VVU-Configurations that correspond to the
frequency of the necessary Experience. You can do it only with the help of the higherqualitative dynamics of TEC (through high-frequency Formo-copies) or by making “a
complementary” refocusing in the dynamics of VEC into other Configurations of your
Stereo-Form. Usually, they call it intuition: you have been completely unaware of a thing,
and when you need it very much, you receive a correct answer “from somewhere”. But
really, nobody “gave” or “prompted” you anything, it is your NUU-VVU-Configuration that
have changed so quickly that you have become the owner of the necessary Experience.

11.12039.

Intuition is just a simple fact of manifestation of “a complementary” refocusing
of your Self-Consciousness in extremely difficult psychological conditions or in a stress
11.12040.
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situation. Nobody can tell how many facts of “Deaths” of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by
You had to happen in other Formo-systems of Worlds so that you could finally refocus
into those VVU-Configurations, the Formo-copies of which already initially have this very
Experience of Existence. Then what is “the real memory”? It’s everything what the FormoCreators of your brain have ever managed to individually “unpack” in your Life from the
slloogrent dynamics of the VVU-Information of your Stereo-Form’s TEC, “unfold” in the
information space of your Self-Consciousness, rezonationally attract to your FCA (from
your “own” ODS) corresponding (in frequency) dynamics of FDR of one of Formo-copies
and, with the help of its SFUURMM-Forms, to subjectively “fold” again (psychologically
react to) the “unpacked” VVU-Information, thus involving in this process (by generating
definite electromagnetic impulses) some of the Formo-Creators of your brain and DNA.
They, in their turn, perform a definite sequence of biochemical reactions and
register (through the VVU-Configurations of DNA of your organism) this particular
reaction, compare it with already existing “records” (amino acids) of all your previous
reactions and, on the basis of the result (which they get “moment by moment”), synthesize
a particular Experience that will be vibrationally recorded in the VVU-Configuration
of that Formo-copy, FDR of which you have attracted by your Focus of Close Attention
(I repeat that really everything described above is just a natural inertial consequence
of your refocusings in a certain Direction of development, as a result of which you
sequentially change lower-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations by increasingly higherqualitative ones, even if you make wrong or egoistic choices; in such cases, the increase of
the qualitative state of the Configuration of your “personality” Self-Consciousness will be
simply slower that in cases of more altruistic Choices).
11.12041.

That is, it is possible to say that “the real memory” is your direct “personal”
Experience, which from now on will be eternally kept in this realizational “niche of the
individual” ODS of your Self-Consciousness (although, in fact, it always already initially
existed there, but was inertially “unpacked” only now, in this scenario!). As long as
the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by You allow you to attract again and again the
dynamics of FDR of the Formo-copies from this very “niche”, you will always remember
this event. When you will become completely satiated with this type of emotions and lose
any Interest in it (your present SFUURMM-Forms will be fully replaced by other ones),
you will unilaterally cease your relation with the qualitative range of this “niche”, and the
dynamics of FDR of any its Formo-copies will not be reflected anyhow in the dynamics
of FCA of the NUU-VVU-Configurations which you will realize in subsequent refocusings.
11.12042.

Therefore, this testifies that you have completely synthesized in your SelfConsciousness this type of Aspects of Qualities, and it is recorded in your individual ODS
as a definite Experience, in which you no longer have any active creative Interest, because
you have known Yourself in this narrow range of Existence. That is why the interrelation
with the Formo-copies that are “particular meaning contents” of this Experience gradually
weakens and soon disappears at all. You also forget all the particular events that used to
accompany it. But the Experience (in the form of knowledge, skill) is always potentially
present in the VVU-Configuration of your Self-Consciousness, and the Formo-Creators of
your brain will constantly use it to organize your life creativity, however, without attracting
11.12043.
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FDR of its Formo-carrier (UU-VVU-copy) but with the help of higher-qualitative UU-VVU-

conglomerates of high-frequency Formo-copies that naturally integrate in their slloogrent
Configurations the Experience of the Formo-copies of all lower-qualitative ODS sublevels.
I repeat: the “real” (that is, the Experience which you have already empirically
— through the temporal ethereal constituent — passed, thoroughly processed and
differentiated into corresponding “niches” of your individual ODS) and “virtual” (that is,
the Experience which you “personally” haven’t yet psychologically felt and which exists for
you only potentially through the focusing dynamics of the variable ethereal component)
types of “memory” are functionally and morphologically associated with the FormoCreators of different regions of the cerebral cortex. The VVU-Information of “the real
memory” is actively realized with the help of the Formo-Creators of the median temporal
lobes of the brain, and that of “the virtual memory” — through the Formo-Creators of the
frontoparietal part (“the niches” that are actively “manipulated” by these Formo-Creators
also accumulate the Experience from the variable ethereal component, or all that which
wasn’t present in the conscious Life of “a personality”, but “the personality” is absolutely
sure that it is real, because it happened in other parallel scenarios, from which it has
somehow refocused). By the way, the Creators of the frontal lobes are also responsible for
strategic planning, assessment of chances to win during gambling, evaluation of possible
results of any your instantaneously taken decisions and actions, which is inevitably
associated with possible variants of your “future”.
11.12044.

The connection of such creative activity of these Creators (during Perception
and identification of stimuli, during work with semantic Information, as well as during
representation — indirect, so-called “false reproduction” of objects in “the memory”)
— especially in tight time conditions — with a very quick (high-frequency — from 35
to 600 Hz) rhythmic electric gamma-activity of the brain of “human beings” and some
(including invertebrate) species of animal was experimentally established in late 1990s in
the Institute of the Human Brain of the Russian Academy of Sciences under the guidance
of N. P. Bekhtereva, and now it is registered by scientists all over the world using the
method of magnetic resonance tomography (MRT). The appearance of the gammarhythm in the cerebral cortex during the performance of various cognitive (from Latin
cognitio — awareness) operations shows its special role in the mechanisms of increasing
attention, association and integration of the Information processing results performed by
corresponding Formo-Creators of local regions of the brain with the help of the process of
frequency synchronism and phase coincidence of neuronal impulses. Various structures
of the “human” brain have many so-called gamma-oscillators (in electronics, the chain of
an oscillator transforms direct current into a high-frequency alternative current) with
their fine and selective “adjustment” by the Formo-Creators for various frequencies.
For example, paying attention to a stimulus switches a group of the Formo-Creators of
gamma-oscillators from a passive state into an active state (mainly in the frontal cortex),
which make it possible to distinguish the impulses (which they transmit) as specific
frequency codes that are used to activate specialized neural networks and quickly realize
their functions: this is the way of association of sensory processes with processes in “the
memory” that make part of a sensory response, recognition and control over a situation
during a conscious dream and in other so-called altered states of the Consciousness.
11.12045.
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Depending on your physical and psychological states, the brain continuously
generates waves mainly within the frequency range from 0 to 35 Hz (and in special
cases, as it was mentioned, the frequency may be much higher!). A diagram of the
electroencephalogram (EEG) that shows the total bioactivity of the brain is, as a rule,
a set of curves that represent amplitudes of electric impulses of various frequencies,
which are created by rhythmic changes in time of synaptic and intracellular membrane
potentials of many pyramidal (with long axons) neurons in different structures of the
brain and are registered from the surface of the cutaneous covering of the skull in general
and from its individual areas. In addition, all existing oscillations and main rhythms are
usually subdivided into frequency ranges designated by Greek letters: alpha (α), beta (β),
gamma (γ), delta (δ) and theta (θ). In essence, these are projections (on a plane) of some
qualitative characteristics of wave VVU-Configurations of Fields-Consciousnesses (that
is, Formo-copies that are directly used by various Formo-Creators of the brain) that are
active at a given moment in the structure of the Self-Consciousness of “a personality”.
By monitoring oscillations of the electric activity of the brain, modern scientists create
the newest technologies of transformation and deciphering of the images that appear
in it. They have managed not only to create the first portable (like a matchbox in size)
electroencephalograph, which make it possible to dictate a text by activation of particular
Thought-Forms, but also to transform signals of the brain into words with the help of two
grids that consist of 16 microelectrodes located under the skull near speech centers.
11.12046.

EEG of a healthy “human being”, who is in the state of relative rest, has two main
kinds of rhythms: α-rhythm with the characteristic frequency of oscillations from 7
to 14 Hz, and β-rhythm with the usual frequency from 14 to 35 Hz, but with potential
limits of the frequency up to 120 rhythmic oscillations per second. Known psychological
states of the Self-Consciousness of “a personality” also depend on the degree of activity
(dominance), in the brain, of other two main kinds of electromagnetic oscillations —
δ-waves (up to 4 Hz) and θ-waves (from 4 to 7 Hz). Let’s briefly consider each of these
ranges.
11.12047.

In the delta-state, the brain emits waves with the frequency of oscillations from 0
to 4 Hz. This is either a deep sleep without dreams or the state of a deep relaxation. The
organism uses this rhythm for a maximum possible recuperation of forces. Delta-waves
start to overwhelm the brain when we fall into a sleep or are in such unconscious states as
coma, lethargic sleep; they are also characteristic of deep trance and other “nonphysical”
states that happen without any loss of consciousness (for example, samadhi, nirvana,
experiences “out of the physical” body, conscious refocusings into the structures of SelfConsciousnesses of other Formo-Types and so on).
11.12048.

In the theta-states, the frequency of oscillations of the brain is from 4 to 7 Hz.
This is a deep relaxation or Meditation; if it’s a sleep, then it’s not so deep, but rather
a superficial one. This rhythm is accompanied by especially bright visions or intuitive
insights. Theta-waves form transitional states from a calm wakefulness to “twilight”
phases of drowsiness that appear before a deep sleep, activating in definite regions of
the cerebral hemispheres an energy-information connection of the Formo-Creators with
those Formo-copies that are associated with the most distant events, with childhood and
11.12049.
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adolescence, as well as stimulate those specific states, which are called in Zen-Buddhism
by the word “satori”. “Unpacking” the contents of TEC (the Subconscious) and releasing
from it some “part of the slloogrent contents of the associative memory”, they may give
rise, in the Self-Consciousness, to bright informative Formo-Images and Formo-Ideas,
which are the sources of creative Afflatus.
However, if you have the internal inclination to these qualitative states and abandon
yourself to them for a long time in the NUU-VVU-Configurations that don’t have deeply
synthesized Aspects of Qualities of lower Levels of the Self-Consciousness, you must know
and be aware of the following facts: an overlong influence over wave characteristics of the
organism’s cells (and DNA) in this infrasonic range (with the frequency of 5 Hz) may have
negative effects on the functioning of the liver and other organs, which act as projections
of the ARGLLAAMUNI Center; if to increase the frequency of oscillations to 6 Hz, you will
quickly feel a physical heaviness and fatigue; while a long influence of acoustic signals
with the frequency 7 Hz over the brain, may even lead to a heart failure.
11.12050.

The alpha-state is the frequency of wave oscillations of the brain from 7 to 14 Hz. I
must emphasize that the narrow range of frequencies from 7 to 8 Hz is extremely dangerous
to health, because this type of vibrations can not only provoke epileptic seizures (due to
some frequency “conflicts” between qualities of VVU-Configurations of conglomerates
of Formo-copies from different ODS sublevels in this borderline resopason, which is
partially associated with the activity (in this range — from 6 to 9 Hz) of definite UU-VVUcreatures (the so-called “antiks”8), but also have a fatal effect on internal organs and even
really deform them. On the other hand, the oscillations from 10 to 14 Hz simultaneously
contribute to a deep concentration and relaxation; it is calm and psychical equilibrium in
an active state, although, the brain continues to be awake, and actively functions, however,
all external influences as if disappear, stop to interfere with normal thinking and feeling,
which helps to efficiently and, at quite a high qualitative level, “unpack” from TEC necessary
VVU-Information that helps to activate creative Thoughts, make reasonable considered
decisions, increase intellectual and logical abilities.
11.12051.

The dominance of the Creative Activity of high-frequency Formo-copies that
generate α-waves in the information space of Self-Consciousness characterizes “a neutral,
inactive” state of the Formo-Creators of the brain, which usually is accompanied by the
desire to close the eyes and stay in a complete mental-sensuous passivity, when you do,
feel or think about nothing at all. If the activity of these Formo-copies intensifies, then
comes an unconscious desire to continue this state of relaxation and to try to make
yourself completely free from the influence of your own earthly Thoughts, and then, in
some time comes a deep meditative state — a pleasant tranquility. On the other hand, an
insufficient activity of the Formo-copies of these Levels in the brain of “a human being”,
which are the sources of α-rhythms, indicates either dysfunctional relations between
Formo-Creators of individual regions and the presence (as a result of these conflicts)
of pathologic changes in the functional activity of the brain, or psychological diseases
that give rise to anxiety, phobias, stresses. This, in its turn, clearly indicates dangerous
11.12052.
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tendencies to change the dynamics of Creative Activity of the Self-Consciousness in the
Direction which is opposite to the human development.
The beta-state (14-35 Hz) characterizes a usual wakeful state of “a human being”
who is concentrated on fulfillment of some life objectives and actively cognizes the outer
world. It’s the most ineffective state, because “the human being” experiences a weak or
strong excitation, stress; he is incapable to take someone’s advice, is fully focused on a
struggle, protection from something, strong counteraction against negative circumstances
and feverish activity. The excess in the “personality” Self-Consciousness of the dynamics
of the Creative Activity of Formo-copies of low-qualitative ODS sublevels, which are the
main generators of these waves, causes the feeling of anxiety, nervousness, perplexity,
fussiness. Nevertheless, it’s not the Formo-Creators’ fault — it’s the type of the NUU-VVUConfiguration focused by You, and they just perform their functions. You can correct the
situation only with the help of stable high-qualitative refocusings.
11.12053.

Besides, the frequency of 19 Hz is resonant for the eyeballs and can cause not
only various disorders of vision, but even all possible visions, hallucinations (which are
far from a high quality!). “The human being” who is under control of these Formo-copies
and constantly stays in these changing negative states usually has disorders caused by all
possible troubles, because his attention is fully concentrated only on external, obvious
factors and cannot perceive a situation in whole, it take it only fragmentarily — just as
it happens when the right cerebral hemisphere (the abode of Intuition, creative skills
and Imagination), which actually doesn’t participate in logical mental processes but
reproduces the outer reality in images, becomes inactive.
11.12054.

In addition to everything stated above, I would like to say that “people” can
perceive energy in the form of sound waves within the range from 17 Hz (20 m) to 20 000
Hz (1.65 cm), although sounds with the frequency of 20 kHz can be heard only by very
few “people” and only in a very young age. On average, the hearing sensitivity to high
frequencies decreases by 1000 Hz every 10 years. Approximately by the age of 60, the
average limit of high frequencies is 12 kHz for women, and 5-6 kHz for men, because this
limit decreases quicker for them. However, a good sensitivity to the energy of musical
sounds — both in frequency and in amplitude — is maintained. Most of the energies of
musical sounds that are perceptible to the “human” ears are within the frequency range
from 40 to 5000 Hz, moreover (depending on a level of sound pressure — 40-100 dB), the
system of hearing discerns as many as 620 gradations of the pitch of tone. In addition,
there are such peculiarities of the perception of sound “by a human being” as binaural
hearing, which is associated with individual abilities to determine the location of the
source of a sound in Space.
11.12055.

Taking into account the importance of this subject, now I would like to consider
in detail the influence of acoustic waves, which, being actively used by Formo-copies of
different ODS Levels, are also Formo-carriers of definite VVU-Information, and, therefore,
can have quite a great influence over the qualitative dynamics of the Self-Consciousness
of any “personality”. That is why, the Information of some particular sounds with which
you fill your own information “space” determines not only the quality of the choices
11.12056.
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which you constantly make but also the state of your health, and even the destiny of
your children and grandchildren! Yes, don’t be surprised! This is true, and now I will
try to reasonably, using examples, prove it to you (though, Aristotle has already written
about the influence of musical sounds on the psychological state and pointed out that the
viewers of famous ancient Greek tragedies “tune to that which first reaches their ears”9.
As you know, any sound, including musical sounds, is oscillations that propagate
simultaneously in all directions in the form of waves at a definite frequency (and with a
definite length). The ear is one of the most important organs that determine qualitative
states of the Self-Consciousness of “a human being”, that is why music, songs, being “the
most ancient” means of energy-information communication between “people”, actively
influence all processes that take place in the entire organism of “a human being” — from
“the subtlest ones” (mental and psychological) to gross physiological (functional) and
physical (muscular). The ear is not only the external organ of hearing, but also the main
modulator of the process of hearing, which, in its turn, is a very important aspect of
another, deeper, dynamic process, which involves each cell of the organism.
11.12057.

This process is controlled by an aggregate of the Formo-Creators of motor,
receptor and nervous structures, the activity of which provides the perception of sound
by “a human being” (and an animal) — acoustic analyzer. It is based on the stimulation
(by sound oscillations that are transformed by liquid media of the internal ear into
hydromechanical ones) of the cochlear partition — the basilar membrane, the special
structure of which (a series of mutually mismatched filters) helps to perform the frequency
analysis of sound, and acoustic energy is sequentially transformed into the excitation of
receptors located there, which, in its turn, results in the excitation of the acoustic nerve
fibers (space nerves).
11.12058.

The bioelectrical potentials that appear in them are transmitted through the
Creators of the auditory centers of the brain to: the Formo-Creators of the cortex that
are responsible for higher functions of the Self-Consciousness; the Formo-Creators of the
cerebellum that control complex movements and the sense of equilibrium; the FormoCreators of the limbic system that are responsible mainly for the emotional activity of “a
human being” and, by generating various hormones, coordinate the work of internal organs
with the brain (in particular, the Formo-Creators of its central region — hippocampus,
which are involved in the processes of self-regulation when organizing “human” behavior,
are a peculiar “starting mechanism” of psychosis). I should also point out that our system of
hearing, in essence, includes the whole skull: sound (in the range with infra- and ultrasonic)
oscillations may be perceived by the Formo-Creators of the internal ear directly from the
bones of the skull and transmitted by them directly into the brain.
11.12059.

Our ability to make various coordinated sounds that appear in Space in the form
of individual particularities of voice is the function of the biological organism, which is
used in the greatest degree by all possible Formo-copies — from the lowest to the highestfrequency Levels — for their realization in their typical Aspects of Qualities. It is well
known that even without seeing “a human being”, but just hearing his voice, it is possible
11.12060.
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to know very many thing not only about numerous properties of his character but also
about his spiritual development, his “individual” Evolution, whether he is kind or evil,
generous or greedy, conscienceless or decent, deceitful or honest… It is not for nothing
that Socrates demanded from his disciples: “Tell me something at last, so that I could see
you!”. I quite agree with him!
The voice (its pitch, quality, loudness, psychological content) changes not only
with age but also with your spiritual maturity, with the development of the meaning
of SFUURMM-Forms of the words, which you actively express through your voice. The
so-called high formant of the voice (don’t confuse it with a high pitch!) that expresses
characteristic features of the voice, — confidence, expressiveness, persuasiveness,
sonorousness, “penetrability” (that is, the ability to cover large distances and resist the
suppressing effect of side tones), — belongs to the range of high frequencies (2000-3000
Hz). Our voice is not one sound, but the whole orchestra. It consists of the main tone
that provides the pitch and power (within the range: 80-200 Hz for men, 160-340 Hz for
women) and many overtones (their frequency are higher than that of the main tone); the
richer the set of overtones the more beautiful and attractive the voice, and the higher
its formant. Scientific researches have shown that with a high formant (intensity of
overtones) of 30% and higher any stammer becomes physically impossible.
11.12061.

I would even say: the aspects of the voice which you most often heed and trust
gradually become your own aspects, because UU-VVU-copies of different sublevels can
realize themselves only through definite ranges of sound; all types of voice (inspirational,
that invigorates for sublime states and high creative impulses; a commanding and
interdicting; an insinuating, deceitful, insincere; sexually exciting; quarrelsome and
aggressive, and so on) have their own parameters. Your every new experience, each Thought
which you deeply realize brings its own changes to the sounding of your voice. That is
why the fact of someone’s repeated “fall” to the lower Levels of the Self-Consciousness
may be determined by those fine changes, which may be thoroughly hidden in external
appearance, but which are very easily found in the voice. Every “human being” has
individual creative tints expressed through his voice, and the psychological echo from
each voice forever fills the whole Universe.
11.12062.

It’s not a secret that the voices of lucky, happy, cheerful, kind, spiritually-bound
and spiritualized “people” differ very much from the voices of pessimists, gloomy and
eternally dissatisfied, cheerless and egoistic, dishonest and envious, vicious and cynical
“people”. Through individual sounding of the voice (generation of specific wave-rhythms
in the air), the Formo-Creators of sound-generating organs of our biological organism
can easily transmit into the outer Space-Time not only such properties of high-frequency
Formo-copies as spiritual Power, inner Beauty and spiritual Wisdom, but also strong
manifestations of the lowest passions, psychic pain and “physical” suffering in the SelfConsciousness, which, resonating with the objects of the outer World, become for many
“eons” of time the characteristic psychological content of the places where such strong
generations take place (state institutions, opera houses and concert halls, religious temples,
mosques and churches, jails, seclusions, sacrificial altars and simply all our houses and
apartments).
11.12063.
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No sound, no musical instrument can as easily and effectively influence the SelfConsciousness as the voice — its tone quality, intonation, the individual psychological
content (Formo-copies that realize through us), which is typical of each of us and which
we unconsciously include into the words we say. The discernment abilities of our soundperceiving organ can determine a minimal change of other parameters of sound (intensity,
length, tone quality, sound space) in addition to its frequency. Neurons of the higher
parts of the acoustic analyzer selectively react to very complex features of acoustic signals,
for example, to a change of amplitude differences of frequency modulations, speed and
direction of sound movement in them — psychologically we can perceive the internal
content even of those sound oscillations which we cannot hear.
11.12064.

Several times (staying in lines at booking offices, at a market, in a financial
institution) I set up the following experiment: I played in my mobile phone the records
of Ayfaar Songs setting their volume at the inaudible level and observed how auras of the
“people” around me changed (their minds were occupied by their everyday thoughts, cares
and businesses). Even I was surprised when every time I saw with my eyes how literally
in 30-40 seconds the low-qualitative gray, clayish, swampy, sandy, and sometimes even
maroon tints (that reflect frequencies of the Creative Activity of corresponding Formocopies through the dynamics of colors emitted by the Self-Consciousness) gradually
changed by high-frequency tints of light-green and pinkish-lilaceous colors, and in some
auras (though, in several minutes) even by emerald and indigo colors that replaced the
previous colors of the lower-qualitative activity. “People” themselves, judging by their
changed faces and attitudes to others, also became (imperceptibly for themselves) more
amicable, calm, smiling and communicable. When I switched off the Songs, in 15-20
minutes after that, the majority of “people” restored their previous auras, getting back
to the previous ranges of their psychological reactions, nevertheless, 15-20% of “people”
kept their renewed state as long as I observed them.
11.12065.

It often happens that, when you simply hear someone’s voice, you suddenly
notice that you become more and more irritable, and in some time you cannot bear it
and try to go somewhere so that not to hear this “human being”. Moreover, it’s absolutely
unimportant to you about what “the human being” says — you simply cannot hear this
voice any longer. On the other hand, there are many “people”, whose voices seem very
pleasant to you, and you are ready to hear them on and on infinitely, even without paying
attention to the things they talk about. Sometimes, it happens that you memorize just
one phrase said by such “human being”, together with its intonation and tone quality, and
later you many times remember it, which brings you inner peace and calm at difficult
moments, spiritually inspires to make altruistic Choices and helps to become better, more
kind-hearted, and more sympathetic toward others. So, if you don’t like the voice of a
doctor, you won’t be able to trust such doctor, won’t buy medications prescribed by him/
her and will try not to attend the doctor any more. All this is the influence of the voice.
Of course, the conglomerates of Formo-copies that realize themselves through the voice
can make “a human being” either sick and weak, mean and vicious, or spiritualized and
elevated, honest and noble, strong and self-confident.
11.12066.
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Constantly hearing one and the same kind voice, which harmoniously enters
your Life, in some time you suddenly notice that you also try to speak with the same
softness, loudness and using the same tone, including in your words the same SFUURMMForms, Thoughts, Feelings and emotions, which have organically merged with your SelfConsciousness together with the pleasantly sounding voice. So many times, someone’s
voice, either squeaky and harsh to the ear, or, on the contrary, very rude and hollow,
made you pay attention to your own voice: you tried to do your best to get rid of such
unpleasant sounding in your own voice and noticed that you also began to change for
the better, got rid of bad habits, unnecessary words, which you often used to say, along
with impatience, irritation, haughtiness and criticism. All this was possible only because
you have refocused into the scenario where your voice became more harmonious, and
you have drastically changed the qualitative state of the NUU-VVU-Configurations of the
“personalities” focused by You and have deprived many low-qualitative Formo-copies of
one of the most important mechanisms of their realization in Space of the Formo-systems
— their own range of sound.
11.12067.

Continuing our conversation concerning the influence of sounds over the SelfConsciousness, I would like to note that, in the outer Reality, there are always oscillation
processes, the frequency of which is lower and higher than the frequencies perceivable by
the “human” ear (for example, those that are generated during the movement of mysterious
“musical” sand), although, according to their “physical” nature, they are similar to sound
frequencies. I mean specific Formo-copies that realize themselves in Formo-systems of
Worlds with the help of infrasound (below 17 Hz) and ultrasound (above 20 thousand Hz),
which we don’t hear, although they are constantly present in our Life and subconsciously
influence our psychological and “physical” state, at times much more than audible sounds.
11.12068.

Ultrasounds surround us everywhere: in a palpitation of the leaves, wind noise,
rain, snow creak, sounds generated and perceived (as distinguished from us, although I have
mentioned that there are facts of perception of such high frequencies when transmitting
sound through the skull bones of “a human being”) by animals, birds, insects: dogs, cats,
for example, can hear sounds with the frequency over 60 thousand Hz, dolphins — up
to 100 000 Hz, and bats — up to 160 thousand Hz. Besides, all these animals, as well as
butterflies, grasshoppers, locusts “communicate” using ultrasound. Our vocal cords and
other parts of the body can also generate them! Our biological organism represents a very
complex self-regulating system that simultaneously perceives from of the outer Space
any (in frequency and intensity) sound oscillations of all possible types and actively
emits them outward (they are generated by the Formo-copies used by us — all tissues and
organs of our biological organism literally “sing in chorus” at ultrasonic frequencies (I
don’t mean the sounds emitted by our bowels!).
11.12069.

This property is successfully used in modern medical diagnostics, so to say, whey
they “directly listen to the complaints” of different organs and systems of the organism.
Our “ancestors” could discern ultrasounds and could easily determine psychological
states of other creatures, which correspond to joy, fear, pain, discontent, aggression and
others, but gradually lost this ability by starting to use articulate speech, indeed, the
widest range of Thoughts can be conveyed in words within the range just from 200 to
11.12070.
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5 000 Hz. The favorable, curative effect of an ultrasonic influence has been known for a
long time. It’s enough to mention the toll of bells, which, according to scientific research
data, emits a lot of resonant ultrasonic waves that from ancient times has been known for
their healing effects and helped to survive even during the most murderous epidemics,
because its vibrations have a destructive effect on many pathogenic microorganisms and
viruses (jaundice, influenza, measles and others), destroying the disease-causing medium
in which they develop: it has been experimentally proved that in Petri dishes located
under the six-octave bells, during the toll, there is a complete sterilization — proteins
turn into crystalline structures and become completely harmless for “a human being”.
Russian scientists have studied the properties of vibrations of church bells and
proved that an audio record of the so-called mellow chime, for example, has a soothing effect
even on the most impulsive mental patients, while listening to musical works played by the bells
cures depressions and other very serious psychological diseases. Local ultrasonic oscillations
used in small doses are catalysts that accelerate the establishment of a balanced, healthy
state of the organism. Such a rezonational effect is possible, if the frequencies of complex
waves of the bells’ toll correspond to the frequencies, at which tissue cells of a “human”
body function, as a result of which there is as if a general energy “feeding” by acoustic
vibrations of high-frequency Formo-copies and “co-tuning” of the Formo-Creators
of the biological organism to their frequency, which is accompanied by generation of
corresponding hormones.
11.12071.

There is an interesting fact: bioacousticians also compare the “human” skeleton
with a specially tuned antenna (besides, the skeleton of a male “sounds” in the key “C
sharp”, that of a female — “G flat”) and state that a bell that sounds in these keys causes,
in the Self-Consciousness of “a human being” whose skeleton is in unison with it, the state
of euphoria, psychological enthusiasm and joy. Moreover, there is a set of definite sounds
that form the so-called dominant seventh chord, and if a bell is tuned to it, then its sound
begins to feed with energy the whole biological organism of “a human being” and that
“the human being” no longer needs to eat or requires very little food.
11.12072.

In general, the type of changes that happen in the systems and organs of any
organism under the influence of ultrasonic oscillations (owing to the short length of waves,
they have a high penetrability) depends not only on the dose, but also on the source of
oscillations. Long ultrasonic oscillations generated by production equipment, for example,
have quite an unfavorable effect on us, provoking changes of the nervous, cardiovascular
and endocrine systems, acoustic and vestibular apparatuses. While using rhythms of high
frequency in musical works has quite a comfortable effect on those who listen to them,
and very easily and intensively affects the bioelectrical activity of the Formo-Creators
of the brain, stimulating their manipulation only of those Formo-copies, FDR of which
increase, in the dynamics of FCA, the use of positive psychological reactions, which has
a positive effect not only on their direct actions but also on tastes, Choices, Aspirations
and priorities. Musical sounds modeled within the range of frequencies over 8000 Hz
not only have a favorable and positive influence on the state of the Self-Consciousness of
“a human being”, but even can considerably help the “people” who suffer from dyslexia,
autism, hyper-activity.
11.12073.
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Infrasound, which, just like ultrasound, is also inaudible to the “human” ear owing
to the very long length of waves (at the frequency 3.5 Hz it equals 100 meters), is weakly
absorbed by various media and that is why has an enormous penetrability. Sounds of
very low frequencies are generated during thunderstorms and submarine earthquakes,
whirlwinds and volcanic eruptions, during spring ice drifts and sea tides, and propagate
over thousands of kilometers inaudibly to us (but not to such inhabitants of the animal
world as dolphins, fish, medusas (which hear infrasound of a coming storm with the
frequencies from 8 to 13 Hz hundreds of kilometers away), birds, mice, as well as dogs and
cats; it has been recently discovered that cachalots, for example, can use such superlow
sounds to stun fish, and tigers use them before the very attack so that to stupefy the prey;
while elephants emit them for communication, and to frighten their enemies). Industrial
infrasounds are emitted by air compressors, industrial fans, diesel engines, all slowly
working machines and city transport means.
11.12074.

Moreover, the rhythms that are characteristic of the majority of organs and
systems of the “human” organism are also within the infrasonic range (heartbeat — 1-2
Hz; delta-, alpha-, beta-rhythms of the brain; intestines — 2-4 Hz; vestibular apparatus
— about 6 Hz and so on). Scientists consider that, maybe owing to the excitation of
resonance oscillations (especially when the frequency of a wave coincides with the alpharhythm of the brain), an extremely negative effect of infrasonic vibrations appears in the
biological life-support systems, which I have already mentioned. This effect is even used
by the police in a number of countries of the world: for mob dispersion and prevention of
disorders, they switch on powerful generators, the frequencies of which differ by 5-9 Hz.
The beats that appear as a result of the differences in frequencies of these generators have
an infrasonic frequency and cause in the majority of “people” unpleasant visual effects
(significant differences in the pictures coming through the left and right eyes, “broken”
line of horizon that cause problems with orientation in Space), inexplicable fear and
anxiety, desire to leave the “dreadful” place.
11.12075.

Similar sensations can be caused by pulsation of light at the frequency 4-8 Hz.
Egyptian priests, in order to achieve necessary confessions in their prisoners, tied them
up and using a mirror directed pulsing sun rays into their eyes. In some time, the victims
had convulsions, foam began to run from the mouth, their psychic state was suppressed,
and they began to answer any questions. Now, this state caused by an intensively blinking
light has been studied and is defined in medicine as photosensitive (light-sensitive)
epilepsy, some of first official victims of which, in 1960s, were the visitors of disco clubs
that were fond of pulsing light. Due to the risk of the light epilepsy, now it is forbidden
to use in night clubs special equipment that emits light pulses at a frequency higher than
a definite allowable limit.
11.12076.

On the other hand, it has been also proved that, depending on the frequency and
color gamma, a light stimulation, as if “imposing” new rhythms on the Formo-Creators of
the brain centers, can improve the blood circulation to the brain and increase the generation
of neurotransmitters in it, in particular, serotonin which is known as the hormone of
happiness. Using a photostimulation by the green light, for example, at the individual
alpha-frequency, there is a stabilization of the general heart rhythm and regulatory
11.12077.
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processes of the vegetative nervous system, which indicates the state of relaxation. Since
electric potentials of the brain may follow after flashes of light (or loud clicks), every
kind of trance (hypnosis, meditation, prayer, rhythmic movements, dream) has its own
corresponding picture of distribution of the Creative Activity of Formo-copies and its
combinations of their typical frequencies of electric activity in various parts of the brain.
Organizing various stimuli on a screen (in definite places), which are associated in some
way with natural rhythms of the brain, or using their combinations (twinkling of light,
color, commands), it is possible to make “a human being” submerge into altered states of
the Self-Consciousness, considerably increasing the effect of suggestion. This effect may
be reinforced with the help of a synchronously modulated (or shifted in a certain manner
in frequency or phase) stereo sound (music, command, noise).
Due to the fact that the dynamics of all kinds of Creative Activity of the FormoCreators of the brain is subject to amplification and weakening and is accompanied by
definite rhythms of electric oscillations, this feature is used in modern technological
achievements in the field of video- and audiostimulation of the brain; impulse
electronic encoding (including the use of special glasses) and uncontrolled subcortex
communication in sound records (often using neurolinguistic programming or NLP);
psychocorrection using a visual computer modeling (like the effect of the 25th frame
in video films and motion pictures) and synchronization of the activity of the FormoCreators of the cerebral hemispheres by using the so-called “brain wave generators”
(isochronous, binaural stereophony). The essence of all these programs is the nature
of their fully suggestive (from Latin suggestio — infusion) influence — simultaneously
conscious and unconscious: although hidden sound and visual effects are similar to
those that are created by well discernible tones and flashes of light reflected in the SelfConsciousness (the frequency of dominant electromagnetic waves of the brain tends to
become synchronized with the frequency of the sound rhythm and light flashes), they
have not a direct but subconscious influence over “a human being”. “A personality” in a
calm state, with the absence of external irritants, has the dominance of slow rhythms of
the change of the cortex state, which is expressed at EEG in the form of the alpha-rhythm,
the frequency of which is 8-13 Hz, and the amplitude is approximately 50 microvolts.
11.12078.

If the rhythm (for example, during an audio effect) becomes divisible by 1.5 beats
a second, it gets a narcotic effect and can cause ecstasy accompanied by a strong pressure
of superlow frequencies (15-30 Hz); two beats a second at the same frequencies cause a
dancing ecstasy in the listeners, which is also like a narcotic trance. The most effective
method of audio stimulations now (in terms of the involvement of the brain into an
obvious rhythmic activity) are isochronous, that is, equally long (from Greek isos — equal
and khronos — time), tones in music, that is, very quick episode (impulse) sounds generated
during oscillations of sound waves of the same type. In most “people” they cause, as a rule,
a strong hearing reaction and they have hypnotic properties (which is used by producers
of the so-called “digital narcotics” — stereo records that “stimulate” psychoactive actions).
This synchronized sound is quite “attractive” psychologically among a special category of
teenagers when it is additionally transmitted through amplifiers: the sound wave in the
amplifier becomes “distorted and compressed” and turns into the so-called “square” wave
at the exit, which emits a specific rasping sound.
11.12079.
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As distinguished from isochronous tones, which can be heard at any speed, the
well-known binaural rhythms are usually inaudible at high speed and frequency. During
the creation of the binaural music they take into account the ability of our auditory system
(as well as of some species of animals) — owing to the interaction of its two symmetrical
halves, it can determine the location of the source of a sound, and create a picture of the
world with the help of acoustic Information that comes through both ears (from Latin
bini — two and auris — ear). If the main characteristics of acoustic signals that enter each
ear differ from each other, then the spatial, in essence, imaginary image that appears in the
Self-Consciousness “moves” toward a stronger sound or a sound that came earlier. This
feature answers how, in principle, we perceive sounds below 100 Hz. The point is that the
basilar membrane, which is responsible for the perception of sound waves, doesn’t have
a region that discerns frequencies below 100 Hz. It seems that we as if cannot hear these
sounds. However, we still perceive them. In reality, in the spatial localization of a sound,
the brain relies not only on the abilities of hearing, but also on the general assessment of
everything that happens around by the whole system of Perception. First of all, it relies on
the visual system, because “a human being” receives through it up to 80% of Information
about the outer World and this energy-information flow is least of all controlled by the
Self-Consciousness.
11.12080.

That is, most often “a human being” understands a sound (speech, music) in
accordance with that which he sees, and it is possible to speak about a hearing localization
of a sound only when other organs of the complex Perception of reality are not activated.
That is why, in essence, natural binaural rhythms don’t exist. Apart from stereophony, this
effect can be generated only by some musical instruments, as well as a choir of “people”
that sing approximately in one key (when voices or instruments are in unison, these
wonderful rhythms slow down, and when they become separated, the rhythms accelerate).
However, natural musical binaural beats (most wonderful musical therapeutic effects)
don’t have a direct influence on the brain waves, while imaginary sounds of a “controlled”
music, which the brain “hears”, although real sound oscillations are absent, are such an
artifact of the work of the Formo-Creators of the brain, which can affect anything. If one
ear of “the human being” that listens to stereomusic in earphones hears “a clear” tone at
the frequency, for example, of 150 Hz, and the other — at 158 Hz, then, as a result of the
combination of electromagnetic waves, there is the effect of synchronization of the work
of the Formo-Creators of both cerebral hemispheres, and, on the subconscious level, “the
human being” begins to perceive only “a reflected”, or “phantom”, binaural rhythm — in
this case, the sound with the frequency: 158 Hz – 150 Hz = 8 Hz.
11.12081.

The Formo-Creators of the medial (middle) geniculate body of each ear, that realize
themselves through the lower center of the acoustic analyzer, receive signals separately
from each ear (earphone), thus perceiving the binaural rhythm; in addition, one standing
wave with the same frequency and amplitude appears in each cerebral hemisphere. If such
rhythms are being superimposed “layer by layer” in a definite sequence, then, by means
of electromagnetic waves, it is possible to purposefully form a necessary UU-VVU-activity
(Formo-copies) of any type in the brain, stimulating in the Self-Consciousness of “the
human being” the states that can be realized through these rhythms. These possibilities
are dangerous in the conditions of a low level of the development of “human” community,
11.12082.
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because there can be an unauthorized intrusion of all possible suggestions into the brain
of any “personality”, because it is practically impossible to hear or consciously trace the
influence of such “phantom pulse” (as distinguished from a beat, for instance).
At the same time, when a binaural “phantom” is used for good purposes and in
an organized way, it helps to synchronize the activity of the Formo-Creators of both
cerebral hemispheres, which is observed in meditative and hypnotic states. Such rhythms
can improve functioning of the brain, because they help those who listen to them to
consciously (in a motivated way) establish interhemispheric nervous connections between
conglomerates of different-qualitative Formo-copies in case of serious injuries of the brain,
to increase the effectiveness of education, improve memory, release stress, provide healthy
sleep and rest, cure psychoses, in particular, schizophrenia. The improving, calming and
curing effect of binaural rhythms has been used for ages in the church choral singing. For
example, in the Parthian Empire in the 3rd century B.C. they cured depression, nervous
disorders and heart diseases with the help of specially selected choral songs and melodies.
11.12083.

Since 1990s, the music therapy has become one of the most popular methods
of treatment in USA. It is widely used in hospitals, especially in the wards for military
personnel and mental patients; at the same time, another health improving means (in
addition to the listening to the music) is the training of patients to sing together in choirs.
It has been found out that this is the most useful kind of musical therapy, because it
combines several desired results: directly and easily releases constrained emotions,
recovers higher feelings and activates higher Levels of the Self-Consciousness. In India,
national songs are used as a preventive means in many hospitals, while in Madras there
is even a special center for training music therapists and they have already discovered
the musical works that cure the hypertensive disease and some mental diseases that often
cannot be cured using methods of the traditional medicine.
11.12084.

The curative effect of the so-called biomusic on the Self-Consciousness has also
surpassed all expectations. Today, doctors cure patients letting them listen to audio records
with the sounds of various internal organs of a healthy person: heart, lungs, stomach,
intestines. The Formo-Creators of a sick person resonate with the biorhythm of harmonious
sounds of healthy organs and create in the Self-Consciousness of “the personality” all
necessary conditions for quick refocusings into those NUU-VVU-Configuration, the organs
of which emit the same frequencies (just like in a deep Meditation), and that is why the
recovery happens much quicker than usually. The efficiency of the music therapy can be
explained by the ability of musical sounds to combine in bioresonance with vibrations
of the organs and systems of the organism. For example, the gastrointestinal tract has a
resonant frequency with the note F. The higher frequency of this note can remove toxic
compounds from the organism. The note C helps to cure psoriasis, and a combination
of the notes B, G and C helps to cure oncological diseases. For instance, in China, they
manufacture a lot of musical albums titled: “Digestion”, “Insomnia”, “Migraine”, there are
also “Liver”, “Lungs”, “Heart”. The Chinese “take” Formo-copies that are realized through
these musical works as pills or medicinal herbs. Similar musical albums are also produced
in Japan, and at the Institute of Sound Therapy (Arizona, USA) they even use “music” to
cure loss of hair.+++
11.12085.
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Of course, just like any laws, the laws of psychoacoustics that can radically change
“human” behavior, may be used in different ways. Now, in large supermarkets and auto
shows, for example, they very widely use music for the so-called musical hypnosis of
the customers. Under the influence unobtrusive melodies, the customers begin to feel
“the shopping trance” and buy many unnecessary items: if a customer likes the music
which he/she hears, he/she has positive emotions that are subconsciously transferred to
the products at which the customer looks — in this euphoric state the customer thinks
less about money problems and easily buys absolutely unnecessary things. For example,
in Canada, at city squares string quartets play Mozart works so that to organize the traffic
and reduce the number of accidents. At one of teaching hospitals of the University of
Chicago, patients listen to specially selected music as a means of anesthesia before the
operation. Moreover, music has proved to be good in the abdominal surgery, and as a
sedative for the patients with an alimentary tract ulcer. Stomatologists also use music to
provide a relief to their patients or accelerate the action of anesthesia. In such cases, the
necessary music can be chosen quite simply: it must be just pleasant, slow and soothing.
11.12086.

Perhaps, only the laziest don’t know about the results of experiments that have
tested a purposeful influence of various musical works over animals, plants and even
water — these are scientifically proved facts confirmed by thousands of experiments
of many research institutes. Various sounds, music and even individual words either
improve the development of plants or cause their quick withering. Molecules of water also
instantaneously react to various (in qualities) acoustic effects by significant changes in
their structure, which is immediately reflected on the forms of their crystallization. Water,
due to its multidimensional (“ethereal”) structure, is a universal energy-information
Formo-carrier, a Proto-Form that keeps in an archived form all the Information about
the development of our Planet and all other Proto-Forms that ever developed in its
numerous Worlds during many millions of years. All microbiological structures (cells)
of plants, animals and people include 70-80% of water, which, through the cytoplasmic
information base, establishes an “individual” frequency for a normal functioning of each
internal organ or system.
11.12087.

That is why every organ is so sensitive to different-qualitative musical vibrations
that affect molecules of water of our organism from outside, as a result of which, depending
on the nature of the influence, our health either becomes harmonized and improves,
or becomes imbalanced and deteriorates. For instance, staphylococci, streptococci and
colibacilli that are present in the organism of a sick person die from the sounds of the
works of Mozart, Mendelssohn, Gounod as effectively as from antibiotics; in case of
cardiovascular diseases, it is useful to listen to the music performed by string instruments;
the lungs recover quicker and restore their breathing functions more effectively at the
sounds of trumpets and trombones; the spleen becomes healthy when the patient listens
to classical singing, while the condition of the liver and the gall bladder can be improved
by the melodies played on woodwind instrument. American nutritionists and narcologists
began to sell audio records for weight reduction, as well as against smoking and alcoholism,
because it has been proved that along with hypnosis and needle therapy these addictions
go with the help of “Ave Maria” by Schubert, “Moonlight Sonata” by Beethoven, “the Swan”
[from the Carnival of the Animals] by Saint-Saëns and “the Blizzard” by Sviridov.
11.12088.
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Many magnificent adagios, lullabies and barcaroles soothe by their soft charming
sounds better than any chemical preparation. Some works of Schubert, Schumann,
Tchaikovsky, Liszt help to release stress, become concentrated, enter a meditative state.
A complete relaxation can be obtained with the help of “the Waltz” by Shostakovich to
the film “Ovod”, works played by the orchestra of Franck Pourcel, music by Francis Lai
to the film of Claude Lelouch “A Man and a Woman”. In order to prevent fatigability, you
may listen to “Morning Mood” by Grieg, “Dawn over the Moskva River” (a fragment from
the opera “Khovanshchina”) by Mussorgsky, the romance “the Evening Toll”, the tune
of the song “the Russian Field”, “the Seasons” by Tchaikovsky. A creative impulse can be
stimulated by “the March” by Dunayevsky to the film “the Circus”, “the Bolero” by Ravel,
“the Saber Dance” by Khachaturian. Many works of Haydn and Rossini encourage you
and bring you joy, while neuroses and irritation can be cured by some optimistic works
of Pakhmutova and Tariverdiyev. An example of a well invigorating music is the famous
work of Michel Legrand to the legendary musical “the Umbrellas of Cherbourg”, while
many works of Mozart simultaneously have a healing effect for the whole organism and
contribute to an increase of intellectual abilities, helping to more easily refocus into and
become stabilized in those Stereo-Types, the VVU-Configuration of which resonates in the
greatest degree with high-qualitative frequencies. This musical phenomenon, which has
not been yet fully explained, is called “the Mozart effect”, and there are well known cases
of recovery from stammer (for example, the popular French actor, Gérard Depardieu, got
rid of this speech defect with the help of the Mozart’s opera “the Magic Flute”.
11.12089.

So, now it’s not a secret that various rhythms and sounds can effectively regulate
functions of various Formo-Creators of the brain and even restore its injured parts;
stimulate the work of the Formo-Creators of individual systems, in particular, the nervous
systems (central and vegetative), as well as accelerate the processes of regeneration of
cells in damaged tissues and do many other useful things. Some physicians successfully
use some musical works to cure such diseases as epilepsy (Sonata in D Major by Mozart),
prostatic adenoma (Piano Concerto No. 2 by Rakhmaninov), hypertension (Sonata No.9
and No.25 by Beethoven), stomach ulcer (“the Waltz of the Flowers”, a fragment from
the ballet “the Nutcracker” by Tchaikovsky), hypotension and various depression states
(waltzes by Mozart), sleep disorders and the brain function disorders (the suite “Peer
Gynt” by Grieg), migraine (“the Spring Song” by Felix Mendelssohn, “Humoresques” by
A. Dvorak and the famous Ogiński’s polonaise), as well as a lot of others.
11.12090.

Scientists have proved in their researches that the brain of those “people” who
listen to or play classical music on a regular basis is not only larger in size but also has a
considerably higher intellectual-sensuous potential. Moreover, due to a higher quality of
cells and tissues formed in it, such a brain is practically protected against such a terrible
disease as cancer. If “people” knew how to understand Nature through characteristic
sounds and rhythms, they could use music not for a deliberate destruction and selfannihilation, but for curing their physical bodies and the creative activation of higher
Levels of their Self-Consciousness, control over the chaotic and inefficient activity
of the mind, for refocusings into more harmonious Worlds. Believe me, in the near
future, cancer and other “incurable” diseases will be successfully cured with the help of
wonderful Music and spiritually elevating Songs that will stably reorient “the Focuses”
11.12091.
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of Self-Consciousnesses of the sick into their more healthy NUU-VVU-Configurations by
stimulating higher-qualitative and more harmonious Levels of psychological relations,
bringing “people” to a profound inner balance and harmony both among themselves and
with the outer world.
Not only water but also the Formo-Creators of DNA and RNA molecules that
structure “individual” genetic complexes of “people” can actively perceive, react and
decipher any acoustic Information according to its internal meaning, memorize and
keep it for a long time, transferring it into genetic codes of next generations. Miscreated
and sharp, disharmonious and destructive (in their energy-information essence) sound
combinations, — in the form of music and words, — considerably deform wave programs
of a developing organism in each its scenario of development, which results in the
births of children that are mentally deficient and have a lot of other mental and physical
abnormalities.
11.12092.

In 2001, Japanese geneticists discovered that the DNA Code of “a human being”,
as the carrier of genetic VVU-Information, can be represented in the form of a melody,
while genes that compose it can be represented by notes — that is, the DNA Code can
be transmitted by digital sequences of acoustic signals. They confirmed their statement
by the demonstration of a record of such melody — “genic music” — in the form of a
sequence of digital codes, which were transferred into notes, and the geneticists made a
conclusion that acoustic oscillations obtained by a demodulation of the digital sequence
of genetic Information are its physical carriers. This fact makes it possible for modern
scientists to assume that it is possible to create corresponding — acoustic — means of
access to the wave levels of the genome, as well as a mechanism of making necessary
correcting changes in the vital functions of the organism.
11.12093.

Each of the seven IISSIIDI-Centers that organize all the creative dynamics
of the structures of our “personality” Self-Consciousness, the Subconscious and the
Supraconscious has its unique vibration range of manifested response. These are “the
seven strings” of our Soul, which form the whole gamma of our earth Life, and their
activity completely determine all our “spiritual”, psychological, mental and physical states.
A melody (by the nature of its sounds) instantly resonates with the individual frequency
of Fields-Consciousnesses (Formo-copies) of one of these Centers and immediately
activates, in the structure of the “personality” Self-Consciousness, those psychophysical
processes which are characteristic of the creativity of various Formo-copies that provide
the activity of specific Levels of this Center expressed through Desires, Interests, Choices
and Actions. Depending on the type and quality of musical (or other acoustic) influence,
“a human being” becomes either more kind-hearted and balanced, joyful and vigorous,
calm and disposed for mental activity, or stirring and sexually excited, vehement and
bellicose, nervous and irritable, sad and melancholic. One melody (or song) can quickly
change a sad mood by a joyous and optimistic one, while a second melody, on the contrary,
persistently fills the Self-Consciousness with sad Thoughts, making a person depressed,
negatively disposed toward somebody or something, and a third one simply makes us
dance, make fun, take everything easy, carelessly, in a relaxed manner.
11.12094.
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So, any music is inseparably linked with the processes, which Plato described in
the following way: “…they influence the thought and change it according to themselves”,
and which we simply call rhythms. In fact they determine and structure the whole system
of psychological, intellectual, biological Life not only of every individual “human being”
but also of the whole “human” community, starting with small and larger special interest
groups (in profession, religion, science, art and so on), different nations, countries,
continents, and ending with the entire “humankind”. Some like very much drumbeat or
tambourines, some are fond of a melodic play of a flute, some prefer a bagpipe, some like
sounds of an organ or various trumpets, or sounds of a saxophone, a guitar, a violin and
so on. These planetary rhythms expressed via musical works can either resonate or be
in discord to some extent with stable “individual” rhythms of the Self-Consciousness of
each “human being”, that is, with the qualitative dynamics of their Focuses of Creative
Activity, which, in their turn, create their own “internal” — harmonious or disharmonious
— Worlds.
11.12095.

A propensity to and a long interest in music of a definite quality can easily reproject
your Focus of Creative Activity into the VVU-Configuration of those Stereo-Types, which
resonate in the greatest degree with this music — this not only has a subconscious influence
over your choices, but also (due to a stable stabilization of the Focus in a definite range)
determines particular Worlds of your self-perception. The quality of a combination of
musical rhythms and sounds, being a universal language not only in our (“physical”)
World but also in many other different-qualitative Realities, has a very great influence
over all psychophysiological processes that take place in “a human” (and nonhuman)
organism, starting with finely organized (thinking and highly emotional) processes and
ending with psychosomatic ones — “unrestrained” (unconscious, reflex).
11.12096.

Speaking of the influence of vibrations of words and music over the qualitative
states of the Self-Consciousness and the biological organism, it must be said that there are
many things, which we traditionally refer to positively effecting energies, but which in fact
can easily bring the Focus of Close Attention and stabilize it for a long time on destructive
energy-information Levels of our lower Centers. There is no doubt that musical rhythms
have a biological effect on any Level of our Perception, because the psychological —
emotional, sensuous, intellectual — VVU-Information, which is included by authors and
performers of various musical works, has a very active influence on the biological bodies
and subtle-energy “capsules” of those who listen to them: they either correct the results
of all possible long and very destructive psychic states that have caused pathological
dysfunctions, or vice versa, break the relative harmony that has barely established in our
organism.
11.12097.

Dissonance is a very powerful phenomenon that actively ruins the structure of and
destroys an established order, whether it be a World, a society, “a human personality”, an
individual organ, and even a cell of a biological organism. Aristotle was right when he wrote
that rhythms “contain the reflection of anger and meekness, courage and moderation and
all their opposites as well as…moral qualities which is the closest to reality”10. Therefore, I
11.12098.
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must say that, in spite of the existing opinion, far from all classical pieces of music have a
good influence on the quality of our psychic Centers, the central nervous system and the
cardiovascular system: if a musical work (as well as any other work!) was composed in a
state of perturbation, despondency, depression or disappointment in Life (that is, during
its creation, the Formo-Creators of the brain used characteristic vibrations of SVUULLVVU- and lower LUUD-VVU-copies), later it can influence in an absolutely identical way
those who would listen to it or perform it, by activating, in the individual ODS of their
Self-Consciousness, the VVU-Configurations of the realizational “niches” of these very
Levels.
Every “human being” puts into his activity only that which he has in abundance
at the moment implementation of this Creative Activity, that is, that which he wants and
can share with those who one way or another would deal with his work. If it is a highlyspiritual Creation, it includes active high vibrations of the conglomerates of Formo-copies
from high-frequency Levels that are characteristic of the life creativity of “the personality”
that created the work; and when these vibrations are projected through our organs of
perception onto corresponding (in qualities) Levels of our Self-Consciousness, they can
harmonize these Levels and activate spiritual abilities. The Formo-copies of the works
that have been created on low-frequency Levels have an identical power of influence.
11.12099.

Reading highly-spiritual literature, listening to a beautiful instrumental
music or a singer who tries to convey through the songs all the best he/she has inside,
watching a wonderful film that praises Love, Beauty and Harmony of human relations,
we unintentionally relax and become open to the vibrations generated by writers,
musicians, singers and actors. But along with their psychic energies, we also agree with
“an introduction into us” and with an activation, in the energy-information structures of
our Self-Consciousness, of those SFUURMM-Forms which were actively involved in their
feelings, emotions or mental activity during the creative process.
11.12100.

Each of you should understand clearly that any music or song (as well as any
other creation — picture, sculpture, photograph, film) is always an energy-information
conductor (into the structure of the Self-Consciousness of any “human being”) of those
specific psychic states which were experienced by the author (composer, poet) during
the creation of the work, or by musician, singer, actor, and even photo model during
the performance itself or when recording a disk. All of them express themselves actively
and internally (psychologically, emotionally, spiritually) in their creativity, putting into it
not only their own Conceptions of the World and those of themselves, but also all their
spiritual and “physical” health or stable pathological states.
11.12101.

For example, many works of Rakhmaninov, Tchaikovsky, Debussy, Vivaldi, waltzes
of Mozart and Johann Strauss are very optimistic, full of energy, cheerful, and after
listening to them, you experience long-lasting exalted states that fill your Consciousness
with joy, altruism and kindness that overwhelmed the composers at the moments of their
work on these ingenious masterpieces. However, there are many works of Bach, Chopin,
Beethoven, Liszt, Prokofiev, Haydn, Schubert, Wagner, the German composer Richard
Strauss (he cooperated with the Nazis, don’t confuse him with Johann Strauss or his sons,
11.12102.
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the Viennese composers of popular waltzes), as well as Tchaikovsky, Mozart, Rakhmaninov
and other world’s famous classical music composers, which were created by them in the
states of psychic resentment, spiritual frustration or excessive sexual excitement. For
example, among several tens of organ works of Ludwig van Beethoven, which I listened
to, only two were concordant with vibrations of the first and second Levels of the “Heart”
center; there are also just a few Bach’s works of such level. The attitude of society to the
nontraditional sexual orientation of P.I. Tchaikovsky and the vexation of mind felt by him
due to this had been very clearly reflected in some of his famous works, which resulted in
a negative effect on those who would listen to them.
Most pop-music idols put into their creations (which are hastily put together to
please the trend or to fulfill somebody’s order) everything that has been corroding them
from inside for a long time, pouring on the audience their own old unforgettable grudges,
deep-seated envy, chronic hypocrisy, hidden meanness, inherent lies, all-absorbing greed,
maniacal lust, deep-rooted cynicism, and other splendid “gifts”, including diseases that
like thistles grew vehemently on this fertile psycho-pathological ground. It is obvious
that 99% of modern songsters are completely unable to give to the audience even ordinary
heart energies or at least some higher-qualitative sexual energies above the level of rude
sex. At the “best”, after listening to modern musical hits you can get a forceful activation
in your Self-Consciousness either of FDR of the Formo-copies of middle Levels of the
“sexual” Center or of the Formo-copies of the lowest ranges of the first Levels of the
“Intellectual” Center and the “Heart” Center. The whole current show business “works” are
based exclusively on the levels of maximum aggression of the two lower psychic Centers.
11.12103.

The same is true of motion pictures, video films, television, computer games and
fine arts which now have become the most ardent promoters and mass disseminators of
aggressive ideologies with “backstairs politics”, double moral standards, glitzy fashion and
bad primitive taste. You should not forget for a single moment that each of “working” states
of an artist or a composer is energy-informationally encoded into specific combinations
of paints and Formo-images, rhythms and sounds, words and SFUURMM-Forms that are
firmly and inseparably attached to each of his/her creations and have a stimulating and
suppressive influence over the quality of the SLUI-SLUU-dynamics of the Creative Activity
in Self-Consciousnesses of “people” who listen attentively to or study in detail a given
work!
11.12104.

Concentrating your Focus of Close Attention on the rhythm of some music,
you become simultaneously “encoded” by its vibration code (VVU-Configurations of
corresponding Formo-copies) and reproject onto the same psychological Levels that
provided the creative state of the author which is far from always safe both to your own
mind and to your “physical” health. You must remember that very often, when you estimate
highly some original works, admiring them like “masterpieces”, you remain absolutely
unaware of the fact that behind many of them there are clear (although thoroughly
masked in original combinations of sounds) pathologic states of the composer (or a lowqualitative psychological state of the performer may be “added” to a good work) that
immediately activate similar psychological processes in your Self-Consciousness and in
your organism. Such a work, even if it is performed on a very high professional level,
11.12105.
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brings with itself a powerful negative charge of disruptive, destructive energy and that
is why it is as dangerous for “people” as alcohol, drugs, nicotine, intoxicated atmosphere
and psychic stresses.
Let me repeat one more time: everything what you attentively listen to and watch
with interest, everything what you admire and are sincerely delighted at, what you eagerly
dance to or simply do with pleasure, work, rest, get asleep, is what you get, freely accept
into and activate in your Self-Consciousness and absorb into yourself, “privatizing” these
energy-information codes and continuously filling your “personal” Life with these Formocopies! Any music or song, in the first place, is a source of VVU-Information, and the quality
of Energy that carries this Information from someone’s structure of Self-Consciousness to
your structure determines to a great extent not only your “physical” health, psychic state
but also your own Life formed by your Choices, Ideals and Preferences. You can listen to
and enjoy that type of music and those songs which impress you and which you like, but
at the same time you should take care at least of the state of your “physical” health, if your
own psycho-spiritual state is of little importance to you.
11.12106.

Practically the entire rock-music movement, including its “progenitor” rockn-roll, is “intensely mixed” with rituals of black magic of African and Latin-American
voodoo sorcerers. During rock bands’ concerts, it is common practice for the performers
to imitate on the scene, in front of crowds of their fans, all possible kinds of sexual
intercourse, use various incantations and spells in their lyrics that encode very intensely
Consciousnesses of the audience with dynamic, hard-to-control aggression, protest,
instigate in their Subconscious the Desire to negate everything, destroy, smash, mangle,
rape and kill…
11.12107.

The more accelerated became the rhythm of all our existence, starting in
1920s-1930s, the greater became the impact of all possible stress overburdens on “people’s”
psychic states from household troubles to mass repressions and global wars. Fear and
stress, being constantly accumulated in lower Centers, required new radical and mass
possibilities for their regular outgo, that is, “people” needed “a discharge valve” which
would let the excess of rough psychic energy escape from Formo-structures of Collective
Intelligences to prevent the appearance of even greater Life-threatening mass symptoms.
11.12108.

Popular music served as such “a valve” for an intensive exhaust of negative energies
from the overstressed psychic Centers: from cha-cha-cha, shake, jazz, rock-n-roll to the
“peak” of the destructive “musical creativity” — hard metal rock that had activated in the
Collective Intelligence of “humankind” a potential of a billion aggressive emotions which
is in hundreds of times higher than the potential of negative energies produced during
global wars and mass cataclysms. In this way, necessary conditions of existence “were
organized” to provide a specific creative realization of an innumerable set of imperfect
fragmented Self-Consciousnesses of the Formo-copies of low-frequency Levels of the two
lower IISSIIDI-Centers.
11.12109.

It’s clear that in order to model and “materialize” corresponding (in qualities)
circumstances in the life Space of any “personality”, it is necessary to have an enormous
11.12110.
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amount of Energy of a corresponding (rough) quality, which is possible only by attracting
active low-qualitative Formo-copies of ARGLLAAMUNI and INGLIMILISSA into the Worlds
of “people”! In order to dramatically activate lower Levels of Self-Consciousness of “a
personality”, there must be a corresponding stimulus that could cause a corresponding
internal resonance in the psychic state of “the human being” and stimulate all conditions for
an amplification of the activity of SFUURMM-Forms of lower animal desires and aggressive
emotions. Experienced “antiks” are well informed of practically boundless possibilities of
the method of a purposeful influence (over the Self-Consciousness) by means of various
sounds and rhythms, that is why they based the “music”, which they introduced into the
Worlds created by us, on the vibrations and rhythms that are characteristic of their own
Reality.
So, all low-frequency realizational Forms of ARGLLAAMUNI and INGLIMILISSA,
which are within the range of sounds of hard rock, satanic rock or punk rock, have a
complete illusion of being in frequencies of their own Reality, which means, that choices
of “a personality” that is subject to this influence will in the greatest degree reflect the
specific SFUURMM-Forms of the Creators of these ODS Levels. You should take into
account the fact that practically every “human being” who is under the influence of these
sounds, as if loses temporarily the ability of spatial orientation and as if escapes completely
from reality. In this way, with the help of mind-numbing sounds, stupefying noise and
wild rhythms, the best conditions are achieved for the development and self-realization
of fragmented Forms of the lower karmic Channels of the Collective Intelligences of
GROOMPF- and PLIISSMA-Entities.
11.12111.

Infrasounds of definite frequencies act on the “subconscious” level as codes for
the structures of the brain: today, practically no disk with hard-rock “music” is issued
without corresponding “subconscious” codes that can cause fits of sudden madness, as
well as manipulate by sly degrees Thoughts and will of millions of rock fans. Very many
performers use intentionally incantations in their song texts, specific gestures in their
video clips, and simply record in a definite way appeals to revolt and violence, to suicide
or killing, to dedication to satan, or just orders like “kill your neighbor or else he’ll kill
you!”, “Give us sex!”, “Down with suppression of instincts!” and the like. In this respect,
here is an open statement of a rock “star”: “We use music to hypnotize “people”, bring
them to a primitive level, where we can find their weakest spots and get anything we want
into their heads”.
11.12112.

Just think about it and try to understand what a huge and wild herd of aggressive
and primitive, in their self-perception, “chakram personalities” you have attracted
into yourself, completely abandoning yourself to the insane passions of rock, enjoying
dreadfully loud, all-tearing wild beat sounds, which not only make crack faceted glasses
but also really burst, deform and “mineralize” many of your internal organs! Under a long
influence of unnatural sound oscillations and intonations that carry powerful destructive
program, the Formo-Creators of the “human” brain gradually lose their protective
properties: first they become capable of uncontrolled reactions and aggressive actions
that are unnatural in ordinary circumstances, and then switch all system of the organism
into the state of lethal overstrain. Think how many “someone else’s”, “unstudied” and
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disharmonious qualities you have voluntarily activated in your Self-Consciousness for
no particular reason, due to your ignorance, and how many destructive circumstances,
suffering, diseases and distress they will attract in your Life to use you rudely only as
a silly and underdeveloped puppet. This is your personal payment for your ignorance
and “harmless pastime” in fashionable night clubs, “first-rate” parties and all sorts of
corporate hangouts!
Without doubt any kind of rock represents a psychological drug, which is even
more dangerous than heroin and other chemical drugs, the effect of which on the
organism it considerably intensifies; and due to it a person becomes easily addictive to
them. “Rock stars” themselves use the whole range of drugs in their Life and have become
the most passionate promoters of them, contributing to mass distribution of drugs
during their concerts. You should also know that a sound (amplified up to 70-100 dB) of
a bass guitar or a solo guitar in combination with a strong “beat” effects greatly the state
of cerebro-spinial fluid, which, in its turn, affects internal secretion glands. The sounds
over 95 dB are especially dangerous — under their influence there is a substantial vessel
constriction of the peripheral nervous system, heart rhythm disturbance (stenocardia),
headache, migraine, a drastic increase of irritability which results in a nervous breakdown and hysterics; in addition, there is a strong disbalance of adrenal and sex hormones
(adrenaline, testosterone, pheromones and others) in the organism, destabilization of the
insulin level in the blood, disturbance of the control function of the central nervous
system over psychological and somatic states of the organism.
11.12114.

In addition, there is also an excessive irritation of the cochlear partition mentioned
above and dendrites of the cochlear ganglia (collections, from Greek ganglion — knot) of
nerve cells located on it. These ganglia are a sort of protrusion of a definite (ampulelike) sacculus (from Latin sacculus — sack) part of the vestibular apparatus that perceives
vibration oscillations (including musical sounds). This eventually results in an excessive
stimulation of the Formo-Creators of one of the regions of the brain — hypothalamus,
and they make a large emission of neurohormones (the level of serotonin decreases in
the brain and simultaneously the level of dopamine and noradrenaline increases), which
drastically increases sexual excitement, up to an arbitrary orgasm and a temporal paralysis
of the Self-Consciousness. It has been experimentally proved that if the drumbeat of tomtoms is over 100 dB, the listeners faint. The stomach also cannot “digest” loud sounds, and
an ulcer may appear; special earphones are completely ineffective, because the extreme
sound oscillations are perceived not by the ears, but by membranes of every cell of any
tissues of the organism.
11.12115.

It has been proved that records of such known bands as the Beatles, Queen, the
Rolling Stones, Black Sabbath and others were furnished with special codes that influence
the Subconscious of the audience and stimulate in them programmed (in acoustic codes)
states, Desires, Emotions and extremely negative psychological reactions. The following
English and American bands became their worthy successors: Metallica, Iron Maiden,
Sepultura, Ice Cube, Corn, Methods of Mayhem, Limp Bizkit, the rapper Eminem, and
many others. In Russia, they are successfully and fully followed by Aria, Corrosion of Metal,
Killed by Rap, Crematorium, Zdob Si Zdub, IFK, the rapper Detsl, and hundreds of others.
11.12116.
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Needless to say about the performers (from various countries) of the so-called acid rock
(the Prodigy, the Chemical Brothers, Moby and others), satanist rock (Marilyn Manson)
and punk rock (Sex Pistols, Exploited, the Offspring, King and Joker, Naïve, Cockroaches,
etc.), the only purpose of aggressive “music” of which is to lead as many “people” as possible
to suicide, constant desire of group violence and sex, maniacal inclination to systematic
crimes, homicide, sadism, realization in bloodiness and extreme brutality.
Just several times of listening to depressive, psychically and psychologically
poisoned music make “a human” Self-Consciousness extremely compliant to aggressive
sexuality and other low-qualitative encoding (lower sublevels of the karmic Channels of
the two lower Centers become very activated and stabilized), raising in it addiction to
disharmonious sounds without which the world starts to seem too insipid and mawkish.
Taking into account the circumstance that “human” DNA, as an “individually selfdeveloping” spiritual Entity, can perceive the sense of all words which we hear or pronounce,
and remember all acoustic Information with which we surround ourselves, so that to put it
later into the genotype of our descendants, you can imagine the low quality of the NUUVVU-Configurations of the embryo conceived by “a human being” who is literally mad
about rock or pop music.
11.12117.

For instance, in the Institutes for the Achievement of Human Potential in
Philadelphia, which they call “the farm for superchildren”, scientists stimulate the
development of the brain of a fetus with the help of colors and sounds. The reactions of
the fetus are being observed by very complex ultrasonic and ultrasonographic equipment.
For example, they have found out that an electric guitar of rock performers irritates the
fetus and makes it nervous, while classical music awakes a vivid interest and embryos are
attracted to the source of harmonious sounds like iron to a magnet. Since similar always
attracts and begets similar, becoming insane fans of all sorts of rock, rap, punk and other
aggressive bands that actively use in their arsenal spiritually degrading SFUURMM-Forms
of lower GROOMPF- and PLIISSMA-Entities with their low-vibration (animal in essence!)
encoding, you become more and more poisoned by their all-destroying vibrations, overfill
your Life with powerful destructive energies and gradually turn into obedient slaves and
promoters of an extremely selfish and aggressive way of life.
11.12118.

I am going to repeat again and again that, as a countermeasure to these
uncontainable streams of motley musical aggression, there are melodies organized by
much higher-qualitative combinations of acoustic vibrations which can inspire people
with Altruism and natural desire to bring Light, Love, Joy and Harmony into the outer
world. Formo-copies of elevated rhythms and profound meanings that overwhelm these
melodies, in combination with vibrations of words that turn any melody into a song, can
simply remarkably activate higher Levels of Self-Consciousness of people who heartfully
sing these songs or listen to them with a deep “Heart” involvement and Understanding. By
the way, examples of such works are many well known prayers and psalms accompanied
by music and traditionally sung in Orthodox and Catholic churches.
11.12119.

But, unfortunately, only a few “people” know, listen to and understand these
sublime spiritual works, as for the majority of “people” the sense of the words accompanied
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by church music remains incomprehensible, and singing by a choir makes any active
participation of any person in the singing process impossible; “people” can only listen
to such music and enjoy its sublime harmony. Ordinary “people” need such songs which
they could sing with or without a background music, in various situations (at a table, at
a bonfire, on a trip, at work, during recreations, while walking), the songs in which the
sense and the meaning of words would be clear and comprehensible to them, help them to
overcome difficulties, revive their spirits, support during emotional crises and “physical”
ailments, when they feel depressed and want to “retire into themselves, be left alone”.
In this respect, I would like to mention that “absolute” silence may be even more
destructive for “a human being” than any rock music. If to put an ordinary “human being”
in “absolute” silence, he will not bear it more than 40 hours, because being completely cut
off from any noises he will gradually lose the feeling of reality, his Focus of Close Attention
fully concentrates on the “reverse” side of its slloogrent dynamics (FDR of Formo-copies),
which leave much to be desired for the majority of “people”. As a result of an intensive
realization of negative reactions actively provoked by SVUULL-VVU- and lower LUUDVVU-copies (which are usually suppressed by conglomerates of higher-frequency Formocopies), long-lasting conflict situations appear in psychological reactions, the nervous
system becomes quickly exhausted, hallucinations appear, because as a result of intensive
subchakram refocusings there are radical changes in the activity of the Formo-Creators
of the brain. If the lower Levels of the Self-Consciousness are substantially synthesized,
“the human being” can successfully refocus into the NUU-VVU-Configurations of higherqualitative Directions of the development and quickly achieve completely new Levels
of Perception and Understanding. If the lower Levels are not yet “studied”, “the human
being” can easily go out of his mind, that is, refocus into the NUU-VVU-Forms of lowerqualitative scenarios of development, from which it will be difficult to “get out” and it will
require a long time.
11.12121.

I hope that now you finally have become convinced of the necessity to understand
the important role of sound waves in our Life. I have spent so much time and given you
so many details to explain this VVU-Information only because, unfortunately, just a few
of you have sufficiently determined your attitude in this question and become aware of
its fundamental importance in the Formo-systems of Worlds of Our higher-qualitative
Existence, where there are no rockers, punks, or any other “attributes” of the realization
of SFUURMM-Forms of lower Self-Consciousness Levels. Since we have discussed this
question well enough, now let’s consider the functions of the brain and their influence over
the quality of our abilities and the whole system of Perception. For example, the power of
our Intuition is the abilities of various NUU-VVU-Configurations (which are “physically”
manifested in each Formo-system of Worlds by the Formo-Creators of the brain) to receive
from TEC and decode their typical parts of the quantum-holographous VVU-Information,
which is continuously transmitted into the information space of the Self-Consciousness
by the Formo-Creators of higher-qualitative Levels of the Subconscious.
11.12122.

When you make an intuitive decision, at the same time, there are different degrees
of the manifestation of activity of different-qualitative realizational Forms of special
groups of bio-Creators of the so-called nuclei basalis (basal ganglia) — central subcortex
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knots (they consist of a large mass of gray matter) located within white matter of each
hemisphere of the great brain. The synthesizing dynamics of the joint creative activity
of the Formo-Creators of the nuclei form the notionally “ancient” (therefore, “animaltype”, according to its hormonal activity) limbic striate body that represents an important
energy-information link between the dynamics of the Formo-Creators of the associative
region and the motor region of the cortex of both hemispheres, because it performs the
function of a counterbalance or a deterrent in many energy and hormonal processes that
tend to an avalanche-type development both on the part of realization of conglomerates
of Formo-copies attracted from lower-qualitative ODS Levels and conglomerates of highfrequency Formo-copies.
This is the reason why the Formo-Creators of the basal nerve knots are also the
main initiators of a start-up or, on the contrary, a slow-down of realizational processes of
the emotional mechanism which is necessary for appearance, in the Self-Consciousness
of “a personality”, of a stable psychological incentive to begin some actions: it is they
who stably fix the qualitative dynamics of “the personality’s” FCA to the dynamics of FDR
of a particular Formo-copy, thus actually determining the choice (action) which “the
personality” has to make at the next moment of time (one of many slloogrent scenarios
of development, into which it will refocus), while realizational biological Forms of these
Formo-Creators (in the form of the proteic neuromediator dopamine) that continuously
carry out the transmission of ciphered energy-information signals between neurons,
depending on the number of receptors, provide the accuracy and duvuyllerrtness (inertial
sequence) of the fulfillment of each of these choices in each of Formo-systems of Worlds
(in strict compliance with the initial Program included into the Configurations of the
Formo-Creators of each of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us).
11.12124.

I should say that Parkinson’s disease and Huntington’s disease are directly
associated with various dysfunctions (discord in commands sent to realizational Forms)
that have formed between different-qualitative Formo-Creators of the basal ganglia.
This doesn’t mean at all that some of the Formo-Creators have made an independent
decision to do anything “not the way it should be done” — such processes are impossible
in the Creation at all. Whatever is inertially done in our organism or happens to us
just precisely reflects those initial sets and states which have been initially encoded in
slloogrent VVU-Configurations of each dynamic group of Stereo-Types that are used by
the Formo-Creators of the brain in various Formo-systems of Worlds for an accurate
inertial implementation of their unique energy-information codes. Anybody simply
cannot ever do anything independently (that is, arbitrarily — at one’s own will), because
absolutely everything — up to the smallest quantum-holographous change — is already
initially determined, programmed and implemented in the dynamics of each of Formosystems of Worlds!!!
11.12125.

Thus each variant (among a great number of them) of “you” (slloogrent
Interpretations of different-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations) — through the specific
planned inertial dynamics of biological Formo-Creators of the brain — can do only that
which can be recorded in the individual ODS and reflected in the information space of
your Self-Consciousness by the combined dynamics of FCA and FDR. Let me remind you
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that each of “us”, at every instant of our inertial Existence, is just an individual frequency
projection of the general slloogrent dynamics of UFS simultaneously manifested in all
Formo-systems of Worlds of all Time Flows. Therefore, the NUU-VVU-Configuration in
which we (each of us) are able to focus at a given moment (for various reasons) is “the
personality” (among many of them that initially exist) which we subjectively perceive as
ourselves; this means, that we can do only that which is already initially encoded in the
VVU-Configurations of Stereo-Types focused by Us (that is, only that which is included
in this spectrum of possibilities for “quantum” changes — choices — in this skrruullerrt
system), thus determining (limiting) the realizational possibilities of the Formo-Creators
of the brain.
This means that if we, at a given inertial moment of our eternal simultaneous
Existence, are focused in the NUU-VVU-Configuration manifested in the Formo-system
of Worlds with all symptoms of a disease or other physiological (genetic) deviation from
the normal (healthy, comfortable for us) state, then this is not a result of someone’s wrong
activity (any “wrongness” of anything is the illusion of our imperfect Perception of the
outer reality, which is always quantum-holographously structured by many all possible
alternative states), but just particularly expresses and specifically reflects an intermediate
result of the dynamics of creative interaction of particular parameters of the quality of
the VVU-Configurations temporarily focused by Us with the dynamics of the human
Direction of development of the collective Consciousness of this Stereo-Form and the
combined Consciousness of a human LLUU-VVU-Form (but NOT at all with the qualitative
dynamics of the outer reality that just accurately reflects what exactly you represent in
the general dynamics of this S-T-Continuum at this particular moment of Time!). Make
a radical change of the creative dynamics on all Levels of your Self-Consciousness into
the human Direction of development, and everything will “miraculously” change for the
better: the activity of the Formo-Creators of the brain of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused
by You, biological features of the NUU-VVU-Forms that manifest as PEOPLE rather than
Proto-Forms of animals!
11.12127.

Any processes of education of “a human being” — unconscious, intuitive (the
Formo-Creators of the right hemisphere are mainly responsible for them) and conscious,
rational (controlled mostly by the Formo-Creators of the left hemisphere) — are also
associated with the activity of the Formo-Creators of the mentioned “ancient” basal
regions of the brain, which are characteristic not only of biological analogs of NUU-VVUFormo-Types but also of Proto-Forms of fish, reptiles and even amphibians. I should
say that the Formo-Creators of diffusgent (imperfect) biological NUU-VVU-Forms of
“people” still continue to use in their every-day activity all the primitive systems of the
brain, which are also used (in different degrees) by the Formo-Creators of Proto-Forms
of all other vertebrates, the brain of which also has the striate body.
11.12128.

It should be also pointed out that in case of birds, for example, the whole structure
of the brain has actually developed from striatum, that of reptiles — from its most “archaic”
part — archistriatum, while in mammals this happened mainly due to the growth of “the
pallium” of the brain, that is, the cortex of the cerebral hemispheres, and establishment
of connections with neostriatum. The Formo-Creators of this part of the brain of “a
11.12129.
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human being” organize the processes of interqualitative Synthesis (performed by them)
and accumulation of the Experience of “physical” Existence due to the participation of
“FCA of the personality” in the conscious and unconscious study of all possible repeating
movements. Many everyday or professional skills, as well as our habitual actions represent
a series of such movements made in a definite sequence, that is why the ability to regulate
in the right way and combine the activity of the Formo-Creators of these regions of the
brain will help “humankind” not only to successfully cure Parkinson’s disease, but will
also allow to finally establish control over our “second nature” — habits.
So, the Formo-Creators of the left and right cerebral hemispheres are connected
with each other by a few basal (that is, primordial, innate, that form the basis of
development of more complex processes, states and “personal” qualities) emotions of “a
human being” realized in different NUU-VVU-Configurations through conglomerates of
Formo-copies of different ODS Levels. These qualitative energy-information interrelations
are nonuniformly distributed among Formo-Creators: the Creators of the left (for righthanders) hemisphere interact mostly with the Formo-copies that realize themselves in the
factor Axes through the dynamics of the karmic Channels of the fifth and sixth synthetic
Levels of ARGLLAAMUNI and INGLIMILISSA, which generate into the Self-Consciousness
of “a personality” most primitive positive emotions (primitive joy, naively-delighted
amazement, elementary amiability), while the Creators of the right hemisphere (for
right-handers) interact mostly with the Formo-copies of the third and fourth Levels of
the same Center, which provoke such negative states as anger, fear, aversion, sadness,
depression. Their joint synthetic activity leads to the establishment and realization, in
the Self-Consciousness of “a personality”, of a stable state of an adaptive behavior focused
on the elimination and neutralization of any sources of arising negativism in order to feel
an egoistic satisfaction of overcoming difficulties.
11.12130.

For example, anger appears as an emotion (from Latin emovere — excite) in the
Self-Consciousness of a less-developed “personality”, when all sorts of obstacles arise in
its Life that induce anxiety, prevent it from achieving its goal, and serves as a rezonational
attraction (by the Formo-Creators of the right cerebral hemisphere), from ODS “niches”,
of the intensive dynamics of FDR of low-frequency Formo-copies, the impetuous
energy potential of which is required for the removal of these obstacles that don’t let
“the personality” experience comfortable, pleasant feelings. Likewise, the Formo-copies
that stimulate sadness are attracted by the Formo-Creators in case of an irrecoverable
loss of a very important (according to the values of the “personalized” Perception)
object (or subject) and, being sequentially synthesized with the Formo-copies of the two
higher-qualitative Levels, automatically lead to the stable dynamics (that appear in the
“personality” Self-Consciousness) of refocusings into those NUU-VVU-Configurations, in
which higher-qualitative UU-VVU-copies are more active, the SFUURMM-Forms of which
can decrease the psychological attachment of this “personality” to the lost object (or
subject).
11.12131.

So, the Formo-Creators of the right hemisphere, in spite of the fact that they are
mostly interrelated with conglomerates of Formo-copies of lower-qualitative Levels of the
Self-Consciousness, perform a much more mobilizing, incentive and developing (for “the
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human being”) function than the Formo-Creators of the left hemisphere, which perform
in this synthetic process only a stimulating evolutionally-directing function. This very
circumstance entitle modern scientists to propose and consider the idea that there is a
serious advantage of the right hemisphere in the process of reception of Information and
in the possibilities of its more effective manipulation. However, they don’t know anything
about the specifics (which I just described) of psychological mechanisms of this process
that provides actually all the inertial dynamics of the level-by-level Synthesis of Aspects of
Qualities of lower-qualitative VVU-Configurations of Formo-copies with Configurations
of conglomerates of higher-qualitative sublevels.
The right hemisphere of healthy “people” apprehends any Information slightly
quicker than the left one, because exactly the Formo-Creators of the right hemisphere are
involved in the processes of inertial “unpacking” and “unfolding”, in the information space
of the Self-Consciousness, of the VVU-Information that comes through the slloogrent
dynamics of TEC simultaneously from all activated “niches” of an individual ODS (with the
Formo-copies that are directly connected with the Formo-Creators of the left hemisphere,
as well as with “their own” Formo-copies) and quicker, than the Formo-Creators of the
left hemisphere, discern (simultaneously “unpack-unfold-fold”) more complicated and
ambiguous VVU-Information (for example, a subjective assessment of the expression of
someone’s face or movement).
11.12133.

Most often this particularity of the Formo-Creators of the right hemisphere is
observed when “a personality” gets into a situation in which it is necessary to make an
urgent decision and immediate actions taking into account the complexity and multiple
psychological aspects. In such cases, these Creators not only instantaneously consolidate
all the VVU-Information necessary for decision making, but also immediately evaluate
its significance (with the help of processes of image-type Perception, spatial thinking,
Synthesis and Intuition) for the safety of this “personality”. Moreover, they do it not only
long before a complete and real comprehension of this situation by the Formo-Creators of
the left hemisphere (due to an analysis of the VVU-Information and its logical comparison
with the already existing Experience), but very often even long before the appearance of
the situation itself.
11.12134.

So, due to the dynamics of the Creative Activity of the Formo-Creators of the
right hemisphere (its intensity determines the quality and duration of an alpha-state
mentioned above), there is a level-by-level qualitative Synthesis, in the structures of the
“personality” Self-Consciousness, of VVU-Configurations of Formo-copies of different
ODS Levels, owing to which the VVU-Information (SFUURMM-Forms) generated on the
Levels of the Subconscious becomes more flexible and accessible for its prompt creative use
by “the personality”. These Formo-Creators act as your most reliable assistants that don’t
let down even in the most difficult life situations, because when you are focused on their
typical Levels of creativity, it automatically shuts off processes of “sophisticated thinking”
used by the Formo-Creators of the left hemisphere, which are the most stringent internal
controllers and inexorable suppressors of any creative realization of “the personality” in
anything new, unknown, in which they don’t have any Experience of self-knowledge.
11.12135.
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Now that you have this Information, you will be able to decide yourself at what you
should pay your increased attention in your Life and what you should refuse. Gradually,
as you open yourself more and more to the positive sides of your Life, negative reactions
will become less typical of you, while positive impulses will be more constant, owing
to which your Self-Consciousness, becoming more synthesized on lower Levels, will be
able to make quicker refocusings into higher-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations, and
in time your entire Life will greatly change for the better. The alpha-state will allow you
to cope with arising problems with greater confidence and more easily. It’s wrong to think
that the Formo-Creators of both hemispheres tend to conflict among themselves — they
are NOT at all like “us”, but completely different (unimaginable) Forms of realization of
Collective Intelligences of both Branches of development and that is why they absolutely
don’t have any ambition (which is so typical of us) and all other qualitative manifestations
that are characteristic of the subjective “human” Nature.
11.12136.

Their main task is the functionality in its pure form that would allow to fulfill
very precisely (up to the smallest nuances), in Time Flows, the initially planned inertial
dynamics of the realizational Forms manifested by them (including LLUU-VVU). Therefore,
when the activity of the Formo-Creators of the right hemisphere predominates in the
brain, the Formo-Creators of the left hemisphere automatically decrease their Creative
Activity so that to “work” without excessive efforts to “resist” their synthesizing dynamics;
the same is true for the dominance of the logical-analytical activity of the Creators of
the left hemisphere — the Formo-Creators of some regions of the right hemisphere may
temporarily “keep away” from their typical activity (again, they don’t decide to do so, but,
during the dynamics of refocusings in this Direction of development of “the personality” and
at these particular moments, their Creative Activity has been already initially programmed
to be low in the VVU-Configurations of the groups of Stereo-Types of this scenario).
11.12137.

I should note that only in case of their harmonious interaction one can make
optimal decision that have a holistic approach to any problem. In such harmonious states
of the Self-Consciousness “the personality” is entirely “delved into itself ”, has a closer and
deeper connection with its “roots” (cause-and-effect energy-information interrelations
that determine the process of “unpacking-unfolding” of slloogrent VVU-Information from
TEC), and that is why it can easily penetrate the very depths of its Subconscious and even into
some “ethereal” structures of the Supraconscious, comprehending the entire Experience
kept there, and as if remembering the Knowledge, which is completely inaccessible in
its usual state of external concentration. Intuition, Imagination and creative bents must
harmoniously combine with the abilities to analyze and do logical conclusions, which
would make it possible for “the personality” to overcome the influence of SFUURMMForms of negative internal sets and taboos, and make more holistic and perfect Choices.
Indeed, we perceive everything completely differently, more positively, when we can grasp
not external attributes, but the very essence of any problem, and this allows us to easily
and undoubtedly put aside pettiness, preconception and criticism imposed on you by the
Formo-copies for which this Experience is inaccessible.
11.12138.

The more often, when having heavy doubts and making important decisions, you
enter this state of internal psychological concentration and deep “physical” relaxation,
11.12139.
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the quicker you will realize in your Life the best variants of that which you desire, because
you will be able, with the help of the Formo-Creators of the right hemisphere, literally
within several minutes, to find a lost psychical equilibrium, summon up your strength,
“delve into yourself ”, find the rightest (even if it contradicts any logic!) solution of the
most critical situation. However, the brains of the majority of “people” — owing to their
eternal fuss, haste, lack of time and desire to do everything — most often are in the betastate, which is “usual” and “normal” for them (this rhythm in fact is characteristic only of
unpleasant conversations, conflicts, quarrels, divorces, irritation, aggression, all possible
misunderstandings, erroneous decisions, dismissals from work and the like). Even when
we as if “calmly” think of something, trying to solve a problem that has suddenly appeared,
the Formo-Creators of our brain generate in a background mode oscillations of about 20
Hz, although this frequency corresponds better to a high “physical” tension rather than to
fruitful creative thinking.
Due to these circumstances, an imperfect NUU-VVU-Configuration initially
includes (in an encoded form) the low-qualitative dynamics of Formo-copies of lower ODS
Levels that create a constant strain for the Formo-Creators of the central nervous system
and the cardiovascular system, which results in infarctions, cerebral strokes, neuroses
that are the true reasons of most “lethal” refocusings, owing to which “the personality”
can inertially focus in VVU-Configurations of higher-qualitative groups of Stereo-Types. I
would like also to mention that extrasensory abilities in telepathy (that is, transferring wave
emissions of VVU-Information processed by the brain to any distances) are determined
by our capabilities to actively and purposefully use in our mental-sensuous processes the
Formo-copies that realize themselves through the so-called very long waves, the length of
which can be hundreds of kilometers.
11.12140.

The cortex of cerebrum that surrounds the brain “outside”, the Formo-Creators
of which were activated in VVU-Configurations of biological bodies at later stages of
the Evolution of animals in general and “the human being” in particular, represents
a highly-differentiated realizational mechanism of the Formo-Creators involved in
processes of the highest-qualitative inertial refocusings. Definite parts of the cortex
contain “representatives” of the muscles of larynx, mouth, face, arms, trunk and legs. The
molecular basis of the cortex is structured approximately by 20 billion neurons (40 per
cent of an average weight of our brain!), each of which makes from one to ten thousand
contacts via synapses. I would like to note that a normal functioning of neurons requires
a constant electric tension of about 0.1V. Neurons are specific realizational (energycarrying) Forms differentiated by the higher Formo-Creators of the brain into energyinformation kinematics of biological masses of all Proto-Forms of Collective Intelligences
of different types.
11.12141.

Let me remind you that the body of each neuron can be compared with a branchy
tree, and many branches split off the center of the main trunk — axons and dendrites that
perceive and transmit signals from other neurons, receptor cells or directly from external
irritants. Dendrites, in their turn, also repeatedly branch out into smaller formations.
Axons and dendrites have numerous presynaptic nerve endings that contain 24 mediators
or transmitters. Although the neuron itself is very small in size (less than a pinhead), it
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can perfectly receive signals that come through receptors from some Formo-Creators to
other ones, process them in a corresponding way and transmit them in the form of nerve
impulses through nerve endings to the Formo-Creators that control the activity of all
executive systems and organs of our organism: heart, lungs, liver, stomach and others.
All this specific psychosomatic activity allows us to actively perceive the outer
World, process VVU-Information, communicate with each other and even with ourselves.
The 24 transmitters are realizational Forms or chemical substances that transmit
an excitation from one neuron to another one, as well as from nerve endings to the
working organ specifically connected with them. Each pair of transmitters is energyinformationally connected with a vibrationally corresponding pair of “beta-synchronous
modulators” (LOOGLII) and “reversion signalizers” (KAAYSII) of the karmic Channels of
each of the two pairs of lower IISSIIDI-Centers, the functions of which include among other
things the amplification (modulation) of the dynamics of manifestation of the Creative
Activity of SFUURMM-Forms that are weakly expressed in the NUU-VVU-Configuration of
the Self-Consciousness to the levels of vibrations of the pair of the brain mediators that
are connected with them.
11.12143.

Let me remind you that such structures of a karmic Channel as KAAYSII and
LOOGLII amplify and project onto “the screen of Biopendulum” (ILLGRII-TO-O) the wave
impulses that come to them, modeling in the Self-Consciousness of each NUU-VVU-Form
(in the form of various “emanations” and “psychonations” of the SFUURMM-Forms that
are activated at a given moment) ALL possible variants of further development of this
situation. All this instantaneous psychomental activity is transformed into very complex
biochemical reactions and is transmitted by the Formo-Creators of corresponding regions
of the cortex, which, after its thorough analysis in the nerve centers of the subcortex,
provide their “summary” to the central nervous system as a final (for this situation!)
decision. This signal, after its subjective reflection on an activated Level of the information
space of the Self-Consciousness of “the personality”, is inertially realized in Space of the
outer World through definite dynamics of its psychosomatic reactions and mechanical
movements.
11.12144.

The principle of functioning of LOOGLII-rays represented in the structures of the
karmic Channels of each of IISSIIDI-Centers by unique (typical only of a given Level)
Forms of different multidimensional fractality and sphero-dynamic configuration may
be very roughly compared with the work of parabolic antenna tuners used in satellite
television, at radio stations, as well as in telescopes for a very precise concentration of
radio beams. They provide stable energy-information interrelations between UU-VVUcopies of all Formo-Types of one LLUU-VVU that activate their Creativity through DUULLI-Levels of the “biologically” interconnected IISSIIDI-Centers, as well as between all
NUU-VVU-Forms and structures of Self-Consciousnesses of other Forms of this Reality.
11.12145.

11.12146.

LOOGLII transmit (into the narrow-range structures of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-

systems and Duplex-Spheres that structure them) very specific (for each of them) impulses,
which instantaneously resonate with those SFUURMM-Forms of the realizational “niches”
of ODS, the quality of which corresponds most of all to the created psychomental situation
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experienced by “the personality” at this moment, and this immediately — through the
combined coordinated energy-information dynamics of the Focus of Close Attention and
the Focus of Dual Reflection — has an active response in its Self-Consciousness. Owing
to LOOGLII, various SFUURMM-Forms of this range, through psychosomatic signals of
particular choices of one of “personalities”, may have a simultaneous creative realization
(psychological manifestation in the structures of the Self-Consciousness) in particular
rotation Cycles of many different “personalities” that structure different Time Flows.
The Creative Activity of KAAYSII- and LOOGLII-structures of each of the four lower
IISSIIDI-Centers is one way or another associated with the activity of a certain important
biological system of the organism or with the Formo-Creators of some regions of the
brain. For example, a very coordinated quantum-holographous activity of KAAYSII- and
LOOGLII-rays of the higher karmic Channels of INGLIMILISSA- and ARGLLAAMUNI-Iissiidi
is directly associated with the functions of the epiphysis — the pineal gland or conoid body
located in the center of the brain between the hemispheres at the interthalamic adhesion.
This gland not only can perceive external light (due to photoreceptor cells — the remains
of a degraded retina), but also has the structure that resembles very much an ordinary eye
(it is usually called “the third eye” or “trikutta”).
11.12147.

Through these structures, the higher Formo-Creators of these Centers
(argllaamurs and inglimilins) control and direct, in the biological organism, the sexual
development of “a personality”, processes of metabolism and generation of hormones
(melatonin and serotonin), control the function of hypothalamus, supervise the biological
rhythm, protect the organism against free radicals, are responsible for secretion of N,Ndimethyltryptamine (DMT), the influence of which in the Self-Consciousness is as strong
as that of the strongest hallucinogenic transmitters. The secretion of this DMT-substance
becomes more intensified during sleep, in some meditative states, during the clinical
“Death”, as well as after taking hallucinogenic plants.
11.12148.

In addition, the conoid body is a sort of “biological watch” for the organism, which
sends commands to change the states of sleep and wakefulness. The methods of audiovisual stimulation described above are a good helping means for “people” that suffer from
seasonal disorders, because at night the Formo-Creators of the conoid body generate
more melatonin, which improves sleep. Since the generation of melatonin is suppressed
by light, in the daytime its secretion decreases. In some months, in the areas located
closer to the Earth poles, where nights are very long and days are very short, the brain
as if stays “in the state of hibernation”. People experience a carbohydrate hunger, which
attracts to FCA of the Self-Consciousness Formo-copies of middle (the 4th-5th) Levels
of the two lower Centers, and their realizational activity brings the biological organism
into the state of slowness, introducing a slight depression in Life. Using light stimulation,
the daytime level of melatonin can be reduced to 6%, thus regulating the activity of the
Formo-Creators of the epiphysis.
11.12149.

With the increase of years, mineral deposits appear in the conoid body (brain sand)
with a clear crystalline structure. These crystals can receive from the information “space”
of individual OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems of “a personality” different electromagnetic
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waves (SFUURMM-Forms of various UU-VVU-copies, mental-sensuous Formo-images), as
well as some emissions of superhigh Energies of nonelectromagnetic nature that come
into the structure of the Self-Consciousness through KAAYSII- and LOOGLII-rays from
other quantum-holographous models of the Cosmos. I repeat one more time: the FormoCreators of molecular structures of the brain — by themselves — cannot provide the
process of active comprehensive Thinking and deep Feeling — to do this, they need stable
energy-information connections with constantly interacting (with them) “external”
sources of different-qualitative flows of VVU-Information — Fields-Consciousnesses
of boson (UU-VVU-Forms) and fermion (UU-VVU-copies) types that form the whole
“nonmaterial” basis of functioning of our “memory” (the “noo-time” dynamics of TEC
and ODS “niches” directly associated with it).
That is why I consider it necessary to remind you one more time that by “the
memory of a personality” I always mean not only the activity of the Formo-Creators of
various regions of the brain, but also a series of absolutely all quantum-holographous events
(sequentially (inertially) decoded (from TEC) and eternally kept in VVU-Configurations
of realizational “niches” of ODS) that have been ever manifested in the structure of the
information space of the Self-Consciousness of this “personality”. For example, many
“people” that are mentally deficient from birth have some forms of “memory” that are
quite well developed. There are known cases of idiots and imbeciles (with different
degrees of mental retardation) that can be impressed only by music, to which they can
listen for hours. To be more exact, they listen not to the musical compositions, but only to
combinations of some sounds, which they perceive not like us (that is, in the integrity of
their sounding and psychological associative content), but like plashes of sunlight created
by movements of a mirror.
11.12151.

I think, you remember quite well that, in the structures of the “personality”
Self-Consciousness, there are active realizations (through various acoustic ranges) of
SFUURMM-Forms and Formo-images of all possible conglomerates of Formo-copies.
All the underdeveloped NUU-VVU-Forms mentioned above “communicate” exactly with
them through their own individual ODS. Some mentally deficient (from birth) like arias
(it’s also a kind of a very active psychological interrelation simultaneously with the
Formo-copies of the composer and with the Formo-copies generated by the voice of the
singer), which they can mechanically, not understanding the meaning, memorize literally
during the first listening. There are more rare cases of idiots and imbeciles with a good
visual memory, owing to which they even can reproduce whole pages of a read text, not
understanding its meaning.
11.12152.

The memory for dates, numbers and names of many sick persons with primary
mental deficiency is sometimes amazingly well developed. Some idiots that cannot
answer correctly the question: “What do two and two make?”, can mechanically recite
the whole multiplication table or, on the contrary, demonstrate computing abilities to
solve the tasks, which can be computed only by high-end computers. As you see, all
these seemingly inexplicable abilities manifested even without any signs of intellect are
very closely connected only with the activity of the Formo-copies that perform their
energy-information interrelations through the specific dynamics of temporal ethereal
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constituents of these handicapped “personalities” (the dynamics are determined by
particular scenarios of development of this Stereo-Form).
I would like to repeat again that the mentally deficient: retards, idiots and
imbeciles are not an unfortunate “downside” of the creativity of some Formo-Creators, but
represent a natural transitional stage, which is necessary in the general creative dynamics
of the development of the Self-Consciousness of a Collective Intelligence of any type
during its stable refocusing from one Proto-Form into another one (in this case — from
an animal into a “human” NUU-VVU). It is impossible to occupy a proper place in any
society of intelligent creatures, whether it be “human beings” or any representatives of
Proto-Forms of animals, plants and minerals, without undergoing a necessary adaptation,
which includes observational study, repetition and memorization of all physiological and
psychological details of existence of the Self-Consciousness in a new Form, as well as
many particularities of the principles of interrelations adopted in this community. You
may ask why some of them manifest so remarkable intellectual or other abilities, for
example, clairvoyance? This is not at all intellect and clairvoyance! It’s not “they” who
really manifest them! They just mechanically repeat that which manifests in their SelfConsciousness.
11.12154.

All this is the result of an extremely relaxed and scattered state of their SelfConsciousness that resembles very much a deep Meditation, or rather a deep hypnosis
that makes it possible for “the personality” put into this state to play unknown (unstudied
before) musical instruments, speak previously unknown foreign language, do mindnumbing oral calculations, perform miraculous plastique, show strong force and absence
of pain. Owing to this, being “cut off ” in their “personality” Self-Consciousness form the
Information and Experience of the variable ethereal component of their “former” Collective
Intelligence, they have an unconscious access to various Levels of Information of the
variable ethereal component of their new LLUU-VVU-Form and can literally automatically,
without any participation of neurons of the brain, scan from there all the answers that
seem so amazing to doctors due to their accuracy with the total incomprehension of them
by “the personality”.
11.12155.

In each particular case, this is carried out by an unconscious attraction (from ODS
into the dynamics of FCA) of the slloogrent dynamics of Focuses of Dual Reflection of
the Formo-images of particular “personalities” (including geniuses in some kinds of art
or science), owing to which there is a temporary self-identification with them of the SelfConsciousness of an underdeveloped “personality”. These spontaneously used Formoimages cannot anyhow express themselves in the Formo-system of Worlds, because in
most cases the brain of idiots and imbeciles doesn’t have (it is underdeveloped or mutated)
a molecular mechanism of realization of the Formo-Creators that directly provide the
process of logical communication and reproduction of the received VVU-Information.
11.12156.

To be more exact, it would be not quite correct to state that all these processes
in NUU-VVU-Configurations of handicapped “people” are carried out without an active
participation of the Formo-Creators of the brain, although I would like to emphasize the
fact that the leading role here is played by discerning-distributing functions of KAAYSII11.12157.
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rays of ODS. However, the energy-information connection with motor functions and
psychosomatics of “a personality” (for example, repeating aloud the results of calculations
that appear in the Self-Consciousness) is performed directly through the Formo-Creators
of the intraparietal sulcus, which in normally developed “people” is responsible for
operations with discrete numbers and dates. It’s not “personalities” of retards, idiots and
imbeciles that answer complex and sophisticated questions, but they are answered through
their vocal cords by some of conglomerates of VVU-Configurations of fragmented SelfConsciousnesses of the Formo-copies and their typical Formo-images that represent in
the individual ODS of this “personality” the whole invisible energy-information base of
simultaneously existing — both in this and in other space-time Continuums — StereoTypes and Formo-Types of this LLUU-VVU; among which, in most favorable scenarios of
development, there are certainly “physical” manifestations of brilliant mathematicians,
physicists and other scientists, as well as singers, poets, musicians and artists, corresponding
VVU-Configurations of the Formo-images of which (through the dynamics of FDR of UUVVU-copies) automatically realize themselves through the Self-Consciousness of this
“personality” that is free from any tension and any internal resistance to the flow of any
VVU-Information which is continuously “unpacked” form TEC.
The creativity of KAAYSII- and LOOGLII-rays in the structure of our SelfConsciousness also provides many other functions of the molecular Formo-Creators of
the brain, which are related to the quality and work of the “personality memory”. For
example, having studied some particularities of the activity of these energy-information
structures, I, as opposed to the prevailing opinion that “the contents” of the brain become
completely matured by the age of twenty, have good reasons to state that not only the
“human” brain can improve to the age of 50 or 60 (and even much more — to the age of
100-120 in our Reality and unimaginably more in its higher-qualitative types), but also
the quality of “the memory of a personality” improves with the increase of years. The
point is that with the increase of years “the human being” starts to perceive and keep
in his Self-Consciousness more and more Information of all kinds, much of which is
absolutely unnecessary anymore, is not interesting, and that is why he, for the sake of a
long-term profit, “sifts out” (excludes from the sphere of active use) a lot of excessive data,
which often automatically include some not very important events of his Life.
11.12158.

This process also depends directly on the sublevels of the information space of the
Self-Consciousness, which this “personality” has completely or mostly synthesized for the
previous period and no longer needs to memorize the details of some circumstances of its
Life, because they were recorded in the VVU-Configurations of its individual ODS in the
form of Experience. But this is not sclerosis! This is a wise and necessary adaptation of a
formerly young and energetic “personality” to the changed conditions of its “physical” and
psychological existence, which provides a considerable advantage in Life, where it’s not
always clear what Information is important “now” and what will be even more important
in “the future”. For instance, I, having used previously written drafts to write one of my
new books, delete their files on my computer to free some space. I don’t need to keep
them, because they have become a part of the general Information available in one of the
new books.
11.12159.
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Moreover, the knowledge and Experience kept by “the memory” (in ODS “niches”),
in the course of time, with the Synthesis of Aspects of higher-qualitative sublevels in the
information space of the Self-Consciousness, may get a completely new meaning, while
additional details will make it possible to make more correct assessments of difficult
situations. This makes it possible for elderly “people” to easily adapt to changing conditions,
using in other circumstances the VVU-Information assimilated in one situation. That is why
“the aged” are rightly considered wiser! A wider and deeper, as compared with the young,
combined dynamics of FCA and FDR every time allows them to know something in whole
and see in any situation much more than in case of a purely superficial observation, as well
as they can understand better the essence of what is happening by some indirect signs than
the young who always want to put an end to every complex situation as soon as possible.
11.12160.

This is also one of functions of the considered rays. Besides, the activity of
the energy-information KAAYSII- and LOOGLII-structures also provides the ability
of clairvoyance: a holographic (that is, virtual, mental, but not “dense” or quantumholographous — please, don’t mix them up!) image, which is retransmitted with their help
first onto “the screen of Biopendulum”, then into epiphysis, and afterwards as if really
appears in the mind’s eye of “a personality”, is projected like a hologram that appears in
Space-Time due to the illumination of a complex-configuration holographic film strip by
laser beams at different angles. This holographic Formo-image is transformed into a series
of nerve impulses, which get onto the retina (however, as I have already explained earlier,
we do NOT perceive this Formo-image on the retina itself!), which is as if “installed” in
the information space of our Self-Consciousness; when we “unpack” it, we observe and
even feel it as a certain “external” Formo-image that exists regardless of our system of
psychological Perception — as if “separately”, by itself.
11.12161.

By the way, in exactly the same way we experience any pain, the source of generation
of which is in fact not in the place where we feel it, and even not in one of the regions of
the brain, but in the VVU-Configuration of one of realizational “niches” of the individual
ODS, from where one of Formo-copies transmits these subjective emotions to the FormoCreators of the brain. That is why any feeling of pain or uncomfortable sensation can
be quite easily and simply forced out of the inertial process of “unpacking” due to a
strong psychological concentration on the result that would satisfy you and a conscious
attraction from ODS of a higher-qualitative VVU-Information that would convince you
that you don’t feel any pain or some other unpleasant sensations. Psychologists call this
conscious process autosuggestion. In fact, on the molecular and biochemical level, any
pain represents a certain neurophysiological process carried out not in the point of its
visible localization (projection to some part of the body or organism), but only in our
brain — as a necessary “SOS” signal sent by the Formo-Creators of our safety system to
the Formo-Creators of other systems about some dysfunctions that have appeared in the
biological organism, which require their immediate interference and taking emergency
measures (that is, a conscious activation of corresponding conglomerates of Formocopies in the information space of the Self-Consciousness).
11.12162.

The quality of the VVU-Information, in the form of SFUURMM-Forms of an already
existing Experience, which you attract from ODS, determines the inertial dynamics of all
11.12163.
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your subsequent refocusings: either in the Directions of a quick fixation to the NUU-VVUConfigurations where this destructive element of your Existence is completely absent
(if you involve the highest-qualitative SFUURMM-Forms available in this Reality, which
will make it possible for you to deeply understand the essence of the events that happen
around and consciously control the situation being in the necessary internal state),
or you concentrate your FCA on SFUURMM-Forms of fear and misunderstanding (or a
false perception of the situation) and panic, become nervous, doubt the possibility of
a quick realization of the most favorable outcomes in this situation, thus aggravating
the unfavorable process (severe or even “deadly” disease, serious injury, psychological
experience and so on), because you will automatically refocus into increasingly lowerqualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations of your Stereo-Form, which, as you already know,
structure the least favorable scenarios of development that are possible to you.
Three energy-information KAAYSII-rays (strictly fixed in the Vectors of a given
Quality) are stably generated from each of the elements of the different-qualitative
dynamics of LOOGLII-rays, which [elements] are introduced into the very core of GLOOA
of a given organizing Center of Self-Creativity of SLUI-SLUU of various Levels, into the
“internal” part of the ethereal membrane of each of the four IYU’-UU-YU’ (I mean the
semispheres of GLOOA of INGLIMILISSA and AIGLLILLIAA, though, the same happens in
the semispheres of GLOOA of ARGLLAAMUNI and ORLAAKTOR) — simultaneously into the
slloogrent dynamics of the VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators of the brain and into the
VVU-Configurations of active realizational “niches” of the individual ODS of “the personality”.
Each of the KAAYSII-rays, in its turn, is differentiated “inside itself ” into two pairs of
bidirectional LANGMII-rays that reflect by the qualitative state of their wave ranges, in
the information “spatial” structures of each of IISSIIDI-Centers, narrower sublevels of the
creative synthetic dynamics of Aspects of the Qualities ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALLWill-of-ALL-Intelligence (in parallel, they also reflect the fluctuation dynamics of Aspects
of the other ten background Qualities!) with the wave Configurations that are typical of
these Centers.
11.12164.

You should pay attention to a very important (in all this process) moment: the
different-qualitative dynamics of LANGMII-rays simultaneously penetrate not one or
several specific complex VVU-Configurations of realizational “niches”, but simultaneously
many conglomerates of Formo-copies from different ODS sublevels (specific Spheres
of creativity), thus carrying out any synthetic energy-information interrelations
between different-qualitative SFUURMM-Forms. Depending on the quality of the NUUVVU-Configuration focused by You, the Formo-Creators of your brain can “chose”
(rezonationally attract for “unpacking” in TEC) among the whole volume of the VVUInformation potentially received by them only one VVU-Configuration that corresponds
to their own VVU-Configurations. That is why, the higher the quality of the SFUURMMForms which you use in your life creativity, the more universal and perfect the properties
(VVU-Configurations) of the Formo-Creators of your brain and, vice versa, the more
universal the Formo-Creators that coordinate the dynamics of molecular structures of
your brain, the higher the quality of the variants of SFUURMM-Forms of Choices and
decisions which they can activate in the information space of your Self-Consciousness.
11.12165.
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In each of its different-qualitative “poles” formed by Aspects of the two Dominants,
the rotation dynamics of a KAAYSII-ray is transformed into a small complex-configuration
(“dumbbell-like”) TVOO-Form, which has common rezonational “zones” with the ethereal
capsules of GLOOA of its own Center and with that of the other Center which is synthesized
with it level by level. That TVOO-Form which is situated in the “internal” part of “the
membrane” performs an activating function: due to a stimulating “resonance” it amplifies
very weak beta-impulses that come from Formo-copies; while that TVOO-Form which is
more associated with the “external” zone of the activity of “beta-synchronous modulators”,
on the contrary, acts in a suppressing way to decrease very active dynamics of FDR of
some low-frequency Formo-copies, thus partially extinguishing in the information space
of the Self-Consciousness of “the personality” psychological beta-impulses generated by
them in their ODS “niche”.
11.12166.

For example, such slowing down of beta-signals happens in cases when the activity
of aggressive or rude-sexual SFUURMM-Forms becomes too obtrusive and represents a
threat for the existence of the NUU-VVU-Form — incentives to sexual violence, suicide,
killing in the heat of passion, self-mutilation. However, it must be noted that this also can
happen in other cases, when an excessively strong and long outburst of a highly emotional
or intellectual activity appears in the Self-Consciousness of “the personality”, which also
can become the reason of infarctions, cerebral strokes, apoplectic seizures and even “lethal
outcomes”. In both these cases, the Formo-Creators of the brain respond by a secretion
of an increased dose of melatonin into the blood stream, which immediately stops this
process and suddenly a strong desire to fall asleep appears.
11.12167.

These internal interrelation in the structures of a KAAYSII-ray are implemented
approximately according to the following scheme: in the “ethereal” structures of the
“membrane” of the semispheres of GLOOA of this Center, a necessary, but very weak betaimpulse generated by the general VVU-Configuration of one of realizational “niches”
of ODS, is chosen (according to the rezonational principle) by the Formo-Creators of
corresponding Levels that provide the performance of some functions in the brain, and
they start its forced (also rezonationally, due to the excitation of a wave modulation of the
VVU-Configurations of necessary Formo-copies with the VVU-Configurations of these
Formo-Creators) dominance in the Self-Consciousness of “the personality” over all other
signals generated by all wave VVU-Configurations of other UU-VVU-copies that are in an
active creative state in their realizational “niches” of ODS (that is, definite Formo-Creators
purposefully suppress the dynamics of all hindering and unnecessary, at a given moment,
SFUURMM-Forms, so that to provide the possibility to concentrate on something more
important for them).
11.12168.

After that, the amplified signal is immediately transmitted through S-shaped
structures of two-pole TVOO-rays, being instantaneously stimulated, accelerated and
intensified to the Level, which corresponds only to strictly defined (in qualities) wave
VVU-Configurations of SFUURMM-Forms of other realizational “niches”, with which the
Formo-Creators intend to carry out an inertial Synthesis at this moment in the information
space of the Self-Consciousness of this “personality”. For example, in case of an excessively
aggressive activity, when its intensity achieves a critical point, the signals that come from
11.12169.
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the VVU-Configurations of SVUULL-VVU-copies of one of sublevels of ARGLLAAMUNI
can be immediately discharged into or redistributed between (by the Formo-Creators
of the brain in the same vibration range!) the Configurations of UU-VVU-copies of the
same sublevel, which, however, pass through the semispheres of GLOOA of INGLIMILISSAIissiidi. And then the strong aggression or animal fear will be replaced by an irrepressible
Desire (SFUURMM-Form) of a sexual intercourse.
When there is such a possibility and this sudden Desire is quickly fulfilled,
then, before an intensive orgasm, there is a sudden hormonal collapse in the organism
accompanied by the secretion of a large amounts of testosterone, adrenaline and oxytocin,
and then there is a sequential secretion of noradrenaline and dopamine into the blood
stream that provide the realization of psychological pre-conditions of an orgasm, after
which, as a rule, there are endorphin- and melatonin-related reactions accompanied
by a physical relaxation and terminated by a short but very sound sleep with parallel
passive refocusings of “the personality” into higher-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations
(because during each orgasm there is a level-by-level Synthesis of the VVU-Configurations
of Formo-copies of the two lower Centers, as a result of which a definite Experience is
gained, which, in its turn, slightly improves the qualitative state of the following NUUVVU-Configurations inertially focused by You).
11.12170.

By the way, this abrupt “switchover” of the dynamics of FCA from Formo-copies of one
Center to Formo-copies of the other Center, explains all possible fits of a sudden irrepressible
sexual desire in “people” that have just experienced a strong psychological stress: an awful car
accident, plane crash or a train collision, other “deadly” situations, “hopeless” circumstances
or a heavy loss. This also explains the cases of unexpected sexual reactions of the victims
of rude sexual violence toward rapists or those of hostages toward their abductors, which
continue even when the stress situation is over. The reason of that are increased doses of
adrenaline and endorphin that greatly intensify such emotions. Both victims and those who
committed the violent acts become physically dependent on those uncommon emotions,
which they have experienced at the moments of very strong orgasms that happened during
a strong psychological stress or in unusual circumstances (like it is demonstrably shown in
the famous drama of 1974: “The Night Porter” directed by L. Cavani).
11.12171.

On the other hand, an excessively strong beta-signal that comes to the FormoCreators of the brain from low-qualitative but very active SFUURMM-Forms, when it
enters into the S-shaped TVOO-Forms (not at the TVOO-“entrance” but at the TVOO-“exit”,
at the other “pole” of the slloogrent form-ray, which is “an external entrance” of the system
of “beta-synchronous modulators”), may be not “discharged” (for the fulfillment of the
level-by-level Synthesis) into the VVU-Configurations of Formo-copies of Aspects of the
opposite Dominant, but sharply decreased (forcibly transmitted through the hormonal
system) to the frequency range that is initially programmed in the scenario of development
of this “personality”, and, with the help of LOOGLII-rays, can have a sedative (soothing)
effect on the endings of corresponding receptors of the central nervous system.
11.12172.

This effect explains sudden changes of behavior of emotionally strung “people”
that, having achieved a definite peak level, after the secretion of a high dose of sedative
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hormones by the Formo-Creators into the blood stream, rapidly refocus their SelfConsciousnesses into the Forms that belong to another scenario, where a sudden and
excessively high aggression also suddenly changes by a peaceful sleep, after which they
either don’t remember anything or have very vague recollections only of some short
instants of the unpredictable behavior (the so-called partial amnesia). It is the FormoCreators of transmitters that transform these excessive signals of some structures of a
KAAYSII-ray into specific biochemical reactions with participation of definite proteins,
amino acids, hormones, instantaneously decoding the incoming wave vibrations into
particular discernible SFUURMM-Forms, which are finally transmitted to the cerebral
hemispheres and transformed by the Formo-Creators of corresponding regions of the
subcortex or cortex into the whole diversity of particular psychological reactions of “the
personality”.
You may ask why I give so many details to describe the work of virtual energyinformation structures of our Self-Consciousness, which for the time being cannot be
examined, seen in any way or “touched”?! The point is that the specific distributing
or discerning activity of LANGMII-rays is also the basis of the functions of the FormoCreators of some very important regions of the brain, which I also would like to discuss
in greater detail. For example, only a few professionals in medicine and psychologists
known that in order to form a correct opinion about a character and abilities of a strange
“human being”, the Formo-Creators of the brain (mainly those of the subcortex regions
that are responsible for emotionally colored forms of behavior) need just several fractions
of a second. Such a formation of the feelings of sympathy or antipathy toward a stranger
is carried out actually without any participation of the Formo-Creators of evolutionally
“new” regions of the cortex — neocortex (in particular, the prefrontal region which is
responsible for the formation of intellect).
11.12174.

This process actively involves the Formo-Creators of the limbic (as I have already
explained) basal nuclei of both amygdalae located inside the temporal lobes of the brain
(one in each hemisphere) that, together with the Formo-Creators of other subcortex
structures (nonspecific nuclei of thalamus, in particular), hypothalamus, striatum and
“the old” cortex (archicortex — hippocampus), are included into a notional coalition of
the Formo-Creators of the “archaic” limbus (system; from Latin limbus — border), the
VVU-Configurations of which compose a combination of different regions of the brain
united according to the anatomical (due to the spatial interrelations phylogenetically
established between them) and functional (physiological) features. Visually, the FormoCreators of amygdalae in fact represent realizational Forms of several nuclei that are
anatomically close to each other, but function individually. Among all possible molecular
Forms of the creative realization of these nuclei, the most important are: basal-lateral
(side), central-medial and cortico-medial.
11.12175.

The Formo-Creators of amygdaloid nuclei are responsible for experiencing (by
“a personality”) emotions of fear, that is why they are closely connected with the wave
dynamics of a KAAYSII-ray. The Formo-Creators of different IISSIIDI-Levels that realize
themselves through the activity of this molecular structure play a key role in the formation
of a motivational-emotional behavior and make part of the limbic system, receiving signals
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from the Formo-Creators of all sensory systems. In the brain of “people” and animals,
this subcortical structure participates in the formation of negative (fear, a protective and
aggressive behavior) and positive emotions (pleasure, enjoyment of receiving something
— food, sex, attention, contemplation and so on). Moreover, its size positively correlates
with an aggressive behavior: it is always larger in less developed “personalities”. Such
states as anxiety, autism, depression, posttraumatic shock and phobias are associated with
the presence (initial programming of such states) of a functional discordance between
Formo-Creators of different Levels of the Self-Consciousness (the urge of the FormoCreators of lower Levels of the Self-Consciousness to dominate), which physiologically
manifests as an abnormal functioning of the amygdala with all ensuing psychological and
physiological consequences.
I have already mentioned that the Formo-Creators of this region in most primitive
NUU-VVU-Forms (just like in Proto-Forms of all vertebrates) were among the first to
activate their creativity in the structure of the Self-Consciousness, much earlier than, for
example, the Formo-Creators of the prefrontal neocortex (you already know it), which
is the region of the frontal cortex located above and on the sides of the limbic circle.
Besides, the feeling of “a personal” information “space” and the state of discomfort caused
by a too close presence of someone is also one of the functions of the Formo-Creators
of this region of the brain. They also may “adjust” (“readjust”) the degree of the Creative
Activity of SFUURMM-Forms that structure the information space of the “personality” SelfConsciousness when “the human being” gets into a nonstandard situation, for example,
stays for a long time in a foreign country with a different culture of communication.
This region localizes the centers of the complex intellectual behavioral activity, the
Formo-Creators of which are responsible for motivations and maintenance of longterm interrelations (“keeping” VVU-Information or a “previous” Experience) between the
synthesizing dynamics of FCA and FDR of conglomerates of definite UU-VVU-copies — in
case of their malfunction, “the human being” stops to perceive himself as a particular
“personality”.
11.12177.

The realizational Forms of localized “clusters” of the amygdala play a key role in
the formation of the mechanism of neutralization (suppression) of recollections (if in
the course of time the dynamics of FCA are not attracted to the dynamics of FDR of one
of previously active Formo-copies, then the reaction of the Self-Consciousness to this
type of emotions becomes selective). While the functions of the Formo-Creators of the
striate body, or striatum (corpus striatum), which I have mentioned above, are to provide
direct and inverse energy-information interrelations, that is, to receive and process
electromagnetic waves-projections that continuously come to them almost from all FormoCreators of the cortex regions. This VVU-Information enters the brain simultaneously
from the slloogrent dynamics of TEC (all initial UU-VVU-Forms) and from corresponding
“niches” of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems (reactions of FDR of UU-VVU-copies involved in
“unpacking”) in the form of many parallel wave flows, the activation and deciphering of
which in the brain starts from the Formo-Creators of the prefrontal cortex (together with
the Formo-Creators of striatum, they form the so-called center of awards of the brain
located in its depth, at the distance of four centimeters behind the right eye).
11.12178.
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The scheme of the activity of these Creators resembles me very much the principle
of functioning of such sanitary mechanism as the washdown reservoir of a toilet bowl, in
which a float regulates the pressure of incoming water: the higher the position of the float,
the lesser the water pressure; water stops to enter the reservoir, when the float and water are
at their maximum level. This is approximately the case with the regulation of the energyinformation dynamics of FDR projected onto the dynamics of FCA of “a personality” from
realizational “niches” of ODS: with an increase of intensity of the Creative Activity (in FCA)
of the low-frequency dynamics of Formo-copies, the interrelations with them increasingly
weaken, and at a definite allowable limit (dangerous for “the personality”) they stop at
all (are as if “discharged”). However, there is another principle that acts simultaneously
with this process: the higher the frequency “float” of FCA, which limits the intensity of
interrelations with the dynamics of the Formo-copies of lower-qualitative sublevels, the
more active the interrelations of FCA with the conglomerates of Formo-copies of higherqualitative ODS sublevels (by the way, such mechanisms can also be installed in toilet
bowls: while the float goes upwards, the rush of incoming water increases).
11.12179.

So, these Formo-Creators provide the biochemical side of the energy-information
interrelations, correcting the dynamics of FCA in the directions that strictly correspond to
this NUU-VVU-Configuration. This is carried out owing to an excitation of some groups
of neurons of the cortex, a signal from which (in the form of Interest actively expressed by
“the personality” in some particular qualitative part of the slloogrent dynamics of TEC“unpackings”) is transmitted to the Formo-Creators of subcortical regions of the brain:
striatum, basal ganglia and thalamus (as the center of all kinds of general senses, except
for the sense of smell) united among themselves (and with the Formo-Creators of the
cortex) by a common system of interrelations. It is they that determine the duration and
degree of fixation of the Focus of Close Attention of “a personality” on some object, which
reflects some particular psychological Aspects of the qualitative dynamics of Focuses of
Dual Reflection that are characteristic of the VVU-Configurations of conglomerates of
Formo-copies of some ODS “niches”.
11.12180.

I must note that a key role is played in this process by the realizational Forms of the
neuromediator dopamine, which are responsible for the feelings of joy and pleasure and
in fact modulate all the dynamics of FCA (duration, depth and the degree of concentration
of “the personality” on a Form of a given object or on some psychomental emotion): a
constant lack of dopamine provokes the development of the attention deficit disorder
and many other diseases, while excessive secretions of these realizational Forms into the
brain structure may cause schizophrenia (hallucinations, impulsive obsession, as well as
strong emotions of joy, euphoria, bliss). Narcotic substances also cause similar states, for
example, cocaine.
11.12181.

If at least one link in the chain of these energy-information interrelations is
broken in the NUU-VVU-Configuration, complications will immediately appear in the
activity of all other Formo-Creators of the brain. For example, an incorrect functioning
of the Creators of basal ganglia (it may be caused by genetic mutations and by various
intoxications, birth trauma and other disorders) makes it impossible for “a personality”
to concentrate on anything (things, SFUURMM-Forms, emotions) or anybody particular
11.12182.
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for a long time, which makes the behavior inconstant, impulsive (inability to restrain
and control any reactions), or, on the contrary, excessively prolongs the duration of
concentration on and intensity of psychomental reactions to any external irritant that
is not relevant to the development of a particular situation. These disorders may also be
expressed in hyperactivity of motor, emotional or speech reactions of “the personality”
considerably above the normal level.
The functions of the Creators of striatum are also very closely associated with
the discerning properties of KAAYSII-rays, which are activated when, at the moments of
urgent choices, the higher Formo-Creators of the brain of this NUU-VVU-Configuration
need quickly determine whether they will “lose” something or gain something more
important as a result of this decision. This determines whether the Formo-Creators of the
human part of the brain (let me remind you that it’s the prefrontal cortex — an aggregate
of several regions of the frontal lobes that are directly connected with the regions of
the limbic system) that are responsible for the realization of Experience (awareness and
education) — in spite of the activity of the Formo-Creators of striatum that activate
interrelations with the Formo-copies of lower-qualitative Levels of Self-Consciousness —
will be able to command “the personality” to stop in due time, when, “in the offing”, there
is the possibility to get some kind (often dubious and quick) of pleasure experienced
exactly due to an increased activity of the Formo-Creators of the striate body; after all,
the preferred choice in this difficult situation will be dictated by good sense, logic and
analysis.
11.12183.

So, at any moment, each of you always has the possibility to rethink and change
for the better (toward a higher quality of your further refocusings) ready variants of
solutions (that are continuously proposed to you through the slloogrent dynamics of
TEC) of current situations; which can be achieved by activating the Formo-Creators of
the prefrontal cortex that are responsible for the attraction of conglomerates of higherqualitative Formo-copies to the Choice of the dynamics of FDR. Between the FormoCreators of the notionally “animal” part of the brain, nerve impulses are transmitted with
the help of the neuromediator dopamine, the secretion of which causes in striatum an
activation of the dynamics of FDR of the Formo-copies that experience pleasant emotions
in their realizational “niches”, starting with those, which we usually feel when eating tasty
meals or getting bodily pleasures, up to the enjoyment of a creative activity and even a
narcotic blissout.
11.12184.

A simultaneous activation of the Formo-Creators of striatum and the FormoCreators of the prefrontal neocortex leads to a sequential manifestation, in the information
space of the Self-Consciousness, of the decisions of lower-qualitative Formo-copies
accompanied by an expectation of some profit or an egoistic satisfaction, as well as choices
of conglomerates of higher-qualitative UU-VVU-copies from high-frequency Spheres of
creativity of ODS that are based on profound logical conclusions and altruistic tendencies.
Deactivation (suppression of the Creative Activity through a frequency division of the
dynamics) of the joint simultaneous influence of the conglomerates of Formo-copies (the
quality of which differs too much) over the Self-Consciousness of “the personality” is also
carried out through the KAAYSII-system, when either the activity of the Formo-Creators
11.12185.
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of low-qualitative Levels is too insignificant as compared with the activity of the FormoCreators that manipulate FDR of conglomerates of high-frequency Formo-copies (in case
of a high degree of the synthesis of lower karmic Channels, which, however, must be fully
synthesized, and, in order to provide this synthesis, the high-frequency dynamics slow
down), or, on the contrary, the influence of the dynamics of FDR of SVUULL-VVU-copies is
higher and they dominate in the dynamics of FCA.
In such cases, the activity of the Formo-Creators of the center of pleasures slows
down, while the realization of the creativity of the Formo-Creators of lower-qualitative
Levels, on the contrary, is being stimulated, which automatically activates in the SelfConsciousness of “the personality” the dynamics of FDR of Formo-copies of lowfrequency ODS Levels, which continuously generate into the quantum-holographous part
of TEC only negative emotions, such as chronic pessimism and a constant anticipation
of disappointment in anything, for example: in losing a game, failures in business,
embarrassing situations in important conversations — or, by projecting into the SelfConsciousness egoistic motivations of their own low-qualitative SFUURMM-Forms, they
simply stimulate in us the feeling of grief on account of our previous choices.
11.12186.

I must note that different wave Configurations of the Self-Consciousness have
their own corresponding sensitivity and different quantity of receptors for dopamine —
the main neuromediator that transmits in the striatum (through neurons) electromagnetic
impulses from Formo-copies of different ODS Levels. For example, some “people”, in order
to feel the basic level of satisfaction of Life, need much more stimulation than others; some
need a few things to have the same degree of satisfaction of their Life, while still others
don’t suffer at all that they don’t have the things the absence of which can upset the first
three categories. This whole variety of possible mental-sensuous experiences depends on
the qualitative Levels of the Creative Activity (in the structures of the Self-Consciousnesses
of different “people”) of the KAAYSII-systems which directly determine and provide the
quality of realizational possibilities of the Formo-Creators of all quantum-holographous
structures of the brain (and the whole central nervous system).
11.12187.

For instance, the Formo-Creators of the hippocampus (I have mentioned them
before) — another part of the limbic contour (by its evolutional nature, it’s the olfactory
brain, the primary purpose of which is to “imprint”, memorize and discern chemical
signals) — are responsible for the appearance, in the Self-Consciousness, of the effect
of déjà vu, detailed recognition of places and objects, different “personalities”. Each of
the regions of their Creative Activity makes its own contribution into many aspects of
memorizing VVU-Information that comes into the brain after its “unpacking-unfolding”
from the temporal ethereal constituent. For example, the Formo-Creators of its dentate
gyrus play a decisive role in identification of the smallest differences that allow to recognize
and distinguish similar Formo-images due to the process (that always accompanies this
function) of neurogenesis (the formation of new nerve cells) that constantly happens in
the organism, and in the brain of an adult person as well.
11.12188.

The network of neurons of the hippocampus contains a specific signal protein
(NMDA-receptor) that plays a key role in the process of quick recognition of images.
11.12189.
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By way of wave encoding, special neurons copy from the VVU-Configurations of
corresponding Formo-copies and then preserve in themselves “clichés” of all information
parameters of places, which we have ever visited in our Life. When the Formo-Creators
of the hippocampus encounter the same situational dynamics next time, they always try
to find unique differences of this particular place from all other ones, which they have
recorded (with the help of the realizational Form of NMDA-receptor). However, if the
connections between these neurons are broken (for example, due to sclerotic changes),
then the Formo-Creators of the brain are no longer able to find significant differences in
the information content of many places, and all old and new Conceptions merge together
in the Self-Consciousness of “the personality” into one vague and indefinite whole.
The structure of the molecular Formo-Creators of the brain (within the striatum)
has two interesting formations called in medicine putamen and insula — shell and island
respectively (anatomically, they are located near each other and together with some more
regions of the brain they form a distinctive “network of hatred”). When we recognize in
somebody around us the one who, in the system of our subjective Perception, is associated
with unpleasant recollections, LANGMII-rays stimulate the Formo-Creators of both these
formations to a spontaneous activation and establishment of a close interrelation with
the dynamics of FDR of conglomerates of low-frequency Formo-copies. Moreover, the less
the Formo-Creators of the prefrontal cortex control their reaction, the more intensive
the implementation of the refocusing of the “personality” Self-Consciousness in lowqualitative Directions of the development with intensive dynamics of SLUI-SLUU of the
lower karmic Channels of ARGLLAAMUNI-Iissiidi.
11.12190.

Thus, more favorable conditions are being created in the dynamics of TEC of this
“personality” for possible realizations, in this NUU-VVU-Configuration, of the UU-VVUcopies of these Levels, rather than higher-qualitative ones. This means that the higher
the activity of LANGMII-rays in the structure of the Self-Consciousness, the stronger
and more intensive the manifestation in it of such psychological emotions as hatred,
rancor, irritation. You also must understand that this activity is not at all any symbolic
demonstration of the so-called “victory of the Forces of evil over the Forces of good”, but
is conditioned by an urgent evolutional need to carry out, in the Configurations of SelfConsciousnesses of underdeveloped NUU-VVU-Forms, the inertial process of a complete
Synthesis of all, still creatively unrealized, VVU-Configurations of Formo-copies of lower
Levels of both Centers. There isn’t any struggle, which we are used to see everywhere and
in everything — it’s a natural working process of inertial fulfillment of Evolution of the
Self-Consciousness of any Form of Collective Intelligence.
11.12191.

But the most interesting thing is that, in other circumstances that are not
associated with negative emotions (activated Formo-images), the Formo-Creators of
these two form-structures are responsible for the appearance, in the dynamics of FCA of
the “personality” Self-Consciousness, of positive, pleasant and loveful emotions which we
usually call romantic and highly sexual. Moreover, the same structures of the brain, which
often provoke the feeling of spite and hatred, also contain the center which is responsible
for such highly altruistic feeling as self-sacrificing and unconditional love of a mother to
her children.
11.12192.
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The Formo-Creators of the shell are also responsible for the readiness of “a
personality” for a movement of any type (including the search for food, food takeover and
food keeping), that is why a stimulation of one slloogrent part of their VVU-Configurations
on the part of one of LANGMII-rays makes the Self-Consciousness of “the personality”
ready for protection of a beloved “human being”, self-sacrificing repulsion of any danger
that threatens the beloved. On the other hand, the activation of the other part of the VVUConfiguration of these Formo-Creators of the shell, on the part of another LANGMIIray, causes an immediate manifestation of completely opposite emotions in the SelfConsciousness, namely: a potential readiness for an expression of hatred and aggression
relative to “the human being” that has done anything unpleasant, even if it is the one who
literally a moment ago was so devotedly loved. This property of the “human” nature is
described by the proverb: “There’s one step from love to hatred”. However, I would like to
take the responsibility to correct this old proverb: there isn’t even a nanometer between
these extreme states, because they are two sides of one and the same psychological process.
11.12193.

The Formo-Creators of the island form in the Self-Consciousness the feeling of
anxiety (including the discontent with a taste of food), which again is equally characteristic
both of the state of mother’s love or romantic amorousness and of the state of enmity
toward somebody. Moreover, when the emotions of love become activated in the SelfConsciousness, there is a substantial decrease of the activity of the Formo-Creators of
those regions of the brain which are responsible for rational thinking, while in case of
appearance of the state of “personal” hatred, the ability of “the personality” for lowqualitative (egoistic) rational thinking doesn’t change. By the way, this fact has been
experimentally proved by modern neurophysiologists who have discovered that a greater
part of the cortex associated with the so-called common sense is not included into “the
network of love”, but makes part of “the network of hatred”, mobilizing the motor system
for protection against a possible attack.
11.12194.

The “self-contradictory” functioning of the Formo-Creators of these two
structures that consist of the realizational Forms of gray matter (an aggregation of
nuclei of neurons and dendrites) is maintained by a special layer between them which
lies in white matter (branches of nerve cells) of the olfactory brain. White matter is as if
formed by nerve “tracts”, along which the so-called “transport” of organelles takes place
(in particular, mitochondria, synthesized proteins, synaptic mediators and various lowmolecular compounds) to transmit electromagnetic impulses between nerve cells. This
layer represents a set of commissural fibers that have various directions and provide
simultaneous communication between the Formo-Creators of some regions of each
cerebral hemisphere, namely, the cortex and basal nuclei.
11.12195.

If you imagine the brain as a sort of Internet, then its gray matter can be compared
with a processor and “hardware” that provides its work, that is, with a computer, while
white matter can be compared with all telecommunication means, including wireless
ones, via which it is connected with all other computers that exist in the world. Exactly
white matter provides transmission of signals from the Formo-Creators of one region of
the brain to the Formo-Creators of another one, moreover (as I have mentioned it), as
distinguished from gray matter which achieves the peak of its development at a young
11.12196.
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age of “the personality”, it continues to develop in the frontal lobe and the temporal lobe
to a mature age.
For instance, in the molecular plate of neocortex only of “human” biological
Forms (NUU-VVU, NUULL-VVU, GOORR-VVU, RR-VVU and others), as well as in islandlike “clusters” of the brain of “subhuman” primates, elephants, dolphins and largest
whales, there is a special class of neurons — spindle-like (the class of intercalary neurons
that provide effective connections between other neurons), which have a shape of a long
spindle and are located also in spindle-like (or fusiform: from Latin fusus — spindle +
formis — resembling) cells of the cortex, while the deeper part of their layer blends with
white matter. The most characteristic feature of spindle-like neurons, apart from the axon
that horizontally protrudes into gray matter of the same region of the brain, is that they
have minimum two dendrites directed in opposite directions. In this way, the FormoCreators of these neurons receive an energy-information activation from the FormoCreators of neurons of other centers and then distribute it among neurons of their center,
providing an amplification of the effect of the signal due to its repetition in parallel tracts
and an increase of the time of keeping of the received VVU-Information in their center.
As a result, the Formo-Creators of that region where the impulse has come increase the
reliability of the effect on the executive structure. For example, the Formo-Creators of
these nerve cells receive the opportunity to decrease selectively the activity of a part of
signals that come from the Formo-Creators of thalamus (they perform processing and
integration of practically all signals that come to the Formo-Creators of the cortex of
cerebrum from the Creators of the spinal cord, midbrain, cerebellum, basal ganglia and
other regions of the brain). This makes it possible for the higher Formo-Creators of the
brain to focus on a definite objective, without paying any attention to unnecessary stimuli,
and participate in the realization of many autonomous and cognitive functions, which is
an indicator of a definite level of intellect in a particular “personality”.
11.12197.

As for the whales, the regions of the brain mentioned above — islands — are
located approximately in the same area of the brain as in “human beings”, and are also
responsible for “reckless” reactions, when decisions are quickly taken on the basis of
strong emotional signals. Moreover, these areas are responsible for the activation of the
feeling of compassion, just like that in “people” (and primates), when we hear or see that
somebody feels bad near us, or when we ourselves experience something unpleasant.
This also happens with the help of the same special spindle-like nerve cells, which are
realizational Forms of peculiar Creators-controllers of the brain and retransmit signals
from the depth of the brain into its cortex and from some regions of the cortex into other
regions. In particular, in “people”, such Formo-Creators retransmit these signals from the
Creators of amygdala (after initial transcript decoding and processing of all emotional
signals) to the Creators of the frontal lobes of the brain, while their spindle-like Forms
serve as sort of lenses.
11.12198.

The spindle-like neurons are also very active in all cases when the Creators of the
brain solve tasks related to assessment, discernment, reasoning and detection of errors.
However, their activity increases not only during solutions of very difficult intellectual
problems, but also when “the personality” experiences especially strong emotions —
11.12199.
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love, anger, hunger, sexual desire; suffering of a mother that hears her baby cry (social
sensitivity). Besides, the spindle-like neurons are also present in that region of the
“human” brain, the development of which started more than a hundred thousand years
ago and the activity of the Formo-Creators of which makes it possible to distinguish
intellectual manifestations of “people” from an intelligent behavior of “anthropoid” apes.
Let me remind you again that the Formo-Creators of amygdalae, being closely
interrelated simultaneously with KAAYSII-rays and with the Creators of the cortex of
cerebral hemispheres, together with the Creators of the insular lobe, are responsible for
the appearance and experience of the feeling of fear not only in “people”, but also in many
animal Proto-Forms. Fear is the most important instrument of natural selection, while the
ability to run away when necessary is the guarantee of successful survival. The sensation
of risk and danger is a chain of chemical reactions in various regions of the brain. But all
“roads of fear” lead to the Formo-Creators of hypothalamus, and the most important role
in the formation of the reaction of this coordinator of hormonal exchange is played by
the Formo-Creators of the amygdaloid body (corpus amygdaloideum).
11.12200.

This chain starts with an appearance of an external irritant, in response to which the
Formo-Creators of hypothalamus simultaneously activate the Creators of the sympathetic
nervous system (and, through them, the Creators of adrenal medulla that respond by a
secretion of noradrenaline or adrenaline into the blood stream) and the Creators of the
adrenal cortex (that secrete cortisol in response to the generation of adrenocorticotropic
hormone, by the Formo-Creators of hypophysis, which introduces into the adrenal
cortex many new hormones — corticosteroids). All this results in that the ability for the
concentration of the Focus of Close Attention of “the personality” sharply increases, heart
beating becomes more frequent, the lungs function in a more advanced mode, muscles
toughen and “the human being” is ready either to protection himself or to run away.
11.12201.

For some reason, some you are absolutely sure that good reactions to negative
irritants may be achieved only with the help of a trained will power. I have to object this
statement: this is not necessarily always has a proper effect, because many kinds of fear
are already initially included on the genetic level into the Configurations of many NUUVVU-Forms focused by You. Therefore, the deeper, more sequential (duvuyllerrt) and
the higher (in quality) the process of the level-by-level Synthesis of various Aspects of
Qualities in the structures of your “personality” Self-Consciousness, the more positively
and effectively the Experience, which is initially included in each NUU-VVU-Configuration
focused by You, will be reflected in all your reactions.
11.12202.

Purely physiologically, even panic fear can be overcome by slowly pressing fingers
of both hands against the crown region of the head (indirectly affecting, through receptors
of the skin, corresponding regions of the brain). In this case, the catalysts of suppression
of the activity of Formo-copies of fear are the Formo-Creators of the internuncial neurons
(or inserted cell masses of the amygdala complex — intercalated neurons) — special
short-axon nerve cells, which allow to neutralize the feelings of fear and anxiety, in this
case playing a decelerating (receiving an activation signal from the Formo-Creators
of neurons of their center and then transmitting this Information back to their center,
11.12203.
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creating feedback connections) role (as distinguished from motor long-axon nerve cells,
for example, that innervate muscle fibers).
The deep fundamental cause of any fear is “a personality’s” awareness of the
finiteness of its existence, as well as vagueness, instability, and complete uncertainty of
that which expects it (or doesn’t expect?) “beyond this threshold”. It’s just a Hamlet-like
situation: “…but that the dread of something after death — the undiscovered country, from
whose bourn no traveler returns — puzzles the will…”. Only such Universal Knowledge
as IISSIIDIOLOGY can completely and definitively dispel in the Self-Consciousness of
each “human being” all multimillennial chimeras of ignorant Conceptions of the nature
and essence of “Death”, making the collective Consciousness of “future” generations of
humankind forever free from the inherent fears.
11.12204.

The development of the feeling of fear is determined by two neuronal paths. The
first one is responsible for the development of main emotions, provides the possibility
to quickly react (irritant thalamus (thalamencephalon) amygdala hypothalamus),
but is accompanied by a greater quantity of errors. The second one allows to react
more slowly, however, more accurately: irritant thalamus hippocampus sensory
cortex amygdala hypothalamus. The most interesting fact in these systems of force
interrelations is that the path, — along which impulse signals are transmitted from the
Creators of the amygdala to the Creators of the cortex, which means, that the time spent
for the transmission of these signals from the KAAYSII-structures (they recognize and
determine the degree of a threatening danger) to the VVU-Configurations of the Creators
of the amygdala, through which “the personality” subjectively perceives any danger, and
then from the amygdala to the Creators of the cortex (after which there is the beginning
of the motor activity, secretion of adrenaline, cortisol, etc.), — is much shorter than the
return path of these energy-information force interrelations from the Creators of the
cortex to the Creators of the amygdala and further into the information space of the SelfConsciousness of “the personality”.
11.12205.

What does this mean in practice? It means that a reaction of an animal fear,
after a moment of registering a danger, very quickly achieves the “human” brain and
it as if is specially “stalled” by the Creators of ARGLLAAMUNI in order to create wider
possibilities for the realization of corresponding animal programs of UU-VVU-copies.
As a result, the opposite process — a conscious assessment of the situation and making
a decision concerning the presence of a real danger — is carried out in the structures
of the Self-Consciousness much longer, and “the personality” have time to refocus into
lower-qualitative scenarios, which means, it commits a lot of stupid actions, the further
correction of which allows to gain an additional life Experience. For the provisioning of
the possibility to find a quick way out of especially dangerous situations, the brain has a
sort of “relay” breaker of fear, which works according to the principle “on-off ” and helps
to control excessively impetuous emotions that can destroy the brain or even the whole
organism — as a result of infarction, cerebral stroke and so on.
11.12206.

As for infarction, I must tell that it may have quite positive consequences, because
after the attack the higher GROOMPF- and PLIISSMA-Creators of the brain approximately
11.12207.
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from six to eight months correct biological functions of all the NUU-VVU-Forms focused
by You using “most favored patterns” kept in the temporal ethereal constituent, thereby as
if projecting the functions of all organs and systems into the phase of development typical
of the young age. Indeed, the infarction itself is a very strong stress for “the personality”
and a stimulus for the Formo-Creators of the whole psychological and biological system.
Under the threat of annihilation of the form, in the Self-Consciousness of “the personality”,
there is a drastic activation of the processes of reassessment of moral and spiritual values,
which lead to the reconsideration of previous life priorities (obsolete SFUURMM-Forms),
which is a strong impulse for refocusings into higher-qualitative Directions of possible
development, which also means into higher-qualitative biological states of NUU-VVUForms.
With a sudden change of wave NUU-VVU-Configurations, in the qualitative
structures of many Fields-Consciousnesses (SFUURMM-Forms) that structure the VVUConfigurations of the Formo-Creators of individual systems and organs, there is inertial
neutralization (as a result of favorable refocusings) of long-term dissonant elements
(Formo-copies) that had been once activated on the grounds of deep “interpersonal”
grievances, quarrels, conflicts, discords; many chronic diseases caused by an excessive
concentration of such waves of destructive Thoughts, Feelings and stable negative emotions
in the energy-information structures of the biological organism also disappear together
with them. As a result of such qualitative corrections, after an infarction, the functioning
of special receptors (in the brain) of the endocrine system improves (which has degraded
with years) and they begin to work according to the pattern used at a young age.
11.12208.

There is recovering of weakened or disordered (as a result of long stresses)
functions and interrelations between the Formo-Creators of cerebellum, hypophysis and
epiphysis, which results in the renewal of secretion of testosterone and melatonin with a
simultaneous general normalization of the level of adrenaline. This, in its turn, leads not
only to an intensive biological rejuvenation, but also to the recovery of the high ability of
the brain for education and learning new Information. Even gray matter starts to more
intensively generate cells for the formation of new gyri. This is associated with an active
involvement in the functioning of the organism of the Creators that are responsible for
regenerative and reserve functions that are necessary for a quick recovery of the general
condition of the organism after the experienced infarction.
11.12209.

I can continue the list of similar interrelations of the subtle structures of the SelfConsciousness with the molecular features of the brain, but now we consider a different
question! In all these processes that are directly associated with the Creative Activity (in
our Self-Consciousness) of the Fields-Consciousnesses of a KAAYSII-ray and some of its
LANGMII-rays, there is a definite regularity which you should use: the more often the same
Thoughts or Feelings (psychological reactions) to definite external irritants (for example,
aggressive or critical statements against you) appear in the brain, the higher the speed and
the quality of the function of this energy-information impulse interrelation between the
conglomerates of Formo-copies and the molecular Formo-Creators of the brain, while
this interrelation itself becomes quite well set in the dynamics of the information space
of your Self-Consciousness.
11.12210.
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So, these are diversified ways of reflection (on the biochemical “screen” of our
Self-Consciousness, which is formed by the molecular structures of the brain) of all
existing stereotypes of thinking, that is, already formed (in OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems)
SFUURMM-Forms and UU-VVU-copies that realize them, in the directions of the Creative
Activity of which we follow automatically, without being aware of this, and which, by
a greater or lesser degree of resonance with the bio-Formo-Creators of the NUU-VVUConfigurations focused by Us, determine all our choices, form all our outlooks on Life,
opinions and principled positions, making it possible for us (through their typical
Conceptions), in our own fashion, to see and cognize the outer World, perceive and assess
some situations, imagine “people” around us only from strictly defined points of view:
if the SFUURMM-Forms that actively resonate with the Formo-Creators of the brain are
high-frequency, positive one, then we subjectively perceive everything around us in a
positive light; otherwise, our “personal” attitude to anything will be either neutral or
negative.
11.12211.

The possibilities, owing to which everyone can communicate with oneself and
with one’s environment, greatly depend on a specific character of the energy structures
of the focused NUU-VVU-Configuration, to be more exact, those “interrelations” that can
be established (organized) between the Formo-Creators of individual regions of one’s
brain. A crucial role in determining the quality of an intellectual-sensuous activity and
realization of individual possibilities to develop higher Levels of the Creative Potential
(VLOOOMOOT), as well as the ability for highly-altruistic emotions of any of the NUUVVU-Configurations focused by Us, is played not by the size of the brain, but by the quality
of the VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators that structure this brain, which, as
a matter of fact, stimulates, directs and organizes all our behavioral reactions both to
“external” and to “internal” irritants, forms our “personal” attitude to Life, to an individual
manifestation of some of its aspects in the information space of our Self-Consciousness.
11.12212.

As you have just made sure, the general wave parameters of the molecular
structures of the brain are in a very close interdependence with the dynamics of slloogrent
energy-information structures of realizational “niches” of ODS — conglomerates of
Formo-copies that actually completely determine the quality of the creative dynamics
of the NUU-VVU-Configuration temporarily used by our Self-Consciousness. The height
and constancy of the frequency Levels of this wave (doolls, flaks) interaction determine
the quality of a realization of quantum-holographous possibilities of all Formo-Creators
of our brain, because nothing else is required for the implementation of their functional
“responsibilities”: on the one hand, there is VVU-Information which is ready for a quick
use, and on the other hand, there is a ready mechanism of realization of this Information,
which structures a slloogrent area of Space-Time in the form of the biological organism
of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us.
11.12213.

As I have already mentioned, for a normal work of the brain, in fact it is sufficient
to have at least a small part of it, which, owing to the quantum-holographous properties
included in it, can automatically take upon itself the execution of the main vital functions
of the biological organism. The higher the quality of the VVU-Configurations of the nerve
cells that can create and transfer through themselves higher-frequency electromagnetic
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Fields and, therefore, more actively interact with high-qualitative energy-information
structures of the temporal ethereal constituent, the higher the interchanging abilities of
the Formo-Creators of the brain. The specific character of the quantum-holographous
(slloogrent) NUU-VVU-Configuration of the brain of “the personalities” focused by Us
gives some of us the disposition to a visual perception of VVU-Information, while other
have a better aural perception, some “people” can think mathematically — using formulas,
integral patterns “without words”, while others certainly need a verbal-descriptive or
emotional support.
For example, during a visual perception of numbers, the Creators of the occipital
region of the brain are activated, whereas during reading of numbers there is a stimulation
of the activity of the Formo-Creators of the cortex region which is adjacent to the fissure
of Sylvius and separates the temporal lobes from the frontal lobes; while in the processes
of a quantitative comparison of something with something else there is involvement of
the Creators of the parietal lobes. Some of you are more disposed for a dialogue, some
for hearing, some for reading a text, but each of you must assess your possibilities to
fill your Self-Consciousness with necessary knowledge and Experience. Depending on a
NUU-VVU-Configuration, the Formo-Creators of the brain either can force you to learn
any VVU-Information “unpacked” by them from TEC (from “small bricks” and minute
details to a final complete image), or will take similar possibilities passively, without
any interest, because their own VVU-Configurations are designed for simpler and more
primitive realizations.
11.12215.

In some “personalities”, they may start the process of creativity from “grasping” a
theoretical model, while the Creators of other “personalities” will prefer to use the available
(in their VVU-Configurations) practical skills and, by “simply pressing a button” (using
the unique mechanisms which they have), realize themselves in some complex internal
processes. A talent for mathematics and other branches of science is also conditioned by a
slightly different (as compared with all other “people”) structure of VVU-Configurations
and a functional organization of the Formo-Creators of the brain. This difference is the
result of differences manifested in the individual molecular structure of the corpus callosum
— the main structure (of a “commissural” type) that joins the two cerebral hemispheres.
11.12216.

By the way, it will be probably interesting for you to know that this form-structure is
more developed in left-handers that are outstanding representatives of the predominance
of the activity of the Formo-Creators of the right hemisphere in their life creativity. They
differ from right-handers by an increased sensitivity and excitability, impressionability
and emotionality, their usual feature is a sudden change of mood. Moreover, they perceive
the outer reality and think slightly differently than right-handers, because, as I have
mentioned, the function of the Creators of the right hemisphere is a holistic perception
of the world, visual images and sounds, paintings and music. That is why left-handers
have a much more expressed concrete image or artistic thinking (as distinguished from
an abstract-logical), while exact sciences are difficult to them.
11.12217.

That is why very often judgments about “people” that are formed only on the basis
of the Information about their profession are erroneous. For example, many are sure that
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all artists have a dominant activity of the right hemisphere, and that all mathematicians,
physicists and other scientists have a dominant activity of the left hemisphere. In fact, this
is absolutely not so — the majority of complex creative tasks require a joint, harmonious
work of the Formo-Creators of both hemispheres, without which it is simply impossible
to solve these tasks. Exchanging Information, they involve in their activity realizational
Forms of the Creators of different nerve knots that structure different parts of the brain
in both hemispheres.
It is possible to say that the brain is a strong working cluster formed by the
different-qualitative dynamics of the Formo-Creators of the two notionally (according
to the phylogenetic feature) divided crucial regions (that affect both hemispheres):
emotional (it is provided by the function of the Creators of the morphofunctional union
of limbic regions of the forebrain and midbrain: amygdala, hippocampus, hypothalamus
and others) and cognitive, which includes associative prefrontal regions of the frontal
lobes and of the junction of the parietotempooccipital cortex, as well as frontalmedial regions of thalamus (by cognitive processes I mean “perception-unpacking”
of VVU-Information from the slloogrent dynamics of TEC, “unfolding-fixation” and
“concentration-anchoring” of it through Formo-copies in the “virtual memory of niches”
of ODS, thinking-imagination and, finally, “decision-folding” of it again into the inertial
dynamics of TEC — the notional category the Memory-of-the-World-of-the-Past — till
the beginning of “perception-unpacking” of the next slloogrent VVU-Information; this
is that higher level of the nervous activity which contributes to the development of “a
personality” and its assertion in the world through the system of comprehensive Selfknowledge). The Creators of each of these “parts” of the brain that actively synthesize
with each other, in general, are a source of unique (typical only of this “personality”)
electromagnetic oscillations.
11.12219.

A high-qualitative Perception of any VVU-Information (UU-VVU-Forms) requires
a stable state of internal Harmony, that is, a coordinated interaction of the Creators of
the right hemisphere with the Creators of left hemisphere, the Formo-Creators of its
evolutionally “early” regions with the Creators of respectively “late” ones, as well as
with the “external” environment — Formo-copies of all possible ODS “niches”. A state of
harmony in the work of the Creators of the brain appears when the general dynamics of
frequencies of the VVU-Configuration of each region of each of hemispheres are stable and
the phase difference between these oscillations is constant. A harmonious combination
of the functional interaction of the Creators of both hemispheres, which obviously shows
uniformly synthesized Levels of the Self-Consciousness of “the personality”, is quite rare,
— often, there is a characteristic “mismatch” either toward superfluous mentality and
increased pedantry or toward excessive sensuousness and exorbitant passions.
11.12220.

This is exactly the reason why I exhort you, during the process of a detailed study
of the Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY, which intensively activates in the Self-Consciousness
yet unusual (for your thinking) high-frequency Levels of MENTO-Plasma, to constantly
combine this kind of highly-intellectual activity with daily thoughtful listening to Ayfaar
Songs that can equally activate the dynamics of identical Levels of ASTRO-Plasma in the
Self-Consciousness. Unfortunately, there isn’t any other Path for a deep high-qualitative
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Synthesis of the VVU-Configurations of high-frequency Formo-copies and the VVUConfigurations of the Formo-Creators of the brain of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by
You, which will allow you in “the future” to know increasingly higher-qualitative Levels
of VVU-Information!!!
Moreover, the synthetic process will be intensified not by a passive listening to
the Songs during some habitual occupation (for example, work, driving a car, apartment
cleaning, staying in a summer house or a walk in nature’s lap), but only by a thoughtful
“plunge” into the lyrics of each Songs, which contributes to the creation of a sensuous
resonance and the sensation of a deep empathy with me — as the author of the lyrics — of
every SFUURMM-Form that adequately conveys your own internal Conceptions learned
from IISSIIDIOLOGY and nourishes your highest Spiritual Aspirations!
11.12222.

The peaks of working efficiency of the Creators of the brain are observed at
the moments when thinking of both hemispheres becomes one synchronized whole. I
should say that the degree of harmony of any “personality” may be judged by comparative
characteristics of the electroencephalograms of the left and right hemispheres of its brain.
Emotional aspects, which are (due to very close rezonational interrelations of the VVUConfigurations of various Formo-Creators of our brain with the VVU-Configurations
of Formo-copies) individually characteristic, may interfere in cognitive processes of the
“personality” Self-Consciousness both as a strong resistance that actively slows down
the dynamics of intellectual processes and as an accelerating factor that inspires for new
creative deeds and achievements.
11.12223.

That is why the relation of the Creators of the “emotional” brain with the Creators
of the frontal neocortex — the main focal point of Intellect — is very important for learning
and practical use of the VVU-Information “unpacked” from TEC. The methods and speed
of processing of the VVU-Information are different in both hemispheres. “A human being”
perceives the Information about “external” environment (in fact, there isn’t any external
environment, because the outer reality at every moment of Time just specifically reflects
in Space the state of the internal Creative Potential of the Self-Consciousness, which is
conditioned by the quality of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by each of you) both
with the help of Intuition (it allows to assess the quality of a situation in whole, as an
image, without details) and with the help of logic (using “external” features, it provides
quantitative characteristics).
11.12224.

If these energy-information interrelations weaken owing to a stress or fear, there is
a decrease not only in the ability of social self-assessment but also in all cognitive functions
of the Formo-Creators, because there is a decrease of the activity of such emotional
aspects as reactions to success or misfortunes, aspiration for a reward, ability to motivate
an emergence of difficulties or risks. The disturbance of the stability and harmony of
the functional energy-information interrelations between the Formo-Creators of both
hemispheres (which, I repeat, entirely depend on the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by
You at a given moment) leads to the formation of asymmetry in their work, because there
is a suppression of one of the two main channels of “unpacking” of VVU-Information
from TEC, and such person cannot fully perceive and deeply understand that which he/
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she sees or hears, a certain trance state appears in the Self-Consciousness, the dominant
role in which is usually played by the Formo-Creators of the right hemisphere.
In order to balance the electric activity of the cerebral hemispheres, doctors may
successfully use a photon-laser emission encoded with a necessary VVU-Information. For
example, in order to increase the functions of biological survival and the immune system,
instead of finding out the essence of the quasifunctions of the cortex or making all possible
measurements, it is necessary to stimulate that part of the brain, which I have indicated
and which represents in the biological NUU-VVU-Forms the Proto-Forms of higher
reptiles and higher mammals (whales, dolphins) — corpus callosum that looks like a great
nerve bundle that unites both halves of the brain. Such “synchronizing restructuring” can
have a very great evolutional value for the synchronization of the activity of the FormoCreators of both hemispheres. The molecular structures of the corpus callosum, which
combine the qualities that are characteristic of reptiles and mammals, will later become
the sources of quite a great amount of Energy, which — in much higher-qualitative (than
your present ones) NUU-VVU-Configurations — will be necessary for an intensified
evolutional stimulation of the creative functions of the Formo-Creators of the cortex not
only on the cellular but also on the tissular levels.
11.12226.

This will result in some increase of the size of the skull of the NUU-VVU-Forms
of our future refocusings, as well as a change of the shape of the ears and the position
of the acoustic apparatus — closer to the structures left after reptiles (that is, a little
below and a little closer to the base of the skull than in the currently focused NUU-VVUForms). This will make it possible to considerably increase the quality (frequency) of the
creativity of the Formo-Creators of the cortex due to a drastic decrease of the possibilities
of excitatory influence on them on the part of the dynamics of FDR of low-frequency
Formo-copies of the first two Centers. Believe me, only this one thing will very soon bring
our medicine (and other sciences) to completely unexpected discoveries in the sphere of
a drastic increase of the effectiveness of functioning of the Formo-Creators of the brain!
The spheres of application of the results of these discoveries will be really immense and
will become evolutional for the whole collective Consciousness of “humankind”.
11.12227.

Now let’s consider separately the Formo-Creators of each of the hemispheres.
It is common knowledge that each hemisphere carries out, in the energy-information
dynamics of the “personality” Self-Consciousness, its own (peculiar only to it) functions.
Although, in whole, the Formo-Creators of both hemispheres are potentially endowed
with the slloogrent ability to carry out a complete functioning, and in case of a damage
of one of the regions can take over or distribute among themselves all the functions of
the damaged part. Let me remind you one more time that this ability is determined by
specific universal particularities of functioning of our Self-Consciousness, that is to say
by the fact that the functions of accumulation and eternal “keeping” of VVU-Information
belong not to the Formo-Creators of the cortex, as scientists believe, but to extracellular
energy-information structures of ODS — UU-VVU-Forms and UU-VVU-copies.
11.12228.

It is known that we use the left hemisphere for speech and reading, solution of
tasks, reasoning, memorizing details, it is responsible for the realization of all possible
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social sets and Conceptions, for the development and function of memory, analyzes
impressions that come from outside, manages logical, rational and numerical processes.
It works slowly, according to a discrete, sequential principle of reflection and analysis,
and forms a black-and-white image like a logical scheme (frame). The Formo-Creators of
each of its regions accurately perform only their particular functions. For example, as I
have already mentioned, the operations with discrete digits and numbers are carried out
by the Formo-Creators of the lateral groove of Sylvius, while operations with “continuous”
quantities are not within their responsibilities.
The left hemisphere represents a source of logical rational thinking, it’s our
intellectual, analytical region, the Creators of which find obvious, that is, simplest
interrelations and establish elementary rules. They rationalize the outer world and
therefore have difficulties in orienting in the processes and events, which develop
according to the laws of probability, which contradict any logic and lead us into a logical
“deadlock”. All highly-intellectual functions are controlled by the Creators of lower
Levels of ORLAAKTOR-Iissiidi — kroydls that supervise highly-organized centers of the
brain, while psychosomatics, instincts, lower mental abilities (mind, reason) are carried
out (under the supervising control of kroydls) by the Creators of ARGLLAAMUNI-Iissiidi
— argllaamurs.
11.12230.

The functions of argllaamurs include: to use the primitive activity of the lower
mind to protect us from dangers, so that we could take care of and protect ourselves
and our organism; while the task of kroydls — the Formo-Creators of intellect — is to
continuously stimulate in the Self-Consciousness of “a personality” high-frequency
Impulses to new creative deeds, inspire for the achievement of higher and difficult
Goals, due to an assimilation of SFUURMM-Forms of increasingly higher-qualitative VVUInformation, to instigate us to tirelessly develop and improve ourselves, and sequentially
refocus into high-frequency NUULL-VVU-Configurations. Since this is also associated
with the necessity of the simultaneous realization of processes of the Synthesis (in the
information space of the Self-Consciousness) of VVU-Configurations of low-frequency
SFUURMM-Forms, then the coordination of the general dynamics between FCA of “a
personality” and FDR of different-level Formo-copies becomes slightly destabilized, as a
result of which, between different-qualitative Formo-Creators of these main functions of
the brain, there is constantly some tensor tension that slows down the process of inertial
refocusings. This explains that simple fact why it is usually so difficult, in our regular Life,
which is literally overwhelmed with most contradictory Interests and Desires, to learn
something new and unexplored, cognize the incomprehensible and mysterious, strive to
master something more complex for understanding.
11.12231.

The low-frequency Formo-Creators of the left hemisphere associated with the
intensive activity of all the Creators of the gastrointestinal “brain” represent in the
dynamics of our Self-Consciousness the so-called “lower mind” and control literally every
our Thought, apprehensively and with distrust double-check every our action, being
guided only by those things which are usual and well-known to them (included in their
VVU-Configurations), which have once been proved to be safe and good for survival. If
they dominate in the process of “unpacking” of the VVU-Information in “the personality”,
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there is a loss of the intuitive perception of the outer reality, it cannot anyhow work out
a long-term strategy of its behavior, the quality of decisions taken by it instantaneously
changes, “the lower mind” becomes quick, inventive, shifty and cunning. These lower
Creators that constantly nourish and maintain in us the state of egoism and egocentrism,
may (through fragmented Self-Consciousnesses of the Formo-copies that resonate with
them) stay for a long time in the closed world of their devised conventionalities, frights
and illusions, being absolutely sure that noble goals can be achieved by any means, which
must, of course, not contradict “personal” interests. They are the main reason of an
imperceptible substitution, in the “personality” Self-Consciousness, of highly-altruistic
SFUURMM-Forms by small-proprietor’s and ambitious interests.
I should mention that, none of our impelling sexual needs is represented in any
way in the regions of the left hemisphere, which greatly affects the states of a male’s libido:
if a man is stably focused in his Self-Consciousness on the solutions of some difficult
problems or tasks, then the Formo-Creators of his “lower mind” completely involve him
in the processes that are typical of the functions of the left hemisphere, and sex, in any
its forms, as if doesn’t exist for him at that time. Only women have the ability of “double”
focusing: they can very comfortably feel themselves while making sex and simultaneously
thinking about some everyday problems. This universality is not any evidence of a
greater perfection of female NUU-VVU-Configurations, because it is fully associated
only with a very responsible role of women in the process of “human” reproduction and
with successful fulfillment of the most important task of procreation: being pregnant
or bringing up children, or being occupied with some other affairs, they must always
remain simultaneously sexually appealing for men and be able to take care of survival of
themselves and their children without any exterior help, which requires to have a critical
mind, worldly skills and quite developed Intuition.
11.12233.

This is exactly the reason why a stable aspiration for the intellectual and spiritual
self-perfection is much less widespread among women than among men, because all the
new and unexplored, in Conceptions of argllaamurs and inglimilins that organize egoistic
Levels of the dynamics of the Self-Consciousness of a female type, represents a potential
danger, since in this Direction of the development of life creativity they don’t yet have
a sufficient Experience of self-knowledge necessary for a successful self-survival. That
is why, in such cases, the Formo-Creators of “the lower mind” most often render their
categorical verdict: “No, it shouldn’t be done, it’s unknown what will come out of this!”, —
and dogmatically create all possible barriers on the path of our development in the form
of preconception, distrust, doubt, negativity or simply instinctive fear. In fact, many of
you are absolutely sure that if they don’t make any attempts to know the new, don’t take
hazards, thus they will be able to avoid many dangers and misfortunes. Although, in fact
it is not so!
11.12234.

Yes, it is always safer and more reliable for you to behave according to habitual
SFUURMM-Forms, to advance very slowly (most often going round in circles for a long
time, fighting the same problems, committing the same mistakes!), but using well-known
and well-trodden paths. This will happen in this way until the predominant activity of
the creative dynamics of the Formo-Creators of the left hemisphere in the processes
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of “unpacking-unfolding-folding” of VVU-Information from the slloogrent dynamics
of TEC becomes balanced by the functional activity of the Formo-Creators of the right
hemisphere, the intuitive Intelligence of which is oriented to higher-frequency Levels of
the Subconscious and is much higher than all established dogmas and devised logisms of
the timid and cowardly “lower mind”.
A few of you know that our intestines also have a very branchy network of
neuronal chains, neurotransmitters and proteins, which work according to the same
principles which are used by the Formo-Creators of the brain — through active energyinformation interrelations with the conglomerates of Formo-copies of lower and medium
ODS Levels. That is why there are no great differences between the VVU-dynamics of the
processes carried out between realizational Forms of intestines and the processes that
happen between realizational Forms of the brain: the twelve-meter “convolutions” also
have millions of high-speed nerve impulses that constantly “move to and fro”, practically
instantaneously respond to any reaction of the Self-Consciousness of “the personality”, and
reflect the electromagnetic dynamics of specific VVU-Configurations of low-frequency
conglomerates of Formo-copies.
11.12236.

The Formo-Creators of “the intestinal brain” use in their unique processes of
“thinking” the same realizational Forms as the brain: a network of neuronal chains,
neurotransmitters and proteins that are energy-informationally connected with LOOGLIIand KAAYSII-rays of the karmic Channels of the two lower IISSIIDI-Centers. The FormoCreators of both these systems — the brain and intestines — constantly work in an
inseparable contact with each other, moreover, each of them is responsible for processing
of Information of a strictly defined quality and Level of vibrations. The main transportinformation link between them is the well-known (in medicine) chemical transmitter of
neural impulses — serotonin — a hormonal compound, 95% of which is concentrated in
intestines. It controls not only digestion and appetite but also sleep, mood and emotions
of “a human being”. I have already mentioned that, as the so-called “hormone of pleasure”,
it can raise our spirits and improve our well-being. The concentration of serotonin sharply
increases after a successful completion of sex, which, by the way, causes a strong hunger
and a “ravenous” appetite in the partners. The digestive process itself can start only after
special cells introduce serotonin into the walls of the gastrointestinal tract, the FormoCreators of which immediately send a signal to nerve cells to release digestive enzymes
and make them circulate.
11.12237.

If the transmission of impulses in the intestines is disrupted, then their FormoCreators may begin to “release” too much serotonin, thereby provoking a gastric distress
and poisoning of the nervous system with serotonin, which can result in such unpleasant
states as psychological stresses and depression. Moreover, a normal or slightly increased
content of the hormone serotonin in the organism increases the level of confidence of “a
human being” in incoming VVU-Information, which has been used by business persons
for a long time: they plan signing of most problematic documents for the time appointed
after a satiated dinner or supper, when “people” become more compliant, well-disposed
and sympathetic to “someone else’s” troubles and problems. That is why it is possible to
state with complete certainty that the key to the heart of a man (and woman) is serotonin;
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and a man acts in a well-grounded fashion when, as the first step of seduction and the
best way to make a favorable impression on a woman about himself, he invites her to a
restaurant, which is a long-ago acknowledged method. I would like also to note that the
level of serotonin can be increased by the amino acid tryptophan which is contained in
such food products as chocolate, fish (fat fishes contain more tryptophan), bananas, figs,
sugar, milk, broccoli sprout and wheat-bread.
In the course of a functional evolution of Forms of the biological organism, the
Formo-Creators of intestines have formed their own “gyri”, with the help of which they
analyze the Information received from “beta-synchronous modulators” and “reversion
signalizers”, and, actually without any participation of the Formo-Creators of the brain,
quickly and accurately take their own decisions. For example, they decide how and by
what means to digest this or that product, or make the organism feel hunger, satiation,
fatigue or satisfaction. “All diseases are caused by nerves” — it is not just a common
expression but a real state of our biological organism. Diseases of the digestive tract
are closely connected with different nervous disorders. There are many psychosomatic
diseases which are manifested simultaneously both in the brain and in the intestines:
such psychological manifestations as depression, concussion of the brain, Parkinson’s
disease and many others are definitely accompanied by a disorder of digestion functions.
The ulcer of stomach is often caused by nervous disorders and aggravates during a long
and excessive nervous stress. All mental patients definitely have these or those troubles
with the intestines.
11.12239.

A slightly nauseous feeling before some important event, unpleasant “gnawing”
in the pit of the stomach at troublesome moments, diarrhea — all of them are not just
reactions of nerve knots and “stupid, thoughtless” execution by the Formo-Creators of the
intestinal tract of commands of the Creators of the central nervous system, but a result
of an independent and very scrupulous nervous-mental activity of “the intestinal brain”.
That is why even in cases of a serious damage of some parts of the brain and the spinal
cord that are responsible for functioning of internal organs, the Formo-Creators of the
intestines still continue to properly perform not only their own digestive and excretion
functions but also take over the performance of other most complex operations which
provide a normal “human” existence. Everything what we are used to refer to Intuition
when we deal with preservation of our health, decide what we should eat and what can do
us harm, what is useful to us and what is not — all these are SFUURMM-Forms generated
by argllaamurs and inglimilins from different Levels of the individual ODS of the SelfConsciousness and sent to us as an urgent warning of possible consequences of the
actions we commit. We all know this subtle feeling of internal caution in some situations,
which threaten us or our organism with dangerous or even “lethal” consequences to our
biological bodies.
11.12240.

Sometimes you don’t pay attention to them, and sometimes, feeling or even
hearing (as clearly articulated words of the internal voice!) these hints inside, you easily
wave them aside, considering your insights and disturbing Thoughts as simply devised
and referring them to excessive suspiciousness. But you should pay attention to such
imperceptible sensations, and must learn how to especially carefully listen to such
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imperceptible feelings and then you will be able to avoid many troubles associated with
your health and even with threats to your Life. The higher Creators of ARGLLAAMUNI and
INGLIMILISSA, through the neuronal connections of the gastrointestinal tract that come
“from the bottom upwards” to the Formo-Creators of corresponding regions of the brain,
process and organize (into specific SFUURMM-Forms of a possible danger) “unfavorable”
variants (discovered by them) of completion of the scenarios of development for this
“personality” (they, of course, haven’t found time for reading IISSIIDIOLOGY!), while the
Formo-Creators of the brain just decode, amplify and retransmit these weak warning
signals to the system of your general Perception.
If SFUURMM-Forms of other Formo-copies of the individual ODS of your SelfConsciousness that reflect the intensity and quality of your “current interpersonal”
interrelations with the outer World excessively dominate in your psychomental activity,
you will not hear these weak signals that come from “the lower brain”, and, after getting
into an unpleasant or dangerous situation, you will be able only to note with annoyance
and bitterness: “Oh, my intuition failed!” or: “I did feel that I shouldn’t have done it!”. No, it
was not Intuition that failed! The dynamics of your FCA was too fussy and superficial and
made you absorbedly engaged in your external interrelations and simply made it impossible
for you to concentrate on your internal feelings sent to you by pedantic argllaamurs and
emotional inglimilins. You must learn how to trust more your Intuition, because “the sixth
sense” rarely fails, and it’s better to play safe in very complex life situations than to act
hotheadedly. And if any of your apprehensions don’t come true, it doesn’t mean that it
hadn’t happened in one of possible (for you) scenarios of development — you just haven’t
quite accurately decoded the incoming signal or, by taking some preventive precautions,
have managed to refocus into a more favorable scenario. Some “people” even have such
striking expressions as: “I have a gut feeling”, — that is, this “personality” anticipates
something faultlessly, without any doubt about its premonition.
11.12242.

Those who make a thorough lavage of their intestines (have enemas) on a regular
basis can concentrate much better than others on their own internal feelings only because
this simple procedure stimulates well the function of intestinal neurons, which results in
a better and more efficient work of the Formo-Creators “the lower brain”. Besides, they
get rid of that part of their activity which consumes very much energy — adsorption of
all possible toxins (which threaten “a human being” with self-poisoning) from incoming
food products and their timely excretion from the organism. However, as in any other
thing, you should be quite prudent — don’t overdo it! Before you begin this procedure,
you must consult a doctor (although, I think that doctors would be horrified to know that
my own (fifteen-year!) experience of everyday deep lavages of the intestines by tap water
(in Czech Republic, Holland, Germany, Luxembourg, France, Switzerland, as well as in
such problematic, in terms of potable water, countries as Tunisia, Indonesia, Thailand,
Cambodia, Burma, Laos, Maldives) testifies that it is practically impossible to do harm to
one’s organism by this procedure, if you regularly and timely replenish partially washed
out microelements and metals to the necessary level).
11.12243.

Owing to the purity of the intestines and the absence of the heavy load due to
excretion of cell metabolism products from the organism, argllaamurs, through their
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own energy-information interrelations can much easier and well in advance trace (in the
nearest parallel slloogrent variants of your possible scenarios of development) various
unfavorable situations and put more Energy into the warning impulse, which they send
to the Formo-Creators of the brain. That is why those who have enemas on a regular
basis have not only a much better color of their faces and more elastic skin but also a
much better developed intuition as compared with those whose weakened intestines are
literally stuffed with multiyear “fecal concretions” and metabolism products.
The Creators of the intestines can practically independently solve all arising
problems, sending “upward” only reports of each of operations carried out by them. All
Information that comes through LOOGLII and KAAYSII is instantly analyzed and classified
by the Formo-Creators of corresponding regions of the brain, being simultaneously
encoded in the temporal ethereal constituent through specific Formo-images of each of
these processes projected into complex wave mechanisms of “the long-term memory”;
due to which, if desired, any destructive changes that take place in the organism can
always be “rewound” back to the starting “point” of this pathology. Besides, the Creators
of the intestines have their own information-providing mechanism that can be called our
“lower memory”, in which all biochemical nuances that accompany continuous digestive
processes are encoded in all details.
11.12245.

The nerve knots that form our “lower brain” free the Formo-Creators of the brain
from dealing with such “local” problems and “trifles” as secretion of digestive enzymes,
formation and secretion of acids, breakdown of proteins, fats and carbohydrates,
transportation of nutritive substances to cells and excretion of metabolism products from
them, as well as many other functions about which we never think and have no idea how
and when all this occurs inside us. Thus, the higher Formo-Creators of the brain become
free from an excessive workload, we can apply their creative potential with much greater
use and refocus from internal biochemical processes to the current creative realization of
our everyday intellectual-sensuous potential.
11.12246.

It must be said that which we understand by the term “intellect” is a very
inhomogeneous system of close and deep energy-information interconnection between
different Creators of both hemispheres. It consists not only of the abilities of logical
thinking and analysis, but also of many other (that often don’t depend very much from each
other) psychological features of “the personality”. For example, an academic intellect, that
is, the ability to study, perceive new knowledge and think abstractedly (a characteristic
feature of an obvious predominance of realizational SFUURMM-Forms of Aspects of
the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence in the synthesizing dynamics of the SelfConsciousness) may be in no way correlated with another kind of intellect, which I would
call an emotional, social or determining ability of “a personality” for communication.
11.12247.

Now let’s consider attentively the Formo-Creators of the right hemisphere, which
are responsible, as I have mentioned, for spatial-image thinking, the appearance of the
sense of rhythm, color perception and the ability of multidimensional Perception. This
part of the brain concentrates the control of intuitive, creative, analogous processes and
emotions, including manifestation and memorization of the Formo-images that appear
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on “the bioscreen”, that is, analogs of each sign “unpacked-unfolded” by the Creators of the
left hemisphere (for example, a particular word); all these functions are determined and
regulated by aossoons — the Creators of lower Levels of AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi. They and
inglimilins that are supervised by them use all possible chemical and biological reactions
to provide individual abilities of “a personality” for Perception of any Form reflected in
the information space of its Self-Consciousness, as well as make it possible to acquire
the sense of beauty and everything else that cannot be comprehended and systematized
by the left hemisphere — Eternal Love, Friendship, Inspiration, Insight. Their “working”
element is symbolism and mysticism; their “propensities” and preferences are something
fatal and destiny-determining rather than usual and trivial.
However, let me remind you that the right hemisphere (of the NUU-VVU currently
focused by Us) also includes the center of fear, where many negative emotions and
depressive states appear, the feeling of chaos and egocentrism originate. In addition, it also
contains the regions of activity of sexual pleasures, appearance of libido (sexual appetite),
regions designed for the realization of animal sexual programs. These centers, apart from
the activity of argllaamurs, also include the specific Creative Activity of inglimilins. In
this hemisphere, signals are processed in whole, instantaneously; all Formo-images are
reproduced, structured and memorized as a whole pattern, in full, in colors, as well as
including other features peculiar to holographic images. Nevertheless, the scheme of
formation of any Formo-image is scanned by the Creators of the right hemisphere from
the Conceptions about the image of the Formo-Creators of the left hemisphere in the form
of an encoded meaning or notion. They trace back interrelations which are inaccessible to
logic and analysis, because they are not so obvious, and represent the center of Intuition,
appearance of Ideas, orientation in space, musicality, emotionality…
11.12249.

The Creators of the right hemisphere function associatively, that is why they are
the sources of keen humor, initiators of all possible polysemic interpretations, easily
interpret dreams and hints, invent conspiracy theories and Aesopian language. They are
very much fond of everything supernatural and mysterious, full of ambiguous hints and
vague associations, mysteries and conditionalities. On the one hand, an increase of the
activity of the right half of the brain increases the ability of “the personality” for receiving
extrasensory Information in a supersensory (intuitive) way. These abilities may be innate,
acquired as a result of injuries (lightning stroke, electric shock) or developed by special
techniques. The brain has such abilities during the desynchronized (fast) sleep, when
there is predominance of the activity of the Creators of the right hemisphere.
11.12250.

But on the other hand, in case of their stable dominance in the creative dynamics
of the Self-Consciousness of “a personality”, its abilities of logical Perception that
allow to really assess situations partially weaken, “the personality” lives more in its
own, closed and illusory, individual World, generating many Ideas and Formo-images,
which cannot be practically used. I should say that common sense and practical mind
of such “personality” are much suppressed. For example, it may be entirely involved in
idealistic projects (attempts to realize the projects that are initially unachievable in this
Reality), be consumed with Ideas that noble Goals may be achieved only with the help
of Spirituality and nothing else, fully rejecting other possibilities of the development of
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the Self-Consciousness. “The personality” has mystical beliefs, it believes in any omens
and predictions, looks for a hidden meaning where it cannot be find without logic and
analysis.
“People” with a strong dominance of functioning of the Creators of one of
hemispheres in the Self-Consciousness usually differ very much from the others by a
pronounced inclination for categoricalness, negation of everything what they don’t
understand, antagonism against the behavior of “people”, which is opposite to their own
behavior: the greater the degree of dominance of the activity of the Creators of one of
the hemispheres in the dynamics of the Self-Consciousness, the greater the manifestation
of negation — either of the sensuous type or the mental type. The true reasons of the
formation of this “mismatch” in the structures of the Self-Consciousness, which are
directly associated with the difference in the dominance of Aspects of the two Qualities
(that are peculiar to LLUU-VVU-Forms), answer the eternal question: “Why many “people”
cannot anyhow understand each other?”.
11.12252.

From early childhood, at school and then at institutes and colleges, we are taught
to learn by rote, memorize, analyze, calculate using long-established schemes and so
on. Much less importance is attached to the development of such abilities as creative
thinking, conscious usage of Intuition, artistic bents, which really are the truer (it belongs
not to the “personality” Self-Consciousness but to the Subconscious) but not imposed
(by the realization of egoistic SFUURMM-Forms) Essence of each of us. When you
consciously alternate the load on the Creators now of one hemisphere, now of the other
(that is, consciously alternate an active intellectual activity with an intensive and positive
psychoemotional activity, as it happens, for instance, at Ayfaar due to the usual practice of
alternating reading of IISSIIDIOLOGY with choral singing of Ayfaar Songs), it will result in
a uniform increase and harmonization of your general Creative Activity in the dynamics
of your Self-Consciousness, which will contribute to much more dynamic and effective
high-qualitative refocusings.
11.12253.

If, however, you prefer in your own life creativity only low-sensuous, sexual
realizations, (or, on the contrary, only intellectual ones), then this can do very much harm to
your intellect (or sensuousness), because the potential of the Creators of the left (or right)
hemisphere will actually not be used in any way, which will instantaneously affect the quality
of your refocusings. During some of our conversations, I already told you that in case of an
intensive orgasm there is a short-time distraction of Self-Consciousness, which in normal
conditions quickly comes to its normal state. The practice of rude kinds of sex (such as
hard-core “sadomasochism”) that end with very tempestuous orgasms from painful or lowsensuous sensations, at certain moments, can not only result in a long-term distraction of
the Self-Consciousness but also completely damage the tuning of some Formo-Creators of
the brain to the wave which is characteristic of this “personality”; after this, for some time, its
“Biopendulum” simply cannot identify the VVU-Information decoded (“unpacked”) in the
regions of “the long-term memory” from corresponding ODS “niches”.
11.12254.

For women, these critical moments, which may have a dysfunctional effect on the
activity of the Creators that are responsible for the state of “memory”, are very closely
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associated with tempestuous sex practices on the days of anticipated ovulation. Such a longterm combination of the psychological states of increased emotionality (passions) and
the intensive rude-sexual dynamics can provoke, in the Self-Consciousness of a woman, a
very powerful explosion of sexual emotions and very strong uncontrolled feelings, during
which “the personality” can make uncontrolled “complementary” refocusings. This, in its
turn, can complicate or even break the previous energy-information interconnections (the
transmission of nerve impulses through neurons) between the Creators of the cortex and
the Creators of hippocampus (they are responsible for deciphering of VVU-Information
and for the interrelations with the Formo-copies of those “niches” that are accumulators
of Experience and keepers of “personal memory”).
When, as a result of such refocusings into greatly changed (apparently “deformed”
relative to the previous ones) NUU-VVU-Configurations, the connection with many
fragmented Self-Consciousnesses of UU-VVU-copies that took part in some events is
broken, a whole stratum of some VVU-Information (which was “decoded-unfolded-folded”
in the previous NUU-VVU-Configuration) disappears from “the personality recollections”,
“the autobiographic core” is as if “deleted” (in fact nothing is deleted, but there is only
refocusing into another NUU-VVU-Configuration!), and “the personality” instantaneously
loses its previous knowledge as to what it is and what its name is, without losing, however,
its developed professional skills or speech habits and other general “human” Conceptions.
Such sudden refocusing (breaking the transmission of nerve impulses from definite
Formo-copies into “the region of memory” of the brain) can also happen to a man during
a tempestuous explosive orgasm, which is strongly intensified by some extreme situation.
It’s hard to explain whether it is “good” or “bad” (it’s good for the “individual” Evolution,
but it’s very inconvenient for everyday Life). Nonetheless, I would recommend to avoid a
tempestuous sex in extreme situations (including too “exotic” sadomasochistic practices
that involve semistrangulation, “tortures” and so on).
11.12256.

And now, it’s time to remind you some brief characteristic features of the creative
realization of the Formo-Creators of a male’s and female’s brain. I should tell right away
that IQ of women is higher than that of men. Verbal abilities of women and their ability
to orient in space directly depend on the weight of their brain relative to the body weight.
This interrelation is not so relevant for men. It is conditioned by genetic, hormonal and
other differences. Women think mostly due to an increased activity of the Creators of
the frontal lobes, which are responsible not so much for logic and the process of actual
“unpacking-unfolding” of VVU-Information as for the emotional interrelation and
interaction with conglomerates of high-frequency Formo-copies of the Subconscious that
activate Intuition in the Self-Consciousness. Therefore, they memorize better when some
VVU-Information causes in them definite associations that model particular feelings.
11.12257.

While the process of appearance of some recollections in men can be compared
with a straight line on a sheet of paper that reflects definite logical dynamics of their
mind (some particular things happened as a result of something), for women, their
recollections are a sort of spiral with repeating turns, which, depending on the quality of
the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Them, periodically bring the dynamics of the
Creative Activity of their Self-Consciousness back either to pleasant (for them) events
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or, on the contrary, to a series of old grievances that logically are completely unrelated
among themselves. This explains the superiority of a woman in quarrels, family scandals,
because any action of a man can be a sort of starting mechanism for a repeated experience
of all her past grievances. Nevertheless, it must be admitted that women are more easily
appeased and in an hour or two they are ready to make peace, while men can bear a
serious grudge for years, continuously adding some new unpleasant details to it.
The Self-Consciousness of a man is more concentrated on the process of “unpackingunfolding” of VVU-Information from TEC and that is why in order to memorize he pays
more attention to the sequence of manifestation, in his information “space”, of any details
of this process, a thorough analysis of which certainly needs logic. Therefore, his brain
contains more gray matter, that is, realizational Forms of the Creators of the “analytical”
centers: when memorizing an event they establish all interrelations with all particular
Formo-copies that actively participate in this inertial process. They are responsible for
the state of the man’s intellect and form in his NUU-VVU-Configurations (using separate
VVU-Configurations of fragmented Self-Consciousnesses) all chains of detailed logical
interrelations between various recollections. That is exactly why the man is simply unable
to see in grievances and whims of the woman any logic and cannot understand how their
today’s discord may be connected with the fact that he, suppose, two or three year ago
didn’t remember about their wedding anniversary or about the birthday of her mother.
11.12259.

For the same (associative) reasons, as distinguished from men, the outward
appearance of the chosen one is not of paramount importance for the majority of women,
however, the opinion that women don’t react to visual stimuli at all (they say that for a
man it’s quite enough to be slightly more handsome than an ape) is not quite correct:
simply their reactions to externals are often less intensive and more reserved than those
of men. If a woman associates the intimacy with an unhandsome man with many pleasant
(for her) events and situations, then this fact will have a much more positive stimulus
on her feelings toward him than his pleasant appearance together with many unpleasant
emotions associated with his presence.
11.12260.

A woman’s hypothalamus (the so-called center of punishment or center of pain,
the Creators of which control emotions, frequency of the pulse, blood pressure and the
level of hormones that are responsible for sexual appetite) is considerably smaller than
that of a man. Besides, testosterone, the hormone that increases sexual desire, is practically
absent in her organism, that is why women much more rarely lose their self-possession
and self-control in intimate situations than men (in their organisms, large amounts of
testosterone released into the blood stream literally “switch off ” the brain gyri and can
temporarily deprive men of reason — “cut off ” the connections with the lower Creators
of ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA). While more than 70% of men can become sexually
excited by the looks of a nude woman, just 20-25% of women will have the reaction of a
vivid sexual excitement to a nude man.
11.12261.

You should also know that optic nerve endings have a direct interrelation with
the sexual body build and sexual preferences of “a human being”. There is a phenomenon
caused by the state of optic nerves — phosphene — a special visual sensation, which can
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manifest in 96% of “people” in the form of peculiar spots of light or color spots in the upper
corners of the eyes without any presence of light on the retina (when the eyes are closed
or even with the opened eyes in the darkness), as well as when slightly pressing the eyelids
of the closed eyes or during a special stimulation of the visual system by strong magnetic
fields, chemical substances, electric excitation. I mention these facts only because optic
nerves are closely interrelated with the functions of the Formo-Creators of hypothalamus
and hypophysis, which “control” all the dynamics of their main realizational Forms — sex
hormones. In other words, some sex hormones have a specific influence on the state of
the optic nerve and excite definite zones of its activity.
So, the predominance of such hormone as testosterone in the organism of a
woman (this hormone controls a woman’s libido) determines the type of the color
picture that appears in her mind’s eye according to the influence of this amount of the
hormone; and that is why she will perceive accordingly each man as a possible sexual
partner also according to these individual visual sensations. If the amount of testosterone
is insufficient (that is, the woman is not excited), then the picture created by her visual
sensations will be completely different, which will be immediately reflected in her “cool”
perception of the looks of a man, which in another state could have a simply amazing
effect on her (taking this into account, scientists have recently created special pills —
“a female Viagra” — flibanserin which decreases the general content of serotonin in the
organism and simultaneously intensifies the release of testosterone, noradrenaline and
dopamine into the brain). It should be noted that although the changing visual sensations
and effects can be noticed mainly when the eyes are closed (except for a few known cases
of observation of phosphenes in light), this doesn’t weaken their interrelation with our
sexual preferences.
11.12263.

If you pay a closer attention to your visual sensations, you will notice that at your
different psychological states they are also different. Most often bluish, green and orange
tints or bright-white forms are observed. But the color is not so important; the important
role is played by the forms which you observe during phosphene, because by the shapes
you will be able to define your sexual preferences at a given moment. If they appear
as one or a pair of moving round spots, then this means that you have enough sexual
impressions, your current hormonal background is uniform, without abrupt splashes. If
phosphenes float from above in the form of a softly dispersing color fog, but don’t form
clear circle shapes, this indicates that you are sexually exhausted and you need to have a
good rest. When the color spots merge into motionless or slowly moving chains, then this
is an unmistakable sign of the fact that you urgently need sex. When the spots are formed
into concentric circles and quickly rotate in front of your eyes, then you need especially
vivid and exciting sexual experiences that would amaze you by their novelty or extreme
nature. You should also take into account that the quantitative predominance of cones
(receptors of day vision that are responsible for color perception, that is, the content) over
rods (receptors of night vision that are responsible for perception of color tones, that is,
contour, form) in the retina makes it possible for women to discern much more tints than
men can do. While a man can unambiguously call the color red, green and blue, a woman
might correct him: marengo, turquois, lettuce green or greenish.
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It is customary to assume that “a woman loves by her ears”. This opinion really
has grounds, because the Formo-Creators of the auditory center of her brain are
directly interrelated with the Creators of hypophysis that are directly responsible for the
generation of sex hormones. That is why many passionate female fans of a singer can get
quite full orgasms at definite moments of his singing. It’s generally known that hundreds
of girls became fans of the Beatles when they had found out that they could experience
extraordinarily strong orgasms during their concerts (therefore, they often swung slowly
their bodies with tightly held hips, there were tears, happy and blissful expressions on
their faces, convulsive movements and loud shouts).
11.12265.

The same unusual arbitrary orgasmic reactions became, at different times,
the reason of unprecedented popularity (especially among young girls for which the
achievement of an orgasm in other circumstances was quite problematic) of such “highoctave” singers as young Robertino Loretti, Demis Roussos, Luciano Pavarotti, Placido
Domingo, Julio Iglesias and Enrique Iglesias, Jose Carreras, Karel Gott, Russian tenors
Kozlovsky and Lemeshev, as well as modern singers Vitas, N.Baskov, G.Leps, V.Presniakov
junior and many others that have remarkably high voices (up to falsetto) and a soft tone
quality. Indeed, high notes performed by male singers have a very strong influence on
the activity of nerve endings of the women’s auditory center. In addition, there is an
automatic increase of the content of testosterone in the blood, genitals of female listeners
are intensively filled with blood, which follows by a quick sexual excitement that finally
spontaneously ends with a strong discharge. Some women can become excited not only
by someone else’s singing, but also by their own singing, as well as by sounds of music in
general.
11.12266.

This happens when a woman has a very sensitive sacculus (I have told you about
it), that is, the part of the vestibular apparatus that perceives sound frequencies of the
musical range. The state of the vestibular apparatus is closely interrelated with the activity
of the Creators of hypothalamus (let me remind you that they control generation of
neurohormones and are responsible for sexual appetite). That is why the sensitive sacculus
transmits the received signals to these Creators and causes a sexual excitement in “the
personality” from the process of singing or listening to music. I would like to mention
jazz as the music that stimulates most of all a deep and good-qualitative female orgasm,
because jazz is improvisation, and unexpected modulations of a saxophone at very high
notes cause response reactions in the brain that contribute to the physical relaxation of
the body and involuntary appearance of sexual fantasies in Imagination (Formo-images
of inglimilins).
11.12267.

Men can much easier than women memorize all possible schemes and perform
operations with numbers, and among all events their “memory” first “picks up” only those
particular facts that help them to solve a current task. The VVU-Information which is not
vitally important and practical to them often simply remains unused in “the data bank”
of the individual ODS. For this very reason men often don’t understand why they should
remember the day of the first date, first kiss or a family holiday, if this doesn’t have any
practical use. By the way, men that are seriously fond of some kind of creativity, as a rule,
also have a predominance of female-type associative energy-information interrelations
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with the Formo-copies of realizational “niches” (“memory archives”), they also usually
have an increased intuition and everything that is determined by the activity of the right
hemisphere. Although, as a rule, the dynamics of FCA of the Self-Consciousness, depending
on developing life circumstances, tend to constantly fluctuate between the predominant
activity of the Creators first of the left hemisphere, then of the right hemisphere.
I would like also to pay your attention to the fact that the brain has a unique
and very amazing (due to its very complex well organized functions) electrochemical
mechanism, owing to which all the VVU-Information and Experience included into
the VVU-Configurations of “niches” of individual ODS of the Self-Consciousness are
continuously projected and fixed in the individual NUU-VVU-Configurations of the
molecular structures of the brain in the form of electromagnetic Fields of holographous
Formo-images. This happens (as I have mentioned it) in specific joints between neuron
cells — synapses. Let me remind you that synapses (contacts) appear in the following way:
an electric impulse from one neuron to another neuron goes through extensions between
them — axons and dendrites. At the end of the transmitting and receiving “antenna” a
potential jump causes a release of a chemical neuromediator — as if “a small bridge” is
formed which is the synapse itself.
11.12269.

Each of 100 billion neurons of the central nervous system (CNS) of “a human being”
can “become overgrown” with hundreds of thousands of individual electromagnetic VVUConfigurations of synapses. It is possible to say that there are as many such contact points
of internal interrelations between neurons that provide all the activity of the FormoCreators of the biological organism as the quantity of spatial dimensions of “physical”
Realities that form all the qualitative diversity of the NUU-VVU-Configurations of the
biological analogs of LLUU-VVU Formo-Types focused by Us. This indicates the fact
that all these neuronal connections are equally active participants of all biochemical
processes that simultaneously happen in different time modes in all NUU-VVU-Forms that
structure the collective Consciousness of one Stereo-Form. The speed of electric impulses
in the neuronal network varies from 10-20 to 120-160 m/s. The whole Experience of “a
personality”, which is holographously modeled in the temporal ethereal constituent, is
inertially “unpacked-unfolded” in the information space of its Self-Consciousness exactly
from this individual (with a strictly fixed volume of VVU-Information and quality of
Formo-images) “bank of personalized data”.
11.12270.

Everything we think about and experience is recorded forever in the VVUConfigurations of the Formo-copies used by us and, maintaining the established
interrelations with molecular Formo-Creators, whenever necessary, is projected on “the
bioscreen” of the brain by the Creators of those regions which control all the long-term
and short-term dynamics of our “personal” recollections. In general, during one average
“human” Life, the Creators of the brain of various “people” can constantly “bind” to their
VVU-Configurations (that is, potentially attract from ODS “niches”) from 2x1020 to 3x1020
bits (units) of all kinds of VVU-Information. If to connect ten thousand personal computers
among themselves, then the possibilities of this system cannot even be partially compared
with virtual (“nonmolecular”) potential possibilities of “the memory” of an adult “human
being” with an average level of development.
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In our ordinary Life, we use just 2-6% of this incredible (in its volume) information
potential, involving in its processing only the tiniest part of all cells of the brain. That
is why, when getting into such unusual states of the Self-Consciousness as hypnosis,
Meditation or clinical “Death”, you always can study to smallest and microscopic details
the streaks of a maple-tree leaf which “fell from the tree near you ten years ago” and which
“you” didn’t notice then. You also can count the number of portholes and passengers
in a plane by which “you flew in your far childhood”, or with an absolute accuracy feel
everything what “was experienced by somebody whom you offended once”…
11.12272.

Individual particularities and properties of our “long-term memory” are provided
by the activity of the low-level Creators of ORLAAKTOR- and AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi, all the
dynamics of the Creative Activity of which is focused on the impeccable functioning of
all the slloogrent inertial dynamics of energy-information structures of the temporal
ethereal constituents of each of “the personalities” simultaneously manifested in different
Continuums. Their activity is inseparably connected with creative realizations of the higher
Creators of the two lower Centers to provide the maintenance and constant reconstruction
of all biological analogs of the whole variety of Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A (not
only NUU-VVU-Formo-Types of LLUU-VVU) that specifically manifest in all irkkulligren
Realities.
11.12273.

Owing to this close interaction, kroydls can creatively realize themselves in our
organism, for example, through the activity of the prefrontal cortex (the intellectual center),
and aossoons can realize themselves through the limbic system (it controls instinctive
and acquired forms of behavior) and the basal surface of the brain which is responsible
for emotional reactions and making intuitive decisions. We can particularly consider the
participation of kroydls in the activity of our biological organism using the example of
the narrowly-specific activity of the OOLLM-Form of the enzyme protein kinase M-zeta
that strengthens the force of synaptic contacts between neurons. The structure of this
mechanism resembles very much the principle of preservation of Information in the form
of a binary code (zeros and ones) on a computer hard drive.
11.12274.

Depending on the state (suppressed or active) of this enzyme in the organism,
active energy-information interrelations between kroydls and particular conglomerates
of Formo-copies of ODS (subjectively perceived by us as our “own” recollections a day or
even a month ago) may be — as a result of subsequent refocusings — either completely
lost in the wave VVU-Configurations of the Creators of “the molecular centers of memory”
of the brain (that is, the Self-Consciousness will no longer have the access to the VVUConfigurations of these realizational “niches”, which are initially and forever recorded
in the slloogrent dynamics of TEC); or, on the contrary, the energy-information access
to the facts that seemed forever lost and impossible for the “personalized” Perception
may be activated and restored in the NUU-VVU-Configurations inertially focused by
Us. Such “lapses” or, on the contrary, restorations of individual interrelations (“VVUfiles”) between temporarily forgotten sources of activity of “the long-term memory”
(conglomerates of Formo-copies of different “niches”) don’t prevent anyhow the current
process of memorizing (by “the personality”) of new VVU-Information “unpacked” from
TEC.
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You should pay your closest attention to the following Information: in fact the
Subconscious and the temporal ethereal constituent that structures it are not that kind of
structures which inertially flow and accidentally change in the developing circumstances,
which, depending on the sequence of the vibration manifestation (in Space-Time) of wave
Configurations of objects of refocusings, constantly register (“remember”) literally every
instant of Life of “a personality” and then reproduce some of these data through the brain
centers of the system of “personalized” Perception. No, everything happens quite contrary
to that which scientists and medical researcher think about it. The inertial dynamics of
each of possible rotation Cycles, in which all we simultaneously focus, already initially
always “are”, always “were” and always “will be” an integral structuring part of the general
inertial dynamics of Energy-Plasma, which [dynamics] are “unfolded” (decoded) in a
strictly defined manner in every local point of each of its (already initially synthesized in
a certain manner!) vibration Levels.
11.12276.

All events of our Life, as I have mentioned, are NOT the result of the inertial process
of movement “from the past into the future”, as it is subjectively perceived in the system
of our Perception, but represent an initially strictly programmed process of “moment-bymoment” quantum-holographous “unfolding” or inertial restoration, in each rezonational
“point” of Space-Time, of those events and objects, which are initially included into the
Program of a given rotation Cycle of the biological Existence of a given Stereo-Form.
11.12277.

This happens according to the same scheme, which is used every time during a
start-up of your computer: every time the program which is initially included into it first
makes you enter a password, then absolutely accurately launches, in a definite sequence,
all necessary programs and unfolds a picture on the screen. Any user CANNOT change
independently this sequence of actions and events, as well as the process of launching of
any programs that exist on the computer, all this can be corrected or improved only by
the programmer that compiled it, or another specialist of the same high level. That is, if
you grow from an ordinary user or an amateur “dummy”, due to a special training or an
acquisition of more Experience, to become a specialist or a programmer of the same level,
then you will easily find ways of correction of some inconveniences formed in the system
or will reprogram everything the way you want.
11.12278.

The most interesting thing is that we never create anything new and we never
memorize anything, but always, in every instant of our Life, just “remember something”
strictly defined (initiate and attract into the information space of our Self-Consciousness
individual SFUURMM-Forms and interesting Desires from the continuous dynamics
of realizational “niches”), simultaneously realizing ourselves in our Interests through
already programmed reactions of the Formo-copies attracted by the dynamics of our
FCA; and at the same instant, we automatically project (reproduce) this “something” in
the outer Space-Time, but again, only those VVU-Configurations which have been initially
included as individual Programs into the dynamics of the rotation Cycle chosen by us.
This is like a bus that moves only according to the route particularly appoint for it, which
includes turns and intersections, an obligatory passage past constantly standing objects,
with obligatory stops in particular places at a definite time and only for a determined
period, so that not to break the schedule.
11.12279.
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The inertial mechanism of our “memory” functions in the same way, while the
“memory” itself is not at all generated by the molecular structures of the brain and by
no means “registers” (as it seems to us!) all the details of all events of our Life, but, on
the contrary, continuously and sequentially (every single moment) “unpacks” form the
whole energy-information base of the holographous dynamics of the temporal ethereal
constituent only that part of necessary (to us) VVU-Information which strongly resonates
with the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by Us. But again, this VVU-Information is
not chosen by us arbitrarily, in our discretion, but is already initially included in the
Program of inertial implementation of all Forms that structure this rotation Cycle.
Having “unpacked” it (decoded) with the help of the Formo-Creators of our brain, we
holographously, literally at the same instant, “unfold” it in the information space of
our “personality” Self-Consciousness, displaying on “the bioscreen” of our system of
Perception only most important (to us) details and associative Formo-images. All other
“unfolded” objects remain beyond the particular creative dynamics of our FCA.
11.12280.

So, absolutely everything that we can “individually” remember and subjectively
perceive as “past” events of our Life has the Main Reason of its vibration manifestation
not at all in “past” events and “past” incarnations, but in the common nonlocal “point” of
Space-Time, to which all of us continuously (but every one of us in one’s own fashion),
in terms of frequency, displace (refocus) as to the highest common Goal of our entire
Existence. It is possible to say that in this way we don’t “displace”, as it seems to us, from
“the past” into “the future”, continuously leaving out the imperceptible “present”, but
constantly and “moment by moment remember” one of all variants of our “individual
Future”, which at any moment of our Existence ALWAYS already constantly IS and only
for one inertial instant becomes one of successive variants of our “present”. I want you to
understand all this clearly and remember well, because, taking into account the completely
unusual character (for your Self-Consciousness) of the above Information, I will have to
apply in my further explanations not to your Intuition but to your well-known and usual
logic that considers everything that happens around as sequential processes that inertially
manifest in Time and in Space. If you fail to understand new SFUURMM-Forms and will
perceive previous SFUURMM-Forms as real, we will simply stop to understand each other!
11.12281.

Our “memory” about some event is not at all contained in some particular place of
the brain, but, in the form of definite wave (or doolls, or flaks) codes (VVU-Configurations),
first, is repeatedly and simultaneously — quantum-holographously —projected at once
onto wave Configurations of all its cells (and their DNA), no matter in which hemisphere
or centers they are located. Specific vibrations of this VVU-Information can resonate
only with VVU-Configurations of those Formo-Creators of the brain and DNA where this
particular event was once biochemically “unpacked”, “unfolded” and, after a subjective
reaction of definite Formo-copies to it, “folded” again into a corresponding holographous
part of their own VVU-Configurations. Sequentially refocusing from one NUU-VVUConfiguration into another one, our Self-Consciousness, in principle, is structured by the
same biological Formo-Creators, but every their interaction with new VVU-Information
changes (due to the acquired Experience) their own VVU-Configurations by increasingly
higher-qualitative ones.
11.12282.
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This explains the phenomenon of a gradual restoration of “personal” recollections
even after a removal of a greater part of the brain cells — it’s not certain “records” that are
being restored in the cells, but energy-information interrelations with the conglomerates
of Formo-copies that once participated in “unfolding” of the event in the information
space of the Self-Consciousness and have, in their VVU-Configurations, only a narrowly
fragmented VVU-Information about it (just like you, they don’t know other qualitative
variants of the experienced event). Only after a completion of the process of Synthesis of
some particular VVU-Information into a subjective Experience, it immediately becomes
an integral information part of the wave VVU-Configuration of the Creators of DNA of
this “personality”, which is the main mechanism of transfer of the Experience which we
have felt and synthesized.
11.12283.

The brain of each of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us is a quantum-holographous
molecular “device” specially created by Higher Formo-Creators for the implementation of
the processes of sequential decoding and adapted reproduction, in the information space
of the Self-Consciousness of “a personality”, of all necessary tactical and strategic VVUInformation about the outer reality, which is initially encoded in the general slloogrent
dynamics of the temporal ethereal constituent. Our self-identification with the subjective
existence of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us and with the activity of the brain of each
of them are two natural results of one illusory process, which is specifically perceived,
distorted and reproduced by all time structures of the Self-Consciousness. We constantly
have a subjective impression that something happens to us and in our brain (organism), but
in fact what is really carried out are not some our actions or biochemical processes in our
life support systems, but only our continuous refocusings into NUU-VVU-Configuration
that differ from each other and initially structure different Formo-systems of Worlds.
11.12284.

All this seeming semblance of movement of one thing relative to another thing
is a natural result of the interaction our limited system of Perception with the inertial
dynamics of Energy-Plasma. The molecular Creators of the brain constantly and
simultaneously manifest their Creative Activity in accordance with their individual (in
each of Formo-systems of Worlds) VVU-Configurations, thereby providing all initially
programmed functions of each biological organism and unceasingly participating in the
inertial dynamics of construction and re-creation of all cells of every manifested NUUVVU-Configuration. Any their activity influences, through the Creators of CNS and DNA,
the functions of other realizational Forms, also including organelles of cells. Flows of
nerve impulses carry to the Creators of the brain their Information about psychological
reactions manifested in the dynamics of the Self-Consciousness of “a personality” by
some conglomerates of Formo-copies in response to the process of “unpacking”.
11.12285.

A certain part of these reactions that are registered by various Formo-Creators
of the systems and organs of Perception is accumulated and systematized: the Creators
of corresponding centers carry out its analysis, verify intermediate results of the inertial
Synthesis with the wave DNA-codes that are initially included in these NUU-VVUConfigurations. Another part of incoming VVU-Information is instantaneously processed
by the Creators of the regions associated with the accumulation of a continuously gained
life Experience, so that to analyze every situation from all sides and, among all variants
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proposed by the skrruullerrt system, make for every NUU-VVU-Configuration only
one decision necessary for determining the frequency of vibration of a next particular
response (that is, for a rezonational attraction from the slloogrent dynamics of TEC)
which is typical of the scenario of development only of this “personality”.
As a matter of fact, this whole inertial process is quite automatic, because none
of NUU-VVU-Configurations can “forcedly edge into” some “other” (not its own) Formosystem of Worlds. However, since Evolution of all molecular Formo-Creators is carried
out through their unique inertial synthetic processes, they, just like we do, perceive their
creative activity not from the objective point of view that Everything already initially
always is the way It must always be, but in accordance with the quality of their own VVUConfigurations that rezonationally correspond to the vibrations of definite conglomerates
of Formo-copies. All of them very conscientiously (just like we do it) execute individual
programs that are initially included in them and determine the execution of each their
function at every subsequent inertial moment of continuous refocusings.
11.12287.

You might have a question whether they refocus just like us? If you mean only
their typical VVU-Configurations in each of Formo-systems of Worlds, then the answer is:
no, all Configurations of Forms (including the ones which We focus every single moment)
are the permanent and indivisible part of the synthetic dynamics of each World. If you
mean by the Formo-Creators of the brain that energy-information Cosmic Entity Which
in this way Cognizes Itself through the synthetic dynamics of different Proto-Forms, then
the answer is: yes, the collective Consciousness of such type, just like Our UFS (to be
more exact, this is Us, but only in other Our creative realizations, among a great many of
them!), refocuses in terms of frequency in its own slloogrent rotation Cycles.
11.12288.

The brain is a quantum-holographous control center of the whole system of the
“personality” Self-Consciousness, from where the Formo-Creators of the four lower
IISSIIDI-Centers, with the help of various SFUURMM-Forms of conglomerates of Formocopies (realizational Forms of SLUI-SLUU-Creators), exercise the inertial operational
control of our way of thinking, emotionality, types of feeling and behavior pattern
(Thought-Forms, Feeling-Forms and Karmo-Forms suggested to us). As you see, it’s not at
all a certain mysterious Destiny established by somebody once and for all that determines
our “personal” Life, all our “present” and “future”, but the qualitative state of our preferred
Thoughts and chosen emotions that form the inertial character of our current subjective
impressions, Conceptions and Aspirations (SVUULLII-Forms). By rejecting habitual or
lower-qualitative Conceptions, which we don’t like for some reason, we will be able to
radically change all our previous Aspirations, thus changing the quality of our Choices,
the Direction of our subsequent refocusings, and, therefore, the whole Program of our
possible development which we subjectively define as Destiny (a rotation Cycle that is
continuously formed by our choices).
11.12289.

As I have already mentioned, the molecular structures of the brain just properly
perform the functions of a receiving and reproducing quantum-holographous device for the
accumulation and processing of all already formed (during Life of “the personality”) opinions,
views and principles of relations (SFUURMM-Forms); the device objectively reflects, in the
11.12290.
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form of definite biochemical reactions, only that part of the slloogrent VVU-Information
“unpacked” from the temporal ethereal constituent, with the help of which we can subjectively
perceive ourselves as certain particular “personalities”. Any wave VVU-Information attracted
by the VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators of the brain from the general dynamics of
the temporal ethereal constituent first is vibrationally perceived and biochemically decoded
by realizational Forms (transmitters), and then, after its specific processing by the Creators
of corresponding structures of the brain (they use for this purpose the conglomerates of
Formo-copies that vibrationally correspond to the “unpacked” VVU-Information), is eternally
preserved in “niches” of the individual ODS of the Self-Consciousness in the form of life
Experience, actively participating (through higher-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations) in
the construction of our “personal” subjective Reality.
This is why in our Life there is the Illusion of a notional (subjective) differentiation
of one Formo-system of Worlds that surrounds us into an innumerable set of individual
Worlds: each of us can perceive any situation only in one’s own fashion (through fragmented
Self-Consciousnesses of active conglomerates of Formo-copies of the individual ODS)
and, on the basis of one’s own conclusions, critically evaluate it, and this evaluation often
differs very much from opinions of many other “people”. The quality of this inertial
process of formation, in the information space of the “personality” Self-Consciousness,
of all subjective individual Worlds depends to a large extent on that part of the brain
which participated most actively in the processing of the same VVU-Information, because
different VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators resonate with conglomerates of
Formo-copies of different sublevels of the individual ODS of “the personality”.
11.12291.

This can be compared with the situation when several cooks make one and the
same meal from the same ingredients, though each meal will have its own distinctive taste.
In every situation, we use SFUURMM-Forms that already exist in our “own” ODS — mental
models, psychological sets, motivations and so on. The one whose life Experience consists
more of positive motivations, in any situation, will first pay one’s attention to positive
aspects, while the Creators of the brain of those who are used to perceive everything
skeptically, negatively will respond to the same situation by negative impressions. These
psychological reactions to the same VVU-Information appear by themselves, depending
on the quality of the general wave NUU-VVU-Configuration of the Self-Consciousness
formed by the total dynamics of VVU-Configurations of all the Formo-Creators that
organize all processes in the brain of “the personality” focused by Us.
11.12292.

Their possibilities of individual reactions, in their turn, completely determine
the quality of the whole network structure of electromagnetic neuronal interrelations
that have been initially formed in the brain of this particular “personality” and are
carried out both between individual groups of the Creators and between the Creators
and the conglomerates of Formo-copies of ODS, on the basis of which only one type of
psychosomatic reaction can really manifest in each choice through a definite NUU-VVUConfiguration. Since, in NUU-VVU-Configurations, there is a great number of active
interrelations with the simultaneous dynamics of FDR of different-qualitative UU-VVUcopies, each “personality”, at every moment of time, has an individual capability to control
its Thoughts, Feelings and Actions in a definite situation, because the quality of wave
11.12293.
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structures of the Formo-Creators of the brain of the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused
by Us every second determines the dynamics of that Formo-copy (among the whole set
of them that interact with our Self-Consciousness) which, at a given moment, will most
actively influence the quality of our choice, which, in its turn, determines the character of
our subsequent refocusings.
Our health, the way we feel, our intellect and abilities fully depend on the energy
balance and the quality of creative potentials specifically formed by force interrelations
between the Formo-Creators of the brain of the NUU-VVU-Configurations which We
focus and continuously change in this inertial process. From the “point of view” of
biochemical and electric processes, the results of these processes, which we observe, may
look approximately in the following way: an intensified mental activity contributes to the
formation of a greater difference in the force tensions that manifest between two points
of the same region of the brain, which intensifies the blood supply to this part and affects
the state of surrounding tissues. Stress situations (horror, fear), happiness, excessive joy,
as well as altered states of the Self-Consciousness (concentration, relaxation, Meditation)
lead to sudden changes in conditions of psychological, biochemical and electric processes.
11.12294.

The bioelectric reactions that take place in the brain indicate the behavior of “a
human being”: highly emotional “people” that easily lose their temper have very mobile
dynamics of the energy field; and the NUU-VVU-Configurations of those who follow firm
and unshakable guidelines, are used to act rationally and with perfect calm generate a
more stable energy field, which is more stabilized in various ranges of manifestation.
“The human being” that experiences a physical tension has considerably suppressed
mental capacities, because a hard and exhausting mechanical work requires a constant
participation of the Creators of the brain and CNS controlled by them. Many our problems
are the result of our constant haste, fuss, making wrong decisions which cause stresses and
irritation, and eventually our forces quickly become depleted and we automatically refocus
into those NUU-VVU-Configurations that are initially programmed for an uncoordinated
and ineffective activity of the main Creators of the brain — the brain “has glitches” due to
the lack of energy and its inability to perform a normal “unpacking” and “unfolding”, in
the information space of the Self-Consciousness, of the attracted wave VVU-Information
that comes every instant from the temporal ethereal constituent.
11.12295.

When the encephalogram stops registering oscillations of bioelectrical potentials
of the brain, “the human being” is considered “dead”, although at the same time — in all
parallel scenarios of development that structure other Formo-systems of Worlds — the
same “personality”, the Formo-Creators of the brain of which haven’t attracted from the
slloogrent dynamics of TEC the instant of “Death” initially programmed for this variant
of development of this scenario, without suspecting anything, goes on singing or listening
to Ayfaar Songs, reads IISSIIDIOLOGY or otherwise realizes its creativity. It’s not “the fault”
of the Creators of the brain that such an outcome takes place (although, of course, this has
no effect on the psychological state of the Self-Consciousness of “the personality” that still
continues to live in many parallel scenarios), — lower-qualitative choices inevitably lead
to facts of “Death”, thereby, one way or another, making it possible for every “personality”
to refocus into higher-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations.
11.12296.
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During the embryonic development, the molecular structures of the brain of each
future “personality” first in a greater degree correspond to the brain of reptiles, then —
lower mammals and only at the end of it — to that of higher mammals. This is explained
by the specific diffusgent function, which is performed by biological analogs of NUU-VVUFormo-Types in the processes of general Evolution of all Proto-Forms of the Collective
Intelligences that realize themselves in this diapason of dimensions of Energy-Plasma,
that is to say: to provide VVU-Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses of other ProtoForms with the possibility to pass through creative processes of self-knowledge that are
characteristic of LLUU-VVU-Forms. Exactly for the performance of this most important
diffusgent function, the VVU-Configurations of the brain of a “human” embryo, at the
very beginning of its development, are fully opened first of all for the energy-information
projection, into them, of specific VVU-Configurations of Proto-Forms that belong to
reptiles (on the basis of these innumerable projections, the scenarios of development of
a future “personality” include all possible variants of the NUU-VVU-Configurations that
are in the least degree adapted to “the human existence”, — future NUU-VVU-Forms of
inviable freaks, genetic mutants, retards and others).
11.12297.

It is also necessary to take into account that “former” representatives of higher reptiles
have all preconditions to make subsequent refocusings into less destructive NUU-VVUConfigurations, and then, with due attitude to the quality of their choices, refocus into even
more favorable scenarios of development, because any “human personality” has absolutely
no objective obstacles for introducing the most radical changes into its Destiny, no matter
the characteristic properties of which Proto-Forms predominate in the beginning of its
life Path. Innumerable “lethal” refocusings that make it possible for the “personality” SelfConsciousness to gradually “get rid” of the most destructive vibrations, provide every born
“personality” with the possibility to continuously live and constantly qualitatively change
— all “stillborn” children, “deceased” freaks, survived retards and cretins don’t remain in
such states forever, but, after each of innumerable subsequent “Deaths”-refocusings, in new,
more favorable (for them) scenarios of development, get closer to the “human” appearance
and get the psychological abilities that are first typical of an undeveloped, then — a less
developed, and eventually — a highly-developed “human being”.
11.12298.

Any born “personality” — in the innumerable set of parallel scenarios of its StereoForm — doesn’t have any limitation of the choice of possibilities for its further evolutional
development. Everything, absolutely everything in your Destiny is determined not by the
quality of the Form, in which you were born, no matter how ugly and unadapted for Life
it might be, but only by the quality and constancy of the choices you make. Remember it
well and forever, because this contains the main Mystery of our Eternal Existence!
11.12299.

So, when, in the entire necessary set of simultaneous scenarios of development
of this Stereo-Form, the process of such wave “introduction” ends for Proto-Forms of
reptiles, it is duvuyllerrtly changed by a period of an active projection, into NUU-VVUConfigurations, of specific VVU-Configurations of Stereo-Types of lower mammals, as a
result of which a necessary set of scenarios of development of this Stereo-Form initially
includes variants of births of “the human personalities” that are more adapted to the
“physical” and psychological existence, — more viable retards, idiots, cretins and imbeciles,
11.12300.
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the type of further refocusings of which will depend very much on the species (predators
or herbivorous) to which the introduced VVU-Configurations that structure their SelfConsciousness belong: “former” herbivorous much quicker than “former” predators adapt
to the existence in the diffusgent “human” NUU-VVU-Form and afterwards can refocus
into the scenarios that are much more favorable for their evolutional development. Only
during the last stage, the rudiments of the brain of an embryo begin to include projections
of VVU-Configuration of the Formo-Creators that develop and organize in it proper
“human” regions responsible for speech, abstract and image thinking. Their activity
contributes to a much greater harmonization of the developing NUU-VVU-Configurations
with the type and particularities of the “human” existence typical of the Creative Activity
of the majority of NUU-VVU-Forms, from which, afterwards, a special type of human
Proto-Forms develops — NUULL-VVU-Forms.
However, due to the fact that the majority of the NUU-VVU-Forms currently
focused by Us are still designed not only for the development of high-frequency Levels
of Intelligence and Sensuousness but also for quite primitive egoistic realizations of the
Creators of the two lower IISSIIDI-Centers, the general structure of the “human” brain
has quite a paradoxical picture, when the Formo-Creators of very complex molecular
structures that provide an access of the Self-Consciousness to high-frequency Levels of
the third and fourth Centers anatomically and vibrationally coexist with the Creators of
the most “primitive” (typical of animals) molecular formations that are responsible for
survival and reproduction of our present “animal-human” species. Since the brain has
these functional disproportions and “archaic”-atavistic regions (both in DNA and in CNS
in whole) that were inherited by us not only from animals and “borderline” (with us)
“animal-people” but also from Proto-Forms of plants and minerals, it causes numerous
conflict situations in imperfect NUU-VVU-Configurations: when “a personality” makes
important psychological decisions, there is a simultaneous activation of interrelations
both with the conglomerates of Formo-copies of highly-developed Creators of the two
human Centers (ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA), and with the Creators of the two lower,
animal Centers (ARGLLAAMUNI and INGLIMILISSA).
11.12301.

Only those “people” can memorize a great volume of Information which constantly
focus in the NUU-VVU-Configurations, the Creators of the brain of which have an additional
creative potential that provides them with a free access to higher-qualitative conglomerates
of Formo-copies of the slloogrent regions of the temporal ethereal constituent, and in
exclusive cases — also an access to multidimensional energy-information structures of
the variable ethereal component of LLUU-VVU. The Levels of the Subconscious, along
with the main VVU-Information, also keep an extensive Experience of nonoperational
properties which is included in specifically encoded Forms as “individually archived
files”, which may be decoded into a perceptible VVU-Information only with the help of
the highest-qualitative Formo-Creators of the brain — kroydls that are stably activated
only on high-frequency Levels of the Self-Consciousness.
11.12302.

If these frequency ranges are yet absent in the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused
by You, then this Information as if doesn’t exist to you at all. That is why you often even
don’t suspect what a great bulk of most complex VVU-Information is potentially included
11.12303.
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into your Self-Consciousness every hour and every day, how much more — extremely
complex, amazingly “miraculous” and unusually diversified — data you know but cannot
yet use all this due to your yet insufficiently high-qualitative, too simplified life creativity.
When you refocus into corresponding NUU-VVU-Configurations, where the mentioned
Levels of the Creative Activity are natural and vital, you will be able, without thinking
for a moment, freely answer absolutely all questions, which can be asked at any moment
either by other “people”, by yourself, or by Life.
I have already mentioned that if the force potential of the Focus of Close Attention
on a certain activated Level of the Self-Consciousness is fully exhausted and “the human
being” no longer can consciously remember the constantly coming Information, then the
Creators of the brain automatically switch to the mode of “autopilot”, involving SFUURMMForms from more comprehensible (to them) Levels, and all the VVU-Information
“unpacked” by them, which “hasn’t been included” into the main database, is projected
through the slloogrent dynamics of the temporal ethereal constituent and is “unfolded”
on corresponding (to its quality) Subconscious Levels, that is, in your parallel scenarios
of development, in which the Creators of the brain of the “personalities” focused by You
can adequately perceive it and fully realize through your life creativity. “The information
databank of the long-term memory” keeps records even of those objects, moments and
situations from Life, to which you didn’t pay any attention when you passed through them,
but about which you will be able to quickly remember later, as about the already existing
Experience, when you will find yourself in definite stress situations or will automatically
(mechanically) make some work associated with these qualitative Levels.
11.12304.

As you see, the brain itself is not the only mechanism that provides our
constant information content and normal existence; owing to its holographousness, it
just constantly feeds to us a necessary life Experience which we draw from the similar
slloogrent dynamics of the temporal ethereal constituent, which really provides our SelfConsciousness with various possibilities to make further high-qualitative refocusings
into subsequent NUU-VVU-Configurations. As you see, all these extensive functions of
the Creators of the brain are completely based on the wave energy-information Levels
of the Subconscious, while the molecular structures of the brain represent a quantumholographous Form of “the universal bioduplicator of intuitive memory”, performing
the role of an additional communicator and coordinator of interactions between our
subtle-wave energy structures (realizational “niches” of individual ODS) and the VVUConfigurations of the molecular biological Formo-Creators of the brain.
11.12305.

If, for some reasons, in some unfavorable scenarios of development, there is
a planned failure in the coordinated functioning of the higher Creators of the brain,
then all their functions associated with the organization of the processes of thinking
and feeling are immediately distributed between various other realizational Forms of the
Collective Intelligences of the organs and even cells of the body. Let me remind you that
such substitutions are also possible only because the diffusgent NUU-VVU-Configurations
focused by Us include VVU-Configurations of the Creators not only of higher but also
lower mammals, as well as reptiles, whose conscious existence is organized by a much
smaller (as compared with us) number of neurons of the brain. In cases of a serious
11.12306.
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damage of the brain, there are refocusings into corresponding scenarios of development,
where they — of course, temporarily, till the end of the dynamics of definite “lethal”
refocusings! — take over the control of all life-supporting processes, which afterwards
allow to bring the dynamics of FCA of “the personality” to the previous high-frequency
Levels.
Scientists know several hundred facts of practically complete absence of the brain
in “people” that were quite developed in terms of intellectual abilities. Let me state just
some examples. After scanning the brain of a 22-year student from Great Britain (he
made a complaint that he had a small discomfort), doctors found out that, instead of the
two hemispheres in the skull, there was just a layer of cerebral tissue less than 1 millimeter
thick that covered the ending of the vertebral nerve — all other space was filled with
water. Nonetheless, the student had intelligence quotient that equaled 126 (which is a
little higher than average), lived a completely normal and decent Life and managed to
graduate magna cum laude.
11.12307.

After “the Death” of one of the best watchmakers of Holland and the autopsy of
his corpse, medical examiners found out that there wasn’t any brain in the skull — instead
of it, there was just a small amount of cerebrospinal fluid. After “a postmortal” autopsy
of the skull of another 35-year-old patient, they also found about 300 grams of “water”
instead of the brain, although the patient had preserved his intellectual abilities to the
last minutes, while during Life he served as a concierge in a dwelling house, where he
was popular among the tenants, was placable and thoroughly performed the imposed
responsibilities to maintain order in the whole house and operate a public steam boiler.
A nine-year-old little girl from Boston named Cameron recovered her senses just in a
few weeks after a very complex operation of a complete excision of the right cerebral
hemisphere. Today Cameron is just like other children of her age: she is a vivid and agile
girl that goes to an ordinary school and most of all is fond of dancing. So, as you see, there
are absolutely normal “people” that actively participate in the social life of community
but are completely (or partially) devoid of that which scientists understand by the brain.
Therefore, the opinion that the mind is located in some definite place of our biological
body is as absurd and ludicrous as the similar statement about some particular anatomical
“location” of our GOOLGAMAA-A (“Soul”) in the NUU-VVU-Configuration.
11.12308.

Let me repeat it one more time for those who still haven’t understood this: that
which you subjectively define as Intelligence or as “Soul”, according to the Principle of its
creative manifestation, in no way can be locally attached to some molecular structure (to
statues, icons, objects and phenomena of nature) and much less to such changeable and
temporary structure as the biological organism. Both Intelligence (Intellect), and “Soul”
(the Self-Consciousness, the Subconscious, the Supraconscious, the Superconscious and
the Protoconscious) is a multidimensionally-structured united “part” of the general
slloogrentness of the Universe, which I notionally differentiated into three main Levels of
Energy-Plasma: Primary, Secondary and Tertiary. That is why the mind (as a low — below
is only reason — individual category of Intelligence of potential intellectual abilities of
“a personality” to manifest the creative dynamics of the simplest self-conscious Elements
that structure lower Levels of ASTRO- and MENTO-Plasma) in fact is not localized either
11.12309.
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anywhere in the head or in any other place of our physiological organism, but represents the
whole aggregate of VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators that specifically organize
all its activity, and naturally propagates itself into the entire multidimensional Essence of
the Universe in the form of different (in frequency and Configuration) vibrations of “the
Mental and Astral Planes” synthesized among themselves to one extent or another.
Owing to this Principle of Infinity,“the human being”, who has access (through wave
NUU-VVU-Configurations of his Self-Consciousness) to higher-qualitative synthesized
Levels of MENTO- and ASTRO-Plasma, can — to some extent of authenticity — manipulate
the VVU-Information that structures the Collective Intelligence of the Planetary Entity
on the Levels of Its high-frequency interrelations with Collective Intelligences of the
whole Universe. Such Information doesn’t belong to low-frequency Levels of the SelfConsciousness of our Planet, and it doesn’t belong either to the paradigm formed by
the low-qualitative Creativity of the Collective Intelligence of PROOFF-RRU, which [paradigm] is based more on very limited egocentric SFUURMM-Forms and tendencies of the
creative realization of this community, which in no way can be referred to Human Levels
of Self-Cognition. And since it is high time to totally change the obsolete paradigm of our
existence and lead it from the half-animal (“human”) stage into the human one, I change
it, because otherwise, neither I, nor any of you will be able to reproject our Universal
Focuses of Self-Consciousness into those Realities, in which such primitive SFUURMMForms that underlie egoistic “interpersonal” interrelations don’t have any structural
possibilities for their manifestation.
11.12310.

I want the world around me to be exactly like the one which I know in its much
higher-qualitative manifestation! This is my Expression of Will, and it simply cannot but
come true, because “I Myself ” are, “My Operating Creative Essence” is creatively expressed
in it and through it, and a host of other Cosmic Entities realize Themselves through this
Essence. Because I know exactly that the Configuration of my Self-Consciousness, “my”
Universal authentic Knowledge, my multidimensional Experience of Existence provide me
— just like any one of you! — with absolutely EVERYTHING so that to sequentially turn my
individual rotation Cycle from the imperfect and egoistic creative dynamics in this group
of Worlds in the Direction of the development in much higher-qualitative rotation Cycles.
11.12311.

11.112312. I

am absolutely sure that I can make this Grandiose Spiritual “Transition” in my
own Self-Consciousness, and I appeal to all of you “now”, without losing a single moment,
right here, to begin to do the same together with me — to begin stably and consciously
refocus in the highest-qualitative Directions of the development, every time trying to
minimize the possibilities of the realization, through your Self-Consciousness, of the
Formo-copies from egoistic ODS Levels, transforming and transmuting them as soon as
possible with the help of high-frequency impulses of positive motivations typical of the
VVU-Configurations of the most developed UU-VVU-conglomerates that structure SelfConsciousnesses of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by You! The main Motivation for the
fulfillment of this inertial process is the achievement of the Goal which I have set for
myself (the establishment of 144 thousand “Cities of the Light of Knowledge” — Ayfaars
— all over the Earth) within the shortest possible time! I know for sure that these scenarios
already are, and I want to participate only in them!
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QUESTION. We have found out that, at the very moment of “Death” that always happens

to “us” according to an individual scenario of development in one of groups of Worlds,
there are actually only two possible variants of consequences for each of us: “a human
being” either continues, by the highest-qualitative part of his Self-Consciousness, to focus
in the Worlds of the current rotation Cycle (then he simply doesn’t notice this moment
and, as before, perceives himself alive), or he focuses in one of the rotation Cycles, in
which there is predominance of the dynamics of the UU-VVU-copies of low-qualitative
Levels of his Self-Consciousness. Then when and for whom (among all “variants of us”)
comes the so-called “Judgment Day and recompense for sins”? Or, as it turns out, they
don’t exist, and there are only our constant manifestations and “incarnations” on Earth
— simultaneously and one after another?
— Yes, dear Zuarrgss, there isn’t any “Judgment Day”, never was, and cannot be
at all! There cannot be any objective “Judgment” of any “personalities”! Everything that
sometimes happens to “people” at the moment of their clinical “Death”, which is conditioned
by an activation, in the Self-Consciousness, of some “personified” UU-VVU-copies (the
process which you tend to subjectively perceive as “an exit” from the physical body), is a
narrowly-specific psychological state, which doesn’t have any connection with “Death” or
with the so-called “postmortal existence”, but is only conditioned by an urgent need (for
a given “personality”) induced in the Self-Consciousness by the Formo-Creators from
the Levels of the Subconscious so that to change something radically toward an increase
of the quality of further choices of “the personality”. This psychological phenomenon
represents not the dynamics of “Death” of this “personality”, but the dynamics of further
continuation of its Life in a specific state during a short period of time, after which there
are refocusing into the NUU-VVU-Configurations with an ordinary state of the SelfConsciousness.
11.12313.

That is exactly why all these minutes of staying in the state of clinical “Death”
are clearly registered by the inertial dynamics of TEC and remembered well by “the
personality”. Exactly owing to it “you” have in your Life an unusual possibility to really
look back at your whole previous path so that to remember and reconsider everything that
you thought, felt, told and did in your Life and, having realized many of your mistakes as
well as honestly evaluated everything you have done, decide whether you should continue
to live in the same qualitative manifestation or begin to do something that corresponds
better to your highest Conceptions as to Whom you want to be. Owing to this state, you
will have the possibility to straightforwardly, without any fear or reprehension, make
an impartial and detailed analysis of all your previous Life so that to assess your gained
Experience and decide how you should live further.
11.12314.

Why do such states exist? I would call this moment, which is initially programmed
in your rotation Cycle, the possibility of radical refocusing in this skrruullerrt system
in order to quickly come out of one scenario of development in a completely new (for
you) Direction of life creativity. This state of clinical “Death” is that very “Judgment Day”
which you need to experience at a given moment of your Life so that to try to begin to
live in a new, more purposeful way, making higher-qualitative Choices. There isn’t any
other “judgment” carried outside your own Self-Consciousness, and even theoretically it
11.12315.
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cannot be due to the absolute identity between the very energy-information structures of
the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by You and the whole Universe!
You — both as the Formo-Creators that initially structure the NUU-VVUConfigurations of all Formo-Types of LLUU-VVU and as the Collective Intelligences
of all possible Cosmic Entities — represent a natural slloogrent part of the universal
creative dynamics of the Universe, of the Higher Cosmic Intelligence of AYFAAR, Which,
being represented by you, cannot anyhow judge Itself. As Cosmic Entities, You are not
those initial wave (doolls) Forms, according to the different-qualitative states of the
NUU-VVU-Configurations of which all Your inertial refocusings are automatically and
simultaneously carried out. Like the Universe, your Life doesn’t have any beginning or
end, because Life of each of you is the eternal and continuous Process of widening and
“deepening” of the Self-Consciousness by way of holographous refocusings from lowerqualitative and limited Forms into new, more and more perfect Forms, up to that One
which we subjectively interpret as “the Universe”. This eternal Process can be notionally
compared with a multicolor and diversified change of patterns (in this example, they are
“fractal”) in a continuously rotating kaleidoscope. No new colored pieces are added into
the tube of the kaleidoscope, — these are the same multicolored forms that always combine
among themselves in such a way that every time the combination looks to the observer as a
completely new picture. And these new combinations can be formed to infinity.
11.12316.

In our case, the “rotating” moment of “the Kaleidoscope of Eternal Life” is the
continuous Process of slloogrent “rotation frequency Shifts”, and “colored pieces” are
the Forms focused by Us that constantly change in the chosen (by us) combinations of
rotation Cycles, while “the Observer” is the Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness that
never exists outside one of the Forms. I should also mention that in fact any “release
of anything deceased from the physical body” never happens, because all Stereo-Types
(which all we, — those who are still alive, and those who live as before but are considered
by somebody as “deceased”, — use for our life creativity in these ranges of Energy-Plasma)
belong to the Time Flows of “three-dimensional” Worlds. We don’t see with our own eyes
any one of as though “deceased” “personalities” (“deceased” only for us, who observe this
process of refocusing of a given “personality” into a NUU-VVU-Configuration of identical
“personality” which is still alive) only because they and we are separated by many
different-frequency rotation Cycles that structure (by their “individual” inertial-creative
dynamics) Formo-systems of Worlds and Continuums structured by the Formo-systems.
11.12317.

For the same reason — owing to a considerable frequency difference — we cannot
observe our Stereo-Types, which we have already used (“we were them”) in our current
rotation Cycle and which, at a given moment of our Life, are completely incompatible
with the frequencies of our “current” systems of Perception, because they always belong
only to their “own” Formo-systems of Worlds that have been already included (relative
to the Time Flow in which we, “the present ones”, manifest “now”) into the notional
category of the Memory-of-the-World-of-the-Past. All Spheres of creativity of OLLAKTDRUOTMM-systems, in the realizational “niches” of which all our UU-VVU-copies
“fragmentarily” realize themselves (being continuously projected into the information
space of our Self-Consciousness by UU-VVU-Forms “unpacked” from the TEC-dynamics),
11.12318.
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visually look as “three-dimensional” (that is, are based on the duvuyllerrt Synthesis
of Aspects of two dominant Pure Cosmic Qualities with various degrees of activity of
background interrelations with Aspects of each of the other ten Qualities) as the outer
Worlds that surround us “now”, and the only specific difference, which is imposed on them
by these special (in their properties) “electromagnetic dispolarities” and “gravitational
discretenesses”.
But this is a VERY subjective Conception, because you can make a conscious (in
a deep Meditation) “entrance” into any one of innumerable Spheres of creativity of ODS
only by a precise adjustment of the dynamics of the Focus of Close Attention of the NUUVVU-Configuration focused by You with the fragmented narrow-range dynamics of the
Focus of Dual Reflection of one of your Formo-copies that actively structures this Sphere
of creativity by its SFUURMM-Forms and corresponds (in frequency) to the vibrations
of those interests which you are going to realize during the Meditation. If this is one of
your low-qualitative SVUULL-VVU-copies created from specific substances of the 2nd-3rd
dimensions of ODS, then everything in “your” environment will also look as “dense” and
“real” as here, in the Formo-system of Worlds of the 3-4-dimensional diapason.
11.12319.

As I have already mentioned in my previous book of Commentaries to Fundamentals
of IISSIIDIOLOGY [Volume 10], each Formo-system of the three-four-dimensional Worlds,
in which our rotation Cycles are implemented, is structured by its own universal OLLAKTand DRUOTMM-systems, the Time Flows of which, forming many so-called noo-time
Factors in the information “space” of ODS, can “merge”, “fold”, “extend”, “densify” in any way
and otherwise actively interact among themselves, and unite (in a characteristic way) —
through the energy-information dynamics of the same conglomerates of Formo-copies —
the realizational creativity of absolutely all Formo-Types of each of LLUU-VVU-Forms that
structure by their NUU-VVU-Configurations completely different space-time Continuums.
11.12320.

Like Space and Time cannot manifest without each other in the inertial creative
dynamics of rotation Cycles, OLLAKT- and DRUOTMM-systems are the main mutually
complementary energy-information components of each of Formo-systems of Worlds
and never manifest separately, while qualitatively and informationally structuring by
their Fields-Consciousnesses an innumerable set of Duplex-Spheres — narrow-range
rezonational “zones” of creative realization of “chakram personalities” (including UU-VVUForms and Formo-copies) that manifest their typical Aspects of Qualities through VVUConfigurations of SFUURMM-Forms that structure the fragmented Self-Consciousness of
each “personified” Formo-copy projected by you into ODS.
11.12321.

These “noo-time” (that is, organized as if irrespectively of the dynamics of
different-qualitative Time Flows) systems that have much greater (as compared with
Formo-systems of Worlds) freedom from the strong discrete influence of many Time
Flows are those distinctive “borderline zones”, which energy-informationally unite
among themselves entire Formo-systems of Worlds, creating necessary conditions for a
simultaneous manifestation, in their typical realizational “niches” and Spheres of creativity,
of any “individual” Information scanned from all Proto-Forms that simultaneously
inhabit many Continuums.
11.12322.
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Any NUU-VVU-Configuration (biological body of a living “human being”) or any
full complex VVU-Configuration of all other Proto-Forms doesn’t have any real possibility
to manifest in whole in an OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system, because its Configuration has a
factor (even if it is slightly activated, it is still very destructive for these systems), the
vibrations of which are determined by the frequency expressed in the Cosmic Code “NUUVVU” through the letter “N” (for NUULL-VVU, there is also a double modulation of the
frequency expressed through the vibration Configuration of the two letters “LL”!). The
presence of these particular frequencies in the general wave NUU-VVU-Configuration
indicates the presence, in the structure of the Self-Consciousness of “a personality”, of
stable rezonational interrelations and different-frequency dynamic interaction of the
Primary Time Axis with many its own factor Axes that are in no way compatible with
the specific correcting effects of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems on the UU-VVU-copies that
exist in them. These systems, owing to their universal electromagnetic and “noo-time”
properties, make it possible for all their UU-VVU-copies to simultaneously manifest their
specific creativity both in Formo-systems of Worlds (through psychological states of
“personalities” — NUU-VVU-Forms), and in OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems (as a narrowrange conglomerate of UU-VVU-copies).
11.12323.

As you already know, together with specific VVU-Configurations of DNA, parents
transfer to their offsprings the mechanisms (that are typical of the nearest blood
representatives of each family) of frequency identification of karmic Channels, through
which, in NUU-VVU-Configurations of “the personalities” that live in their subjective “now”,
UU-VVU-copies of their close or distant relatives can manifest, regardless of whether these
“people” are considered alive, or are perceived in these scenarios as “deceased”. Moreover,
the differences between historical periods that separate Lives of some “people” from
Lives of others are absolutely unimportant, because all interactions between their NUUVVU-Configurations (if all of them are alive) or between NUU-VVU-Configurations and
VVU-Configurations (if some of them are alive, and others are considered “deceased” in
their scenarios) are carried out not at all in Space-Time of Formo-systems of Worlds, but
in information “spaces” of the Self-Consciousnesses of living “personalities” structured
by their individual ODS. In any of variants of “interpersonal” relations or the so-called
“communication with the dead”, there is only an energy-information interaction between
conglomerates of Formo-copies, while in the Formo-systems of Worlds there are only
reflections of mechanical or molecular results of these psychological interactions.
11.12324.

I would like to lay emphasis one more time on the fact that such specific “postmortal”
subjective states, which are associated in your understanding with “the Judgment Day” and
“recompense for sins” are possible only for VVU-Configurations of Formo-copies, but not
at all for NUU-VVU-Configurations, moreover, such things can take place in the fragmented
Self-Consciousness of one UU-VVU-copy only if, in the frequency range which is characteristic
of its realizational “niche”, the VVU-Information about the inevitability of such “postmortal
acts” (events, circumstances) has formed, in the Self-Consciousness of “the personality”,
detailed SFUURMM-Forms of it quite for a long period, owing to which such notions as “the
Judgment Day”, “recompense for sins”, “burning in hell” and others have been formed into
active and stable archetypes of the “personality” Self-Consciousness — the unconditional
and dogmatic information base of the world view of this “personality” during Life.
11.12325.
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That is, such realizations may happen to some of the conglomerates of Formocopies used by you only if you are absolutely sure that, after you lose the energyinformation interrelation with your “biological mass” (but in fact you never will be able to
do it, because you always perceive yourself only as a living “personality”!), “you” will have
to undergo “a divine judgment”. Then, I repeat, not to you, because you always remain
alive, but to your UU-VVU-copies of definite sublevel, in an OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system,
everything will happen, for example, in exactly the way as I described it my previous
books of “the Art of Dying” series.
11.12326.

Remember it, please, forever: it happens NOT TO YOU, not to the NUU-VVUConfigurations continuously focused by You, but just to those UU-VVU-copies that actively
interact with you, which constantly stay in realizational “niches” of OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystems, moreover, not to all of them, but only to those ones, in the VVU-Configurations
of which these SFUURMM-Forms about “the Judgment Day” or any other punishment for
something are firmly fixed as something “really possible”. While those UU-VVU-copies of
yours, the Self-Consciousnesses of which, for some “individual” reasons, haven’t accepted
this VVU-Information, after the disappearance of a stable interrelation with the systems
of the biological organism, simultaneously focus by their Focuses of Dual Reflection both
in realizational “niches” of ODS and in factor Axes of the Primary Time Axis of those
NUU-VVU-Forms, in the wave Configurations of which there are regions that qualitatively
correspond (actively resonate with) “individual” Conceptions of these Formo-copies.
11.12327.

It is possible to state with a quite high degree of authenticity that each of fragmented
parts of ODS, which one way or another stimulate (through VVU-Configurations of
corresponding Formo-Creators of the brain) the dynamics of the “personalized” Creative
Activity of your Self-Consciousness (as well as the wave dynamics of UFS!), definitely
receives only that (including the state of “postmortal existence” subjectively perceived by
you, which in fact doesn’t exist!) in which it firmly believes and of which it is absolutely sure
in its (and your) “now”, structuring the Self-Consciousness of a particular “personality”. I
could observe everything, which I described in detail in my previous books, “with my own
eyes” (by means of individual conglomerates of Self-Consciousnesses of high-frequency
Formo-copies of my individual ODS) in fragmented Self-Consciousnesses of UU-VVUcopies that expressed in the dynamics of their FDR (in the outward appearance, behavior
and emotions) characteristic properties of some particular “people”, only because for each
of “personalities” copied by them each of the described (by me) specific psychological
states was absolutely indisputable, that is, naturally expected by them and possible.
11.12328.

Everything that we subjectively perceive as “happening now” is first of all
created in the information space of our “personality” Self-Consciousness and is reflected
(manifests) by its characteristic vibrations in the structures of the “outer” (around us)
Formo-systems of Worlds through a very flexible productive (reproductive) system of
Formo-Matter that organizes — with the help of the activity of the Formo-Creators of
the brain and the conglomerates of Formo-copies of corresponding ODS Levels — all
the dense-plasmic dynamics of our three-four-dimensional space-time Continuum.
Incomprehension of the main Laws, their Principles and the most important realizational
mechanisms that provide a harmonious inertial interaction of all aspects of your eternal
11.12329.
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Existence inevitably give rise to all possible types of age-long delusions and animal fears in
your psychological activity (in the spheres of concrete thinking and feeling): cataclysms,
diseases, possible losses of something or somebody, “afterlife tortures” and even the fear
of the very possibility, to be more exact, the undeniable fact of your eternal Life!
That is why, if you are firmly convinced that after your “Death” you don’t refocus,
as usually, into the NUU-VVU-Configurations that correspond to particular variants of
your further eternal “personal” Existence, but a certain revengeful and rancorous “god”
for some “sins” will send you some terrible punishment, then exactly this will be the fate
of some Formo-copies that interact with you, — it’s you yourself who has devised this
punishment for them, chosen and realized, through their emotions, by the whole sequence
of your psychological reactions, your confidence in the fatal inevitability of anything
and your doomed anticipation of your deserved punishment. It’s not “god” which you
have invented, but you yourself — by your own misunderstanding and, I would even say,
ignorance which have been manifested due to the absence, in the structure of your SelfConsciousness, of the VVU-Configurations of high-qualitative SFUURMM-Forms of more
authentic Knowledge about yourself and the World, — will doom yourself during Life
to all thinkable and unthinkable “infernal tortures”, “last judgments” and the like, which
you yourself have thought up, modeled and experienced (through the dynamics of lowqualitative Formo-copies).
11.12330.

The word “ignorance” originates from the Latin word ignorantia (from ignorant-)
— “not knowing”, which means, not having a real possibility to take into account some
VVU-Information in critical moments of one’s life creativity. Your ignorance in some field
of applied Knowledge originates from your own lack of awareness of something, from the
absence of information, that is, your own nescience or persistent unwillingness to know
something that doesn’t correspond to your present Level of self-perception and world
view. It is exactly your ignorance, but not a certain revengeful and conceited “god”, that
will play with some of your (as though “deceased”!) Formo-copies that Game (quite really
experienced by them) which you have extremely subjectively determined for yourself
as “the Judgment Day”, simultaneously including into it the whole ignorant diversity of
primitive SFUURMM-Forms of your other religious heritage that at present limits very
much your access to more authentic Levels of Perception of the outer World.
11.12331.

If, on the contrary, due to some firm motivations, you are absolutely convinced that
everything you do you need very much for your individual Self-development and spiritual
Self-perfection, even if it isn’t approved by some moral laws and ethical rules of the outer
society, then there simply cannot be any “judgment day” in your system of Perception,
because such SFUURMM-Forms simply don’t exist in the creative dynamics of the SelfConsciousness of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by You. If you are absolutely
sure that by any kind of your activity you actively participate in the continuous gaining
and sequential assimilation of the Experience of Existence of your LLUU-VVU and your
GOOLGAMAA-A, that exactly owing to this subjective Experience you — as a Human Being
— cognize yourself in innumerable dynamic schemes of the Creation, then whatever you
do in your Life, you do it for your own Good and for the Good of ALL. Then what for must
you be punished by any “judgment” or any other “scares” devised by anybody?
11.12332.
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Those, perhaps, very kind and ethical, but deeply ignorant in their simplicity,
religiously preoccupied “people” that try to convince all others that there must be “fear
of God” in the Self-Consciousness of each “human being” are grossly mistaken. What
“fear”? Why must one feel fear during one’s communication with the Formo-Creators of
everything, Which the majority of “people” extremely naively and restrictedly interpret
by the word “God”? In fact “They” are We that are just on higher-qualitative Levels of Our
life creativity — They realize themselves through the Subconscious, the Supraconscious,
the Superconscious and other kinds of Consciousness. The introduction into our Life
of such subjective notion as “fear of God” by first interpreters of Christianity was first
of all initially conditioned by their desire and urge at least somehow to stop the cruel
bloodthirstiness of those undeveloped “people” that were unable to sensibly think, define
with full responsibility “what was what” in the outer world, or thoroughly ponder over each
of their actions. In order to reprove them, limit and bring them to reason, the founders
of many religions invented such enduring “scares” about “fear of God” and then deeply
introduced them into the collective Consciousness of “humankind”.
11.12333.

For people, a truer interpretation of the notion “God” represents absolute Levels
of a complete creative realization of Collective Cosmic Intelligences that synthesize all
Aspects of the Qualities ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence that
are simultaneously repeatedly multiplied by all Aspects of each of the other ten Pure
Cosmic Qualities. I don’t expand this notion to the dynamics of all possible creative
manifestations of Collective Intelligences of the Secondary and the Primary EnergyPlasma (AYFAAR) only because it is completely meaningless for the Levels of Perception
of the NUU-VVU-Configurations currently focused by Us. So, the most comprehensible (to
us) manifestation of “the nearest” (to us) “image of God” is the manifestation of absolute
Love and absolute Intelligence synthesized with many other Things that are completely
beyond our Understanding. So, how can you be in panic fear of this Love-Wisdom?!
Probably, because you yourselves still have a serious deficiency in this quality! “People”
can feel fear only when they are overfilled with cunning, lie and the feeling of guilt for the
wrongdoings consciously committed by them.
11.12334.

We often are afraid to love everybody and think like this: “If I start to love all
others the way it is prescribed by “Holy Scripture”, will it be profitable for me? Yes, I agree
that I must love my relatives and friends, but why must I love scoundrels, rascals and
those who do “evil” to me? No way, I’d rather not be hasty in loving everybody, it will be
more secure and safer for myself! But I will devoutly believe in God! Yes, every day I will
go to church (temple, mosque, synagogue), I will make long prayers and patiently bow for
many times so that God would be able to hear and forgive me!”.
11.12335.

“A human being” that is overfilled with animal fear of “divine revenge” will think
approximately like that. There are so many “people” that, after committing something
dreadful to others, killing somebody, for example, usually go to church and with a quiet
“conscience” stand there and mumble words of some simple “little prayer”, being bored
while looking around at icons, giving hurried indifferent glances at beautiful frescos
on the ceiling and the walls, impatiently expecting when, finally, will be the end of this
long, wearing and burdensome service. After such “repentance” they face the world quite
11.12336.
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appeased, conciliated, because they think that their mere presence in the temple is quite
enough for coaxing this “dreary and revengeful God”, for justification and forgiveness on
His part of any their wrongdoing.
“Lord”, “God”, “Absolute” is not that Collective Intelligence Which is focused in Its
global Cosmic Creativity on any punishment of anybody for anything, on “eternal shame
and torments” of the unwanted, on the spiteful and cruel aim “I will repay!” — vengeance
on all who disobeyed Him. Exactly the deepest delusion that we live separately from
everything that exists around us, that we and “God” that created us are not “One Integral
Entity” but are in the state of “Master and Lord”, on the one side, and “His servants and
slaves”, on the other side, has created the Illusion of constant shortage of something which
we need for Happiness. “Lord” is not that Collective Intelligence that on any occasion tends
to threaten us with “his finger”, saying: “Hey! Just try to do it, and I’ll teach you a lesson!”.
11.12337.

Excuse me, but why then there is the active Law of Freedom of Choice in the
ENTIRE Creation?! Imagine that “He” has introduced this Law in our Life, first does His
best to convince us, saying: “Choose, My little children, absolutely everything you want!
Realize yourselves the way you want, because this is good to Me! The Formo-entities that
realize themselves through you are Myself in the whole totality of Forms of My Collective
Intelligences!” And then He immediately stipulates additional conditions of the bargain:
“But, if you, My children, do this and that (and a hundred million of all sorts of “clauses”
and “amendments” to His Law), then I will punish you so bad that you’ll wish it had never
happened! Moreover, for these particular things I will punish you “in this way”, for those
things the punishment will “be like that”, and for such things I will send you to hell, and
there, My beloved little children, you will burn and anguish eternally!”.
11.12338.

A few believers begin to think that with such a primitive perception of “God” it
turns out that as their “God” they have chosen a complete idiot, an ambitious tyrant and an
absolutely insane entity! If they are ready to believe in such “god”, then it means that, for the
time being, they really deserve exactly such “creator”! “Punishing God”, “avenging God”,
“peeping God”, “provoking God”, “villainous God” — all these are ignorant caricatures
that have only one involutional purpose: to diminish the highest and inconceivable “Idea
of God” to the lowest Levels of the “human” Self-Consciousness, and they exist only in
primitive NUU-VVU-Configurations formed by the lowest-qualitative SFUURMM-Forms.
11.12339.

In fact absolutely everything that we mean in our limited Self-Consciousness
by such extremely subjective and limited notions as “God”, “Allah”, “Elohim”, “Absolute”
and others — ALL these and other even more infinite and grandiose Entities represent
just various states of the Collective Intelligence of Energy-Plasma. There is nothing
that wouldn’t be the dynamic part of Its United and Universal Creativity. All of us and
everything that we subjectively associate with “the outer world”, represent One and the
Same, eternally moving in an absolutely harmonized state, Substance, which we call “Life”,
“God”, and I notionally interpret as “Energy-Plasma”.
11.12340.

From “ancient” times, “people” have intuitively felt their connection, unity with
Life itself and with all that which fills it: Earth and Sky, all creatures, Stars and Planets, all
11.12341.
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the Divine, Sublime and Infinite that fills them, making them a part of the Divine. All this
is preserved in us on the cellular level. All the rest is just like us: animals, plants, rocks,
sky and ground, Planets and Stars, — all this consists of one and the same thing, the same
Common Universal Substance, although all these things differ from each other in Forms.
Our chemical composition is identical in principle, and each Form on Earth has the same
microelements that are contained in cosmic objects and in all other things that EXIST.
We, in the entirety of simultaneous manifestations of Our innumerable Universal
Focuses of Self-Consciousness that spiritualize an infinite set of Forms in the Universe, are
Energy-Plasma; and It is all of Us, and there cannot be any division between Us and It, any
adoration and worship, but there can be only a tireless Urge to refocus onto even higherqualitative Levels of this infinite Unity! You are united with Everything, and Everything is
united with You, no matter on which Levels of Existence of Everything You may manifest,
whom You perceive as Yourself at a given moment, which “individual” qualities are being
demonstrated through the Forms focused by You. This means that all living Creatures
and Nature around them are united with each other not theoretically, philosophically, but
by definition — as different-qualitative Forms of the general dynamics of Energy-Plasma.
11.12342.

Aggression and cruelty, violence and bloodthirstiness, hopelessness and hatred
are still widely spread in our society only because the overwhelming majority of “people”
are still strongly fragmented and individualized in their limited Self-Consciousnesses,
their primitive self-perception, because everything in their Life is artificially divided
from each other. They don’t consider themselves at all as a part of this One Whole, but
perceive themselves only as individual creatures that live their own Life, separately from
all other “individual” creatures that also live their own Lives isolated from all others.
11.12343.

Everything in the Universe consists of This United, absolutely synthesized and
energy-informationally structured (in different ways) Superintelligent Substance, Which
cannot be particularly defined anyhow either as an Entity (a Form), as Energy, or as
Information, because It represents “ALL-IN-ALL” — all the three and an infinite set of
that, of the existence of which we are completely unaware. Absolutely EVERYTHING in This
Substance is alive and self-conscious, and is specifically manifested in Energy-Plasma on
its own Level of subjective Self-perception. Anything “dead” by definition simply cannot
be, because everything reflects a definite dynamical state of the Collective Intelligence of
This Substance. There is only This One Energy, United Energy, which we define as Life
in all its innumerable manifestations and stages of development, Energy, Which “people”
call “God”.
11.12344.

Everything that we can mean by the term “infinite multidimensionality” is a
structural element of Energy-Plasma, Which represents simultaneously a continuous,
inexhaustible Source and an infinite base, Repository of absolutely all Information, all
Knowledge, Thoughts, Feelings, emotions, Conceptions and Experience. Each of Its
qualitative Levels has its own realizational Principles and mechanisms that absolutely
correspond to the decoding systems of Perception of the Forms involved in the dynamics
of the Creative Activity only on given Levels of Energy-Plasma. Every Level is formed by
its own Forms, and, vice versa, every type of Forms by its psychological and mechanical
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activity activates only its own — very limited in terms of frequency manifestation! —
Level of Energy-Plasma. Everything in Life is Energy-Plasma. All your Conceptions of
Life and God, which you, due to your ignorance, are used to separate From each other,
are formed on the basis of the VVU-Information received by you by means of the six sense
organs (plus Intuition). But even a hundred million special “organs” of qualitative sensing
will be not enough so that to express the true Essence of Energy-Plasma.
Scientists call plasma the fourth state of substance in addition to the three known
states — solid, liquid and gaseous. According to them, plasma doesn’t have molecules
and atoms, and consists only of elementary particles. An example of such “plasmic state”
for physicists is the substance of our Star — the Sun. Our scientists already know four,
as they consider, “main” forces, which I would like to name in the order of a decrease of
the power of their influence over the Forms focused by Us: strong interaction (force),
electromagnetic interaction, weak interaction and the force of gravity, or gravitation. But
this is a far from complete list of all forces which they are about to know and discover just
in the nearest future! Now you already know that matter and a field are two inseparably
connected substances.
11.12346.

I have already told you that an atomic-molecular manifestation of any biological
and “physical” bodies is possible only owing to the property of Energy-Plasma to crystallize
out of the general “geometry” of Space-Time individual wave Configurations, which we
subjectively perceive as “material objects” or “phenomena”. But any “phenomenon” cannot
be realized without Energy, which penetrates absolutely all innumerable qualitative Levels
in the form of all possible emissions of self-conscious Fields-Consciousnesses and is
transformed into phenomena first through the biofield, and then through the bioplasmic
body. Energy and Information of any “personality” and any one of these self-conscious
creative Elements of Energy-Plasma of this vibration Level are specifically united in the
wave Configuration of the bioplasmic Form. You, as “a personality”, weren’t born yet,
while our bioplasmic Stereo-Form has been initially prepared for your “casting” from
a particular wave-type genetic material — pre-Form or a component part of any of the
NUU-VVU-Forms focused by You in “the future”.
11.12347.

Energy-Plasma is different-qualitative Information (plus Energy that realizes it!),
that penetrates absolutely all structures and Time Flows of absolutely all types and kinds
of Universes, moreover, It ALWAYS “was”, “is” and “will be” in the same “quantities and
qualities”, that is, It is absolutely stable and constant in all its different-qualitative vibration
manifestations. Any difference in one thing from any other thing originates only on the
basis of differences in possibilities and methods of functioning of wave structures of the
Self-Consciousness of each of the Forms created from the same Energy-Plasma, Which
infinitely surpasses all our limited conceptions of Matter. Energy-Plasma is at any time
available for an “individual” creative application of every type of Self-Consciousness in any
of possible Directions of its life creativity. This is the primary and only Universal Element
of arrangement of the whole Creation, all visible and invisible Universes, in their entire
endlessness and multidimensionality. Speed of light is an extremely rough parameter for
using it relative to the dynamics of deep information processes that continuously happen
in Energy-Plasma.
11.12348.
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In spite of the fact that a very insignificant part of information structures of
Energy-Plasma that constitute Formo-Matter of our dense-plasmic Existence have
definite macroscopic parameters (mass, linearity, extension, inertia), a mental-sensuous
communication through It is carried out practically instantaneously, and, in cases of the
high-qualitative dynamics (higher spiritual and altruistic psychisms, highly-intellectual
interactions between people), the communication happens before its implementation in
the biological structures of our brain. This, probably, was experienced by each of you,
when several instants before a telephone call or a visit of some of your acquaintances you
involuntarily thought about this or intuitively felt it. This is especially clearly felt during
purposeful remote psychic interactions.
11.12349.

For example, if I make a conscious (that which I psychically visualize in my SelfConsciousness) session of high-frequency refocusings for somebody who lives on another
continent, then my particular “actions” are tactually sensed by this “human being” one
or two seconds before I psychically start to do it in the information space of my SelfConsciousness. If the goal of my energy-information manipulations is a quick release of
“the personality” from pain or other deformations in the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused
by It, then “the personality” located thousands of kilometers from me also instantaneously
feels the influence of refocusings on the qualitative state of its Self-Consciousness.
11.12350.

Practically, the speed of propagation of high-qualitative energy-information flows
from any point of the Universe into another its point tends to infinity, while time which is
necessary to fulfill it tends to the state which is typical of “the zero ingredient”. The difference
in time is formed only in the structures of Perception that specifically structure wave
Configurations of the Self-Consciousness of each realizational Form of Collective Cosmic
Intelligences of various types. The different-qualitative dynamics of an innumerable set
of self-conscious Elements of Energy-Plasma (UU-VVU-Forms and their Formo-copies, as
well as Fields-Consciousnesses of other types) provide each of Us with a real possibility
(through the simultaneous dynamics UFS) to feel by ourselves absolutely all nuances of
any of variants of Our manifested Existence (which is simultaneous in all Time Flows) so
that to clearly understand and deeply realize which consequences of our actions in which
subjective ways appear after that relative to ourselves or to somebody else.
11.12351.

Yesterday, you thought that “something” is definitely “bad”, and then, when
the predominant dynamics of a more authentic VVU-Information (higher-qualitative
SFUURMM-Forms) appeared in the NUU-VVU-Configuration of your Self-Consciousness,
it turned out that this “something” can be perceived at least neutrally or even as something
that is of universal benefit. So, today you perceive the same “thing” as “good”, but it
may happen that tomorrow, when you will understand even a higher-qualitative VVUInformation, you will have even a more universal point of view concerning the same
phenomenon or object. Therefore, any Information, being an integral part of the general
dynamics of Energy-Plasma, has some specific and not quite comprehensible (to us)
properties that can quickly and in a unique way restructure wave NUU-VVU-Configurations
of the “personality” Self-Consciousness, thereby influencing our further choices, and,
therefore, the dynamics and the general Direction of the process of our refocusings.
11.12352.
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If so, let’s consider in more detail the meaning of Information in our Life, because
we usually pay a very superficial attention to this phenomenon. It is generally accepted
that the notion “Information” includes only a process of exchange of some data between
“people”, between “a human being” and a machine, an animal, a plant, a mineral, between
two or several machines; that this is an exchange of specific signals that are “individually”
typical of “the Animal Kingdom”, “the Vegetable Kingdom” and “the Mineral Kingdom” of
Nature; that this is also a transmission of electromagnetic impulses from cell to cell, from
organism to organism, from Consciousness to Consciousness and so on. But that’s not
all. VVU-Information is included not only in electric impulses of microchips, books or
other systems of signals, but literally in everything — from unimaginable combinations
of quarks in elementary particles to a location of superclusters of Galaxies. It also
constitutes sequences of impulses that carry both useful signals (the whole gamma of
sounds and colors) and noise interferences that appear during failures, moreover, the
noise interferences usually contain much more Information than there is even in the
most useful signal!
11.12353.

The whole world around us is the continuous and constant slloogrent dynamics
of force interactions, in Space-Time, of different-qualitative Information that has most
incredible interrelations between different parts of it, which result in most unexpected
consequences. Its amount in this or that object cannot be determined in principle. For
example, any genetic encoded Information always contains an obvious purpose for some
practical use, but we often don’t attach any importance to this and, due to the absence of
more authentic VVU-Information in our Self-Consciousness, it doesn’t enter within the
creative dynamics of our FCA, and we lose the chance to know something deeper. On the
other hand, it often happens that some data that exist outside any intricate encryptions
and codes don’t have any initial purpose, but our mind, not willing to be disappointed,
tries to draw out of this VVU-Information such energy-information interrelations, which
in fact never were there before. However, with the possibility of their manifestation in our
Self-Consciousness, they begin to get more concrete features and meaning, thus turning
into SFUURMM-Forms.
11.12354.

All the VVU-Information of our Level of manifestation can be notionally divided
into two types: one type is the Information that fully fills the whole “material” world,
has an indefinite volume, doesn’t have a clear purpose and is in no way associated with
encoding; the other type is the Information which can be determined only in the spheres
of an obvious manifestation of Consciousness (“living self-conscious Formo-Matter”),
which can be easily evaluated in terms of quantity, has a clearly practical purpose in
each case and, above all, it is always “packed” in some system of encoding. Any code is
such correspondence between the original and its designation, which, when considered,
can be expressed in completely different variants and interpretations. For example, the
known genetic code is called so, because there could be other variants of correspondence
between triplets of nucleotides and amino acids encoded by them.
11.12355.

That which we subjectively define as “biological Life” is a specific Form of the
Creative Activity of Collective Intelligences, which differs from all other Forms in an
information method of modeling of identical Formo-structures (with the help of DNA),
11.12356.
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with a transmission of VVU-Information to them (transfer on the molecular level) — in
the form of a particular Experience — for a further interpretational use in “individual” life
creativity. Each VVU-Configuration of any Form of Collective Intelligence has its unique
means and possibilities of individual decoding of the wave Information that manifests
in it. Therefore, there is such confusion and misunderstanding between “people” as a
result of individual interpretations (by different “people”) of the same VVU-Information
“unpacked” from the slloogrent dynamics of TEC.
That is, “the decoding device” of the brain of each “human being”, which is
represented in the Formo-system of Worlds in the form of initially programmed dynamics
of the Creative Activity of the original NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by Him (it is
simultaneously structured, on the one hand, by the dynamics of VVU-Configurations of
FCA of all the Formo-Creators of the brain and, on the other hand, by VVU-Configurations
of FDR of all activated conglomerates of Formo-copies; and in their total manifestation
— by VVU-Configurations of duvuyllerrt groups of Stereo-Types), is designed only for
using a particular VVU-Information that is already “unfolded” in the information space
of the Self-Consciousness only for those Directions of the creative realization which
are programmed only for this NUU-VVU-Configuration. This principle is applicable not
only to “people” and animals but also to other Proto-Forms. For example, each ribosome
realizes only that Information which is included in its RNA strand, synthesizing on its
basis VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators of a strictly defined protein molecule.
11.12357.

Any deciphering is carried out on the basis of the individual system of
designations which is typical of the Self-Consciousness of a particular Proto-Form or
even of its different Formo-Types. Exactly the system of specific wave designations initially
included into the VVU-Configuration of the Self-Consciousness of each realizational
Form is usually called “code”. For example, wave codes are all nervous systems of the
NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Us, together with all organs and bioplasmic
effectors: electromagnetic characteristics of the surrounding objects enter them through
various centers of the system of Perception via synapses, while the Formo-Creators of the
brain, with the help of all possible decoders (realizational Forms of hormones, proteins,
RNA and others) vibrationally reflect (in fact it copies itself), in the information space
of Self-Consciousness, from corresponding ODS “niches”, specific VVU-Information
simultaneously manifested in the individual ODS in the form of corresponding code
designations — various psychological, acoustic and mechanical reactions, depending on
the parallel scenario of this skrruullerrt system into which the refocusing will be made,
where this particular VVU-Information will be accordingly deciphered (individually
interpreted).
11.12358.

If you gave a friendly smile, suppose, to a tiger which you encountered on your
way, this doesn’t mean at all that the Information about your friendly state will be
correctly perceived, deciphered and analyzed in its Self-Consciousness: it will perceive
your smile as a threatening grin and will react to it accordingly. And the consequences of
this encounter will depend not at all on you, but on the quality of one of the possible NUUVVU-Configurations in which the creative dynamics of your FCA are stably realized at a
given moment. A tiger, of course, is too different from us, so, let’s take another example!
11.12359.
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Even if you, during a serious conversation with your boss, suddenly remember something
pleasant and involuntarily smile, then the friendly and benevolent VVU-Information
which is vibrationally and visually encoded in your smile, may be perceived (if the boss
is in a bad mood) and interpreted (deciphered by the Formo-Creators of the boss’ brain)
completely wrongly, as a mockery, irony or derision toward his/her words, which will
immediately result in the manifestation (attraction from TEC), in the information space of
his/her Self-Consciousness, of the dynamics of low-qualitative conglomerates of Formocopies, which will have not quite favorable consequences to you.
Since, during the process of processing of incoming data, the Creators of the brain
can quantum-holographously generate, on the retina, the Formo-images (of course, in
full conformity with the slloogrent dynamics of TEC!) which they actively perceive from
ODS, therefore, all of them are also simultaneously both decoders and sources of the VVUInformation “unpacked” by them (because the main principle of their interrelations with
the VVU-Configurations of Formo-copies is resonance); moreover, the VVU-Information
may be not only about real, “physically” happening events, but also about just imagined
(by them, or, to be more exact, by Formo-copies), virtual events that happen not in the
outer World, but are simultaneously carried out in one of scenarios of one of ODS “niches”
(hence, there are proverbs: “Fear has big eyes”, “He is not so black as he is painted” and
others). Any Information generated by some type of Collective Intelligence is inseparable
from simultaneous processes of individual encoding and decoding that are specifically
carried out in the structures of Self-Consciousness that are typical of the realizational
Forms of Collective Intelligences only of these kinds.
11.12360.

Any Information is connected with the outer World, because it can equally
describe both real and unreal events and objects imagined by us (or by anybody else) —
narrowly-specific results of the creativity of various Forms of Collective Intelligences
— “people”, animals, plants, minerals and others. As soon as some data and Information
undergo some encoding in the structures of the Self-Consciousness of a Form, they are
immediately re-formed in its information space into a completely individual Information,
which can be deciphered by each Form in its own fashion, and each Form can individually
and specifically react to it at every moment of time.
11.12361.

The main property of Energy-Plasma is Its universal ability of simultaneous
encoding and decoding of an innumerable set of different-qualitative energy-information
Flows. Any vibration Level of Energy-Plasma simply couldn’t Exist without Information,
and Information itself simply couldn’t manifest in any way in different-qualitative Formosystems of Worlds without applying special, specific designations to it. The reason of the
great importance, which different types of Collective Intelligences attach to these systems
of designation, is that, not being designated in a special way (for example, by parameters
of dimension of Space-Time), any self-conscious Form of the Universe cannot exist in
definite systems of decoding (for example, in the systems of our Perception).
11.12362.

Yes, for certain, there is always necessary and important (to you) Information in
the outer Space-Time, but its wave nature expresses itself so narrowly-specifically that
it simply cannot be adequately reflected through the NUU-VVU-Configurations of your
11.12363.
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Self-Consciousness focused by You (or it is perceived only with a very strong distortion),
because they don’t have corresponding decoding devices (necessary VVU-Configurations
of the Creators of the brain). I have mentioned many times the fact that the most difficult
thing in my individual Creativity to convey verbally the VVU-Information decoded by my
Self-Consciousness is not the complexity of its reception and discernment of its meaning
on supersensitive Levels, but a complete absence in your (yet very imperfect) FormoCreators of the brain, which organize your systems of analysis and identification of the
Information that comes into the brain, of at least somewhat adequate high-frequency
SFUURMM-Forms and Formo-images that could at least somehow reflect this unimaginable
Essence in your Self-Consciousness.
Any code used by the Formo-Creators of the brain (mostly, these are all possible
VVU-Configurations of Formo-copies) — due to its holographousness — admits absolutely
different variants of restructuring and interpretation of the VVU-Information initially
ciphered in it. It cannot be otherwise: if the designations that have been initially included
in it represented an exact copy of the original ciphered in it, then the Formo-Creators of
the brain simply wouldn’t had any chances for its multivariant deciphering, that is, all
variants of decisions made by “a personality” would have been only unambiguous, which
doesn’t correspond anyhow to the principles of duvuyllerrtness and skrruullerrtness
of all qualitative Levels of the Creative Dynamics of Energy-Plasma. That is why, for a
better perception and a more accurate interpretation of VVU-codes by different types of
realizational Forms, there are some principal differences in the VVU-Configurations of
the Formo-Creators of the brain and in the VVU-Configurations of the conglomerates of
Formo-copies that rezonationally stimulate them.
11.12364.

This happens approximately in the same way like in our everyday Life, when
we use some universal system to designate some small differences in a large group of
similar Forms (for example, numbers, alphabet letters, dots and dashes). However, with
an obligatory difference of designations from originals, there is a definite degree of
matching between them! This is the meaning of a multivariant (interpretational) use, in
the information space of the Self-Consciousness of “a personality”, of quite similar VVUInformation that belongs to one conglomerate of Formo-copies, as well as the principle of
interaction, for instance, of projections of the VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators
of the brain and originals of the VVU-Configurations of UU-VVU-copies that vibrationally
correspond to them.
11.12365.

The value of any particular, already subjectively processed (by the Creators) VVUInformation is that even in case of a very high correspondence between originals and
their projections, the latter, taking into account the limited possibilities of our system of
Perception, are always much more convenient and comprehensible to us than a “direct”
energy-information interaction (for example, in a Meditation) with holographous
features of the VVU-Configurations of the originals (Formo-copies), because each their
creative impulse potentially contains hundreds and thousands of all possible meanings
and completely different possibilities of interpretation, which would simply remain
incomprehensible without the quantum-holographous converter (our brain).
11.12366.
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Or, for example, there is an undeniable advantage of any genetic code (as a projection
of definite VVU-Configurations of conglomerates of Formo-copies) that manifests in the
property of chemical stability of the genes that contain it: it is impossible to find any
well preserved proteins (which are original carriers of a definite VVU-Information) in
decomposed bones of a multimillennial mummy, but their specific code (a wave projection
of the same VVU-Information) can be easily discovered and deciphered in preserved
DNA or RNA molecules. Or take, for instance, such indescribable and unimaginable
(by the mind) structure of the Creation as “Cosmic Qualities”. Their Code cannot be
deciphered by any types of Collective Intelligences, which are carriers of these Universal
energy-information structures. Nevertheless, every Level of a vibration manifestation of
Energy-Plasma is intensively structured by the dynamics of force interactions between
innumerable wave Aspects (projections) of These Qualities, the specifics of which can be
characterized considerably easier than any ineffective attempts to decipher and at least
somehow identify the Qualities (original carriers of Information) with SFUURMM-Forms
that already exist in your Self-Consciousness.
11.12367.

Information of any type (not only VVU-type, but also many other types that have
nothing to do with our Evolution) is not generated in Energy-Plasma from any primary
Source, but is naturally potentially inherent on any Its different-qualitative Levels and has
its unique wave (or some other type of) encoding. If you find it difficult to understand
some Information, it’s not because this Information is absent in the outer Space (it ALWAYS
and EVERYWHERE simply IS in your own information “space” of your individual ODS), but
because the system of the Self-Consciousness of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused
by You and their corresponding Formo-Creators of the brain are not ready to perceive
(sense, realize, feel) its presence in a certain manner. The reason of this is that the energyinformation structures of your current Self-Consciousness (the quantum-holographous
molecular model of the brain is also such structure) don’t have a necessary mechanism
for an active decoding of Information of such qualitative Levels.
11.12368.

I have pointed out many times that, in the whole multidimensionality and all the
infinite variety of existence of many types of worlds in the Creation, there isn’t such type
of force interrelations which would be associated in our Understanding with such notions
as “centralism” or “hierarchical pattern”. In order to understand the “autonomous” and
“democratic” essence of the interrelations between Formo-systems of Worlds, subjective
Realities and Continuums structured by them, let’s consider the following example.
Imagine that you lie in a bathtub, and a flow of water fills the bathtub and makes up foam
out of a bath gel creating small bubbles. The water spumes, makes bubbles, and eventually
your bathtub is full of foam. You lie in the bubbles, which, in principle, look alike to you.
There are simply bubbles that are closer to your body, those that are at some distance
from it, and there are bubbles on the surface, but all of them are the same foam bubbles
to you.
11.12369.

On the other hand, from the point of view of the bubbles, there is, of course,
difference between them: those that are closer to the body have their own pressure,
temperature, and they are more affected by the electromagnetic Field of your body, while
in the bubbles that are located farther these parameter differ, therefore, they differ among
11.12370.
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themselves in sizes even though microscopically, they also “live longer” than those on the
surface that quickly burst and “die”. All these different-qualitative bubbles are equivalent
according to the principle of their origin, there are no more or less important ones among
them, and there is neither any primary bubble, without which all other bubbles would
cease to exist or would become limited in anything. They are all equal, and even you
“personally” (“more self-conscious” than all these bubbles together) cannot in any way
determine when any of the bubbles will burst, — there are laws of thermodynamics and
mechanics that determine the conditions of existence for each bubble, and everything in
the process of their common existence goes in due course, that is, because it must be so.
It is possible to say the same about the whole set of Formo-systems of Worlds
that structure Space-Time of this Continuum: they, of course, energy-informationally
structure the subjective Reality of each type, however, any Formo-systems of Worlds
of ants and amebas, fishes and animals actually don’t exist to your Self-Consciousness,
because you don’t have a slightest idea how (according to their level of Perception and
principles of Synthesis of their typical Dominants of Qualities) they perceive and in which
ways (force interrelations) they imagine and form their outer Space. Yes, we, “people”, as
well as many other Proto-Forms don’t have access to this Information, nevertheless, their
Formo-system of Worlds and their subjective Realities do exist! Moreover, they are not
somewhere in virtual or fantastic Realities, but in the same narrow vibration range, in
the same Continuum, in which we exist! All these numerous Formo-systems of Worlds,
Realities, Continuums, Conversums and Universums are nothing else than dynamic Flows
of different-qualitative Information balanced and put in equilibrium on all vibration
Levels and in all Creative Directions of possible development of their typical dynamics.
In fact this is the filling Essence of Energy-Plasma of the Creation.
11.12371.

We often say: “human Worlds”, “Worlds of people”… But in essence this is VVUInformation supported only by certain specific energy impulses of the NUU-VVUConfigurations, which [impulses] are typical only of definite quantum-holographous
models of the brain: some emotions and psychological reactions that are characteristic
only of “people”, specific type of thinking, logic and so on. All this is just certain VVUInformation, therefore, this is a certain state of ether or certain “ethereal component” of
a certain energy-information structure. “Ether” is a superdynamic and superuniversal
Sphere of energy-information supply, global information support of the whole Creation,
no matter what structures are involved in the dynamics of any creative Processes.
11.12372.

The Universal Ethereal FLAAGG-TUU (as well as IIYY-YY-SS-MM of the Intergalactic
Complex-Plane, OULLGNOO-SS-ST of the Cosmic Plane-Level and UUOLL-SLAIILLI-I of the
Plane-Overtone that specifically structure it) doesn’t belong to any Branch of development
which I know, but, at the same time, any Formo-structure manifested in any of the Levels
of “the Range of Plasmic Forces”11 of Energy-Plasma wouldn’t have any possibility of
creative realization without the presence, in its Configuration, of the energy-information
dynamics of a corresponding Element of this supercomplex and supermysterious Cosmic
Ethereal Substance. Each of the notionally classified (by me) twenty four Evolutional11.12373.

11

See IISSIIDIOLOGY, volume 1.
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Involutional Branches of development of Collective Cosmic Intelligences is in a very
special way and unusually (absolutely differently from anything else) structured by its
own unique Information.
The same is true for the Pure and Combined Cosmic Qualities, the Aspects of
Which are simultaneously the carriers of Energy that structures all realizational Forms
and the carriers of Information that reflects in any types of Spaces their realizational
Essence. As you see, there isn’t “any most important” Element in all these different-level
and different-qualitative interrelations — all the Branches of development and the Cosmic
Qualities are interdependent and of equal worth in their universal superfunctionality.
The same may be said about Formo-systems of Worlds and Realities that are structured
by them: they, of course, don’t exist objectively, but, in the general dynamics of each of
vibration Levels of Energy-Plasma, their own creative dynamics are the integral energyinformation component of interdependent global Cosmic Processes! Looking at Space
around us, we say that we have created our world, that these are our houses, our cars,
plants, and all of them together compose our Reality.
11.12374.

But as soon as we, owing to the presence of the inertial “rotation” Principle in
Space, refocus from this Reality into other ones, everything that was real a minute ago
ceases to exist for us, because at this time we already focus in qualitatively different NUUVVU-Configurations, which are vibrationally “included” in specific Configurations of
other dynamics of Energy-Plasma (Formo-systems of Worlds). For example, that which
happened to each of us in 2000 is no longer important, this period is absolutely unreal
for us, it as if doesn’t exist to us at all, although it quite really exists “now”, and not only
to us that realize themselves at this very time in the specific dynamics of the Time Flow,
which we have subjectively defined for ourselves as “the year 2000”, even not suspecting
that at the same time we also perceive ourselves in 2010, but also to somebody who, for
some reasons, has flashbacks to the year 2000 in ones’ bright recollections, experiences
repeated emotions concerning some moments of one’s Life that happened at that time.
11.12375.

Now we sit and talk, and when tomorrow comes, this “now” will cease to be for us,
it as if will not exist. Therefore, only that is real for us which we can observe. For example,
I see in front of me a particular fruit, and as long as I observe it, as long as I concentrate
on it the dynamics of my Focus of Close Attention, it continues to be very real to me: I
can smell its aroma, and when I eat it, I enjoy its taste, — and all this is very real to me in
my current “now”. If you will ask me in several seconds, after I will have eaten it, about the
taste of this fruit, I will definitely have to think for a while; I will have to remember, and, to
do it, I will have to rezonationally “unpack” from the slloogrent dynamics of the temporal
ethereal constituent some VVU-Information that belongs to one of Formo-copies of ODS,
which positionally (potentially, unconsciously) participated in the process of observation
and eating of this fruit, and subjectively memorized, by means of its emotions, what kind
of fruit it was, that is, what was its taste, color, smell, how it was to the touch, and so on.
11.12376.

Absolutely everything, whatever I may say or show to you, is just a projection
(deciphered by the Formo-Creators of my brain) of a definite original VVU-Information
subjectively retransmitted from the individual information space of my Self-Consciousness
11.12377.
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into the individual information “spaces” of the Self-Consciousnesses, which are formed
by the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by You. Of course, this retransmitted projection
of the VVU-Information will not accurately correspond to the fruit I just ate (the carrier
of the original Information), which really (to you and me!) no longer exists in this Formosystem of Worlds, but, on the other hand, the VVU-Configurations of some ODS “niches”
have forever recorded particular subjective data (sensations of the form, taste, smell,
texture, enjoyment) that characterize in detail the initial original Information.
The same may be said about Continuums. A Continuum is even a less real energyinformation component of the Creation than everything about which we are talking
about now. Because all the different-qualitative multidimensionality and diversity of
each of Continuums contain so many intermixed phenomena that we cannot anyhow
realize the original Information about its space-time structure. Having cognized in a
Meditation (through high-frequency conglomerates of Formo-copies of the individual
ODS of my Self-Consciousness) some slloogrent part of the general dynamics of EnergyPlasma with the help of projections of the original Information (but again, owing to the
Formo-copies) into the VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators of my brain, I have
subjectively defined (for myself) this part of the dynamics as Continuum and told you
about it.
11.12378.

Naturally, you asked me: “What does it mean?”. Then I used my desire to remember
it to activate the activity of my Formo-Creators of the brain so that they could again
rezonationally stimulate the Formo-copies that had been involved by them in this research;
and after that the Formo-Creators started to decode, from their VVU-Configurations, the
vibrations that reflect their emotions (that is, to project again, into their VVU-Configuration,
subjective projections of the original Information), and then, with the help of biochemical
reactions of their own realizational Forms (hormones, amino acids, enzymes), they
reprojected the decoded (by them) VVU-Information into the information space of the
Self-Consciousness of the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by Me.
11.12379.

Only after that, other “alveolar” Creators that are responsible for speech could use
characteristic words to convey an approximate meaning of this, repeatedly reprojected
variant of the original Information. During the process of hearing of my answer, in the
information spaces of the Self-Consciousnesses of each of the NUU-VVU-Configurations
focused by You, the Formo-Creators of the brain and their realizational Forms (through
the dynamics of conglomerates of Formo-copies of other ODS Levels) made their own
reprojections of the heard VVU-Information and included into your “memory” (into one
of “niches” of your individual ODS) their own projections (SFUURMM-Forms), which
even in a lesser degree correspond to the initial original Information. And now try to
imagine in what it will turn after its repeated sharing between different “people”! But,
unfortunately, for the time being, we don’t have any other, more reliable and authentic
means to “connect” any Self-Consciousness to the Configurations of all possible carriers
of original Information.
11.12380.

Or let’s take, for example, a glass. It has its own Self-Consciousness on the level
of atoms and molecules that make it up, as well as it partially contains, in its wave
11.12381.
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Configuration, the SFUURMM-Forms of those “people” that first designed its Form, then
did it with the help of a technology developed by somebody. Can you now understand
everything contained in the specific Reality of this glass? Of course, not! But in its
Reality, the following events happened: people dug out a certain sandpit, from which they
extracted sand by excavators and transported the sand by trucks to a glass-manufacturing
plant, where silicone dioxide was extracted to prepare a special mixture that was used in
the shops of the plant, where the workers made a necessary form of the glass, which was
later stored at a warehouse, and eventually was sold in a shop…
Everything that happens to this glass and around it, to the moment when it was
put on this table in front of me, is the whole Reality of the glass. It is possible to say that
it’s the whole Life for those atoms and molecules that are confined here and for the people
that dealt with these atoms, starting with the extraction of sand, making the glass and
ending with the circumstances of its appearance here. Although all that has happened
to it simply doesn’t exist for you, but nonetheless it’s also a part of our Continuum, and
a great number of various things are also in this Continuum: these fruits, this table, this
napkin, — all these objects have (each one of them) their own Reality, their specific Forms
of manifestation, although, I repeat, all this Information doesn’t exist for you at all.
11.12382.

You see in front of you only this glass — a final Form of the creative realization of
many Proto-Forms of other types of Collective Intelligences, but you cannot see behind it
its own subjective Reality; you see the napkin, but you don’t know how it appeared, who
and how participated in the process of making it, how happened “the materialization” of
every molecule of each of these objects. You don’t know anything about their subjective
Realities, but all these events, as well as an innumerable set of others, are continuously
carried out not anywhere “there”, but in your Continuum, moreover, without your direct
participation. You can subjectively perceive each of these objects only from the moment
when you see them, however, there are billions of such things, animals, plants and
phenomena in nature which you don’t know and don’t notice! In spite of the fact that all
these hundreds of billions of objects are in your Continuum, personally for you they as
if don’t exist at all, because you don’t observe them, and they are not associated anyhow
with your Creators of the brain by any analytical sequences, comparisons or any other
logical interrelations.
11.12383.

Now we approach that “material” part of the Universe, which we cannot anyhow
perceive or imagine at all, because all those Planets, Stars and Galaxies which we see
in the sky, have gone long ago into other Formo-systems as the light of these Stars
reached us for many hundreds, if not thousands of years, and we cannot know in which
individual rotation Cycles all of them have moved. Nonetheless, everything that we
can and cannot observe in the sky is an instantaneous section of the Universe of the
same vibration Levels of Existence, which are typical of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused
by Us. When I say “instantaneous”, I mean only an interval of Time which is typical
of our system of Perception. While it will be a completely different period in the SelfConsciousness of “an atom” or a very highly-developed Entity that also observe the
same part of the Universe.
11.12384.
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That is why, when I talk about a quantum-holographous part of the general
slloogrent dynamics of each of frequency rotation Shifts (or about a Formo-system of
Worlds, a Reality, or a Universe), I mean not everything that we can observe at a given
moment of time, but only the qualitative dynamics which were simultaneously carried
out at this “noo-time” Moment that ALWAYS exists “by itself ”, not depending anyhow on
different qualities of the energy-information parameters of the inertial Time Flows in
which, at the same single moment, the Configurations of all objects observed by us (from
the Time Flow which is typical only of our Forms!) at this second of our Life “are recorded”:
Planets, Stars, Galaxies and other formations.
11.12385.

There is one more nuance. Based on the Principle of duvuyllerrtness, any Universe
cannot have distinct borders and cannot be limited only by a set of 36 Qualities that
are typical of “our” Universe. It is also necessary to take into account that all types of
Collective Intelligences of “our” Universe and of any other (among an innumerable set of
them) “neighboring” Universes have among Themselves and between Their realizational
Forms an infinite potential of force interrelations on all qualitative Levels of EnergyPlasma. That is, there is always a certain sequence of skrruullerrt systems that unite,
on some Levels of Existence (according to the rezonational principle), “our” and any
“neighboring” Universe, no matter how much their qualities differ.
11.12386.

That is why the Universes of “our” type may be defined as infinite diversity of
force interactions and Forms of their specific manifestation that are notionally limited
by 36 Cosmic Qualities and have “borderline zones” of common interaction with many
“neighboring” Universes. “The borderline zones” or resopasons is a very provisional
notion. In any resopason, the dynamics of which are specifically organized in some possible
Direction of the development of “Universal Focuses of Creativity” of the Collective
Intelligences of these Levels of Energy-Plasma, new (that are not characteristic of this
Universe) energy-information interrelations of most inert Aspects of Cosmic Qualities
and Their specific combinations begin to manifest more actively and significantly (that
is, in a greater degree).
11.12387.

Why does it happen? As we know, any force interrelations between Collective
Intelligences of different types have the property of slloogrentness (holographousness)
and propagate themselves into infinity. That is why, according to the principle of
holographousness of absolutely all structures of the Creation, in any of our Formosystems of Worlds, potentially, there is always Information about the whole infinite
variety of absolutely all Cosmic Qualities that creatively manifest one way or another in
the structure of the whole Creation.
11.12388.

Only 36 Cosmic Qualities significantly participate in the Collective and Collegial
Cosmic Intelligences of the Universes of “our” type, through all possible interqualitative
force interactions. They manifested in different-qualitative Continuums and Conversums
in various degrees of dominance/recessiveness. An infinite set of all other Cosmic
Qualities are present in our Formo-systems of Worlds only potentially. If “the Observer
moves” toward “the borderline zones”, some of potential Cosmic Qualities, first, will start
to manifest in the form of new recessive dynamics, and then, with a greater degree of the
11.12389.
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Synthesis with characteristic Qualities, their recessiveness duvuyllerrtly transforms into
a dominant activity. This “substitutive” manifestation in every new type of Universe can
happen both toward addition/decrease of the set of existing Cosmic Qualities and toward
replacement/substitution. That is why any Universe is even more “blurred” and nonlocal
than the different-qualitative Continuums and Conversums that structure It.
The best way to talk about Universums and the very multidimensional structure
of the Creation, where the number of interacting (among themselves) Cosmic Qualities
may tend to Infinity, is not to talk at all, because, in principle, all the creative dynamics,
which we are unable to understand in the whole diversity of types of Universes, are the
dynamic processes that form a certain holographous part of the slloogrent dynamics of
the Creation. We naively consider that the things which we see are EVERYTHING THAT IS;
and that this is the whole Creation, because we cannot observe anything further even using
the most powerful telescopes. However, even if we had a telescope in a thousand times
more powerful than the present ones, we, observing the Universe farther and farther in
this range of vibrations, still would have a limit to some new cosmic objects. By increasing
the power of a telescope in millions or billions of times, we will reach a hundred Galaxies
in the Cosmos, but still won’t see the end of the Universe.
11.12390.

Then where does the Universe ends and where does the Creation begins? If to take
into account the fact that you can observe only that part of the Creation, with which you
resonate by your system of Perception, your Configuration, then how much of it remains
invisible to you? An unimaginably infinite part of the Creation remains as if nonexistent
for you, because it in principle cannot be observed by you with the help of the structures
of Perception of the primitive low-frequency NUU-VVU-Configurations currently focused
by You. If to increase your abilities to a “finer” (deeper) Perception, then You will be able to
observe something from that part which is “now” cannot be observed by your Perception,
but again, in that case everything that really exists for you “now” will as if cease to exist
for You, — just like still higher-qualitative Levels of the Creation. So, it turns out that the
structures of the Creation are even in a greater degree nonlocal than any Universes (if it
is possible to use any degrees relative slloogrentness at all!).
11.12391.

11.112392. I

am sorry that my answer turned out to be so extensive and long. To make a
summary, I would like to repeat one more time my answer to the question which Zuarrgss
asked: the perspective of “postmortal reckoning for sins”, as well as any other things, exists
only in your Self-Consciousness, therefore, “the Judgment Day” also exists only in the
form of stable SFUURMM-Forms that structure by their primitive dynamics the NUU-VVUConfigurations focused by You. If, at the moment of “postmortal” refocusing, your SelfConsciousness is absolutely free from such absurd Conceptions, then any your further
interaction with energy-information self-conscious Elements of the next Formo-system
of Worlds will be corresponding — that is, without the slightest possibility that anything,
which is not activated in your Self-Consciousness, can happen to you. If some undesirable
Conceptions are absent in the psychomental dynamics of your Self-Consciousness, then
any realization of these negative SFUURMM-Forms — due to your absolute conviction that
their presence in your Life are impossible! — simply won’t be able to really happen in this
scenario of development to the NUU-VVU-Configurations (“personalities”) focused by You.
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QUESTION. Can a “personality” refocus after “Death” into an OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system

by decreasing the quality of its choices, in other words, decreasing the frequency dynamics of its individual Sphere of Creative Activity?

— As I have already explained, dear Liirrgmmiilliss, at any moment of your
biological existence, you — through the intensive activity of the Formo-Creators of
your brain — stay simultaneously (you are being projected) by your Self-Consciousness
(by the inseparable dynamics of FCA and FDR) both in the Formo-systems of Worlds
visually perceived by you and in the energy-information base of your individual OLLAKTDRUOTMM-system. Indeed, every time you make some choice, you unconsciously draw all
the mental-sensuous VVU-Information expressed and used by you not from somewhere
“outside”, but from the wave UU-VVU-Configurations of the Formo-copies that belong to
“your” ODS, which have been initially encoded (“packed”) in a definite inertial sequence
by Higher Formo-Creators into the slloogrent dynamics of TEC of each Stereo-Form.
11.12393.

During the process of the simultaneous inertial dynamics of UFS, in each of the
Formo-systems of Worlds that “frequency-rotationally change each other”, the FormoCreators of the quantum-holographous structure of your brain continuously carry out
the process of decoding (“unpacking”) of the slloogrent VVU-Information (that which has
been initially included into TEC in the form of an innumerable set of VVU-Configurations
of UU-VVU-Forms) and an instantaneous manifestation (“unfolding”) of the projection of
this VVU-Information in the information space of your Self-Consciousness. “Unfolding”
is a three-dimensional “demonstration”, on the three-dimensional “bioscreen” of your
system of Perception, of those Forms of the outer World, on which the dynamics of your
FCA are focused at a given moment. Simply speaking, this is that which you can observe
at a given moment around yourself.
11.12394.

Some of you may have an impression that all Forms that “surround us” are
something that objectively exists, and is manifested regardless of the system of our
Perception. In fact they really (that is, equally for everybody) don’t exist, but there are only
the slloogrent dynamics of continuous processes of “unpacking-unfolding”, from TEC, of
definite VVU-Information, which ALREADY INITIALLY contains data about all details of
“the spatial environment” of a given “personality”, and with the help of which a specific
individual “quantization” of Energy-Plasma is carried out (in Which absolutely all Forms
of Life typical of this Creation are ALWAYS potentially present, but just in the form of the
potential dynamics of their Fields-Consciousnesses) by the Formo-Creators of the brain of
this “personality”; this is the way of a specific and individual “manifestation”, in the system
of the “personalized” Perception (on the “screen of Biopendulum” — ILLGRII-TO-O), of all
Forms of the “outer” World. While the slloogrent VVU-Information from VEC-dynamics
(which is individually “unpacked” by the Collective Intelligence of this Continuum that
“experiences” it in its own fashion) about this Form (as an integral part of the Form of
manifestation of this Continuum) is more objective and independent from the systems
of Perception of any Self-Consciousness. But again, “the individual Form of expression”
of this Continuum is formed by the Formo-Creators of the brain very subjectively and
specially only for that “personality”, in the Self-Consciousness of which this inertial process
of “unpacking-unfolding” of the slloogrent VVU-Information from TEC is carried out.
11.12395.
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In order to carry out the process of continuous subjective comprehension of that
which you just saw and to form your psychological or mechanical reaction to the seen,
you will have to use Formo-copies again. Depending on the NUU-VVU-Configuration in
which You focus now, the Creators of your brain can attract into their VVU-Configuration,
from your individual ODS, the vibrations only of those (existing in it) conglomerates of
Formo-copies, the range of the Creative Activity (a set of VVU-Configurations) of which
matches most of all the vibrations of the Creators of the brain. The main mechanism
of their energy-information interaction with the VVU-conglomerates is the individual
dynamics of the Focus of Close Attention of your “current” NUU-VVU-Configuration,
which (simultaneously with the individual dynamics of the whole set of Focuses of Dual
Reflection of the Formo-copies that are activated in the individual ODS of your SelfConsciousness) structures all the dynamics of RRGLUU-VVU and its factor Axes.
11.12396.

So, through the dynamics of FCA, the Formo-Creators of the brain engage the
rezonational interrelation with the dynamics of FDR of one of Formo-copies that are
already activated in your ODS, and, by a vibrational overlay of the waves of their VVUConfiguration, “copy” from its VVU-Configuration all the VVU-Information necessary at
a given moment (its specific emotions and SFUURMM-Forms), then they decode it with
the help of biochemical reactions in different systems and regions of the brain (owing
to which you become able to visually perceive from “the bioscreen” any changes in the
outer reality), and, after your reaction is recorded in the general Configuration of the
Formo-system of Worlds, they “dump” (“fold”) again, into the VVU-Configuration of
the just involved Formo-copy, a slightly reformatted (by them, that is, by “you”!) VVUInformation (the life Experience which you have just gained). At the next instant, there is
another quantum-holographous frequency-rotation Shift12 and, depending on the quality
of the NUU-VVU-Configuration newly focused by You, the Creators of the brain “unpack”
from the slloogrent dynamics of TEC the next portion of VVU-Information of a new UUVVU-Form, FCA attracts from factor Axes of FDR one of the most corresponding VVUConfigurations of Formo-copies and... the entire process described above repeats in the
same way again.
11.12397.

This functional moment is so important for the whole process of Our refocusings
in NUU-VVU-Configurations that it is even expressed by a minimum difference in the
Cosmic Codes of the two kinds of Forms — the difference of biological NUU-VVU from
energy-information UU-VVU used by them is, as you see, just in the presence of one
specific property, which in this diapason of dimensions corresponds in frequency to the
vibrations of the letter “N”. But this very property makes possible our “personalized selfperception” not in the volume of the VVU-Information that is typical of a fragmented
VVU-Configuration of one Formo-copy or even a conglomerate of Formo-copies, but
through a simultaneous interaction with many conglomerates that structure different
qualitative ODS Levels. Actually, NUU-VVU-Configuration allow us to simultaneously
represent, in space-time inertial structures of various Formo-systems of Worlds, the
synthetic dynamics of the Creative Activity of a whole set of different-qualitative carriers
of VVU-Information — conglomerates of Formo-copies.
11.12398.

12

See IISSIIDIOLOGY, Volume 9 — The Glossary (SSFU-UNGSS).
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That is why, dear Liirrgmmiilliss, no matter how you would “decrease” or
“increase”, through the process of inertial refocusings, the general frequency of the NUUVVU-Configurations of your Self-Consciousness, you will NEVER be able to fully (as a
biological “personality” that simultaneously interacts with an enormous creative potential
of different-qualitative VVU-conglomerates) manifest in any OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system,
because the main principle of frequency manifestation in its energy-information
structures (realizational “niches” and Spheres of creativity) is the narrow range of the VVUConfiguration used by you. Therefore, any “personality” (as a NUU-VVU-Configuration)
simply cannot be in ODS.
11.12399.

In the state of a deep Meditation, you can temporarily focus on the dynamics
of FDR of one of active (in your Self-Consciousness) Formo-copies, and, from the point
of view of its supersubjective self-perception, study individual aspects of the creative
dynamics of one of ODS sublevels. However, I repeat, this will be not you, but, perhaps,
a thousandth fraction of your “personality” Self-Consciousness. Let me add something
else (for comparison and to make it clearer”!): everything that forms the basis of the
VVU-Information of all my books is decoded not from ODS, but (through VEC and the
Collective Intelligence of GLOOGSSMII-FFAY) from the high-frequency and superhighfrequency dynamics of FLUU-LUU-complexes of different ranges of the Tertiary EnergyPlasma and FFAY-Planes of the Secondary Energy-Plasma, from the 4th-5th dimensions
to the 16th-18th dimensions.
11.12400.

11.112401. And there is another thing which I would like to mention: that which we notionally

call “Noo-Sphere” (SSAA-AASS-FF), — meaning by this multiple-meaning term some “nootime” energy-information different-qualitative dynamics of UU-VVU-Forms and UU-VVUcopies of ODS, that very vaguely resemble projection functions of the energy-information
base of TEC or VEC that includes absolutely all events that reflect the individual rotation
Cycle of this collective Consciousness of “humankind”, — is not located somewhere in the
biosphere, ionosphere or stratosphere. It structures (and is simultaneously structured by)
Energy-Information contained in OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems of the whole set of those
TTAAFTOORRS (rotation Cycles of the Collective Intelligences of Continuums), which are
the result of “our” creativity for many millennia of its dynamic realization in those Time
Flows which I could very notionally call “the Subjective History of the development of
humankind on Earth”. Any event, which once happened to you or to anybody else, or were
once described by anybody, recorded as a film or digital video, doesn’t happen anywhere
“outside”, in that which we quite notionally define for ourselves as “the space around us”
— all this simultaneously always happens only the individual ODS of each living “human”
(and human) being, no matter in the structures of which “times” the creative dynamics
of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by It are manifested and no matter in which
“historical epochs” this being subjectively perceives itself.
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QUESTION. Why, in spite of the fact that a great multitude of Continuums and Formo-sys-

tems of Worlds “has changed”, do “people” continue to find remains of dinosaurs and
other archeological evidences of various forms of Life of animals and plants that existed
millions of years ago? Continuums and collective Consciousnesses of “humankind” have
changed their rotation Cycles many times, and have refocused into other dimensions, in
which these dinosaurs are absent, haven’t they?
— In the first place, dear Iirrffliyrriss, that which you see are just petrified remains,
remnants of biological capsules, but not living dinosaurs as one of Proto-Forms of the
collective Consciousness, which is a part of individual rotation Cycles that provide the
development of the Proto-Forms of dinosaurs. In the second place, you shouldn’t forget
that the rotation Cycles of collective Forms of realization of “the present humankind”
and “the prehistoric humankind” haven’t changed, but simply, in an innumerable set
of skrruullerrt systems, have changed long ago their Directions of Choice Vectors and
have refocused into different diapasons of dimensions of Energy-Plasma. That part of
the Collective Intelligence of PROOFF-RRU, which we subjectively associate with “the
prehistoric” Form of our collective inertial Self-Knowledge, still continues to be a dynamic
part of the general creative dynamics of the present “humankind”. They are a natural part
of “us”, just like “you” in your childhood or adolescence. All this is ONE (though, according
to our “personal” standards it is very large!) individual rotation Cycle.
11.12402.

In our subjective Reality, there is no trace of any dinosaurs as self-conscious
biological representatives of these Proto-Forms, but there are only our SFUURMM-Forms
concerning that “they lived, but became extinct long ago”. Nevertheless, you shouldn’t
forget that in some of variants of the scenarios of development of Formo-systems of
Worlds, their individual branch of Evolution had completely different continuations, and
somewhere they became dominating Forms among all other Proto-Forms. It is possible
that, in those scenarios of development of the planetary Collective Intelligence, many
Continuums (like “human” ones) are structured by the creative dynamics of the wave
Configurations of dinosaurs, but not by other Proto-Forms, while “primitive people”
(“the past we”) have just remained on their primitive level of development or in a greater
degree refocused into diffusgent Forms of primates and other Proto-Forms.
11.12403.

Then what do we observe? The same thing which we observe after refocusing
of “a human being” that “died” yesterday — a corpse, the collective Consciousness of a
biological and molecular mass that inertially decomposes with the help of bacteria and
gradually disappears from the structural part of this Formo-system of Worlds with the
help of microorganisms and worms. Any “ancient remains” are preserved (for various
reasons) parts of corpses, which have become the same molecular structures of our outer
reality like sand, minerals, oil, coal, peat and other things which we call “earth interior”.
After “Death” of any living creature, including a dinosaur, the whole aggregate of FieldsConsciousnesses that composed, during its life, the wave Configuration of its SelfConsciousness, have qualitatively differentiated into fragmented Self-Consciousnesses
(Formo-copies) that realize themselves in individual ODS on their typical frequency
Levels of Energy-Plasma, each of which corresponds to some qualitative possibilities of
their further creative realization.
11.12404.
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These possibilities are provided by the different-qualitative energy-information
dynamics of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems that are eternally carried out in innumerable
“niches” (together with Formo-copies of all other Proto-Forms) as SFUURMM-Forms of
dynamic holographous Information, which [SFUURMM-Forms] can be always used for any
types of realizations in corresponding scenarios of Formo-systems of Worlds. During
this differentiation, UFS that was focused in the Form of a dinosaur (just like in case of
any NUU-VVU-Configuration), became as if partially “desynchronized” with its previous
creative content and quantum-holographously “split” into many identical independent
UFS, each of which reprojected into a duvuyllerrt (in Configuration) biological Form
and continued the creative activity on its typical frequency Level, in the range of EnergyPlasma that is characteristic of its new Configuration. The lowest-frequency (for this
range of manifestation) Formo-copies remain a part of lower-qualitative Formo-systems,
while higher-qualitative ones continue, as before, to be manifested in the form of dynamics
of a definite Experience in the wave Configurations of the Forms of the same dinosaur
that continue to live (in other scenarios), thus making it slightly more self-conscious.
11.12405.

I have told you many times that each “Death”, — whether it is “a human being”, an
animal or a plant, — is a necessary part of the Path of this Proto-Form to the common
“Spiritual Olympus”, the Path to an instantaneous rebirth in an even higher-qualitative
Configuration. So, gradually refocusing through hundreds of millions of “Deaths” and
through the subsequent inertial dynamics of higher-qualitative Choices, Universal
Focuses of Self-Consciousness of many representatives of Proto-Forms of dinosaurs have
vibrationally “moved” into the next duvuyllerrt Formo-systems of Worlds, where the
conditions for their manifestation are more comfortable both in terms of climate (“the
ice age” didn’t come) and in terms of safety. You know that the Collective Consciousness
of molecules of organic substances has an enormous range of “existence”: from minutes
and hours to thousands and millions of years (depending on the complexity of molecular
chains); when it finishes, the rotation Cycle in this irkkulligren Form will end, and from
these realizational Proto-Forms UFS will reproject into the nearest (to them in quality)
rotation Cycles, while the organic molecules will be transformed, first, into molecules of
mineral substances, and then, into corresponding Forms of Collective Consciousnesses
of atoms, elementary particles and so on.
11.12406.

The stability of molecules of mineral substances is determined by chemical
processes carried out in lithosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere of the planet and
consists of their own rotation Cycles, where the important factor for the realization of
potential possibilities of manifestation of their Creative Activity are the processes that
happen on the border of the dynamics of the Realities of irkkulligren and flakglaass types,
and, therefore, they are incomprehensible to us. Rotation Cycles of Forms of the Collective
Consciousnesses of atoms of chemical elements are practically infinite according to our
Conceptions. An average time of Existence of an atom is determined by the stability of its
nucleus and equals, for nonradioactive isotopes of light elements (He, Li, Be, B, C, N, O,
F, Ne…) about 100 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 years, that is why, during its rotation
Cycle any Proto-Form of the Collective Consciousness of an atom can take part in a really
fantastic number of rotation Cycles of various Forms of Life: animals, minerals, plants,
ocean, air.
11.12407.
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So, what do we see when we look at petrified bones? I would call it a certain
energy-information “cliché” of the biological Proto-Form of a dinosaur, which has been
encoded in the preserved DNA molecules and manifested in our rotation Cycles in the
form of a specific Form-Creativity of representatives of “the Mineral Kingdom”. What is
left of the dinosaur that represented, at the moment of its Life, an aggregate of various
Forms of manifestation of a different-qualitative and different-level activity of various
types of Fields-Consciousnesses, is just a part of the Information about the structure of
its skeleton, while the visible (to us) Form itself became a means for realization of the
Creative Activity of self-conscious Elements of “the Mineral Kingdom” that carry out all
possible chemical reactions, and that of microorganisms. Thus, the rotation Cycles of
types of Collective Consciousnesses of each of Conversums include the whole diversity
of different-qualitative rotation Cycles of Collective Consciousnesses of their typical
Continuums, which, in their turn, include the rotation Cycles of their types of Realities
and Formo-systems of Worlds. And all these rotation Cycles are dynamized by their own
characteristic Time Flows.
11.12408.

Therefore, the rotation Cycles of the Collective Consciousness of dinosaurs, and
the rotation Cycles of the Collective Consciousness of “humankind” are included into
United rotation Cycles of the planetary Consciousness and, in essence, are realizational
Forms of its innumerable scenarios, with all “the sceneries” in the form of bones
of dinosaurs, traces of Yeti, the Great Pyramid, Angkor Wat and others, because they
simultaneously belong to OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems of this Conversum. Elementary
particles, atoms and molecules of substances (that have the longest rotation Cycles,
the properties of which allow to unite, on the basis of the creative dynamics of their
Collective Consciousnesses, an innumerable set of energy-information flows), along
with “emanations” and “psychonations”, represent the foundation of the whole specific
energy-information base of all irkkulligren Formo-systems of Worlds. The Collective
Consciousnesses of elementary particles, atoms (AIYKVOOF), molecules (SVOUFF-VV) —
as representatives of corresponding Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A — unite in themselves
the whole variety of Forms of manifestation of these Entities in the entire diapason of
dimensions that are characteristic of this Conversum.
11.12409.

For example, while the rotation Cycles of the present “humankind” that include
the known (to us) period of “history” contain hundreds of thousands of years and occupy
the diapason of dimensions from 3.1 850 236 178 to 3.1 850 236 179, the rotation Cycles
of elementary particles last (according to our hypotheses) tens of billions of years and
include the notional diapason of dimensions from 3.00 000 to 4.00 000. Therefore, the
organic structure of the skeleton of a dinosaur, having been partially substituted by
silicon compounds (SiO2), has preserved inside itself atoms and molecules of substances
that initially composed it. These atoms and molecules sequentially refocused in their
rotation Cycles and inertially manifested in our Formo-systems of Worlds in the form of
“petrified” bones of “prehistoric” dinosaurs.
11.12410.

So, in our World, there is a manifestation not of the Proto-Form of a dinosaur
(which is impossible in principle, because the wave quantum-holographous Configuration
of each of Stereo-Types of any Proto-Form absolutely clearly resonates only with the
11.12411.
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Configuration of its Formo-system of Worlds), but only of individual elements of the
atomic-molecular structure of its physical organism, which have undergone quintillions of
rotation Shifts and manifested in our Formo-system of Worlds as “a far echo of the Jurassic
period”. The same happens to mummified “people”, animals, herbaria and simply corpses.
I repeat: from the moment of ending of each of scenarios of an endless rotation Cycle of
any Form of Collective Intelligence, there is a partial “desynchronization” and subsequent
instantaneous subjective “relocation” of the existing aggregate of Fields-Consciousnesses
(Formo-copies) between corresponding (in quality) VVU-Configurations of new living
Proto-Forms.
11.112412. That

Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness, which consisted of an enormous
set of individual tightly synchronized Focuses of Close Attention of the Formo-Creators
of the brain, as well as organs, cells, DNA, molecules and the rest biological organism,
instantaneously differentiates, and every new UFS reprojects through its skrruullerrt
system into a duvuyllerrtly corresponding (to its Configuration) Form for the continuation
of its continuous Creative Activity. Those who see a corpse or a mummy, can observe only
the continued specific activity of SLAA-SS-MII-Creators on the level of realization of the
Collective Consciousnesses of organic compounds, molecules and atoms. So, I don’t see
any contradiction in the existence of skeletons of dinosaurs in our rotation Cycles.
QUESTION. Can “a human being” completely refocus from the NUU-VVU-Form into some
of its UU-VVU-copies, that is, definitively lose control over its Primary Time Axis or in

fact differentiate its Self-Consciousness into a set of various energy-information flows?

— No, dear Priodollpt, and it’s an emphatic No! I have just explained this to
Liirrgmmiilliss, but you, apparently, thought about something else: this never and under
no circumstances can happen to any creature! Because, in essence, it would be (relative
to you, as complex and integral “personalities”) a real dying, real death (without inverted
commas). Such thing don’t happen even to your UU-VVU-copies, except for those lowest
ones of them, which absolutely haven’t yet synthesized, in their “hyper-fragmented” SelfConsciousness, Aspects of two different Qualities and, therefore, in special “stress zones”
of ODS, they must undergo processes of an active Synthesis not of two Qualities, but
“inside” Aspects of one Quality (in the 1-2-dimensional and 2-3-dimensional sublevels of
ODS). But even they, to the very moment, after which they begin to perceive themselves
as U-UU-VVU-Loolgses, perceive themselves as absolutely alive “personalities” (Formocopies of your lowest and most primitive Conceptions of yourself).
11.12413.

Sometimes, the moment of “dying” happens in one’s sleep, but this changes
nothing in the process itself, — it’s also usual refocusing, in due form, and that is why
any of NUU-VVU-Configurations that participate in this quite necessary and natural (for
all living Forms) process never perceives itself “a dead human being”. Even “dying” in
one’s sleep, when there is simultaneous focusing both in the temporal ethereal constituent
and in an UU-VVU-copy of a DRUOTMM-system; the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused
by You simply “physically” cannot “manifest” there as a full (not narrowly fragmented!)
“personality”.
11.12414.
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Only an UU-VVU-copy can as if “break” — from our subjective point of view! — its
“factor noo-time” connections with the Primary Time Axis (that is, with the combined
Consciousness of LLUU-VVU). But again, only with a particular NUU-VVU-Configuration
(although, this NEVER happens, because each “personality”, even in the notional category
the Memory-of-the-World-of-the-Past, always continues to live in its typical scenario!),
while it is absolutely impossible for all NUU-VVU-Configurations; in order to do it,
RRGLUU-VVU itself must somehow disappear, but this simply in principle cannot be,
because it — through the whole set of interrelated (among themselves) Configurations
of Formo-Types of LLUU-VVU — energy-informationally structures particular creative
dynamics of many rotation Cycles of Formo-systems of Worlds and Continuums (which
also means Conversums, Universes, Universums, and the whole Creation!).
11.12415.

Don’t forget, please, that there are initially absolutely all possible variants of
the development of any of rotation Cycles, including many such scenarios, where this
“personality” as if “dies” in its sleep. And if this variant already is, then it somewhere, in
one of skrruullerrt systems is definitely carried out in parallel! In some rotation Cycles,
this “human being dies”, for example, of blood poisoning, in some other scenarios he is hit
by a car or he chokes with something, or gets poisoned, or a brick falls on his head, and
somewhere he as if “is gone” (from those who can observe his corpse) in his sleep. There are
always only variants of continuation of the existence of all the NUU-VVU-Configurations
focused by You: into some of them, you refocus from higher-qualitative states, into others
— from lower-qualitative ones, in some cases you refocus into other “age periods” of your
Stereo-Form, and in other cases you refocus from other Formo-Types…
11.12416.

I would say: that which happens in OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems is reflected
“here”, that is, in the Formo-systems of Worlds perceived by us, only in specific (for
these vibration structures) variants, because the strong Inertia of Formo-Matter is a
very powerful limiting factor for the manifestation of an innumerable set of all other
variants, which exist, in their corresponding realizational “niches”, as “really” as these
Worlds in the form of particular fantasies, daydreams and dreams. OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystems are a more universal base of the “noo-time” existence of any of conglomerates of
Formo-copies that form all the creative dynamics of the Self-Consciousness of the NUUVVU-Configurations continuously focused by Us. That which you figuratively define as
“a return of your low-qualitative UU-VVU-copies back to a DRUOTMM-system” (after as
though “Death” of one of innumerable Interpretations of one and the same “personality”)
is just a manifestation of some subjective moments of your continuous refocusings into
other rotation Cycles, which “switch” the creative dynamics of your FCA to other possible
variants of your choices.
11.12417.

The fact that all other innumerable variants (that are carried out in ODS) are not
carried out in Formo-systems of Worlds has many objective reasons, only two of which I
will try to formulate for you:
1) The inertial reason. Think what is the source, in essence, really (practically) of the
formation, in our Self-Consciousness, of a strong influence of the manifestation of
Inertia on the Levels of Formo-Matter? What we mean by “Formo-Matter” is just a
certain wave substance, which is accordingly manipulated by our Formo-Creators of
11.12418.
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the brain specially for the fulfillment of an initially planned realization of each of the
NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Us. This is where you should find the reason of
its individual influence over each of us. The bio-Creators decode corresponding VVUInformation, from the slloogrent TEC-dynamics, only through force interrelations that
are typical of our biological organs of Perception, the capabilities of which to transfer
Information are yet quite limited.
In other words, our bio-Creators cannot yet become instantaneously aware of all possible variants of the meaning of the “unpacked” (by them) slloogrent VVU-Information
that “is unfolded moment by moment” on “the bioscreen” of the information space of
our Self-Consciousness, — this complex process requires some time for the transmission of an electric signal from sense organs to the cells of the brain, for the synthesis
and “release” of definite hormones into the blood stream, formation of corresponding
amino acids, enzymes and so on. It follows that, in essence, individual parameters of
the manifestation of Inertia are, just like dimension, just individual properties of a particular Self-Consciousness: different “people” behave in completely different ways in
the same situations, up to the manifestation of opposite psychological reactions. That
is why, in order to decrease the degree of Inertia of Formo-Matter in your Self-Consciousness, it is necessary to increase the speed of transmission of nerve impulses from
the organs of Perception to the brain, which, in its turn, requires a complete replacement, in the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by You, of the current realizational
Forms of the bio-Creators by more perfect and universal ones, which can be done only
with a substantial increase of the quality of the dynamics of the Focus of Creative Activity of your Self-Consciousness.
2) The configurational reason, which is based on individual particularities of the system of Perception of every “personality”. At every moment of time, we, resonating by
our FCA with FDR of Formo-copies used by us at this moment, “take” (as if select, polarize), out of the whole database of recollections that are characteristic of the fragmented Self-Consciousnesses of these multipolarized Formo-copies, only that VVUInformation, which belongs only to the NUU-VVU-Configuration of the “personality”
focused by Us. This happens strictly in accordance with a definite frequency “mark”
— kleks — which is equally characteristic of the VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators and of the VVU-Configurations of each of Formo-copies that structure
the individual ODS of this “personality”. It is possible to say that this “mark”, like electromagnetic barcodes, in its essence, is a mechanism of genic identification of the realizational Forms, through which SLUI-SLUU-Entities of one and the same karmic Channel (in a very narrow range of vibrations) creatively manifest in the information space
of the Self-Consciousness.
No matter how much I would explain it to you, you will not understand it fully
anyway (while many will simply not believe me!) until one of the NUU-VVU-Configurations
focused by You that structures one of the higher-qualitative scenarios of development of
your Stereo-Form will gain its own individual abilities to enter “personally”, by a part
of your Self-Consciousness, these unusual “noo-time” Formo-structure of the individual
ODS. Before that, you will very superficially and with disbelief take everything that I try
11.12419.
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to explain as simply as possible, using all sorts of gestures. That is exactly why some of
you may even have an impression that it is much better to be in an OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystem than here! Here, you are attached to the year 2010, while there, you can in the same
way subjectively experience and emotionally feel this, that, and other things…”.
No, everything is absolutely not the way it seems to you! You cannot do anything
in ODS as an integral “personality” (that is, as continuous inertial dynamics of differentqualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations), because you cannot even manifest in these
structures. The choices of each of UU-VVU-copies that are “fragmentarily” personified
only with some very narrow range of life creativity of all “personalities” of your StereoForm are limited in an immensely greater degree in their realizational “niche” than the
creative possibilities of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by You, although they
represent a more “external” (energy-informationally reprojected from ODS into Formosystems of Worlds) part of the common creative dynamics of the Collective Intelligence of
“humankind”. Though the properties of realizational “niches” or “worlds” (with the first
small letter) in OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems are more universal (in whole!), as compared
with the primitive Formo-structures of the vibration range “currently” perceived by us.
But they are more universal only to make it possible for you — through the differentqualitative dynamics of your refocusings in NUU-VVU-Configurations — to “study” and
synthesize in depth, sequentially, one after another, in the greatest degree, by the general
dynamics of your Self-Consciousness, all possible Aspects only of some two dominant
Qualities manifested in this range of Energy-Plasma. Remember how I described various
realizational “niches”: “There, there are many very kind shoemakers, very kind amateur
singers…”13. These conglomerates of Formo-copies simply cannot express themselves in
any other quality. Is this community evolutionally more developed? No. While in its essence,
that is, origin, it’s a deeper state: all Information of biological Forms of “humankind” is
“there”, and, therefore, any variants of your possible choices are also “there”.
11.12420.

11.112421. So,

although any OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system has more universal (in our
understanding!) properties than Formo-systems of Worlds in which we usually perceive
ourselves, but NUU-VVU-Configurations manifested in Continuums have much greater
possibilities of different-qualitative refocusings in different rotation Cycles and, therefore,
a more efficient evolutional synthetic development of the Self-Consciousness. The whole
“noo-time” structure of an O-D-system “provides” the creative realization of one UU-VVUcopy in its qualitative range. While any, even the most primitive NUU-VVU-Configuration
has an innumerable set of such UU-VVU-copies that are duvuyllerrtly united into
conglomerates, with the whole set of which the “personality” Self-Consciousness somehow
tries to cope. This is the evolutional meaning of Existence: to pass from the least complex
Forms of self-organization to increasingly more complex Forms of collective creative
realization.

13

See IISSIIDIOLOGY, Volume 12.
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QUESTION. It seems that I’ve become confused as to who after all is in OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-

systems?

— Innumerable conglomerates (Spheres of creativity) of a different-qualitative
creative interaction of the whole set of your “personified” UU-VVU-copies continuously
projected (simultaneously both into ODS and into the information space of your
“personality” Self-Consciousness) by the UU-VVU-Forms that are “unpacked-unfolded”
from TEC. The dynamics of ODS are also structured by all wave VVU-Configurations of
SFUURMM-Forms of Formo-copies that are simultaneously reflected both in the dynamics
of Focuses of Dual Reflection in each of realizational “niches” and the individual
information “spaces” of the “personality” Self-Consciousness (through the dynamics of
FCA in factor Axes of RRGLUU-VVU). You, dear Laarmii-Llirrg, and I, in the NUU-VVUConfigurations “currently” focused by Us, constantly continue to perceive ourselves in
Formo-systems of Worlds and in subjective Realities typical of the qualities of our SelfConsciousnesses, continuously refocusing in our life dynamics from one group of StereoTypes into others. While the truer We are Universal Focuses of Self-Consciousness that
reflect, through their individual, narrowly-specific (for LLUU-VVU-Forms) states, various
dynamics of the Creative Activity of these energy-information conglomerates.
11.12422.

11.112423. The

question about WHERE exactly, in which one of multidimensional “points” of
Space-Time, “we” or any other objects of the Creation are located is simply inappropriate
due to the universal nonlocality and holographousness of the Creation Itself and
corresponding properties of each of the Forms focused by Us. All NUU-VVU-Configurations
holographously reflect, by their initially programmed dynamics, possibilities of
Collective Intelligences of all other types, also including UU-VVU-Forms with UU-VVUcopies that react to them. Owing to this, we — in some Forms — are always simultaneously
holographously “unpacked-unfolded” EVERYWHERE, including all OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystems and the infinity of Formo-systems of Worlds, and many other structures, about
the principles of Existence of which “the present” we don’t have any slightest Ideas.
QUESTION. Do OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems contain UU-VVU-copies that represent As-

pects of all Qualities?

— Yes, absolutely all and absolutely in any combinations of their creative
interrelations, both possible and impossible ones for “us”, dear Uuiysslliyrriss. Take, for
example, your boldest fantasies or most unthinkable dreams, daydreams — all of them
are present in realizational “niches” in absolutely real and true (for all participants of
these dreams) forms of their creative associative interaction. Whenever “a personified”
UU-VVU-copy wishes to communicate with LLAISS-Forms (Formo-Types of animals),
SSAALM-Forms (Formo-Types of plants) or OOLLM-Forms (Formo-Types of minerals), it
immediately gets such possibility! No problems! Because “your” UU-VVU-copies, just as
the NUU-VVU-Configurations used by You, are also holograms and that is why each Form
of any Collective Intelligence is potentially represented in any of their wave structures.
11.12424.
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11.112425. In

order to “unfold”, in the information space of the Self-Consciousness (in the
individual ODS), that which this Formo-copy (through you or other “personality”) desires
to experience (although every its Desire is also initially programmed!), it only needs to
become inertially fixed to this (desired by it) experience in its own fragmented SelfConsciousness, and it will immediately — as if “from nowhere” — become “unpacked”! It
can communicate in its narrow-frequency range with anybody, in any way for any time!
But, I repeat: only within the characteristic (of each UU-VVU-copy) frequency range and
in the qualitative range which is typical of its conglomerate.
— Are the second and the third Levels of AIGLLILLIAA-ORLAAKTOR also represented there?

— The first and the second Level are represented there, but they differ very much
from the qualitative state of the energy-information interrelations that exist between
Formo-copies of the medium Level of ODS (although in these cases there are also their
specific variants of manifestation conditioned by the difference in the synthetic processes,
which are individually typical of each pair of different-qualitative Dominants; the system
of Antiworld may serve as an example, about which I will tell you in detail in Volume
12). While VVU-Configurations of high-frequency Formo-copies that structure the
third synthetic Level of AIGLLILLIAA and ORLAAKTOR serve as a junction between O-Dsystems and FLUU-LUU-complexes. A as a matter of fact, dear Dauirrhlss, “there”, there is
absolutely everything that is typical of the dynamics of the Creative Activity of the VVUConfigurations simultaneously manifested in this group of space-time Continuums.
11.12426.

11.112427. Try

to understand that ODS is not at all one Continuum but duvuyllerrtly
propagated Continuums structured by various Time Flows. If “you”, in this Continuum,
can actively “unpack” (from TEC) and experience SFUURMM-Forms typical of the second
and the third Levels of ORLAAKTOR or AIGLLILLIAA, then your UU-VVU-copies can
realize themselves in the same range, because it is not you but UU-VVU-Forms (which
have projected them into ODS) that are true sources of this VVU-Information. You — as
“a personality” manifested in this range of frequencies — represent (through the NUUVVU-Configurations focused by You and the VVU-Configurations of your Creators
of the brain) only a specific subjective Interpreter, an individual wave Modifier of the
VVU-Configurations of different Formo-copies continuously decoded by your FormoCreators. All animals, plants, minerals are also, just like you, Interpreters and Modifiers
of the Information used by them that structures some of their “own” OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystems.
QUESTION. It turns out that if “a human being died” in the state of a high feeling typical
of the second or the third Levels of AIGLLILLIAA or ORLAAKTOR, then the UU-VVU-copies

that have activated these Levels in his Self-Consciousness also refocus together with his
Focus into a higher-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configuration, don’t they?

— Yes, of course, they refocus into FVU-Configurations of FLUU-VVU-doubles of the
lower Levels of FLUU-LUU-complexes that resonate with identical (to them in frequency)
11.12428.
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Levels of the third and the fourth IISSIIDI-Centers. I repeat it one more time “personally”
to you, dear Liilffmi: UU-VVU-copies don’t “go” to and fro from their “niches” into our
Formo-systems of Worlds and back there! None of them can be in our Worlds at all in
that “personified” form, in which you “imagine” them! They are just specifically formed
projections of some “dissociated” VVU-Information about us, which are simultaneously
projected into different Formo-systems of Worlds through different-qualitative variants
of the NUU-VVU-Configurations of the “personalities” focused by Us.
Answer, please, to the following question: if you just thought about something
and remembered yourself in some specific Formo-image, remembered your emotions
in a definite life situation, do you perceive this image really as “yourself ”? No you don’t!
Then why do you feel such reverence for and pay so much attention to “the destiny” of
as though “your” SFUURMM-Forms, which are completely irrelevant to you, the original
carriers of which are UU-VVU-copies and which you just temporarily use for your own
realizations in Life?
11.12429.

In the information space of your Self-Consciousness, there is a continuous,
endless flow of manifestation, from the slloogrent dynamics of TEC, of various UUVVU-Forms that represent, in Space-Time of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by You, just
some completely impersonal but very specific VVU-Information about anything, to
which the Formo-Creators of your brain also continuously — through the subjective
psychological dynamics of the VVU-Configurations of the Formo-copies of the individual
ODS — respond by definite biochemical reactions, which, being deflected by the sensuous
experience, analysis and comparisons initiated by them, immediately add to this VVUInformation their own definite “tint” and “individual meaning” that is characteristic
only of your system of Perception. Exactly these “psychisms” experienced by you with
the help of already existing (in ODS) “work materials” become your direct Experience
which you gain again. This Experience is immediately reprojected (“folded”) into the
VVU-Configurations of the just used Formo-copies and can always, when necessary, be
attracted again from this ODS “niche” by the Formo-Creators of the brain of the future
NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by You.
11.12430.

Every such “attraction” of ready psychological reactions results in individual
consequences of refocusings, that is, a new realizational acquisition (“personal
Experience”) in the VVU-Configurations of the individual ODS. Every instant, having been
synthesized, through the dynamics of the Focus of Close Attention of “a personality”,
with the just “unpacked” (from TEC) VVU-Information (UU-VVU-Form), the SFUURMMForm of “an individual meaning”, which has been manifested in the information space
of the Self-Consciousness and formed through the biochemistry of the Creators of
your brain, becomes “a fragmented-personified” UU-VVU-copy of this variant of Your
“personality” and immediately, according to the rezonational principle, through the
Focus of Dual Reflection that already exists in your individual ODS and is continuously
initiated by your previous Formo-copies of this qualitative sublevel, occupies in your
“own” ODS a corresponding (to its VVU-Configuration) realizational “niche”. This process
lasts constantly: an UU-VVU-Form + a psychological projection of a ready Formo-copy +
a biochemical reaction of the Creators of the brain = a new Formo-copy + the next UU11.12431.
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VVU-Form = a psychological reaction + a biochemical reaction + an Experience = a new
Formo-copy + the next UU-VVU-Form = a new psychological reaction + a new biochemical
reaction + a new Experience = a new Formo-copy + the next UU-VVU-Form…

Since the VVU-Configuration of the next “unpacked” UU-VVU-Form and the
VVU-Configuration of the new UU-VVU-copy formed as a result of the psychological
interaction with it have common parts of VVU-Information of a definite qualitative range,
then, being manifested in the information space of your Self-Consciousness, both of them
are simultaneously projected by means of these holographous parts into the same factor
Axes of RRGLUU-VVU: the UU-VVU-Form is projected at the moment of its quantumholographous “unpacking-unfolding”, while the UU-VVU-copy is projected at the moment
of a rezonational attraction of the dynamics of its Focus of Dual Reflection to the dynamics
of the Focus of Close Attention, which is created by the Formo-Creators of the brain.
The realizational “niches” contain a “fragmentarily-personified” manifestation of the
UU-VVU-copies that have managed, through general volitional and sensuous efforts, “to
compose” fragmentary Conceptions of “themselves” into a certain “personal” Experience
that is closely associated with particular fragments of Life of some real “personalities”
of one Stereo-Form (or a set of Formo-Types), and this Experience becomes the main
energy-information foundation that reflects all Aspects of the life creativity of these
“personalities” in this narrow range of ODS (of course, without any participation of all
other dynamics of the Primary Time Axis!).
11.12432.

11.112433. I must say that this is carried out on the wave level in O-D-systems much easier than

it may seem to you. UU-VVU-copies “identify themselves” so much with the Formo-images
that are jointly created by them together with many “personalities” that — depending
on a predominance of “sensuousness” or “mentality” in the general Configuration —
eventually they become either one SVUULL-VVU-copy (a low-qualitative astral entity) or
a LUUD-VVU-copy (a low-qualitative mental entity). But these Formo-copies that inhabit
only O-D-systems and that sometimes really (by their Formo-images) look in outward
appearance very much like some of you are not We as the Higher Formo-Creators, and
even are not “we” as “personalities”, but are only “very tiny” narrow-range parameters
of the NUU-VVU-Configurations simultaneously focused by Us, which are specifically
reflected (through the dynamics of individual ODS) in the information space of our
Self-Consciousnesses! I have already told you that the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us
(whether biological, Bioplasmic, or plasmic) are not We as the Higher Formo-Creators,
even on a relatively low Level of Perception of Ourselves as People!
QUESTION. I am sorry, Oris, for interrupting you, but it’s very interesting! Can you give
us more details about them! We still don’t have a clear understanding of SVUULL-VVU
and LUUD-VVU-Forms, their interrelations with all others, their purpose and origin. And

what do you mean by the term “an astral Proto-Form”?

— I repeat “personally” to you, dear Uullarg, that SVUULL-VVU-copies and LUUDVVU-copies are “personified”, respectively, in a greater degree sensuous or in a greater
degree mental, SFUURMM-Forms (and specific Formo-images that individually reveal their
11.12434.
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individual meaning) of some VVU-Information that is characteristic of the dynamics of
the Creative Activity of Spheres of creativity of ODS, which resonate with the Levels of the
two lower IISSIIDI-Centers. In terms of qualities, their VVU-Configurations subjectively
“copied” and synthesized by the Formo-Creators of the brain correspond to the VVUConfigurations of UU-VVU-Forms that are being inertially “unpacked” every instant from
the general slloogrent dynamics of TEC of all “personalities”, which, in definite scenarios
of development, simultaneously experience approximately the same egoistic sensuousmental emotions (SVUULL-VVU-copies) or mental-sensuous states (LUUD-VVU-copies).
Let’s say that in some life situations, the whole set of your “present personalized”
Interpretations experienced the feeling of fear — from a slight fright to terror. These
specific psychological states, together with your Formo-images that experience them
(your typical appearance, facial and other gestures, voice, words, movements, reactions,
sensations), were automatically recorded in the VVU-Configurations of a corresponding
conglomerate of your UU-VVU-copies that constantly stay in their realizational “niches”
of an OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system and are attracted into the information space of your
Self-Consciousness only when the Formo-Creators of the brain of the NUU-VVUConfiguration focused by You “unpack” from TEC the UU-VVU-situation that corresponds
most of all to the range of the Creative Activity of the Formo-copies of this conglomerate.
Every NUU-VVU-Configuration has an initially (encoded in the scenarios of development)
corresponding, strictly defined set of “conglomerates of a possible psychomental and
mechanical response”, which simply cannot be broken, because each of “your” individual
psychological reactions is forever (as a frequency) “recorded” (encoded) in the structure
of one of the slloogrent “parts” of the skrruullerrt system, which means all the inertial
dynamics of Energy-Plasma.
11.12435.

“You” experienced any specific psychological states in different rotation Cycles and
at different age periods of an innumerable set of your simultaneous Lives in the Sphere of
creativity of this Stereo-Form (and other Formo-Types of your LLUU-VVU) only with the
help of initially formed realizational dynamics of UU-VVU-copies of the same range. Thus,
a conglomerate of SVUULL-VVU-copies has been formed in your individual ODS, the range
of the Creative Activity of which fully and deeply expresses (in the information “space
of the personality” Self-Consciousness) all details and particularities of a psychological
dominance of a definite state of the dynamics of SLUI-SLUU in INGLIMILISSA — for example,
fear, simultaneously experienced by all your “personalized” NUU-VVU-Interpretations. It
includes child’s, teenager’s, adult’s, and old age’s fears initially encoded for manifestation
in some NUU-VVU-Configurations of this Stereo-Form. These codes precisely correspond
to the VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators of the brain of “the personalities”, into
which you refocus.
11.12436.

Let me remind you that both the highest-frequency and the lowest-frequency
NUU-VVU-Configurations are potentially represented in every slloogrent part of the
skrruullerrt system at the moment of each your refocusing. So, potentially (depending
on the tendentiousness of the inertial psychomental dynamics of the NUU-VVUConfigurations focused by You) you always have a real possibility to chose between
extremely unfavorable (for you) and most favorable situations. “Hopeless” or “no-win”
11.12437.
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situations in Life are not initially planned, — you are simply often very much attached to
some values devised by you (ambition, egoism, ignorance) and cannot sacrifice them in
difficult circumstances (apologize, fall on your knees, forgive a grievance, give a smile,
say kind words, positively motivate someone’s unworthy behavior and so on) in order to
create a much higher-qualitative situation.
In an O-D-system, low-frequency emotions occupy the whole range which has been
formed by many VVU-Configurations of conglomerates of Formo-copies that represent all
possible kinds of fear: in the first place, fear of absolutely all “people” that have ever lived
not only on Earth, but, in whole, in the Worlds of GRE’IYSLIISS; in the second place, fear
of all other Proto-Forms for the entire General History of the development of this Planet;
in the third place, specially archived and encoded Information (SFUURMM-Forms) that it
inaccessible to inhabitants of GRE’IYSLIISS, — emotions of fear typical of other Forms of
Collective Intelligences that inhabit other Star systems. Vibrations of individual fears of
conglomerates of SVUULL-VVU-copies of each of Stereo-Forms (Formo-Types) occupy a
separate realizational “niche” in this range, where the main “character” is as if one and the
same “personality”, the VVU-Configuration of which is initially “combined” by vibrations of
identical emotions typical of all its NUU-VVU-Interpretations simultaneously manifested
in different Formo-systems of Worlds.
11.12438.

Such “personal files”, which are initially sorted according to narrow-frequency
ranges of various psychological emotions or types of individual thinking, are present
in the O-D-system for absolutely all Proto-Forms that have ever inertially manifested on
the Planet. The NUU-VVU-Configuration of each of simultaneous Interpretations of “the
personality” of one Stereo-Form has a special wave mark (kleks) that, in the “noo-time”
mode, unites such VVU-Configurations into joint slloogrent integral dynamics — the
temporal ethereal constituent of one Stereo-Form. In essence, this is that information
base of every “personality”, which we mean by the term karmic Channels that structure
the two lower IISSIIDI-Center.
11.12439.

This means that until you manage to refocus (transmute) into the structures of
the Self-Consciousness of NUU-VVU-Configurations of higher-qualitative “personalities”
of your Stereo-Form, in which the Creative Activity of the lowest “personal” realizational
“niches” is reduced to nothing, you will have to stay in “the scenarios” where these lowqualitative emotions of SVUULL-VVU-copies (fear, envy, jealousy, spite, aggressiveness,
resentfulness and the like) will continue to influence your psychological states and thus
will have a strong influence on all the qualitative dynamics of “unpacking” (by your FormoCreators) of the slloogrent VVU-Information from TEC. It means that again and again, among
all possibilities potentially provided to you from TEC, you will attract into the information
space of your Self-Consciousness only unfavorable variants of life circumstances, because
FCA of your Formo-Creators of the brain is more concentrated (due to the absence of
a higher-qualitative Experience in the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by You) on the
dynamics of FDR of low-frequency conglomerates of SVUULL-VVU- and LUUD-VVU-copies.
11.12440.

Moreover, I would like to pay your attention to the fact that the ranges of the
vibrational manifestation of both groups of the mentioned Formo-copies are identical and
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typical (in a different degree of quality) absolutely of all VVU-Configurations that structure
ODS Levels up to ±4.0 dimension (the 1st-12th synthesized DUU-LLI of ARGLLAAMUNI and
INGLIMILISSA). That is, psychomental SVUULL-VVU-copies, in principle, are not of lower
quality as compared with mental-psychic LUUD-VVU-copies, they are synthesized among
themselves level by level and can specifically realize themselves not only in lower Spheres
of creativity of ODS but also through the VVU-Configurations that are concordant with
the highest-qualitative Levels of the two first IISSIIDI-Centers (for example, in the form
of “altruistically colored” fears and emotions for someone’s Life, for Motherland, for all
other “people”, animals, plants, ecological state of the whole Planet and so on).
While a subjective, lower-qualitative perception of the emotional-mental dynamics
of SVUULL-VVU-copies of INGLIMILISSA appears due to the fact that, in low-frequency
Levels of joint manifestation (the 1st-12th DUU-LLI), a definite degree of their synthesis
with the mentally-emotional VVU-Configurations of LUUD-VVU-copies of ARGLLAAMUNI
doesn’t introduce into the dynamics of their common Creative Activity an expressed
element of “rationality”, reasonableness and much less, intellectuality, — these features
start to be manifested more or less perceptibly only from the dynamics of the Formocopies that structure the 7th-8th karmic Channels of ARGLLAAMUNI and INGLIMILISSA.
Therefore, when analyzing their joint creativity, there is a subjective impression that
SVUULL-VVU-copies of the 1st-6th DUU-LLI are of lower quality (more reckless) than
LUUD-VVU-copies that are being continuously synthesized with them in the same range,
the rational-reasonable creativity of which, just as for the SVUULL-VVU-copies, starts to
actively manifest only through the 7th-12th DUU-LLI of ARGLLAAMUNI and INGLIMILISSA.
That is why I use the term “SVUULL-VVU-copies” for the lowest-qualitative characteristics
of the creativity of SLUI-SLUU, and the term “LUUD-VVU-copies” for the slightly higherqualitative dynamics, although, I repeat, I use them like this only to make the explanation
more convenient and objectively this doesn’t reflect any real correlation between these
VVU-Configurations.
11.12442.

Now let’s consider the so-called “astral” and “mental” lutal (that is, the simplest,
elementary) Forms of any “personality”. They belong to Proto-Forms (don’t be surprised,
these are low-frequency VVU-Configurations that are common for different Proto-Forms
of “the Animal Kingdom”) of the biological analog of a diffusgent NUU-VVU-Formo-Type
of LLUU-VVU, because they provide in the Self-Consciousness the Creative Activity of a
very special type, which differs from any other mental-sensuous activity of Formo-Types
of higher-qualitative Levels of the Collective Consciousness of LLUU-VVU (for example,
khristal ones).
11.12443.

Let me remind you that these are astroplasmic and mentoplasmic structures
that are inertially synthesized among themselves; they stimulate and form the creative
dynamics of the Self-Consciousness of each NUU-VVU-Configuration, and “make up”
(structure) by their unique VVU-Information the general dynamics of the temporal ethereal
constituent of any of “personalities” of a LLUU-VVU-Form (and other Proto-Forms!), that
are simultaneously manifested in different Time Flows. Structuring the same frequency
ranges (from +4.0 — through 0.0 — to -4.0 dimensions), nonetheless, they synthesize
inside themselves UU-VVU-copies of different types: the astroplasmic — SVUULLMII-SVUU
11.12444.
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— is in a greater degree structured by synthesized (among themselves) SVUULL-VVU- and
LUUD-VVU-copies of the 1st-6th Channels of INGLIMILISSA and ARGLLAAMUNI, while the
VVU-Configurations of the mentoplasmic — LUUDMII-SVUU-Forms — in a greater degree
contains synthesized LUUD-VVU- and SVUULL-VVU-copies of the higher-qualitative 7th12th Channels of these two Centers.
11.112445. That

is, as I have already explained it, “astral” SVUULLMII-SVUU-Forms that
generalize inside themselves the most primitive VVU-Information of SLUI-SLUU of
the first six Channels of both Centers don’t have that type of creativity, which we may
typically refer to “mentality” and “rationality”. This is something common, characteristic
only of the lowest creative manifestations of all Proto-Forms of “the Animal Kingdom”,
which is not a carrier of Intelligence, but serves as a feature of the most primitive state
of the Self-Consciousness of a Form… While an elementary (from our point of view)
intelligent activity of the Self-Consciousness begins from an active manifestation, in its
information space, of the creative dynamics of the VVU-Configurations of the “mental”
LUUDMII-SVUU-Form, that are structured by more or less higher-qualitative synthesized
LUUD-VVU- and SVUULL-VVU-copies, the type and character of the creativity of which
gradually become increasingly different from the creativity typical of other Proto-Forms
of animals, and I notionally interpret it as “human” (in inverted commas).
QUESTION. Oris, I am sorry for interrupting you again! But I don’t quite understand

the terminology you use. In my understanding, the word “astro” implies sensuousness,
the word “mento” implies intelligence, mentality. When you described two Formo-Types
of your LLUU-VVU-Form (ALDG’ELLIS and IILLGMMII-I), you told that the first one is
more sensuous and manifests the activity in a greater degree through higher Levels of
AIGLLILLIAA, while the second is more mental and manifests the activity in a greater degree through higher Levels of ORLAAKTOR. That is, in my Perception, I subjectively identify “astral” features with Aspects of the Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom, while “mental”
features — with Aspects of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence. But now, it turns
out that “astral” is lower in quality than “mental”? Please, explain it!

— I don’t quite understand, why you, dear Uksstukkullur, even after everything what
I just tried to explain, still have misunderstanding in such a simple and natural definition.
Perhaps, you have forgotten that the inertial dynamics of synthetic processes are carried out
as a result of a simultaneous level-by-level space-time realization of the dynamics of all Our
Universal Focuses of Self-Consciousness through different-qualitative structures of SelfConsciousnesses of all possible Proto-Forms of Collective Intelligences of different types,
and, in such low-qualitative Formo-systems of Worlds as “ours” (irkkulligren-usstukkula’rahsuvrollent), are subjectively carried out not at once and everywhere (like it happens
to be objectively), but inertially, duvuyllerrtly and gradually, with the simultaneously
increasing dynamics of frequency rotation Shifts, sequentially switching “Focuses” of SelfConsciousnesses from one semisynthesized state of Forms into the next, more synthesized
state, continuously adding (through the dynamics of Formo-copies) new and new synthesized
Aspects of both dominant Qualities (an empirically gained Experience) to the information
space of the “personality” Self-Consciousness (individual ODS).
11.12446.
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In the first volumes of Fundamentals of IISSIIDIOLOGY, I mentioned that the
synthetic dynamics of Aspects of Qualities are carried out in each of the Centers according
to specific frequencies, that is, level by level! What does it mean? For example, let’s consider
the dynamics of the first two Centers: the astroplasmic lutal (meaning — “lower”) part of
the slloogrent dynamics of TEC of the Self-Consciousness is an energy-information base
for the beginning of processes of the different-qualitative Synthesis between UU-VVUcopies manifested in the Self-Consciousness of “a personality” through the structures of
the 1st-6th Channels of INGLIMILISSA and of the 1st-6th Channels of ARGLLAAMUNI.
Since the tendencies to a manifestation of intelligence on these Levels of Existence of
Forms are yet completely absent and the necessity of survival and reproduction provides
a maximum stimulus, in the Self-Consciousness, to the sensuous, emotional element of
creativity (not only passion, sex, but also rage, recklessness that synthesize with them),
the whole process of the level-by-level Synthesis in this part of the range (lutal Levels of
the Astral Plane-Overtone — from +4.0 — through 0.0 — to -4.0 dimensions) is carried
out with an expressed predominance of lower “astral features” in the Self-Consciousness
of “a personality”.
11.12447.

But you shouldn’t so primitively and one-sidedly consider this extremely complex
and varied evolutional Process. In the mentioned low-frequency range, along with
primitive VVU-Configurations with an obvious predominance of rude emotionality and
instincts (SVUULL-VVU-copies) in them, there is also the synthesis (much less) of VVUConfigurations with characteristic features of increased mentality (LUUD-VVU-copies), in
the fragmented Self-Consciousnesses of which there is a gradual growth and some mental
manifestations of the first sprouts of reason that subdues spontaneous rude passions
(that are characteristic of physical self-survival) by solid arguments of primitive common
sense. Without them the process of a deep and comprehensive Synthesis of ASTRO- and
MENTO-Plasma would be simply impossible not only in any NUU-VVU-Configuration but
also in the structures of Self-Consciousness of other Proto-Forms.
11.12448.

With “deepening” of the processes of Synthesis, an empirical Experience appears
in Self-Consciousnesses of an increasingly greater number of VVU-Configurations that
interact among themselves, which results in a gradual manifestation, in the creative
dynamics of Proto-Forms, of Elements of rationality, “mentality” (LUUD-VVU-Forms),
which, on the Levels of vibrations of the sixth semisynthesized Channel, become as
intensive as the qualitative dynamics of “astral” Elements (SVUULL-VVU-copies). This
doesn’t mean at all that this sublevel (from +1.5 to +2.0 dimensions) is completely inertially
synthesized, however, it has the state of unstable balance between the Elements of ASTROand MENTO-Plasma that structure it (“psychonations”, “emanations” and “karmonations”
— SFUURMM-Forms — that balance their creativity).
11.12449.

What does happen next? “Mental” tendencies of LUUD-VVU-Configurations that
have a greater (in comparison with “astral” aspects) creative potential and empirical
Experience of “personalized” Existence (due to the previously experienced creative
dynamics) gradually begin to dominate in the inertial processes of Synthesis and that
is why, on next Levels of the mentoplasmic lutal part of the Self-Consciousness of NUUVVU-Forms structured by Formo-copies of the 7th-12th Channels of INGLIMILISSA and
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ARGLLAAMUNI, the processes of Synthesis are carried out under the aegis of reason,

mind. But again, in parallel with this, there is a clear predominance of emotionality over
rationality in the dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses of some NUU-VVU-Configurations,
which becomes the reason of a subsequent increase of dynamism (“amount”) of these
very tendencies.

With further “deepening” of the Synthesis, the Elements of sensuousness
(“psychonations”) begin to express themselves more and more in the general creative
dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses of Forms, and, on the Level of the 12th Channels of
both Centers (lutal Levels of the Mental Plane-Overtone — from +4.0 — through 0.0 —
to -4.0 dimensions), processes of the level-by-level Synthesis are brought again into the
state of unstable balance, which allows to begin new tendential processes of the inertial
activation of VVU-Configurations of “astral” SVUULLMII-SVUU-Forms. And so on — on all
higher-qualitative Levels of inertial synthetic processes of all Energy-Plasma: on lower
Levels of ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA, along with the development of intellect, some
Forms have dominant dynamics of “astral features”, then these tendencies become equal,
and, on higher Levels of these two Centers, there is the tendency to a greater “mentality”;
then again there are inertial processes of a relative equation and renewal of tendencies to
the predominance of high-frequency Sensuousness in some NUU-VVU-Configurations,
after which there is another equation, and the process repeats on a new Level…
11.12451.

All this is a natural result of manifestation, in the inertial synthetic dynamics of
the “personality” Self-Consciousness (of any type), of the Cosmic Law of “ALL-integrity of
multiplicities” (SSALLASST-UUSST) and its two Principles:“I-AM THE CREATIVE REFLECTION
OF CYCLICITY OF ALL IN ALL” (SSMMOO-OSM) and “I-AM THE CREATIVE REFLECTION OF
RHYTHMICITY OF ALL IN ALL” (SSLLAA-HOO-OTL). It is the specific dynamics of their
manifestation in these Realities that create the above effect in the inertial process of
refocusings of the “personality” Self-Consciousness.
11.12452.

If you were more attentive, dear Uksstukkullur, you would have noticed that any
“discrimination” of the features of notional “mentality” relative to the features of notional
“astrality” doesn’t exist: both the Mental Plane-Overtone and the Astral Plane-Overtone
simultaneously and equally manifest themselves in one and the same range of EnergyPlasma — from +9.0 — through 0.0 — to -9.0 dimensions. Everything is absolutely fair —
all Formo-Creators and VVU-Configurations of UU-VVU-copies and FVU-Configurations
of FLUU-VVU-doubles that are simultaneously used by the Formo-Creators for their own
creative synthetic realization always have equal rights and possibilities in the slloogrent
dynamics of TEC and VEC! What seemed to you and what was shown accordingly in the
“Classification of the Formo-Creators” (in each of the two pairs of the first IISSIIDI-Centers,
I “assigned astral” SVUULLMII-SVUU- and STOOLLMII-SVUU-Creators to lower Levels of
Creativity, and “mental” LUUDMII-SVUU- and UOLDMII-SLII-Creators — to higher ranges
of these Centers) was only due to the specific character of the implementation of inertial
Processes of Synthesis in the structures of Self-Consciousnesses of realizational Forms of
LLUU-VVU. At least try to consider these dynamics not “bottom-up”, as you observe it now,
but “top-down”, from the state of relative inertial readiness of many synthetic processes.
11.12453.
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I swear that I wasn’t anyhow biased when I made up “the Classification” and,
therefore, I simply couldn’t offend any “astral” Formo-Creators (even if I wanted to)!!!
You know quite well that in the inertial sequence of any synthetic processes, there can
never be quite stable balanced states: always the activity of Aspects of some Qualities will
predominate over the dynamics of Aspects of some other Qualities. This very property
of the inertial dynamics forms the basis of the action of a very important eglleroliftive
Element of Creativity that stimulates the evolutional development of any Form of
Collective Intelligence. Now, I hope that justice is done and I, finally, may continue my
difficult explanation!
11.12454.

So, I was saying that SVUULL-VVU- and LUUD-VVU-Forms structured in O-Dsystems by one-type UU-VVU-copies represent two complementary sets of synthesized
SFUURMM-Forms that compose the whole energy-information basis of SVUULLMII-SVUUand LUUDMII-SVUU-Formo-Creators, which is typical of the slloogrent dynamics of the
common temporal ethereal constituent of a given Stereo-Form. Among them, only those
conglomerates of astro-mental VVU-Configurations interact with the dynamics of FCA
of the Creators of the brain of each of many simultaneously manifested “personalities”,
which are rezonationally associated with the VVU-Configurations of this “personality”
Self-Consciousness, moreover, the higher the degree of rezonationness, the greater their
own Creative Activity may be expressed and the stronger the influence of these Formocopies over “the personality’s” choices of corresponding scenarios of development in
skrruullerrt systems.
11.12455.

All VVU-Configurations of the UU-VVU-Forms that are inertially “unpacked” from
the lutal part of the general slloogrent dynamics of the temporal ethereal constituent (that
is, through the 12 synthesized Channels of the first two Centers) not only actively provide
each Stereo-Form with new VVU-Information necessary for a normal activity of all possible
Interpretations of “the personality” (as well as the functioning of all internal organs and
systems), but also are a strong factor that promotes the development, in the collective
Consciousness, of higher-qualitative SFUURMM-Forms about the necessity of survival
of the whole “humankind” as intelligent species, so that, along with the development of
the increasingly higher-qualitative dynamics of “Focuses” of the Self-Consciousness, to
maintain the stable ability of biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Formo-Types of constant
reproduction and guarantee the possibilities of re-creation of their own genotypes.
11.12456.

As I have already mentioned, the lowest-qualitative Formo-copies that structure
the 1st-7th Channels of INGLIMILISSA of the Self-Consciousness of the NUU-VVUConfigurations focused by Us are characteristic of “human” NUU-VVU, “humanlike”
Forms of Collective Intelligences, and other animal Proto-Forms, introducing, into the
structures of Self-Consciousnesses, the strong tendencies of survival, self-preservation
and reproduction of their own species, which inevitably weaken with a very intensive
displacement of the Focus of Creative Activity onto higher-qualitative Levels of EnergyPlasma. If it were not for the activity of these “imperfect” Formo-copies, the higherqualitative biological Formo-Types, in the Self-Consciousnesses of which the lower Levels
of the next two Centers are stably activated, simply couldn’t have manifested as “material”
Forms, thereby excluding for SLUI-SLUU a potential possibility to actively accumulate a
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higher-qualitative Experience of Self-knowledge in this type of “physical” Reality through
narrowly-specific sensations and emotions.
The slloogrent dynamics of NUU-VVU-Configurations of SVUULLMII-SVUUCreators are the most active Sphere of creativity of all native tribes with a long-established
primitive-communal way of Life and a predominance of the low-sensuous Perception over
yet unawakened intellect. Not only “people” interact among themselves on the specific
Level of this creative range, but also the majority of representatives of LLARTTUURFF
— the Collective Intelligence of animals. The “subconscious” associative sphere of
Perception of the outer World through UU-VVU-copies of an astroplasmic Proto-Form
may include everything that in your subjective Conceptions is always associated with
something unpleasant and terrible, bestial and cruel, lustful and aggressive, as well as
everything that is associated with an instinctive behavior typical of an undeveloped “halfhuman-half-animal”. SVUULLMII-SVUU-Creators are most active in Self-Consciousnesses
of those NUU-VVU-Configurations, which are used by “primitive” entities in their Worlds;
aboriginals, as representatives of various tribes with an established communal way of
Life, use the same primitive scheme of interaction among themselves; the Focus of Close
Attention of maniacs, rapists and religious fanatics (all those who are not used to think
but trust more their instincts of self-preservation and animal impulses that quite often
bring them into a specific state of affect) is much more often, as compared with other
“people”, “fixed” to the narrowly limited Self-Consciousness of NUU-VVU-Configurations
of this range.
11.12458.

I must remind you again that UU-VVU-Forms and UU-VVU-copies projected
by them into ODS are representatives of a completely different (the Involutional
RESOSCONTIONAL!) Branch of development (I subjectively composed this designation
using the words “resonance” and “concentration”)! As you already know, the Principle
of Synthesis of Aspects of Qualities (which We carry out) is based on closest creative
interrelations between self-conscious Elements of Collective Intelligences of the two
Branches: the SYNTHETIC HUMANOID Evolutional Branch provides all Form-creating,
Energy-creating and communicational Processes (that is, absolutely ALL Possibilities of
any frequency manifestation of the dynamics of any of Creative Activity in Formo-systems
of Worlds), while the RESOSCONTIONAL Involutional Branch “fills” all these Possibilities
(also including Forms) with a particular energy-information Content.
11.12459.

None of the qualitative states of Energy-Plasma synthesized by Us in the SYNTHETIC
Evolutional Branch (such as: a) “Creative Cosmic POTENTIALITY”
b) “Creative Cosmic
SOLIDARITY” c) “Creative Cosmic COOPERATION” d) “Creative Cosmic ACTIVITY”
e) “Creative Cosmic PASSIVENESS”
f) “Creative Cosmic DISSATISFACTION”
g)
“Creative Cosmic HARMONICITY” h) “Creative Cosmic PERFECTION” and many others)
could have been accomplished without an active participation of self-conscious Elements
of the RESOSCONTIONAL Involutional Branch in this multidimensional Universal Cosmic
Process. This Branch of development serves as the basis of the constant (in parallel with
the creative dynamisms synthesized by Us) formation of such dynamic states of EnergyPlasma as: a) “Creative Cosmic PROFOUNDNESS”
b) “Creative Cosmic ALLEGIANCE”
c) “Creative Cosmic THOROUGHNESS”
d) “Creative Cosmic GRANDIOSITY”
e)
11.12460.
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“Creative Cosmic INTENTNESS”
f) “Creative Cosmic COMPETENCE”
g) “Creative
Cosmic INTEGRATION” h) “Creative Cosmic ADAPTIVITY” and many other states typical
of the creative dynamics of realizational Forms of the RESOSCONTIONAL Involutional
Branch, the meaning of which I simply cannot adapt to our understanding.
A more internal Form-creating Process of Universal Existence would have been
impossible without the most profound creative interaction of self-conscious Elements
(realizational Forms) of the Collective Intelligences of these two Branches — the Synthesis
of such Combined E’I-YY-UI-YY-Quality of the 24-qualitative I-IY-YA’-AA-A-Entity (the
highest-qualitative Level of Creativity of the Universal Entity: 24 Combined Qualities
+ 12 Pure Qualities = 36 Universal Qualities) as ALL-BETWEENNESS; this Process is
organized by self-conscious Elements of both Branches and, as a matter of fact, doesn’t
belong to the Creation of AYFAAR, but represents an ideal intermediate creative state of
the Higher Collective Intelligence, which perfectly and harmoniously reflects in Itself the
properties of any of the 12 Pure Cosmic Qualities and is One of the 24 Rays of Qualities
of “a further” stage of the development of “THE CREATION OF AYFAAR” according to the
Principle of I-ILLII-LLAA-A (the 24-qualitative INTER-Universal Entity).
11.12461.

I would like also to mention that the whole Creative Activity of the Collective
Intelligence of our Star Entity AIILLIISS is mostly focused on the Processes of one of 1728
“FLOWS” of Qualities, providing a Secondary Synthesis of various self-conscious Elements
of Collective Intelligences of definite types that structure AYFAAR at once in Vectors of
the SYNTHETIC HUMANOID Evolutional Branch and the RESOSCONTIONAL Involutional
Branch. All Our GOOLGAMAA-A and Proto-Forms generated by Them belong to the first
Branch of development and, therefore, in no way can belong to the second one.
11.12462.

However, any of innumerable Forms of Energy of Collective Intelligences that
structure the Flows of the SYNTHETIC Branch, simply cannot perform any creative
synthetic realization without an attraction of the specific dynamics of the Cosmic
Entities Which we very subjectively interpret as “Information”. They, in their turn, are
unable to realize themselves either on any of different-qualitative Levels of the general
dynamics of Energy-Plasma without an innumerable set of various energy carriers which
we also subjectively interpret as “Energy”. The Collective Cosmic Intelligences of OO-UUEntities — through SLUI-SLUU and SLOU-SLII-SMII of SVOO-UU-Entities — on all Levels
of Their energy-information interrelations with GOOLGAMAA-A, in the conditions of
inertial dynamics, constantly duplicate, into their own systems and complexes, absolutely
all Versions of the creative dynamics of Energy-Forms, as if “experiencing” in their own
fashion (on the Levels that are inaccessible to our Imagination and Understanding) all
situations and psychological states formed in rotation Cycles of NUU-VVU-Forms.
11.12463.

So, in the general inertial dynamics of Energy-Plasma, in parallel and jointly
with the realizational structures that provide “frequency rotation” manifestations of
the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Us in each of Formo-systems of Worlds, selfconscious Elements of the other Branch “study” and synthesize other (inaccessible to
our Formo-systems of Worlds and Realities) possible Directions of the development of
the Experience gained by Us, the essence of which is absolutely beyond our subjective
11.12464.
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thinking (because they are carried out in the “noo-time” mode and in untypical (for us)
qualitative interrelations.
I just would like to say that absolutely all dreams and the most unthinkable
fantasies really and accurately come true in realizational “niches” of OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystems and in flayyds of FLUU-LUU-complexes. Cosmic Spaces of Synthetic Types that
are jointly created by self-conscious Elements (Creators) of both these Branches are also
Their joint, common Sphere of the Creative manifestation, within the Forms of which
the Creators of both Branches can “mutually deepen” and mutually expand the vibration
limits of application of their own specific creativity (for example, the molecular FormoCreators of the brain realize all their biochemical activities — while we realize our mental
and psychological activities — only on the basis of continuously decoded (by them) VVUInformation “unpacked” from VVU-Configurations of conglomerates of the Formo-copies
that correspond to them in frequency.
11.12465.

11.12466.

UU-VVU-Forms (objective, original basis of any VVU-Information) are initial

information base of those self-conscious Elements of the synthetic dynamics of EnergyPlasma (that slloogrent part, which is synthesized within the RESOSCONTIONAL Branch),
which we use to specifically form all our (both the highest and the lowest!) ThoughtForms and Feeling-Forms, and by Karmo-Forms of Desires and Aspirations (that is,
SFUURMM-Forms of UU-VVU-copies) synthesized on their energy-information basis we
structure all our “interpersonal” relations, individual Worlds, Formo-systems of Worlds,
“human” subjective Realities and Continuums!
Imagine that you, as a legal person or a firm, want to build a factory and borrow
some money from a bank. The bank periodically transfers definite amounts of money to
your account or to a credit card account, constantly taking from you its own interest of
“profit”, but providing you with a real possibility to build your factory: buy a plot of land,
materials, equipment, hire design engineers and constructors, prove something to them,
argue and arrive at an agreement with them, break and mend relations with somebody,
conclude new contracts with somebody. In short, you live and realize yourself the way you
want it! By the way, you can simultaneously borrow money from other banks, opening
such accounts in the institutions to which for some reasons your “personal” Interest (the
Focus of Close Attention) will be attracted. The more interrelations you have of this type,
the more liabilities you will have to those whose confidence and favor you use for the
achievement of your Desires and satisfaction of your own current needs.
11.12467.

Is it important to the bank what kind of “personal” Life you live? In fact it isn’t! The
important thing to it is to fulfill its obligations and provide you with a necessary amount
of money in due time and receive its interest on the amount. Now tell me, do you see the
money? No! Does the bank really (“materially”) see the interest you pay? No! You pay via
your account or using your credit card and feel an active participation of the bank in your
Life only through the land, project, materials, working factory, manufactured products,
increase of your own prosperity, accumulation of the Experience in manipulating some
relations, connections, material values, knowledge, Thoughts, Feelings, Emotions and so
on. What is the profit of the bank? It’s in the interest which it constantly takes from you
11.12468.
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in order to meet its own needs, to improve the material well-being of its employees, to
expand its activities. Both bank and you may really not see the money (in the form of
“material” pieces of money) which both you and it use, because the money is virtual, in
essence, it is absent, there are only some legal arrangements, obligations, terms, and your
and the bank’s belief that they are.
But this virtuality (“material inexistence”) of amounts of money on the electronic
accounts, which you operate jointly with the bank, doesn’t prevent their specific and
“material” realization through the appearance, in your Life, of everything you wanted
to achieve, create, experience. The bank, while operating electronic accounts (nominal
money equivalents), also constantly develops, gains new experience, lives its own, banking
Life, which is completely unlike yours, although it happens with your direct participation
(your desire to borrow money and payments of interest rates). Besides, for its own needs,
the bank may use the products manufactured by your factory and services provided by
other companies or private persons, which the bank finances simultaneously with you.
All this forms the basis of specific “interpersonal” relations between the employees of
the bank and the users of credits, due to which all the parties can really experience all
possible Emotions and realize any Desires.
11.12469.

But does the bank itself (OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system) “know” about all this? Of
course, not! With all its electronic “devices” and programs, it is just the possibility to
experience and fulfill all this, on the one hand, provided to all those who borrow money
from this bank (an innumerable set of “personalities” that use common SFUURMM-Forms),
and, on the other hand, to the employees of the bank (UU-VVU-copies that provide the
presence and dynamics of these SFUURMM-Forms and, in outward appearance, as if are
no different from the clients they serve). However, they are located on different sides of
one and the same process! All of them have completely different interests, their own profit
and also a direct interest in constant continuation of this mutually profitable process!
Otherwise, all will suffer: the employees will lose their jobs, clients will not be able to
achieve their goals, and the building of the bank will change its current functionality and
will become a part of other processes.
11.12470.

Each of UU-VVU-copies constantly structures the OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system by
its typical VVU-Information and, just like “electronic money” of the bank, never leaves
ODS; in fact, simultaneously as if “being” EVERYWHERE, it doesn’t move anywhere
“physically” or spatially, because it is a part of Karmo-Plasma and, in Configurations of
your Self-Consciousnesses, there is a dynamic realization only of billions of its particular
Programs-projections (conventions, arrangements, obligations, conceptions), which
(I am sorry for the tautology!) are projected into your brain through the dynamics of
energy-information structures of the active karmic Channels of your IISSIIDI-Centers —
peculiar analogs of banking operating systems.
11.12471.

Your question is like that of an aboriginal, when he first heard some news over the
radio and began to hit the receiver, trying to free the “man” and wondering how he got
there. But the box doesn’t contain anybody! The news reader may be located thousands
of kilometers away. All that happens in the receiver is just a frequency modulation of
11.12472.
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radio waves, a manifestation of specific properties of electromagnetic induction in space.
The same is true for UU-VVU-copies — they don’t run over the “boxes”, which you use, so
that to manifest their VVU-Information in each of your “radio receivers” and rush further
into another “box”. These are waves, complex electromagnetic (and others!) slloogrent
oscillations that are potentially present (simultaneously and always) both “inside” each
of the wave NUU-VVU-Configurations constantly and at the same single moment focused
by You, the inertial dynamics of which you subjectively perceive as your “biological body”,
and “outside” Space-Time which is specifically distorted by your NUU-VVU-Configuration.
All these waves of different kinds and types and all possible combinations of them
are nothing else but VVU-Information modeled (dynamically manifested) in Space with
the help of Energies modulated by identical wave structures of Self-Consciousnesses
(VVU-Configurations) of all Forms around you. When you perceive, through the
activity of the Formo-Creators of the brain, some VVU-Information from the individual
ODS of your Self-Consciousness, you, one way or another (chemically, biologically,
psychologically, mentally, mechanically), individually react to it and generate (emit) back
into the information space of your Self-Consciousness (into the same individual ODS)
“quanta” of wave Energy of a definite range of vibrations, thus inertially enriching the
VVU-Configuration of the involved “niche” with a new empirical Experience (but in fact,
in the “noo-time” realizational mode, this “new” Experience is already initially present in
this niche, and you have just inertially “unpacked” it!).
11.12473.

This inertial process of an active synthetic interaction of some waves, — which
results in a manifestation of other kinds of waves of the same range in the dynamics of
Formo-systems of Worlds, — forms the whole mechanism of the creative manifestation
of Energy-Plasma in the form of your subjective individual Worlds, Formo-systems,
Realities and Continuums. This is the very foundation of an infinite Existence not only
of Life Itself, but also of wave NUU-VVU-Configurations eternally focused by Us as direct
participants (in fact only Observers) of this different-qualitative dynamic Process, which
We, as holographous Formo-Creators of the Subconscious, the Supraconscious and the
Superconscious, have initially planned and “recorded” in the minutest details in the joint
slloogrent dynamics of TEC and VEC.
11.12474.

Now let’s proceed. In case of the highest Levels of your Self-Consciousness,
the SFUURMM-Forms, which you (the Formo-Creators of the brain) “borrow” from an
OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system, remain (in the form of an already dynamically “unfolded”
Experience, that is, comprehended and available for further use) a wave part of the SelfConsciousnesses of higher-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations of the same Stereo-Form
that continue to live in inertially-next time intervals (scenarios) of this rotation Cycle.
Simultaneously, just like electronic money of the bank, their typical VVU-Information
is also actively used by an innumerable set of other Interpretations of “personalities”
of this Stereo-Form, which you don’t know, which are considered “already deceased” by
somebody, which, however, have no idea about their “Death”, are “safe and sound” and live
in different Time Flows, occupied in their typical life creativity.
11.12475.
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Perhaps, you wanted to ask whether OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems have any highqualitative dynamics? The answer is: high-qualitative Levels are quite a relative notion
for each of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems, and they differ in specific combinations of the
Configurations of Aspects of Qualities that form them. This is approximately the same
as the Creative Potential of this group of Continuums. What do I mean by the term “this
group of Continuums”? For example, this is the different-qualitative creative dynamics
(simultaneously manifested through many realizational Forms) of those Formo-systems
of Worlds, which we observe in our “now”. The same SFUURMM-Forms simultaneously
structure by their VVU-Configurations their own realizational “niches” and Formosystems of our Worlds. For example, when the SFUURMM-Form that “the Earth is round”
is activated in the information “space” of ODS, then this group of noo-time Continuums14
will mostly contain manifestations of the Formo-copies of “people” that are convinced
that the Earth is round.
11.12476.

11.112477. While

those “people”, who have approximately the same VVU-Configuration, that
is, identical qualities, but consider that “the Earth lies on three whales”, cannot be in these
Continuums, and if they are still present there, then there are simply very few of them
to have any influence on the dynamics of dominating SFUURMM-Forms. There are also
OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems in higher-qualitative manifestations of Energy-Plasma, but
only up to the vibrations of the third synthesized Level of AIGLLILLIAA- and ORLAAKTORIissiidi. Starting with the activity of these Levels in the Self-Consciousness, SFUURMMForms of “Death” disappear at all from the creative dynamics of all realizational Forms
of Collective Intelligences, and there is predominance of the dynamics of completely
different (in terms of qualities) systems and different Principles of manifestation of any
Creative Activity, which are organizing and form-creating for the four-five-dimensional
Continuums. On those Levels of Our refocusings, there are other, much more perfect
conditions and systems, which are also the energy-information basis for the creative
manifestation of much higher-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations.
QUESTION. It means that OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems of three-four-dimensional For-

mo-systems of Worlds embrace only Continuums that exist in vibrations below the third
synthesized Level of AIGLLILLIAA and ORLAAKTOR?
— Yes, dear Ogloorgliya’, I would say that OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems are the
universal energy-information Source for the realization of SFUURMM-Forms not of
People, but those creatures, with the NUU-VVU-Configurations of which many of Us (due
to the intensity of realizational interests and the level of quality of the life creativity) yet
really identify Our Universal Focuses of Self-Consciousness, that is, I mean primitive
Levels of existence of “half-people-half-animals”, whose life interests don’t exceed the
range from +2.5 to +3.5 dimensions of ODS. These systems represent a realizational
mechanism only for the VVU-Configurations of specific low-qualitative Spheres of the
joint Creativity of the Formo-Creators of the SYNTHETIC and RESOSCONTIONAL Branches
of the development of Collective Cosmic Intelligences, which I would define as aggressive
11.12478.
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egocentrism, primitive egoism and primeval altruism. It is not for nothing that exactly in
this range (in other ODS), there are most active manifestations of the VVU-Configurations
of the so-called Antiworld, the details of which I will give you later.
The first vibration Levels of the Centers ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA also reflect
by their inertial dynamics those Directions of realizations, which we associate with
“egoism”. Don’t be surprised, but self-sacrificing love (attachment) of a mother to her child
is a manifestation of egoism. The second Levels of these Centers also represent various
Spheres of realization of egoism, however, not haughty, cynical and uncurbed, but more
civilized and intellectually “smoothed-out”, when there is dominance not of “personal”
and narrowly collective interests, but more global ones — national or racial (this is very
demonstrably shown by examples of voting in UNO or in EU, when representatives of
some countries defend their narrow national interests and prevent a realization of some
projects that are beneficial for all nations).
11.12479.

The third Levels of these two Centers reflect by their dynamics some global
interests of the collective Consciousness of “the humankind of Earth”, when there isn’t
any segregation into national or racial interests, but there are only common interests of
all “people of Earth”, of the whole “human” community, and these interests are expressed
everywhere, including the surrounding Cosmos. On the third synthesized Level of the
third and the fourth IISSIIDI-Centers, everything has a sufficient urge for unification,
and in human Perception there isn’t any principal difference between developed ProtoForms of “the Animal Kingdom” and “the Vegetable Kingdom”, but there is only a deep
Understanding of the pressing need to become aware of our Unity, our ALL-Integrity. This
degree of the most profound Understanding of the main Cosmic Principles of Coexistence
of all living creatures, regardless of their “place of habitation” in the Cosmos, cannot be
even approximately compared with those states of highly-spiritual awareness, which are
“now” for very short periods accessible only to very few of you.
11.12480.

When at least ten per cent of such people, which means 700 million human
beings, are guided by one common, highly-spiritual and highly-intellectual altruistic Idea
(for the sake of which, now you have the Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY!), then there will
be an automatic reprojection of UFS of these people into Formo-systems of Worlds that
correspond in a greater degree to the Levels and realizational needs of their collective
Creativity, that is, sequentially: first, into the Formo-systems of Worlds that structure
resopasons of the Human Direction of development (higher STOOLUUD-VVU-SMII and
NUULL-VVU-Forms), and then into plasmic Configurations of STOOLLMII-SVUU-FLAKSForms of four-five-dimensional Continuums.
11.12481.

What are resopason Formo-systems of Worlds? These are Formo-systems of Worlds
that are subject to the common principle of implementation of the energy-information
dynamics of equal-frequency realizational Forms that are simultaneously manifested in
the same diapasons of dimensions, but are structured by qualitatively different Contents.
For example, in the skrruullerrt system of our subjective manifestation, in which we make
our choices, there are simultaneously potentially “present” all possibilities of the highestqualitative (for NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Us) and the lowest-qualitative
11.12482.
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Choices. Depending on a Level of fixation of the dynamics of FCA, we choose either one
or another extreme, or the mean between the two extremes.
For the dynamics of the Self-Consciousness of “personalities” of a medium and
high level of development, this range of potential possibilities is within notional limits
from +3.0 to +4.0 dimensions. However, it is simultaneously structured both by the
medium-qualitative dynamics of the Formo-Creators of the first two IISSIIDI-Centers
that qualitatively form (in the slloogrent inertial dynamics of TEC) their own scenarios
of development carried out in their own Formo-systems of Worlds, and by the highqualitative dynamics of the Formo-Creators (that “supervise” their creativity) of the three
lower Levels of ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA, which also form (in the same range!) their
own scenarios of development carried out in their own Formo-systems of Worlds.
11.12483.

As you see, the “rotation” frequency of manifestation of “human” and human
(without inverted commas) realizational Forms is the same, but the qualitative content of
their wave Configurations is completely different, which makes it possible for these Worlds
and Forms coexist “in parallel” in one frequency range, without “intersecting” anywhere
visually. The observance of the inherent (in Everything) Principle of Duvuyllerrtness
is the essence of resopasons that structure, as if “from inside”, each of the ranges of
frequency manifestations of Forms in the dynamics of Energy-Plasma. That is, the NUUVVU-Configurations focused by Us that are structured by Formo-copies of argllaamurs
and inglimilins are incommensurably of lower quality (in terms of their typical creative
dynamics) as compared with the NUU-VVU-Configurations of human Forms in Formosystems of Worlds of kroydls and aossoons, into which those, whose positive dynamics of
high-frequency SFUURMM-Forms are sufficiently stable on the Level which is not lower
than the frequency of the conglomerates of Formo-copies of the 11th-12th inertially
synthesized karmic Channels of the first two IISSIIDI-Centers, will very soon refocus.
11.12484.

This Process of global high-frequency refocusings is already happening, sweepingly
propagating and “deepening” among the NUU-VVU-Configurations of highly-developed
people, and the qualitative dynamics of the Self-Consciousnesses of all those who actively
participate in this Planetary Process rapidly approach to the most important moment,
which has been initially planned in their rotation Cycles — to the global and large-scale
subchakram Refocusing of “Focuses” of Self-Consciousnesses of more than 1.5 billion
of people from the dynamics of the highest-qualitative conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies
(in the range from +3.0 to +4.0 dimensions) that structure NUU-VVU-Configurations of
USSTUKKUL-VVU- and AHSUVVROLL-VVU-Formo-Creators into the dynamics of FLUU-VVUdoubles that structure NUULL-VVU-Configurations of OSTROKKOLF- and UPDUHVASSLFormo-Creators (in the same range — from +3.0 to +4.0 dimensions, but with much higherqualitative synthetic processes!). I also must point out that those “people”, the dynamics
of Focuses of Self-Consciousnesses of which are stably fixed on the Levels not lower than
the 10th synthetic karmic Channel (the Sphere of creativity of IRKKULLIGR-VVU-FormoCreators in the range from +2.5 to +3.0 dimensions), with a necessary positive Aspiration,
will also be able to make the subchakram Refocusing into NUU-VVU-Configurations of
“parallel” high-frequency Formo-systems of Worlds organized by UYKKUYU’KSTR-FormoCreators (in a higher-qualitative resopason from +2.5 to +3.0 dimensions).
11.12485.
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Now, as to the creative dynamics of the UU-VVU-copies that structure by their
typical VVU-Configurations all “noo-time” energy-information (not space-time!)
structures of an OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system. You should try to understand well that in
these systems any event, object or action always appears not at all in “the outer World”,
like it may seem to “an outside observer” (which cannot be “there” in principle!), but
absolutely individually, that is, only exclusively in the fragmented Self-Consciousness of
each UU-VVU-copy from conglomerates of realizational “niches”. All the participants of
“the events” that so really and authentically happen only in the imagination and selfperception of its VVU-Configuration are also virtual, that is, are formed only by its own
(and our!) SFUURMM-Forms that express and reflect in the “surrounding” information
“space” only its extremely subjective Conceptions of something or somebody.
11.12486.

Any object, however small or large it may be, as if doesn’t exist really in the
information “space” of the OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system until one of Formo-copies
remembers it, imagines it, focuses the dynamics of its FDR on it, although any of
VVU-Configurations of any object potentially always exists in ODS as one of multiple
possibilities — in the form of “a conceivable outcome” of any “conceivable situation”. The
whole diversity of these thinkable and unthinkable possibilities is simultaneously realized
in each of “niches” of the OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system “here and now” — specifically only
for a narrowly-specific realization of one particular fragmented UU-VVU-copy.
11.12487.

The fact that it perceives this very situation, with these participants and their
particular psychological reactions, doesn’t mean at all that exactly “this” action also
happens for other Formo-copies that are “spatially” as if also located within its outer Reality,
which is slloogrently structured by the simultaneous realizational dynamics of all other
Formo-copies of this conglomerate. In fact there isn’t any “outer Space”, but everything
happens only in the individual information space of its fragmented Self-Consciousness.
It also happens, of course, in individual information “spaces” of Self-Consciousnesses
of the NUU-VVU-Forms manifested in Formo-systems, the Formo-Creators of the
brain of which (by their biochemical reactions that stimulate subjective psychological
emotions and tendencies in thinking) are precisely tuned to identical types of creative
realizations. This entire realizational mechanism is based on the principle of “manifested
resonance”: among all possible situations that “happen” in parallel in its “niche” and in
different Formo-systems of Worlds, any UU-VVU-copy always becomes locally activated
only in those ones, with which there is the maximum resonance of the dynamics of FDR
of the VVU-Configuration of its own Self-Consciousness, which is caused by its narrowly
fragmented Conceptions of itself as “a living personality” that “lives” in the outer Reality.
11.12488.

A Thought just came into my head that the process of a rezonational interaction
between the Formo-Creators of the brain and conglomerates of Formo-copies somewhat
resembles the principle of appearance of a colorful visualization effect used in many
computer multimedia players: the processor (VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators
of the brain) sequentially “unpacks” from a musical file (TEC-dynamics) existing (initially
recorded) sound codes (VVU-Information), each of which is tuned in frequency to definite
dynamics of color impulses (SFUURMM-Forms of definite conglomerates of Formocopies) that create, on the monitor screen, a certain colored picture (biochemical reactions
11.12489.
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in the biological organism of “a personality”). While the play of the music and colors
causes specific psychological reactions in the one who observes it (in the information
space of the Self-Consciousness of a particular “personality”). Of course, this example is
very simplified and notional, but, perhaps, it will help you to understand better this very
difficult (for the three-dimensional system of Perception) energy-information process.
All the “biomass” (which functions “subconsciously”) of the cells of any Form of
Collective Intelligence (the frequency factor that is biologically expressed for all FormoTypes of LLUU-VVU-Forms by specific vibrations of the letters “N” and “LL”, — NUU-VVU,
NUULL-VVU, LLUU-VVU, — which endow a Form with certain and very specific properties
of multidimensionality) always belongs only to those Formo-systems of Worlds, the
rotation Cycles of which include the creative dynamics of this Form (even in the form of
a lifeless “body”). While UFS (the main mechanism of the creative dynamics of the SelfConsciousness) in no way is attached to any particular Formo-system and that is why it
can, after a loss of its connection with RRGLUU-VVU of “a deceased” “personality”, quite
easily engage in creative interactions (rezonationally “merge”) with many identical UFS
that focus in other NUU-VVU-Configurations of the whole set of other Formo-Types of
your LLUU-VVU-Form, regardless of the Time Flow in which each of them is manifested.
11.12490.

What, in your opinion, is any refocusing, whether it be interage, interformotype and
even interprotoformic one? It’s level-by-level refocusing of “fragmentarily-personified”
Self-Consciousnesses of individual conglomerates of Formo-copies from the dynamics of
sequentially “changed” NUU-VVU-Configurations of one (living or “dying”) “personality”
into the sequential dynamics of very close (in many qualitative parameters) NUU-VVUConfigurations that are characteristic of the dynamics of a rotation Cycle of another
living “personality”. What does make it possible for each of you to feel yourself exactly
this “personality”? Definite Knowledge, interests, Experience and characteristic (of the
realizational creativity of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by You — “personality”)
dynamics of activated, in the “personality” Self-Consciousness, Conceptions (SFUURMMForms of conglomerates of Formo-copies) of yourself and the outer World. And who are
real energy-information carriers of everything mentioned above?
11.12491.

Your highest (among those that are activated at this moment in your SelfConsciousness) high-frequency “personified” UU-VVU-copies, which in fact determine,
by their Conceptions of “themselves”, all your “own” Conceptions of “yourself ”. Their
fragmented structures of Self-Consciousness (in quite a wide range of self-perception: for
higher UU-VVU-copies of highly-developed “personalities” — 1.0-1.5 synthesized Levels
of IISSIIDI-Centers, while for lower FLUU-VVU-doubles — 2.0-2.5 Levels) integrate the
whole evolutional Experience of all UU-VVU-copies of “lower” energy-information Levels,
a part of which they consciously and purposefully “filter out” in their VVU-Configurations
as important or not very important (for them) Experience using their “own” higherqualitative SFUURMM-Forms.
11.12492.

Some of you may ask: why we don’t remember and are not aware of all that which
we, being focused at this Moment of Eternity in one of UU-VVU-conglomerates of a given
Level of the ODS-dynamics, experience and feel through the simultaneously manifested
11.12493.
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dynamics of our FCA in a great number of all other NUU-VVU-Configurations of our StereoForm? Indeed, many “personalities” that structure other Time Flows, simultaneously
using practically the same conglomerate of UU-VVU-copies in their “now”, don’t have any
other recollections except “their own” ones, that is, the ones that are initially encoded into
the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by Them.
The reason of this is the specific character of the process of “unpackingunfolding” (by the Formo-Creators of the brain from the slloogrent TEC-dynamics) only
of that particular VVU-Information, which precisely corresponds to NNAASSMM of this
very NUU-VVU-Configuration. Therefore, using the same set of UU-VVU-copies (of the
same ODS Level), the Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousnesses of different NUU-VVUConfigurations of “personalities” extract from the multipolarized UU-VVU-conglomerates
only their unique VVU-Information (“personal recollections”), which potentially contains
the Experience of many lower-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations of “personalities”
of this Stereo-Form. They extract these recollections only in strict compliance with the
vibrations of individual wave marks (klekses) that are present in their VVU-Configurations.
11.12494.

The property of multipolarization, which is characteristic of each of UU-VVUcopies used by our bio-Creators for energy-information projections into the information
space of our Self-Consciousness, represents one of mechanisms of the implementation
of the principle of slloogrentness of Everything in the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused
by Us; and this implementation is carried out in the same way as the specific dynamics
of interrelations between FCA of the bio-Creators and FDR of Formo-copies. If you
understand well this fact, it will help you to reveal some interesting aspects of analogy that
exist both in our “personalized” Existence in our individual Worlds and in the principles
of the “fragmentary” self-perception of every Formo-copy in its realizational “niche” that
is limited by a narrow range of vibrations of one or two karmic Channels.
11.12495.

Just as any of our “personalities”, each Formo-copy “sees” in the outer reality of
its “niche” only what it wants to see (to be more exact, that which can be perceived by the
system of its fragmented self-perception and corresponds to the quality of the SFUURMMForms that structure it in this Direction of the Synthesis of Aspects of Qualities), and
doesn’t “notice” (doesn’t knows at all and is not interested in) what “individually” happens
in similar “fragmented niches” of Self-Consciousnesses of other UU-VVU-copies. The
particularly expressed dynamics of FCA of NUU-VVU-Configurations of all “personalities”
that are simultaneously focused by Us in this narrow range stimulate in the Formo-copy
those distinctive realizational dynamisms which may be notionally compared with our
Focus of Creative Activity. Owing to this, the Self-Consciousness of every Formo-copy
is always multipolarized, that is, is simultaneously manifested and as if realizes itself
in Formo-systems of Worlds through all FCA of the bio-Creators of the NUU-VVUConfigurations, in the “personality” Self-Consciousness of which this frequency range is
creatively active.
11.12496.

However, at the same time, each UU-VVU-copy, just like us, is absolutely unaware
of this and always perceives itself only as one-and-only (moreover one and the same!)
“personality”. But as soon as it, for some possible (for it) eglleroliftive reasons, “shifts”
11.12497.
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the frequency of the dynamics of its FDR within its typical range, its VVU-Configuration
instantaneously transforms (for the perception of “an outside observer”) as a result of
such projection, and there is an immediate change of the whole situation, particular
circumstances of its existence, which results in a change (for it) not only of its energyinformation environment but also of its “external appearance”. But it doesn’t notice
any of these “personal” transformations, because it “itself ” doesn’t suspect that these
changes exist, — its “memory” (a part of its general VVU-Configuration that provides the
implementation of the principle of “individual self-perception”) is replaced by a “slightly”
different one!
However, it simply cannot perceive itself as one whole (in our understanding),
otherwise its Self-Consciousness would have transmuted into the “personality” SelfConsciousness structured by the dynamics of many different-qualitative UU-VVUconglomerates. But if we still try to consider it in a certain slloogrent integrity, it would
be possible to unambiguously say only one thing: each multipolarized Formo-copy is not
at all a Form of a narrowly-individual psychomental self-expression of some synthesized
Aspects of Qualities, but distinctive dynamics of a certain totality of energy-information
interrelations between a host of NUU-VVU-Configurations of different-qualitative
“personalities”, each of which is subjectively aware of itself at every moment in a particular
Time Flow.
11.12498.

Any of “personalities” manifested in its Reality, in its turn, also “lives” only in
its individual (narrowly limited by its NNAASSMM) World (although, owing to more
universal properties of a Continuum, it perceives the dynamics of the structures of its
Self-Consciousness as “a common surrounding space”); just like a Formo-copy, it sees and
“really” reacts only to that which it “quantizes” (kleksizes) in its information “space”. That
which we remember now as events a day, month or year ago not necessarily happened
exactly to us — that is, to those whom we perceive as ourselves at a given moment. It can
be authentically stated only that they has happened to one of our Interpretations, to one
of “personalities” of this Stereo-Form, but it’s not necessarily true that, at the moment
when the events inertially took place, “we personally” focused our Self-Consciousness
exactly in this “personality” (that is, in the one to which they really happened).
11.12499.

For the time of manifestation of the dynamics of refocusings of our rotation Cycle,
we “died” in some scenarios many times or simply cardinally changed our SFUURMMForms by some others, which, finally, made it possible for us to refocus at this moment
exactly into this “personality”, actually receiving into the bargain (together with its NUUVVU-Configurations) its subjective “memory” about its own previous “unpackings” from
TEC (“events of its personal Life”) and, therefore, all its “current” subjective Conceptions
of “itself ”. And since all our innumerable “Deaths” and radical changes in the dynamics
of our Conceptions happen every instant, it turns out that at every moment of time we
cardinally change ourselves and thereby thoroughly change the general “picture” of our
environment (up to clothes, age, marital status, place of residence, profession and so on).
11.12500.

Being strongly focused, in our Self-Consciousnesses, on “external” events and
current objects of our “personal” Life, we simply don’t notice all these fundamental
11.12501.
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changes! Our “previous memory” is replaced by “the memory of another personality”,
that is to say by that which is individually typical of the NUU-VVU-Configurations
focused by Us at a given moment. That is why it is possible to state that each of “us”, at
every moment of time, is not a certain particular “personality”, but rather the totality of
energy-information interrelations between NUU-VVU-Configurations of a host of various
“personalities” that simultaneously perceive themselves in different creative realizations.
On a higher-qualitative Level of the Self-Consciousness (the 1st-3rd synthesized Levels of
AIGLLILLIAA-ORLAAKTOR), we become united integral parts of one self-conscious FLUUVVU-Module, simultaneously reflecting in our creative dynamics as if different positions
of its UMPI that unites a host of different-qualitative FLAKS-Forms.
All these multiple “personal” transformations are based on the process of
refocusings. If your stable Conceptions concerning whom you want to become in the
nearest “future” are higher than the range of the fragmented Self-Consciousness of your
highest-frequency (among most active ones) UU-VVU-personalities (which is usually
the case), then the thoroughly modeled and considered (by you) Karmo-Form of your
Desire supported by the strongest Aspiration for one goal will serve as a uniting factor for
coordinated actions of several conglomerates of high-frequency UU-VVU-copies used by
you. And at the moment of another “Death” of the “personality” focused by You, strictly
according to the rezonational principle, the highest-frequency conglomerates of Formocopies that are activated in the information space of the Self-Consciousness of “the previous
personality” will resonate with that NUU-VVU-Configuration, which to the maximum
corresponds to realizational possibilities of the Karmo-Form which you have modeled.
Moreover, the factor of Time doesn’t play a decisive role in this process of interformotype
or interage refocusings.
11.12502.

The main thing is the identity of main qualitative states of both NUU-VVUConfigurations (at the very instant of “Death” and at the next instant after it), because they
determine the degree of perception of “identity” or “dissonance” in the Self-Consciousness
of “the personality” newly focused by You. I repeat one more time: the determining
factor in the inertial process of refocusings is the degree of qualitative identity of wave
NUU-VVU-Configurations that form all the frequency dynamics of your Focus of Close
Attention, because it is possible to refocus into any of Forms (whether it be NUU-VVU or
NUULL-VVU) only if the VVU-Configurations of the majority of Fields-Consciousnesses
(Formo-copies) that structure your Focus and the Focus of “a new” Form have quite active
common ranges of vibrations, that is, when at least several conglomerates of UU-VVUcopies that structure your previous NUU-VVU-Configuration and the conglomerates of
UU-VVU-copies of your next potential “personality” actively resonated with each other on
some Levels of the individual ODS of the Self-Consciousness.
11.12503.

On the one hand, it may seem to those who subjectively observe the moment
of “Death” of a certain “personality” that the fragmented creativity of each of the
conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies used by its Formo-Creators is as if “interrupted” in the
Flow of Time and as if “falls out” of the general creative dynamics of other Interpretations
of this “personality” that continue to consciously realize themselves in Formo-systems of
the category the Future-Content-of-the-World. But it is absolutely not so, because the same
11.12504.
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VVU-Configurations of conglomerates of Formo-copies of one and the same individual
ODS are always involved in the inertial dynamics of all NUU-VVU-Configurations of one
Stereo-Form, owing to which each of NUU-VVU-Configurations of every “personality”
is energy-informationally interrelated with the Formo-copies only of “its own” OLLAKTDRUOTMM-system that firmly karmically unites all “personalities” of one Stereo-Form

in different-qualitative Time Flows of all Formo-systems of Worlds, Continuums and
Realities. Owing to this, each of UU-VVU-copies is continuously projected (by vibrations
of its typical SFUURMM-Forms) into the dynamics of all creatively active NUU-VVUConfigurations and has no idea about any subjective “Death” of any “personality” and
never interrupts its participation in all the dynamics of the Subconscious activity of those
NUU-VVU-Configurations, which are objectively structured by the VVU-Configurations of
this UU-VVU-copy (simultaneously in all notional beyond-time categories: the Memoryof-the-World-of-the-Past, the Current-Content-of-the-World, and the Future-Contentof-the-World).

Let me remind you that any of UU-VVU-copies, without any subjective attachment
to some particular Time Flow, actively participates simultaneously in the scenarios of
development of many “personalities” of one Stereo-Form, that is to say in those NUUVVU-Configurations that contain the encoded VVU-Information which is identical (in
its content) to the VVU-Configuration of the fragmented Self-Consciousness of this UUVVU-copy. Universal properties of “electromagnetic dispolarities” (OLLAKT-systems)
neutralize and smooth down the influence of the factor of “nonidentity of information
interrelations” that exists between the structures of Self-Consciousnesses of realizational
Forms of different types of Realities that structure one and the same Continuum (for
example, between “people” — with their typical discretely polarizing logic — and insects,
animals, birds, plants and minerals, with which “people” cannot directly and consciously
exchange Information).
11.12505.

Due to the fact that the SFUURMM-Forms that organize all our thinking and
psychological feelings are based on the dominant Synthesis of Aspects of the two Qualities
— ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, different Proto-Forms have
completely different (according to the degree of intensity) possibilities of establishment
of background information interrelations and mutual understanding both with us and
with all other representatives of flora and fauna, depending on the Synthesis of particular
Aspects of Qualities for which the Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses of these ProtoForms are designed. These possibilities of energy-information interrelations depend on
the presence, in the creative dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses of two or several interacting
Proto-Forms, of force interrelations between Aspects of the same Dominants.
11.12506.

For example, dogs, wolves, cows, deer, moose, roedeer, saigas, antelopes, horses,
giraffes, pigs, goats, sheep, elephants, rats, mice, beavers, musk beavers (synthesize
the Dominants ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Aspiration), using definite Aspects of
the system of their Perception, will better perceive cats, lions, tigers, pumas, panthers,
leopards, lynxes, foxes, squirrels, martens, sables, minks, bears (synthesize the Dominants
ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Steadiness-ALL-Stability), as well as turtles, snakes,
lizards and some arthropods (synthesize the Dominants ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL11.12507.
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Primordiality-ALL-Initiality), as well as representatives of “the Vegetable Kingdom” (ALLLove-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Abundance-ALL-Fullness), as well as amphibians and fishes
(ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Mobility-ALL-Presence), as well as birds, butterflies,
bees, wasps, bumble-bees, flies, mosquitos, fleas, locusts, ants, cockroaches (ALL-LoveALL-Wisdom and ALL-Unity), as well as dolphins, whales, octopuses, squids and rays (ALLLove-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Knowledge-ALL-Informedness) than other representatives of
the outer World, because the synthetic processes of the structures of Self-Consciousnesses
of the mentioned Forms include the dynamics of Aspects of the common Dominant —
ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom.
Each of the Proto-Forms mentioned above will perceive any other living creature
with the same intensity, but only in a slightly different qualitative expression, if ...-VVUConfiguration of another creature includes characteristic processes of the Synthesis of
Aspects of the other Dominant. For example, animals can easily perceive in the outer
Space those Proto-Forms, which are inaccessible to our system of Perception, because
they synthesize completely different (from ours) Aspects of Dominants such as ALLKnowledge-ALL-Informedness and ALL-Mobility-ALL-Presence, or ALL-Abundance-ALLFullness and ALL-Primordiality-ALL-Initiality, or ALL-Aspiration and ALL-Integrity, or
ALL-Essentiality-ALL-Permeability and ALL-Voidness-ALL-Vacuumness, or ALL-SteadinessALL-Stability and ALL-Unity. That is why don’t be surprised when your pet will suddenly
have an active reaction to something completely invisible and impalpable to you.
11.12508.

The question of “visibility” and “invisibility” of some Proto-Forms by others is
not so simple and unambiguous as you may imagine it. Try to understand that the very
Principle of “dominance” is extremely duvuyllerrt, “vague” and not uniquely defined in its
frequency manifestations, because the wave (doolls, flaks) structures and characteristic
features of a frequency manifestation, in Space-Time, of Configurations of differentqualitative realizational Proto-Forms with different schemes of Synthesis are diffusgent
in specific energy-information conditions of different Continuums, they as if “overlap”
each other by many typical (of each of them) synthesized resopasons that represent as if
energy-information “fragments” that simultaneously structure Configurations of many
different Proto-Forms. This process depends very much not only on the completeness of
the level-by-level Synthesis between two Dominants, but also on the degree of Synthesis,
in the structures of Self-Consciousness of each Proto-Form, of Aspects of all other
ten background Pure Qualities which I described quite in detail in Fundamentals of
IISSIIDIOLOGY. In fact any Configuration of any Proto-Form doesn’t exist (that is, doesn’t
manifest as frequencies in a given “point” of Space-Time) discretely (as you are used to
imagine it!), because “our” inertial Existence is just a degree of the level-by-level stability
(intensity, definiteness, activity) of energy-information connections between definite
“parts” of the slloogrent dynamics of PROOFF-RRU and definite “parts” of the slloogrent
dynamics of Collective Intelligences of various types that represent identical slloogrent
“parts” of more developed Systems of Existence. The principle of “dominance” of
synthesized Qualities is just one of many determining moments that are necessary for the
implementation of the processes of “mutual visualization” (and also other interrelations
expressed in such properties as palpability, permeability, comprehensibility and others)
between representatives of several Proto-Forms.
11.12509.
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Moreover, the difference of Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses of the NUUVVU-Forms of “people” from the dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses of other Proto-Forms
is that, in ODS, the Configurations of “people” have their own unique mental-psychological
Sphere of Creative Activity, the notional “coordinate axes” of manifestation of which are
the two qualitative Dominants that in definite degree correlate with the background
dynamics of Aspects of the other ten Pure Qualities. Multidimensional mental-sensuous
Spheres of creativity of realizational Forms of different types of Collective Intelligences
of animals also partly (a half of each Sphere) function according to the principles and
SFUURMM-Forms that are typical of other combinations of Aspects of Qualities (they
have only one common synthesized Dominant with “people”), and that is why their
creative dynamics are carried out in joint Continuums not in parallel with “our” creative
dynamics but are always directed as if at some “angle” or “perpendicularly” to the mentalpsychological kinds of the creative realization typical of the “human” type of Collective
Intelligence.
11.12510.

That is why the general dynamics of “Focuses” of Self-Consciousnesses of NUUVVU-Configurations and all other Proto-Forms of animals are polarized in different
Spheres of creativity of ODS. Likewise, transitional (diffusgent) NUU-VVU-Forms inside
of the Collective Intelligence of humankind also belong to different Spheres of creativity;
their mental-sensuous creativity differs in the intensity of Activity of Aspects of the two
Dominants (ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence) and is also located
on slightly different “planes” (sublevels of ODS) not only relative to each other but also to
NUULL-VVU-Forms. OLLAKT-systems smooth down different Directions of the creative
dynamics of the Spheres of polarization of the mental-sensuous activity of different types
of Self-Consciousnesses, making it really possible for them to communicate with and
understand each other.
11.12511.

I would like also to mention that this is the most complex problem of most
Continuums of this range of the Planetary Creativity: even “people” that have different
religious beliefs, different intellectual and cultural background, that use different
information sources (that is, Self-Consciousnesses of which are structured by completely
different SFUURMM-Forms), at times not only are unable to come to any consensus, but,
even using all their efforts to achieve it, simply cannot get to elementary levels of mutual
understanding. Therefore completely different types of Forms of Collective Intelligences
are out of the question.
11.12512.

So, OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems allow (within frequency limits of many
rotation Cycles that structure by their dynamics one Formo-system of Worlds), due to
a corresponding correction of characteristic electromagnetic components of the SelfConsciousness of each UU-VVU-copy, to introduce a common (for many Spheres of
creativity) decoding factor (mechanism, principle), which levels particular contents of
different-qualitative fragments of the same SFUURMM-Forms (synthesized by Aspects of
different Qualities) that structure different types of subjective Realities (for example, the
Realities of elephants, the Realities of ants, the Realities of birds and so on), and makes
it possible for the Formo-copies of different Continuums to logically and associatively
understand each other and, on higher-frequency ODS Levels, to completely get rid of
11.12513.
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any SFUURMM-Forms of aggression (in the range from +2.5 to +4.0 dimensions). When
this Information is reprojected into imperfect Configurations of biological Proto-Forms
that structure Formo-systems of Worlds, at the level of a primitive Perception of the
Formo-Creators of the brain of animals, there is a very strong distortion of positive
SFUURMM-Forms typical of the Formo-copies of high-frequency realizational “niches” of
animals, which greatly deforms their psychological response reactions, which gives rise
(in different animals toward each other) to aggression, cruelty, fear, misunderstanding,
desire to protect themselves from supposed danger and to other manifestations.
11.112514. Owing

to the presence of “gravitational discretenesses” (DRUOTMM-systems),
representatives of completely different types of Realities and even Continuums, the
manifested Lives of which (in Formo-systems of Worlds) are subjectively separated by
hundreds of years and sometimes even by millennia, can quite easily meet and understand
each other (of course, on the level of Formo-images) in O-D-systems of the same frequency
range, where Aspects of the Twelve different Pure Qualities simultaneously form differenttype SFUURMM-Forms of approximately the same qualitative Level.
QUESTION. I don’t understand how discretenesses can combine “representatives” of com-

pletely different Realities and even Continuums? What is the basis of unification of Configurations of fragmented Self-Consciousnesses of different Proto-Forms in one OLLAKTDRUOTMM-system?
— Let’s consider the questions one at a time, dear Prooksius. So, parameters of
manifestation of each World in the Reality of this or that type have their own level of
“gravitational activity” formed as a result of the intensive synthetic interaction between
all different-qualitative types of Fields-Consciousnesses that structure and organize all
creative dynamics of Aspects of the two Dominants typical of our types of Realities (ALLLove-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence), whose information structures are
transformed accordingly into “sources of electromagnetic oscillations” for all realizational
Forms of this Space-Time.
11.12515.

What is the practical meaning of this? The higher the frequency of wave
interactions in the dynamics of Self-Consciousness of a Form, that is, the more the Form
is filled with synthesized high-frequency SFUURMM-Forms, the less it can be influenced
by karmo-quanta of this Formo-system of Worlds, which means the less is the influence
of gravitational forces. You remember well that more than two years ago (in November
2008) I proved this statement by conducting a small experiment at Ayfaar: I asked the
Ayfaarians, who were present then and participated in singing Ayfaar Songs for half an
hour, to check their weight before the singing and immediately after it. We used ordinary
electronic floor scales. After that I answered their questions concerning IISSIIDIOLOGY,
and then everybody measured the weight again. The tables below contain the results of
these measurements.
11.12516.
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November 03, 2008
Participant’s Name

Weight before singing, kg

Weight after singing, kg

Weight after Oris’ answers, kg

Oris

90.9

90.6

90.3

Stillars

82.9

82.6

82.8

Uuiysslliyrriss

58.9

58.8

58.8

Oollsprookss

68.5

68.4

68.5

Floofft

71.2

71.1

71.3

Stuurgurs

67.7

67.5

67.5

Kraullarrd

88.5

88.3

88.5

Trigordiy

76.8

76.6

76.8

Firoksanta

60.3

60.1

60.2

E’rfiylissa

67.4

66.8

66.8

Aygillgirlliya’

67.0

67.0

67.0

Weight after singing, kg

Weight after Oris’ answers, kg

November 04, 2008
Participant’s Name

Weight before singing, kg

Oris

90.5

90.0

89.8

Stillars

81.9

81.7

81.6

Uuiysslliyrriss

58.8

58.6

58.5

Oollsprookss

69

68.8

68.6

Floofft

71.5

71.5

71.3

Stuurgurs

67.2

67.1

66.9

Kraullarrd

87.8

87.8

87.5

Trigordiy

76.3

76.3

76.1

Firoksanta

60.1

60

60.0

E’rfiylissa

67.2

67.2

67.0

Aygillgirlliya’

67.3

67.2

66.9

By the way, scientists also confirm that “a human being’s” body weight and intellect
are closely connected, however, they provide completely different reasons for that. They
have proved experimentally that the more “the human being” weighs, the lower his intellect
(in relation to himself, but only when he weighs less), because in such a state “the human
being” is unable to involve and effectively use his whole potential, which he actually has.
11.12517.
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Numerous researches have proved that IQ of an individual “human being” increases
with the weight decrease. There are even criteria to determine the weight of a particular
person with which he/she would have optimal functioning of all organs, including FormoCreators of the brain. This is just for your information, because I completely disagree
with such a rough approach to the very subtle process, where the most important thing is
not weight, but the qualitative state of mental activity.
The gravitational component of each Formo-system of Worlds, — depending on
the dynamic Direction of its individual rotation Cycle (TUULLUFFS) and the change of
the common qualitative state of wave Configurations of Fields-Consciousnesses (UUVVU-Forms and Formo-copies) of Forms that structure the Formo-system, — changes
continuously on the “quantum” level, because with every quantum-holographous
frequency-rotation Shift the dimension of Space-Time also slightly changes; in its turn,
Space-Time organizes each Formo-system of Worlds. Every next quantum-holographous
“unfolding” of Information (UU-VVU-Forms), which structures this Space-Time and
Configurations of all Forms of the next (in their inertial series) Formo-system of Worlds,
involves new “boson” Fields-Consciousnesses that represent various types of force
interactions, including electromagnetic Fields.
11.12518.

Their creative interaction with “fermion” Fields-Consciousnesses (Formocopies) activated in ODS results in the formation of new karmo-quanta of Formo-Matter
(subjective SFUURMM-Forms); the karmo-quanta “load” Configurations of these “boson”
Fields-Consciousnesses (UU-VVU-Forms) with their own “masses” and thus turn them
into new corpuscles or particles — carriers of definite characteristics of “materiality” of a
given Formo-system of Worlds. This is the way of realization and inertial “materialization”
of particular VVU-Information in each type of subjective Reality as a result of projection
(through Formo-Creators of the brain) of stable dynamics of all possible psychisms
(reprojection of SFUURMM-Forms of Formo-copies) into energy structures of Formosystems of Worlds.
11.12519.

Each Continuum is formed by dynamics of many Formo-systems of Worlds and
types of Realities and also has its own “dynamically fixed” parameters of the gravitational
component. But “inside”, each Continuum, just like Formo-systems that structure it, is
formed by Configurations of Fields-Consciousnesses (Configurations of UU-VVU-Forms
and Formo-copies) that differ greatly in qualities, which inevitably results in different
degrees of interaction of Self-Consciousness of each Proto-Form with gravitational
Forces typical of this Continuum. For example, why cannot “people” or many other
animals fly like birds? Maybe because they don’t have wings? No, of course not! It is
because specific Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses of Proto-Forms of birds (as
well as those of butterflies, bees, wasps, bumble-bees, flies, mosquitos, locusts, beetles
and many other insects) have synthesized Aspects of such two dominant Qualities as
ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Unity, which automatically form around their Forms of
manifestation such “curvature” of Space-Time that considerably decreases the influence
of gravitational Forces on their mass, and the fact that they have wings allows them to
regulate these unique abilities at their discretion (that is why nestlings with undeveloped
wings fall to the earth).
11.12520.
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In addition, I would like to note that, with a certain tendency of refocusing in
the Direction of development of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Unity to the detriment of
the Synthesis of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, “people” will also be
able to fly in the air, but to do it, special genes must be activated in their DNA which are
responsible for the development of wings. But why should they do it? If we sufficiently
synthesize Aspects of both our Dominants (ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence) in our Self-Consciousness, we will activate more and more the Synthesis
with Aspects of the Quality ALL-Unity typical of the Human Direction of development
and will automatically — without any wings! — gain the ability to fly (as well as many
other abilities, and flying will be nothing compared to them).
11.12521.

So, making a summary, I may say that each “personality” focused by You, depending
on the qualitative dynamics of VVU-Configurations of Fields-Consciousnesses (UU-VVUcopies from “niches” and UU-VVU-Forms from TEC) that structure “the personality”, at
every moment of its creative realization, interacts individually with the gravitational
component of its Formo-system of Worlds, that is, the higher the quality of mentalpsychological processes carried out in the information space of the Self-Consciousness,
the less the influence of gravitation on this wave NUU-VVU-Configuration. You will
be able to make sure of this fact not only on the basis of very limited measurements
given above, but also making many such measurements of your own, if only you apply
sufficient efforts to repeat the experiment. You can increase the frequency of dynamics
of your own NUU-VVU-Configuration not only using Ayfaar Songs, but also with the help
of deep logical-analytical work with such VVU-Information which is provided in any
IISSIIDIOLOGY books.
11.12522.

Now let’s get back to your question, dear Prooksius. Everything what I just told
about electromagnetic Fields and the gravitational effect, which they have over objects
with wave Configurations that differ in qualities, happens only in irkkulligren Formosystems of Worlds of our conscious collective Creativity as psychobiological NUU-VVUand NUULL-VVU-Forms (that is, in individual subjective Worlds of every “personality”
manifested in a given Formo-system). While in irkkulligren Continuums structured by
an innumerable set of Formo-systems of Worlds and their subjective Realities, where the
creative dynamics are formed by two other Dominants (or at least by one of the other
ten Dominants that differs from the two Dominants in the Worlds where We focus), that
which we define as “gravitation” has completely different sources.
11.12523.

“Gravitational discretenesses” is a purely notional term, which I used as a
convenient means to describe original VVU-Information and to subjectively designate
those specific force processes between the dynamics of an information “space” and VVUConfigurations (that structure the “space”) of different-qualitative Proto-Forms that
have no analogs in the Worlds where we perceive ourselves. I preferred to use the term
“gravitational”, because all creative dynamics of realizational Forms of ODS are in no
way associated with the conscious manipulation of the body mass (any Formo-copy is
only a certain set of frequencies of particular VVU-Information about it); I used the word
“discretenesses”, because any whole can transform in any way into anything with the help
of these manipulations: into millions of independent — “discrete” — parts, and, when a
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uniting Impulse of Desire appears, all holographous parts of the whole can instantaneously
come together in the same slloogrent VVU-Configuration.
I used the word “dispolarities”, because, in general creative dynamics of ODS, there
is constantly a certain internal mental-sensuous polarization of some particular qualities
of any Formo-copy both relative to itself and to all other Formo-copies of its typical
conglomerate, which are instantaneously formed and changed, or disappear (refocus)
somewhere without a trace during continuous realizational processes. Why are these
“dispolarities” “electromagnetic”? Because these processes, which are difficult for you
to understand and which are performed in individual ODS of your Self-Consciousness,
always — imperceptibly, but clearly! — contain all features (Aspects) of the two Dominants
synthesized by us — ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence.
11.12525.

It’s very difficult to say what exactly happens in the Spheres of creativity of
other Proto-Forms and whether the same laws and principles are active “there”, because
to make a detailed research of their “own” realizational “niches”, the high-frequency
VVU-Configuration which one uses must have properties that are identical to those
of each considered Proto-Form. However, long refocusings (through VEC) in other
VVU-Configurations are dangerous, because they lead to the deviation of individual
refocusings from the human Direction of development. Personally I cannot make such a
sacrifice for the sake of getting some VVU-Information which is inessential for your deep
Understanding of IISSIIDIOLOGY.
11.12526.

What else would you like to hear? I have told you more than enough. Asking how
OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems function, you forget that we talk about Formo-systems that are
completely different from ours, and about very specific information “spaces” that cannot
be anyhow associated with anything you are used to. The question may be interpreted
in approximately the following way: “Oris, please, give us a detailed description of the
cosmic mechanism which causes formation and interaction of Thoughts and Feelings of
all Proto-Forms at once!”. Or like that: “How can we touch that which you describe?”. My
dear friends, I describe all these things in detail not at all to satisfy your inexhaustible
curiosity, but to teach you how to think creatively and independently on extremely highfrequency Levels for biological NUU-VVU-Forms.
11.12527.

We cannot associate OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems either with Worlds of higher
ranges, with lower ones, or with “physical” and “astral” ones (although, that which we call
“astral plane” is structured and is creatively organized “there”). For example, you read
this book and imagine something, trying to form some Formo-images and Conceptions
“in your mind”. Therefore, at these inertial instants of your Life, you, in your biological
Form, are present in our common Formo-systems of Worlds (as well as in the same type
of Reality and Continuum), but, according to your individual psychological state, your
Thoughts, Feelings and emotions, at a given moment, you unconsciously — through the
initially planned activity of some Formo-Creators of your brain — and automatically
become active participants of some particular qualitative dynamisms carried out in
the individual OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system of the Self-Consciousness of the NUU-VVUConfigurations which You sequentially focus at this time; and, in the energy-information
11.12528.
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Substance of the ODS, in parallel with the existence of your biological “personality”, there
is also reproduction and reconstruction of all Formo-images you imagine, and ready
SFUURMM-Forms (Thoughts, Feelings and emotions) which you use endow them with a
particular meaning and properties which only you (but not someone else!) expect from
them. Formo-images of all your dreams and fantasies are realized in approximately the
same way (in strict compliance with your Desires) in your individual ODS.
The process of “unpacking” and quantum-holographous “unfolding”, in the
information space of your Self-Consciousness, of the content of the temporal ethereal
constituent of each NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by You is simultaneously
implemented both “here” (in the inertial dynamics of frequency rotation Shifts), and
“there” (in “noo-time” energy-information dynamics); it also simultaneously happens to
the integral NUU-VVU-Configuration, and to each VVU-Configuration of Formo-copies
that structure it, as well as to all those “materialized” projections (deformed “copies”),
which you as though “create”, and to all initial “originals of VVU-Information”, owing to
which you as though “construct” something…
11.12529.

As soon as you think about or feel something “here”, at the same instant — in
the slloogrent energy-information dynamics of the skrruullerrt system — all creative
dynamics of the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by You stimulate this psychological
experience through the Creators of the brain and differentiate into millions of possible
and as though impossible (as you consider them!) logical interpretations, and the VVUConfigurations of some UU-VVU-copies (that correspond to them in quality and precisely
copy overall parameters of the external appearance of the “personality” focused by You)
already experience, in all minute details and nuances, that which you just thought about
or felt…
11.12530.

I repeat: any of these Formo-copies or even any of their conglomerates is not at
all you! Tell me, do all characters of novels or movies, performances, cartoons, fairy tales,
and legends, which you imagine or subjectively observe, with which you live and feel
their story lines, (that is, Formo-images of absolutely any VVU-Information which you let
through the information space of your Self-Consciousness, including construction project
drafts and drawings, a tiny figure of a person casually drawn by somebody on a sheet of
paper) become real for you, only because you picture them in your Imagination or watch
somewhere? Of course, they don’t! But all of them are absolutely normally and really
perceived by innumerable inhabitants of realizational “niches”; VVU-Configurations of
fragmented Self-Consciousnesses of the inhabitants structure various Spheres of creativity
of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems, and the inhabitants perceive the dynamics of each of
these mental or sensuous Formo-images directly with regard to themselves, because all of
them, — both the inhabitants and Formo-images perceived by them (and simultaneously
by you), — are created not from Formo-Matter, but from energy-information Ethereal
Substance that has very special properties.
11.12531.

Owing to “electromagnetic dispolarities” and “gravitational discretenesses”,
Formo-images of all poems of Homer and Ovidius, Shakespeare and Petrarch, or
discourses of Socrates, Seneca, Cicero, [Heinrich Cornelius] Agrippa and many other
11.12532.
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authors, who have subjectively shaped some SFUURMM-Forms in particular words and
sentences, continue to arouse, in Self-Consciousnesses of “people” that live now, some
delight and profound feelings (with allowance for completely new SFUURMM-Forms!),
just like those of the contemporaries of these “ancient” authors. It is because the vivid
Formo-images created in Self-Consciousnesses of the readers that have read them
during millennia are as fresh and accessible for their creative use in OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystems as our present emotions. Neither changed life conditions, fully altered ethical
and moral laws, principles of thinking and feeling, nor laws of inertia, gravitation and
interaction of electromagnetic Fields influence the extent of realization of psychological
and spiritual processes experienced “then” and “now”, until we choose to focus in the
NUU-VVU-Configurations that are inseparably connected with (to be more exact, initially
holographously projected from) their “own” energy-information structures of OLLAKTDRUOTMM-systems.
By actively interacting among themselves simultaneously in all possible Directions
of the Synthesis of Aspects of the 12 Pure Qualities, OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems create
(“inside” different-qualitative simultaneous inertial dynamics of multidimensional
structures of each Formo-system of Worlds) an innumerable set of distinctive (that differ
in Configurations of the Qualities that form them) realizational “niches” for the active
creative dynamics of all possible UU-VVU-copies; and frequencies of VVU-Configurations
of the UU-VVU-copies reflect precisely the creative dynamics of VVU-Configurations of
the Aspects of Qualities synthesized by each of these “niches”. The information purpose
of all conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies of “human” Proto-Forms is to constantly stimulate
(through corresponding VVU-Configurations of duvuyllerrt groups of Stereo-Types), by
their SFUURMM-Forms, the creativity of each of “personalities” that belong to different
rotation Cycles so that they make particular decisions which would provide each of them
with absolutely all possibilities of creative realization of all their Thoughts, Feelings,
Desires and Aspirations in their “now”.
11.12533.

UU-VVU-copies are not that which we have to create each time anew, but are that
which always already IS, initially “was” and “will be” in Existence of every LLUU-VVU-Form
(and other Proto-Forms); and, when we focus in each of wave NUU-VVU-Configurations
11.12534.

preferred by Us, we can chose from all this energy-information material that which seems
most important and necessary at every moment of our Life, that which we want to feel
individually as our “personal” life Experience. UU-VVU-copies are the initial energyinformation basis of our whole biological Existence, which is transferred from parents
to their children through wave VVU-Configurations of DNA, and then it is established in
Self-Consciousnesses of NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Us by education and selfknowledge.

I remind you one more time that UU-VVU-copies are not “personalities”
themselves, but are just separate, closed on themselves, parts of dynamisms of wave VVUConfigurations of the conglomerates that structure our wave NUU-VVU-Configurations,
which fully determine (through interrelations with the Formo-Creators of the brain)
the degree and quality of the individual Creative Activity in the information space of
our “personality” Self-Consciousness. Any event that “appears” in our Life is carried out
11.12535.
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only when we begin to “see” it in a certain way, at a certain angle, accordingly — due
to the rezonational principle — attracting to this process, from OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystems, only those SFUURMM-Forms which will allow us to realize ourselves in these
circumstances. Being attracted by the dynamics of your FDR to the dynamics of FCA in
factor Axes of the Primary Time Axis of the “personalities” focused by You, and thus being
kleks-encoded by “the chronological time” of a strictly defined rotation Cycle, “your”
Conceptions concerning this event and subjective “personal” attitude to it transform into
many particularly shaped VVU-Configurations of certain frequency.
These are UU-VVU-copies that are energy-informationally united in conglomerates
of SFUURMM-Forms almost of the same type, which are typical of each of innumerable
Spheres of creativity of ODS. Every time, each of such UU-VVU-conglomerates is projected
vibrationally, as a slloogrent part of its total VVU-Configuration, into the structure of your
Self-Consciousness not from somewhere “outside”, but specifically (through the Creators
of the brain) and directly from OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems; and every time this happens
exclusively “for you” (because it is initially encoded in the NUU-VVU-Configuration
focused by You), but not for anybody else (that is why I use the term individual ODS for
each “personality”). Any situation, as soon as you begin to perceive it particularly one
way or another, is “created” psychologically and mechanically with the help of SFUURMMForms (used by you) only to you “personally” (that is, only in your individual World).
11.12536.

Until you particularly (through a set of activated SFUURMM-Forms) become aware
of the situation, it as if doesn’t exist to you, because you haven’t rezonationally activated
from the O-D-system the dynamics of those conglomerates of Formo-copies, with the
help of characteristic emotions of which you could particularly “determine for yourself ”
your own attitude to this circumstance. The quality of SFUURMM-Forms used by you
makes any situation exactly as you explain it to yourself according to your motivations. If
negative dynamics of low-frequency conglomerates prevail in your Self-Consciousness,
then you will evaluate current circumstances chiefly from the negative point of view of
your Perception, without taking into consideration other possible reactions and more
favorable consequences. If the quality of SFUURMM-Forms which you actively use allows
you to see in every difficult situation the possibility of some positive transformations in
your Life, and you are used to take decisions on the basis of such optimistic attitude to any
“unpacked” (by the Creators of the brain) VVU-Information, then the Direction of further
possible dynamics of your rotation Cycle will be structured by NUU-VVU-Configurations
with more “harmonious and balanced” dynamics of Fields-Consciousnesses, which will
make it possible for your UFS to be fixed to more favorable scenarios of development.
11.12537.

The fact is that any positive situation (modeled exactly by such guiding SFUURMMForms), together with its least favorable outcomes, has ALWAYS been programmed in
the skrruullerrt system, in the slloogrent dynamics of TEC, and in the initial energyinformation base of the O-D-system that structures all NUU-VVU-Configurations of this
Stereo-Form; and it has manifested in your “now” only because you, through your stable
Thoughts, Feelings and Desires, has resonated not with anything else, not with some other
interests, but only with this scenario of development, in the inertial dynamics of which
this situation is already initially holographously encoded.

11.12538.
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Getting into any unfavorable life circumstances, you should always clearly
understand that at the same minutes other Interpretations of your “personality”, “to the
detriment” of some egoistic realizations, have managed to find (in the dynamics of their
individual ODS) a higher-qualitative internal potential (that is, have resonated with VVUConfigurations of high-frequency Formo-copies), which allowed them to make more
altruistic decisions. That is why they, but not the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by You,
perceive themselves in much more favorable (trouble-free) situations for your creativity,
while you have to reap the fruits of your own, yet insuperable, egoism, weak character and
ignorance.
11.12539.

Any outcome of any situation is always potentially present in the slloogrent
principle of implementation of each inertial moment of your choices, absolutely all
decisions that are possible in a given situation already initially exist in their whole variety,
and that is why the main task of each instant of your conscious Existence is to be able
to choose, among all ready decisions, for you “personally”, only the one which you can
“discern” in these circumstances with the help of the Formo-Creators of the NUU-VVUConfiguration focused by You. In its turn, this fully depends on the highest Conceptions
of yourself which you can activate in this type of Self-Consciousness.
11.12540.

An outcome of each situation depends on the aspect of your own interests
(egoistic or altruistic) which you use to evaluate it (whether you choose to satisfy your
spiritual development or some egoistic needs), on the Levels of ODS and Knowledge
which you use to interpret it and subjectively apply it to “yourself ”, to your “personal”
interests. You can chose among all variants of ready decisions only the one with which
the current dynamics of your Focus of Close Attention (the general VVU-Configuration
of the Formo-Creators of the brain) can actively resonate. At the same time, all other
variants of possible outcomes are as if absent to you, because at the same instant they are
involved by your other “personality” Modifications, NUU-VVU-Configurations of which
has resonated with them accordingly (psychically).
11.12541.

It is also possible to compare the creative dynamics between the Formo-Creators
of the brain and particular conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies with the interaction of
magnets. The inertial principle of realization of the creative dynamics encoded in the
energy component of any VVU-Configuration of the Formo-Creators makes them more
dependent on the individual slloogrent dynamics of frequency rotation Shifts of each
Formo-system of Worlds structured by them. That is why one “part” of their slloogrent
dynamics is expressed through the activity of the “energy” structure which we subjectively
define as the Focus of Close Attention (it structures all dynamics of RRGLUU-VVU).
The other — informational — “part” of VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators is
fully concentrated (through the joint activity of FCA and the Focus of Dual Reflection)
on the slloogrent dynamics of the VVU-Information which is initially typical of some
conglomerates of Formo-copies that structure a certain OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system by
their VVU-Configurations (that are identical to the ones of the Formo-Creators).
11.12542.

So, through the “energy” (electromechanical, biochemical) activity of the
Formo-Creators of the brain, on the one hand, FCA of each of us is constantly focused
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on “external” attributes of our subjective Existence (that is, on the things that are
continuously projected and specifically reflected on the three-dimensional “bioscreen”
of our Self-Consciousness, which represents that which we mean by the term “dynamics
of Formo-systems of Worlds”); and, on the other hand, through FDR of all conglomerates
of Formo-copies of our individual ODS, we constantly focus on the informational “part”
of our Existence provided by the continuous Creative Activity of SFUURMM-Forms of an
innumerable set of different-qualitative Formo-copies.
The energy carriers — biological “bodies of manifestation” — of each of
“personalities” inertially focused by Us don’t belong to ODS, that is, in terms of energy
structure, they are not located in an OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system, but the inertial
implementation of the realizational principle of synthesis of Aspects of Qualities, which
is carried out through all biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Formo-Types, totally depends
on VVU-Information used by us: in accordance with the general qualitative state of the
NUU-VVU-Configuration (VVU-Information “unpacked” from TEC), the Formo-Creators
of the brain focus the creative dynamics of the “personality” Self-Consciousness (by their
FCA) on a particular realization of conglomerates of Formo-copies from an individual
ODS.
11.12544.

That is, figuratively speaking, your “magnet” actively interacts with other
“magnets” and also changes both its own frequency and your “personal” Interest in some
aspects of Life through the different-qualitative joint dynamics of Focuses of Close
Attention of each of the “personalities” focused by You and Focuses of Dual Reflection of
each of Formo-copies that correspond exactly to their NUU-VVU-Configurations. By the
“magnet” of your FCA, you continuously attract from ODS (but actually from the temporal
ethereal constituent of your Stereo-Form, which slloogrently structures ODS!) those
“magnets” which correspond in the greatest degree to the general frequency of the NUUVVU-Configuration of your Self-Consciousness, but at the same time all of them — UUVVU-copies rezonationally chosen by your Formo-Creators — are not directly manifested
in your biological organism (in the Formo-system of Worlds), but always continue to
structure only their own realizational “niches”.
11.12545.

You in no way involve them physically “into yourselves”, but only “remotely”
(and even without their awareness!) use their typical synthesized VVU-Information,
HOWEVER, only that slloogrent part of it, which contains encoded SFUURMM-Forms that
are characteristic of a very narrow range of the creativity of Formo-Types of LLUU-VVUForms, but not of all Proto-Forms that have also “included”, into the VVU-Configuration
of a given realizational “niche”, their Information about specific experiences in this range.
Moreover, from this whole slloogrent part of VVU-Information that concerns the dynamics
of the Creative Activity typical of LLUU-VVU-Forms, as “a personality” manifested in this
particular Formo-system of Worlds, you can choose only that VVU-Information which
corresponds to you according to the kleks-identification of the NUU-VVU-Configurations
focused by You.
11.12546.

That is why, when the biological part of any “personality” focused by You
differentiates (decomposes) after “Death” into many other biological Proto-Forms
11.12547.
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(bacteria, viruses, worms, etc.), whose VVU-Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses are
actively interrelated only with their typical Information of the slloogrent dynamics of
UU-VVU-copies, the highest-qualitative and medium-qualitative interactions of the
“magnets” used by this “personality” that develops in its rotation Cycle quickly weaken,
and then they completely break down in no longer functional biological structures
(corpses), because in fact interrelations with these UU-VVU-copies are already activated at
that moment in all other scenarios of development of this “personality” that duvuyllerrtly
and inertially follow (in the skrruullerrt system) in many Directions of further dynamics
of this rotation Cycle.
But the break-down of energy-information interrelations between the FormoCreators of the biological body of “the deceased personality” and UU-VVU-copies of the
Proto-Forms of cells, molecules and atoms happens not at once, but duvuyllerrtly, gradually,
because they represent in this biological mass the realizational principle of the collective
Consciousness of cells and organs that used to provide vital functions of the whole
biological organism of the living “personality”. For example, the kidney of “a deceased” can
remain functional for about forty hours, the same is true for the interrelations with ODS
of Formo-Creators of other organs, — each one has its own functional period. You have
to understand that after “Death” bio-Creators of the collective Consciousness of cells and
organs decode, directly from ODS (but not from the dynamics of TEC!), Information of
completely different quality, which differs greatly from that which was used by the FormoCreators of the brain for the organization of the psychological and mental activity of the
living “personality”, because more primitive Self-Consciousnesses of the bio-Creators of
cells and organs are involved in the Synthesis of Aspects of completely different Qualities
(ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Essentiality-ALL-Permeability, and afterwards, at
definite stages of the biochemical transformation of organic matter, — ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence and ALL-Steadiness-ALL-Stability).
11.12548.

As I have already mentioned, the fragmented Self-Consciousness of every UUVVU-copy, on the one hand, is rigidly and inseparably attached by its VVU-Configuration
to the specific dynamics of a particular O-D-system, and on the other hand, through
energy-information interrelations with identical VVU-Configurations of the FormoCreators of the brain and dynamics of FCA of the “personality” Self-Consciousness, — to
its “part” of the slloogrent dynamics of the temporal ethereal constituent that projects into
energy structures of the Formo-systems of Worlds (simultaneously into all Time Flows)
all SFUURMM-Forms typical of this Formo-copy. Therefore, these SFUURMM-Forms are
simultaneously and actively projected into life creativity of all NUU-VVU-Configurations
of all living “personalities” that “inhabit” different Continuums, and in this way they
potentially participate in their Subconscious formation of their own subjective Realities.
11.12549.

11.112550. That

is why the Formo-copy may, in a greater or lesser degree, influence choices
of those “personalities” in the structure of the Self-Consciousness of which the frequency
of a karmic Channel (in fact such frequency reflects narrow-frequency dynamics of
Focuses of Dual Reflection of a given qualitative range in the information space of SelfConsciousness), through which its narrowly-specific interrelations with the FormoCreators of the brain are carried out, is still active; that is, when the energy-information
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dynamics common to SLUI-SLUU of this Channel is not over yet in the individual ODS, not
transmuted by the Self-Consciousness of this “personality” into a higher-qualitative state
— certain life Experience, which is not yet activated in its typical NUU-VVU-Configurations,
that is, it doesn’t structure any of VVU-Configurations of higher-qualitative conglomerates
of UU-VVU-copies used by the Formo-Creators of this “personality”.
QUESTION. Oris, sometimes, talking about Formo-copies that structure the Self-Con-

sciousness of “a deceased personality”, you use such words as “belonged” and “influenced”. Is there the main difference between these notions in such their use? Does “belonging” to the structures of any Self-Consciousness always mean a potential possibility
“to influence” its activity?
— Dear Maarr, the word “belonged” (in the past time form) means that the creative
dynamics of SFUURMM-Forms typical of a given VVU-Configuration of conglomerates
of Formo-copies was active (and always remains active in the dynamics of the notional
category the Memory-of-the-World-of-the-Past) only in energy-information structures
of the Self-Consciousness of that NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by You, “the body of
manifestation” of which is currently subjectively perceived in all lower-qualitative scenarios
as a corpse. After another (to “you”) fact of “Death”, this lowest-qualitative part of NUUVVU-Configurations of “the personality” in which You also inertially focus after “Death”
(in your more favorable scenarios) can no longer rezonationally participate (“belong to”),
as before, in the further dynamics of your Self-Consciousness (in the notional category
the Future-Content-of-the-World).
11.12551.

This happens because every fact of “your Death” enriches your system of
Perception (the dynamics of the Formo-Creators of the brain) by a certain Experience
(due to the transmutation of the lowest-frequency VVU-Configurations in “the stress zone”
of ODS) and makes it possible for you to focus in your further life creativity in slightly
higher-qualitative VVU-Configurations of Formo-copies, into which this Experience
was projected (initially encoded) as a frequency. Therefore, the Formo-Creators of the
brain that inertially structure your subsequent NUU-VVU-Configuration no longer
need to have interrelations with previous, lowest-qualitative Formo-copies, because the
whole Experience synthesized by them is potentially present in the structures of higherqualitative Formo-copies.
11.12552.

I repeat that interrelations with these “previous” Formo-copies have the same level
of activity in the structures of Self-Consciousnesses of all your “personalities” that belong
to lower-qualitative scenarios of development, where “you”, for some reasons, haven’t
“died” yet, and also of all your “personalities”, which, relative to your “now”, already belong
to the category the Memory-of-the-World-of-the-Past. If NUU-VVU-Configurations of
other “personalized” Interpretations of your Stereo-Form are designed for the creative
realization in the range typical of these Formo-copies (that is, if the Experience in
this Direction of creativity hasn’t yet been synthesized by the Formo-Creators of their
“personality” Self-Consciousness), then these UU-VVU-copies will continue to influence
indirectly (through the activity of the Creators of the brain) the choices of all these
11.12553.
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“personalities”. Indeed, until the dynamics of refocusings of “a personality” are structured
by VVU-Configurations of their typical karmic Channels, these Formo-copies just cannot
but participate in the life creativity of “the personality”. This happens approximately like
in a dog team that pulls a sledge: if a dog is “harnessed” it has to run and pull the sledge
together with the other dogs, because it cannot do anything else.
Even if you refocus into NUU-VVU-Configurations, where this DUU-LLI is fully
synthesized and therefore is inactive in the creativity of your “current” Self-Consciousness,
all your “past personalities”, previously focused by You and then “deceased” for various
reasons, in the NUU-VVU-Configurations of which this process hasn’t yet inertially
completed, will be always perceived in the fragmented Self-Consciousness of each of these
low-frequency Formo-copies only as living “personalities”, because they can subjectively
perceive any of them only as “themselves”, that is, alive. In the beyond-time category of the
all-planetary creative dynamics of the Memory-of-the-World-of-the-Past, each of NUUVVU-Configurations previously focused and manifested in the Formo-system of Worlds
is also always really alive (without inverted commas) and never disappears anywhere from
the eternally existing creative dynamics of any scenario of your development.
11.12554.

As for the meaning of the phrase “no longer belongs”, it reflects the impossibility
of a real manifestation of the frequency dynamics of this UU-VVU-copy only in one of
high-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations of the “personalities” focused by You, where
SFUURMM-Forms of its characteristic karmic Channel have been completely transmuted
and now constitute (by their Experience) the higher-qualitative synthetic dynamics of
SLUI-SLUU of the next DUU-LLI. This means that this UU-VVU-copy no longer has any
rezonational possibility to manifest its typical Creative Activity through the FormoCreators of the brain of this NUU-VVU-Configuration. While, potentially, SFUURMMForms of this UU-VVU-copy can try to participate in some of your choices in the form of
someone’s advice or order, which you will perceive as awkward, silly or absurd, and that is
why you will ignore them.
11.12555.

They cannot affect your choices in any way, because the VVU-Configurations
of higher-qualitative Formo-copies used by your Formo-Creators of the brain already
have the corresponding Experience synthesized on their basis, and, when necessary, you
will use it to make a much more reasonable decision in a particular situation. This will
always happen in this way, when you will get into some conditions, where this type of
energy-information relations can manifest in your Life one way or another. Something
can appear as a flash in your “memory” in the form of some events or relations from
the period of Life lived by you, because the characteristic dynamics (Formo-images) of
this range haven’t disappeared anywhere from your Self-Consciousness (from an already
decoded part of your temporal ethereal constituent), — they have just transformed into a
new qualitative state of your Self-Consciousness.
11.12556.

But these recollections cannot affect you either and cannot make you experience
again that which happened in the same range of feelings. It is because you already have
a higher-qualitative Experience which allows you to consider this event from a higherqualitative point of view without taking into account any of your previous opinions that
11.12557.
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are typical of SFUURMM-Forms of this Formo-copy, that is, not acting the way you did
before, when you didn’t have this Experience. So, with this higher-qualitative Experience,
the low-frequency dynamics of the previous UU-VVU-copy becomes inactive, but still can
manifest, because all karmic Channels remain in the structure of the Self-Consciousness
till refocusings into completely different Forms of Existence. Until then, each of UU-VVUcopies can potentially participate in the life creativity of “people”.
11.112558. When

I say, for example, that the dynamics of SLUI-SLUU of the 1st-10th Channels
of ARGLLAAMUNI or INGLIMILISSA are “absent” in my Self-Consciousness, you shouldn’t
understand it literally, but only as a purely figurative expression, which means that the
whole Experience of my “personalized” Existence in this qualitative range has been
synthesized by the Formo-Creators of the brain of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused
by Me, and any manifestation, in my Self-Consciousness, of the Creative Activity of
conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies of these ODS Levels will not be able to influence the
decision I take, because I will not have any interest in them and I will prefer to realize the
decisions of SLUI-SLUU of higher-qualitative Levels.
QUESTION. As I understood it, the word “belong” means that the creative dynamics characteristic of SLUI-SLUU of this range either actively manifest in the Self-Consciousness, or

still may be potentially observed by “a personality”, without taking them into account, in
other words, without their external realization. And the word “influences” means that
the activity of some conglomerates of Formo-copies is still high in the Self-Consciousness
and can actively influence all choices. Is that correct?
— Yes, it’s approximately the way you said, dear Iylliysstlaa. All these energyinformation interactions are implemented through all slloogrent structures of the SelfConsciousness of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by You. The individual dynamics
of your Self-Consciousness, that is, the qualitative state of Thoughts, Feelings, Desires and
Aspirations manifested through “you” that inertially form the specific complex of VVUConfigurations of realized SFUURMM-Forms depends completely on the stability of the
qualitative dynamics of your FCA organized by the Formo-Creators of the brain, while the
Formo-Creators realize their activity in their own fashion in each NUU-VVU-Configuration
focused by You. The less Formo-copies of some ODS sublevels are synthesized among
themselves in these wave structures, the more unstable and unpredictable refocusings of
your FCA from some VVU-Configurations into other ones you will have in Formo-systems
of Worlds.
11.12559.

11.112560. In

such cases, anything can manifest for a very short period of time in the SelfConsciousness of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by You, starting with the most primitive
realizational tendencies, and ending with the highest-qualitative creative potentials.
It is because slloogrent VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators of the brain —
simultaneously and in a single moment — propagate into all biological realizational
Forms used by You, including the ones, through which other biological analogs of the
NUU-VVU-Formo-Types of your LLUU-VVU-Form also manifest simultaneously with you
in their “now”, irrespective of the Time Flows where they perceive themselves “now”. All
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the different-qualitative dynamics of Your “intertemporal and interpersonal” refocusings
very closely connect (through the complementary System of all NUU-VVU-Configurations
and through its main energy-information Flow — the variable ethereal component)
all Formo-Creators of the brain into one creative integration dynamism of absolutely all
biological realizational Forms that structure Collective Intelligences of “humankind” of all
possible types in many Universes.
— If definite Levels are already deeply synthesized, that is, completely “studied” in someone’s individual ODS, then how can the dynamics of interrelations common to their For-

mo-copies manifest in the Self-Consciousness?

— I have just pointed out that, through the complementary System of “subchakram
Centers”, in each of NUU-VVU-Configurations simultaneously focused by You (through
slloogrent properties of TEC and VEC), there can be simultaneous combination and
potential realization of all general creative SLUI-SLUU-dynamics characteristic of all
karmic Channels of your LLUU-VVU-Form. Being inertially manifested simultaneously
in different Formo-systems of Worlds in the form of particular “personalities”, none of
you represents only a particular Form strictly limited in thinking and feeling, but each of
you, in your continuous life creativity, is actually quite a complex and wide (depending on
the qualitative state of the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by You) frequency range of
interaction between all energy-information structures of Energy-Plasma.
11.12561.

If it wasn’t so, then, for instance, the Formo-Creators of the Configurations
focused by Me simply couldn’t simultaneously maintain a normal state of the biological
organism, project into the Self-Consciousness SFUURMM-Forms concerning the necessity
to appease hunger, decode very complex (for Understanding) Information from the
Levels of +4.0 to +18.0 dimensions and adapt it to the biological system of Perception,
to do some routine work (such as typing the Information deciphered by them into a
computer), combine all these things with Thoughts of much lower quality concerning
the things to be done in the nearest time, and many other things. The Creative Activity of
VVU-Configurations of any Formo-copies can simultaneously manifest in some degree in
factor Axes of your Self-Consciousness, which represents the simultaneous dynamics of
RRGLUU-VVU, TEC and VEC. I repeat: each of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by You is the
joint dynamics of an innumerable set of different-qualitative VVU-Configurations that
(due to the presence of some cause-and-effect interrelations in this Time Flow) initially
structure this rezonational “point” of Space-Time of this Formo-system of Worlds.
11.12562.

For example, among everyday affairs and routine realizations, some very altruistic
Thoughts and highly-spiritual states may come all of a sudden into your mind, which
your Formo-Creators of the brain simply cannot anyhow specifically adapt to your
current “state of mind”, and that is why you just don’t know what you should do with
this rare, inexpressible VVU-Information. You may stay in this state from one second to
several minutes, while continuing to do the things that vibrationally completely doesn’t
correspond to that which you experience or about which you think (I told you that this
specific state is known in Zen-Buddhism as Satori). In the same way, during a highly11.12563.
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spiritual practice (for example, a prayer or Meditation), all sorts of low, unpleasant
thoughts accompanied with the demonstration of indecent and completely uninteresting
Formo-images on the “bioscreen” of Imagination may manifest from time to time in the
Self-Consciousness.
All these SLUI-SLUU-dynamics are projected into your Self-Consciousness in
the same way as, for example, radio waves from the air simultaneously broadcasted by
many radio stations are continuously received and can be voiced by a radio receiver.
Nevertheless, you don’t listen to all of them at once, but choose among all potentially
provided opportunities only that in which you “personally” are interested most in your
“current” psychological state. Every individual type of the “ethereal” ODS-dynamics can
rezonationally activate in the Self-Consciousness of the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused
by You only specific psychological states, that is why you will simply be unable to react
actively to the levels that have been fully synthesized and completely realized by your
“personality”, that is, to that which already structures your Self-Consciousness by quite a
profound Experience of Self-knowledge. Your Creators of the brain direct the dynamics
of FCA only to that which can guarantee a new Experience and provide a differentqualitative Synthesis.
11.12564.

Each of you, who would never “kill a human being” for anything, in some
destructive psychic states periodically and unconsciously have some “bad” Thoughts
accompanied with adequate evil, aggressive and unpleasant Formo-images or something
of the kind, which (simultaneously with the creative dynamics of your “currently”
perceived Existence) one way or another manifest as frequencies somewhere: either in
this Time Flow, or in some of low-qualitative realizations of Formo-Types of your LLUUVVU-Form. Do not forget that we continuously and everywhere influence each other on
all ODS Levels, wherever we live and whatever we do.
11.12565.

That about which an old woman thinks in her “now” somewhere in the depth of
the country, at the same instant, slloogrently structures the whole energy-information
“space” of the photoreducsive Ether formed by the Collective Intelligence of “humankind”,
and is automatically transmitted in the form of waves into photon wave “receiverstransmitters” of your DNA-structures (influencing the realizational dynamics of their
individual Codes). I would like to note that this complex process of different-qualitative
mutual influence depends very much on the extent of correspondence of “your” and
“someone else’s” VVU-Configurations (that is, the degree of realizational intensity of the
manifestation of Aspects of the two synthesized Dominants both relative to each other
and relative to Aspects of the background Qualities).
11.12566.

If similar Levels of Fields-Consciousnesses (Formo-copies that represent
SFUURMM-Forms of the same Aspects of Qualities) are sufficiently activated in the SelfConsciousness of a certain NUU-VVU-Configuration, then a certain frequency induction
appears on the wave Levels of DNA, and, as a result, a certain electromagnetic signal is
rezonationally produced in the VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators of your brain,
and you will react accordingly to this VVU-Information. If, however, these qualitative
Levels are already synthesized in you and the effect of some Fields-Consciousnesses
11.12567.
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that are simultaneously activated in the photoreducsive Ether is outside the scope of
your creative interests, then this VVU-Information will not affect anyhow your FormoCreators and will not initiate any response reaction in your psychological state, that is,
you will have a minimal psychological response to someone’s energy-information activity,
because, at this time, the Creators of your Self-Consciousness will mutually resonate with
conglomerates of higher-qualitative ODS Levels.
11.112568. That

which we subjectively mean by the term “Self-Consciousness” is not a
certain universal receiving-retransmitting antenna that belongs only to one NUU-VVUConfiguration or only to one LLUU-VVU-Form. It’s a big mistake to perceive yourselves
and any other self-conscious Form in this way! Your Self-Consciousness is a slloogrent
part of the slloogrent different-qualitative dynamics of the integral Creative Activity of the
Collective Intelligence that combines the whole realizational Potential of an innumerable
set of one-type Universes. When you look at the night sky, Galaxies and Stars, everything
that happens there affects accordingly, but in a completely inconceivable way (to us),
energy-informationally both the creative dynamics of “your” Self-Consciousness and
the life creativity of an infinite set of other NUU-VVU-Forms and other Proto-Forms
simultaneously manifested in different-type and different-qualitative Formo-systems of
Worlds and Realities.
QUESTION. If the active dynamics of the Self-Consciousness of those NUU-VVU-

Configurations in which I focus “now” no longer resonate anyhow with some conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies, if some SFUURMM-Forms seem just ridiculous to me, — like
the idea that the Earth is flat or is based on three whales, or elephants, or something of
the kind, — does it mean that energy carriers of such SFUURMM-Forms still continue to
manifest in the Self-Consciousness of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Me?
— Nobody and nothing can prevent the creativity of any Formo-copies in your
Self-Consciousness, dear Stingmeyllerat, if there are certain objective reasons for this
(for example, the presence of ethereal structures of karmic Channels in the NUU-VVUConfiguration focused by You). In fact we can call such objective (however, with some
aspect of subjectivity) noo-time factors of our life creativity as Formo-copies “more
important” than the biological NUU-VVU-Forms inertially manifested in this type of
irkkulligren reality through Your simultaneous subjective focusings. But the point is that,
due to their potential presence in the information space of your Self-Consciousness, the
creative dynamics of the Focus of Close Attention of your Formo-Creators of the brain
will not change anyhow, because their VVU-Configurations cannot interact in any way
with the dynamics of the Creative Activity of such (and many other) SFUURMM-Forms
that intensively structure the Continuums that differ very much in quality from “yours”.
11.12569.

11.112570. So, these

conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies no longer can attract your attention to
them by exciting at least some Interest in you and making possible for you to realize one
of your Inactive Aspirations or some Intentions, because, I repeat, the quality of FieldsConsciousnesses that form the whole set of your SFUURMM-Forms does NOT vibrationally
correspond to that which can potentially (passively) manifest in the structures of your
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Self-Consciousness. For example, when you vote during presidential election and the
program of one of candidates doesn’t induce any other reactions except laughter or
indignation, you will never vote in favor of this candidate, although the Information
about his/her program, just as many other things which are completely uninteresting to
you, continuously structures the information space of your Self-Consciousness.
— It turns out that conglomerates of these UU-VVU-copies, which I once realized some-

where, passively manifest in my Self-Consciousness, but cannot manifest in these Formo-systems of Worlds through the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Me and don’t
influence my choices directly?
— Yes, dear Vella, even if there is any influence, it is only indirect, that is, they allow
you to compare higher-qualitative variants of your decisions with the ones of much lower
quality. You can be aware of them, analyze, compare them, think something over, using
them as a source of certain VVU-Information, but you will not concentrate your Focus of
Close Attention on their typical qualitative range. Their manifestation may be absent in
your Self-Consciousness or your actions, that is, they don’t have any “karmic” result, as it
usually happens to all sorts of data, theories, knowledge and other, as if unessential (for
you), Information, which is projected into your system of Perception from commercials,
TV, mass media, Internet and is perceived by your Formo-Creators of the brain as useless,
without being retained or processed in any way for a second. Any Thought or Feeling is a
part of VVU-Information of an UU-VVU-copy. Thought-Forms of “chakram personalities”
structure SFUURMM-Forms, and SFUURMM-Forms model the dynamics of their typical
UU-VVU-copies.
11.12571.

When one of SFUURMM-Forms, as a source of specific electromagnetic activity,
manifests (“is unpacked” from TEC) in VVU-Configurations of some Creators of your
Self-Consciousness, it affects in a certain manner, through many biochemical reactions
in the brain and in the central nervous system, the psychological, mental or mechanical
activity of your Formo-Creators and becomes the basis of all transmutational evolutional
processes — the Synthesis of your current Thoughts, Feelings and Emotions. As soon
as intensive Emotions come, there is an immediate start-up, in the Self-Consciousness,
of the Synthesis of frequencies in the form of all involved Fields-Consciousnesses that
simultaneously support all the inertial dynamics of Karmo-Plasma.
11.12572.

11.112573. This means that “karmonations” that are continuously synthesized by “emanations”

and “psychonations” of UU-VVU-Forms “unpacked” from TEC, begin to stimulate your
Formo-Creators for some particular Actions, projected into FCA by the dynamics of FDR
of the conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies that interact with them and are already present
in your individual ODS. As a result of these different-qualitative interactions, there
is realization of a new Experience within the dynamics of this conglomerate, and the
Experience is the new stimulus for continuation of the inertial dynamics of the next series
of your refocusings in this skrruullerrt system.
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QUESTION. Is it possible to say that each UU-VVU-copy constantly stays in an OLLAKTDRUOTMM-system and is fully involved in the simultaneous creative dynamics of Focuses

of Close Attention of all various “personalized” Interpretations of a given Stereo-Form?

— Yes, dear Alkriakkleya’, any Formo-copy is active at any moment, because
EVERYTHING, absolutely EVERYTHING happens simultaneously in one and only “Instant
of Eternity”, which is initially planned and structured by all possible variants of differentqualitative interactions between all self-conscious Forms simultaneously manifested
in different ODS and Formo-systems of Worlds. The same is true for any of your
“personalities” simultaneously manifested in different Formo-systems of Worlds. There
isn’t any creatively INactive instant for any type of VVU- or NUU-VVU-Configuration or
any other wave Configuration. Any “inactive” state simply cannot be in the dynamics of
Energy-Plasma.
11.12574.

The same is true for any of your innumerable “Deaths”: at the next instant, “a
deceased personality” automatically refocuses into the next NUU-VVU-Configuration and
becomes a dynamic part of one of many scenarios of its Stereo-Form that inertially follow
in this skrruullerrt system, and as before it perceives itself as the same “personality”,
because almost nothing happened in its Self-Consciousness, — only some new Experience
has been added to its individual ODS with the fact of “Death”. All that which we consider
“dead”, just as all that which is “not born” to us (we cannot yet visually perceive it) is
ALWAYS active. Everything always is as a specific Form of the qualitative dynamic change
of the “geometry” of the outer Space-Time.
11.12575.

11.112576. The

dynamics of each Configuration of slloogrent interactions create a certain
qualitative dynamism in its rezonational “zone” of Space and forms a wave “curvature”
in the “zone”; “the curvature”, being vibrationally manifested in this “multidimensional
point”, always “was”, is and “will be”, because it is already initially encoded in the dynamics
of Energy-Plasma. In the following inertial duvuyllerrt Formo-system of Worlds, this
specific frequency “curvature” formed by the energy-information Content differs slightly
from the previous one, maybe, just in an energy-information Potential of one “quantum”,
but even such difference creates some length between them, that is, relative dynamics of
Time subjectively and individually perceived by each different-qualitative Form of SelfConsciousness.
QUESTION. If UU-VVU-copies have all conditions for a deeper realization in OLLAKTDRUOTMM-systems, why would they manifest through living Forms?

— Firstly, dear Kseillirgmiya’, everything around those who sit here, near this
bonfire at Ayfaar, looks completely in a different way than each of us imagines it, because
every one considers “personally” oneself (but not UU-VVU-copies used by one’s FormoCreators) the main character in this inertial Process, although everything is just to the
contrary — UU-VVU-copies exist in their “niches” as if “by themselves”, and we only use
their typical qualitative characteristics to integrate them through active Levels of our
own Self-Consciousness and be able to synthesize and realize, in the Formo-system of
11.12577.
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Worlds, a subjective Experience of Our universal relative inertial Existence in this range
of Energy-Plasma. You have distorted everything again and put it upside down in your
simplified Conceptions!
UU-VVU-copies are considerably “closer” to the creativity of OO-UU- and TOO-UUEntities, than our favorite and habitual NUU-VVU (as well as other biological Proto-Forms).
But even this isn’t the main point: all Proto-Forms and innumerable conglomerates of UUVVU-copies that creatively initiate the realizational activity of Forms of Self-Consciousness
11.12578.

that focus in these Proto-Forms are two qualitatively incomparable notions like, for
example, “kilogram” and “meter”, “hertz” and “ohm”, “parsec” and “liter”. Being one and
indivisible in their Form of manifestation, they simply belong to different Branches of
development of Collective Cosmic Intelligences and, through joint realizational processes,
continuously mutually provide their self-conscious Forms with infinite possibilities of
the implementation of the inertial change of the manifestation frequency (refocusings),
which makes it possible for each of these Forms to continuously subjectively increase its
own qualitative content (VLOOOMOOT and NNAASSMM). Everything can be known and
felt as an Experience only during deep comparison of something with something else.
It would be simply impossible, if Information of each type didn’t have corresponding
Forms of energy carriers, and the energy carriers themselves would be nothing without
Information.
The simultaneous dynamics of Universal Focuses of Self-Consciousness allow
to combine and compare harmoniously and duvuyllerrtly some energy-information
states of Forms with other states. We — as UFS — cognize and feel ourselves through the
simultaneous inertial dynamics of the whole set of different-qualitative Configurations
of Forms focused by Us (including NUU-VVU), each of which is initially programmed
only for reactions of definite type, and owing to these reactions each Form is inseparably
“encrusted” in specific dynamics of different-qualitative Formo-systems of Worlds.
Refocusing from one Configuration into another, We also inertially refocus into the
Formo-systems of Worlds structured by these Configurations. We perceive ourselves as
the ones into whom We refocus, and We cognize ourselves through the specific Experience
initially encoded in every Configuration.
11.12579.

In order to apply a particular quality and sense to these dynamic Programs, which
allow Us to compare something with something else and draw certain practical conclusions
on the basis of this process, We use fragmented Entities of another Branch of development,
functions of which I associate with clusters on a computer hard drive or even with color
inks of a jet printer. Each of them carries completely separate Information, which can
be understood only by uniting certain clusters with each other in a definite sequence
or by refilling the printer with multicolor inks. We (as Forms of energy carriers) live to
gain a necessary Experience of Existence, and they (as VVU-Information of definite types,
UU-VVU-copies, “chakram personalities”, SLUI-SLUU) — through the interaction with Our
initial Programs of the evolutional development (scenarios and rotation Cycles structured
by the scenarios) — also acquire for the Collective Intelligences of their types (OO-UU-,
TOO-UU- or SVOO-UU-Entities) something completely inaccessible to our understanding,
which, however, greatly enriches the possibilities of their perception.
11.12580.
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So, none of the “personalities” focused by You ever becomes a separate UUVVU-copy, which is not involved into our typical dynamics of RRGLUU-VVU, because,
I repeat, they represent a completely different Branch of development. However, you
can easily temporarily (and always only during life!) identify yourselves with a Formoimage, a SFUURMM-Form, which is typical of one of conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies of
the individual ODS of your Self-Consciousness! Because this is the universal property
of Our UFS — to identify ourselves temporarily with ALL. For what purpose? For a real
experience and synthesis of THIS! That is why, concerning their interest, I should say that
all kinds of realizational Forms of SLUI-SLUU just have an enhanced stimulus to manifest
their creativity exactly in these (typical of LLUU-VVU and other Proto-Forms) synthetic
Directions of the development and Self-knowledge. Only owing to this, we (both as UFS and
as “personalities”) also have the possibility to use this Experience for our own creativity
by way of “fragmentary” co-tuning with their specific dynamics (VVU-Information).
11.12581.

As I have already mentioned, Formo-copies don’t inhabit the NUU-VVUConfigurations focused by Us, because they constantly hyper-subjectively structure the
information “spaces” of their realizational “niches” in OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems, which
are functionally associated with all attributes typical of our Formo-systems of Worlds, but
only in a much narrower range of manifestation of the conscious Creativity. In addition,
through an innumerable set of identical VVU-Configurations of the bio-Creators that
organize all necessary functions of our systems of Perception, they unconsciously get
the possibility of the deepest experience of themselves, realizing themselves through our
(adapted to their Realities) energy-information Formo-images, Formo-“clichés” copied
from us to the minute details, which, in their system of self-perception, are associated not
with “us” (as “personalities”), but only with them.

11.12582.

But the fact is that from deeper Levels of Understanding, neither we (our FormoCreators of the brain) use Formo-copies, nor they use us, — in the initially encoded
slloogrent dynamics of TEC, there is only a continuous process of unconscious energyinformation exchange between identical VVU-parts of our NUU-VVU-Configurations and
VVU-Configurations of their conglomerates. In addition, the biological NUU-VVU-Forms
focused by Us always remain a structural quantum-holographous part only of their own
Formo-systems of Worlds, and UU-VVU-copies that are fully “involved” (through factor
Axes of the Self-Consciousness of our “personalities”), like in an exciting film, into the
slloogrent dynamics of an innumerable set of various scenarios of our Lives eternally
stay in their “niches” structured by the common information “space” of each of OLLAKTDRUOTMM-systems.
11.12583.

Let’s assume that there is a situation that provokes a sexual realization in your
Self-Consciousness. At some moment of this realization, all that which the conglomerate
of Formo-copies used by you deeply experience and feel in their “niche” through the
continuously scanned (from the TEC-dynamics of your Self-Consciousness) flow of
Configurations of UU-VVU-Forms “unpacked” by the Formo-Creators according to
their range of self-perception, like a magnet (the VVU-Configurations that resonate
with you really represent specific electromagnetic Fields-Consciousnesses), is attracted
through corresponding dynamics of the karmic Channels to the structure of your Self11.12584.
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Consciousness, and you can discern and feel this emotional flow depending on how much
and deep your Creators of the brain with their biochemical reactions allow “you” to cotune to this type of creativity.
Nowadays, scientists still cannot answer the question why there are women that
practically never experience any orgasm (Transmutation of Aspects of Qualities), for it
must happen automatically, because biologically and anatomically such women, as a rule,
are healthy (I must say that any man can practically always have an orgasm due to the
tactile or sensory effect). My answer is quite simple: because the orgasmic state is formed
not in the location of application of a sexual mechanical action (vagina, clitoris), and
even not in specific structures of the brain of a woman (only “the control panel” is located
there to control the hormonal activity organized by the Formo-Creators), but outside the
biological body, in particularities of the conductivity dynamics (through karmic Channels)
between VVU-Configurations of conglomerates of Formo-copies and corresponding VVUConfigurations of the Creators of the brain of a particular “personality”.
11.12585.

While an already aroused man can get an orgasm just by applying a continuous
mechanical action on the receptors of his genitals (because the dominant influence of the
left cerebral hemisphere of such a man considerably weakens, and the dose of testosterone
which has been already excreted into the bloodstream has provoked his erection and
can push the matter through), a woman, whose Self-Consciousness is focused more on
the sensual (right-hemisphere) aspect of her psychological perception, needs a more
profound and longer sensory (emotional, image, associative) stimulation so that she
could thoroughly tune to, coincide with a specific Formo-image of (as if “merge”, identify
herself with) that UU-VVU-copy of hers, which in this skrruullerrt system (which means
in the temporal ethereal constituent of this “personality”) belongs to “the scenario” where
the state of orgasm of this “personality” is already safely achieved.
11.12586.

Moreover, an intensive sexual discharge can be experienced not only when there is
a stable activity of Formo-copies of lower Channels of INGLIMILISSA- and ARGLLAAMUNIIissiidi in the Self-Consciousness, but also with a weak sexual activity of middle and
even higher synthetic Levels of these Centers, — everything depends on the degree of
self-identification with (in Self-Consciousness) the most arousing SFUURMM-Forms and
Formo-images, which, in their ODS “niches”, can have a maximum intensity of experience
of this moment associated with these circumstances. The only thing that can prevent to
achieve the orgasmic state is the absence of sensual concentration on deep emotions of the
Formo-copy whose resonance, according to its typical VVU-Information, can stimulate the
activity of the Formo-Creators of the brain to excrete into the bloodstream the hormones
(not testosterone and serotonin, but noradrenaline and dopamine) that can activate
strong SFUURMM-Forms of highly-sensual sexual desire in the Self-Consciousness.
11.12587.

This happens most often to those women (and men!), in the Self-Consciousness of
which there is an insufficient Creative Activity of lower karmic Channels of INGLIMILISSAand ARGLLAAMUNI-Iissiidi, and their Creators of the brain with their FCA dynamics are
focused to a much greater extent on the qualitative Synthesis of lower Levels of ORLAAKTOR
and AIGLLILLIAA, but not on the realization of low-frequency Formo-copies. Since these
11.12588.
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“personalities” use such SFUURMM-Forms that habitually associate any sexual intercourse
only with the low-sexual activity in their Self-Consciousness, but not with highly-sensual
erotic relationship, of course, it’s quite difficult for them to tune to the SFUURMM-Forms
of that UU-VVU-copy which, in its “niche”, is programmed for experiencing the most
vivid and profound orgasm not from the physical intercourse, but from strong sensual
emotions. They just try to find in “wrong” places! UU-VVU-copies (and you together with
them!) can also experience an orgasm from highly-sensual enjoyment, from the smell of
the beloved, from a deep and sincere admiration of his (her) body, face, hair, smile, eyes,
mole, lines of the neck or hips and so on.
But in order to really feel it, these Feelings and relationships (projections of VVUInformation of particular UU-VVU-copies) must actively and stably stimulate your FormoCreators of the brain and make them present in your emotions in the form of biochemical
activity. If they are absent in your Self-Consciousness, then no one is to blame… Then all
you can do is either to refocus in other creative Directions of realization in Life, or to create
all this in your individual ODS in the form of desirable and sexually arousing fantasies,
Formo-images, constructed realizational situations and sexually attractive (only to you!)
circumstances. Repeatedly experiencing all this in the state of sexual meditation, you will
also be able in real conditions as if to “introduce” into your desirable dreams and fantasies
that man (woman), with whom you have established only a highly-sensual relationship.
But this, of course, requires an adequate calm situation, free time, and the very possibility
of a sexual desire in your partner. I hope that we will consider this question in more detail
one day...
11.12589.

All UU-VVU-copies, relative to LLUU-VVU and other Proto-Forms, exist as the main
“basic VVU-Information” for your “current” life creativity, which is provided by a certain
energy Potential. Take any computer program: absolutely all actions and their expected
consequences are recorded in it with the help of words and are encoded by sequences of
binary digits. You can ask me: what’s the purpose to “use these words”, if everything is
realized without them? Let’s consider such a computer program as Photoshop. When I
launch it, “a screen” appears, and I can create some images on “the screen”. The functions
of this program are enough for me to create in it absolutely everything I want. But without
this program I wouldn’t have this possibility! VVU-Configurations of each SFUURMM-Form
are program “words” that describe in detail every psychological state, feeling, possible
reaction, while VVU-Configurations of entire conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies can be
compared with separate programs written in program “words” that allow us “to create”
an action that corresponds to their functional purpose. If you were not closely connected
with this VVU-Information, then these emotions could not specifically manifest in your
Self-Consciousness.
11.12590.

Figuratively speaking, karmic Channels are interspatial and beyond-time
spheroidal Flows of VVU-Information, through which, at every moment of a choice, there is
an implementation of energy-information interrelations between Formo-Creators of the
brain (through the dynamics of FCA in factor Axes of RRGLUU-VVU) and conglomerates
of Formo-copies that exist in an OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system, whose VVU-Configurations
correspond in frequency to a certain karmic Channel tightly structured by the dynamics
11.12591.
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of FDR of all Formo-copies that realize themselves through the karmic Channel. UU-VVUForms (VVU-Information “unpacked” from TEC) and UU-VVU-copies transformed through
the biochemical activity of the Formo-Creators of the brain and continuously projected
by them into an individual ODS (as “an energy-information basis” of certain NUU-VVUConfigurations) are Programs of our possible choices: feelings, emotions and thoughts
realized through various actions that instantaneously determine one of innumerable
qualitative Directions of the general simultaneous dynamics of Our UFS into a NUU-VVUConfiguration of one of many specific “personalities”.
UU-VVU-copies (as original VVU-Information) never stay in our biological bodies:
our Formo-Creators of the brain use only subjective projections of informational Formoimages of their SFUURMM-Forms, while SFUURMM-Forms, in their turn, are constantly
activated by opposite (“psychologically reflected”) energies of each of biochemical
reactions initiated by the Formo-Creators in response to the “unpacked” VVU-Information.
All this is very consistently and harmoniously implemented in the skrruullerrt system,
and suits everyone, because the performance of each such interaction has been already
initially “interwoven” with the general energy-information dynamics of one of scenarios
of development that structures the dynamics of one of rotation Cycles! It turns out that
each of “us” lives as if “his personal Life”, and each of Formo-copies lives as if “its own”
one.
11.12592.

Before I told you about them, you knew nothing about their existence. But now,
after a superficial study of the Information about “chakram personalities”, many of you
imagine everything completely wrongly and pervertedly, because you subjectively identify
yourselves with them and begin to imagine them also as some kinds of “yourselves”,
as some “other people” that live somewhere like you, but in other worlds (ODS), and
constantly “intrude” with their “ghost-like and amorphous bodies” into the structures of
your biological bodies. But, I repeat, this is absolutely not so! I defined each of these Forms
as “your copy” only because it already initially contains in its VVU-Configuration some
specific VVU-Information that partially structures one of your subjective Conceptions of
“yourself ”. But the property of slloogrentness allows it to perceive itself simultaneously
also in any other “personality” (among an innumerable set of them), the NUU-VVUConfigurations of which are structured at least partially by its typical VVU-Information.
11.12593.

I must say that constant and infinite stages of the inertial Process of Our (as
UFS) energy-information (qualitative) Self-knowledge and creative (synthetic) Selfrealization cause similar processes (also implemented by Us!) through an innumerable
set of other Forms of Collective Intelligences and Cosmic Entities. The NUU-VVU-Forms
focused by Us are formed from innumerable different-qualitative parts that structure
VVU-Configurations of many other Proto-Forms and represent only compilations of all
possible Forms (that is, borrowing of various creative possibilities) that seek to develop
on higher-qualitative Levels, to a higher (which is intermediate though) state of their
Self-Consciousness that excludes focusing in any biological Forms. It is Us (as FormoCreators) who created the whole set of these multidimensional Forms-compilations and
We realize Ourselves in each of them simultaneously and at once.
11.12594.
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We — the truer Ones! — are “a spectral set of Energy of different-qualitative
types”, the inertial creative dynamics of which actively influence all Levels of various
Collective Intelligences that structure by their Proto-Forms Planetary Spheres of
creativity. By the term “spectral” I mean all possible different-qualitative influences on
the part of vibrations of various frequencies by penetrating any Form (whether subject
or object) at every particular instant. You can easily visually imagine it in the form of
“an interaction” between various dispersed droplets of water with the dynamics of solar
radiation, as a result of which there is a formation in space of such apparently perceived
by us illusory forms of manifestation of the dynamics as a color spectrum or a rainbow.
All biological Proto-Forms (including NUU-VVU) formed by Us are almost as “real” as the
rainbow formed in space.
11.12595.

By the term “a set of Energy” I mean that each of these Forms simultaneously
manifested in different frequency ranges is structured by Energy of all possible creative
types of various qualities. In order to get desirable results in our Life, we just manipulate
Energy of those kinds which suit us most of all at a given moment, and we structure
our subjective realities by them. Our Formo-Creators of the brain similarly manipulate
UU-VVU-copies, which, in their turn, interact in the same way with the NUU-VVUConfigurations focused by Us. We mustn’t divide the general Spectrum of these Energies
that structure our LLUU-VVU (or GOOLGAMAA-A) into different types — they are one
whole aggregate of Aspects of certain Qualities, which (as a Ray of Light) creates, when
it manifests in each structure of Worlds, that which you observe during the diffraction
effect of the solar radiation, — a rainbow that, like Forms, can have an infinite number of
variations depending on the angle of vision at which you look at it.
11.12596.

Each of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Us has its own individual
mosaic of interaction of similar emissions — between specific dynamics of Energy, on
the one hand, and individual dynamics of Information, on the other hand. Each of these
NUU-VVU-Configurations manifests in a specifically structured environment (SpaceTime) and always has individual distinctive features from any other ones, but since all
of us are different-qualitative projections of the Collective Cosmic Intelligence of one
type, individual frequency spectra of each of us and of everything around us are formed
according to universal principles and create an infinite set of variants in differentqualitative types of Space. For example, what do sound and color represent? These are
manifestations of properties of emission and absorption of one and the same United and
Universal Energy, which are very closely connected among themselves, but always express
(manifest) themselves in different ways in different conditions of Space.
11.12597.

The inertia of irkkulligren Realities makes it impossible for our organs of
Perception to discern subtle oscillations of color so that to decode them into a frequency
of sound, — we can just decode the wave oscillations received by us with the help of
organs of hearing and vision, feeling these in fact identical oscillations as vibrations of
different nature. Now I see that the face of our dear Uksstukkullur has an expression of
obvious perplexity and I imagine how arrogantly and haughtily all physicists will object
my statement saying that even schoolchildren know that sound and color have different
nature: sound is longitudinal oscillations of dense-material medium, which propagate in
11.12598.
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the form of sequences of as if “moving” bunches of this medium (as waves at sea), and
color, that is, electromagnetic radiation, is the propagation of an electromagnetic Field.
Let them consider me extremely ignorant, but soon you will find convincing proofs that
the sound we hear and the color we observe have one and the same Nature common to
both of them! And since all NUU-VVU-Forms can receive various waves in the form of
vibrations, all this — sound and color — can sound for us as one “music” — “the Music
of the Spheres” of our common Collective Creativity. But we simply cannot re-encode
them into one sounding. That is why we talk only about individual colors, tints, rhythms,
discerning them by intensity and other characteristics. However, in the range of the
4th-5th dimensions, with the addition of the dynamics of one more Dominant to the
structures of Perception of the Self-Consciousness, the whole outer world has completely
different Forms of manifestation.
11.112599. I

say all this because, among the whole set of VVU-Information and VVUConfigurations of UU-VVU-copies that structure the creative dynamics of the NUUVVU-Configurations focused by Us, along with the ones that try to absorb and suppress
manifestations of other types of Energy and Information in every possible way, there is also
the creativity of other conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies, the more developed fragmented
Self-Consciousnesses of which continuously emit (generate) their typical high-frequency
Rays. Their common interaction, when there is a certain coordinated balance of forces
in a NUU-VVU-Configuration, provides the whole process of the energy-information
exchange in the entire structure of the “personality” Self-Consciousness. That is why
none of you really feel and experience yourself to be structured by different-qualitative
Forms of Energy-Plasma that manifests in the Self-Consciousness from different Levels
and consists of different frequencies and many various Forms, but always (in normal
psychological states) perceives oneself as one and integral “personality”.
QUESTION. What is the criterion of classification of conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies

into high-frequency, medium-frequency and low-frequency? Is it made from the point of
view of an average state characteristic of the present “humankind” or in relation to the
Creative Potential typical of biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Formo-Types, that is, their
VLOOOMOOT?
— Here, dear Floofft, both criteria are equally important, and, certainly, many other
objective factors are also applied, about which either I or you don’t know, because we can
only subjectively, from the point of view of our own understanding of some possibilities
and “impossibilities”, evaluate the range of creativity characteristic of each conglomerate
of UU-VVU-copies, associating it only with that which we (or somebody else) “personally”
could know with its help, and which creative realizations in this range of Energy-Plasma
we could fulfill. Comparing that which you can and that which you could, but don’t know
how to do owing to the absence of the proper mechanism, in your Self-Consciousness, for
the implementation of this, I notionally and subjectively subdivide all SFUURMM-Forms
that structure the bioanalogs of the NUU-VVU-Configurations “currently” focused by You
into the following types:
11.12600.
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•• higher-qualitative or high-frequency (with the frequency of electromagnetic oscil-

lations from 2.0 million Hz to 3.0 million Hz; the Sphere of creative manifestation
— the 3rd-6th synthesized DUU-LLI of AIGLLILLIAA and ORLAAKTOR);

•• medium-qualitative or medium-frequency (from 1.0 million Hz to 2.0 million Hz;

the Sphere of creative manifestation — the 11th-12th Channels of ARGLLAAMUNI
and INGLIMILISSA + the 1st-2nd synthesized DUU-LLI of AIGLLILLIAA and
ORLAAKTOR);

•• low-qualitative or low-frequency (within the range from 0.01 to 1.0 million Hz;

the Sphere of creative manifestation — the 1st-10th synthesized Channels of the
first two Centers).

But! The comparative analysis of SFUURMM-Forms typical of various religious and
esoteric teachings, each of which appeals to Love, mutual understanding and harmonious
existence, shows that only those of them which can stably refocus the creative dynamics
of the “personality” Self-Consciousness onto higher-frequency synthesized Levels (from
2.0 million Hz to 3.0 million Hz) can be called “relatively more evolutional”, and their
SFUURMM-Forms can be called “relatively higher-qualitative” (for the “current” state of the
collective Consciousness of “humankind”). However, there are considerable difficulties in
the evaluation of the qualitative state: in order to be able to compare at least more or less
objectively characteristics of the creative dynamics of SFUURMM-Forms of one “spiritual
range” with others, the stable dynamics of “Focuses” of the Observer’s Self-Consciousness
must have a much higher frequency of stable Creative Activity that considerably exceeds
the level of synthetic electromagnetic oscillations at 3.0 million Hz. Otherwise, it is
simply impossible to make a more or less fair evaluation of the qualitative state of some
SFUURMM-Forms.
11.12601.

11.112602. So,

a more accurate answer to similar questions can be obtained only through
Intuition. Nevertheless, some of you has a more developed intuition of “the intestinal
brain”, and such person can assess the qualitative state of various SFUURMM-Forms only
from the point of view of his own profit, survival, temporization and egoism, which means
that a lot of truer Knowledge will be rejected by such person only because it will bring
into challenge the inviolability of the value of his aspiration for “the physical” survival.
Somebody already has a developed Intuition, which we identify with spiritual, higher
creative activity. I don’t mean the highly-intellectual activity of the Formo-Creators of the
brain, because it is not Intuition. As soon as processes of comparative logic and analysis
become activated, Intuition ends. Intuition is the dynamics of VEC, but not TEC. When
you are absolutely sure that something must be “like this”, but cannot explain why exactly
it should be so, then this is the result of a manifestation of Intuition. So, each of you
always evaluates the qualitative state of the creative dynamics of each of conglomerates of
UU-VVU-copies only in your own fashion, subjectively. Some SFUURMM-Forms still seem
more important to someone, because the person has his own evaluation criteria, while
to someone else they are less important and less valuable, because for the time being he
has other measures of value and, therefore, different approaches to understanding the
qualitative state of his life creativity.
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QUESTION. Let’s assume that a certain “personality dies”. We notionally classify the UUVVU-copies that actively interacts with its NUU-VVU-Configurations into high-frequency,

medium-frequency and low-frequency ones. It’s all clear with high-frequency ones —
they structure higher-qualitative scenarios of rotation Cycles and already fill with their
FDR the factor Axes of duvuyllerrtly next NUU-VVU-Configurations of this “personality”
that are manifested in Formo-systems of Worlds of a slightly higher quality. But what
happens to medium-frequency and low-frequency ones at the moment of “Death”?
— Yes, you understand it rightly, dear Aggralstilviya, that the highest-frequency
conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies activated in the Self-Consciousness of “a deceased”
at the moment of “Death”, together with the Information that structures their VVUConfigurations and is inseparably connected with the dynamics of TEC, are already an
equally active part of slightly higher-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations that structure,
in the skrruullerrt system, the inertial dynamics of rotation Cycles of many duvuyllerrt
Interpretations of the same “personality” in slightly better variants of Formo-systems
of Worlds. They are better only from the point of view of the Self-Consciousness of this
“personality” before the moment of its “Death”, because in the system of Perception of
“personalities” with more developed NUU-VVU-Configurations many things that might
seem perfect to other, less developed “people”, can be considered simply unacceptable.
11.12603.

So, while the scenario of development of one (or several) of “personalities” may
end in this skrruullerrt system, all countless possible parallel Directions of further
development of all the slloogrent Flow of these NUU-VVU-Configurations still remain
active. The further rezonationally coordinated dynamics of all “Focuses” automatically
inertially reproject in these Directions: FCA of the Formo-Creators of the brain and FDR
of conglomerates of Formo-copies. Where do medium-frequency UU-VVU-copies “go”?
They “go” nowhere, but, just as the high-frequency ones, still continue to simultaneously
structure all possible NUU-VVU-Configurations of “the same” “personality” that perform
their creativity both in higher-qualitative and in lower-qualitative Formo-systems of
Worlds of the same Time Flow and in any other times and epochs, where Formo-Types of
this LLUU-VVU with similar wave NUU-VVU-Configurations are manifested.
11.12604.

In our “now”, there are also many systems of Worlds that manifest in parallel in
skrruullerrt systems together with the Formo-systems in which We focus “now”, where there
are still the Soviet Union, the German Democratic Republic, and many other countries
that are absent on our political map of the world. There are Worlds, where “the third world
war” has started. And we — with slightly different qualities — perceive ourselves “now”
there just as “here”. They are subjectively lower-qualitative Worlds, although nobody
can state it for sure, because it is quite possible that behind these seemingly unfavorable
circumstances there are more powerful (due to mass stress processes) evolutional
possibilities for the further development of the collective Consciousness of “humankind”.
It seems to you for some reason that lower-qualitative Worlds should always manifest
only somewhere “there”, “far behind”, in “the past”, but not in “the future” that always
entices our Self-Consciousness by unblighted prospects and hope for the better. It’s far
from being always so, because absolutely all variants of our common development are
carried out simultaneously.
11.12605.
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As for the lowest-frequency UU-VVU-copies, their typical VVU-Configurations
don’t “go” anywhere either from the general “circulation” of Energy and Information.
Although within each “tragic scenario” there certainly is a distinctive and purely
individual transmutation process, which I would call “the transformation of quantity into
quality”. As a result, the lowest-qualitative VVU-Configurations of Formo-copies, after an
intensive and deep experience of a stress situation of “the tragic” end of a given scenario,
transmute a higher-qualitative Experience in themselves, which automatically reprojects
the dynamics of their FDR onto slightly higher-qualitative sublevels of their conglomerate,
which, as I have already mentioned, structures the NUU-VVU-Configurations from more
favorable scenarios.
11.12606.

I must warn you here about possible completely erroneous Conceptions that may
appear in your system of Perception that “the individual transmutational process” of the
lowest (relative to the quality of all other dynamics of a NUU-VVU-Configuration) Formocopies happens every time a certain “personality” “dies” or “is killed through violence”. It’s
not so, that which is carried out in “the stress zones” of ODS has no direct connection with
any “Deaths” that happen simultaneously in all Formo-systems of Worlds. “Continuous
transmutational processes” in “the stress zones” are just a very subjective reflection of all
possible deep emotions that accompany the processes of inertial Synthesis of realizational
Forms of Qualitative Aspects that structure any Level of Energy-Plasma. But in reality all
these “individual transmutations” of any Formo-copy are already initially fulfilled in all
possible Directions of the development of any Proto-Form (including NUU-VVU) and
are qualitatively reflected in the individual inertial dynamics of each of Configurations
rotationally changed (“refocused”) by Them.
11.12607.

The experience, which has been initially synthesized as a result of these processes,
is programmed as “a fact” not only in the creative dynamics of each Formo-copy in its
realizational “niche”, but also in all the slloogrent dynamics of TEC of absolutely all FormoTypes of all LLUU-VVU-Forms (and all other Proto-Forms), and it is also specifically
encoded in the dynamics of each scenario of development in each Formo-system of
Worlds. All this (as well as very many other things which I simply cannot describe and
logically explain) already IS, all this always “was” and “will be” in one-and-only “Instant
of Eternity”, and we just observe all possible inertial variants of already accomplished
qualitative transformations and initially implemented transmutations that allow a SelfConsciousness of any type, which a moment ago was focused in a lower-qualitative Form
and at the next moment perceives itself in a higher-qualitative Form. I repeat, this happens
not because something is done somewhere, but only because THIS ALREADY IS SO.
11.12608.

11.112609. The

task of every developed Form of Self-Consciousness is to learn how to
consciously choose among already available variants of scenarios of development not
the one which is impulsively “unpacked” from TEC, but only such creative realizations in
which it has the maximum Interest and for which it displays aptitude. I think that there is
no sense to say that if there are intensive and all-suppressing dynamisms of conglomerates
of low-frequency Formo-copies in the information space of Self-Consciousness, such
creativity is simply impossible. I should add that the lowest-qualitative Formo-copies,
after “Death” of any “personalities” that actively interact with them, still continue to
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structure all lowest-qualitative Formo-systems of Worlds formed not only by “people” but
also by Proto-Forms of various types of Collective Intelligences of animals. I have already
described how all this really occurs.
QUESTION. Oris, you said that after “Death of a personality” SFUURMM-Forms even of
the lowest-frequency UU-VVU-copies always continue to interact energy-informationally

with the Formo-Creators of the brain of any variants of “the personality” that still continue to live in many more favorable scenarios of development. As a result, each UU-VVUcopy can “ fragmentarily” perceive itself simultaneously both in an OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystem and in the Formo-system of Worlds?
— Of course, dear Sklailffuulls, this is the way all happens, but only from our
point of view, because any division into “one’s own world” and “someone else’s world”
simply doesn’t exist in the Self-Consciousness of any Formo-copy, each of them is
absolutely sure that everything it observes and feels in the realizational “niche” of ODS is
only its own world, and no one else’s. I just told you that either “mechanically” or energyinformationally the slloogrent VVU-Configuration of any UU-VVU-copy doesn’t move
anywhere (but at that time you paid more attention to Kseillirgmiya’!).
11.12610.

Just as our inertial creativity is implemented only with the help of rezonational
“frequency” displacement in the individual dynamics of Focuses of Close Attention of
the Formo-Creators of the brain of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Us (“inside”
the general slloogrent dynamics of UFS), all conglomerates of Formo-copies manipulate
only their typical dynamics of Focuses of Dual Reflection and nothing more! I repeat,
in all Formo-systems of Worlds and in all OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems, ABSOLUTELY
EVERYTHING ALREADY IS, and any dynamic changes observed by us (and by them)
are just the Illusion of Inertia. Their FDR together with our FCA “receive”, through the
creative realization in any inertial instant, the Impulse to change their qualitative state
(Experience), and only shift their frequencies moving through ready VVU-Configurations
— from less complex into more complex ones.
11.12611.

“Our” only inertial interaction with “them” is that, in each particular situation,
slloogrent VVU-Configurations of our Creators of the brain as if rezonationally
“copy” (project) from their slloogrent VVU-Configurations some part of their typical
VVU-Information located in an ODS in the state of the holographous dynamics of
Fields-Consciousnesses (SFUURMM-Forms) modeled by different-qualitative force
interactions between subnuclear particles of Doollses and Loolgses (2-3-dimensional and
1-2-dimensional ODS Levels) and elementary particles of the Formo-Creators of the brain
(the 3-4-dimensional diapason) that organize the corpuscular-wave dynamics of Formosystems of Worlds. None of UU-VVU-copies has its own Form for a real manifestation in
our frequency range. All biological Forms of creative manifestation of the Creators of
the brain in the organism of any Proto-Form (amino acids of DNA, hormones, enzymes,
etc.) are realizational Forms of manifestation of all creative dynamics of conglomerates
of Formo-copies in Formo-Matter of Formo-systems of Worlds jointly structured by “us”
and by “them”.
11.12612.
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UU-VVU-Form (as initial VVU-Information encoded into the general slloogrent
dynamics of TEC and VEC) is a concentrated expression of some narrowly-specific
11.12613.

“emanations” (Thoughts) and “psychonations” (Feelings) generated directly by the
Intelligent Substance of ODS and “packed” according to their frequency into slloogrent
VVU-Configurations of biological Formo-Creators of all Proto-Forms that represent all
types of Collective Cosmic Intelligences in Formo-systems of Worlds. During its inertial
“unpacking” from TEC, this VVU-Information (UU-VVU-Forms) rezonationally induces, in
certain parts of the VVU-Configurations of Formo-Creators and UU-VVU-copies, specific
dynamics of the Creative Activity that is transformed in biological Forms into biochemical
and psychomechanical reactions that simultaneously provide VVU-Configurations of these
Formo-Creators and Formo-copies with a new Experience (new frequency), which is the
main reason of their inertial refocusings into the next (among already existing ones in this
skrruullerrt system!) VVU-Configuration of a slightly higher quality. There more there
are refocusings, the greater changes are observed in VVU-Configurations of SFUURMMForms — all subjective Conceptions that structure NUU-VVU-Configurations, — which are
responsible for all cause-and-effect interrelations in the Worlds formed by us.
Any Thought or Feeling is a VVU-Configuration of Energy-Information from a
certain qualitative Level of ODS. They don’t have their own Form of expression. Only
when they intensively interact, there is the synthesis (addition to the previous VVUConfigurations) of many “karmonations” of all possible Desires, each of which receives
its own Form of self-expression. At every instant of Life, each of us also represents the
dynamics of specific Energy-Information of ODS that structures VVU-Configurations of
the Formo-Creators of the brain. Our Self-Consciousness continuously changes during the
inertial interaction between “emanations” of Thoughts and “psychonations” of Feelings, as
a result of which new synthesized frequencies of “karmonations” of Desires (SFUURMMForms) manifest in the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Us, and the previous ones,
after their realization, gradually give way to the activity of new, unrealized ones.
11.12614.

Each of these self-conscious Elements (“emanations”, “psychonations” and
“karmonations”) is dynamic in a corresponding part of our common Conceptions of
anything. When they become intensively united in the information space of our SelfConsciousness, there is the formation of some Karmo-Plasma in this frequency range of
ODS, which generates karmo-quanta of new types, and they, in their turn, attract other —
flakglaass — Fields-Consciousnesses of superuniversal particles (from higher-frequency
ranges of the Subconscious), by “endowing” them with their own mass and turning them
into elementary particles of our Reality, and “materialize” the “dense-plasmic” Forms of
manifestation (energy projections) of these Thoughts and Feelings (VVU-Information) in
this range of Energy-Plasma.
11.12615.

Any “personality”, owing to the inertial dynamics of the Formo-Creators of its
NUU-VVU-Configurations, represents a slloogrent mechanism for implementing the
different-qualitative Synthesis, in its scenario of development (through the dynamics
of TEC), of the same UU-VVU-Forms (VVU-Information) differentiated into an infinite
set of new Formo-copies that are constantly rezonationally projected into an individual
ODS of the Self-Consciousness. On the basis of the same VVU-Information, the systems of
11.12616.
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Perception of all variants of each of you simultaneously and subjectively form, on various
sublevels of ODS, an infinite set of different-qualitative UU-VVU-copies. But this doesn’t
mean that an ODS can contain only someone’s specific UU-VVU-Form, for example, this
“one is mine”, that is, it belongs exactly to “my personality” that now sits in front of you
and answers your questions.
But the fact is that each of you uses only a definite energy-information Flow in
order to realize something planned by you in a certain manner in your rotation Cycle.
Identical “you”, in other rotation Cycles and in other Formo-systems (physically located
in other points of Space-Time of our Planet and in a slightly different dimension), use the
same Flows of VVU-Information “unpacked” by them from TEC so that to realize themselves
in some other Aspects of creativity in their Life. That is why the most favorable (for the
highest-qualitative individual refocusings) possibilities along with the most unfavorable
ones are potentially present in each skrruullerrt system.
11.12617.

Let’s suppose that some variants of individual rotation Cycles of my Stereo-Form
manifest “now” in Africa or in Antarctica, where other Interpretations of Me also realize
themselves creatively in some way. And all of us: they — there, I — here, as well as a
great number of “us”, — in the slloogrent dynamics of simultaneous “unpacking” of VVUInformation from TEC in one skrruullerrt system, — always use one and the same UU-VVUForm. But, as a result of this inertial synthetic process, Formo-copies with qualitatively
different VVU-Configurations of SFUURMM-Forms will be differentiated and projected
into individual ODS in the information “spaces” of Self-Consciousnesses of each of these
“personalities”; such different SFUURMM-Forms determine the entire frequency spectrum
of subsequent possible qualitative interrelations between the Creators of the brain of each
NUU-VVU-Configuration (which I simultaneously manifest in different Formo-systems
of Worlds) and the “noo-time” energy-information dynamics of realizational “niches” in
ODS.
11.12618.

By UU-VVU-Forms, I mean data of any information content, including the whole
“current” basis of the information space of the “personality” Self-Consciousness; the
information space is around us all the time and can be perceived and specifically reflected
in the system of our Perception visually, psychologically or through the sense of hearing.
BUT! “Personally” to YOU, any of UU-VVU-Forms remains simply VVU-Information only
until your Formo-Creators of the brain project (from the existing content of the individual
ODS of your Self-Consciousness) into their own VVU-Configurations certain comparative
projections and subjective evaluation criteria, that is, until, under the influence of the
simultaneous dynamics of FCA and FDR, the slloogrent Configuration of any of UUVVU-Forms becomes restructured by YOUR individual subjective attitude to the VVUInformation contained in it. Everything, with which the dynamics of your FCA (supported
by energy and information of the dynamics of FDR of one of conglomerates of Formocopies that structure your individual ODS) resonate one way or another, is instantaneously
transformed into new SFUURMM-Forms that allow to implement the specific “noo-time”
dynamics of “skrruullerrt” refocusings of fragmented Self-Consciousnesses of some
Formo-copies into slightly higher-qualitative (due to the just synthesized Experience)
VVU-Configurations of other Formo-copies.
11.12619.
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The simplest Formo-copies include such energy-information Flows as: “in the
daytime the sky is blue and beautiful”, “the night sky is black and mysterious”, “the Earth
is round and enormous”, “the person is clever and nice”, and so on. Here, any UU-VVUForm (Thought-Form, “emanation”) is the noun, and any adjective that individually
characterizes this VVU-Information from the point of view of someone’s “personalized”
Perception (projects someone’s Feeling-Form, or “psychonation” on this notion) turns it
into a SFUURMM-Form (Karmo-Form, “karmonation”). Together, after being synthesized
on the basis of someone’s particular emotions, they represent a tiny part of the VVUConfiguration of one Formo-copy, SFUURMM-Forms of which are connected among
themselves by certain Feelings, analytical processes, and specific attitude to this VVUInformation. “This person is beautiful, and this one isn’t beautiful” — are also SFUURMMForms. “It’s good, because…, and that’s bad, because…”, — the projection of certain
sensuous motivations follow immediately after Thoughts: why exactly it’s “bad” or “good”
in your opinion.
11.12620.

Now you associate SFUURMM-Forms (which also means their UU-VVU-copies) with
some restricted moments of your Existence. But the fact is that UU-VVU-copies (SFUURMMForms) and UU-VVU-Forms are distinctive “pieces of puzzle” of Energy-Information, that
— with the help of the general slloogrent dynamics of your rotation Cycle and TEC —
sequentially make up in your Self-Consciousness the whole subjective picture of the outer
World and all your relationship with it. When you need it, you use the Formo-Creators
of the brain of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by You as a magnet to attract each
of such energy-information “pieces of puzzle” (“archived” in “your” individual ODS) into
the information space of your Self-Consciousness from the individual ODS, “dearchiving”,
“unfolding” them in a certain manner and specifically realizing them in the dynamics of
your rotation Cycle.
11.12621.

You also can “unpack” some VVU-Information, but, without “unfolding” it in the
inertial tendencies typical of the current scenario (if you don’t like it for some reasons),
focus on a higher-qualitative (more intellectual-altruistic) choice, and reproject the
dynamics of your rotation Cycle into scenarios of development that are more favorable
to you, that is, into another “picture” that structures the same (or a different!) skrruullerrt
system, where “the piece of puzzle” used by you is also initially present, but only in a
different combination. As soon as you put it on its place, you instantaneously refocus from
the NUU-VVU-Configurations of “the current picture” into the NUU-VVU-Configuration
of your other scenario of development.
11.12622.

You must clearly and unambiguously understand: UU-VVU-copies used by your
Formo-Creators of the brain, due to their very Nature, never can be the same as, for
example, “a human being” or any other Proto-Form! To compare a Formo-copy and “a
personality” is like to compare the significance and functionality of a file and the whole
computer with all programs in it filled with all possible files. Formo-copies are Forms
of Thoughts and Forms of Feelings specifically synthesized in one VVU-Configuration,
that are extractable by our Formo-Creators from narrow ODS ranges. You are used to
imagine UU-VVU as “human images”, because I said that “UU-VVU-copies live their own
life in OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems”…
11.12623.
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This is correct, but only considering that they also simultaneously “borrow” every
of “their own innumerable lives” from us, from animals, and even from plants, — in the
form of particular sets of our subjective Conceptions of ourselves or of somebody else.
Each such VVU-Configuration is structured by many “personal” details, particulars and
very subtle nuances. Your main mistake is that you associated these virtual interrelations
with some separate moments of “personalized” existence of the NUU-VVU-Configurations
focused by You and now cannot anyhow disidentify yourselves from them, find out where
“you” are, and where is that which allows each of “you” to subjectively perceive “yourself ”
as “your self ”.
11.12624.

The fact that each of the UU-VVU-copies (used by your Formo-Creators) of your
individual ODS has motivations and qualities (frequencies) associated with the inertial
process of “moment-by-moment unpacking” and “unfolding” of the information content
of your temporal ethereal constituent just determines only one (“your”!) of great many
Directions of its simultaneous projections into rezonational “regions” (that correspond to
its frequency range) of the NUU-VVU-Configurations of all “personalities” not only of your
Stereo-Form, but also of all other biological Formo-Types of LLUU-VVU-Forms and some
other Proto-Forms (with the same or similar scheme of Synthesis of two dominant Qualities).
11.12625.

Universal slloogrent properties of any VVU-Configuration allow it to
simultaneously rezonationally interact with an innumerable set of the Formo-Creators
of the brain regardless of Time Flows where the NUU-VVU-Configurations which
they organize manifest. All that which is simultaneously “borrowed” from its VVUConfiguration and synthesized in a new way by all Formo-Creators of all Proto-Forms
immediately also becomes its Experience, owing to which it forms and “develops” its own
Conceptions of “itself ” — not only in the form of “your personal” Life, but also Lives of
all other “personalities” of different Proto-Forms. These “personalized” Conceptions are
neither yours, nor its. Any SFUURMM-Forms are not at all someone’s property, that is why
it is wrong to use copyright for any Thought, Feeling, or Conception — they are common
property of PROOFF-RRU.
11.12626.

We all always just use them, “involve” them (depending on the level of our
individual abilities), but not create them anew, because ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING
ALREADY IS. All VVU-Information which I give you, — if you understand it and accept
it, — after your assimilation of it, is subjectively perceived by every one of you as “your”
Thoughts, Feelings, Emotions. But really, these and other SFUURMM-Forms are neither
mine, yours, nor someone else’s. They are a dynamic slloogrent part of each of Worlds, in
which we focus “moment by moment”. “Personally” I perceive everything that I give you
as “mine”, but still, when it becomes a part of your thinking and emotions (that is, when it
becomes a part of your processes of Synthesis), you begin to perceive it as “yours”, and you
continue to share it forward with others. Because we all can communicate and interact
with each other creatively only with the help of SFUURMM-Forms, Thoughts, associations
and other common things for our Formo-systems of Worlds.
11.12627.

When I say something like “the hand is warm”, — you instantly have your own
associative image of how it may be when a hand is warm. For example, I immediately
11.12628.
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recollect the moment when, during my first forty-day fast in “my” grotto, the Blessed Mary
appeared in front of me, and I, not believing that it was Her, touched Her hand and felt
that She was real, alive, and that Her hand was warm. I had that particular experience of
“a warm hand” only for a moment, but this sensation was kept in the form of Conceptions
formed as a particular UU-VVU-copy of my Perception of that moment, and now it is
eternally kept in the temporal ethereal constituent of the NUU-VVU-Configurations
focused by Me (although, in fact, it was initially programmed in this rotation Cycle and
just “unfolded” at a certain moment in the information space of my Self-Consciousness).
Someone remembers one’s own youth, when one held for the first time the hand
of one’s beloved and thought caressingly: “It’s so warm and smooth!”. See, we may have the
same SFUURMM-Form (“a warm and smooth hand”), but, on the basis of your own VVUInformation slloogrently “unpacked-unfolded” from the temporal ethereal constituent
in the information “space” of the individual ODS of your Self-Consciousness, it creates
in it (through the biochemical activity of your Creators of the brain) only your specific
tactile sensations, psychological emotions and subjective Conceptions. So, I emphasize it
one more time: any VVU-Information is not localized in any way in any space-time and
energy-information structure of the Creation; it may temporarily take a certain Form (by
becoming specific UU-VVU-copies) only when it interacts with specific structures of the
Self-Consciousness of any Proto-Form that individually uses them. OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystems are not localized in any particular “place” either; the same is true for Continuums
which they energy-informationally structure by their SFUURMM-Forms.
11.12629.

11.112630. There

cannot be any specifics anywhere; it cannot be in principle! This — the
thing I hold in my hands — is not at all a cup, but millions of millions of “quanta-entities”,
force interrelations that have formed (in a certain manner) “atomic entities” of some
substances. The latter, owing to the program installed in them by the “quanta-entities”,
have accordingly combined — through many valence bonds — into certain “molecular
entities” of a particular substance, which, in their turn, have inertially transformed
into certain conglomerates of “clay” (or “something” else), — and only then the thing
was formed which I hold in my hand, which I subjectively perceive as “a cup”, the Form
of which potentially keeps absolutely all energy-information and force interrelations
between components of its Fields-Consciousnesses. If we consider only the “material”
aspect of this process, then all this is the manifestation of creative frequency fluctuations
of the Collective Intelligence of “a dynamically floating quantum” or SFUURMM-Forms
“quantized” in a certain manner — someone’s Thoughts, Feelings and Desires incarnated
in Formo-Matter through the intensive creative dynamics of someone’s Aspirations and
Actions.
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QUESTION. We already know that after the so-called “Death” “a human being” can refocus

not only into the nearest Stereo-Type of his Stereo-Form, but also into other Formo-Types
of his LLUU-VVU-Form that perceive themselves in other Formo-systems of Worlds, in
other Continuums and Time Flows. If “the human being” refocuses into a Formo-Type
that lives 200 years “ago”, will he perceive himself as the previous “personality” or will he
be completely involved in the dynamics of the Self-Consciousness of “the personality”, in
the rotation Cycle of which he manifests?
— I have already explained, dear Vualttrass, that we can really perceive ourselves as
this or that “personality” only on the basis of the possibilities provided to Our UFS as a result
of an individual process of the slloogrent dynamics of TEC characteristic only of the NUUVVU-Configurations focused by Us. That is, we can subjectively be aware of and perceive
only that VVU-Information which “is unpacked-unfolded” in the inertial dynamics of the
“personalities” into the NUU-VVU-Configuration of which we sequentially refocus. There
cannot be any other VVU-Information in our “personality” Self-Consciousness — the only
source of it is... Tell me where? That’s correct, it’s in the Subconscious, but only if your
FCA can get the access to the energy-information Levels of the slloogrent VEC-dynamics.
This requires quite a high degree of the Creative Activity, in the Self-Consciousness, of
high-frequency Formo-copies (to be more exact, FLUU-VVU-doubles) of the lower Levels
of ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA structured by FLUU-LUU-complexes.
11.12631.

That is why there can be various answers to this multiaspect question. If the
Levels of the Self-Consciousness of “a personality”, whose wave NUU-VVU-Configuration
has rezonationally attracted (by the dynamics of its individual conglomerates of Formocopies) some VVU-Configurations of conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies of another FormoType that are less active in this frequency range of the Creative Activity as compared with
Fields-Consciousnesses of the “Host”-Form, then the dynamics of these UU-VVU-copies
can create (in the Self-Consciousness of “the personality” of the “Host”-Form) a certain
realizational dissonance expressed in the form of periodical sensations of an internal
discomfort (a psychologically unbalanced state) that soon disappear by themselves.
11.12632.

Such “noo-time” refocusings into other Time Flows that greatly differ are exceptions
to the rule. Because resonance is quite a subtle phenomenon, and if even with a very high
degree of coincidence (a complete one cannot be at all!) of LLAAYVV- and SSMMULLSparameters of the qualitative state15 there are some differences in the general dynamics of
manifestation of the two wave NUU-VVU-Configurations (which is completely UNtypical
of the NUU-VVU-Configurations that structure duvuyllerrt Time Flows), then at some
moments of Life this “personality” may have dissonances that health professionals define
as dissociation of “personality”.
11.12633.

Tell me what exactly is the inertial process of refocusings? You don’t know?!
Then let’s try to find it out together. So, we know that at the moment of “Death” the
specific wave dynamics of different-qualitative energy-information carriers, which we
usually define as “an incarnated personality”, notionally differentiate in a rezonational
“zone” (between two duvuyllerrt scenarios of development) of the information space of
11.12634.

15

See details in the next chapter.
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its Self-Consciousness into many self-conscious wave Fields-Consciousnesses (UU-VVUcopies) that are “fragmentarily” encoded by some specific VVU-Information that reflects
some moments of the life creativity of this “personality”, the Formo-Creators of the brain
of which have used them as Thoughts, Feelings, Conceptions, and Desires “unpacked”
(decoded) by them.
This resembles me computer hard drive clusters used for writing and temporary
storage of some snippets of Information contained in files. There are very many clusters,
and they are either completely or partially filled with Information. The order of filling of
each cluster with homogeneous (one-time) Information is regulated by special electronic
“marks” that, whenever necessary, help to combine separate “parts” or “fragments” into
one whole (this happens during defragmentation of the hard drive).
11.12635.

So, in each of many such distinctive rezonational “zones”, there is simultaneously
the continuous general dynamics of an innumerable set of other (specifically combined
among themselves) wave NUU-VVU-Configurations that individually perceive themselves
as “personalities” that live in different “historical epochs”, in different geographical
locations. They are also represented in their “zone” by their own unique combination
of the creative dynamics of self-conscious Fields-Consciousnesses that have their
specific energy-information content. Each of such “personal wave combinations” (time
“conglomerates” of the different-qualitative Creative Activity of UU-VVU-Forms and their
UU-VVU-copies) can be notionally compared with a swarm of bees that tightly cover with
their bodies a queen bee located inside the swarm.
11.12636.

All Space-Time, together with the dynamics of the information “space” of ODS
that structures it, is filled with an innumerable set of such, very tightly contacted with
each other, “swarms” of Fields-Consciousnesses, in the general dynamics of which an
observer simply cannot discern “swarms” from each other, because the whole information
“space” between “the swarms” is “filled” to the full by many “bees that are free to choose”
and don’t have any special connections with any “swarm”. Moreover, there is a continuous
disintegration of many individual “swarms”, and every free “bee” immediately finds a new
“swarm”, the one which, according to some special features (the main characteristics for
any bee are the specific vibrations produced by each queen), interests it most.

11.12637.

In our case, the uniting role of the queen bee is played by the Primary Time Axis of
NUU-VVU-Configurations, which — through a specific frequency of its temporal ethereal
constituents (they project VVU-Information onto the dynamics of factor Axes — FCA and
FDR) — attracts by possibilities of some creative realizations the interest of individual
“bees” (UU-VVU-copies) that jointly form its temporary “swarm” (this “personality”). As
you see, each UU-VVU-copy has no special “personal” attachments to its “swarm”, except
for a certain wave flow of particular VVU-Information generated by the slloogrent TECdynamics that allow it to continuously perceive and cognize itself in some specific
qualitative manifestations.
11.12638.

That is why, when there is no further creative manifestation, UU-VVU-Form
loses its interest (simply speaking, its VVU-Configuration is rarely “unfolded” in the
11.12639.
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information space of the Self-Consciousness of this “personality”, that is, in this NUUVVU-Configuration of the temporal ethereal constituent, whose karmic Channels are
less active) and is rezonationally attracted to another “personality”, in the structures
of the Self-Consciousness of which there is much more possibilities to know itself in
its typical manifestations. So they “jump” (not mechanically, but only through the
dynamics of their FDR, reprojecting their frequency from one NUU-VVU-Configuration
into another!) according to their own Interest from one temporal ethereal constituent to
another one, fragmentarily (occasionally) acquiring here and there (simultaneously with
many “personalities”) their individual Experience of Self-knowledge, which (through the
synthesis with the Aspects of Qualities of their existing SFUURMM-Forms) continuously
transmutes into the frequencies of new VVU-Configurations.
When one of countless factor Axes for some reason ceases to “unfold” VVUConfigurations of UU-VVU-Forms in the information space of the Self-Consciousness
(it is one of intermediate “ends” of sequentially changing scenarios of this rotation
Cycle) and their UU-VVU-copies stop to be projected into ODS, at the same instant, any
existing UU-VVU-copy has a real opportunity to continue its life creativity in the same
way (simultaneously and occasionally) in the same rotation Cycle (but in the notional
category the Memory-of-the-World-of-the-Past), as well as through the structures of
Self-Consciousnesses of many other “personalities”, where their participation is provided
by the same (in terms of quality) specific content of the temporal ethereal constituent.
11.12640.

This process can be carried out only through Interest that stimulates any UU-VVUcopy to its typical creative manifestation, which, in terms of waves, is determined by the
effect of frequency resonance (that is, a high degree of the qualitative wave correspondence)
between individual energy-information Configurations. There cannot be an absolute
resonance between Forms manifested in different Formo-systems of Worlds (otherwise,
it would be one and the same wave Configuration that occupies one “point” in Space!),
because in each case the manifestation of very close wave combinations of Aspects of
Qualities is opposed by “the factor of Time” — the difference of the values of “inertial
Coefficients” that characterize the dynamics of each quantum frequency-rotation Shift.
11.12641.

All Energy-Plasma is “extremely tightly” structured by skrruullerrt systems,
each of which represents a distinctive rezonational “system” that allow all UU-VVUcopies to be simultaneously distributed among VVU-Configurations of an innumerable
set of Stereo-Types with identical frequency combinations. It completely doesn’t matter
to UU-VVU-copies to which Time Flow or rotation Cycle, to which “personalities” or
Proto-Forms a given (that corresponds to their frequency) VVU-Configuration belongs.
They are completely unaware of these subjective criteria, and they have no preferences
or antagonism. The main thing is the possibility of an active realization of the Essence
(SFUURMM-Forms) that structures energy-informationally every UU-VVU-copy.
11.12642.

That is why it is completely meaningless to define, like many of you do it, subjectively
some of your qualitative characteristics (Thoughts, Feelings, Desires, Aspirations, Goals)
that are typical of your individual life creativity as “your own”, as that which belongs only
to you, using the same “mark” for that which in no way can belong to you and never was
11.12643.
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you — UU-VVU-copies. They can be relatively “yours” only at the very moment when you
use them, but even then you are not their “sole” users, because at the same moment they
experience identical states in the structures of Self-Consciousnesses of millions of other
NUU-VVU-Configurations.
Now let’s get back to main point of your question. When you consciously refocus
into one of known rotation Cycles (for example, make an interage refocusing into
your “past” by restoring in your memory the details of some particular events of your
Life), this is “the desire” only of those of your current UU-VVU-copies that once actively
participated in these events, and they have the eternal stimulus to do it — interest in a
repeated realization of that which they have experienced and still continue to experience
in their realizational “niches”.
11.12644.

As for all other UU-VVU-copies manifested in the Self-Consciousness of the NUUVVU-Configurations focused by You much later (as the Experience gained afterwards),
they will have no interest in such refocusing after the deactivation of factor Axes (there
will be no resonance), and that is why they will not show their activity in this Direction,
but will prefer the NUU-VVU-Configurations in which they — through the FCA-dynamics
of “the personality” — will be able to get the Experience of new emotions on their own
frequency level. The highest-qualitative and medium-qualitative UU-VVU-copies of this
category (that are most active at the moment of “Death”) automatically reproject into
the nearest (in vibrations) slloogrent parts of duvuyllerrt NUU-VVU-Configurations and
continue to develop in the following scenarios in all rotation Cycles, where the fact of
“Death” hasn’t been initially programmed for this moment.
11.12645.

In this “changeover” process (in relation to other “personalities” or Proto-Forms),
there is partial “sifting out” (they don’t disappear anywhere and are not annihilated but
preserve the same activity in their projection interrelations with Formo-Creators of lowerqualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations!) of vibrational regions of the lowest-qualitative
UU-VVU-copies. However, such deactivation of low frequencies can happen only if in this
skrruullerrt system there are no NUU-VVU-Configurations with quite active karmic Channels
of the lower Levels of the first two Centers, through which these frequencies could realize
themselves. If there is a slightest possibility for a realization of low-frequency manifestations
through existing NUU-VVU-Configurations, then corresponding (in frequency) UU-VVUcopies will certainly fill all rezonational “regions” with their VVU-Configurations.
11.12646.

Therefore, any your interage refocusings may include only the participation
of those UU-VVU-copies which experienced the same situations in your “past”. That is
why there can be no discomfort or dissonance in the Self-Consciousness: if you “make
a perfect match”, you will simply feel yourself naturally, perceiving the “new” NUUVVU-Configuration as “yourself ” without remembering anything that you remember
now, because the whole Experience gained by your “present” NUU-VVU-Configurations
and recorded in the individual ODS of your current Self-Consciousness will become
inaccessible to you, just like the “present” you don’t have an access to richer Experience of
your “personality” Interpretations that structure in their “now” much higher-qualitative
Formo-systems of Worlds.
11.12647.
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You should understand that VVU-Configurations of UU-VVU-copies are integral
parts of the general slloogrent dynamics of the Creation, and also are slloogrent energyinformation structures. During its realization in the “noo-time” mode of its ODS, “the
fragmented memory” of every Formo-copy is potentially structured not only by entire
“past” Experience, but also by vibrations of the whole “future” Experience, whichever is
possible in this narrow-range creativity of PROOFF-RRU. You shouldn’t be surprised at
this fact, because you know that your Self-Consciousness potentially has absolutely all
Knowledge and Experience synthesized by all Formo-Types of LLUU-VVU-Forms that
structure the Collective Intelligence of humankind in all Time Flows. This is all your
“memory” eternally “stored” in the different-qualitative slloogrent TEC-VEC-dynamics.
But in order “to have access” to it, the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by You must have
active mechanisms of its realization in these Formo-systems of Worlds. The mechanisms,
of course, are not the bio-Creators of the brain, although they play a significant role in this
very complex process, and that is why their VVU-Configurations must be structured at least
by Energy-Plasma of the 2nd-3rd synthesized Levels of ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA.
11.12648.

The pivotal role in active “remembering of the future” in the information space
of the “personality” Self-Consciousness is played by the specific structure of energyinformation interrelations between“plasmic”Formo-Creators of all IISSIIDI-Centers, which
allows to sequentially decode the VVU-Information that structures VVU-Configurations
of Fields-Consciousnesses of protouniversal particles of 12-9-dimensional diapasons of
Plasma-Form into Information accessible to Fields-Consciousnesses of hyperuniversal
particles of 9-6-dimensional diapasons of Formo-Plasma, and then to decode it for the
Levels of Perception typical of Fields-Consciousnesses of superuniversal particles of
6-4-dimensional diapasons, and later to decode it for the Levels of elementary particles
Formo-Matter of our 4-3-dimensional diapason to make it accessible to the highestfrequency systems of Perception of the Formo-Creators of the brain that organize the
corpuscular-wave formo-dynamics of the Formo-systems of Worlds around us.
11.12649.

Everything I have just described is the operating system of universal“complementary”
VEC-refocusings, with the help of which you get from me the Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY.
Here, as an example, I gave only the lowest part of this energy-information sequence; the
highest Levels (for Me) are limited by Configurations of the Higher Creators of SVAAGALIIissiidi (the 22nd-20th dimension of the Secondary Energy-Plasma). I understand that all
this seems unreal, but this is the way it is, although it is simply impossible to imagine this
multistage process of “interformotype-interprotoformic” refocusings.
11.12650.

I told you that only for you to understand and clarify the principle of slloogrentness
of Formo-copies: from all the wealth of Knowledge and Experience potentially initially
“included” in every their VVU-Configurations, the Formo-Creators of the brain of the
“personalities” focused by You can attract to their own VVU-Configurations only that
which they can biochemically decode (that which you “personally” can psychologically
perceive and to which you can specifically react). All other VVU-Information potentially
accessible to this Formo-copy (its entire “past” and “future” Experience) as if doesn’t exist
for them (that is, for you). This is due to very firm fixation (through FDR) of the slloogrent
dynamics of FCA of each NUU-VVU-Configuration to a certain part of the slloogrent
11.12651.
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dynamics of factor Axes (that is, on particular VVU-Information sequentially “unpacked”
in the information “space” of a given “personality” from the temporal ethereal constituent
structured only by the content of its individual ODS).
“All” the Experience (both “past” and “future”) typical of a given VVU-Configuration
of a Formo-copy can be accessed only in the “noo-time” substance of ODS, where the main
factor of structuring of any VVU-Configuration is not Time, but a specific state of the
Synthesis of some Aspects of Qualities. That is why all Information simply is “there” —
always and at once. But all manipulations of Information happen in a completely different
way in the inertial dynamics of Formo-systems of Worlds. VVU-Configurations of the
Formo-Creators of the brain very closely combine with a unique frequency of a particular
Time Flow, in which they and all NUU-VVU-Configurations structured by them are initially
“recorded”; which makes it impossible for these bio-Creators to project (rezonational
“attraction”), from the slloogrent VVU-Configuration of the conglomerate of Formo-copies
used by them, another Information of a “future” higher-qualitative Experience with which
the conglomerate is initially endowed. That is why you have a false impression that each
Formo-copy can act in any particular situation only in one way and not otherwise.
11.12652.

Your Formo-Creators can act “only in one way”, because their creative dynamics
is “firmly” fixed to a particular part of slloogrent NUU-VVU-Configurations (which are
simultaneously manifested in some skrruullerrt systems, but structured by qualitatively
different individual ODS). That is why Formo-Creators of different Interpretations of
one “personality” use the same slloogrent VVU-Information, but make qualitatively
different choices at each moment. They can make some particular choice only when a
corresponding, initially planned moment comes for it in one of scenarios. So, if “you”
make “a blunder” in your Life, there is simply no use to blame for this Formo-copies
from which “you” borrowed completely inadmissible reactions, — your bio-Creators have
attracted into your Self-Consciousness from all the diversity of their typical Experience
in this range of Synthesis only that with which you resonated yourself.
11.12653.

However, it is You, not they, who has refocused exactly into this NUU-VVUConfiguration (but not into another one, among countless variants of them available for
your choice) to cognize Yourself through a particular Experience; moreover, You made it
all by Yourself and completely voluntarily! It means that the things that have happened
to you are extremely necessary not to somebody else, but only to You, because without this
Experience You will not be able to start the next stage of Your development (the dynamics
of higher-qualitative refocusings). If it is “a drama”, “a calamity”, or “a tragic loss”, then
you must focus not on negative emotions, curses and accusations of anybody or anything,
but on your attempts to understand the deep, yet hidden meaning of the events that
have happened, and try as soon as possible to find out for what Experience You Yourself
have voluntarily chosen exactly such variant of their outcome. In order to do this, you
need to refocus as soon as possible into more or less balanced NUU-VVU-Configurations,
the bio-Creators of which can attract higher-qualitative VVU-Information into your
Self-Consciousness from the individual ODS. Only when the necessary Experience is
synthesized through your higher-qualitative decisions, it will be also manifested in your
individual ODS and will become accessible to your “personal” Perception.
11.12654.
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Your deep Understanding that “all possibilities” are real and that you can make
the most favorable choices in any skrruullerrt system, may play the decisive role for the
acceleration of the process of “your” inertial refocusings into higher-qualitative scenarios
of development: if you stay in a psychologically balanced state, then the VVU-Information
(in the slloogrent dynamics of each UU-VVU-copy) that one of your choices may lead to
undesirable consequences will be accessible to your Perception, and at the next moment it
will stimulate your Self-Consciousness to make intuitively a higher-qualitative decision,
owing to which you will refocus in the same skrruullerrt system in a higher-qualitative
Direction of the development and you will begin to perceive yourself in another, more
favorable scenario.
11.12655.

As I have mentioned above, in quite rare cases of spontaneous refocusings from
one Formo-Type into another one, when the Creative Activity of a conglomerate of UUVVU-copies of “a personality” that “died” several centuries “ago” equals the activity of a
conglomerate of UU-VVU-copies of the same Levels of the individual ODS of the SelfConsciousness of “a personality” that lives “now” (but in fact, in the “noo-time” mode,
this apparent — owing to the influence of the factor of time — subjective difference in
the qualitative state is just a manifestation of slloogrentness of the VVU-Information of
one and the same energy-information conglomerate!), psychological reactions of “the
present personality” may have a certain dissonance, there can be imbalance of the SelfConsciousness which is called in medicine as “dissociated personality”.
11.12656.

In such cases, the dynamics of FDR of SFUURMM-Forms (that structure another
Formo-Type or even several different Formo-Types), whose VVU-Configurations
perfectly coexist “inside” the slloogrent structures of one and the same conglomerate
of Formo-copies, when reprojecting from factor Axes of one “personality” (or several
“personalities”) that “died” long ago into factor Axes of “a personality” that lives “now”
(usually this happens automatically at the moment of a very strong stress, for example,
during a very cruel violent “Death”), can periodically coincide, due to identical frequencies
of their typical VVU-Information, with the dynamics of FDR of SFUURMM-Forms of the
conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies activated “at present”; as a result, there is an effect of
doubling or amplification of the frequency (modulation) in the general dynamics of the
quantum-holographous process of “unpacking-unfolding” of VVU-Information from the
temporal ethereal constituent and there is a “fragmentary” manifestation (in the SelfConsciousness of this “personality”) of the VVU-Information typical of “someone else’s”
UU-VVU-copies used by “the personality” that “died” (but simultaneously continues to
live) several centuries “ago”.
11.12657.

11.112658. If

the intensity of the imposed FDR-activity doesn’t exceed the dynamics of
FDR of “the personality’s” conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies or is much weaker, then
such “blackouts” of the Self-Consciousness happen rarely or very weakly, which can be
manifested just intuitively, as sudden recollections: “It seems that I lived once there at that
time… probably, in Baghdad … or in Cairo...”, — or for some reason one suddenly wants to
go exactly to Baghdad, to walk in its streets, where one will be attracted to some particular
places. “Such fragmentary-personified recollections” from VVU-Configurations of the
conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies that made the unauthorized reprojection may appear on
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such Level, that is, when, in the same frequency ranges, the dynamics of the conglomerates
of Formo-copies currently involved by the bio-Creators are quite active, but this will not
be any destruction, or opposition of different-qualitative SFUURMM-Forms against each
other, these are just snatches of recollections, moments of déjà vu, short-term reactions
to something or incomprehensible emotions and inexplicable psychological outbreaks in
the form of sudden melancholy, depression, grief, desire to be alone for a while and so on.
— Is this the state of the Self-Consciousness which you associate with the presence of socalled “implants” in the focused NUU-VVU-Configurations?

— Yes, although such phenomena are characteristic not only of UU-VVU-copies of
one Stereo-Form or even one LLUU-VVU-Form, — such energy-information “inclusions”
can happen on various Levels of the Collective Planetary Intelligence. The fact that I call
them “unauthorized” is just my desire to divide one type of the FDR-dynamics from another
one. In reality, due to the initial Existence of All That Is, there is nothing “unauthorized”
at any moment, in any situation or circumstances. Nothing can happen in your Life “for
no particular reason”, “all of a sudden” or “out of a clear sky”, — you yourself, by your
psychological states, choose all your life circumstances out of many ready variants. There
are no events that “happen to you” in your Life, but there are only the inertial dynamics of
your individual refocusings into situations that are extremely necessary not for somebody
else, but for you — for the further development of the Creative Activity on new Levels of
your Self-Consciousness. If something or somebody is present in your Life for unknown
reasons, it means that You need it for some reason, and you should try to understand WHY
EXACTLY You need it and decide what you should do with it so that to make maximum use
of the provided evolutional opportunities.
11.12659.

11.112660. There

is only one purpose of any incomprehensible phenomenon, situation,
multiple “miracles” that happen, as it would seem, “contrary to” all established rules, laws,
logic and existing Conceptions: to broaden our evolutional possibilities and receive a more
profound Experience of Self-knowledge. They have been initially “installed” in all possible
energy-information structures continuously “decoded” by our Self-Consciousnesses
simultaneously in all Formo-systems of Worlds as unusual Riddles that make it possible
for inquiring minds to overcome the temptation of enjoyment of a sweet feeling after
achieving another objective, and to start to solve another Riddle by refocusing into
increasingly higher-qualitative states.
— I think that “implants” of Formo-copies can manifest in the Self-Consciousness only

of those Proto-Forms, the Configurations of which are involved in the Synthesis of two
identical dominant Qualities. Is that correct?
— If you meant Realities of irkkulligren types, it’s correct, because otherwise there
will be no rezonational effect, and a manifested Form with greatly deformed energyinformation interrelations between frequency Configurations can be simply unviable or
poorly adapted for a self-conscious creativity. Such Experience is also initially planned
11.12661.
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for the creative dynamics of all diffusgent Forms of all types of Collective Intelligences,
practically in each skrruullerrt system. For example, in case of a low-qualitative “implant”
of conglomerates from diffusgent Configurations of other Proto-Forms into a NUU-VVUConfiguration of “a human personality”, in which the dynamics of the Focus of Creative
Activity is considerably higher than the range of the Creative Activity of the conglomerates
of UU-VVU-copies (for example, those of animals) introduced into some karmic Channels
of the Self-Consciousness of this “personality”, the simultaneous inertial dynamics of any
Stereo-Form include variants of scenarios, where, from the very birth, in Formo-systems
of Worlds, there are manifestations of the NUU-VVU-Configurations that are completely
incompatible (still-born), greatly incompatible (physiologically deformed creatures that
quickly die), less incompatible (with various serious physiological and psychological
abnormalities) and greatly compatible with the “human” Form of existence (with less
abnormalities).
In energy-information structures of more developed NUU-VVU-Forms (where
the bio-Creators have already sufficiently synthesized the Creativity of low-frequency
conglomerates of Formo-copies projected into lower Levels of ARGLLAAMUNI and
INGLIMILISSA Centers, and this Experience has become an integral part of conglomerates
of Formo-copies of higher Levels of the Self-Consciousness, that is, when the activity of
lower karmic Channels verges towards zero), such “an implant” of a VVU-Configuration
of conglomerates of Formo-copies of an animal simply cannot really manifest in any
way in the information space of the Self-Consciousness of “a personality”, because any
conglomerate can interact with FCA of the Formo-Creators of this “personality” only
through the dynamics of FDR of the form-carriers with identical energy-information
vibrations. That which we call “personality” Self-Consciousness includes not only the
activity of the Formo-Creators of the brain, the dynamics of TEC, individual ODS, factor
Axes and the Primary Time Axis, FCA and FDR, but also the different-qualitative dynamics
of all karmic Channels that energy-informationally unite us with activated Levels
of each IISSIIDI-Center, definite Duplex-Spheres, OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems, other
Stereo-Types and Formo-Types, and so on. These are innumerable Information Flows of
Fields-Consciousnesses (structured very specifically), and each Flow has a certain VVUConfiguration.
11.12662.

If in the Self-Consciousness of the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by You
there isn’t any wave range of the general creative dynamics that completely corresponds
to the VVU-Configuration of “an implant”, then such conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies
either cannot penetrate at all into the wave dynamics of mental and psychological
processes of your “personality” Self-Consciousness, or (if there is at least a weak activity
of corresponding Channels) can manifest in any way for a very short interval of time,
because this weak realizational Flow will be strongly blocked in the dynamics of the
Self-Consciousness by a much more powerful Creative Activity of high-frequency
conglomerates of higher-qualitative Channels (that is, the Thought about something
may dash through the information space of the “personality” Self-Consciousness, but
there will be no corresponding reaction to it). However, if this NUU-VVU-Configuration
is insufficiently developed and its creativity in low-frequency ranges of the two lower
Centers is quite active and constant, then any of UU-VVU-copies that have identical
11.12663.
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frequency parameters can freely rezonationally connect with identical (in frequency)
factor Axes of such “personality” and be perceived as natural manifestations of its own
psychosomatics.
11.112664. Such

things happen on a regular basis to all sorts of shamans, magicians,
sorcerers, satanists, adherents of religions with worship to some animals, many Hindu and
Krishnaites, fans of C. Castaneda books and many other “people”, whose Focus of Creative
Activity is still partly within the crudest vibration range that energy-informationally
unites them with the creative dynamics of low-frequency conglomerates of UU-VVUcopies simultaneously used both by the Formo-Creators of the brain of all LLUU-VVUForms, and by the bio-Creators of other Proto-Forms of animals.
QUESTION. How, in terms of energy and information, can a conglomerate of UU-VVU-

copies that manifests in the Self-Consciousness of a living “personality” be fully “absorbed” by the TEC-dynamics of this “personality” and perceive itself as another “personality”?
— Dear Ormala, let me explain it to you one more time: UU-VVU-copies are
not at all the “deceased personalities” themselves, as we knew them during Life, that is,
when they were physically present near us; they are just narrow-frequency information
projections of their typical subjective self-perception that are characteristic of some
directions of their life creativity; and finally, these are just certain separate wave
“fragments” of their psychological activity (their “Formo-clichés”, “Formo-images” and
SFUURMM-Forms of “themselves”), each of which doesn’t have any overall (in all other
ranges of manifestation of the dynamics of the Self-Consciousness) Conceptions of itself
as of “an integral personality”, if it is possible to say so. Potentially (slloogrently!), the
VVU-Configuration of any conglomerate of Formo-copies contains VVU-Information
about specific psychosomatic reactions of all “personalities”, Self-Consciousnesses of
which are simultaneously manifested (in all “historical epochs” and “times” that inertially
go on in all Formo-systems of Worlds organized by the creativity of “people”) in this
narrow-frequency range of the Synthesis of Aspects of Qualities, including, of course,
this “personalized” Interpretation of your Stereo-Form.
11.12665.

During their manifestation through the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by
You, their “personalized personification” is oriented to individual characteristics of “your
personality”. But at the same moment, this conglomerate is also rezonationally involved
in the creativity of many bio-Creators of other “personalities”, with each of which it also
subjectively identifies itself. As I said, the VVU-Configuration of any Formo-copy is a
slloogrent energy-information “cluster” “filled” with fragments of some specific emotions,
associations, distinct aspirations for something or somebody, very stable unconscious
Desires and all other things, without which our synthetic life creativity simply couldn’t be
really and thoroughly carried out. Which means that this is a set of fragmentary, but very
detailed and deep data about all that for which the SFUURMM-Forms that structure this
conglomerate of UU-VVU-copies are initially programmed.
11.12666.
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In order to “be combined” independently — without any participation of the
Primary Time Axis! — into a certain “rezonational factor” (the dynamics of a stable
resonance between Energy of Forms and Information that corresponds to it in quality) that
consists of at least several conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies that energy-informationally
(and also “in a personified manner”) complement each other, there must be exclusive
uniting circumstances found only in Formo-systems of Worlds. In fact, this will be an
integration process of the inertial Synthesis of Aspects of Qualities carried out in quite
a wide range of Energy-Plasma, which is inadmissible for the implementation of the
very principle of a creative manifestation of Formo-copies in the information “space”
of ODS. This may happen (only in conditions of Formo-systems of Worlds!) when you,
for example, make purposeful interage refocusing, after a thorough preparation for it
and deep feelings on the basis of repeated focusing of the dynamics of FCA of your SelfConsciousness on clear recollections that energy-informationally combine (by some
particular actions and emotions) several conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies. This process,
however, is also implemented with the help of the Primary Time Axis!
11.12667.

Let’s assume that VVU-Configurations of higher UU-VVU-copies of the SelfConsciousness of a certain “personality” that “died” 200 years “ago” resonated with some
qualitative parameters that are characteristic of middle Levels of your “present” SelfConsciousness. These Configurations may include SFUURMM-Forms of some common
(for you and for “the deceased personality”) outlooks on Life, “good” and “evil”, attitude
toward yourself, to people and things. I repeat, they have resonated with a particular part
of the general wave dynamics of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by You “at present”
that corresponds to the middle Level of the general dynamics of your Focus of Creative
Activity, for example, the sixth synthesized Level of ARGLLAAMUNI and INGLIMILISSAIissiidi. But you don’t constantly perceive yourself in vibrations of this Level. As for
me, I seldom use these SFUURMM-Forms for the organization and regulation of some
interrelations with myself and with the outer reality.
11.12668.

This means that your “personal” creativity is occasionally active in this Direction
of choices, which activates in your RRGLUU-VVU the dynamics of FDR of the Formocopies, the VVU-Configurations of which manifest in the information space of your SelfConsciousness through corresponding factor time Axes (that is, through the dynamics of
your individual ODS). At any other time, your Self-Consciousness may be more active, for
example, in ranges of higher frequencies of the first two Centers and on lower synthesized
Levels of AIGLLILLIAA and ORLAAKTOR-Iissiidi, while lower-qualitative Levels of the
Creative Activity are no longer of vital (intensive) creative Interest to you, and that is
why the dynamics of projections of these SFUURMM-Forms can be easily suppressed in
the information space of your Self-Consciousness by the strong dynamics of more active
conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies used by your bio-Creators.
11.12669.

When the frequency of an identical energy-information “Channel” of another
Formo-Type is rezonationally added to this (already quite inactive) part of the wave
NUU-VVU-Configuration, only a weak activation of certain moments (in the form of
fugitive Thoughts, vague Feelings, inert Desires) of life creativity may appear in your
Self-Consciousness, which are no longer typical of you. You simply won’t pay attention to
11.12670.
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them, because at that moment you will certainly need to do something more important
and interesting. Everything that can be proposed to you by anybody in this deeply
synthesized realizational range will be uninteresting to you. That is why nobody and
nothing can stably hold the dynamics of your Self-Consciousness in this Direction of
your life creativity.
On the other hand, the frequency of VVU-Configurations of someone’s strong
conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies that have reprojected into the NUU-VVU-Configurations
focused by You may be higher than the dynamics of the most active Levels of your
Self-Consciousness! Their unsteady rezonational activity, during their periodical
manifestations in your Self-Consciousness, provide you with more opportunities for
self-perfection and spiritual development, as it happens, for example, in cases when
the Formo-Creators of more developed (as compared with you in your “now”) Cosmic
Entities (that is, You Yourselves manifested on the Levels of the Subconscious and the
Supraconscious) purposefully “introduce” SFUURMM-Forms of FLUU-VVU-doubles
into the NUU-VVU-Configurations of people with obvious predominance of the highfrequency creative dynamics in their Self-Consciousness (that is, they are already able
to perceive and quite consciously react to manifestations of any activity of even higher
frequencies).
11.12671.

11.112672. All

other things in the Self-Consciousness of such “personality” remain on their
previous, typical Levels of the Creative Activity, and only some, very narrow ranges
of the new VVU-Information “introduced” into the NUU-VVU-Configurations by new
FLUU-VVU-doubles are “unpacked” from the TEC-dynamics, exert influence at certain
moments and, as if by sly degrees, using all possible higher-qualitative motivations,
force “the personality” to make higher-qualitative decisions. This is the way it happens
in the dynamics of your Self-Consciousness, when I, through the Information included
in the IISSIIDIOLOGY books, project the highest-qualitative SFUURMM-Forms of my SelfConsciousness into the parts of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by You “now” that
resonate with them at least slightly.
— Where is the resonance, if the Self-Consciousness of one “personality” has active

high-frequency Levels, and another “personality” has medium ones? It seems that there
cannot be any resonance.

— The point is, my dear Astaavusonna, that you have certainly got confused
“upper” and “medium” (according to our subjective evaluation criteria) Levels of the
Creative Activity of Energy-Plasma that have individual characteristics on every ODS
sublevel, and upper and medium Levels of the Configuration of the “personality” SelfConsciousness that are formed by the simultaneous dynamics of karmic Channels of
each IISSIIDI-Center and have individual characteristics in each “personality” focused by
You. While one “personality” may perceive the qualitative level of the Creative Activity of
some conglomerates of Formo-copies as “high” (that is, in its NUU-VVU-Configurations,
these are the highest-frequency, “the ultimate” vibration ranges for this “personality”!),
another, more developed “personality” may consider them as medium or even low (in its
11.12673.
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NUU-VVU-Configurations, the creativity of this type is realized not through higher, but

only through medium Levels of its typical vibrations).

The creative resonance between some energy-information regions that structure
different NUU-VVU-Configurations appears not between ALREADY initially synthesized
(in the NUU-VVU-Configurations) vibrations from each ODS sublevel, but due to the
qualitative identity of the narrowly-specific dynamics of fragmented Self-Consciousnesses
of conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies projected through the same karmic Channels of
different “personalities” regardless of the individual (yet inertially UNsynthesized!) Levels
of Self-Consciousness of both “personalities” (through the specific activity of IISSIIDICenters of each of them!) in which this resonance may appear. In other words, as a result
of a resonance that appears in one of you, for example, in response to the high-frequency
dynamics of some SFUURMM-Forms that structure my FLUU-VVU-doubles, each of you
“unpacks” the VVU-Information (received from me) from TEC of his own Stereo-Form
with the help of the Formo-Creators of lower-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations that
involve (into the process of “unfolding-folding”) SFUURMM-Forms of lower-qualitative
UU-VVU-conglomerates from your individual ODS, which distorts very much in your SelfConsciousness the initial meaning of the Information generated by my FLUU-VVU-doubles.
11.12674.

The resonance effect may appear within the existing dynamics of collective
energy-information interrelations that take place between the bio-Creators and UU-VVUcopies of one “personality” (on the one hand) and actually the same (the fact the “bodies”
are different doesn’t matter at all!) bio-Creators with actually the same UU-VVU-copies (of
another “personality”) that structure another Formo-Type (on the other hand), which,
however, simultaneously realize themselves (each one it its own Time Flow!) in one
Direction of life creativity through the same ODS “niches” and occasionally participate in
specific dynamics of the Creative Activity of “their personalities” (the specific dynamics
are expressed in the Formo-system of Worlds through factor Axes of RRGLUU-VVU).
11.12675.

11.12676.

UU-VVU-copies that resonate with each other are simultaneously used by the bio-

Creators of different “personalities” and can be projected into one and the same SelfConsciousness only from the factor Axes that are very identical in vibrations in terms
of quality. A slightest nuance which is present in the dynamics of factor Axes of every
“personality” is the qualitative difference between them, because the common range of
every wave NUU-VVU-Configuration is formed by the different-qualitative dynamics
of energy-information interrelations between an innumerable set of SFUURMM-Forms
of conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies that create in the Self-Consciousness of a given
“personality” every (very narrow in frequency) sublevel of the general dynamics of its
Creative Activity.
I have already mentioned that there can be no absolute resonance between NUUVVU-Configurations, otherwise that would be just one and the same “personality”!
Qualitative parameters of one wave VVU-Configuration can resonate in Space-Time
only with the wave VVU-Configuration of identical type that differs from it at least
“slightly” in terms of information. This “slight” difference is arranged in any type of
mutually resonating VVU-Configurations by specific vibrations of karmo-quanta that
11.12677.
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have individual characteristics in all structures that form the inertial dynamics of each
Time Flow (among an innumerable set of them). If, in one Time Flow, there is a strong
resonance between wave Configurations of two or several Forms, then, as a result, in one
type of Space-Time (that is, in one Formo-system of Worlds), one Form with a common
Configuration is formed instead of these Forms, because karmo-quanta that actively
transform boson “Fields” into fermion “Fields” are the same.
Everything happens in an absolutely different way when there is a resonance
between Fields-Consciousnesses, the VVU-Configurations of which structure different
Time Flows. Although resonating wave VVU-Configurations may have many identical
qualitative parameters, due to the fact that each of them has in its wave structures the
dynamics of different-qualitative karmo-klofts (that structure “mixing Fields” with
different “rotation dynamics”) vibrationally (and automatically), each one is “associated”
only with the slloogrent dynamics of the temporal ethereal constituent of “its own
personality”. But, since the general Field-Consciousness formed on the basis of the
rezonational interaction of Formo-copies of both conglomerates is not qualitatively
disharmonious (“inside itself ”), this makes it possible to combine all bits of identical VVUInformation into karmo-quanta of Energy that structure the Self-Consciousness of NUUVVU-Configurations of one — more developed! — “personality” that inertially manifests
in its characteristic Time Flows. These resonating VVU-Configurations normally “coexist”
together in one factor Axis, having formed active force interrelations between the most
identical “regions” of both UU-VVU-conglomerates.
11.12678.

Let me try to explain this complex phenomenon using other words. On the one
hand, VVU-Configurations that rezonationally interact among themselves are energyinformation structures of different UU-VVU-conglomerates that belong to NUU-VVUConfigurations of completely different “personalities” that are inertially manifested in
different Time Flows. But, on the other hand, owing to their typical slloogrentness, they
are also a part of a generalized (joint and indivisible in its general dynamics) UU-VVUconglomerate, which we should consider as one whole that simultaneously belongs to each
“personality” and to each (among all of them) Time Flow. The two “sides” subjectively
considered by me are just “ellitimoglofic” Formo-systems of Worlds with different
wavelengths, that differ from each other in frequency, but have some common qualitative
rezonational “zones” in their slloogrent dynamics. In each of them, “personalities
quantize” the information “space” of their individual outer reality by kleksizing “on the
moment-by-moment basis” the VVU-Information (simultaneously “unpacked” from TEC)
of different qualitative “content”, with different wave lengths of the Light Flow of Aspects
of the Qualities synthesized by them.
11.12679.

In the higher-qualitative Formo-system of Worlds (among those considered by
us), the energy-information “volume of a quantum” of the VVU-Information “unpacked
by a personality” (spheroidal parameters of its wave “length”) includes “volumes” of VVUInformation of all lower-qualitative Worlds structured by VVU-Configurations of the
Formo-Creators of the brain and VVU-Configurations of the projections of Formo-copies
that belong to different “personalities”. This makes it possible to unite Formo-copies
simultaneously manifested in different Time Flows not only into a common UU-VVU11.12680.
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conglomerate, but also into rezonational UU-VVU-modules of many conglomerates of
one qualitative Level; and identical creativity of the conglomerates unite the NUU-VVUConfigurations of “personalities” from different Time Flows, each of which, depending
on the used SFUURMM-Forms of the same UU-VVU-conglomerate (“points of view”),
“quantizes” the information space of its Self-Consciousness “in its own fashion”.
By the way, once I told you that the wave length of a higher-qualitative reality is
bigger than that of a lower-qualitative one. For example, the wave length of Our “hydrogen”
Reality in one of highly-developed “dense-plasmic Pleiadian” civilizations equals 21cm,
while the wave length of irkkulligren Realities modeled by us now is just 7cm! From the
scientific point of view it is complete nonsense and absurdity! Any physicist would use
formulas to prove me that this cannot be, because scientists are sure that the higher the
frequency of any oscillation, the less its wave length must be. But our “present” science
doesn’t take into account a very important factor — the change of the speed of the flow
of Time on different Levels of kleksization (a qualitative change of an Information
volume) of Energy-Plasma: the higher the density of the “unpacked” (from TEC) energyinformation flow, the more it affects the change of the speed of self-propagation of such
oscillation (for the electromagnetic Field it is speed of light, which scientists consider
constant!). When manipulating the Information of VEC, all physical laws radically change
up to the appearance of opposite manifestations relative to them!
11.12681.

11.112682. The

so-called “psychonations”, “emanations” and “karmonations” begin to
“establish connections with each other and start mutual relations”, thus creating in EnergyPlasma the creative dynamics of interrelations in more complex duvuyllerrt formations of
UU-VVU-copies — UU-VVU-modules that represent that which I mean by conglomerates.
These modules easily interact with UU-VVU-modules of Self-Consciousnesses of other
“people” that, in this range of frequencies and with these wave lengths, have identical
creative Interests that enable them to gain certain Experience of Existence. A strong
Aspiration for gaining a certain Experience (definite practical moments of knowledge,
feelings, emotions) makes it possible for these similar Fields-Consciousnesses to unite
into one VVU-Configuration, the dynamics of which structure each of the NUU-VVUConfigurations focused by You. This is approximately like two different boson “Fields”
(for example, photon ones) can easily combine with each other, while preserving their
individuality.
— If a conglomerate of higher-frequency UU-VVU-copies, the vibrations of which are yet

not typical of my Self-Consciousness, “intrudes” into the dynamics of the rotation Cycle
of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Me, then what kind of resonance can appear?
— In essence, this is “the set of circumstances” that are the main energy-information
basis for the implementation, in the “personality” Self-Consciousness, of the specific creative
processes which I call “complementary” refocusings made between so-called “subchakram”
Centers. You know, dear Flooksi, the main role is played by “the Creative Cosmic Potential”
(VLOOOMOOT) contained in each of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by You. This is
the parameter of a possible potential activity of karmic Channels of higher Levels relative
11.12683.
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to a possible activity of UU-VVU-copies of the Channels of the lowest-frequency (for this
NUU-VVU-Configuration!) Levels (among all activated ones), and, depending on scenarios
of development, this makes it possible to use the NUU-VVU-Configuration either for higher
creative realizations, or for primitive and “extremely egoistic” ones.
The Glossary to IISSIIDIOLOGY gives approximately the following definition:
VLOOOMOOT is “the Cosmic Creative Potential” that provides the performance of the functions
imposed on this realizational Form by its more developed Collective Intelligences”, that is, in
essence, it is the indicator of correlation between the inertial stability and the intensity of
manifestation of the conscious creative dynamics of higher-qualitative (high-frequency) Levels
of the Self-Consciousness relative to identical parameters simultaneously manifested on lowerqualitative (low-frequency) Levels. The higher its value, the higher the creative possibilities of
NUU-VVU-Configurations in each skrruullerrt system. It characterizes in general every FormoType of LLUU-VVU, in the collective Consciousness of which all scenarios of development
of the inertial dynamics of different-qualitative groups of Stereo-Types simultaneously
(that is, at every inertial moment) are reflected both on the highest-qualitative, and on
“the crudest” Levels of each skrruullerrt system (in their entire slloogrent multiplicity
initially programmed in the general inertial dynamics of TEC of each Formo-Type).
11.12684.

What does this mean? VLOOOMOOT of your Stereo-Form allows it, through the
whole set of different-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations of its “personalities”, at one
and the same Moment of Time, to make simultaneously (on each Level of its typical
range of Creative Activity) highest-qualitative and lowest-qualitative choices among
all provided possibilities. The degree of realization of the highest — for every given
moment! — creative possibilities (among all potentially existing ones) is the frequency
characteristic of the VLOOOMOOT-parameter for your Stereo-Form.
11.12685.

Another matter is “the personality” whose choices (biochemical reactions of the
Formo-Creators of the brain) dependent entirely on the Self-Consciousness of a NUUVVU-Configuration specifically manifested at a given moment. Its Self-Consciousness
(the general dynamics of TEC and RRGLUU-VVU) is also structured by the same skrruullerrt
systems as the collective Consciousness of its Stereo-Form: always, in any particular
situation, one can potentially commit the most altruistic and wisest Choice (this happens
at the moment of “complementary” refocusing!) and make the most primitive decision
among all possible ones for this Stereo-Form. But, usually, an average “personality” makes
neither of them, but “chooses” something in between these extreme potential possibilities.
11.12686.

Why? Because particular interrelations between different-qualitative VVUConfigurations of certain conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies that project (through the bioCreators) the dynamics of their typical Creative Activity into the information space of the
Self-Consciousness of this NUU-VVU-Configuration prevent it to act otherwise. Whatever
is the “inner” desire of “the personality” (even if it is the best way for a given situation), it
cannot really carry out the desired, because its NUU-VVU-Configuration doesn’t have the
stable qualitative dynamics of corresponding conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies that stably
structure with their individual creativity the necessary high-qualitative Levels of IISSIIDICenters.
11.12687.
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In each skrruullerrt system, simultaneous creative interactions never take place
only between two NUU-VVU-Configurations — there is always an innumerable set of
them. This is also the case with individual, “fragmentarily personified” UU-VVU-copies.
In each skrruullerrt system, you make a particular choice. After the choice, a certain
energy-information trace remains simultaneously both in the information space of your
Self-Consciousness (individual ODS) and in Space-Time of this Formo-system of Worlds;
this is a time-continuous psychodynamic trail that energy-informationally reflects the
specific qualitative dynamics of this “personality” Self-Consciousness in all Time Flows
simultaneously structured by these NUU-VVU-Configurations, which is subjectively
defined by each of you as “your spent Life”.
11.12688.

This is your rotation Cycle — one among an innumerable set of other Cycles
of your Stereo-Form carried out simultaneously and in parallel by its “personalized”
Interpretations. The Cycle has a determined Directivity and Inertia, and is constantly
in the state of internal energy-information dynamics implemented due to continuous
interrelations with the different-qualitative dynamics of rotation Cycles structured by all
other NUU-VVU-Configurations. You cannot do your next choice suddenly, out of the blue,
in some completely different Direction of life creativity, if a long series of your choices in
general rotation Shifts have been firmly stabilized in a particular Direction of synthetic
development. The degree of Inertia of the rotation Cycle focused by Your UFS determines
the probability of preserving the influence of the qualitative Direction of each of your
previous choices on the directivity of specific dynamics of your subsequent choices.
The Inertia also determines the Choice (made by Your UFS) of a qualitative Direction of
quantum-holographous rotation Shifts made continuously and automatically by NUUVVU-Configurations of the “personalities” focused by You when you are asleep, or when
you do something mechanically, not thinking how you should act further.
11.12689.

For a long time you have made definite choices that one way or another reflect
your main SFUURMM-Forms, your Intentions and Aspirations that have formed your
stable Goals in the information space of your Self-Consciousness. When you don’t
think of them, and even when you “let yourself ” to unconsciously deviate from your
fundamental life principles, the Inertia of your individual refocusings still goes for a long
time in the previous, deeply rooted and stabilized (in your Self-Consciousness) Direction
of development. If one day you decide to change your established SFUURMM-Forms and
principles, then your Creators of the brain will need to project into the Self-Consciousness
(from your individual ODS) the equally stable dynamics of the Creative Activity of
conglomerates of Formo-copies of a completely new (for them) Level as compared with
SFUURMM-Forms which they have used for a long time in the previous Direction of your
creativity.
11.12690.

Suppose that scientists have many results of an experiment: in one case, they
obtain one reaction, in another case, they get different results. When analyzing many
cases, there is always a certain correlation, using which they can mathematically calculate
the probability of obtaining an average result in the next experiment. A choice of the
Direction of any of your next decisions is also relatively predictable, unless a new, strongly
stimulating factor (SFUURMM-Forms of higher-qualitative motivations) interferes in
11.12691.
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this process. That is, your previous choices actually provide you with a certain inertial
“reserve”. If to evaluate this “reserve” in time, for some of you this may equal half an
hour, for others — 20 or 10, 5 or 2 minutes. Multiply them by 60 and by 328 quantumholographous rotation Shifts a second and you will get a definite number of Worlds and
Stereo-Types, through which the act of making certain choices must pass. This is the
parameter of inertia of the Self-Consciousness of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused
by You.
All inertial interactions also happen in one of predictable Directions. If you
can find a strong stimulus (motivation) to begin to radically refocus into the NUUVVU-Configurations that structure a completely different (higher-qualitative) creative
Direction, then the interaction with the conglomerate of lower-qualitative Formo-copies
“introduced” into your NUU-VVU-Configuration in some time may either completely
disappear or considerably weaken (depending on the intensity of a frequency increase of
your refocusings). Do you understand it? In fact, the interaction (through the bio-Creators)
of any conglomerate “introduced” into your Self-Consciousness takes place not with one
of your UU-VVU-copies that intensively resonate with it, but with all conglomerates of
your UU-VVU-copies that structure the individual ODS of your Self-Consciousness. On
some Levels of your Self-Consciousness, “introduced” VVU-Configurations have the
greatest possibilities of creative self-expression in your Life, and on some other Levels
these possibilities reduce drastically.
11.12692.

If there is an obvious evidence that “the implant” in you has a low-qualitative
activity and continuously stimulates the obtrusive Desire of some negative, low-sexual
or other low-frequency realizations, in which you have lost interest long ago, then the
only way to get rid of its influence is to radically refocus into a higher-frequency Spheres
of creativity, in a high-qualitative spiritual Direction. Then the manifestation (in the
information space of your Self-Consciousness) of this low-frequency activity will simply
gradually come to naught. It will not go anywhere, will not disappear, but will just remain
active only in those NUU-VVU-Configurations, in which “your other personalized”
Interpretations couldn’t make such a radical decision, that is, didn’t manage to refocus
into another rotation Cycle, in the NUU-VVU-Configurations of which there are no
realizational possibilities for the manifestation of the specific dynamics of any UU-VVUcopies of this ODS Level.
11.12693.

I repeat: such obtrusive “intrusions” don’t happen on a regular basis, because any
“deceased personality”, in whatever “times” and “historical epochs” its “Death” is registered,
always continues to live in each of higher-qualitative scenarios. The natural continuation
of eternal Life is as follows: when you “die” for somebody, you never “die” for yourself, that
is, in your own system of self-perception. That which sometimes happens to conglomerates
of UU-VVU-copies is just like the so-called (among computer specialists) “glitch” or failure
which can occur in any operating system. For example, when a computer works and a
message suddenly appears saying that an operation cannot continue for some reasons.
The same happens in our eternal Existence — sometimes there are moments that seem
to us just as all possible “glitches” only because we don’t know true, deep Reasons of their
manifestation in our Life. Actually any “failures” or “glitches” cannot be: EVERYTHING
11.12694.
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ALREADY IS, the general energy-information dynamics of absolutely Everything have been

already initially planned, harmoniously interconnected and encoded into the slloogrent
Form of every instant inertially “decoded” by us!
11.112695. Since

such “accidents” happen, these processes must be explained, and I try to do
it. These phenomena happen within one and the same LLUU-VVU, because it’s extremely
hard to do it between Formo-Types of different LLUU-VVU owing to the special frequency
codes typical of each of NUU-VVU-Configurations that structure the creative dynamics of
one LLUU-VVU-Form. That is why the high-frequency “implants”, which we call Spiritual
Teachers of “humankind”, are just higher-qualitative “Us” (as Formo-Creators), they are
higher-qualitative Interpretations of Formo-Types of our LLUU-VVU-Forms. That is, all
so-called “Spiritual Teachers” are us at a higher stage of our development.
QUESTION. In your old book “The Art of Dying”, you described various Worlds and wrote
that you visited “Astral Worlds”. Are they that which we now call “OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-

systems”? How are they associated with the Astral Ranges of Plasmic Forces which you
described in the first volume of Fundamentals of IISSIIDIOLOGY?
— In principle, dear Gallfilliross, everything in the World around us is a specific
reflection of the VVU-Information concentrated in OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems — basic
energy-information centers of all irkkulligren types of space-time Continuums. In their
energy-information Essence, these dynamic structures of Energy-Plasma are identical
with our Formo-systems of Worlds (in their energy-plasmic Essence). But in terms of
their structure, owing to much more universal and dynamic properties of Information
(in comparison with that which we mean by “Energy”), they differ very much from
our structures. Instead of Worlds and Formo-systems I call their energy-information
structures “niches” and Spheres of creativity only to distinguish between the notions that
equally exist “there” and “here”.
11.12696.

If I use such usual expressions as “Astral Worlds” or simply “the Astral”, you
shouldn’t confuse this term with a completely different term — the Astral Plane-Overtone.
The Astral is the Sphere of specific manifestation of the low-frequency Creative Activity
of self-conscious Elements of the RESOSCONTIONAL Involutional Branch of development
of Collective Cosmic Intelligences. An impulsive and rational (but not intelligent,
conscious!) Creative Activity mostly predominates in the slloogrent dynamics of VVUConfigurations of the Self-Consciousnesses that manifest in realizational “niches” of
the astral range of ODS (and also in our Formo-systems of Worlds through these lowqualitative Formo-copies).
11.12697.

Reason is not yet Intelligence, it is the lower mind. If we subjectively divide
different states of mind into higher-qualitative and lower-qualitative ones, then a lowerqualitative state of mind focused on survival and realization in purely physiological
processes, in some “extremely egoistic” creativity will match better the definition of
“reasoning”. When such a realization is carried out on “a crude-emotional” and highly
intensive (but not high-qualitative!) Level, then, when I say about it, I mean the activity
11.12698.
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of collective Consciousnesses of Astral Worlds or the Astral that feel passion (but not
Sensuousness) and manifest in their Creativity instinct (but not Intelligence) and reason
(but not Intellect).
What is the Astral Plane-Overtone? It’s the Planetary Sphere of a specific creative
manifestation of all Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A (the SYNTHETIC HUMANOID
Evolutional Branch), which is energy-informationally provided by the intensive dynamics
of high-frequency Configurations of self-conscious Elements of FLUU-LUU-complexes (the
RESOSCONTIONAL Involutional Branch). In the strong Inertia of our present Existence,
all the creative dynamics of Energy-Plasma may be notionally divided into two main
types: more synthesized on Levels of ASTRO-Plasma and more synthesized on Levels of
MENTO-Plasma. However, I repeat one more time that such subjective differentiation is
possible only in the conditions of Inertia, that is, in the intensive dynamics of Time, with
which we deal in the continuous slloogrentness of our temporal ethereal constituents
that are sequentially “unpacked” and “unfolded” in the information “spaces” of our SelfConsciousnesses in all rotation Cycles of our Stereo-Forms.
11.12699.

11.112700. In

whole, in One-and-Only “Moment of Eternity”, absolutely EVERYTHING is
already completely synthesized in all possible force interrelations. Formo-systems of
Worlds used by the majority of present “people” for their refocusings may be easily referred
to low-vibrational synthesized Levels of the Astral Plane-Overtone and the Mental PlaneOvertone structured by VVU-Configurations of Fields-Consciousnesses with an obvious
“inclination” for passion, but not for logic and Intellect. For the time being, the creativity
of the majority of realizational Forms manifested by the collective Consciousness of
this “humankind” is more activated on the emotional side than on the intelligent side,
because the main criteria when solving disputable matters on any Level of life creativity
are unrestrained emotions and reckless, aggressive passions that aggravate solutions of
any conflict situations.
QUESTION. It is common knowledge that some people have the ability of conscious projections of the UU-VVU-dynamics of their Self-Consciousness from the biological Form
into the Spheres of creativity of individual ODS. Such projections may be made both in

the outer Formo-system of Worlds (“the ethereal projection”), and in that which is usually called “the astral world”. What are “the projections”, which they also call “the subtle
body”? Is it one of UU-VVU-copies or some of their conglomerates that structure NUUVVU-Configurations?
— The higher the frequency Level of vibration of the fragmented SelfConsciousness of any UU-VVU-copy, dear Kraullarrd, the more harmonious and close its
energy-information interrelations (through the slloogrent dynamics of the Primary Time
Axis) with high-frequency VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators of the brain and
with the main mechanism of their creative realization — the variable ethereal component,
which, in essence, is the most dynamic and universal connecting mechanism not only
between all Formo-Types of one LLUU-VVU but also between Formo-Types of different
LLUU-VVU-Forms. And the more the vibrations of any UU-VVU-copy resonate with high11.12701.
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frequency ranges of RRGLUU-VVU, the less its Self-Consciousness is fragmented and the
sooner it can consciously consolidate with UU-VVU-copies of a higher-qualitative (relative
to its Configuration) wave range.
Why does it happen in this way? Because a higher frequency of the VVUConfiguration of any Formo-copy enables it to use a much greater volume of differentqualitative Information than it is possible for Formo-copies with medium-frequency
and low-frequency Configurations of the fragmented Self-Consciousness. That is why
the whole Experience of choices and manipulation of the VVU-Information typical of
many conglomerates of Formo-copies from low-qualitative Levels is easily “stored” (in an
encoded form) in high-frequency Configurations of UU-VVU-copies that structure higherqualitative ODS Levels. Their slloogrent wave structures are much more complicated and
dynamic due to a considerable sophistication of realizational possibilities and differentqualitative energy-information interrelations that form SFUURMM-Forms of each of
these Formo-copies. Nonetheless, even “the highest-frequency” (for biological analogs
of NUU-VVU-Formo-Types) Formo-copies always realize themselves through their
typical dynamics of UU-VVU-modules of a “slightly” higher quality and a “slightly” lower
quality, which create realizational resopasons (duvuyllerrt regions of frequencies) of one
conglomerate.
11.12702.

Neither RRGLUU-VVU, with the simultaneous dynamics of its innumerable factor
Axes, nor any of slloogrent “parts” (DUU-LLI) of the temporal ethereal constituent are
structural energy-information “constituents” of the Realities of irkkulligren (“physical”)
types; due to a strong influence of Inertia, they are represented in the general dynamics
of Space-Time by coarser and less universal (than in ODS) projections of the mechanism
of qualitative regulation of force interrelations between all objects of “physical” Formosystems of Worlds — the quantum-holographous module, the synthetic “biomolecular”
structure of which we call the brain.
11.12703.

The simultaneous different-qualitative dynamics of RRGLUU-VVU combines, by
its multidimensional slloogrent structures, not only all “human” types of space-time
Continuums (where the general realizational dynamics of the bio-Creators and Formocopies of all Levels of the Creative Activity of the combined Consciousness of “people”
dominate in subjective creative processes), but also all OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems that
serve as specific energy-information bases for each of innumerable types of Forms of
PROOFF-RRU simultaneously manifested in innumerable Time Flows that structure all
these types of Continuums. Each ODS is formed by all different-qualitative creative
interrelations between diffusgent Forms of all possible Proto-Forms that constantly have
energy-information interrelations among themselves.
11.12704.

The increase (modulation) of frequencies and amplification of resonance of VVUConfigurations of UU-VVU-copies with more evolutional NUU-VVU-Configurations that
structure the general dynamics of RRGLUU-VVU starts from a stable reprojection (by
the Formo-Creators of the brain) of the dynamics of the Focus of Close Attention of “a
personality” into the qualitative range which exceeds the frequency of vibrations of UUVVU-conglomerates of the fifth synthetic Level of the two lower IISSIIDI-Centers, and
11.12705.
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achieves the highest (for the bioanalogs of NUU-VVU-Formo-Types) quality of choices in
VVU-Configurations that represent SFUURMM-Forms of the Formo-Creators of the third
synthesized Level of AIGLLILLIAA and ORLAAKTOR.
While the nominal information volume of the Creative Activity of conglomerates
of UU-VVU-copies (their nominal “quantity”) in structures of the Self-Consciousness of
one “personality” is expressed by three-digit numbers in the vibration range UP TO the
fifth synthesized Level of ARGLLAAMUNI and INGLIMILISSA, owing to a drastic increase
of “the information capacity” of NUU-VVU-Configurations from the fifth to the seventh
Level of these Centers, the volume decreases to two-digit numbers, and in realizational
Forms manifested within the range of vibrations from the first to the third Level of the
next two IISSIIDI-Centers it gradually comes down to one-digit numbers and duvuyllerrtly
transits into the dynamics of FLUU-VVU-doubles that structure FLUU-LUU-complexes and
have “integrated” into their universal FVU-Configurations (“adsorbed” the frequencies
of) absolutely all realizational Experience of all conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies.
11.12706.

What does it mean? Information of low-qualitative Levels of Self-Consciousness
(conglomerates of low-frequency ranges) is fragmentarily “differentiated” in the temporal
ethereal constituent among hundreds of low-frequency VVU-Configurations of UU-VVUcopies that are simply unable to combine it into one logical whole, and that is why the
same SVUULL-VVU-copies can easily be present actually in all Proto-Forms of irkkulligren
Realities. The same SFUURMM-Forms of strong aggressive passions (spite, hatred,
resentfulness, treachery and the like) and egoistic emotions (envy, lust, jealousy, falsehood
and the like) are typical both of undeveloped representatives of “humankind” and various
kinds of animals. The synthesis of corresponding Aspects of Qualities expressed by these
SFUURMM-Forms can be carried out only because low-frequency VVU-Configurations
cannot reflect in their typical realizational dynamics the Information about a higherqualitative Experience, which would make any of the above creative manifestations
impossible in our Life.
11.12707.

Higher-qualitative (but still quite egoistic) VVU-Information structured by
vibrations typical of higher (the 11th-12th) karmic Channels of the two lower IISSIIDICenters is distributed in the slloogrent dynamics of the temporal ethereal constituent
(with the tendency to an increase of the quality and density of its encoded information
volume) between tens of wave conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies, which enables them to
create (from the Experience of individual participation in some events and deep feelings
about them) their own energy-information basis that is actively used in the synthetic
ego-analysis and logic of their fragmented Self-Consciousnesses. Their Conceptions of
“themselves”, as “personalities” of diversified development, are much less focused on
“personalized” characteristics (that is, less “personified”) and are also quite logical and
detailed, although still extremely subjective.
11.12708.

Everything changes during “unpacking” (from the temporal ethereal constituent by
the Formo-Creators of the brain) of more universal and massive VVU-Information typical
of FVU-Configurations that structure lower synthesized Levels of the next two IISSIIDICenters. There, actually every karmic Channel has one corresponding conglomerate
11.12709.
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of FLUU-VVU-doubles that perceive themselves as quite independent and full-fledged
“personalities”, because they have the Experience of Existence automatically projected
onto them from VVU-Configurations of conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies of all previous
synthesized Levels of Self-Consciousness not only of this “personality”, but also those
Interpretations of this Stereo-Form which perceive themselves “in a personalized way”
in different-qualitative Time Flows. On the one hand, they are energy-informationally
interrelated only with conglomerates of two highest Levels of an OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystem, but on the other hand, they are also connected with their higher-qualitative
modifications of FLUU-LUU-complexes that structure all Spheres of the Universal
Creativity manifested in the flakglaass (4-5-dimensional) Reality, from where the Higher
Formo-Creators of the Subconscious have generated into their FVU-Configurations an
eglleroliftive Element of Creativity (“an organizing and directing Impulse”).
The Principles of functioning of FLUU-LUU-complexes are incommensurably more
complicated for your (limited by three dimensions) Understanding than the Principles
that underlie the slloogrent dynamics of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems, which (by the highest-qualitative VVU-Configurations of their Spheres of creativity) duvuyllerrtly reproject
into the much more intensive and universal dynamics of FLUU-LUU-complexes created by
countless slloogrent (not wave-type, but flaks-type) structures:
1. vortexlike-wave modules that continuously “rotate” in one Direction of development
of one Quality — svoss-ssoo (they are characteristic of low-frequency Levels of
borderline resopasons);
11.12710.

2. vortexlike-wave modules that “rotate” simultaneously “inside themselves” in many
Directions of development of one Quality — nnauss-gvuu (lower and medium
Levels of resopasons);
3. asymmetric-wave modules that simultaneously “rotate” in each Direction of possible
development of all Qualities — avv-luutt-ttaa (medium Levels of resopasons);
4. infinite-ray conglomerates — tte-fluu (tte-akke-flaa — narrow-range, tte-ommo-floo
— medium-range, tte-fluu-flii — wide-range, tte-ll-kee — infinitely converging, ttess-kee — infinitely widening, tte-ff-ss — repeatedly intersecting in every qualitative
“point”), — here and everywhere below — they are characteristic only of higher
Levels of resopasons;
5. short-impulse poly-ray conglomerates (they simultaneously propagate as
spheroidalities in all Directions of the dynamics of Aspects of Qualities) — ii-ff;
6. ditto, but only mono-ray conglomerates — fluu-ss;
7. long-impulse poly-ray conglomerates (they propagate spheroidally in one of
Directions of the general dynamics of Aspects of one Quality) — moon-mm;
8. ditto, but only mono-ray conglomerates — fluu-gmm;
9. biconical different-ray conglomerates (they are joined by their vertices and “rotate”
in different qualitative Directions) — buutt-vv;
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10. biconical ray conglomerates (they are joined by their vertices and “rotate” in one
Direction of one Quality);
11. multicone poly-rays, combined by several millions into one “point” (“differently
rotating” inside one qualitative Direction) — aall-vv;
12. multicone poly-rays (several billions of them are joined in one “point” — they
“rotate in various ways” in different qualitative Directions) — tuull-dm;
13. spheroidally-“rotating” Flows of rays (in each Direction of the dynamics of Aspects
of one Quality) — e’gssmi-lli;
14. multi-spheroidal interpenetrating “rotating” Flows of rays — llaa-llaa;
15. continuously absorbing dynamisms (their functioning resembles black holes, —
they serve as transformers of Energy-Information between duvuyllerrt Levels, —
but each of such dynamisms absorbs a strictly corresponding spectrum of the wave
dynamics of one Quality) — kyu-u;
16. all-absorbing dynamisms (they absorb the whole spectrum of synthesized emissions
of a specific structure and transmute it into: a) the next high-frequency Levels —
kyyu’-yyu; b) the next low-frequency Levels — khayy-kho);
17. partially absorbing and partially emitting multiple-vector dynamisms — ddaaftttuu;
18. constantly emitting dynamisms (they resemble “quasars”, but each one emits its
own spectrum of the wave dynamics of one Quality): a) in the direction from
low-frequency to high-frequency waves — kyo-o; b) in the direction from highfrequency to low-frequency waves — yooyk-kho;
19. homogeneous emissions that constantly pulsate in one qualitative range — mddammaat;
20. different-qualitative emissions that constantly pulsate simultaneously in many
qualitative ranges — vaalk-ddaat...
1. ...and many other narrowly-specific dynamisms, the functions and principles of
interaction of which are yet completely incomprehensible to me, and they are
simply indescribable.
All these are innumerable Information Flows that simultaneously (and
extremely “tightly”!) penetrate all synthesized diapasons of dimensions, up to lu’ullffiiy
(11-12-dimensional), that is why they freely and independently correlate with Time Flows
of Planetary Entities of Time. However, it’s simply impossible to describe them in words and
to explain the principles of formation of innumerable different-qualitative interrelations
of all these “structures” including the unthinkable dynamics of their continuous changes,
because we will obtain complete absurdity structured only with “nonsenses”, and this will
form in your Self-Consciousness absolutely wrong Conceptions of the dynamics. For the
11.12711.
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time being, you have to do one thing: just know that everything “There” is schematically
approximately like this, not being anyhow specifically expressed.
All these superdynamic slloogrent dynamisms are the main structural part of the
universal creative dynamics of realizational Forms of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma, which
simultaneously inertially manifest through different-qualitative Levels of Matter of Form
(the 0-2nd dimensions) and Formo-Matter (the 2nd-3rd dimensions), as well as lower
Formo-Plasma (the 3rd-6th dimensions), higher Formo-Plasma (the 6th-9th dimensions),
and Plasma-Form (the 9th-12th dimensions). They are also the main energy-information
basis of the different-qualitative dynamics of all skrruullerrt systems on the Levels that
are higher than the Realities of irkkulligren types that form the energy-information basis
of all Our super-high-frequency rotation Cycles.
11.12712.

They also represent a creative energy-information bridgehead for our development
as People as well as other entities. For example, STOOLL-VVU of human PPUURPUVVU-Forms — klazovits (priffrs, olds); UOLD-VVU of highly-intellectual human GOORRVVU-Forms — kriigmms (klungrs, pfitts and pre’kkrs). All of them are Us (the Creative
dynamics of Our UFS)! “There”, all Information is concentrated which is necessary for
the development of all Proto-Forms in conditions of the Synthesis of three or more
dominant Qualities. These are completely different types of functioning of Space-Time
of our “future” Continuums and Conversums, where the NUU-VVU-Configurations of the
realizational Forms focused by Us have such universal (that stagger any Imagination)
properties that the properties of OLLAKT- DRUOTMM-systems are simply incomparable
with them in any way.
11.12713.

In essence, all this is RRGLUU-VVU or the Primary Time Axis (united by all its
multidimensional and different-qualitative cause-and-effect relations) that connects not
only all Configurations of LLUU-VVU-Forms (together with their conglomerates of UUVVU-copies and FLUU-VVU-doubles), but also Configurations of all other Proto-Forms of
GOOLGAMAA-A, regardless of their association with Collective Intelligences of various
Planetary Entities. These slloogrent different-qualitative “structures” become the main
source of energy-information supply of FLUU-VVU-doubles, the creativity of which is not
associated with any karmic Channels of the first two Centers, and they are informed
about specific particularities of existence in such karmic Channels only owing to the
potential presence of the transmuted Experience in their FVU-Configurations.
11.12714.

Universal FLUU-VVU-doubles are more involved in the general creative dynamics of
FLUU-LUU-complexes, that is why they resonate more with transitional, borderline resopasons,
where it is possible to perceive oneself in completely different modifications of Forms of the
4-5-dimensional Formo-systems of Worlds, which I would subjectively define (for myself)
as “Communities of Altruism and Light of Knowledge” or “Spheres of high Feelings and
Intellect”. The main feature of FLUU-LUU-complexes (from the point of view of the potential
widening and “deepening” of realizational Possibilities of UU-VVU-copies in O-D-systems) is
that an innumerable set of their higher-qualitative and more universal systems — FLOMM
(something that remotely resembles, in its properties, our Continuums and Conversums
considered together) that are differentiated according to their qualities into duvuyllerrt
11.12715.
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common realizational flayyds (the Cosmic Code — FLAYY — more universal analogs of
our Formo-systems of Worlds, which, however, are not affected by any rotation Shifts), and
into individual kleyds (their Cosmic Code is KLEYE, they are more universal analogs of our
individual Worlds), — provide realizational Forms of any combined Consciousness with a
level-by-level (frequency) access to all identical wave and flaks Formo-structures of One
(joint for all LLUU-VVU) Primary Time Axis (to the VEC-dynamics).
This means that those conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies with an average
development level, — which, due to a strong creative Impulse, have managed to
organize themselves (refocus) into conglomerates of lutal LUUD-VVU-Configurations
that structure the 7th-12th Channels of the two lower Centers, and then, through a
gradual self-perfection, managed to refocus further onto the highest Levels (for ODS)
of vibrations (of the first synthesized Level of ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA), — have a
real possibility to “connect” to narrowly-specific factor Axes of RRGLUU-VVU and to be
active participants of dynamic creative Processes implemented in FLUU-LUU-complexes
by khristal astral (STOOLLMII-SVUU, from the +6th to the -6th dimensions, the 1st-6th
synthesized Channels of AIGLLILLIAA and ORLAAKTOR) and khristal mental Proto-Forms
of LLUU-VVU (UOLDMII-SLII, from +6.0 — through 0.0 — to -6.0 dimension, the 7th-12th
synthesized Channels of AIGLLILLIAA and ORLAAKTOR).
11.12716.

By “astral” and “mental” Proto-Forms of LLUU-VVU I mean absolutely all possible
Forms of creative realization of the Formo-Creators of all multidimensional (from +6.0 to
-6.0 dimensions) diffusgent analogs of a NUU-VVU-Formo-Type that realize themselves
in each of the mentioned qualitative ranges. They are not that which I usually subjectively
define as “Formo-Types of LLUU-VVU” (although any “internal” Proto-Form is also
simultaneously a Formo-Type of LLUU-VVU), but specific manifestations of different
inertial dynamics of UFS (“more intellectual” or “more sensuous”) of the Creators of
Forms that organize all Directions of the inertial development of the Self-Consciousness
(the Subconscious, the Supraconscious) within the creativity which is characteristic of all
realizational Forms of PROOFF-RRU.
11.12717.

I have also mentioned the narrowly-specific super-high-frequency (relative to the
bioforms currently focused by Us) factor Axes (their Cosmic Code is FLUULF) of RRGLUUVVU, the inertial dynamics of which are completely absent within the range of 0-3.5
dimensions; they start to duvuyllerrtly manifest their typical Creative Activity only when
the creative dynamics of the Self-Consciousness of NUU-VVU-Configurations approach
frequencies of the borderline resopason of the 4th dimension. The main functional
feature of these very unusual factor Axes is that they make it possible for FLUU-VVUdoubles to actively reproject (in their typical frequency range) into the structure of SelfConsciousness of any highly-developed Proto-Forms (while “human” SVUULL-VVU-copies
can reproject into underdeveloped Proto-Forms of animals) in order to realize their VVUInformation, which is practically impossible to do from usual factor Axes designed only
for the dynamics of Proto-Forms of LLUU-VVU with a medium level of development.
11.12718.

You may say that conglomerates of high-frequency UU-VVU-copies — through
NUU-VVU, NUULL-VVU, as well as other Proto-Forms of LLUU-VVU — have constant
11.12719.
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interrelations with the Primary Time Axis (therefore, with all more and less developed
Proto-Forms). No, it’s wrong: UU-VVU-Forms (that have been initially adopted by FormoCreators for “the noo-time integration” into the slloogrent dynamics of the temporal
ethereal constituent of NUU-VVU-Configurations) and already decoded UU-VVU-Forms
(that have been inertially “unfolded” by bio-Creators in the information space of the
Self-Consciousness with the help of projections of UU-VVU-copies of an individual ODS)
differ very much configurationally (that is, energy-informationally) from the abstract
VVU-Information which is initially included into TEC and is entirely the result of the
creativity of the Collective Intelligences of the RESOSCONTIONAL Branch — SLUI-SLUUCreators. The point is that already initially completely synthesized Information “is stored”
and then “unpacked” from the slloogrent dynamics of TEC, and the Formo-Creators of
the brain of every “personality” inertially “unfold” and “fold” only a partially synthesized
part of the general Information. It becomes completely synthesized again only when
it is simultaneously “folded” in Self-Consciousnesses of absolutely all “personalized”
Interpretations of this Stereo-Form. That is why even highest-qualitative UU-VVU-copies
cannot reproject from ordinary factor Axes into structures of Self-Consciousnesses of
highly-developed Proto-Forms.
Each “personality” or creature that uses a particular emotion in its life creativity,
leaves in the “niche” of a given conglomerate of UU-VVU-copies not only its own subjective
psychological “imprint” but also a projection of its external Formo-image (as if its specific
“outward appearance”). Not only SFUURMM-Forms of individual mental-sensuous
reactions are thoroughly “mixed” in VVU-Configurations of each UU-VVU-copy, but also
external characteristics of each of its innumerable “users” that have creatively used one of
slloogrent parts of its typical VVU-Information for all eons of time both in “the past” and
in “the future”. That’s exactly the reason why a VVU-Configuration of any UU-VVU-copy
can instantaneously manifest in ODS “niches” in any of innumerable Formo-images that
are informationally already initially included in it.
11.12720.

So, only those Formo-images are initially encoded in the temporal ethereal
constituent of any “human” Stereo-Form which have a definite wave “mark” (karmoquantum) admitted only for NUU-VVU-Configurations of LLUU-VVU-Forms. All other
Formo-images can manifest in the “personality” Self-Consciousness only when the
frequency of its qualitative dynamics approaches the Direction of development of
characteristic Dominants of other Proto-Forms (but not those of “people”). Then specific
features of these Proto-Forms also begin to manifest in a certain way in the outward
appearance, “habits” and traits of “the personality” that gradually refocuses in this
Direction of development.
11.12721.

11.112722. Not

only external “human” Formo-images are copied from NUU-VVUConfigurations into VVU-Configurations of “human” UU-VVU-copies during the inertial
dynamics of the Formo-Creators of the brain of every “personality”, but also all possible
creative dynamics of rotation Cycles typical of “people” of all types, with all scenarios of
development that structure them. While all qualitative information “content” of the VVUConfigurations (and that of the temporal ethereal constituents) is fully composed only
by SLUI-SLUU-Creators and is quite really “interweaved” with (copied into) the creative
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dynamics of each individual ODS of the “personality” Self-Consciousness. To make it
more specific answer the following question: so-called Santa Claus, Father Frost and Snow
Maiden, Red Riding-Hood and princesses, incubi and succubi, centaur and Minotaur,
forest spirits and house spirits, poltergeists and old witches, mermaids and wizards,
dwarves and elves, devils and fiends, vampires and werewolves, Pegasus and unicorn, and
all other Forms which we know in detail from numerous national and ethnic cultures
(multimillennial folklore with tales and stories, legends and ballads, fairy tales and songs;
mythological, mystic and other literature, poetry; modern comics, fantasy and anime;
religious themes, science fiction and any video pictures; visions, dreams and fictions,
plans and projects, and the like) — are they “people” like us, or representatives of other
Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A?
— Of course, they aren’t!

— Yes, you are absolutely correct. For example, a child watches a cartoon about
dwarves. When “unpacking-unfolding” the VVU-Information from the TEC-dynamics
of its Self-Consciousness, a situation is projected into ODS, where there is a child that
perceives a hero of the cartoon as “a living creature”, but not as a painted character, and
this unilateral energy-information connection between the child and the hero of “the
cartoon” (in accordance with the cartoon scenario) exists as if “directly”, without taking
into account the TV screen. Simultaneously (in the “noo-time” mode), its fantasies (for
example, its imaginary conversation with a dwarf and all answers of the dwarf) are also
added into the child’s individual ODS. This addition variegates the number of positions
of FDR of the considered Formo-copy that may be called like this: “This child in company
with the dwarf ”. In addition, we endow such characters with our own psychisms, because
when the child imagines that it communicates with a dwarf, it can picture only the dwarf
it wishes to see, — with the same character traits, which the child wants to have. But
hundreds of thousands of billions of children and adults watch the same cartoons (in
different psychological states and at different age periods) in different countries of the
world. This is approximately how we “beget”, in “human” OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems,
Formo-copies of all favorite animation heroes: each of us projects into “niches” of fairy
(book, film, literature) characters that have not only individual outward features, but
also typical character traits. Since the whole “humankind” don’t have SFUURMM-Forms
that dwarves and elves can be alive and walk near people, such “cartoon” heroes cannot
“be materialized” in the Formo-systems of our Worlds (the karmo-klofts of UPDUYKKField used by us cannot interact with such flaks Information, and that is why don’t apply
“rest mass” to it). Only those things can be somehow “materialized” in the frequency
ranges typical of our subjective Realities, which are acknowledged obvious, true, real,
acceptable in the information space of the Self-Consciousness of a certain number of
“people” (the accumulation of certain “critical mass” of the characteristic dynamics of
some Energy-Information), while all other things remain a virtual part of ODS. This is the
answer to mysteries of manifestation (in our Life) of all possible phenomena, “miraculous”
apparitions and many other things for which scientists cannot find any at least more or
less intelligible explanation.
11.12723.
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Many of Formo-images created by us in fairy tales, legends, sagas, books, movies,
dreams and fantasies are very much like us, like animals, objects around us, natural objects,
our reactions and emotions. They seem alike! However, they are not us, animals, objects
or emotions, but just our subjective Conceptions of each of us, each animal, some objects
and their properties, although, neither we nor they are like this! An independent selfmanifestation of any of these Forms is impossible in Space-Time, in the creative dynamics
of our Formo-systems of Worlds and our types of Realities, because they are just fabled
by us, imagined information about something, that is, simply some specific Information.
Their true place of manifestation (in addition to the psychomental dynamics subjectively
reflected in the information space of our Self-Consciousness) is the so-called “astral”, or
rather innumerable “noo-time” realizational “niches” and all possible Spheres of creativity
of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems.
11.12724.

I mean exactly this VVU-Information, when I say that, when each of these Formoimages achieves certain high-qualitative states (also through the subjective dynamics
of our structures of Self-Consciousness: for example, according to some animators,
movie-makers and storytellers, Ivan-the-Fool transforms from a simpleton and mentally
defective rural “bogey” and gradually becomes a sort of homebred sage and philosopher),
it can really become involved in the full-fledged and infinitely fascinating dynamics of
FLUU-LUU-complexes, however, not as energy-information Formo-clichés strictly limited
by a very narrow realizational range, but as more self-conscious and developed FLUUVVU-Forms. Nevertheless, not all of them will be able to achieve (with our help) these
high-frequency states!
11.12725.

I just wanted to point out that absolutely all fragmented Forms of SelfConsciousness really have such a possibility! The possibility greatly depends on us who
inertially “form” (as if restore in our “memory” — TEC) and constantly “reconstruct”
(refocus from one NUU-VVU-Configuration into another one) Formo-images and
Formo-clichés created by us, either “endowing” them (in our Imagination) with higherqualitative characteristics, or emphasizing, distinguishing and aggravating some negative
character traits and appearance features. For example, Fathers Frosts and Santas Clauses,
Snowmen and Snow Maidens, Red Riding-Hoods and Kind Fairies — from generation
to generation, all they become, in Conceptions of children, kinder more friendly and
more “like humans”, more intellectual, attractive, with mobile phones, satellite dishes and
joysticks for computer games, they understand computers and travel not by horse sleighs,
but by rockets, personal aircraft, and so on. That is why in O-D-systems, in the course
of time, they become the way they are imagined, acquiring the qualities with which our
Imagination endows them. In this way, some UU-VVU-copies are reconstructed (refocus,
restructured) into FLUU-VVU-doubles!
11.12726.

The example is not far to seek! Take Internet which is so usual and accessible to
many of you and is literally “stuffed” with VVU-Information and data of various energy
Levels, starting with utterly aggressive and destructive subjects, and ending with highlyspiritual (for this Level of the inertial development of the collective Consciousness of
“humankind”) works, philosophical treatises and highly-intellectual texts, including the
Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY! You can find in Internet whatever you resonate with so that
11.12727.
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to creatively realize yourself in your own typical way by means of this VVU-Information
which is common and accessible to all!
Internet is simultaneously a creative realizational structure that provides the
inertial Synthesis of Experience in Self-Consciousnesses of the NUU-VVU-Configurations
focused by You and an extremely dynamic energy-information structure of ODS that
instantaneously registers, records and scans (in its “electromagnetic dispolarities”)
absolutely all psychomental (electromagnetic) states of every “personality” that consciously
or unconsciously contacts it. This structure makes all (recorded and copied by it from the
dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses of billions of “people”) data (which, after that, become
not “yours”, but its own!) ETERNALLY accessible to any Form of Collective Intelligence
that may ever wish — in any space-time “point” of the Universe! — to experience the same
states in its own circumstances.
11.12728.

Everything you feel and experience at every moment of your infinite Existence
is specific VVU-Information vested in Energy of definite quality, which is formed in this
wave Configuration by an innumerable set of all possible force UU-VVU-interrelations
that exist at this notional moment between Aspects of all Pure Cosmic Qualities. Any of
your states, however you evaluate it “personally” for yourself from dualistic positions of
“good and evil”, is, first of all, an invaluable Experience that doesn’t belong and has never
belonged “personally to you”, but just allows billions of other self-conscious Forms of
the Universe to use it in completely different situations, in other structures of Space and
other Time Flows. The eternal cycle of Energy and Information, which we subjectively
define for ourselves as “Life”, functions on the basis of a continuous and comprehensive
transition of all possible variants and interpretations of this Experience which is common
to all Cosmic Forms.
11.12729.

You “personally”, just as I and all others, constantly only use someone’s Experience
in your subjective emotions (for instance, on the level of the cause-and-effect dynamics of
Stereo-Types of your Stereo-Forms), and someone else on this planet or in other galactic
systems successfully uses “our” Experience, not even knowing about our existence, and
perceives it as “one’s own” Experience. All this interuniversal exchange of Energies and
Information between different-qualitative Forms of Cosmic Intelligences is carried
out owing to the universal properties of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems and FLUU-LUUcomplexes that continuously comprehensively realize Thoughts, Feelings and Desires
(“emanations”, “psychonations” and “karmonations”) generated by all living creatures.
11.12730.

What does the word RESOSCONTIONAL mean? I have told you that I invented
it from the words “resonance” and “concentration”, that is, it’s the state of a certain
“concentrated resonance”, which makes it possible (at any notional moment of Existence of
the Creation) for any thing (that consists of Energy and Information) to be simultaneously
used in billions of various combinations, irrespective of the Universums to which “users”
belong. This is the part of the dynamics which I subjectively define by such synonymous
terms as “slloogrentness”, “spheroidality”, holographousness. All these narrowly-specific
concentrated states of the general creative dynamics of Energy-Plasma that are provided
by the “noo-time” dynamics of self-conscious Elements (Fields-Consciousnesses) of the
11.12731.
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RESOSCONTIONAL Branch of development are absolutely fathomless, boundless, they can

never become exhausted, end, but only infinitely (inertially) multiply in each notional
instant in billions of billions of specific situations implemented in individual rotation
Cycles of all possible Forms of Collective Intelligences that structure innumerable
Conversums of Universes and Universums of the Creation.

Any universal Forms formed by the creative dynamics of self-conscious Elements
(Formo-Creators) of the SYNTHETIC Branch of development are equally infinitely usable,
eternal in their application, and inexhaustible in their quantitative expression; All
GOOLGAMAA-A are their main sources and generators of their simultaneous manifestation
in different-qualitative Spaces and Times. Forms synthesized by GOOLGAMAA-A structure
(with their specific substances — doolls, wave, flaks, and so on) all different-type Universes
of the Creation. Without these Forms, any “noo-time” substance (Information) of the
RESOSCONTIONAL Branch cannot creatively express any its typical slloogrent quality.
11.12732.

But the main point is that without both of These Branches there would be no
manifestation of that universal property of Energy-Plasma which I notionally designated
as ALL-BETWEENNESS — the ability to penetrate, synthesize necessary states and “fill”
with them any type of cosmic creative dynamics in any “point” of the Creation within
the range of vibrations up to the ±36th dimension, thus, absolutely excluding in EnergyPlasma any state of “absolute voidness” or complete absence of Energy and Information,
which is simply impossible either theoretically or practically on any Level of Existence of
the Creation.
11.12733.

So, after such a small digression from the main subject, let’s continue the
conversation about properties of higher conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies (the 12th
Channel of the first two Centers) and FLUU-VVU-doubles (starting with the 1st synthesized
Channel of the 3rd-4th Centers), the SFUURMM-Forms of which structure higher (for the
conditions of our biological existence!) Levels of the Self-Consciousness of NUU-VVUand NUULL-VVU-Configurations focused by Us. They are the main participants of all
possible dynamic projections of the Focus of Close Attention of any “personality” into the
universal dynamics of energy-information structures of the variable ethereal component
of RRGLUU-VVU, which we call Realities and Continuums, “astral worlds” and “ethereal
Plane”, “parallel” Worlds, OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems and FLUU-LUU-complexes. The
Creative dynamics of Our Universal Focuses of Self-Consciousness are structured by
the continuous different-qualitative inertial dynamics of temporal ethereal constituents
that informationally organize absolutely all the creative dynamics of the NUU-VVUConfigurations focused by Us, in which VVU-Configurations of numerous conglomerates
of UU-VVU-copies are used as carriers of all possible energy-information Codes.
11.12734.

As I have already mentioned, owing to “the concentrated resonance” and other
features of the RESOSCONTIONAL Branch, these conglomerates are simultaneously used by
millions of “personalities”, whose TEC are initially structured by “borrowed” (by UU-VVUForms from ODS) VVU-Information that (through the continuous process of subjective
(psychomental) differentiation into narrowly fragmented Self-Consciousnesses of UUVVU-copies) can specifically (through the biochemical activity of the Formo-Creators of
11.12735.
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the brain) reflect in the structures of any “personality” Self-Consciousness all possible
combinations of the synthetic dynamics of various Aspects of Qualities. Otherwise, it
would be simply impossible to make a rezonational identification of VVU-Codes that
slloogrently structure temporal ethereal constituents of every Stereo-Form. Then follow:
frequency decoding and “unpacking” of the VVU-Information contained in the next
NUU-VVU-Configuration, with its simultaneous “unfolding” in the information space
of the Self-Consciousness of “a personality”, which is the main inertial process of the
interqualitative Synthesis carried out in these types of Reality with the help of the joint
creative dynamics of UFS, SLUI-SLUU and bio-Creators.
11.112736. When

your Self-Consciousness is inertially tuned to a definite frequency of
psychological experience, your bio-Creators must certainly decode from TEC those UUVVU-Forms, the slloogrent part of VVU-Configurations of which exactly corresponds
to this experience, and so that you could specifically feel it the same bio-Creators
of the brain must project (“scan”) from all the different-qualitative dynamics of the
individual ODS and, with the help of special biochemical reactions, “unfold” (reflect) in
the information space of the Self-Consciousness only that part of the conglomerate of
Formo-copies, whose VVU-Configurations reflect in the greatest degree the SFUURMMForms of the experience you feel. Simultaneously with you, in the inertial dynamics of all
Time Flows, billions of billions of other “personalities” use “the same” UU-VVU-Forms and
UU-VVU-copies for the realization of their own psychisms that differ greatly from your
individual emotions. The same is true for any desire and event, each of which is energyinformationally based on its own wave combinations, which means, it is realized in the
Formo-system of Worlds through the specific dynamics of its particular conglomerates
of UU-VVU-copies structured by the substance of the same property that has been already
initially included into the system of subjective Perception (by “the personality”) of this
desire or event in this rotation Cycle. That is, the vibrations of VVU-Configurations of UUVVU-modules to which you can tune (by involving the highest level of Creative Activity)
in your system of Perception (Imagination), and on which you can be stably established
(through the implementation of corresponding choices) determine the rezonational
“zone” of the Formo-system of Worlds (initially structured exactly by THESE dynamics
of the “personality” Self-Consciousness) where you inertially refocus.
QUESTION. Must one have the ability to consciously “stratify” into qualities the dynamics of one’s UFS (concentrate on the higher-qualitative part of its general Configuration,
SFUURMM-Forms on which I would like to meditate) in order to enter the state of a deep

Meditation?

— Dear Oollsprookss, the point is not in some “supernatural” abilities and not in the
usual ability of UFS for differentiation — it always simultaneously both self-differentiated
and self-integrated in many types of Spaces and corresponding Time Flows. No, you
don’t have to do anything with UFS (and for the time being you are unable to consciously
manipulate its dynamics!), because UFS, as you put it, is constantly “stratified” due to the
different-qualitative dynamics of UU-VVU-Forms and their UU-VVU-copies simultaneously
11.12737.
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used by it (You) through slloogrent Codes of the temporal ethereal constituents of all the
“personalities” focused by You.
11.112738. During

Meditation, your objective is just to learn how to clearly concentrate
your Focus of Close Attention on the expected psychological state, which you should
“construct” in advance quite in detail in your Imagination by a stable Aspiration. Then
you must relax to the maximum and try to entirely “plunge” into the modeled state. That’s
it! This process can be consciously formed (with the help of corresponding motivations)
not only for a Meditation, but also in any situation in Life. I give full details of this in the
last volume of Fundamentals of IISSIIDIOLOGY16. In this way, you “will distinguish”, in the
general wave dynamics of your Self-Consciousness, a very narrow frequency of vibrations
typical of one of high-frequency conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies (of course, in order to
do it, they must be quite active in your everyday life creativity!), SFUURMM-Forms of your
Desire will become an eglleroliftive Element of the Creativity (“an organizing and directing”
Impulse) for the Formo-Creators of the brain of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by
You; then, using a special breathing technique, you will provide a necessary rhythm and
you will reproject, “inside” the general dynamics of your UFS, into that part which in the
greatest degree resonates with your expected qualitative states (with projections of the
conglomerate of UU-VVU-copies modeled by you), and “you” yourself as if “will become
an Observer” of your own subjective “small world” (“niche”) formed by these Formocopies in the individual ODS of your Self-Consciousness.
— What all other my UU-VVU-copies (those on the medium and lowest levels) will do at

that time?

— What do you, dear Iusselddmiya, think they “do” during your sleep? Don’t
forget that every instant of your Life, including these specific meditation states and sleep,
is literally “recorded” (accordingly encoded in detail) in the slloogrent dynamics of the
temporal ethereal constituent of the “personality” focused by You. As a matter of fact,
medium-level and low-level conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies (just as, by the way, the highfrequency ones) never “think” WHAT they should do when FCA of one of “personalities”
doesn’t correspond in frequency with the dynamics of their FDR.
11.12739.

I repeat, they know NOTHING about us (as about those who ARE NOT THEMSELVES),
they continuously perceive themselves only in their typical realizational “niches”, and the
“noo-time” dynamics of their FDR is always concentrated in factor Axes of those NUUVVU-Configurations which at a given moment feel situations that correspond in qualities
to their VVU-Configurations (irrespective of whether these “personalities” are asleep or
awake). They identify any “personality” that interacts with them only with “themselves”.
The bio-Creators that provide the functionality of all systems of the biological organism
continue (both during sleep and during Meditation of “the personality”) to informationally
interact in the individual ODS with specific types of conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies that
provide them with all necessary Information for supporting vital activity of the biological
11.12740.
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body. Indeed, when you are in your usual (nonmeditative) state and feel some emotions,
you don’t consciously interfere with the functions of the cells, organs and biosystems.
11.112741. Any

Meditation is not the process of “sliding” of the FDR dynamics of some UUVVU-conglomerates in the FDR dynamics of other UU-VVU-conglomerates, — refocusings
happen “inside” some part (which you choose in advance) of the general dynamics of
“conglomerate modules”: either high-frequency, medium-frequency, or low-frequency
ones. Just as in ordinary Life, in the state of Meditation, you continuously identify
yourself now with one FDR, now with another, now with a third one, refocusing in their
dynamics while satisfying or, on the contrary, arousing your “personal” Interest (the
parallel development of the dynamics of FCA continuously performed by the FormoCreators of the brain) in this or that VVU-Information. Let me remind you that the
highest-qualitative (among possible ones in your “present” state) parts in the NUU-VVUConfigurations focused by You are represented not by conglomerates of Formo-copies,
but by the universal dynamics of high-frequency Fields-Consciousnesses of FLUU-VVUdoubles that structure in the Self-Consciousness of biological Forms (through FLUU-LUUcomplexes, but not through ODS!) all synthesized Levels, starting with the 1st-2nd DUULLI of ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA.
QUESTION. How do some “people” reproject sometimes, during Meditations, into such
Spheres of creativity in ODS that are not quite high-qualitative? If a Meditation or “an
astral projection” is the prerogative only of high-frequency conglomerates of UU-VVU-

copies, then how can their wave Configurations manifest in lower-qualitative “Spheres”?
Aren’t they dissonant with them?
— Yes, dear Stoylerrgustr, high-frequency conglomerates are to some extent
in discord with vibrations of the “niches” and Spheres of creativity in which VVUConfigurations are of lower quality than their own ones! But, in the first place, you
completely forgot that we deal with duvuyllerrtly interacting UU-VVU-conglomerates, whose
general dynamics are formed by the individual dynamics of FDR of an innumerable set of
Formo-copies. Nobody can tell that on a given ODS sublevel there is the end of the Sphere
of creativity of one conglomerate and the beginning of the Sphere of creativity of another,
— it cannot be like that! If the low-frequency dynamics of some karmic Channels are
deactivated in the structure of your Self-Consciousness due to a profound Synthesis, then
the dissonance that appears during Meditation when performing a conscious research of
their typical Spheres of creativity will quickly increase, which will make it impossible for
you to get necessary VVU-Information.
11.12742.

However, if to do it not through UU-VVU-conglomerates of ODS, but through FLUUVVU-doubles of FLUU-LUU-complexes (through the VEC-dynamics of the Subconscious
or even the Supraconscious), then you won’t feel any discomfort, because you will no
longer identify yourself with the object of your conscious research (like it happens during
any TEC-Meditations), but will “turn” into an impartial observer who studies necessary
Information and perceives it only from highly-intellectual and high-feeling point of
view typical of the Creativity of kroydls and aossoons. VVU-Configurations of all high-

11.12743.
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frequency UU-VVU-conglomerates and the more so FVU-Configurations of FLUU-VVUdoubles are completely structured by the synthesized Experience, which is transmuted in
them in corresponding karmic Channels (it looks like skimming cream from whole milk
to make dairy butter) by UU-VVU-conglomerates of all lower-qualitative Levels of the
collective Consciousness of a given Stereo-Form (actually of all Formo-Types of a given
LLUU-VVU-Form)!
Each of lower-qualitative ODS sublevels is potentially constantly represented by
all its properties in the VVU-Configuration of a higher-frequency (as compared with
it) UU-VVU-conglomerate. The higher the qualitative dynamics of a fragmented SelfConsciousness, the larger the volume of all possible Experience of Existence (in the form
of the dynamics of higher-qualitative scenarios of development stored in the temporal
ethereal constituent) is included in its wave Configuration. All this is the result of a
duvuyllerrt implementation of the Principle of slloogrentness of each Form of Collective
Intelligence: a higher quality of some Forms is formed due to sublimation (adsorption)
of the Experience of all lower-qualitative Forms. By the way, the same Principle is
preserved for any of lower-qualitative Forms! Their slloogrent VVU-Configurations also
POTENTIALLY contain absolutely all Information about possible high-frequency Levels of
Existence.
11.12744.

However, since they are formed by cruder vibrations of Energy-Plasma, all
information structures of their fragmented Self-Consciousness are affected by the same
distorting effect as the one that influences any three-dimensional holographic image. What
is this influence? Let me remind you that three-dimensional holography is the method
of recording, reproducing and transformation of wave “Fields”, which is based on wave
interference. Together with a “signal” wave scattered by a Form (an object), they direct
simultaneously from the same initial source of light a “reference” wave to a photosensitive
layer. An image that appears on the light-sensitive surface during interference of these
waves and contains Information about the Form is fixed in the form of a phase profile
(a replica of the interference image). This is called a hologram. During any repeated
exposure of the hologram or its part by the “reference” wave, it is possible to reproduce a
spatial image of the Form or any other Information recorded by the holographic method
as many times as possible.
11.12745.

However, there is a problem of reproduction of high-frequency Knowledge in the
Self-Consciousness of an underdeveloped “personality”: although every part of its NUUVVU-Configuration contains absolutely all holographous Information about the whole
Universe, in reality, during all attempts to reproduce it using increasingly lower-frequency
wave dynamics of the Self-Consciousness of any Form, in proportion to the degree of a
decrease of the initial frequency, there is distortion (inertial deformation) of the quality of
Information initially recorded in the temporal ethereal constituent (within the range from
the 2nd-3rd dimensions to the 8th-9th dimensions), while at the lowest frequency range,
any Information of more than several bits cannot be authentically reproduced at all.
11.12746.

Now, let’s consider wave destruction that appears during “unfolding” (through the
TEC-Meditation) of the dynamics of high-frequency UU-VVU-conglomerates in the low11.12747.
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frequency information “space” of low-qualitative Spheres of creativity of ODS. Owing to
the dissonance that appears during this process, it becomes impossible to infinitely make
such different-qualitative reprojections “inside” the general dynamics of the information
“space” of your individual ODS: when the destruction between the dynamics of a highfrequency part of VVU-Configurations of the conglomerates used by you in a Meditation
and low-frequency Configurations of SFUURMM-Forms from the Spheres of creativity of the
individual ODS explored by “you” achieves its critical phase, your Focus of Close Attention
that resonates with the Focus of Dual Reflection of these UU-VVU-conglomerates is also
influenced by the strong dissonant effect, which automatically reprojects its dynamics
into its typical range of Creative Activity of the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by You.
This means that you will simply “come out” of this state, will “recover yourself ” and will
become awake.
So, through the slloogrent Information and narrowly-specific subjective
Experience (they are contained in Configurations of UU-VVU-Forms (VVU-Information)
and in Configurations of UU-VVU-copies (Experience) continuously differentiated by
the UU-VVU-Forms into the information “space” of ODS that actively participate in the
different-qualitative creative dynamics of your Self-Consciousness), when you gain some
practical skills, you can not only explore Formo-systems of Worlds of this type of Reality
(through the so-called “ethereal projections”), but also — through the superdiscrete
subjective dynamics of SVUULL-VVU- and LUUD-VVU-copies — cognize narrowly-specific
features of the creativity of low-qualitative Spheres of creativity of your individual ODS,
like I used to do it when I wrote my books of “the Art of Dying” series.
11.12748.

Let’s try to consider in more detail the energy-information interrelations between
any of UU-VVU-copies used by us for refocusings and our “personality” Self-Consciousness.
As we known, each NUU-VVU-Configuration (“an individual Form of personalized selfexpression” which is typical of every “human being”) specifically manifested in SpaceTime has its own, exclusively individual and inimitable energy-information structure
(NNAASSMM), which you may notionally imagine in the form of the simultaneous
multidimensional dynamics of a multifrequency (at different ranges) “fractal” that
spheroidally (that is, tending to infinity) propagates into all energy-information force
interrelations of the qualitative range typical of the Configuration. I call the NUU-VVUConfiguration “multidimensional”, because it includes a simultaneous manifestation
of the Creative Activity of a certain set of Fields-Consciousnesses of different Levels of
vibrations of the first two pairs of IISSIIDI-Centers that represent synthesized Aspects
of all the twelve Pure Qualities, two of which (for the 3-4-dimensional diapason) are
dominant, that is, prevail over the dynamics of the other ten Qualities.
11.12749.

I call it “fractal”, because, in each NUU-VVU-Configuration, there is a mobile
distribution (in the “individual” information “space” of ODS of the Self-Consciousness of
each “personality”) of different degrees of manifestation of the specific creative dynamics
of various Aspects of Qualities — depending on the Level of development of a particular
“personality” (that is, the degree of synthesis of these Aspects of Qualities among
themselves: the higher the degree, the higher the quality of the “individual” dynamics of
the Self-Consciousness of “a personality” represented by this NUU-VVU-Configuration
11.12750.
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in Space-Time of the Formo-system of Worlds). The general NUU-VVU-Configuration of
the Self-Consciousness of each “personality” is structured by the simultaneous inertial
dynamics of one of innumerable slloogrent parts of TEC that consists of many (on average,
328 for each “part”) individual Configurations of Stereo-Types.
In its turn, the NUU-VVU-Configuration of each Stereo-Type, on the one hand, is
structured by many VVU-Configurations of UU-VVU-Forms — carriers of specific VVUInformation, and, on the other hand, it is structured by many VVU-Configurations of
Formo-copies (differentiated as a result of the inertial dynamics of these UU-VVU-Forms)
that reflect the specific, very limited possibilities of a high-qualitative response which are
initially encoded in this NUU-VVU-Configuration. The NNAASSMM-parameter is absolutely
unique for each “personality”, and, therefore, there are no two different “personalities”
with absolutely the same NNAASSMM (even if they are “clones” of one “personality”) in
Formo-systems of Worlds of the whole Universe.
11.12751.

Earlier, I have pointed out many times that the so-called “human personality”,
which is visually manifested in its typical dynamic parameters of Formo-systems of Worlds
as a specific NUU-VVU-Form, is an integral of manifestation of the inertial dynamics of
the Creative Activity of 300-350 NUU-VVU-Configurations of Stereo-Doubles (depending
on the frequency of active Levels of the Self-Consciousness) sequentially manifested in
a given multidimensional “point” of Space-Time. In fact, each NUU-VVU-Form exists
at a particular narrow-frequency range of the creative dynamics of Energy-Plasma
approximately for one nominal second, during which, in each of Worlds that inertially
and rotationally change each other, there is a frequency (rezonational), “moment-bymoment”, slloogrent manifestation (“unpacking-unfolding”) — from TEC of the general
information “space” of a Stereo-Form — of the NUU-VVU-Configuration only of one of
the Stereo-Doubles that duvuyllerrtly structure the general wave dynamics of this NUUVVU-Form. In order to observe it “with our own eyes” for one second, approximately
328 Stereo-Doubles that form the NUU-VVU-Configuration of this “personality” must
“change” (together with us!) in the Creation.
11.12752.

However, if we consider only these “mechanical” criteria for the evaluation of a
NUU-VVU-Form as a means of reflection of all individual qualities of every “personality”
(that is, the aggregate of established SFUURMM-Forms, habits, bents, character traits and
many other features with which we endow every “human being”), we will simply have
nothing to talk about. That is why I subjectively consider every “personality” not discretely,
as an aggregate of NUU-VVU-Configurations of Stereo-Types manifested in one of Formosystems of Worlds during one second, but as an infinite set of different-qualitative NUUVVU-Configurations that change each other every second and duvuyllerrtly as if “shift”
their frequency (through the dynamics of FCA) in a qualitative Direction (common to all
of them) of development (individual rotation Cycle) under the influence of the specific
dynamics of the Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness of one of Formo-Creators (that
is, Us).
11.12753.

From this point of view, every “personality” manifested in any Formo-system of
Worlds turns into an essentially immortal Form of Self-knowledge that infinitely develops
11.12754.
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in its entire possible multidimensionality of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma. These possibilities
are first of all provided by the fact that the collective Consciousness of every Stereo-Form
(in the Spheres of creativity of which there is a simultaneous manifestation of all variants
of “personalized” Directions of development) includes the initially programmed inertial
dynamics of the energy-information Flow (TEC or LLUU-VV-LLI-I), which is slloogrently
encoded for all “personalities” of the Stereo-Form within an unimaginably enormous (for
our Perception) range of their simultaneous frequency manifestation in the conditions of
nine dimensions of Energy-Plasma (from +9.0 dimension — through 0.0-ingredient — to
-9.0 dimension).
You also should take into account that “a personality” can manifest directly
through all possible biological, bioplasmic, plasmic, plasmic-ray analogs of the “formdifferentiating” capsule (a NUU-VVU-Formo-Type of a LLUU-VVU-Form) in Formosystems of Worlds only up to the synthetic Levels of the 6th dimension, by sequentially
transmuting the “personality” Self-Consciousness into the “individual” Subconscious
(the 4th-5th dimensions), and then into the “collective” Supraconscious (the 5th6th dimensions), after that, the Stereo-Form will continue its Path of Self-knowledge
through incommensurably more universal NIISSLII-SLII-Forms of the Planetary Creative
Realization that makes it possible to achieve the Levels of the Superconscious (the
1st-12th karmic Channels of SSAASSFATI- and ULGLUU-Iissiidi). Only at this stage, the
initially programmed evolutional role of TEC will be exhausted, and all the dynamics of
UFS will be completely reprojected into the highest-qualitative energy-information Flows
of VEC (the variable ethereal component — LLUU-SS-ST — of all LLUU-VVU-Forms that
manifest within the range from +12.0 dimension — through “zero ingredient” — to -12.0
dimension) initially programmed for these Purposes.
11.12755.

Here, I would like to point out that the slloogrent dynamics of the temporal
ethereal constituents of all Formo-Types of one LLUU-VVU naturally structure the
universal energy-information structures of the slloogrent VEC-dynamics that make
it possible for any highly-developed Form of Self-Consciousness, which is creatively
manifested through Its [the Form’s] UFS on the Levels from the 4th dimension to the 9th
dimension, to project its FLUU-VVU-, IILL-VVU-, IIDD-VVU-, PRUUISS-VVU- or IYMIYLLVVU-Forms (that is, its Formo-doubles or Formo-analogs) into the common (for all
LLUU-VVU-Forms) Planetary LLUU-SS-ST-Flow and introduce higher-qualitative VVUInformation from the Flow (through These Formo-Creators) into the Levels of its active
realizational manifestation. The difference between the TEC-dynamics and the VECdynamics is that the former simultaneously provide each realizational Configuration of
Forms of Collective Intelligences with any “individual” creative manifestations (up to the
Levels of ±9.0 dimension), that is, that which allows Us to continuously perceive ourselves
in the specifics of “Forms” typical of every inertial Level of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma.
The TEC-dynamics are very closely “connected” with the realizational activity of the
Formo-Creators of various synthesized Levels of the “personality” Self-Consciousness,
the Subconscious, the Supraconscious and the Superconscious, which provides the very
process of subjective “individualization” of Us, as the implementation of the principle of
singlemomentness of the Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness in different-qualitative
inertial manifestations of each Level of Energy-Plasma.
11.12756.
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Slloogrentness of the VEC-dynamics manifested within the range of vibrations
from “zero ingredient” to ±12.0 dimension makes it possible for Us (as UFS) to go beyond
any subjective “individualizations” and simultaneously cognize Ourselves as a SYSTEM, that
is, without being attached to some “Form of manifestation”. For instance, on Levels higher
than ±6.0 dimension, We know Ourselves without any attachment to the Creativity of the
Collective Intelligences of PROOFF-RRU. In essence, this is That universal Information
Which functionally provides the single-moment realization of the Collective Intelligences
of all types in each of the twelve noo-time Conversums of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma:
when you refocus through the complementary System into VEC-Flows, you temporarily
as if “drop out” of the “individual” dynamics of TEC of your Stereo-Form and are perceive
Yourselves as a system (depending on the quality of the Level of fixation) without being
attached to any specific creativity characteristic of the Forms manifested by You.
11.12757.

By actively and purposefully synthesizing in your Self-Consciousness at least all lowqualitative SFUURMM-Forms of the UU-VVU-conglomerates that typically manifest through
the 1st-10th karmic Channels of the first two IISSIIDI-Centers, one day, each of you will begin
to introduce (into the dynamics of your refocusings) high-qualitative VVU-Information
from more harmonious and perfect Configurations that structure bioplasmic and plasmicray analogs of the NUU-VVU-Formo-Types that provide the dynamics of higher-qualitative
Principles of Your infinite Existence. Let me put it explicitly: without deep Cognition and
Understanding of the newest SFUURMM-Forms of IISSIIDIOLOGY, you simply will be unable
to reach the mentioned Levels of the collective Planetary Creativity, because FOR THE
TIME BEING (in the Continuum focused by You) no Knowledge that exists “now” on Earth
has HIGHER-FREQUENCY Configurations. This statement is not my boasting, haughtiness
or arrogance, but a rich Experience of research of the scenarios of development of many
other Continuums and a logically reasoned statement of the fact, and any of you can make
sure of its incontrovertibility right now, by thoroughly testing the vibrations automatically
generated by any IISSIIDIOLOGY books or even by this Information recorded on any other
digital carrier using any available methods (for example, Kirlian photography).17
11.12758.

Now, getting back to our subject, let me remind you that all UU-VVU-copies
continuously projected from TEC into the information space of the Self-Consciousness
of every “personality” (where they synthesize a new kleks and are projected back into the
individual ODS) also have their own individual VVU-Configurations that, in essence, are a
small “fragment” of the general NNAASSMM of “the personality”. That is, if we notionally
combine (as if superimpose on each other) the dynamics of SFUURMM-Forms of individual
VVU-Configurations of all conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies of “the personality” that are
activated in factor Axes of RRGLUU-VVU, we will get the “current” NNAASSMM, through
which this “personality” realizes itself at this moment. Since the Configuration of any
UU-VVU-copy is much more “discrete” (judging by the range of its manifestation) than
NNAASSMM of “the personality”, it is possible to say that a given UU-VVU-copy can be an
operating part of NUU-VVU-Configurations — by actively “influencing” (within its range)
the creative dynamics of their Self-Consciousnesses — of a great number of “personalities”,
also including those that develop in “parallel” Time Flows.
11.12759.

17 Translator’s note: only the books in Russian should be put to any tests, because, in terms of energy and information,
any translation distorts greatly the original source.
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That is, the sphere of simultaneous influence (active participation in the individual
dynamics of rotation Cycles) of each UU-VVU-conglomerate represents a very extensive (in
terms of quality) multidimensional set of “personalities”, whose NUU-VVU-Configurations
are simultaneously manifested in all possible space-time Continuums. However, there are
“personalities” among them, over which these UU-VVU-conglomerates have the greatest
influence (if their VVU-Configurations are a very active part of the creative dynamics of
the “personality” Self-Consciousness), less influence (a lesser degree of participation in
the general Creative Activity) and the least influence or they cannot manifest at all (in
case of a deeply synthesized state of this sublevel in the Self-Consciousness). According to
the LLAA-YYSS-Principle (“I-AM THE CREATIVE REFLECTION OF INFINITE SPHEROIDALITY
OF FORMS OF ALL IN ALL”), the “spheroidal” qualitative dynamics of a certain Creative
Activity is, in essence, infinite in the narrow frequency range of manifestation.
11.12760.

In proportion to its inertial development, changing one by one all scenarios of its
rotation Cycle and being continuously reprojected in skrruullerrt systems in accordance
with its choices, “any personality” constantly changes NNAASSMM of the NUU-VVU-Forms
focused by it, which means VVU-Configurations of the UU-VVU-conglomerates (that are
active in its Self-Consciousness) that structure them, that is, it gradually escapes from the
influence of one part of the spheroidal dynamics of some Creative Activity, simultaneously
coming under the influence of SFUURMM-Forms of other VVU-Information. This explains,
for example, the fact that we remember imperfectly the events that happened to us
in our childhood or in adolescence. We have left the VVU-Configurations of UU-VVUconglomerates of our “childhood” in the NUU-VVU-Configurations of “the personalities”
focused by Us THEN, which [personalities] belong to those far scenarios, the VVUInformation about which has remained only in the corresponding part of the temporal
ethereal constituent, which we call “long-term memory”. This VVU-Information hasn’t
disappeared anywhere, but is an integral part of “its” Formo-systems of Worlds from the
notional category the Memory-of-the-World-of-the-Past.
11.12761.

The ability of any UU-VVU-copy to simultaneously realize itself in its “niche”
and influence so many “personalities” manifested in different-qualitative Time Flows
is provided by the universal functionality of the Collective Intelligences of the specific
Substance of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems. It is possible to say that each conglomerate of
UU-VVU-copies (that are constantly involved, in “their niches”, into changing episodes
of Lives of all possible “personalities” and don’t have the abilities and possibilities to
distinguish at least one fragment that opens in their “lives” from a situation that really
happens to one of living “personalities”), in principle, is not at all attached to any particular
“personality”. The slloogrent “fragmented memory” of each Formo-copy that stays in the
“noo-time” mode has an orderly (according to their frequency) mixture of SFUURMMForms of all events, or rather different variants of these events that slightly differ from
each other in details (experienced by different “personalities”).
11.12762.

Due to the fact that these events don’t differ very much from each other (as the
range of the creativity of any UU-VVU-copy is very narrow), there is no break of logic
in the sequential dynamics of its Focus of Dual Reflection that attracts (from among
the SFUURMM-Forms that structure the information “space” of its “niche”) only those
11.12763.
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ones that can have most favorable “logical continuations” for this UU-VVU-copy. So, the
entire supersubjective “life” (I would even say recollections of episodes of Lives of many
“personalities”) of every UU-VVU-copy in “the niche” consists of an innumerable set of
emotionally similar situations and their possible continuations that simultaneously
happen in many scenarios of development. All the rest from any situation or episode,
which cannot match anyhow to the general set of Conceptions of this UU-VVU-copy about
“itself ”, immediately resonates with VVU-Configurations of other “niches” and becomes a
part of the individual “life” dynamics of other Formo-copies.
To put it more simply (for those of you for whom it’s still very difficult to understand
the Essence of my SFUURMM-Forms), the dynamics of the fragmented Self-Consciousness
of any particular UU-VVU-copy may be considered as a part of the dynamics of life creativity
of a certain collective Consciousness of the whole set of “personalities” (not only those
of one Stereo-Form, but also those of all Formo-Types of one LLUU-VVU!) manifested in
this narrow energy-information range. The universal mechanism of prompt realization
of individual SFUURMM-Forms of these slloogrent UU-VVU-dynamics is the Focus of
Dual Reflection (UU-SSMM), the frequency dynamics of which are absolutely compatible
with Focuses of Close Attention which are characteristic of certain VVU-Configurations
of the Formo-Creators of the brain. When the qualities of one of UU-VVU-copies of the
individual ODS are identified with the dynamics of the Focus of Close Attention of “a
personality” (the active part of the NUU-VVU Configuration of Self-Consciousness of
which at least slightly matches the frequency range of the Sphere of creativity of this
UU-VVU-copy), a certain energy-information part of the Focus of Dual Reflection of this
UU-VVU-copy immediately resonates with “the personality”. The establishment of such
resonance means a complete or partial matching of frequencies of definite SFUURMMForms of the fragmented Self-Consciousness of the UU-VVU-copy with a particular factor
Axis of the Self-Consciousness of “the personality” that as if has “requested” from it this
very Energy-Information by vibrations of its Focus (by a corresponding psychological
state). All this energy-information interaction is carried out not in the inertial mode of
the Worlds’ typical Space-Time dynamics, but in the “noo-time” mode of the information
“space” of an OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system regardless of “linear” distances and even the
chronology of events that happen somewhere to somebody. As a result of each of many
such simultaneous interactions, there is a continuous replenishment of the fragmented
Self-Consciousness of the UU-VVU-copy with a new (to it) Experience of “human” existence
in this narrow range (although in fact, in the “noo-time” mode of ODS, all this VVUInformation is already initially present in each of “niches”, but is inertially realized only
through the NUU-VVU-Configurations of Stereo-Types that structure all the dynamics of
Formo-systems of Worlds).
11.12764.

Every new deeply felt Experience adds its kleks-changes to the VVU-Configuration
of Self-Consciousness of the UU-VVU-copy, and owing to this it, in this particular “niche”,
is in the state of dissonance with its “previous” VVU-Configuration (that has a different
kleks-mark) and, without interrupting its new typical state, it resonates with another VVUConfiguration of the same “niche”, immediately becomes an active part of its peculiar
“life” dynamics, and “changes” its kleks again, which also causes dissonance with the
“previous” VVU-Configuration and results in another change of the individual creative
11.12765.
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dynamics within this realizational “niche”. When the general frequency of the qualitative
kleks-changes reaches some allowable limit, there is reprojection into the dynamics of
FDR characteristic of a VVU-Configuration of another realizational “niche”. None of UUVVU-copies can become aware of the fact how it continuously changes, because new
SFUURMM-Forms that structure its “current” VVU-Configurations make it impossible for
it to remember at least something that “filled” it and was interesting to it “before”.
This is the principle of “universality” of SFUURMM-Forms of each UU-VVU-copy
for many NUU-VVU-Configurations of “personalities” of a given Stereo-Form (and other
Forms!). This explains the fact that each UU-VVU-copy very profoundly “experiences” all
life episodes that happen to many “personalities” in a very narrow range (for example,
love on one of the three main sublevels of the 5th synthesized Level of INGLIMILISSA; or
spite on one of sublevels of the 3rd synthesized Level of ARGLLAAMUNI) — the UU-VVUcopy “experiences” it so deeply due to the fact that all this is simultaneously experienced
(with individual nuances) by various living “personalities” (with different activity of
Aspects of dominant Qualities in their Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses) and
instantaneously projected into the realizational “niche” structured by the UU-VVU-copy,
while the frequency of Focuses of Close Attention of “the personalities” are “tuned” to one
extent or another to its VVU-Configuration (SFUURMM-Forms).
11.12766.

This means that each UU-VVU-copy as if “lives” by realizations of many
“personalities” that correspond to its range and simultaneously perceive themselves in
different Time Flows and Continuums. If any of “the personalities” couldn’t focus in it
(which is impossible in principle), the UU-VVU-copy would simply cease to exist. This is
really the true reason of the fact that each UU-VVU-copy is always automatically tuned
to a constant inertial replenishment of its typical realizational energy potential (in the
“noo-time” mode, it always remains invariable and constant!) due to a stimulation of
corresponding factor Axes in the structures of Self-Consciousnesses of living “people”.
11.12767.

Remember one more thing: none of UU-VVU-Forms involved in the inertial
dynamics of TEC of any Stereo-Form belongs to any specific realizational “niche” of ODS:
as distinguished from Formo-copies differentiated by them, the VVU-Information that
structures UU-VVU-Forms is not associated with particular moments of any subjective
“personalized” experience, — it’s “a file” or “a cluster” with certain very specific VVUInformation (all sorts of data: interrelations, circumstances of Life, meaningful situations,
details of the outer World, arrangement and individual characteristics of all objects,
natural phenomena, reflection of various types of interaction of physicobiochemical,
moral, social, public, cosmic laws and many other things) that initially makes up the
temporal ethereal constituent of each Formo-Type of LLUU-VVU and turns the sequential
“second-by-second” manifestation of every NUU-VVU-Configuration in any Continuum
into the universal logical dynamics of the continuous Process, which each of us subjectively
defines as “his personal Life”.
11.12768.

All UU-VVU-Forms are sequentially (in a definite order) “packed” in all scenarios
of development initially programmed (possible) for a given Stereo-Form. During
life creativity of “a personality”, the UU-VVU-Forms (being stimulated by Desires and
11.12769.
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Intentions that appear in its system of Perception) are inertially “unpacked” (mentally
and sensuously initiated, stimulated) by the Formo-Creators of the brain from the
scenario which corresponds in the greatest degree to the wave VVU-Configuration of
previously “unpacked” and “unfolded” (in the information space of Self-Consciousness)
Thoughts and Feelings that have turned into specific SFUURMM-Forms of corresponding
Configurations of UU-VVU-copies in the realizational “niches” of the individual ODS of
“the personality”.
When they “are unfolded” in the information space of Self-Consciousness and
are perceived by the system of Perception of “the personality” (by the Formo-Creators
of the brain) as “external circumstances of its Life”, they undergo a certain klekschange, subjectively “collapse” (“are archived”) into electromagnetic oscillations that are
suitable for the biochemical activity of the bio-Creators of the nervous and endocrine
systems, are reflected as a psychic reaction (through the corresponding Focus of Dual
Reflection of a SFUURMM-Form that already exists in ODS) in the information space of
Self-Consciousness of “the personality” and, after generating a new creative Impulse
in the skrruullerrt system, return not to the OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system, but to their
initial “place” in the temporal ethereal constituent, automatically becoming a part of the
dynamics of the notional category the Memory-of-the-World-of-the-Past. Only Formocopies with kleks-marks (with additional new VVU-Information synthesized on the basis
of the previous VVU-Information and on the one obtained from newly “unpacked” UUVVU-Forms) are projected (reflected by frequencies) into “niches” of the individual ODS
of this “personality”.
11.12770.

UU-VVU-Forms of TEC don’t bear any “personal” relation to UU-VVU-copies that
develop individually (and unconsciously!) in realizational “niches”, because UU-VVU11.12771.

Forms interact among themselves only according to the rezonational principle, and
the same (in its meaning) VVU-Information, depending on psychological states of “the
personality” that perceives it, may reflect UU-VVU-copies of completely different quality
in “niches of the individual” ODS. This approximately resembles the case when you copy
necessary Information on your flash drive from somebody you know and then use it at
your discretion, not depending on the computer where it was stored. Now it’s your own
Information! Yes, it’s one indivisible whole in the general “Field” of Time (“Noo-Sphere”),
but, in the systems of subjective Perception of every “personality” that uses it in its own
fashion, the Information becomes subjective (discrete, local) and as if becomes abstract
from its initial state (the slloogrent meaning included in it).
What is any UU-VVU-copy that stays in an OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system? It’s a
subjective kind of some VVU-Information experienced by a particular “personality” in a
very narrow range of vibrations. Owing to universal properties of ODS, this Information
is inertially formed by simultaneous inertial thinking of an infinite set of “personalities”
of all possible Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A that subjectively perceive themselves in
completely different Time Flows — both “eons of time ago” and “eons of time ahead”.
You must have noticed that I didn’t use the word “years”, because the chronology of each
Proto-Form runs in its own fashion, differently. A specific Configuration of a dynamic
combination of Aspects of various Qualities in the Self-Consciousness makes it impossible
11.12772.
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for any Proto-Form to perceive equally the inertial dynamics of Time. This is especially
obvious when we compare typical subjective perception of one second by “humans”, and
the same interval of time perceived by smaller creatures. For example, a mosquito makes
about 600 complete wing beats a second. With such a difference in the perception of
the energy-information dynamics, any difference in subjective perception of the outer
World by various bio-Creators changes beyond recognition the dynamics of Creative
Activity of the same Formo-copies manifested through various Configurations of SelfConsciousness typical of different Proto-Forms.
Now, imagine that a hundred thousand years “ago”, “a human being” observes
a certain phenomenon or action (VVU-Information individually “unpacked” in the
information space of his Self-Consciousness), perceives it only in his own way, and has
a certain individual emotion, that is, in a definite manner inertially synthesizes in his
Self-Consciousness a particular VVU-Configuration of a Formo-copy — SFUURMM-Form
that unites in one action or psychological state a certain Form of Thought and a certain
Form of Feeling. The question is: from where does this Form of Thought has appeared
(manifested its frequency as electromagnetic dynamics) in the system of his “personalized”
Perception? The answer is: from VVU-Information (UU-VVU-Forms) “unpacked” by the
Formo-Creators of his NUU-VVU-Configurations.
11.12773.

This means that all mental VVU-Information of all “personalities” (and all creatures
in general), regardless of the Time Flow in which their NUU-VVU-Configurations manifest,
“is unpacked” in the information space of any Form of Self-Consciousness from wave
Configurations of a given frequency range common to all Realities and Continuums, that
is, from a Conversum! And how has this Form of Feeling appeared in the information
space of his Self-Consciousness? It appeared as a result of the dynamics of Formocopies of the individual ODS that correspond to the vibrations of the “unpacked” VVUInformation, that is, from the dynamics of subjective reflection of (reaction to) this
VVU-Information through a specific psychological state of this “personality” (through
the VVU-Configuration of the Formo-Creators of the “personality” Self-Consciousness,
which is structured by the same information “space” of ODS, which, however, is individually
perceived and evaluated by the bio-Creators of this “personality”).
11.12774.

Formo-Creators of the brain of billions of “people” and animals perceive
simultaneously and in their own fashion, through their TEC, the same UU-VVU-Information
(inertial dynamics of UU-VVU-Forms) from OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems, synthesize
it in completely different ways in the wave structures of their Self-Consciousnesses
(make specific kleks-changes of it); and after that the Formo-Creators of each of these
“personalities” immediately rezonationally retransmit (“copy”, project) the frequency of
their individual reactions into a corresponding (in frequency and Configuration) energyinformation “cluster” of an OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system (UU-VVU-copy of an individual
ODS), also simultaneously reflecting in it a wave Formo-image of individual Conceptions
of “itself ” — a particular “human being” or animal. For hundreds of thousands of years in
“the past” and hundreds of thousands of years in “the future”, billions of billions of particular
“people” and animals every instant perform such synthetic exchanges, and inertially fill
with the synthesis the general energy-information dynamics of photoreducsive Ether —
11.12775.
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the general energy-information base of Experience simultaneously synthesized by all
living creatures manifested in the Formo-systems of Worlds of GRE’IYSLIISS and initially
included in these types of Collective Intelligences.
Billions of billions of NUU-VVU-Configurations of each of billions of Formo-Types
of an innumerable set of LLUU-VVU-Forms and other Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A
participate simultaneously in this global inertial Process of interqualitative Synthesis!
And each one of all these creatures — in each range of synthetic creativity — contributes
its own psychomental share to the process of inertial formation and differentiation of
the same UU-VVU-Information between all innumerable UU-VVU-copies generated by
this Information in different-qualitative structures of Self-Consciousnesses of all living
creatures and reflected through their Focuses of Dual Reflection into realizational
“niches” of individual ODS. All these individual Forms of Thoughts and Form of Feelings
synthesized in psychological experience are grouped into duvuyllerrtly transiting (one into
another) VVU-Configurations of all possible Karmo-Forms of Desires (SFUURMM-Forms
of conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies), and also into more global and general Conceptions
— “Thought-Complexes” that structure an innumerable set of all possible Egregors. All
this represents an infinite variety of different-qualitative types of OLLAKT-DRUOTMMsystems and their higher-qualitative analogs (FLUU-LUU-complexes) and undergoes
continuous creative changes that very precisely (to a single instant) repeat everything
that is typical of the scenarios of development of all Formo-systems of Worlds, Realities
and Continuums structured by the different-qualitative dynamics of Proto-Forms.
11.12776.

Then what is the difference between “us” and “them”, between “our” and “their”
Lives, between “our” mental-sensuous experience and “their” states which are fully copied
from “us” (or, maybe, copied by “us” from “them”)? My answer is that there is actually
no difference, — “they” use our psychological systems, wave Forms to gain their own
Universal Experience of Cosmic Existence, and we use “their” typical Information to
fulfill the Evolution of our types of Collective Intelligences. All together, we provide
the implementation of global Processes of the continuous inertial dynamics of a deep
Synthesis on absolutely all Levels of Energy-Plasma.
11.12777.

However, there is a principal feature in this Joint Process: in case of a subjective
consideration of this integral dynamics, it may seem that “our” common Experience
(of all Proto-Forms) becomes the Experience of GOOLGAMAA-A, SSMIIYSMAA-A and
TLAASSMA-A (the SYNTHETIC Evolutional Branch), and “their” common Experience
becomes the Experience of Cosmic OO-UU-Entities (the RESOSCONTIONAL Involutional
Branch) — the carriers of all 36 Cosmic Qualities That, just like TLAASSMA-A, structure the
Collegial Intelligence of the Universal Cosmic Entity AYFAAR. In reality, this discreteness
doesn’t exist: “We” and “They” are two inseparable components of One Process, which,
in its turn, is a natural and necessary energy-information part of other Levels of the
slloogrent Cosmic Dynamics of Conversums, Universums and the whole Creation.
11.12778.

If you can at least slightly abstract yourself from the inertial process, in which your
“personality” Self-Consciousness sequentially realizes itself, you will understand that all
that “we” and all of “them” (UU-VVU-copies) in each our subjective “now” experience (in
11.12779.
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the whole energy-information volume of our joint Existence — eons of time in “the past”
and eons of time in “the future”) already initially IS and is projected to us from “the future”,
which in fact is Our true, higher-qualitative “Past” “separated” from our “present” subjective
existence only by notional inertial “limits”. Absolutely all UU-VVU-copies and FLUU-VVUdoubles of any of Proto-Forms ALWAYS ALREADY ARE in their highest-qualitative Selfexpression! The Collective Intelligences of Planetary and Star Entities with their typical
Formo-systems of Worlds and Realities also already ARE in their highest qualitative
expression! AYFAAR Itself already IS in Its much higher-qualitative Creative Manifestation
as compared with Those innumerable Interpretations which we associate with the Creativity
only of 36 OO-UU-Entities that structure Its “current” intermediate state.
11.112780. “We”

(Proto-Forms, Formo-Creators) and “they” (UU-VVU-copies, SLUI-SLUUCreators) represent eternal reflections of these, long ago implemented Cosmic Dynamics,
which have been forever imprinted in the Superuniversal Intelligence of the Creation,
like an imprint of the creative dynamics of elementary particles in atomic connections
of a super strong “substance” which is imprinted for hundreds of thousands of years. Just
like any of these elementary particles that has higher-qualitative analogs (superuniversal,
hyperuniversal and protouniversal Fields-Consciousnesses), Whose Consciousnesses are
deeply beyond the molecular dynamics of “the substance”, all Proto-Forms have Us —
Cosmic Entities that stimulate them to a Creative Activity and thereby support not only
them, but also Their own Eternal Existence.
QUESTION. Oris, you told us before that a projection in “the ethereal body” differs in its
realizational possibilities from intrafocus reprojections of UU-VVU-conglomerates just

mentioned above. What is the difference between them? Maybe, the projection in “the
ethereal body” is based on the ability to consciously model (in an individual ODS) and
activate (in the dynamics of Space-Time) a certain “ethereal double” that has joint dynamics of our typical Focuses — FCA and FDR? What is this “double” and how “dense”
can it be?
— As a matter of fact, dear Stuurgurs, both these phenomena and many other
things about which you don’t know are different means of creative use of one’s own highfrequency “personified” UU-VVU-copies and FLUU-VVU-doubles. It’s because nothing else
exists in our Self-Consciousness except them. Those Formo-copies, which we use and
which already have quite high-qualitative wave-flaks NUU-VVU-Configurations that allow
them to actively restore and model in their Self-Consciousness (from the dynamics of
the Subconscious) slloogrent energy-information blocks, can completely independently,
intelligently, logically and adequately interact with any objects of their outer reality,
which, as distinguished from the outer reality perceived by the systems of Perception
of the biological NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us, is simultaneously represented in their
Self-Consciousness both in a molecular and in energy-information form.
11.12781.

For example, if I make a long-distance session of high-frequency refocusings for
one of you, I very clearly energy-informationally perceive “the personality” and, if I start to
concentrate very much on this psychological process, I can reproject myself automatically
11.12782.
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through corresponding UU-VVU-conglomerates to “the place of action”, being partially
or completely visualized in the outer Space-Time (purposefully organizing myself in
a common resopason for Fields-Consciousnesses of elementary and superuniversal
particles), — and the one whom I cure even can visually perceive my presence. Some of
you remember such visual manifestations of mine.
“An ethereal projection” is an information projection of particular FCA-dynamics
of your Self-Consciousness into the information “space” of your individual ODS that
structures your NUU-VVU-Configuration and Space-Time itself through the subjective
dynamics of conglomerates of high-frequency UU-VVU-copies, individual properties of
VVU-Configurations of which correspond in the greatest degree to the goal which you
have put for yourself by performing detailed modeling of your Desire before the so-called
“ethereal projection” from the biological Form, the activity of the bio-Creators of which
resembles the functioning of the organism during a superficial sleep. The difference
between these states and meditations is that, during such “ethereal projection”, “your”
Formo-Creators of the brain intensively activate (considerably sharpen) all centers of
sensual Perception (except tactile), however, any “active” participation in the dynamics of
Forms of the outer Formo-system of Worlds is absolutely impossible, — you only make
a conscious observation and have emotions, while you can freely perform any energyinformation mutual interchange with Formo-copies of a corresponding ODS Level.
11.12783.

Beside conscious and purposeful ones, “ethereal projections” may sometimes
appear spontaneously in one’s sleep and leave indelible impressions and profound
feelings of Flight, Beauty, Joy, Love and Freedom, which then remain in “the memory
of the personality” for Life. Sometimes, it’s an Ocean and enjoyment of the wondrous
beauty of its depths and inhabitants; sometimes, it’s just soaring at various altitudes over
the ground, plains and mountains, forests and fields; sometimes. It’s just a flight in deep
cosmos, among many stars and constellations, with a conscious observation of the Earth
globe from high altitudes that are considerably higher than satellites and orbital stations.
So, as you see, all “doubles” are results of a conscious or spontaneous manipulation of
high-frequency UU-VVU-copies, for which You, as UFS, through maximum concentration
on your own exploring interests, set specific objectives.
11.12784.

11.112785. I

repeat: in such cases, there is always not any “extraction or exit of anything
from any other thing”, but a temporary frequency reprojection of a definite part of the
Configuration of Self-Consciousness in one of numerous and interesting Directions of
possible life creativity. At the same time, inside UFS, there is as if a temporary frequency
relocation of the dynamics of the Focus of Close Attention into that conglomerate of
UU-VVU-copies, which energy-informationally structures the part of Continuum that is
interesting to you — all other conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies that provide the biological
functions in the organism of “the personality” don’t “know” anything about this and
continue their typical creativity. In principle, this is carried out approximately in the
same way as refocusing of the crystalline lens of your eyes after reading a book to make a
thorough examination of something at a long distance.
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— In esoteric literature, there are notions of “the lower Astral”, and “the middle Astral”…

Do these terms mean the same?

— I think, I have answered a similar question. So, perhaps, I am going to repeat
myself: No, dear Eyliella, what I mean by any of Forms of synthesized manifestation of
ASTRO-Plasma in IISSIIDIOLOGY is not the same as the term “astral plane” in its current
meaning. The present esoteric classification of “Planes” that mentions nothing about
the processes of interqualitative Synthesis implies only a “vertical” hierarchical pattern,
that is, it is considered that this is exactly the Path from “the lower” to “the higher”.
In addition, they imply that with a closer approach to “the higher” the dominance of
“mentality” and logic increases in the Self-Consciousness. That is, the present readers of
the esoteric literature imagine “the astral substance” (ASTRO-Plasma) as the sphere of
manifestation of something “lowest”, gross and primitive that almost cannot be affected
by the organizing influence of any Intelligence.
11.12786.

Although synthesized ASTRO-Plasma (any UNsynthesized state of EnergyPlasma simply doesn’t exist) is simultaneously structured both by highest-frequency
Configurations of self-conscious Elements (Fields-Consciousnesses) of all Aspects of
the Pure Cosmic Qualities (sensuous-spiritual Formo-Images and Formo-Ideas), and by
their lowest manifestations that reflect the state characteristic of the beginning of inertial
processes of the interqualitative Synthesis. The subjective Worlds in which We focus are the
inertial result of manifestation (in Energy-Plasma) of the dynamics of a certain degree of
synthesis of the Configurations of Fields-Consciousnesses of ASTRO- and MENTO-Plasma
carried out on the basis of a simultaneous inertial Creativity of absolutely all creatures,
the dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses of which organize these Worlds.
11.12787.

If the Collective Consciousnesses of these Worlds have less abilities and possibilities
to operate high-qualitative Levels of MENTO-Plasma, due to which their creativity is mainly
concentrated on the realization on medium-frequency or low-frequency emotional
Levels, then it is possible to notionally call them “Astral Worlds”. But, together with them,
there are also very high-qualitative Formo-systems of Worlds with some predominance
of the dynamics of ASTRO-Plasma in the Creativity of their inhabitants. That is why you
mustn’t understand ASTRO-Plasma as something the quality of manifestation of which is
lower than MENTO-Plasma. Both these notional types of Energy-Plasma are manifested
as equally synthesized in One Whole Creation, however, in the inertial dynamics of
different Formo-systems of Worlds, there is predominance of different qualitative types
of vibration and different degrees of inertia of realizational Forms. All the subjectivism of
your “present” life creativity is based on these manifestations in your Self-Consciousness.
11.12788.
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CHAPTER VIII

Duration of existence of “a human personality” as the continuous dynamics of manifestation of different-qualitative NUU-VVU-Forms in
Space-Time

Now I would like to consider the duration of existence of each of individual
rotation Cycles of “a personality” manifested in each Formo-system of Worlds through
Configurations of an infinite set of different-qualitative NUU-VVU-Formo-Types of LLUUVVU. You already know that the inertial slloogrent dynamics of duvuyllerrt individual
Worlds with different wave characteristics of individual rotation Cycles of self-conscious
Forms that form these Worlds organize the slloogrent dynamics of duvuyllerrt Formosystems of Worlds that (through the creative dynamics of Configurations of SelfConsciousnesses of these Forms) organize all possible kinds and types of subjective
Realities in different-qualitative Time Flows.
11.12789.

Each of the Formo-systems of Worlds, in which there is a frequency (rotational)
manifestation of the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by Us (as a result of the differentqualitative psychological activity modeled biochemically by the Formo-Creators
of the brain with the help of projections of UU-VVU-conglomerates), schematically
represents a specific wave flow with strictly defined space-time characteristics of FieldsConsciousnesses, the Creative Activity of which structures the specific Configuration
of the collective Consciousness of this “humankind”. At this simplified level of your
Understanding, I can tell that the difference between one duvuyllerrt World from another
one is only in the barely perceptible (for us!) wave distinction in the specific nature of
their frequency Configurations (determined by kleks-marks).
11.12790.

The greater the difference in qualities between Formo-systems of Worlds that
participate in the dynamics of Time Flows that form individual rotation Cycles, the
more influential this difference and the more incompatibility there is between general
Configurations of Forms that structure the individual creative dynamics of these Formosystems. Space-time characteristics of each Formo-system of Worlds consists of definite
11.12791.
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combinations of force (synthesized) energy-information interrelations formed between
various Aspects and subaspects of the Pure Cosmic Qualities as a result of various Creative
Activities between wave Configurations of all possible realizational Forms.
These interrelations determine all specific inertial dynamics of each Formosystem of Worlds, that is, a possible Direction of the development (inertial refocusings
into wave Configurations) of any type of Self-Consciousness of this Formo-system of
Worlds, in which it can (tends to) inertially reproject at the next moment. The specifics
of interaction between various self-conscious Forms of Energy-Plasma (every frequency
Level and sublevel of Energy-Plasma has its own characteristic interaction) also determine
an individual diapason of dimension (as you already know, the diapason is one of the
features of the qualitative dynamics of Self-Consciousness, which energy-informationally
structure Space-Time) which is characteristic of the manifestation of all space-time
structures of each Formo-system of Worlds. This, in its turn, has a considerable influence
over possibilities and characteristics of a realization of the creative Potential of Forms
that structure Collective Intelligences of each of these Formo-systems.
11.12792.

I would like to note that now we talk only about Formo-systems of Worlds that
form “human” types of subjective Realities, about specific creativity only of Proto-Forms
of LLUU-VVU and how the creativity differentiates in the scenarios of development of
the Formo-systems of Worlds. We are not going to consider the Worlds that structure
subjective Realities of other Proto-Forms: ants, butterflies, dinosaurs, elephants, trees,
flowers and others, — that is, of all that which we subjectively refer to the “Animal
Kingdom”, “Vegetable Kingdom” or “Mineral Kingdom”. Every “non-human” Proto-Form
around us has in its Worlds various possibilities for self-conscious existence and its unique
dynamics of creative self-realization.
11.12793.

So, specific characteristics of diapasons of dimensions of space-time Continuums,
in which the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Us manifest in frequencies as “people
of Earth”, make it possible for each slloogrent LLUU-VVU-Form (through all its different
Formo-Types) to get a certain Experience of Self-knowledge in each of these frequency
ranges of the individual dynamics of Time Flows. Every Time Flow is differentiated
“inside” itself into an innumerable set of “time periods” — the slloogrent dynamics of
quantitatively fixed rotation frequency Shifts carried out simultaneously by various
duvuyllerrt Formo-systems of Worlds in each specific qualitative Direction of development
for a nominal “unit of Time” (in some “human” Worlds, there are “seconds”, “minutes”,
“hours”, etc., in other Worlds — respectively, “prests”, “moms”, “plartats”, etc.; somewhere
else — “ismiluts”, “fukrums”, “osmes”, etc.).
11.12794.

I try to avoid using the word “time”, because until you Understand quite deeply
the true Essence of this specific phenomenon, any mentioning of it confuses you and puts
your traditional thinking in disorder. You and me have absolutely different Conceptions
of Time and Space, the mechanism of their frequency (“ray”) interaction with each other
in conditions of different qualitative Levels of Energy-Plasma. When I say the word “time”,
this notion is immediately associated in your Self-Consciousness with your individual
very subjective Conceptions of some intervals of certain inertial dynamics (with “length”,
11.12795.
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“duration”) determined (measured) by the number of revolutions of the hands in a
mechanical clock or associated with flickering of digits in an electronic clock.
As I understand it, the most characteristic and stable feature of any Time Flow
is the dynamics of continuous simultaneous frequency displacements (refocusings) that
automatically (and individually!) happen “inside” energy-information structures of the
Self-Consciousness; which is specifically reflected in the inertial dynamics of all Forms
of Space-Time that structure it [Space-Time] with their multidimensional differentqualitative dynamics (“geometry” of Forms) typical only of their wave Configurations.
Each of such simultaneous slloogrent displacements is initially “recorded” (encoded
in frequencies) into a certain type of sequentially changing (in the “personality” SelfConsciousness) “positions” (qualitative states of the TEC-Flow) organized into the
dynamics of many energy-information Directions (qualitative Vectors) that subjectively
create individual rotation Cycles of absolutely all Forms of Self-Consciousness. This
characteristic frequency of inertially “changing” rotation Cycles that are structured by
wave Configurations of an innumerable number of different-qualitative Forms may serve
as a more or less reliable feature that distinguishes in the Self-Consciousness of each
“personality” one Time Flow from another one, that is, that which subjectively (for you!)
“was” from that which subjectively (for you!) “is”.
11.12796.

As I have explained, each of these Flows, together with all wave Configurations of
Forms of various Collective Intelligences that manifest as frequencies in the Flow, exists
just during one-and-only “Instant of Eternity”, and at this (joint for all Forms) “Instant”,
it doesn’t merge with another (among all of them) Time Flow due to its characteristic
(unique) frequency of the wave Configurations of Fields-Consciousnesses that form it
(the frequency is very specifically kleksized by the Formo-Creators), which is determined
by specific SSFU-UNGSS-parameters of each of these rotation frequency Shifts (FFLUARRS).
In each of these Time Flows, the synchronous, clear and coordinated (in minute details)
specific (doolls, wave, flaks and so on) dynamics of Configurations of absolutely all Forms
create in Energy-Plasma — at every moment of their creative interaction with it — an
absolutely inimitable multilevel vibrational Configuration (“geometry”, multidimensional
“picture”) expressed through a unique (for each case, moment, instant) superposition
of frequencies of VVU-Configurations of Aspects of Qualities that are synthesized in
different degrees and penetrate in a unique way infinite multidimensional structures of
many Universes.
11.12797.

That is, when we energy-informationally change (through the biochemistry of our
psychological states) the properties (wave “geometry” of our Self-Consciousness) of the
NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by Us at this instant, we as if initiate, in the dynamics
of our Self-Consciousness, certain kleks-changes (make quantum-holographous changes
of the frequency), which causes some distortion relative to the general frequency of the
Configuration of this Time Flow, which is structured at this instant by the “personality”
focused by Us, and we automatically reproject the combined dynamics of FCA and FDR
into that duvuyllerrt Time Flow of this skrruullerrt system, with the general parameters
of which the NUU-VVU-Configuration changed by Us has maximum resonance.
11.12798.
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Therefore, the Formo-Creators of the brain (through the individual creative
dynamics of their FCA with FDR of UU-VVU-conglomerates) as if “make frequency changes”
in every next (among those continuously “unpacked” by them) slloogrent NUU-VVUConfiguration, without affecting in any way the instantaneous dynamics of Space-Time
structured by it. Never forget that really none of Configurations of Forms ever changes,
that everywhere and in everything there are only the inertially-projecting dynamics of FCA
and FDR in the VVU-Configurations that exactly correspond to their common frequency.
11.12799.

This means that “being kleksized every moment” (relative to the wave Reality
of this type, it is possible to use the synonym — “being quantized”), we, “inside” the
energy-information dynamics of our “personality” Self-Consciousnesses, automatically
refocus (always at one and the same instant!) into one of innumerable duvuyllerrt NUUVVU-Configurations (it exactly corresponds to the acquired kleks) that structures as
if “another” Space-Time (but in fact some frequency dynamics of the same slloogrent
Space-Time!) organized on the basis of the energy-information kleks-change that was
just recorded in this NUU-VVU-Configuration. I repeat one more time: You make all these
“changes” not mechanically, that is, in Space-Time, but only energy-informationally, that is,
in the individual dynamics of inertial frequency refocusings of your Self-Consciousness
during the moment-by-moment inertial “unpacking” (by the Formo-Creators of the
brain) of corresponding Information from the temporal ethereal constituent and its
subjective “unfolding” in the information “space” of the individual ODS of your SelfConsciousness.
11.12800.

Remember: either We, as the dynamics of UFS, or we, as “personalities”, change
absolutely nothing by the internal dynamics of our Creativity: either in Space itself,
or in the dynamics of Time Flows that inertially initiate Space, — we just accordingly,
continuously, qualitatively refocus (are simultaneously projected as waves, manifest as
frequencies in each of possible Directions of development at once) from the NUU-VVUConfigurations that structure one rezonational “zone” into that “neighboring” duvuyllerrt
rezonational “zone” of this skrruullerrt system, the frequency parameters of which
match exactly the Configuration of “the personality” focused (kleksized) by Us. These
complex-configuration frequency dynamics are the foundation of existence, in spacetime Continuums, of all innumerable individual rotation Cycles that are the means of
simultaneous realization, in different ways, of all individual scenarios of development of
distinct Formo-systems of Worlds and types of subjective Realities formed by them.
11.12801.

According to the scenarios of development of the duvuyllerrt groups of Worlds, to
the Configurations of which the Stereo-Forms currently focused by Us are firmly attached,
the maximum length of existence of the highest-qualitative biological analogs of NUUVVU-Formo-Types is limited to 145 years. This time interval depends not so much on
specific vibrational properties of Space-Time as on low-qualitative particularities of the
Self-Consciousness, the realizational possibilities of the bio-Creators of which cannot yet
provide in this range of vibrations a longer productive existence of Forms. The activity
of the biological organism is completely organized by the bio-Creators of the brain and
DNA, and the qualitative level of their activity, in its turn, fully depends on the degree of
synthesis, in the “personality” Self-Consciousness, of Aspects of Qualities of lower ODS
11.12802.
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Levels and on a stable state of the dynamics of medium-frequency and high-frequency
UU-VVU-conglomerates.
When approaching to the above advanced age, “people” are no longer able to
perform any active creative realization in anything, reproduction, or normal biomechanical
activity. At the age of eighty and hundred, “a human being” usually feels approximately the
same, but there is a little more awareness, sense in his Life, than, for example, at the age of
120. At this age, “the personality” still can take offence, rejoice, move and make decisions.
Tell me what is the sense in a longer existence of such an imperfect “biological system”,
even if it was possible to prolong these limits for fifty years more? There is no sense! By
the age of 120, “people” have little understanding of the events that happen around, they
live by their “past”, those rare moments which they can yet take from their memory and
from their Self-Consciousness. They mainly live only as “elderly people” that need care,
attention, help, for stimulation of various psychological reactions of their relatives and
for formation of a general attitude to them in the collective Consciousness of society.
11.12803.

This is the way it happens in our Formo-systems of Worlds, because the low
quality of the NUU-VVU-Configurations that structure them creates in this way various
possibilities for the creative manifestation (Synthesis) and existence of all Formo-Types
of our LLUU-VVU-Forms. That is why, from the point of view of using possibilities for any
individual development, it’s simply unpractical to preserve theses primitive Forms in the
Realities of this qualitative range for more than 145 years. In principle, there is no rational
sense to “keep” such primitive Forms in an active creative mode more than 120 years.
Although sometimes, at the age of 120, “a personality” still can “extract” some serious life
Experience from particularities of its existence at the advanced age. The Experience of
creativity “is extracted” to the last “droplet”: the Self-Consciousness continuously absorbs
absolutely everything from the creativity of UU-VVU-copies which can be obtained from
any psychological expression of every particular Form in this Formo-system of Worlds, in
particular conflict and favorable situations, happy and dramatic circumstances, extreme
physical stresses and serious diseases, so that to leave nothing unknown, unexperienced
and unsynthesized on all qualitative Levels typical of the general Configuration of the
Collective Consciousness of each Stereo-Form.
11.12804.

Here, some of you may have a logical question: “Where do all “people” that have
achieved the maximum advanced age (for our Reality) refocus”? In the first place, the
highest-qualitative synthesized Aspects of their Self-Consciousnesses automatically
continue inertial refocusings into corresponding NUU-VVU-Configurations of higherqualitative Formo-systems that have a higher age “limit”. In the second place, due to an
increased Creative Activity of projections of medium-qualitative and low-qualitative
UU-VVU-conglomerates, they rezonationally manifest in corresponding NUU-VVUConfigurations of any of “personalized” Interpretations of their Stereo-Form, which I call
interage refocusings (from babyhood to any adult stage). There can be also many of such
refocusings. In the third place, any “conglomerated” part of the NUU-VVU-Configurations
of this “personality” can individually refocus into the NUU-VVU-Configurations of
“personalities” of any of innumerable Formo-Types of this LLUU-VVU-Form that structure
any Time Flows.
11.12805.
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Now, let’s consider the subject further. In “slightly” higher-qualitative (relative to
ours) Formo-systems of Worlds and Continuums, the NUU-VVU-Configurations of biological
“personalities” focused by Us have more universal frequency characteristics that enable to
carry out, through our structures of Self-Consciousness, creative realizations not so much
of UU-VVU-conglomerates of the two lower IISSIIDI-Centers as of the Formo-Creators of
ORLAAKTOR- and AIGLLILLIAA-Iissiidi that energy-informationally interact with more
universal biomodules organized by the realizational creativity of FLUU-VVU-doubles.
11.12806.

That is why for higher-qualitative NUU-VVU- and NUULL-VVU-Configurations of
our Stereo-Types in higher-frequency ranges of the creative realization of Energy-Plasma,
there are completely different possibilities for biological Existence provided by a much
higher-qualitative activity of the bio-Creators of the brain and DNA. High-frequency
parameters of the nearest (relative to our “current” Direction of development), more
perfect Formo-systems of Worlds influence the VVU-Configurations of all bio-Creators
of the brain and cells of biological bodies, the functions of the nervous systems and other
physiological systems organized by them in such a way that, by the age of 100 (in our
“present” perception of years!), “we” just begin the most productive stage of “our” creative
maturity, and an extreme old age begins from 160-180 years. While the age of 120-140, in
those conditions of existence, is perceived by “us” approximately in the same way as we
“now” perceive a 70-80-year age, and adolescence starts at the age of 4-6 and very quickly
transits into maturity. For example, if “you” have abilities in a particular Direction of
development that will be useful for the community, then at the age of 12-14 “you” will be
able to manage an enterprise or even be in charge of a scientific research laboratory.
11.12807.

Beside the quantitative perception of these new lengths, you should also take
into account that important fact (in terms of a considerable increase of possibilities
for our creative realization per “unit of time”) that the frequency and quality of the
content of Information Flows that structure our Self-Consciousness by much higherqualitative SFUURMM-Forms also continue to increase exponentially. The volume of
assimilated Information and synthesized (through realization in Life) Experience, which we
now subjectively associate with one year lived by us, will be individually associated in the
Formo-systems of higher-frequency Worlds only with several months of our Life, while
in critical and stress situations — just with one or several calendar days. That is, just for
one month “there” we can assimilate so much new Information, for the processing of
which the “present” we would need more than a year! So, if we try to subjectively compare
our “present” with our “nearest future”, then, according to the general impression, the
duration of Life in new Worlds will be by several orders of magnitude greater than that
which we have “now”.
11.12808.

By the way, I would like to note that during Life we are constantly affected not only
by the quality of psychological reactions (both our own and of “the people” around us),
but also by frequency properties (characteristic vibration, tension) of Space (“geometry”)
specifically filled by us, as well as by the qualitative dynamics of realizational Forms of the
Collective Intelligences around us, which we subjectively interpret as “environment”: “air”,
“water”, “earth”, “food” and others. In the structures of any of Formo-systems of Worlds
of our usual Level of frequency manifestation, there are always specific geographical
11.12809.
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locations, where the tension of Space-Time differs so much from the normal level of our
current existence that, when “a human being” gets into such a zone just for several “hours”
and comes back from it, he finds out that his organism have biologically aged (or become
younger) for tens of “years”.
These anomalies really represent potential space-time “transforms” (locally
expressed dynamics of projections of Fields-Consciousnesses with frequency parameters
that differ from ours) of completely different Formo-systems of Worlds (not only of “the
human” type) with absolutely different (as compared with ours) “geometry” of spatial
and informational (Time) Flows. Moreover, after refocusings from them back into this
Reality, “the memory of the personality” is completely unable to decipher (remember)
the Information assimilated there, because the activity of the bio-Creators of the current
NUU-VVU-Configurations is designed for a completely different frequency of processing
and reproduction which is typical of the “present” Formo-systems of Worlds.
11.12810.

A much higher frequency (than that in our Worlds) of such zones is so much in
discord with the normal (for our “present” biological organism) frequency that, literally
in a few hours after the intensive short-term information influence, all its systems
and organs informationally “wear out”, lose their strength reserve designed (due to the
specific structure of “telomeres” — a region at the end of chromosomes) for assimilation
of Information during many years, and quickly “get old” (“telomeres” load the new
Information to the maximum and exhaust their initial life span). At the same time, I must
note that a multiyear stay in other anomalous geographical zones, where the density of
Time Flows is considerably below average for our Reality, on the contrary, slows down
greatly the processes of biological ageing.
11.12811.

The energy-information processes that happen in the temporal ethereal constituent
of the group of Stereo-Types, the rotation Cycle of which has coincided with the stay
in such local anomalous zone of this space-time Continuum, are instantly subject to a
powerful influence of the increased frequency typical of “the rotation Coefficient” of this
zone. By undergoing the anomalous manifestation “there” in the form of their dynamic
biological integrity (that is, as “a personality”) for some chronological time, the NUUVVU-Configurations currently focused by Us and adapted to the vibrational conditions
of existence only in the current Formo-system of Worlds are subject to much more
powerful (than ours) energy-information Flows, which considerably accelerates ageing of
cells (each cell can divide only a certain number of times; anomalously intensive “filling”
with Information is perceived by the bio-Creators of the cell that take into account a
definite rhythm of its intake as additional intervals of time). Due to the powerful energyinformation kleksization, the process of refocusings into NUU-VVU-Configurations of
“the previous” — normally developing — “personality” becomes impossible, because in
fact the frequency of the Time Flow, into which these NUU-VVU-Configurations entered
for several hours, is comparable (in intensity of its influence over biological systems) with
a multiyear total intensity of the Time Flow typical (in its frequency) of our Worlds.
11.12812.

I also often refocus (by consciously increasing the frequency of active Levels of
my own Self-Consciousness) into higher-qualitative Worlds, where I perceive (both in
11.12813.
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outward appearance and internally) higher-qualitative “personalized” Interpretations of
my present Stereo-Form, in spite of their mature age (56 years), as quite young (I have
the feeling that they are 20-27), full of physical vigor and inexhaustible creative Energy.
However, every time when I get back into the rotation Cycle typical of this group of the
NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Me, I don’t become so young and full of energy
in this Formo-system of Worlds, because I just refocus inside active Levels of my SelfConsciousness (higher UU-VVU-conglomerates and FLUU-VVU-Modules), but not “move”
There rotationally, that is, together with the Formo-Creators of my “present” SelfConsciousness.
In cases of mechanical visits to anomalous zones with a higher-frequency SpaceTime, there is an anomalous (unnatural, but in strict compliance with a given scenario
of development!) “shift” of NUU-VVU-Configurations of the biological “personality” that
are used in the rotation Cycles of current Formo-systems of Worlds. For example, there
are rare cases of physiological manifestations, in different Time Flows, of “people” and
other creatures that live in other “historical epochs”. As I haven’t yet understood the true
mechanism of such space-time “perturbations”, I call these phenomena system “failures”
(from the point of view of our limited SFUURMM-Forms!) which are typical of some places
of our Planet with an anomalous magnetic activity constantly generated in them.
11.12814.

It’s most likely that this is conditioned by the dynamics of resopasons, where
the main determining factor is not the Time Flow, but the qualitative identity of VVUConfigurations that structure the dynamics of a given different-qualitative skrruullerrt
system. Since Space itself and the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Us represent a
natural result of the purposeful dynamics of force interrelations between nucleons and
electrons of an atom, and since the result has appeared in this Continuum during the
realizational creativity of Fields-Consciousnesses of definite types, in such resopason
“areas”, due to a strong Creative Activity of other factors (the Synthesis of Aspects of
dominant Qualities that differ from ours), some fluctuations may periodically appear in
the Directions of development of electromagnetic Fields, during which a certain part of
wave Configurations of this Space can be initiated in untypical Time Flows.
11.12815.

Besides, the “Fields” of activity of such fluctuations accept not all wave
Configurations of “people” or other creatures, but only those of them, the SelfConsciousness of which, at the moment of their stay in the fluctuating Space, includes
activated Fields-Consciousnesses (UU-VVU-copies) of this range of frequencies. Similarly,
but with an opposite effect, our biological organism can be subject to unique anomalous
manifestations (geopathogenic zones with a disturbance of daily dynamics of geoelectric
and geomagnetic “Fields”) in other “human” Formo-systems of Worlds (which, however,
are less dynamic than ours), the frequency of which decelerates oxidation-reduction
reactions and also slows down all processes of metabolism in the cells of biological Forms.
11.12816.

Unique properties of each Formo-system of Worlds have their own higher
purposes, consistent patterns and purposefulness. The purposefulness is clearly expressed
in numerous results of a specific creative interaction of the Self-Consciousness of each
wave NUU-VVU-Configuration with unique wave parameters of the outer World, in which
11.12817.
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every Form is initially “included”. In some Formo-systems of Worlds, our Stereo-Forms
can exist up to 120 years, in other — 180, in still other ones the age of 256 is considered
senile, and the age of 180 is middle. While in even higher-qualitative ranges of frequencies,
the old age is 344 years, and the age of 256 is perceived by everybody as normal. That is,
a specific wave Configuration of each Formo-system of Worlds provides the possibility
of an intensive realization (Synthesis) in it of some Aspects of Qualities of the wave NUUVVU-Configurations focused by Us.
We, as “personalities” manifested at a certain frequency, in the simultaneous
slloogrent dynamics of our UFS, cannot yet manifest our focused NUU-VVU-Configurations
in the qualitative dynamics of the Worlds, where the maximum length of Life of StereoForms equals 160-350 years and more. We will know that we are already in these Formosystems of Worlds only when an average length of Life of “people” will equal approximately
100-120 years. When we will see “people” around us who are full of energy and have
well-developed creative skills, whose age is above 100 years, who, at the same time, have
normal health conditions and actively participate in any activity, we will understand that
we already live in a completely different qualitative Formo-system of Worlds. It’s very
important to understand it to become aware of the true essence of the phenomenon which
the majority of “people” yet unambiguously perceive as “Death”.
11.12818.

As I have already mentioned, for the individual dynamics of “the rotation
component” of the groups of duvuyllerrt Worlds, in which “the present” we really perceive
ourselves as the ones who live “here and now”, the SIIIGS-coefficient, upon its conversion
to the time factor, equals 145 years. Suppose that in strict compliance with a scenario of
development of a certain Stereo-Form, the duvuyllerrt group of its Stereo-Types achieves
the age that equals, for example, 832 192 967 040 SSFU-UNGSS (this is approximately 80
years 4 months 23 days 16 hours and 28 minutes — according to the nominal parameters
of “linear” time keeping acknowledged in this Formo-system of Worlds), and “dies”. If
this is “an instantaneous Death”, then, even though it inertially “lasts” for one notional
“instant”, the process of its clear individual perception in the next inertial flow of the
NUU-VVU-Configurations will take about three seconds or about 1000 SSFU-UNGSS-shifts
(during which the “personality” will feel light dizziness) and, therefore, will pass through
no more than a thousand of duvuyllerrt group of Worlds (and Stereo-Types included in
them).
11.12819.

In this short time interval, “you” have several simultaneous variants of the further
perspective of “your personalized” existence (moreover, no matter which one of them “you”
choose, “you” still can realize yourself in parallel in all other Directions of development!):
a) “you” (high-frequency UU-VVU-conglomerates) instantaneously refocus into the
groups of Stereo-Types that are “slightly” of higher quality (in vibration frequency
of the rotation Cycles of your Stereo-Form), which will promote the dynamics of
your further refocusings into higher-qualitative Formo-systems of Worlds (in this
case, the process of “personalized” awareness isn’t interrupted for a single moment);
11.12820.

b) “you” refocus through the dynamics of medium-frequency UU-VVU-conglomerates
into one of many lower-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations of the Stereo-Types
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of this Stereo-Form (among those represented in this skrruullerrt system), and
this immediately introduces corresponding changes into the previous Direction of
your rotation Cycle — “you” switch to lower-qualitative Formo-systems of Worlds;
c) “you” (some slloogrent “regions” of your UU-VVU-conglomerates) refocus into
identical (rezonationally corresponding) “regions” of the NUU-VVU-Configuration
of Stereo-Types not of your current Stereo-Form, but those of any other Formo-Type of your LLUU-VVU, which correspond to the maximum to your current
psychospiritual state at the moment of “Death”;
d) in addition, “your UFS” — through the different-qualitative dynamics of the factor Axes of RRGLUU-VVU — will also be fixed to Configurations of each of many
conglomerates of the UU-VVU-copies that “become differentiated” at the moment
of “Death” from the duvuyllerrt group of the just “deceased personality” and
continue to participate in the creativity of “the personalities” that live further
through the direct dynamics of SFUURMM-Forms in their realizational “niches”
(I am not saying that you will subjectively perceive yourself as each of these UUVVU-copies, — this cannot happen; but at the moment of your every choice, you,
in essence, — through the projection activity of your Formo-Creators of the brain —
will unconsciously identify yourself with those UU-VVU-conglomerates of your
individual ODS, SFUURMM-Forms of which were most actively used by your Formo-Creators to establish the dynamics of the Self-Consciousness in one of “your”
decisions).
Usually, this process of refocusings is carried out automatically, according to the
rezonational principle, however, if you authentically know the nature of this mechanism,
you can learn how to consciously control and easily manage at any instant the dynamics
of Focuses of your Self-Consciousness, always “becoming” only the one whom you want
to become, or at least to continuously feel yourself focused only in those groups of NUUVVU-Configurations, which at this moment continue their life creativity in much higherqualitative Formo-systems of Worlds. There is only one way for instantaneous refocusings
into rotation Cycles with higher-qualitative frequency characteristics (which means, they
have higher-qualitative scenarios of development of your Stereo-Types that provide the
“personalities” with longer Life) — to constantly focus (by your active Choices) in higherqualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations (among all possible ones at a given moment).
11.12821.

As I have mentioned it many times, while in some scenarios of development of
Worlds you definitively “die”, in the same “skrruullerrt point” of intersection of this rotation Cycle with many other individual rotation Cycles (very “close”), there are certainly
variants of Worlds, in “the scenarios” of which you:
a) almost “die”;
11.12822.

b) are seriously injured (or have a serious disease, which is not “fatal”);
c) are very afraid of a danger;
d) escape with nothing worse than a fright and bruises;
e) guided by the Experience just “unpacked” from the slloogrent TEC-dynamics of
your Subconscious from the Stereo-Types that “go” simultaneously with you
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through options a, b, c and d, you manage to make another (higher-qualitative)
decision that doesn’t create any “fatal” situation for you.
The “personality” focused by You that passes the series of rotation Cycles in
accordance with the last option of the above scenarios will not even notice that, in case of
another choice at this moment (not the way it just acted), its entire Life can instantaneously
“coincide” (rezonationally) with another, more “tragic scenario” than that to which it
“switched” by its highest-qualitative Choice. If you are “dying” somewhere as a result of a
disease, when you know how to make higher-qualitative refocusings, you can safely escape
“Death” and immediately begin (in a higher-qualitative — in frequency — rotation Cycle)
to recover and continue your normal existence, naturally perceiving yourself the same
“personality” that has recovered from the sickness. So, refocusing in due time onto higherqualitative Levels of your Self-Consciousness, you can constantly avoid the scenarios,
according to which you “die” or “perish”, and consciously ignore the “accidental” factor of
your Existence and always choose scenarios of development of other (higher-qualitative)
Formo-systems of Worlds, in which the “personalities” focused by You can go on living in
a new individual rotation Cycle.
11.12823.

Here, I would like to dwell on the principles and reasons that condition all the
dynamics of our moment by moment choices, because this is the main mechanism that
controls, in the structures of the Self-Consciousness, the whole process of simultaneous
refocusings of our Universal Focuses. But first you should understand well that far from
all things that you hotheadedly refer to misfortunes and troubles that happen to you
in Life are the result only of your own choice. To be more exact, it’s not always you who
consciously choose exactly these consequences of some events, which you then interpret
as “misfortunes”, “calamities” or “troubles”. Yes, natural disasters or cataclysms, in which
you get, hurricanes and floods, from which you suffer, wars, revolutions, strikes and crises
that also affect your interests cannot be directly considered as your “personal” creation.
Nonetheless, you create the influence of any of these events over your “personal” Life by
the active “unconscious” low-qualitative dynamics of your Self-Consciousness.
11.12824.

You, together with all other “people”, are self-conscious creative Elements of
the collective Consciousness of this “humankind”, in the Sphere of Creative Activity of
Which all these events are re-created or sequentially reproduced according to initial
scenarios of development. You and everybody on the Earth jointly actively participate in
the formation of this universal Experience. But still, the extent of participation of each of
you in each of particular manifestations of this Experience is purely individual, is based
on the decisions you make for yourself, taking into account what exactly this Experience
may mean to you, and what is your “personal” attitude to it. However, all this, in any case
and with any outcome, can really be “a side” result of that which you yourself have created
unknowingly. Observing these consequences of unconscious choices, you can have a real
(conscious!) opportunity to choose and decide WHOM you continue to be relative to such
results.
11.12825.

The purpose of all events that happen to you is to create possibilities which result
in your particular emotions. What exactly you think about these states, how exactly you
11.12826.
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regard them and which reactions you manifest in response to them is the true Essence of
each your emotion. There are no accidents, coincidences, but everything in your Life —
“people”, things, phenomena, events and even someone’s “casual” phrase — is attracted
according to the principle of qualitative correspondence and frequency resonance to the
dynamics of the NUU-VVU-Configurations of your slloogrent Self-Consciousness for you
to have more favorable possibilities for the fulfillment of your Goals, even if they are
unconscious!
The qualitative state of your Self-Consciousness is the main Reason of all your
frequency refocusings, because only in this state, in your UFS, is the source of all the
Experience of your simultaneous Existences. However, you are always influenced by
a certain Collective Intelligence of a definite type (from the collective Consciousness
of a group of like-minded persons to the collective Consciousness of “humankind”),
which can have a strong influence over the processes of subjective “formation”, in the
information space of your Self-Consciousness, of harmonious and beautiful relations,
on the one hand, and all possible low-qualitative manifestations, on the other hand. It’s
always you who makes any choice. Through all possible events (your own or formed with
your participation) and your “personal” attitude to them, the Formo-Creators of your
Self-Consciousness really acquire, in their individual ODS, UU-VVU-conglomerates with
the invaluable Experience of Existence. In each skrruullerrt system, each your decision can
be attracted by its NUU-VVU-Configuration only to the VVU-Information which you need
to complete the Synthesis of some Aspects, that is to say, to those variants of choices that
refocus the current NUU-VVU-Configurations of your “personality” to some particular
situations that will cause some of your psychological reactions and emotions, as a result
of which you (your Self-Consciousness) will acquire an additional life Experience.
11.12827.

Thus, through your subjective attitude to one of manifestations of the collective
(all-human) Experience, you inertially form in your Self-Consciousness rotation Cycles
which you individually experience and you choose exactly that Time Flow, through the
dynamics of which you can try to achieve your Goals that represent (in each particular
scenario of development) a subjective expression of different degrees of implementation
of your individual Evolution. Of course, there is a less “painful” Path through this
evolutional Process, although, for quite a long period, none of the above “unpleasant
situations” will disappear anywhere and your external Experience will not substantially
change, — that’s the law of Inertia of Formo-systems of our “present” focusing. The only
way of refocusings into higher-qualitative Directions of development of the collective
Consciousness of “humankind” is the change one’s very negative and criticizing attitude
to any “dangerous” or difficult life situations, and even to such facts as a great number of
starving children all over the planet, anarchic violence and unfairness, any global or local
natural, economical, political and other disasters.
11.12828.

However, in order to achieve such a deep Understanding of true Causes of
ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING that happens to be in your Life and not to fall down to usual
callousness and cynicism, it’s necessary to have a Universal Knowledge, which could help
you to avoid creating certain “mind-staggering” concepts and “universal” motivations
“for all occasions in Life”, and would enable you to learn how to see the very Essence
11.12829.
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of all events, not just looking for a potential use of every situation, circumstance and
event (also including “the most negative” ones), but reasonably explaining why in each
particular case there cannot be any other outcome. IISSIIDIOLOGY is one of such sources
of high-frequency Knowledge of the forthcoming epoch, which has potentially absorbed
the whole synthesized Experience of more primitive Levels of Existence, reveals to “the
present humankind” unimaginably more extensive possibilities and perspectives for
“future” creative realizations as a highly-developed Cosmic Civilization that will finally
get away from the heavy chains of old fears, ignorance and prejudices, and will naturally
join (but not conquer!) one Cosmic Family of identical and even more developed
Civilizations.
So that not to be subject of self-deception and not to reap hard fruit of your own
ignorance, first try at least not to judge anybody or anything with a negative and far
less with an aggressive attitude, try not to accuse anybody in anything, no matter how
monstrous and inhuman anyone’s crime might seem to you, for you don’t know the true
Reason of the things that happen, you don’t know in which scenarios it is a necessary
link and to which exactly consequences it must lead each (in a literal sense!) participant
of this or that event. You can see only that which you see with your own eyes, although
in fact everything in each particular case is completely not the way you imagine it. Each
circumstance always has an innumerable set of incomprehensible (to your Understanding
and Perception) Reasons, the energy-information interrelations of which “vanish” in
invisible (to you) “centuries” and even “millennia”. Since you cannot be objective in
any case, try at least to decrease negative consequences of your own preconception and
subjectiveness.
11.12830.

The inviolable Law which I try to convey is simple and objective: the Energies
that you generate “now” yourself will also structure “future” circumstances of your own
Life. That’s it, it’s nothing to invent and add to it! All those whom you now accuse and
criticize, one day (either themselves, or indirectly through third parties) will accuse and
criticize you, initiating in your rotation Cycle quite inharmonious situations! Since any
of you “personally” simply cannot change any external events, which are the result of the
collective creativity of many “people”, you should try to change your internal Experience
and learn how to think in larger scales and wider perspectives concerning the things, the
true Essence of which you don’t understand yet. Just do it! And the Understanding of the
things that have happened will come to you later, together with the acquired Experience
— this is the Main Mechanism of higher-qualitative refocusings.
11.12831.

When I say that very often a higher-qualitative Choice mustn’t be accompanied
by too great difficulties, I don’t mean that in your choices you should avoid any ordeals,
complications or hard times — they will be anyway, because they are generated into the
circumstances of your Life by the qualitative dynamics of your own psychisms. You just
should be aware of, understand and remember the fact that there can always be some
difficulties, “discrepancies” and obstacles on your Path; and when they really come to
you, you shouldn’t be in despair and panic, feverishly trying to remember in which of
your choices you made a mistake, but learn how to be internally ready and sincerely
grateful facing them as generous Attention from Above, as tests to try the activity of some
11.12832.
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necessary Aspects of Qualities, as regular creative possibilities to fulfill “today” with full
responsibility the actions that one day will unite you with the Main Goal of your Life.
Any pain, misfortune, disaster — from your health and career to devastating
fires, floods, tsunami and earthquakes — is the result of wrong SFUURMM-Forms; it’s
not a mistake of the “cruel” and “insidious” god, but a mistake in your own thinking, the
meaning of which is not that you yourself have chosen to be a part of these disasters, but
that for the time being you can evaluate the events only as “bad”, “unmerciful”, “callous”
and “unjust”. Everything — “personally” for you! — happens in this way only because
you yourself categorically perceive, evaluate and define in this very way everything that
anyhow concerns you!!!
11.12833.

The deepest Truth, which each of you should try to Understand and realize, is that
none of you, even in most “tragic and dramatic” circumstances in your Life, is anyone’s
victim or a slave to circumstances, an outcast driven into a corner, or a hollow-hearted
villain. None of your or someone else’s choices has consequences in the form of victims,
no matter how reasonable the statements to the contrary may be! Likewise, you yourself,
in the most difficult life collisions, are not a victim of someone’s “wrong” choice, because
no instant of your “individual” Life is organized by chance, but is based only your own
decisions! Ah, you didn’t know that your egoistic actions would do a serious harm to
anybody?! You thought that otherwise somebody might hurt you! But what does the Law
state? Let me remind it: the Energies that you generate “now” yourself will also structure
“future” circumstances of your own Life. When you generate emotions caused by a harm
which you have made to somebody (whatever self-justification motivations you state!),
you thereby automatically initiate “the countdown” that counts in reverse order the time
which is left to the moment of execution of your own sentence.
11.12834.

You used definite Thoughts, Feelings, Actions, that demonstrate one way or
another your true negative attitude to anything or anybody, to create sequentially for a
long time, in each skrruullerrt system and in your rotation Cycle, those circumstances,
which you now have to experience. Don’t blame anybody, because it is you yourself
(even if unconsciously!) who have chosen the things which you still continue to accuse
and hate, be afraid of and avoid. Then comes the day when it’s time to begin to bear
responsibility for everything that had been once “unpacked-unfolded” and “folded” in
your Self-Consciousness, — both for “the good”, and for “the bad”. Do it — accept, finally,
consciously and sincerely your personal responsibility for the things created by joint
efforts (yours and other “people’s”), and you will considerably improve your affairs. If
you knew which greatest deeds and deepest falls can be caused by your mind, Thoughts
and Feelings, you would be more careful and thorough in using these miraculous Forces!
11.12835.

You need to change the things that you have created, voluntarily or not, in your
Life, at least because this psychological state no longer reflects your present Conceptions
of that Who You Are and no longer corresponds to the harmonious Image, using Which
you want to declare Yourself to the whole Universe. Until you stop to ignorantly consider
that someone else beside yourself controls anything in your Life (for example, God or your
boss at work!), you won’t be able to change anything — either yourself, or any situation!
11.12836.
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Believe that it’s much easier to change that which you have done yourself than to change
anything done by others. All you need is to acknowledge your unconscious involvement
in everything that happens, and to find as soon as possible in your Self-Consciousness a
worthy motivation of possible purposefulness of this “bad” or “unfavorable” event, which
would help you to completely change your negative attitude about it by a positive or at
least a neutral one. Change your attitude to any sources of your negative reactions, and
the World around you will immediately become brighter!
Any SFUURMM-Form is based on your previous Experience, and that is why your
subjective attitude to anything or anybody is always based on your previous opinions about
this, which in fact are a part of the lower-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations focused
by You, and, maybe, even on earlier ones that originate from some childish fears and
complexes, juvenile prejudices, or your previous delusions. There, in the interior of your
Subconscious, can be a hidden reason of your erroneous attitude to anything or anybody,
which, in the course of time, has been constantly and unconsciously strengthened in your
Self-Consciousness, influencing the formation of many of your present Conceptions
that prevent you from having a more balanced and wise attitude to a certain situation.
You should find in your Self-Consciousness this hidden mistake, the activity of which
continues to generate many other mistakes and negative situations in each of your
subsequent choices. When you trace it back, you should decisively get rid of it as junk and
try to find as soon as possible a new, more positive Understanding of all circumstances of
your Life, both “past” and “future”.
11.12837.

Any of your moment by moment choices is another small line on the portrait
(which you eternally redraw) of the one who you really currently are. Unfortunately, very
many of you have “portraits” that are still undetermined and inconcrete, and for the time
being don’t look as anything truly Human. Up to now, many are concerned most of all not
about the ONES WHO THEY really ARE, but only about HOW they are perceived by others,
and make their choices only to impress somebody or persuade others of the image of the
ones who they are NOT. Some of you act like this in order to try to gradually reconstruct
and realize in yourself that of which you have persuaded others. Continuously trying to
be better than you really are, acting better than you really want is also a Path “upward”,
and I wish you more patience so that not to “slide down” one day!
11.12838.

Therefore, the more positive and kindhearted your own attitude to all “people”
around you, the better you can convince them to accept and manifest somehow relative
to you that Aspect of their Self-Consciousnesses, to which you are able to direct their
attention. In any “interpersonal” relations, you should always know exactly which part of
yourself and which part of another “human being” you would like to “express” through
them, so that to add one more higher-qualitative line to your imagined “portrait” and
approach the moment of its completion. Your entire Life is a continuous process of Selfdetermination. Every time you make your choice, you must ask yourself only one question:
to which of your “personalized” Interpretation this particular decision may be beneficial?
And you should always remember that very often, behind the tempting possibility of
getting some short-term profit, there are your subsequent long-term losses. The higher
the Level of Self-Consciousness on which you make your Choice, the stronger your Self11.12839.
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determination that increases all your abilities to clearly express and creatively implement
your highest Conceptions of Yourself.
Your Choices must match the height of your Goal. In all difficulties, when it’s
hard for you to decide how you should act in a particular situation, don’t forget to ask
yourself: “How would Love act in this case?” — and act the way your Heart, or Conscience
suggests. But very often your highest-qualitative Choice doesn’t suit many others, who are
either dissatisfied with such a turn of affairs, or, as distinguished from you, just cannot
see in this decision the whole perspective of your forthcoming “profit”. That is why, you
should trust yourself more, no matter how they reproach you and which words they use
to call you! When such “achievements” of your Life as wellbeing and wealth, career and
power, fame and success, talent and abilities cease to play the key role in your main life
creativity, your path to them becomes free and you no longer need to exert enormous
efforts to get them. But by that moment, you will no longer need them, because you have
chosen completely different priorities for yourself. When you withstand the temptation
and refuse their power over yourself, you automatically get power over them.
11.12840.

The most widely spread reason of misfortunes and broken relations is that you are
too obsessed by and too concentrated on someone’s opinion or on somebody else, it’s your
blind attachment to somebody else, to whom you generate in your Self-Consciousness
only the highest Conceptions, unreasonably idealizing this “personality” and completely
ignoring any of its manifestations that don’t correspond to this devised image. You must
be absolutely independent from any attitude expressed toward you on the part of other
“human beings”, how they act and what they feel, what they wait from you, say to you or
require from you, — only your attitude to them is important in order to make a choice in
every skrruullerrt system, the way HOW and WHOM you “personally” manifest yourself
through these interrelations. When you excessively idealize somebody, be ready to feel
eventually a deep disappointment one day. However, this state also has its evolutional
purpose!
11.12841.

You should learn how to establish your interrelation with “people”, so that not to
create idols, enemies or problems in your Self-Consciousness, and if they appear on your
Path, try NOT to perceive them with a negative attitude, but consider them as exclusive
possibilities for your spiritual self-development and exert all possible efforts so that you
could see in negative circumstances some useful aspects for yourself, which are always
present in them. If there is a very dangerous situation, you must be absolutely confident
that you simply cannot “die” in any way, whatever happens, and, therefore, there is nothing
for you to be afraid of, — then everything will be all right with you. Try to acknowledge
this Thought through the development of the Process of your eternal Cocreativity with the
whole Universe, look “inside Yourself ”, find Your worthy place in everything that happens,
being guided by Intuition and the wisdom of Knowledge which you have assimilated.
Everything in this World is transient: any interactions performed between you and the
outer World start to finish from the very beginning, therefore, the quicker and, above all,
the more positively you begin to consciously and purposefully interact with everything
that has already happened (the deeper you Understand it), the sooner you approach a safe
ending of this situation.
11.12842.
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Most religious “people” usually assume that in order to cognize God they must
definitely overcome all earthly passions and some of them do it so passionately that they
don’t notice that in the course of time THIS very feature of their character, thinking and
feeling turns into a real passion! My advice is: there is no use to stoically, and sometimes
tragically, try to overcome some of your passions (lower Desires), exerting every effort
not in practicing spirituality, but only in strengthening lower Aspects of ARGLLAAMUNI
— obstinacy, silly physical endurance, recklessness, peevishness, impudence; try just to
ACCEPT them, then UNDERSTAND, and after this start to gradually CHANGE them, turning
the difficult process of getting rid of something into a pleasant enjoyment of something
(for example, of the very process of creativity, conscious correction of yourself according
to the highest Formo-Image), because your resistance only strengthens that of which you
want to get rid.
11.12843.

When you resist anything, you automatically activate in the individual ODS of
your Self-Consciousness corresponding low-qualitative UU-VVU-conglomerates, and
thereby “invigorate” even more, in the dynamics of your life creativity, that of which you
want to get rid as soon as possible, you provide it with some time, as well as with some
information and life “space” in the dynamics of the Creative Activity of your FormoCreators of the brain. The more time you devote to “get rid of ” that which you resist,
the deeper it takes roots in your Self-Consciousness, refocusing your UFS into those
Directions of development, where this circumstance of your Life will become more and
more “real”. But if, instead of the stupid, obstinate resistance to anything, you attentively
and calmly consider this, noting all its unreality, or accept it as your imperfect creation
that cannot manifest in your Life, then it will weaken, and later will lose at all its illusory
form in your Perception and will disappear by itself from the dynamics of your Focus of
Close Attention, making your Self-Consciousness forever free from it.
11.12844.

Remember: that which you insistently resist, continues to persist in a greater
degree. Therefore, learn how to live wisely, trusting Life more and, if something unpleasant
or dramatic happens, don’t try to “run” away from it in dismay, — by your negation,
your strong unwillingness to acknowledge something which has already manifested in
its own fashion in the information space of your Self-Consciousness, you demonstrate
your weakness and inability to go in this Direction of development. All that which you
seemingly negate, you in fact affirm, and that which you begin to intensively affirm is
automatically created — by you! — in the subjective Reality of your Life! That is why meet
any variants of “the future” modeled by you without fear and regret, without reproach
and despair, trying to go deeply into the hidden Essence of the processes that happen
and perceiving them as a specific beginning of some new “future” achievements in your
Eternal Development. Any negation of anything that happens to you or around you is a
real possibility for re-creation of such Experience in your own rotation Cycle, because
the fact of your antagonism against anything is the evidence of absence in your SelfConsciousness of such synthesized Experience, which inevitably reprojects your UFS into
those scenarios, where you will simply have to acquire this Experience, because it’s the
only way for you to reproject into increasingly higher-qualitative Variants of NUU-VVUConfigurations.
11.12845.
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On the other hand, acceptance and a deep, analytical consideration of anything
that happens from the point of view of its purposeful manifestation in your Life and the
meaningfulness which you cannot yet discern allows you to control any situation, make
most conscious, considered and reasonable decisions, taking into account the possibility
of some hidden meaning in everything that happens. And conversely, if you begin to
negate the evident, start to panic, feel despair and be angry at somebody or something,
saying that “this cannot be”, “I don’t want this”, you will lose any possibility to control
circumstances only because of your affirmation that this doesn’t exist or that you don’t
want this. And then, the SFUURMM-Forms, the really manifested dynamics of which you
desperately and unsuccessfully try to reject, become (due to psychologically generated
Energy of your stubbornness and simple stupidity) strongly activated in your individual
ODS and start to control strictly any your Desires, Aspirations and actions!
11.12846.

In any of skrruullerrt systems, in which all your choices are continuously made,
there are always — remember, ALWAYS!!! — most favorable (for you) variants of the
Directions of further development of any current situation! There are never hopeless
circumstances and unsolvable conflict situations, but there are only your laziness, despair,
negativism, fear, ignorance, impatience, haughtiness, ambition and many traits that
prevent you from making in current circumstances the rightest Choice, which will not
necessarily be usual or expected by those around you whose opinion creates a problem for
you. The important thing is whether the life principles to which you adhere correspond at
all to the very possibility to fulfill exactly this variant of choice. Are you ready to sacrifice
any of the mentioned above, right now, without hesitation, at the altar of the Goal to
which you aspire? Is your Goal worth such Sacrifice or the Sacrifice-choice is too high,
too costly both to your principles and to your Goal? That is the question! And you must
answer it for yourself as soon as possible!
11.12847.

Any situation can become an ordinary moment of your Life or can turn into a
difficult or, maybe, psychologically insuperable obstacle depending on how much your
Thoughts, Feelings and Actions correspond to your manifested Ideas, how high and how
valuable your Goal is. In order to be ready to sacrifice all the tinsel, all those “values”
(laziness, despair, negativism, fear, impatience, haughtiness, ambition, as well as wellbeing
and wealth, adoration and power, fame and success), with which your Life on Earth
is overfilled, for the sake of the achievement of your high Goal, you must just deeply
understand that you are such as you know yourself only relative to somebody who are not
like you. Only when you become aware of it and stop being so firmly attached to all these
external “accessories” of your devised “guise”, and begin to perceive incomprehensible
(to you) situations as constructive ones (on higher Levels of your Self-Consciousness),
you will be able to be intuitively grateful to Life for any “negative” Experience (Lesson),
for any meeting with “unpleasant” circumstances or “an evil human being”, and for any
attitude of anybody to you “personally”.
11.12848.

You start “personal” energy-information interrelations with anything and with
anybody only to decide for yourself WHO you are and WHO you want to be in your Life.
You do it only for that and nothing else! Remember: you can be and become only the one
whom you create yourself in relations with the World around you! Your entire “personal”
11.12849.
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Life is a continuous Process of implementation of some of your creative possibilities,
in which you realize yourself involuntarily or with gratitude, gradually remember and
sequentially open more and deeper (slloogrently “unpack-unfold” from TEC-dynamics of
your Subconscious, and then from your Supraconscious) for yourself, and then consciously
refocus into NUU-VVU-Configurations of the One Who You already initially Are.
You manifest in frequency as your Focuses in any of Formo-systems of Worlds
not to create and change anything (everything is already initially created by You, as
Formo-Creators, in the highest degree of Harmony and Balance!), but only to Remember,
Know and Re-Create in particular circumstances of Life the most real Image of Yourself,
implementing this through continuous realizations of your “current” Ideas and highest
Conceptions of Yourself. Your “current” illusory Life is “One Eternal Moment of creationrealization of Yourself ” through inertial synthetic processes of creative expression of
Yourself in different aspects and images. Every event of your Life is already initially
included in the rotation Cycle chosen by you only to be used by you in some way for the
sequential re-creation, in your temporal ethereal constituent, of a high-qualitative Image
of the One Who You really Are, Who You are in All.
11.12850.

Now you know that there isn’t any Death for you, and you have absolutely nothing
to be afraid of! Therefore, do everything possible so that as soon as possible you could really
start to experience and deeply feel yourself as Your Self! Turn any unpleasant situation which
you have to endure and overcome into that which you use as an instrument for the creation
and sequential realization of the most sublime of all your Interpretations of Yourself! In all
your interrelations, try to “deepen”, strengthen and preserve this Image of Yourself in your
Self-Consciousness, never watch the way others act, the things they like or not, the things
they accept or not, and you will learn how to always remain the One WHO you yourself want
to become, do that which you yourself consider necessary, ask that which you yourself wish
to ask and give that which you yourself want to give, that which you yourself seek, create or
experience. At every current moment of your Life, determine only WHO you are, what you
can, what you create by your Thoughts, Feelings and Actions, but not that which happens to
others at that time. Soon, you certainly will get the precious and indescribable experience
of Yourself not in actions, opinions, and views of other “people”, but in your own response
Choices, and in adherence to your principles in your own decisions.
11.12851.

Your “personal” interrelations are the most important link in this Process
of sequential “remembering of Yourself ”, which can also be carried out in the SelfConsciousness spontaneously, when you simply are the result of everything that happens
to you. But the psychological dynamics of the Process considerably increase when you
begin to apply a conscious approach to it, when you decide for yourself whether anything
should be or not be in your Life, whether a given choice will promote the process of
your high-qualitative re-creation or will introduce some dark tints into Your Image, will
contradict your Conscience, create long tensions (resistance) with all other objects of the
outer World. Each your action, choice, relation with somebody or something must become
the reflection of your devoted Service to That highest Goal Which you tenaciously create
in your own Self-Consciousness, the Goal Which will express through you eternal and
selfless Love to everybody you meet in your Life.
11.12852.
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In order to achieve this Goal, you must learn how to be Light in the darkness
of this imperfect world and do your best not to harm it (that is, yourself!), never curse
“darkness” (that is, potential Aspects of yourself!), but take it as a suitable opportunity
to Serve to Light and bring Love to Earth, giving peaceful Balance to everybody you
meet in Life. Become a Light-Carrier, Peacemaker, true Ayfaarian! Right now, start to
use every moment of your Eternal Existence to fulfill your Higher Thoughts, to say to
all “people” around you (irrespective of their attitude to you) the most noble and loving
words, to commit the most respectable and right-minded deeds, to maintain the highest
Spiritual Aspirations and Altruistic Interests of every person, to open true cordiality in
every “human being”! Never burden the Life of another “human being” by your presence,
if you have made sure that you no longer can give him Happiness, if you are unable to be
a wonderful Gift in his Perception! Live only on the basis of Love, so that every instant
of your relations with somebody would be only an expression of Love! Give “people”
your Amiability and Tolerance, but don’t upset them by your misunderstanding, eternal
nagging and criticism! Forgive any grievance, no matter in which forms it is expressed
toward you, positively and with understanding accept any life circumstances! Be sincere
in these feelings and others will believe you and will follow you to your Goal!
11.12853.

Characteristic frequency Configurations of individual rotation Cycles also
determine for each World a particular content of its individual scenario of development:
the more the “individual” Space-Time of the World is structured by high-frequency wave
Configurations of Forms, the higher the qualitative level of the scenario of development
of the Formo-system, in which this World can participate. I underlined the word “highfrequency” trying to explain to you that such subjective (for you) notion as “the qualitative
level” of something relative to something else has a quite objective feature — the frequency
of wave Configurations that can be created by completely different wave combinations
of all possible Aspects of the Pure Qualities. You must understand perfectly well that,
regardless of the dominant or recessive manifestation of Aspects of certain Qualities in the
NUU-VVU-Configuration of a given Form, the qualitative state of its Self-Consciousness
depends only on the degree of manifestation of high-frequency or low-frequency waves
in the specific inertial creativity of this “personality”.
11.12854.

I repeat that, in terms of the evolutional development of the Form, it’s completely
unimportant how much features of “human” creativity or that of any other Proto-Forms
of GOOLGAMAA-A are manifested in it — when comparing qualitative states of SelfConsciousnesses of two or more Forms for the same inertial interval of manifestation of
their Creative Activity, it is necessary to take into account only the value of their “General
frequency parameter of choices” or LLAAYVV, which in the Realities of irkkulligren types is
expressed in hertz (Hz). Therefore, the higher LLAAYVV-parameter of the creative dynamics
of a Form, which precisely registers the degree of manifestation (in its wave Configuration)
of characteristics of more than seventy types of irkkulligren boson and fermion FieldsConsciousnesses, the higher the quality of moment by moment Choices manifested by the SelfConsciousness of this Form for one unit of Time.
11.12855.

Beside this vibration parameter, a very important characteristic feature of Worlds
is also “the degree of duvuyllerrtness of the Self-Consciousness of Forms” (“density” of
11.12856.
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the dynamics of dominant and recessive Aspects of Qualities) or SSMMULLS, according to
which groups of Worlds rezonationally unite into various types of Reality. SSMMULLSparameter in irkkulligren Realities is expressed in “tiylugrs” (calculated according to the
tables of “the Frequency Range of Qualities”) that take into account not only the degree
of the general qualitative state (LLAAYVV), but also the percentage rating between the
activity and individual vibrations of Aspects of each of Qualities that participate in the
creative dynamics of a given Configuration of Self-Consciousness.
For example, Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses of Forms of absolutely all
“people”, animals and plants that structure Formo-systems of Worlds of one and the same
Continuum are differentiated according to this wave parameter into many duvuyllerrt
groups or communities that inhabit different geographical zones and countries, and,
according to their specific features, belong to different races, nationalities and peoples
(for animals and plants — classes, genuses, families and species). The lower the value
of this parameter, the more “integral”, organized the different-qualitative dynamics of
the Collective Intelligence of this Formo-system, and the more all its self-conscious
Elements tend to manifest their Creative Activity in one, common to all Forms, Direction
of development.
11.12857.

Here is an example for comparison: while for the present different-qualitative
state of the collective Consciousness of “humankind” its general creative dynamics can
be expressed within the range from 1 062 339 231 to 1 182 643 697 tiylugrs, the same
dynamics of the collective Consciousness on one of the Levels of life creativity on the
information basis of synthesized khristal STOOLLMII-SVUU (from the +6th dimension to
the -6th dimension, the 1st-6th Channels of AIGLLILLIAA and ORLAAKTOR) and UOLDMIISLII (from +6.0 dimension — through 0.0 — to -6.0 dimension, the 7th-12th Channels of
AIGLLILLIAA and ORLAAKTOR) of human Forms will be by several orders of magnitude
lower — in the first case it will be approximately from 376 754 321 to 776 494 625 tiylugrs,
and in the second case approximately from 28 734 226 to 69 881 344 tiylugrs.
11.12858.

Dynamic combinations of various Aspects of Qualities that are expressed in
different ways in the life creativity (individual choices) of different Forms may have
approximately the same LLAAYVV-parameter. That is, this parameter will correspond to
the life activity of a certain number of Forms of this civilization, but it will be formed by
the dynamics of Aspects of different Qualities. For example, some “people” create their
Life on the basis of a certain dominance, in the dynamics of their Self-Consciousness,
of Aspects of the Qualities ALL-Love and ALL-Intelligence with an increased activity (in
comparison with all other ones) of Aspects of such background (for LLUU-VVU) Qualities
as ALL-Aspiration and ALL-Steadiness. Some other “people” form their creativity on the
same basic dominance of Aspects of the Qualities ALL-Love and ALL-Intelligence, but
only with an increased activity of Aspects of such recessive Qualities as ALL-Knowledge
and ALL-Essentiality, one of which tends to the state of dominance. The Creative Activity
of these two groups of “people” can be approximately equal according to LLAAYVVparameter, but it will be completely different according to SSMMULLS-parameter, and
this may be very important, because it can become an insurmountable “stumbling
block” in the establishment of a possible dialogue between them on any subject, because
11.12859.
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representatives of each of these groups consider possible variants of solution of each
problem in completely different ways.
Philosophers and psychologists explain this by cultural, racial and national
traditions, specific religious factors or different degree of activity of both cerebral
hemispheres of different peoples, but all this is just the result of the difference of LLAAYVVand SSMMULLS-parameters in the Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses of the NUUVVU-Forms focused by Them. “People” (as well as Proto-Forms of animals, plants and
minerals) with such a difference in the structures of their Self-Consciousnesses may
live in one family, in one clan, nation, people, race, civilization, but they will constantly
have conflicts among themselves. It’s not because some of them are “bad”, and others are
“good”, — they are completely DIFFERENT in their wave Configurations and this objective
fact always is.
11.12860.

However! This is a problem only for a definite Level of development of Forms. With
an increase of LLAAYVV-parameter, the degree of the Creative Activity of some Aspects of
a certain Quality increases in the structure of Self-Consciousness, and, when this Quality
develops into the third Dominant, the Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness reprojects
into Forms of four-five-dimensional flakglaass Realities. Since their Configurations have
not two, but three dominant Qualities, these Forms unite among themselves on the basis
of a much greater number of characteristic features, as a result of which the degree of their
qualitative discord (which is the main principle of their differentiation!) considerably
decreases. Since there is no dissonance, there are no destructive relations that lead to
conflicts. Since there are no conflicts, the Formo-systems of Worlds are more harmonious!
11.12861.

That is why many Continuums with the predominance, in the collective Creativity,
of the dynamics of the same Dominants are combined according to their frequencies into
Conversums, and inhabitants of different Conversums don’t have any possibilities to really
contact each other, because such contacts would do no good as the views on everything
are too different! The dynamics of the collective Creativity inside one Continuum are
maintained due to the conditions (in this Space-Time) necessary for manifestations of
the Forms whose wave Configurations are not only within a definite frequency range, but
also have clearly determined limits of allowable difference in SSMMULLS-parameters of
all Forms that form the Sphere of joint Creativity of this Continuum.
11.12862.

The main reasons of all problems and conflicts that have extremely separated
the present “humankind” are the false and, in essence, still primitive and uncivilized
conceptions of the overwhelming majority of “people” that realize themselves in egoism
concerning themselves, the outer world and their relations with it. These conceptions have
generated and continue to generate in the energy-information structures of this collective
Consciousness the incredible fear of their Lives and insane devastation, intolerable
suffering and horrifying depression, which, in their turn, give rise to global oppression,
widespread spite and bitterness, killing and wars. Millions of “people” are fraught with
hopelessness and desperate determination to destroy this unfair and dreadful World
created, as they think, not by their Thoughts, Feelings and Actions, but by “someone else’s”
beliefs that are hostile toward them.
11.12863.
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But in fact all this is the inevitable result of their own primitive and limited
conceptions: that everything in their Lives exists separately and in isolation from each
other, that everyone is on one’s own. They believe that “God has abandoned” them, that
they are absolutely alone in their helpless attempts to change something for the better.
That is why they, in response to the collective violence and aggression, decide to take the
law into their own hands so that to protect themselves at least somehow from the global
despotism. The rampancy of meaningless hatred and inexplicable cruelty, bloodthirsty
aggression and absolute misunderstanding, which we observe now between some races
and peoples, clans and even members of one family, is the obvious evidence that the
inhabitants of this Continuum have closely approached the moment of distribution of
their Forms between various Conversums.
11.12864.

A uniting factor in the very difficult consensual process of finding universal
mutual understanding and confidence between all representatives of “the present
humankind” is the wave Configuration of NUULL-VVU-Forms — basic energy-information
biological Forms for the whole Human civilization that cultivate, in the structures of SelfConsciousnesses of “people”, high-feeling altruistic Intellect. The forthcoming qualitative
(“complementary” ray-type) refocusing of Self-Consciousnesses of many NUU-VVU-Forms
with obvious signs of actively prevailing, in their Configurations, Aspects of Qualities
of other Proto-Forms into other Conversums that correspond to their types is designed
to restore, in the energy-information structures of a new Continuum, a stable balance
between the Creative Activity of all NUULL-VVU-Forms and all other “transitional” NUUVVU-Forms, the degree of qualitative discord and destruction of which doesn’t exceed
allowable limits of purposefulness.
11.12865.

The essence of the process of your conscious “personalized” manifestation in the
Reality of any type, in any Formo-system of Worlds, is determined only by the qualitative
Levels of force interrelations on which you most comfortably perceive “yourself ”, as “a
personality”. This dependence is the foundation of all multidimensional dynamics of the
Focus of Creative Activity of each “personality”. Let’s consider the following example:
Nicholas S. was born in Moscow on the 12th of April 1977 at 12 hours 15 minutes, Moscow
time. Here, you must clearly imagine and understand that not all “personalities” (NUUVVU) of this Stereo-Form were born exactly within these particular time frames and in
far from all Worlds, in which its LLUU-VVU-Form is active. Therefore, it’s quite obvious
that in many Worlds of manifestation of this LLUU-VVU-Form, the future parents of this
“personality” for some reasons simply couldn’t establish the close relations so as to jointly
conceive a baby. In other Worlds, they got acquainted, but for some reasons couldn’t
marry; somewhere, they married, and, due to some circumstances, couldn’t conceive a
baby. Somewhere else, in accordance with the individual scenarios of their married life,
they gave birth to a girl; or after their marriage, one of them “died” — and so on. There are
always a great number of Worlds, where a particular Formo-Type of this LLUU-VVU-Form
couldn’t realize itself in a certain manner and approach this moment of time (refocusing)
in this geographical “point” of Space-Time. Still, I would like to emphasize the fact that
none of the Formo-systems of Worlds is left without any manifestation, in its scenarios
of development, of the creative dynamics of at least one of the Formo-Types of this LLUUVVU-Form.
11.12866.
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All scenarios of development of Formo-systems of Worlds are structured in detail
and simultaneously by various qualitative Levels of the Creativity of all LLUU-VVU-Forms
that constitute the conscious dynamics of the Collective Intelligences of these groups
of Worlds, and the whole aggregate of the Creative Activity of LLUU-VVU-Forms are, in
essence, “human” Worlds that reflect the whole simultaneous multivariance of possibilities
of the creativity of PROOFF-RRU.
11.12867.

Not Worlds, not the notorious “Genesis” have created us, but we ourselves — by
the collective dynamics of our Focuses of Creative Activity — continuously inertially “recreate” (sequentially “materialize” by our Thoughts, Feelings, Intentions and Actions in
strict compliance with Information of the variable ethereal component), in the information
space of our own Self-Consciousness, all Worlds around us, but — always! — only those
ranges of them, which can be pervaded with the creative dynamics of the SFUURMMForms of the Formo-Creators of Self-Consciousness of the NUU-VVU-Configurations
focused by Us.
11.12868.

So, there are many Worlds where the conception and the fact of birth of a child
by the same parents happened not at the above-mentioned time, but considerably earlier
or considerably later. In that case, we should consider another Stereo-Form of this
LLUU-VVU. Indeed, we don’t consider different children of the same parents NUU-VVUmanifestations of one and the same Stereo-Form. For example, if certain Nicholas S. was
born by “his” parents, but in the rotation Cycle of another (even if it’s very similar in the
frequency Configuration) group of Worlds (that is, either a little earlier, or a little later
than the above fact of birth), then other groups of Creators (“chakram personalities”)
participated in the formation of his external appearance and character traits, even if they
are from very similar Levels of the form-forming creativity, that is, regions of the genes
characteristic of DNA of each of the parents. That is why there is a strong probability,
especially in duvuyllerrtly close Formo-systems (in their frequencies to this World),
that the NUU-VVU-Forms of these Stereo-Forms which we compare will have quite many
common features not only in their similar appearance, but also in character traits.
11.12869.

Now, let’s assume that a certain “personality”, according to the individual scenario
of development, must “die” at the age of 80. But, due to the fact that it has mastered the
new Knowledge from IISSIIDIOLOGY books, it decided to try to prolong its Life to the
notional qualitative maximum determined for “personalities” that belong to this group of
Worlds, that is, to live to the age of 145. Will it manage to do it or not? In fact, everything
isn’t as simple as it may seem at first glance, but it’s not very difficult either for anyone
of you to do it. The main criterion for you to refocus into your own particular NUUVVU-Interpretation (among a great number of them, either with a short or a maximum
length of Life) at the moment of “Death” is not time and place of your birth, and even
not parents that gave birth to you, but a characteristic Configuration of vibrations of a
stable range of the Focus of Creative Activity of this “personality”. The dynamic Vector of
the quality of the Focus of Creative Activity of each “personality” is really organized by
the continuous dynamics of the Focus of Close Attention of its Self-Consciousness and
creates (depending on the qualitative Levels on which this Focus is stabilized and active
most of all) an inimitable (in frequency) NUU-VVU-Configuration (NNAASSMM).
11.12870.
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All Vectors of the sequential dynamics of these activities form in the SelfConsciousness those SFUURMM-Forms, which determine all Conceptions of every
“personality” of “itself ”, that is, they also structure by corresponding qualities (and
Images) new Conceptions of this “personality” of “itself in the future”, of the NUU-VVUConfiguration of the “personality” for which it has a stable Aspiration, which is “now”
subjectively most interesting and attractive to it. That is, the characteristic dynamics of
the Focus of Creative Activity simultaneously determine both the present active range of
the Self-Consciousness of “the personality” and its nearest possibilities of the activation,
in its Self-Consciousness, of new qualitative Vectors of the Directions of its individual
development.
11.12871.

I have already mentioned the general Rule of structurization of “human” Formosystems of Worlds — “the Law of Eternal Existence of any Form”18: higher-qualitative
and more harmonized frequency Configurations of our Stereo-Types are organically
“included” into scenarios of development of higher-qualitative Formo-systems of Worlds,
and, as a rule (if this doesn’t contradict scenarios of development of other “people”),
provide biological structures of manifestation of their NUU-VVU-Configurations with
the largest vital reserve (that which we usually mean by the Force of Spirit, the Creative
Potential), which has a positive effect on the state of health of our more spiritualized
“personalities” and on the “linear” length of their temporary manifestation in these
systems of Worlds (length of Life). At the very moment of your “Death” (regardless
of whether it is a serious disease or a certain “tragic accident”), the dynamics of your
Focus of Creative Activity have formed, in the structures of the Self-Consciousness of
the “current” duvuyllerrt group of your Stereo-Types, a definite NUU-VVU-Configuration
of active wave interrelations between different-qualitative Forms of different (in their
frequencies) Fields-Consciousnesses that represent all your current “personal” interests,
attachments, internal dynamics of psychological reactions, and so on. You already know
that these force interrelations, with an increase of their stability and intensity in the
dynamics of your Self-Consciousness, create a more or less strong (in its influence over
your Self-Consciousness) type of complex-configuration vibrations — conglomerates of
UU-VVU-copies and SFUURMM-Forms that structure them.
11.12872.

In one of rezonational “zones” of that space-time Continuum, in which you
perceive yourself as the one who lives “now”, there certainly (since all Worlds intersect
in one rezonational “point” of Space-Time) is a corresponding character (Stereo-Type
of someone’s Formo-Type), the identical Configuration of the Self-Consciousness of
which resonates very much with your Focus of Creative Activity. The other “personality”
may be represented in corresponding Formo-systems of Worlds by another (not yours)
Stereo-Form, may have a different age, place of residence, be representative of another
race, and even be of the opposite sex… However, owing to the fact that the NUU-VVUConfiguration formed by the stable dynamics of its Focus of Creative Activity and the
degree of qualitative activity of the Levels of its Self-Consciousness are very similar to
yours, there is a great probability that “you” (that part of NUU-VVU-Configurations of
the Stereo-Form, the qualitative inertial dynamics of which you subjectively interpret
11.12873.

18

See IISSIIDIOLOGY, volume 10.
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at a given moment as “yourself ”), at the moment of “Death”, will be able to refocus not
into “the nearest” (which is very similar in Configuration) group of Stereo-Types of your
Stereo-Form, but will resonate with other Forms of manifestation of Your UFS and, after
a slloogrent differentiation into VVU-Configurations of many slloogrent modules of UUVVU-conglomerates, will begin to associate yourself with some other “personality” (and
simultaneously with many other “personalities”).
At the same time, the “previous” part of the NUU-VVU-Configurations (the one,
with the help of which you perceived “yourself ” as “a personality”) of the simultaneous
dynamics of Your UFS will continue in the usual mode the inertial dynamics of refocusings
in the rotation Cycle of your “present personality”. No wonder that it happens in this way,
because the Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness is the multidimensional slloogrent
complex formed by the simultaneous dynamics of an innumerable set of all possible
different-qualitative multidimensional Fields-Consciousnesses and energy-information
relations between them. Since there is such a variant at the moment of each of your
innumerable “Deaths”, I had to warn you about it. Because this explains the phenomenon
of a real successive “double”, “triple” and even multiple “disassociation” of the SelfConsciousness of one living “personality” into quite self-sufficient, contradictory and
independent from each other (with their individual characters, habits, bents, voices and
recollections) “personified personalities”.
11.12874.

Let’s consider another variant: a certain “personality” of an advanced age, owing
to a conscious and detailed recollection, on the levels of its long-term memory (TECdynamics), of pleasant events that happened long ago, more and more often begins to
imagine (picture to itself) itself young and particularly in the Formo-systems of Worlds
that have become long ago (for “you”) a part of the beyond-time subjectively-notional
category of the Memory-of-the-World-of-the-Past, in the scenarios of which the fact of
“Death” of this “personality” hasn’t yet come in this rotation Cycle. I would like to mention
that any “personality” always has a real possibility to stably refocus into the Formo-systems
of Worlds, where its NUU-VVU-Configurations, principles and life interests are much more
interesting and vital than its present psychospiritual or purely biological (“physical”) state.
11.12875.

Suppose, that once in its youth, “the personality” had a strong aspiration for
something, and later the realization of these interesting plans was prevented by something,
something failed in its Life, it made wrong choices and everything went not the way it
wished. So, by the moment of its “Death”, since the dynamics of its Self-Consciousness
has a considerable portion of “negative” Experience of low-qualitative realizations of UUVVU-conglomerates, its FCA becomes more stabilized and on a more frequent basis on
the same Levels of the Creative Activity that were present in its youth. But the time is
“lost”, there are no sufficient physical forces, although it has a great desire to achieve the
former plans. Then the fact of a natural “Death” may provide the “human being” with
such an opportunity — to return again into the groups of Stereo-Types that “had passed
away” long ago, and, maybe this time, to do other choices and try again to achieve the
previous goals. In order to fulfill it (through the dynamics of at least several UU-VVUconglomerates), it is sufficient to have quite a stably established Thought in the SelfConsciousness: “I wish I could begin all over again!..”.
11.12876.
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You should know that at the moment of “Death” you can quite easily “slip down”
by the stable dynamics of your FCA into SFUURMM-Forms of your “past”, where you have
a different age (younger or older), and begin to perceive yourself accordingly in that Time
Flow. All this is possible, because our Interests, our subjective Conceptions of ourselves
are formed in the structures of the Self-Consciousness by all the Creative Activity of our
SFUURMM-Forms. In the rezonational “points”, where VVU-Configurations of the specific
dynamics of these SFUURMM-Forms considerably coincide, that is, where your present
Conceptions of “yourself ” on some Levels of your Self-Consciousness closely resonate
with such Conceptions typical of some other your Stereo-Types manifested in another
Time Flow (no matter to which Formo-systems of Worlds these Stereo-Types belong), you
become differentiated anyway and disidentify yourself from the NUU-VVU-Configurations
of the current Worlds, and then can start (or rather continue, as if nothing had happened)
to realize yourself in other groups of Stereo-Types that structure other Formo-systems of
Worlds and Continuums.
11.12877.

It is because all these factors: NUU-VVU-Configurations that form the general
dynamics of any “personality” Self-Consciousness, the dynamics of the Focus of Creative
Activity (FCA + FDR), the biological “age” are just a few component parts of One Eternal
energy-information Flow, which never disappears anywhere and is never irretrievably
lost. All THIS always, at any moment of Time, “was”, “is” and “will be” — whether we know
about it or not, accept it or negate. It’s like water that pours down from a tap. Judging by
the chemical composition of each of droplets that fall down from one tap but originally
come from various sources, it’s hard to determine each source, because all the water is
intermixed, and instead of special water from a spring it has become simply tap water.
That is, after “the fact of your Death” (for example, at the age of 90) nobody will force
you to live till the maximum age, if you wait eagerly for this process, because “Death”,
according to your expectations, will release you from suffering, feebleness, severe diseases
and “physical” inability that prevent the fulfillment of your plans.

11.12878.

In these states of Self-Consciousness, you simply will not want, at the moment
of your long-awaited “Death”, to chose for yourself the easiest (for refocusing) variant
— to continue to perceive yourself as the one who continues to live at the same old age,
because you have had enough suffering, torment, and in your Self-Consciousness there is
strong unwillingness to continue your Life in this way. Therefore, you automatically will
choose for yourself another variant of refocusing, where your age will not burden you,
and the NUU-VVU-Configurations subconsciously focused by You will provide you with
more favorable possibilities for your further realization in the Direction of your most
stable (at the moment of “Death”) vital interests. For instance, now I am more than fifty,
but it doesn’t mean that I have the only perspective to pass through many imperceptible
(for me) “Deaths” and to live to 145 years. The whole perspective of my possible further
development “is differentiated” in billions of Formo-systems of Worlds. All my perspective
refocusings after “Death” are all possible NUU-VVU-Configurations of any of FormoTypes of my LLUU-VVU-Forms, regardless of their age and “historical epochs” in which
they “personally” realize themselves. All that matters is just my psychoinformational
resonance at the moment of refocusing from one scenario into another scenario, from
one group of NUU-VVU-Configurations of Stereo-Types into another one.
11.12879.
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In any rotation Cycle, when I finish my successive scenario by another “Death”
which is potentially manifested in one of moments of existence of one of countless
Stereo-Types, at the same instant, I continue my conscious “personalized” existence in
another scenario that has a maximum resonance, at this moment, with the NUU-VVUConfiguration focused by Me. I just stop to perceive myself in this Formo-system of
Worlds with its unique moment of “now” and start to perceive myself in the moment
of “now” which is typical of another Formo-system. That which we refer to the beyondtime category of the Memory-of-the-World-of-the-Past is based on Illusion, on the need
for inertial perception of some Information. The subjective perception of “a sequence of
something relative to something” is generated by the dynamics of our individual rotation
Cycle determined by parameters of the inertial dynamics of rotation quantum Shifts that
are individually characteristic of the subjective Reality of this type.
11.12880.

The individual rotation Cycle is the continuous system of a sequential activation
of the creative dynamics of all processes initially programmed for certain Formosystems of Worlds of subjective Realities and inertially re-created in Space-Time through
the subjective creative dynamics that sequentially “unfold” from the temporal ethereal
constituent in the information space of Self-Consciousness of each of the NUU-VVUConfigurations focused by Us. In other words, your UFS (through the general dynamics of
FCA of Formo-Creators and FDR of UU-VVU-conglomerates) that simultaneously belongs
to each of countless rotation Cycles is continuously inertially reprojected all at once
“inside” all Time Flows, all subjective Realities, simultaneously shifting frequencies along
all different-qualitative Vectors. Owing to this, there is always a large group of Formosystems of Worlds and Realities of different types that are “connected” among themselves
by a particular Information synthesized in individual ODS of all Formo-Types of every
LLUU-VVU-Form. A parallel (to them) qualitative group of Formo-systems of Worlds and
subjective Realities, the qualities of which “are in discord” (to some extent or other) with
the first group, compose, together with other Formo-systems of Worlds that are similar to
the second group, their own space-time and energy-information formations that structure
the information “space” of other LLUU-VVU-Forms.
11.12881.

All these different-qualitative LLUU-VVU-dynamics — through energy-information
connections along all Vectors of the synthetic development of all Pure Cosmic Qualities
— simultaneously structure all Time Flows. This is the way of the formation of that which
we call “the outer world”, which also — simultaneously along all Vectors of Qualities —
duvuyllerrtly penetrates by its own energy-information interrelations all other Formosystems of Worlds and subjective Realities. All together they represent, in individual
systems of our Perception, the intraqualitative creative dynamics of duvuyllerrt groups
of Continuums. That which we call and associate with the category the Memory-of-theWorld-of-the-Past exists only in our Self-Consciousness in the form of constant VVUInformation which is initially encoded in the temporal ethereal constituent, inertially
“unpacked” and “unfolded” in a specific way in the information “space” of the individual
ODS of our Self-Consciousness.
11.12882.

Each of these moments is organically “included” into the continuous creative
dynamics of groups of Formo-systems of Worlds and subjective Realities, in which [dy11.12883.
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namics] every notional instant — through the subjective Perception of each of Forms
that structure these Formo-systems by NUU-VVU-Configurations — is already initially

differentiated into “the past”, “the present” and “the future”. However, I repeat, inside this
Process, there is no “past”, “present” or “future” and cannot be, because all the dynamics
“unfold” individually in the structures of Self-Consciousness of each Form. This directly
concerns the subjective Perception (by us) of the process of someone’s “Death” (because
no one can perceive one’s own “Death”, because it doesn’t exist for each of us).
11.112884. Learn

well and remember forever: only one-and-only important event happens
in your Life at the moment of any of your innumerable “Deaths” — you still continue
to live!, Nothing happens “personally” to you, except your current actions (whether you
drive a car, read a book, sleep, watch TV) — there are no dramas, tragedies, tears, blood,
maimed bodies and all other attributes observed in their rotation Cycles by those who
continue to perceive themselves in the inertial dynamics of those Formo-systems of
Worlds, from which you have just refocused! Every next instant of your Life is based on
new Information, new Understanding, new Experience inherited from the realizational
Information initially included in the previous moment, which could be accompanied by
“your Death”. But you yourself will never know about it!
— When I “die”, where do those NUU-VVU-Configurations, owing to which I perceived

myself as a particular “personality”, “stay”?

— They don’t “stay” anywhere, dear Zuarrgss! In the general dynamics, they
perceive themselves as they are through their own rotation Cycles — infinitely, constantly
and at every moment of their only and eternal Existence. This like an endless film strip
loaded on millions of motion-picture cameras. If I am not mistaken, it was Plato who
stated that “time is a moving image of eternity”, although he implied a completely different
meaning by these words. Absolutely everything, whether perceived by us or not, which,
however exists in its own fashion, continuously refocuses in one and the same “Moment
of Eternity” — everything constantly repeats in all things like in a hologram, but we are
unaware of this, because we perceive ourselves as “ourselves” only at that moment of
individual “now”, through the dynamics of which our real “beingness” can be perceived.
11.12885.

The dynamics of Time Flows reminds me the theory of integers that depend
on each other and already initially exist simultaneously (it would be silly to state that
9 exists earlier than 19). The majority of “people” that are used to think and feel that
Time as if has a “linear” nature and that its Flow “inevitably” runs from “the past” to
“the future” are much mistaken. By the way, classical mechanics is also wrong when it
considers all mathematical functions within the Universe, which in fact is structured by
many multidimensional slloogrent “points” that transform, in the individual system of
Perception of each of you, into a specific state characteristic only of your “beingness”, that
is, only of your “personal now”.
11.12886.

However, none of these subjective “nows” should be perceived as fleeting instants,
which come from one variant of your “past” and immediately disappear in the next variant
11.12887.
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of your “future”. Any of your “beingnesses”, which you perceive at these “now”-instants,
is just one of billions of billions of your simultaneous states, which you perceive in your
other “nows” that simultaneously exist at this moment in the eternal universal mosaic of
other dimensions, which you don’t perceive in any way in this “now”, but which are closely
connected with your “now” by finest energy-information Flows, — and none of them is
more important than all others.
In the whole different-qualitative and boundless multidimensionality of SpaceTime of the Universe, any variant of your “future” scenario of development, into which
you will certainly refocus one day, already initially exists, being “unpacked-unfolded” at
this very instant in the information “space” of your “future” Form, just like every instant
of any of scenarios of your “past” lived by you also always already initially exists, not
only in your recollections of it, but as the most real — for your other “personalized”
Interpretations — “present” (which we refer to the notional time category the Memoryof-the-World-of-the-Past — that eternal state of Space-Time, where absolutely all variants
of our “past” always exist, and, whatever we do “now” or in “the future”, we cannot change
their specific sequential dynamics for a single instant).
11.12888.

Einstein once noticed: “That means nothing. People like us, who believe in physics,
know that the distinction between past, present, and future is only a stubbornly persistent
illusion”. But the majority of scientists are still deeply convinced that on the Subconscious
Level a certain Form of Existence of Time “counts” every second of the infinite Space which
is called the Universe. Not long ago, one known astrophysicist answered the question
whether the “present” dynamics of perception of time have accelerated in comparison
with past years: “Yes, I feel that day by day time runs quicker, but my watch tells me the
contrary”. Even those who deal with synchronization of chronological time know that the
outer World is being managed by arbitrarily established marks, because watches cannot
measure Time at all.
11.12889.

Another moment of our common “now” just passed, and “the present we” no
longer perceive ourselves in it, but “the past we” still continue to perceive ourselves in that
moment, which has subjectively passed for “the present us”. Can you find “me”, the one
that just talked to you on this subject — I myself don’t know where “he”, “that” Oris, is!
Yes, “he”, without doubt, literally “a second ago” was at this place, but was it that I who now
tells you completely different things? Of course, not! The visual “personality” is as if “one
and the same”, but the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Me during one second have
changed together with all the specifics of my previous Thoughts, Feelings and Desires. I
perceive myself again only in this “now”. A second has passed, and “I” (together with the
present dynamics of my FCA!) am no longer in that quantum-holographous “point” of
Space-Time, but that “point” forever contains a dynamic Formo-Image of the previous
dynamics of my FCA!
11.12890.

Yes, the place I sit on “now” haven’t “moved” a single centimeter, even my posture
hasn’t changed! However, “the past I” am no longer on this place, only “the present I” sit
here. And at this very moment, one of many variants of “the future I” already inertially
approaches this “point”, so that to become “the present I”, and in a second — “the past I”...
11.12891.
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This is “the film strip” of my Self-Consciousness that constantly simultaneously refocuses
in the skrruullerrt system from millions of Formo-systems of Worlds into millions of
other Formo-systems... I perceive myself as “the present I” only at the moment when, in
this point of Space-Time, there is inertial implementation of the rotation frequency Shift
which is subjectively defined in our Perception as “an instant”.
Every instant, certain specific VVU-Information is individually decoded from the
temporal ethereal constituent of the information space of the Self-Consciousness of each
living creature of this Continuum and is “unfolded” in the outer Space-Time; it helps
the creature to form additional subjective Conceptions of “the events that happen” and
Conceptions of “itself ”. Through VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators of the brain
that structure Configurations of each of these creatures, in the information space of their
Self-Consciousnesses (individual ODS), in different Directions of possible development,
there is instantaneous retransmission of completely different electromagnetic signals
of all possible psychological states (Thoughts, Feelings, Desires), which provides an
inertial impulse to the manifestation of the next slloogrent dynamics of the quantumholographous rotation Shift (simultaneously along all Vectors!) in this multidimensional
“point” of Space-Time, which, in its turn, causes “unpacking” of the next instantaneous
portion of individual Information from temporal ethereal constituents of all living
creatures...
11.12892.

Therefore, it is possible — with some portion of Truth — to state that our Life is
divided into instants, which actually determines the presence, in our Self-Consciousness,
of subjective Conceptions of the same time intervals. The higher the quality of the
dynamics of “unpacking-unfolding” of TEC-Information in the Self-Consciousness, the
denser (in frequency of vibrations) the Time Flow attracted by it. That is why it seems
to “people”, in the Self-Consciousnesses of which this happens, that time flies faster. On
the other hand, lower-qualitative Information that can “be unfolded” only in its typical
(in frequency) Time Flow implies a subjective impression of the “decelerated” passage of
time.
11.12893.

In this context, I would like also to mention such deeply subjective factor as
dimension of Space-Time. You know that objectively any dimension reflects the degree
of synthesis between various Pure Qualities in this or that “point” of Energy-Plasma: the
more LIIY-FFMI-LLI are synthesized in a higher volume of their typical Aspects, the higher
the dimension of this “point” of Space-Time. For enormous diapasons (Levels) of manifestation of the different-qualitative Creative Activity of Energy-Plasma the scheme looks
simple at first glance:
−− a fully completed Synthesis of two Qualities gives a Third creative state of Energy-Plasma or the third dimension of Space-Time, which strongly interacts with
Aspects of a third Quality;
11.12894.

−− an absolute completion of the Synthesis of three Qualities among themselves

duvuyllerrtly transforms structures of the three-dimensional Space-Time into a
certain new Fourth creative state — four-dimensional interpretation of the creative dynamics of Energy-Plasma, which most actively attract Aspects of one more
Quality;
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−− with further continuation of the Process of deep Synthesis of Aspects of the four

Qualities among themselves, the structure of the outer Space-Time duvuyllerrtly
changes until it inertially forms a certain Fifth creative state that characterizes it
as the five-dimensional diapason of the dynamics of the Creative Activity of Energy-Plasma, and so on.

I have told you about this many times before. But the point is that, being in one
and the same space-time Continuum, Forms of Self-Consciousnesses of all creatures
that synthesize Aspects of the same number of Pure Qualities, nonetheless, really stay
in different dimensions of manifestation of their typical dynamics of Creative Activity
and, therefore, they perceive the dynamics of chronological time in completely different
ways. A very strong factor for particular focusing of Self-Consciousness (UFS) in the
Configurations of Forms that structure some sublevels of certain dimensional diapasons
is the degree of a qualitative synthesis of the Creative Activity manifested by UFS: the
more complete the Synthesis of two Dominants on the Levels of Self-Consciousness,
the higher the individual parameter of dimension of the Configuration of a given
realizational Form.
11.12895.

For example, in the 3-4-dimensional Continuum, different-qualitative Forms
have various parameters of dimension that specifically transform the “curvature” of their
outer Space-Time. That is, the higher the frequency of Levels of the Creative Activity of
a given Form of Self-Consciousness, the higher the energy-information Levels typical of
this Continuum which it can use in its life creativity; and the higher (more harmonious
and, therefore, more favorable for the realization of individual properties) the sublevels
of the manifested dimension (3rd-4th) on which this Form can exist; as well as the quicker
(subjectively) it perceives the dynamics of chronological time due to a more intensive
energy-information exchange.
11.12896.

There is one more very important factor that considerably affects not only the
state of dimension of Space-Time that surrounds a given Form of Self-Consciousness,
but also the degree of its subjective perception of the “linear” time. It’s the specific
composition of Dominants of the Pure Qualities synthesized by this Form. Depending
on the combination (the degree of compatibility) of some Qualities among themselves,
there are completely different ways of manifestation of the dimension of Space-Time
individually formed (within the range of manifestation of the general creative dynamics
of the same Continuum!) by the Forms of Self-Consciousnesses that synthesize their
own Dominants of different Qualities. In case of lesser compatibility, tensor FieldsConsciousnesses are formed that create definite dissonant fluctuations in the dynamic
states synthesized by them, which affects in a certain manner “the picture” of a specific
change of “the curvature” of Space-Time around these Forms as a result of the influence
(over it) of the creative dynamics of their Self-Consciousnesses. To be more precise, in
such cases, the quality of the Creative Activity will decrease and, therefore, the parameter
of dimension will subjectively become smaller, especially in comparison with the more
perfect and coordinated synthetic dynamics between compatible Qualities carried out on
identical (in frequency) sublevels of the same Continuum.
11.12897.
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Here, I would like to explain better what exactly I mean by the notion “tensor”,
which obviously differs very much from the meaning implied in mathematics. I took the
mathematical term that allows to distinguish the geometrically important from a random
choice of a coordinate system. In IISSIIDIOLOGY, the term “the tensor of tension” (tensor
Fields-Consciousnesses or simply tensor) means a definite degree of disharmoniousness
(an unbalanced state of qualities) of Configurations of Forms of Self-Consciousness
(Collective Consciousnesses). By disharmonious states I mean that, in the dynamics of
the Configurations of Forms that creatively interact with each other, there are moments
of all possible energy-information tensions (express kinds of SFUURMM-Forms) that lead
to deceleration of inertial processes of the Synthesis of Aspects of dominant (for each of
them) Qualities, as compared with a more optimal Vector for any particular Proto-Form.
11.12898.

For example, such disharmony appears in NUU-VVU-Forms when the information
“space” of the Focus of Close Attention is “occupied” by the dynamics of different-qualitative
interaction between low-frequency SFUURMM-Forms typical of SVUULL-VVU-copies with
their characteristic realization through violence and aggression (even toward their own
Form) and higher-frequency UU-VVU-copies that perceive themselves in more positive
ways of realization. Such dissonance of information flows “inside” one Form often results
in a gradual or quick destruction of the Form. I call similar disharmonious manifestations
in Configurations of one Form or between several Forms of Self-Consciousnesses tensor
tension of Fields-Consciousnesses.
11.12899.

Tensor tension can be also characterized as antipathy dynamics of mutual
antagonism or mutual repulsion that appear between two or several “personalities”.
When you communicate with “a human being” who differs greatly from you in the way of
thinking, level of development and behavior, you feel an internal “discomfort” even from
being near him in one place of Space — you don’t have common subjects to discuss; both of
your have different intellectual-sensuous spheres, because most of your SFUURMM-Forms
differ very much from each other in qualities. In such conditions, if both of you have to
fulfill one common task, any cooperation on the basis of resonance of the Configurations
of Self-Consciousnesses will most likely fail, but in such tensor Configuration of the two
types of Self-Consciousnesses that are involuntarily united by the search of a solution of
the common problem, in case of a definite degree of tolerance and common sense, quite
a strong eglleroliftive Impulse can appear that will help to find an unusual solution due
to the combination of two different approaches. This is the way the Law TUURR-MOORR
is executed — “the Law of Self-Balancing of Reactions” together with both its Principles:
UURTT-OOLKK — “I-AM THE CREATIVE REFLECTION OF ANALOGOUS REACTIONS OF ALL IN
11.12900.

ALL” and OORTT-UULKK — “I-AM THE CREATIVE REFLECTION OF DESTRUCTIVE REACTIONS
OF ALL IN ALL”.

Tensor tension can be also associated with the dipolar moment of a magnet or a
charge-polarized system, but, in case of such tensor, any tension manifests dynamically,
in multiple aspects, because it is simultaneously conditioned by different types of
Fields-Consciousnesses. That is why the mathematical notion of tensor describes well
the combined interaction of different “forces” applied inside one system (Forms of
manifestation of Self-Consciousness). The notion of tensor tension, in essence, is opposite
11.12901.
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to the notion of resonance. While in resonant processes there is a mutual amplification of
the creative dynamics due to joint “efforts” on the basis of common Aspects of Qualities
peculiar to both systems, tensor tension characterizes that part of Configurations of
systems which are in notional “antagonism” (as if “opposition”).
Tensor tension of Reality is another notion. In essence it is the degree of disharmony
between lowest-qualitative elements of Consciousness. For example, in “human” subjective
Realities, there are simultaneously manifestations of low-frequency energy-information
Flows typical of SVUULL-VVU- or LUUD-VVU-copies and the dynamics of high-frequency
STOOLUUD-VVU-copies. The degree of differentiation of some SFUURMM-Forms on
different-qualitative Levels of the Configuration of the collective Consciousness of
“humankind” of such Reality may be so high that the realizational Forms that structure
such Reality simply cannot come to a harmonious agreement (“agree” with each other).
11.12902.

Remember my example with multicolored flashlights19 — until the degree
of mutual manifestation of Form-Creativity achieves a definite level, on which each
“color” includes at least a small portion of all other “colors”, these very diversified and
different-qualitative Entities cannot come to “mutual understanding”. That is why tensor
tension of any irkkulligren Reality may be defined as the degree of its differentiation
into different-qualitative self-conscious Elements. Thus, in “human” Realities, the
qualitative manifestation of SVUULL-VVU-copies provides maximum tensor tension
both inside society and between individual “personalities”, in the Configurations of SelfConsciousness of which the dynamics of these low-frequency Levels are most active.
11.12903.

There is a clear dependence between the parameter of gravitation of a Reality
and tensor tension of lower levels of Collective Consciousnesses. As it was shown in
Fundamentals of IISSIIDIOLOGY, the parameter of gravitation of a Reality is proportional
to the qualitative state of manifestation of the electromagnetic Field. Until the Collective
Consciousness of “the present humankind” has active manifestations of the activity of
SVUULL-VVU-copies, Formo-“particles” of irkkulligren Forms (elementary particles as
the foundation of Formo-Matter) will be structured by a class of heavy karmo-quanta,
which inevitably fixes the range of manifestation of the electromagnetic Field to the
Levels characteristic of the lower limits of IRKKULL-diapason of dimension. With a
decrease of the activity of low-frequency UU-VVU-copies in the structures of SelfConsciousnesses of “people”, the combined Focus of Creative Activity of “humankind”
will move to upper ranges of IRKKULL-Realities, which will certainly affect the quality
of form-creating processes of “personality” Consciousnesses and will contribute to a
duvuyllerrt replacement of the heavy karmo-quanta from the general dynamics of the
collective Consciousness of “humankind”.
11.12904.

Such directivity of the evolutional process leads to a decrease of the parameter
of gravitation of the “human” Reality, and the nature of manifestation of the
electromagnetic Field will “move” from “quantum” to flluuy “Fields” that are characteristic
of 3.75-4.25-dimensional resopason. This process becomes especially pronounced
during “a quantum jump”, which makes it possible for all inertially manifested NUU11.12905.

19

See IISSIIDIOLOGY, volume 10, par.10446.
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VVU-Configurations to simultaneously exclude from the dynamics of their own SelfConsciousnesses the activity of SFUURMM-Forms of SVUULL-VVU-copies, most of
LUUD-VVU-copies, and therefore the class of heavy karmo-quanta. As a result, there is

a simultaneous drastic decrease of the parameter of gravitation of the Reality and the
parameter of dimension.

Now, after we have considered the meaning of the notion tensor used in
IISSIIDIOLOGY, you might have the question: why we, being simultaneously focused in
the Forms of Self-Consciousness that have different dimensional characteristics, still
can visually observe each other? Here is a brief answer: that’s the way it is! To be more
exact, only because all Forms of Self-Consciousness manifested simultaneously with
us structure one and the same space-time Continuum. I explained quite in detail the
definition of this term. Now, let me remind you that every Continuum (now, I don’t mean
its “noo-time energy-information analog”, although its presence is also very important
for understanding this subject) has its typical range of manifestation of the Creative
dynamics of all Forms of Self-Consciousness that structure it by different qualities.
Usually, it doesn’t exceed extreme limits of notional diapasons of dimensions (the 1st2nd, 2nd-3rd, 3rd-4th, 4th-5th, 5th-6th dimensions and so on), but periodicallythere are
such resopasonal (transitional) periods, in its inertial Existence (for example, as the one
that our Continuum has now), when the range of creative manifestation of all Forms
increases almost by a half!20
11.12906.

Each of innumerable subjective Realities of all types that structures Space-Time
of each Continuum by Configurations of Self-Consciousnesses of its Forms manifests in
a much narrower diapason of dimensions, but each of them has common resopasons with
Realities of almost all other types, which makes it possible for Forms of most Realities
to actively interact with each other. This mechanism is provided by the presence (in the
general dynamics of holographous rotation-frequency Shifts of each Continuum) of
more differentiated (in synthesized Qualities, which means, in diapasons of dimensions)
individual dynamics of holographous rotation-frequency Shifts of Realities of each type.
However, I must note that, for the Forms of Realities of each type that structure one and
the same Continuum, there is still quite a great number of Forms notionally inaccessible
for a conscious interaction that belong to Realities with dual (that differ greatly from each
other) qualitative characteristics, and, therefore, with different parameters of dimensions.
11.12907.

For example, “people” cannot actively and consciously interact with subjective
3-4-dimensional Realities (manifested simultaneously with them) of “microorganisms”,
“biological cells”, “plants”, “forests”, “atoms and molecules of substances”, “natural
phenomena”, with Realities of “rivers” and “lakes”, “seas” and “oceans”, “mainlands”,
“islands”, “continents” and so on. We cannot even imagine that each of the Forms of these
Realities has its own unique Conceptions, Intentions and considerations concerning not
only our (completely incomprehensible to them) existence, but also in relation to many
other Forms, which they don’t understand either. This refers to not only to “people”, but
also to all other Forms of Self-Consciousness, which, due to the existing difference in
11.12908.

20 See IISSIIDIOLOGY, volume 12, Chapter XI.
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synthetic processes and their extreme sublevels of the dimensional diapason of the general
dynamics of manifestation of Forms of this Continuum, cannot adequately associate in
their typical systems of Perception and individually discern Forms of Self-Consciousness
from Realities of other types simultaneously manifested with them. In a literal sense,
living “side by side” with each other, they cannot perform conscious creative interrelations
and are restricted to unilateral, purely consumer-type relations.
Nonetheless, all we “see” each other, at least through microscopes, telescopes or
synchrophasotrons. Why? Because we have a common (to all of us) diapason of dimensions,
the reliability and constancy (presence) of which is provided by the more differentiated
dynamics of individual holographous rotation-frequency Shifts of different-qualitative
Formo-systems of individual Worlds that structure even narrower diapasons of dimensions
but have (through resopasons) active interrelations with Forms of Self-Consciousnesses
of other Formo-systems of Worlds. There can be no conscious communication between
inhabitants of extremely dualistic Formo-systems not only of a Continuum, but even of
the same subjective Reality.
11.12909.

Our dear Prooksius told me he couldn’t understand for a long time why all we, each
one being simultaneously subjectively in one’s own individual World, nonetheless, visually
perceive each other. After continuous thinking about it ( ), an image came into his head
that complements the known (to you) properties of duvuyllerrtness by the presence, in the
dynamics carried out between wave Configurations of Forms that structure different-type
Realities, of certain interspatial mutually-penetrating diffusgentness that serves as the
basis of formation of the dynamics of any of resopasons — common “zones” of the Creative
Activity of Forms of many Realities. These diffusgent processes, just like the Principle of
duvuyllerrtness, are also inertially provided by the simultaneous slloogrent dynamics of
different-qualitative frequency-rotation Shifts. This looks approximately in the same way
as physical diffusion: force interrelations that appear between molecules of two differentqualitative substances enable them to gradually penetrate into each other on the border of
their interaction. The more there are identical types of interrelations, the more intensive
diffusgentness is manifested. The creative dynamics of Self-Consciousnesses of all Forms
are stimulated in this multiple-vector process by the “rotation” principle initially included
into the inertial dynamics of any part of slloogrent Space-Time.
11.12910.

You should understand diffusgentness not literally as an inertial process of
propagation of something into something else, but as a ready “noo-time” (already
initially created in every skrruullerrt system) state of “spheroidal interpenetration” of
all energy-information interrelations between all Directions (that duvuyllerrtly transit
into each other) of possible development of each of these Realities, which [Directions]
are characteristic of this qualitative range of Energy-Plasma. One multidimensional
multiple-vector slloogrent rotation frequency Shift subjectively perceived by the
systems of Perception of Forms (that participate in it) as a certain sequence of “physical
displacement” of Forms in Space-Time is implemented according to vibrations of this
synthesized (in a resopason) state of wave Configurations of a certain Form of SelfConsciousness.
11.12911.
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Different peoples or races have a lot of difficulties in mutual understanding
not only because the Configurations of NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Them synthesize
Aspects of the same two dominant Qualities in completely different degree (and in
different Directions of development!), but also because there are very great differences in
the dynamics of their Creative Activity on different Levels of Self-Consciousness, which
automatically increases the gap between parameters of dimensions in which their NUUVVU-Forms manifest. Yes, we see each other, observe each other, but cannot understand
(I don’t mean the language barrier) due to enormous and insuperable difference in
SFUURMM-Forms or levels of development.
11.12912.

The same is true for other cosmic civilizations that manifest simultaneously with
us at a distance of many light years in the same Formo-systems of individual Worlds.
Due to a huge difference in the Dominants synthesized by us and by them, the difference
in the dimension that separates us from them may be so great that we, living actually in
one Continuum, cannot see their Forms of Self-Consciousness on the planets which we
observe in telescopes. Scientists, as usual, make a helpless gesture and say that there are
no living “physical” forms of Intelligence on any planets. Even on the Moon or Venus!
But they are, I assure you! They just qualitatively differ from us, and that is why their
Configurations are outside the ranges of our systems of Perception!
11.12913.

Dimension, my dear friends, is a very subjective notion that greatly depends
not on the number of synthesized Qualities, but on the degree of manifestation (in the
structures of Self-Consciousness of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by You) of the
specific creative dynamics of such obligatory Principle of our universal Existence as UUNGLIIRIDA. The higher the degree of synthetic dynamics managed by the Formo-Creators
of this Cosmic Civilization, the greater possibilities of the operational (conscious)
manipulation of various variants of dimensions and Time this Form of Self-Consciousness
has. And, vice versa, the lower these dynamics, the more you depend in your life creativity
on the correlation between the parameters of dimensions of your Form and dimensions
of the outer Space-Time, and far more on the time factor.
11.12914.

11.112915. “Temporality” of all Things in Existence is the most stable factor among all other ones

that provide simultaneous manifestations of our UFS in the Realities of irkkulligren type,
where there is nothing constant and everything changes every moment, where anything
“constant” simply couldn’t manifest. We, here, represent simultaneously both “objects of
observation” and “observers of objects” that are “folded up in a quantum-holographous
way” into one whole, which initially, in our temporal ethereal constituent, was nothing
else but One. We ourselves (through the biochemical activity of our bio-Creators) have
“unpacked” them “moment by moment” from our temporal ethereal constituents, and we
ourselves gave them Life, and simultaneously “unfolded” (to the smallest details!) every
object first in the individual information space of our own Self-Consciousness (in the
individual ODS), then in different rezonational “points” of the outer Space-Time, so that
a part of interrelations of our entire individually-subjective Life could “unfold” in front
of us.
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QUESTION. You said that now our Continuum is in an extremely unstable state, when

inertially, at every instant of our existence, there can be a qualitative differentiation of
Forms that structure it into different (qualitatively more stabilized) duvuyllerrt “Continuums” that manifest in one and the same diapason of dimensions. I still don’t understand quite well how with such a great gap between parameters of dimensions — from
2.5 to 4.0 — can we continue to see each other and the objects around us?
— All form-creating processes in Formo-systems of Worlds, dear Uullarg, are
carried out by Us, as Formo-Creators of absolutely all Levels of IISSIIDI-Centers, the
classification of which I gave at the end of volume 10. That is, I state that all these processes
of formation, which we subjectively define for ourselves as “objects and circumstances”
of the outer World, don’t happen anywhere “outside”, in some Galaxies and “cosmic
spaces” inaccessible to our Understanding and perception, where Certain mysterious
and omnipotent “Higher Cosmic Intelligences” create something specially for us all
the time, — no, all this is ignorant nonsense, which just contributes to your separation
from the deepest Truth of your eternal and infinite Existence in different Forms of SelfConsciousness! Absolutely everything that each of you defines for yourself as “your
personal Life” happens and is carried out in the information space of your “personality”
Self-Consciousness on the basis of the individual VVU-Information which “is unpacked”
at every successive moment when the Focus is in the skrruullerrt system, creates an
individual part of TEC out of the general slloogrent dynamics, and is projected into the
individual ODS in the form of UU-VVU-copies.
11.12916.

Let’s agree from the beginning that every time when we talk about ODS, we always
bear in mind only all the countless variety of inertially synthesized UU-VVU-copies and
never confuse them with UU-VVU-Forms, owing to the Configurations of which they
can qualitatively differentiate in factor Axes of our Self-Consciousness that resonate
with them. Although VVU-Information, with which any quantum-holographous region
of TEC of every Stereo-Form is initially structured (programmed, organized), was also
“temporarily borrowed” by the Formo-Creators of the Subconscious (that is, Us) from
the information “space” of the same ODS, it was, HOWEVER, taken as the Configuration
of one Aspect of Quality, without karmic attachment to psychological reactions of any
particular “personality” of a given Stereo-Form, as “a certain fact”, “objective entity” that
determines every particular moment of simultaneous different-qualitative Existence of
this Stereo-Form, which [Existence] is structurally formed by discrete subjective moments
of the continuous dynamics of individual rotation Cycles of the whole set of differentqualitative Interpretations of its “personalities”.
11.12917.

That is why, when we talk about the diapason of our space-time Continuum
from 2.5 to 4.0 dimension, we don’t mean the frequency rotation Shift simultaneously
implemented at a given moment through a quantum-holographous VVU-Configuration
of each of Formo-systems of Worlds that structure this Continuum, — no, we mean only
different-qualitative Levels of VVU-Information of the noo-time Continuum that provides
the dynamics of each quantum-holographous part of one such rotation Shift with an
individual information content; we mean UU-VVU-copies which constitute all the creative
dynamics of our structures of Self-Consciousness, and owing to a full resonance with which
11.12918.
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every instant we, in each of Formo-systems of Worlds, simultaneously perceive ourselves
as one of possible (for us at a given moment) Interpretations of all the “personalities” of
our Stereo-Form.
Every one of you “personally”, in each of Worlds of this Formo-system, inertially
have the resonance not simultaneously with all Formo-copies that constitute the NUUVVU-Configuration focused by You at a given moment (don’t forget that at any moment
you can focus not a full “personality” visually manifested in a given Space-Time, but
only the Configuration of one of its notional 328 Stereo-Types), but sequentially: at
this instant — with one of your UU-VVU-copies, at the next instant — with another one,
then — with a third one, and so on. You can also focus for a more or less long time in
a definite rezonational “zone” of VVU-Configurations that structure the whole set of
the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by You during this period. If, at a given moment,
“someone else’s” UU-VVU-copy “wedges” into the creative (psychological) dynamics of
your Self-Consciousness according to the principle of rezonational combination with
the qualitative state of your Focus of Close Attention, then this UU-VVU-copy can also
temporarily manifest in factor Axes of your RRGLUU-VVU.
11.12919.

Any OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system has its own typical information “space”, which,
according to its individual features, differs very much from characteristic properties of our
habitual, visually perceived Space-Time. That is why any ODS has its own characteristic,
completely different parameters of dimension, not the ones, which we use in the Formosystem of Worlds on the basis of the qualitative state of the dynamics of its individual
quantum-holographous rotation Shift (that is, a specific, for every Form of manifestation,
state of the Process of Synthesis of Aspects of certain two dominant Qualities, which
is carried out with the recessive dynamics of Aspects of the other ten Qualities). All
realizational Formo-copies of ODS are represented in the information “space” by noo-time
Factors, that is, the ones that are associated only informationally with the Time Flows
that structure our type of Space. What is ODS? It is the whole energy-information basis,
the entire evolutional foundation for the creative activity of your Self-Consciousness,
which, for the time being, is based on the different-qualitative realizational creativity of
all UU-VVU-entities from the individual ODS, and later will gradually begin to include
more dynamics of the Creative Activity of your FLUU-VVU-doubles from realizational
flayyds of FLUU-LUU-complexes of higher-qualitative resopasons of Energy-Plasma.
11.12920.

Each of sublevels of the common information “space” of ODS (which means, all
objects, all phenomena that are structured by some VVU-Information that belongs to
ODS) has its own type of dimension that is not associated with Time Flows, in which some
Formo-copies were differentiated into their “niches” from the structures of “personality”
Self-Consciousness. This type of “individual dimension”, which each of you has at every
single moment of Time, is conditioned by the greatest dynamics of the Creative Activity,
in the common Configuration of your Self-Consciousness, of specific SFUURMM-Forms
of a certain Formo-copy, whose Configuration structures a realizational “niche” of a
particular ODS sublevel that has its own type of dimension. Therefore, being specifically
manifested (through the frequency dynamics of a rotation Shift) in a strictly defined
Formo-system of Worlds, you use in your choices different-qualitative VVU-Information
11.12921.
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and, at every moment of your Life, represent in Space-Time (through the Configuration
of the Form focused by You) ODS-dimensions of different types, which are not the basis
for the processes of manifestation of your Forms (it is provided by the general Principle of
rotation Shifts), but the information basis for your subjective “personalized” life creativity.
What does that mean? Let’s consider it in detail. ODS provides us with a continuous
flow of SFUURMM-Forms about anything (they are Thoughts of a qualitative sublevel that
are formalized in a certain manner), which can be both from the lowest (for “people”)
sublevel (for example, within the diapason of dimensions from 2.5 to 3.0), of a medium
quality — from 3.0 to 3.5, and of a higher quality (for this Continuum) — from 3.5 to 4.0.
There can also be iskon Conceptions of high-frequency Ideas (formed by iskon FieldsConsciousnesses) within the range from 4.0 to 4.25, or even to 4.5, — these are short-term
manifestations of FLAKS-Forms of a very high quality of spiritual Enlightenment. The
qualitative state of VVU-Information (depth, density of synthesized energy-information
Levels) determines the value of a parameter of dimensions in a noo-time Continuum,
while dimensions of Formo-systems of Worlds, along with the number of Dominants
synthesized in Self-Consciousness, are also determined by the frequency and Directions
of the holographous dynamics of rotation Shifts (actually, by Inertia of the Time Flow, in
which this process of Synthesis is carried out).
11.12922.

Every space-time Continuum is structured by Energy-Information of a great
number of subjective Realities, — Realities of “people”, animals, plants and minerals. By
implementing their life Creativity on their own (incomprehensible to us) level, minerals,
plants and animals perceive the outer world and themselves in this world in their own
fashion. Subjective Realities formed by collective Consciousnesses of “humankind”
of different types, in their turn, are also very inhomogeneous, what representatives of
different nationalities, different countries, “people” of different levels of development
think about the outer world and about themselves is a very wide range of differentqualitative SFUURMM-Forms of various ODS sublevels. What kind of SFUURMM-Form are
these? These are fragmented Conceptions of self-conscious Elements of ODS (all possible
UU-VVU-copies of realizational “niches”), which are based on different frequencies
of vibrations and simultaneously structure different dimensional diapasons of SpaceTime and different qualitative ranges of information spaces of “personality” SelfConsciousness, from which each “personality” continuously takes SFUURMM-Forms to
form its psychological reactions to the VVU-Information individually “unpacked” by it
from TEC, and then, on the basis of the general dynamics of these Conceptions, it forms
its subjective Reality in this S-T-Continuum.
11.12923.

Suppose, in this STC, scenarios of seven billion “people” are simultaneously
“unpacked-unfolded”. All these “people” have different Conceptions of the “human”
Reality. These seven billion individual Conceptions, individual Worlds, according to the
way of formation (with the participation of two Dominants typical only of LLUU-VVU) and
the type of realizations (characteristic of all NUU-VVU-Forms), automatically combine
into a Common different-qualitative formation, some dynamic Whole, regardless of the
fact that Conceptions of each “human being” include elements that resonate or are in
discord to some extent with all other “people”. For example, there are papaya, mango and
11.12924.
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rambutan in front of us on the table. Many peoples from tropical countries know these
fruit and have many SFUURMM-Forms concerning ways of cooking, preserving, canning,
selling them, conditions in which they grow and so on. Those who live in the countries
located in middle latitudes have much narrower Conceptions of these fruit, which, as
a rule, are based on the ways of eating them. If we talk about such northern peoples
as Chukchi or Buryats, Self-Consciousnesses of most of their representatives have no
SFUURMM-Forms of any of the three fruit at all. Many of us don’t have any Conceptions of
many things which are natural for others. Therefore, these things are not included either
in our individual Worlds, or in our Reality, — for various reasons, we don’t have VVUInformation about them, and we structure our subjective Realities with very different
qualities. Aboriginals have characteristic thinking and feeling types borrowed from lower
dimensions of ODS, and, of course, there is nothing in their Realities, of which scientists,
engineers, explorers, or programmers think, — that is, all that which is interesting for an
ordinary civilized “human being” who has a computer, a car, who knows “the history of
development” of the civilization, philosophy and other things.
Now compare ranges of all these seven billion subjective Realities: the ones, in
which aboriginals from different continents form their own Conceptions of the outer
world, and other ones that form the information basis of Conceptions of “people” of a
civilized society. These Realities are absolutely incompatible and almost don’t intersect
informationally, but they are “human” Realities, because aboriginals, along with
elementary SVUULL-VVU-copies, also use some part of lower LUUD-VVU-copies, which
are typical of all “people”. For example: while aboriginals call a tree in their own fashion,
they perceive the image of the tree just like all other “people”, — just like for us, the tree
is the material for their own creativity (it is possible to light a fire with the help of the
tree; its branches can be used as clubs, leaves may serve for protection from the rain, the
trunk can be used as a bridge through a river and so on). The similarity of the levels of
this creativity is the uniting element of our individual Worlds. There are even greater
differences in Perception of such notions as “sky”, “sun”, “rain”, “wind”, “food” and others,
which are characteristic only of the Perception of our, (“human”) type. On these levels,
our and their Realities “unite” due to common SFUURMM-Forms.
11.12925.

So, we have found out that in one and the same S-T-Continuum (perceived from
the “human” Reality) there are simultaneously Forms (NUU-VVU and Proto-Forms) that
think and feel within the qualitative diapason from 2.5 to 3.0 dimension of ODS, and
Forms (NUU-VVU and NUULL-VVU) that think and feel within the qualitative diapason
from 3.5 to 4.0 dimension of ODS. That is, Thought-Forms and Feeling-Forms of some
“people” differ completely from the quality of the psychomental activity of other “people”,
however, both groups of “people” see and perceive each other well.
11.12926.

What is the basis of the whole mechanism of the simultaneous manifestation, in
one STC, of each of innumerable different-qualitative Formo-systems of Worlds? As I have
already mentioned, it is based on the dynamics of quantum-holographous frequencyrotation Shifts. I point it out for you all the time: quantum-holographous frequencyrotation Shifts. What does that mean? What is the subtle point required for your better
Understanding? I would define this “subtle point” as Mystery, and when you understand
11.12927.
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and unriddle it, you will be able to get a much better access to deeper Mysteries of Your
eternal single-moment Existence in all structures of the Creation at once. So that to begin
to gradually understand this very complex issue, let’s consider one notional instant from
different points of view, by simultaneously “including” into it both an aboriginal (in the
traditional understanding, it’s an uneducated, intellectually underdeveloped “human
being”) and a highly-intellectual “human being”. The NUU-VVU-Configurations inertially
focused by Them structure the same holographous parts of this Formo-system of Worlds
according to their individual scenarios of development.
From the point of view of inertia, we can observe that, at the same instant, the
aboriginal thinks in “his own” Direction of creativity and uses for this SFUURMM-Forms
(Formo-copies) from his own individual ODS typical of his Self-Consciousness, which
form the important (and only one for this “personality”!) information dynamics for the
realizational activity of all Formo-Creators of his brain. That is why, in the individual
creativity of his Self-Consciousness, the dynamics of his individual holographous part of
the rotation Shift considered by us will be carried out in the Direction characteristic of the
development of some particular Proto-Form that resonates in the greatest degree with the
Configuration of his Self-Consciousness according to the qualitative state of the process
of Synthesis of Aspects of Pure Qualities. While the Self-Consciousness of the highlyintellectual “human being”, at the same instant, through his Focus of Close Attention,
“displaces” in frequency (refocuses) through the dynamics of his holographous part of
the common (to both of them) rotation Shift in the Direction of development, which
corresponds to the unique schemes of Synthesis of SFUURMM-Forms in his individual ODS.
11.12928.

If We imagine a certain “model” of a single-moment state of the World, without
taking into account the constant influence (over it) of the dynamics of different-qualitative
Time Flows, and try as if to “look”, simultaneously from various frequency Levels, at this
“model” of the frozen instant as an Observer that perceives Himself at least in the diapason
from the second to the twelfth dimension, then We could visually make sure that the Space
which We observe is not at all like any still picture. All the seeming definiteness and locality
of the outer World “break in splinters” (just disappear as dynamics) on nominal vibration
“limits” (in different-qualitative resopasons) of wave-doolls and wave-flaks interactions,
where the processes of usual “quantization” of Energy-Plasma by Fields-Consciousnesses
of elementary particles are duvuyllerrtly replaced by the dynamics of uykkuy (the 2nd3rd dimensions) and iskon (the 4th-5th dimensions) Fields-Consciousnesses of subnuclear
and superuniversal particles that are completely inaccessible to your Perception.
11.12929.

Try to understand, my dear friends, that the World is not at all a certain frequency
“section” of an imaginary “Existence” (that which you can subjectively perceive through
your system of senses in each narrow range of manifestation of the Forms focused by
You) and not an instantaneous photograph of definite wave dynamics of the whole set
of objects specifically manifested in definite frequencies of Space-Time. The World is
the instantaneously expressed (in a definite type of Space-Time) dynamics of differentqualitative energy-information interrelations (but not at all spatial positions of
simultaneously manifested objects relative to each other!) carried out in the noo-time
mode between all Forms of Collective Intelligences not in one notional dimension, but
11.12930.
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on various frequency Levels, in a very wide qualitative range of Energy-Plasma which is
inertially synthesized by Collective Intelligences of all these Forms.
Absolutely all VVU-Configurations that structure, by their different-qualitative
dynamics, specific “bodies of frequency manifestation” of any of realizational ProtoForms of Collective Intelligences (which are involved in processes of joint implementation
of definite schemes of Synthesis) that actively interact among themselves in each
skrruullerrt system have a universal feature of an infinite doolls-wave-flaks (in the
frequency range of manifestation of Forms of this Continuum) self-propagation in the
form of spheroidal energy-information VVU-Modules (multidimensional holographous
block or C’C’UUUYFF-formations). I define these singular-multidimensional dynamics of
simultaneous energy-information interrelations between all Things in Existence (both
subjectively manifested in your Perception and as if nonexistent for you) as the universal
property of slloogrentness, which — in our “current” Reality — is easily interchangeable
with the notion quantum-holographous dynamics.
11.12931.

Such creative slloogrent dynamics typical of each of Formo-systems (whether
it be Worlds, Realities, S-T-Continuums, S-T-Conversums, Universes, any “personality”,
Proto-Form and the like) are simultaneously always designed both for preserving the
energy-information Potential (NNAASSMM and VLOOOMOOT) initially included into the
dynamics and for the holographous noo-time self-propagation of the Information that
structures the dynamics not only into qualitatively-close duvuyllerrt Formo-systems
(along all Vectors of possible Directions of the qualitative development of a given
frequency Configuration of the Collective Intelligence — in the range from the highest to
the lowest degree of manifestation of VLOOOMOOT of this Form), but also into all other
Formo-systems of the Creation, being slloogrently modified on each frequency Level of
the general dynamics of the simultaneous energy-information interaction.
11.12932.

In this respect, each Formo-system limited in its creative manifestation by the
narrowly-specific Configuration of its Self-Consciousness may be (notionally and
schematically) imagined in the form of “a spheroidal-holographous point of singularity”
(“singularity” is the tendency of a process to infinity or a transformation of one state into
an infinite one), which is inside the infinite dynamics of multidimensional “spheroidal”
C’C’UUUYFF-Configurations that are formed by all different-qualitative energyinformation Flows and as if intersect in one multidimensional “point of an unsteady
qualitative balance of Forces”, which I define as a skrruullerrt system, each of slloogrent
parts of which is under the simultaneous continuous influence of dynamically balanced
energy-information Flows, some of which can be notionally referred to tendentially
“centripetal” (as if evolutional — in our example — a highly-intellectual “human being”
whose synthetic dynamics of Self-Consciousness aims at “deepening” the processes
typical of LLUU-VVU-Forms), and other to tendentially “centrifugal” (or as if involutional
— an aboriginal whose synthetic dynamics of Self-Consciousness aims at “deepening” the
processes typical of one of Proto-Forms of animals).
11.12933.

The Universal Principle of duvuyllerrtness that provides ALL-integrity, ALLinfinity and All-spheroidality (infinite self-propagation in all possible Directions of
11.12934.
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development) of absolutely all Forms harmoniously and naturally unites all Formosystems of the Creation into one, — absolutely indivisible and unlimited anywhere, —
realizational System of the Higher Cosmic Intelligence, which cannot be considered
either from the point of view of Space (horizontally or vertically, “this way and that way”),
or from the point of view of its association with Time (in “the past”, in “the present”
or in “the future”). An infinite number of Time Flows or individual rotation Cycles
are as if projected level-by-level and frequency-by-frequency on these beyond-time
multidimensional “spheroidal” C’C’UUUYFF-Configurations by different realizational
types of Cosmic Entities of Time (in the Tertiary Energy-Plasma — OOO-LTR-USSGOOLL-SS), and in each of the Time Flows — simultaneously and inertially — there is
implementation of all these parallel different-qualitative synthetic Processes, which
we have considered above. At the same time, all of them together are in one-and-only
“spheroidal-holographous point of singularity” — skrruullerrt system. Since these slloogrent
multidimensional dynamics cannot be considered by the imperfect system of Perception
of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Us, we can at least try to differentiate the
dynamics in our imagination (“stratify” according to qualities in every dimension) in
all Vectors of possible Synthesis and, finally, discretely single out an innumerable set
of unimaginably different slloogrent Directions of simultaneous refocusings typical of
Proto-Forms of Collective Intelligences of different types.
By the way, in the context of this question, I would like to give more information
about the specific functioning of our system of Perception. Its functioning is completely
based on such important parameter of Self-Consciousness as NNAASSMM, which is
formed, as I have mentioned, by the whole aggregate of different-qualitative FieldsConsciousnesses that are initially encoded in each of the NUU-VVU-Configurations
focused by Us and represent spectral frequency characteristics of a “dynamically-static”
(instantaneous) state of the potentially possible (at this instant!) simultaneous activity
of all UU-VVU-conglomerates manifested through the Self-Consciousness of a given
“personality”. These spectral characteristics, naturally, will be different in a scientist and
in an aboriginal, but there always will be a certain common part (VVU-Configuration)
of this spectrum typical of both of them, no matter on which frequency Level the joint
dynamics of FCA and FDR of each of them is fixed (that is, no matter how the frequency
characteristics change in both of them). In other words, the specific dynamics of UUVVU-conglomerates in the Self-Consciousness of one of them, with the help of the system
of Perception typical only of this “personality”, as if “limit” (narrow possibilities of
manifestation on the corresponding Level of activity) the qualitative dynamics of the
whole spectrum of Self-Consciousness of the other and simultaneously polarizes this
multidimensional NUU-VVU-Configuration in a narrow mental-sensuous range typical
only of this Direction of the synthetic dynamics.
11.12935.

You can figuratively and more simply imagine this “mental-sensuous sphere” in the
form of a flat sheet of paper with a text on it. If we look at it at the right angle, we perceive
the information better and more accurately (the correlation of dominant and recessive
qualities in both Configurations is equal, therefore, the energy-information exchange
between them is intensive). If we start to turn the sheet (change the system of coordinates,
“increasing” the dominance of one recessive quality and simultaneously “decreasing”
11.12936.
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the dynamics of one of the existing dominants), then the greater the turning angle, the
more difficult it will be for us to read the text on the paper (difficulties in the energyinformation exchange between scientists and uneducated “human beings”). Finally, when
we turn the sheet so that its edge is right in front of us, we will perceive it as a thin line
and will not be able to read the text at all. This corresponds to our attempts to establish
energy-information interrelations with another Proto-Form. If we consider Proto-Forms
that synthesize two absolutely different (as compared with “people”) Dominants, then all
qualitative characteristics of this imagined “line” will be projected into an infinitely small
“point” — its form will not simply exist for our system of Perception — there is nothing
joint, mutually synthesized for “our” and “their” Configurations, — we will have nothing
to “quantize” from the dynamics of their Self-Consciousness, while they will not be able
to distinguish our Creative Activity!
Now, let’s get back to our scientist and aboriginal. So, each of them, having “limited”
and “polarized” (by the dynamics of his system of Perception) the Creative Activity of
UU-VVU-conglomerates in the information space of Self-Consciousness of the other, and
having specifically “quantized” (using his typical SFUURMM-Forms) that which had been
“unpacked-unfolded” from TEC, sees in front of himself only that which he “personally”
can subjectively define as “his own reality” and that is why he has his own psychological
reactions (that is, he performs the synthesis of definite Aspects of Qualities) only to
those common things (VVU-Configurations) that are still in the dynamics of his SelfConsciousness and in the Self-Consciousness of the other “personality”. That is why every
“human being” always can be only in his own individual World: every one can see in
any situation only that which is typical of one’s own creative dynamics. Therefore, the
scientist cannot feel any relation between the aboriginal and other Proto-Forms (which is
not included into the NUU-VVU-Configurations of the scientist, but may be quite natural
for the Formo-Creators of the Self-Consciousness of the uneducated “human being”),
while the aboriginal, in his turn, is simply unable to understand the highly-intellectual
thinking process of the scientist. Similar processes are characteristic of all Formo-systems
that structure the slloogrent dynamics of each of the artificially differentiated (by us
according to the frequency parameter) skrruullerrt systems.
11.12937.

That is why I say that in Space-Time there are certain simultaneous
multidimensional energy-information dynamics, “inside” which, at every inertial
instant, any quantum-holographous frequency rotation Shift is carried out in all possible
qualitative Directions and fills every inertial “region” of the general slloogrent dynamics
of Energy-Plasma with intermediate results of the different-qualitative Synthesis. This
is a much truer understanding of the Essence of a rotation Shift than that primitive
image of moment by moment energy-information frequency “slices” of Worlds made in
a definite “linear” sequence, which you have already established in your Imagination.
Any instant is a specific individual manifestation of the dynamics of the universal
holographousness, slloogrentness, spheroidality! For this 3-4-dimensional Reality it
is “quantum holographousness”, which is realized through a definite volume of VVUInformation notionally included in the energy potential of one “quantum”. The greater
this information volume included in one “quantum”, the higher the quality of rotation
Cycles formed by it. This is the meaning of the difference in the frequency of rotation
11.12938.
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Cycles for different Self-Consciousnesses depending on their qualitative state (the average
one equals 328 frequency “shifts” per second).
So, we have found out: that which we subjectively define for ourselves as “our eternal
Life”, “our Existence” is possible by means of just one slloogrent frequency “shift” realized
by each of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Us in its entire inertial multiplicity
and different qualitative states. Our slloogrent “personality” Self-Consciousness, being
simultaneously “included” in the inertial dynamics of 328 frequency “shifts” per second (in
each one among an innumerable set of qualitative Directions of refocusings!), in essence,
at one and the same notional “Instant of Eternity”, AS IF “infinitely and repeatedly passes”
only through this, one-and-only, “noo-time” multifaceted (multidimensional, differentqualitative) slloogrent “shift”.
11.12939.

That is, we continuously and in detail AS IF analyze and sequentially synthesize
in our Self-Consciousness all possible qualitative variants initially “included” in the
only “shift”, simultaneously experiencing it in each of Configurations focused by Us
(not only in a LLUU-VVU-Form!) at different “angles of vision”, inertially refocusing in
various Directions of possible (for us!) Synthesis of Aspects of Qualities. In addition,
the qualitative potential of “the volume” of the VVU-Information (UU-VVU-Forms and
Formo-copies that vibrationally correspond to them), which we can use, inertially
“unpacking” it from TEC, to “quantize” the information space of our Self-Consciousness
(“the outer world”), will unambiguously determine the frequency of this AS IF repeated
“shift”. Figuratively speaking, whether we will make frequent, but small “steps” in one of
Directions of refocusings chosen by us, or rare, but large ones is determined only by the
qualitative state of our thinking and feeling and nothing else. With the inertial Synthesis
of increasingly higher-qualitative Levels of Self-Consciousness, our evolutional “steps”
will become larger.
11.12940.

It follows from the above that different frequencies of different-level and
different-qualitative energy-information structures of Self-Consciousnesses in no way
affect one another, in no way interfere with each other. For example, the frequency of the
rotation Shift of a scientist (it equals 240 SSLUULLUSS) is an integral attribute only of the
dynamics of the Creative Activity of his Self-Consciousness. For him, an aboriginal (the
frequency of his rotation Cycle equals, say, 400 SSLUULLUSS) by no means is a Form that
“flickers” in front of him in Space(!) with the frequency 400 Hz. For him, an aboriginal is
the C’C’UUUYFF-Configuration described above, which, in essence, is singular and static,
and the dynamics of SFUURMM-Forms of which the scientist will “limit” and “quantize”
in his own subjective Perception on the basis of the qualitative state of his own volume of
VVU-Information synthesized as SFUURMM-Forms of his individual ODS.
11.12941.

Now, let’s consider the meaning of “the Direction of development” or, to be more
exact, “the Direction of frequency refocusings”. In the first place, it’s a strictly defined
scheme of the Synthesis of Aspects of particular Pure Qualities, which is initially designed
by the Formo-Creators of TEC and VEC for the inertial achievement of some specific
qualitative states of Collective Intelligences of Energy-Plasma in a narrow range of the
synthetic creativity carried out by means of some realizational Forms. “Direction” is
11.12942.
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my subjective figurative expression, which I use only to show you simultaneous states
of different qualities of all component “parts” that participate in the multidimensional
slloogrent dynamics of “one and the same” synthetic Process carried out in the skrruullerrt
system. In fact, as you must have understood, there are no particular Directions in the
general synthetic dynamics of Energy-Plasma, because here, as well as in everything else,
there is the action of the Principle of duvuyllerrtness of Everything. Within the limits
of manifestation of Space-Time of three-four-dimensional Continuums, it is possible to
speak more really only about a greater or lesser degree of the synthesis of Aspects of one
Quality with Aspects of another Quality. However, it is simply impossible to single out
discretely at least one “separate” Direction in all the simultaneous duvuyllerrt dynamics
of all Aspects of the twelve Pure Qualities.
So, the whole aggregate of the seven billion subjective Realities, according to
the number of individuums (together with all Proto-Forms that structure them) create
S-T-Continuum of the “human” type. I would like to point our once more: now, we talk
only about “human” subjective Realities, because if we consider our energy-information
interrelations with other Proto-Forms, this will be a no-win situation for any analysis due
to the fact that completely different Directions of Synthesis will be superimposed on the
same rotation holographous Shift, and the general dynamics of NUU-VVU-Configurations
will inevitably reflect combinations of Qualities, which characterize only “a half ” of our
scheme of Synthesis.
11.12943.

11.112944. Those

Aspects Qualities, which are not typical of us at all (for example, the
dominance of the Qualities ALL-Essentiality and ALL-Aspiration or ALL-Mobility and
ALL-Unity), are typical of Proto-Forms, which we cannot visually see or really feel at all,
because there is no synthesis between the Aspects of these Qualities and the Aspects of
the our two Dominants. I mean that we cannot perceive them only in the 3-4-dimensional
Reality, but, as soon as we refocus into Forms of 4-5-dimensional Levels, we will have
tree synthesized Qualities in our combined Consciousness: ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence,
ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Unity, — and in any dynamics, where at least one of these
Qualities will participate, we will be able to perceive all processes of such creativity of
Forms. In Forms of the 5th-6th dimensions, Aspects of the Quality ALL-Integrity are
added, and all synthetic processes that include this Quality in their dynamics will become
accessible for the system of Perception of these Forms.
— Oris, what about other Proto-Forms, which use similar SFUURMM-Forms (“close” to

ours) about objects of the outer World? Animals must also have their own Conceptions
of bananas, trees, the sun, mustn’t they?
— Yes, just like us, they have their own Conceptions of all objects around them,
with the help of which they form their own subjective Realities in the same (with us)
STC. When we talk about a banana, we pronounce “banana”, an aboriginal will pronounce
“maidu”, and the energy-information Formo-image which is associated with a definite
acoustic “code” (which is almost common to all “people”) in the Self-Consciousness
of our (“human”) type. The situation is completely different with animals and insects,
11.12945.
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many of which have systems of visual, sensuous (the sense of smell, hearing, tactile and
psychological reactions) and intuitive Perception (that is, the activity of the FormoCreators of the brain) that are organized in a completely different way. They can see,
hear and feel in a specific way that which is inaccessible to our hearing, vision, sense of
smell and understanding in general. Animals, plants and minerals perceive SFUURMMForms, for example, of “air”, “sun”, “space”, “rain”, “snow”, “wind” and many other things in
a completely different way than we do.
These differences in the Perception as if form “component parts” of the combined
slloogrent dynamics of each SFUURMM-Form of any phenomenon and, in essence, form
the objective informational integrity of each energy-information Formo-image that forms
the basis of the holographous Conception of every Proto-Form in the TEC-dynamics of its
Self-Consciousness. This means that each Proto-Form, including a “human” one, attracts,
from the general holographousness of each “inertial-rotation frequency Shift”, only that
which is most characteristic of the information space of its Self-Consciousness at the
present moment. That is, absolutely everything can manifest in each of innumerable
subjective Realities (those of “humans”, “animals”, “insects”, “microorganisms” and others)
as this or that Form only owing to the fact that every rotation Shift has the holographous,
slloogrent Nature.
11.12946.

What does that mean? It means that potentially at every instant, definite dynamics
contain absolutely everything that has been initially included in the Information about
functioning of all types of Universes, all Universums and even absolutely all innumerable
sets of different-type Creations. Everything that you can and cannot imagine, that is
in the 3rd or 33333rd dimensions, which, however, you cannot yet perceive due to the
absence of the Creative Activity, in the structure of your Self-Consciousness, of necessary
SFUURMM-Forms and corresponding mechanisms for their decoding (and adaptation)
from the general energy-information Flow that constantly penetrates any Form, —
absolutely everything, as well as many other phenomena already initially exist regardless
of whether you know about it or not.
11.12947.

11.112948. At

every moment of time (in our common “now”, for example, it’s the year 2010,
for Thais it’s 2553, while in “now” of some other Forms, “we” have the year 5628), all
the “mechanics” possible for each of Forms, all the different-qualitative dynamics of the
creative realization typical of any Collective Intelligence are potentially present in each
of differently directed “rotations of holographous Shifts”. If you don’t understand this,
it’s only because you have rigidly limited the slloogrent dynamics of “holographousrotation Shifts” only by the time of your conscious subjective existence, while absolutely
all Time Flows have been initially equally “packed” in one-and-only “Shift”, and “we”, as
“realizational Forms”, at every moment of time rezonationally attract from this slloogrent
“mass” (particular dynamics of FCA and FDR) into the information space of our SelfConsciousness only that which in the greatest degree resonates with the Creative Activity
of some of SFUURMM-Forms of our individual ODS. In principle, it happens approximately
in the same way in the systems of Perception of different animals.
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— Oris, speaking of slloogrentness of the Information which We creatively operate, do
you mean the information base of the RESOSCONTIONAL Branch of development?

— No. There isn’t any separate information base of the RESOSCONTIONAL
Branch or that of the SYNTHETIC Branch, but there is a certain, common for both of
them, Potential of Energy-Information that provides creative manifestations of definite
information flows of ODS and all possible FLUU-LUU-complexes in specific association
with Formo-systems of Worlds outlined by the specific dynamics of definite Time Flows.
I must say that the synthetic dynamics of each of two, three, four, five and other groups
of Branches of development of the Creation have their own characteristic slloogrent
information basis, which is used by their realizational Forms for the implementation
of different-qualitative Processes typical of the energy-information interrelations only
of these types (not necessarily synthetic ones!). However, these Levels of interaction of
Energy and Information in Universums cannot be described by any descriptive methods
of data transferring, because such SFUURMM-Forms are absent in TEC and VEC.
11.12949.

Nonetheless, there isn’t any discreteness, any division between the dynamics of
the Creative Activity on each of these (completely inconceivable for us) Levels of energyinformation exchange, just like there aren’t any separate (without close interrelations)
fragmented VVU-Configurations of Formo-copies of ODS and “modular-complex”
VVU-Configurations of the creative manifestation of Self-Consciousness of any of
realizational Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A that structure all Formo-systems of Worlds
of the 3-4-dimensional diapason of Energy-Plasma. Any VVU-Information can manifest
only through definite Energy that strictly corresponds to it in frequency. The frequency
(property of vibration) is the connecting element between the “noo-time” dynamics of
the VVU-Information (VVU-Configurations of UU-VVU-Forms and UU-VVU-copies) and
the inertial dynamics of Energy included in the very moment of the “local” frequency
manifestation of the wave Configuration of each of particular Proto-Forms that serve
as the means of realization (specific manifestation) of this Information in this Formosystem of Worlds.
11.12950.

The multidimensional slloogrent structure of each S-T-Continuum makes possible
the simultaneous realization of different-frequency (different-qualitative) Information
through “one and the same” (notionally) slloogrent Form. Besides, each of “noo-time”
information Flows (Formo-copies) realizes itself in the form of impulses, as if by portions,
simultaneously duvuyllerrtly changing in the skrruullerrt system the qualitative state of its
typical Information in each of existing Directions of refocusings. Information only of one
VVU-frequency (typical of the general frequency-type VVU-Configuration of SFUURMMForms of one of UU-VVU-copies) can be realized through every realizational Proto-Form
at every slloogrent moment in each Formo-system of Worlds. In ODS, there cannot be a
simultaneous manifestation of Information characteristic of high-frequency, mediumfrequency and low-frequency Levels of Self-Consciousness through one and the same VVUConfiguration. Only We, being focused in “modular-complex” NUU-VVU-Configurations
of Stereo-Types (that slloogrently unite thousands of fragmented VVU-Configurations),
can inertially exist (visually and creatively manifest, be formally “localized”) in SpaceTime of one of Continuums.
11.12951.
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Each NUU-VVU-Configuration is a creatively uniting (it “provides a form” like a
train with many passengers that go by it) energy carrier of many VVU-Configurations of
slloogrent flows of different-qualitative VVU-Information (UU-VVU-Forms and Formocopies), each of which has its own, strictly defined, creative directivity. That which can
be qualitatively — psychologically — reflected in the dynamics of Space-Time through
NUU-VVU-Configurations of many duvuyllerrt Stereo-Types (simultaneously structured
by different UU-VVU-Forms and UU-VVU-copies differentiated by them) is, in essence, the
manifestation of the individual creative dynamics of conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies.
You should understand that any manifestation of Formo-copies without the simultaneous
Creative Activity (in TEC) of Information (UU-VVU-Forms) that initiate them would be
impossible, just like the manifestation of the kleksization dynamics of FCA of the FormoCreators of the brain is impossible without the corresponding dynamics of FDR of Formocopies. Both these processes — “noo-time” and inertial — are absolutely interrelated and
inseparable, no matter at what angles of vision we consider them.
11.12952.

Let me point it out one more time: at every inertial moment, we, by our rezonational
psychological state (instantaneous dynamics of the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by
Us) as if “adsorb”, from the general holographous dynamics of the skrruullerrt system that
structure the continuous energy-information TEC-flow, only that part of the common
VVU-Information, which corresponds in the greatest degree to our current psychological
state (the quality of the Creative Activity between many VVU-Configurations in the
Stereo-Type focused by Us), and that VVU-Information is reflected (kleksized) through
our Focus of Close Attention in factor Axes of our Self-Consciousness and immediately
becomes our next Formo-copy, that is, the direct Experience which we add at this instant
to the UU-VVU-conglomerates that already exist in our individual ODS. At the next instant,
we “adsorb” from the same duvuyllerrt group of Stereo-Types the frequency of another
NUU-VVU-Configuration (and immediately subjectively kleksize it into a set of “its own”
Formo-copies!), and so on. However, due to the principle of Inertia, we cannot suddenly
change the qualitative state of the NUU-VVU-Configurations, which we rezonationally
attract into the information space of our Self-Consciousness.
11.12953.

In essence, it is possible to put the equal sign between the joint dynamics of
VVU-Configurations of UU-VVU-Forms and VVU-Configurations of UU-VVU-copies and
the generalizing dynamics (structured by them) of NUU-VVU-Configurations of each of
Stereo-Types, which we have already used in our successive choices, because the Information
brought from TEC by each “previous” Stereo-Type has been synthesized (kleksized by
the bio-Creators) into a corresponding Experience and during all “subsequent” choices
it structures our individual ODS as differentiated VVU-Configurations of UU-VVUconglomerates. Nonetheless, it is still preserved in the form of NUU-VVU-Configurations
only in the notional category the Memory-of-the-World-of-the-Past, which ALWAYS —
just like the Current-Content-of-the-World and the Future-Content-of-the-World —
slloogrently structures each skrruullerrt system by Stereo-Types.
11.12954.

That is why you shouldn’t understand the equal sign literally: NUU-VVUConfigurations of Stereo-Types of the skrruullerrt system are informationally structured
only by VVU-Configurations of UU-VVU-Forms, which, at moment of fixation of the
11.12955.
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dynamics of FCA on them, are being kleksized (informationally modified) and turn
(qualitatively differentiate) into many “new” (slightly higher-qualitative) Formo-copies of
an individual ODS. That is, FDR of each of Formo-copies that already exist in the individual
ODS resonates by its SFUURMM-Forms only with its typical (in quality) NUU-VVUConfiguration of the Stereo-Type (as with an image of “itself ”), which [NUU-VVU-Configuration] is inertially “unpacked” from TEC. I repeat: any UU-VVU-copy is activated in ODS
of our Self-Consciousness as a subjective reflection of the UU-VVU-Forms manifested in a
given skrruullerrt system of Space-Time with the help of Energy of a particular stereotypic
NUU-VVU-Configuration, which is the energy carrier of this VVU-Information.
If some VVU-Information is just potentially present (not manifested) in the
Formo-system of Worlds, then we cannot anyhow perceive it, properly evaluate it and
react to it without a corresponding Experience (synthesized Aspects of Qualities) in
our individual ODS, the information carrier of which is a certain UU-VVU-copy that has
been previously included into the information space of our Self-Consciousness (by our
choices, parents, school, society, books, films, Internet, mass media, and so on). If we
take any child as an example, we will see that there is a definite individual period of
time for accumulation of VVU-Information (SFUURMM-Forms) and formation, in its
Self-Consciousness, of individual reactions to every subsequent VVU-Information. The
child gradually accumulates sensations, emotions, it cannot yet express them, because, on
the “subconscious” level, it uses SFUURMM-Forms of parents, which have been included
into its genetic Code (DNA) through the activity of some Formo-copies (among the ones
already formed in their individual ODS).
11.12956.

Only later, when the child starts to particularly perceive and subjectively
understand something, it begins to individually (in its own fashion, regardless of the
Experience of the parents, but on the basis of photoreducsive Ether which is common for
“people”) react to the “unpacked-unfolded” Information: the food it sees is a comparative
Information whether it wants to eat or not. The child, one way or another, projects on
it, through the Formo-Creators of the brain, its own reaction, and, therefore, it will be
already its own UU-VVU-copy that belongs to the individual ODS of the child’s “personality”
Self-Consciousness. That is, the child can define itself relative to anything only through
SFUURMM-Forms of UU-VVU-copies that already exist in its Self-Consciousness, which are
being consolidated (according to the frequency parameters) into UU-VVU-conglomerates.
However, you must clearly understand that none of these UU-VVU-copies is structurally
(formally, as a form, actually) in “the child”, but structures its own ODS “niche” and is closely
interrelated in its narrow-frequency creative manifestations with wave characteristics of
the Formo-Creators of DNA not only of this “personality”, but also with individual ODS of
Self-Consciousnesses of an innumerable set of Formo-Types from different Time Flows.
11.12957.

Why the same VVU-Information, which is present in one of countless “personality”
Self-Consciousnesses of different Formo-Types simultaneously manifested in different
Formo-systems of Worlds, is always “unfolded” in the dynamics of FDR of a fragmented
self-perception of one UU-VVU-copy, that is, in its realizational “niche”, the information
“space” of which it constantly structures? It’s because the VVU-Information, which is
being inertially “unpacked” in the Self-Consciousness of each of these “personalities”, is
11.12958.
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initially “encrusted” by slloogrent VVU-Configurations of the same UU-VVU-Forms! UUVVU-Forms, relative to UU-VVU-copies that subjectively “unfold” them in the “personality”
Self-Consciousness (through biochemical reactions of the bio-Creators), have a common
frequency base, some doolls, wave or flaks characteristics, to which FDR of every Formocopy can respond just by VVU-Configurations only of some definite SFUURMM-Forms.
Since, at the moment of the slloogrent “unpacking”, each UU-VVU-Form is being kleksized
on each level and differentiated by the Formo-Creators of the brain into many Formocopies, there can be many individual reactions to one and the same VVU-Information. For
example, at different times, we may have completely different Conceptions of one and
the same “human being”, object, phenomenon or event, depending on our psychological
state, which means that, in response to one and the same VVU-Information (such as
“the rain is cold” or “USA and Russia have begun the process of consolidation of their
mutual relations”), the same “people” may have SFUURMM-Forms of different UU-VVUconglomerates at different moments of their Life.
Now, there is a cup on this table, but everyone sees it (its picture, color, shape)
in one’s own fashion. Somebody likes it, somebody don’t. UU-VVU-Form is an objective
“description” of the cup, certain general VVU-Information about something which initially
doesn’t concern anyone’s interests. But each of us can perceive this Information only
through SFUURMM-Forms of certain UU-VVU-conglomerates typical of the stable energyinformation interrelations of our individual ODS. For example, I perceive it on the first
Level of ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA and this results in appearance of corresponding
emotions: “What a beautiful cup, what a nice green color, what a wonderful picture!”.
If, however, my Self-Consciousness was on the 2nd-3rd Levels of ARGLLAAMUNI and
INGLIMILISSA, I could say something like this: “Pah! What kind of cup is this? Give me an
orange or brown cup with a red picture!”. But it’s not “personally” I who thinks so, these are
energy-information interrelations (previously formed by my bio-Creators) with FDR of
definite UU-VVU-copies that became active in this very way in their “niches”, because lowfrequency VVU-Configurations of the Formo-Creators of the NUU-VVU-Configurations
focused by Me, by means of their typical dynamics of the Focus of Close Attention, now
can realize (synthesize) corresponding Aspects of Qualities only on the sublevel of this
qualitative ODS range. That is why my Self-Consciousness can rezonationally attract to the
dynamics of its FCA only FDR of UU-VVU-copies of a corresponding frequency sublevel.
11.12959.

As I have already mentioned, UU-VVU-copies know absolutely nothing about
us, — we, as certain “personalities” that have at least any relation to them, simply don’t
exist for them, because they perceive only themselves as “personalities” (in a slloogrent,
multifaceted way) and only in their typical (for each of them) narrow frequency range.
They know nothing about the fact that any of innumerable variants of “their” (that is,
“our”!) “personal lives”, through fragments of which they simultaneously and specifically
perceive themselves and events of the outer “world”, exists only owing to periodical
“unfolding” (from TEC), simultaneously in Self-Consciousnesses of many “people”, of
definite VVU-Information, to which these “personalities”, for various reasons, prefer to
react with SFUURMM-Forms of this or that slloogrent “part” of their typical qualitative
range.
11.12960.
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At any moment of your eternal “personality” Existence, VVU-Information is
generated from TEC into the information space of your Self-Consciousness as one
continuous slloogrent energy-information “packet” — the whole surrounding environment
with all minutest details manifests simultaneously during every duvuyllerrt “unpacking”:
the arrangement of things in your room, characteristic scents, “people” around you,
weather outside the window, individual Conceptions of the place of your residence, the
current season and time, the climate and many other things. All this is the “objective”
slloogrent dynamics of UU-VVU-Forms that stimulate the character of your subjective
Perception (the degree of the Creative Activity of UU-VVU-conglomerates used by your
bio-Creators at a given moment), and the dynamics of the majority of these objects are
not associated in any way with any of your “current” psychological reactions, because the
energy-information interrelations that manifest them in frequency (visually) occur on
other Levels of this formation — the collective Consciousness of “humankind”.
11.12961.

The Formo-Creators of the brain “unpack” and project, into the information
space of Self-Consciousness (as if “quantize”, “materialize” VVU-Configurations of FieldsConsciousnesses in the system of individual Perception), only those particularities and
details of the general slloogrent “environment” (objects, movements, phenomena and
all other things), the individual frequency of manifestation of which rezonationally
attracts the combined dynamics of FCA and FDR of their “personality”, that is, only that
which one way or another (but in the most expressive way!) can vibrationally reflect,
in Space-Time, the qualitative dynamics (peculiar to this moment) of some SFUURMMForms simultaneously activated to one extent or another in the individual ODS of this
“personality” Self-Consciousness. All other things that happen around and are outside
interests of “a personality” remains for it as if “offscreen”, outside its zone of attention
and understanding, because they are slloogrently “staged” by the Formo-Creators of the
Subconscious and the Supraconscious for all other realizational Forms that structure,
by their Configurations, not only this particular Reality but also the whole Continuum.
All these universal detailed “unpackings” with many completely unnecessary and
uninteresting (for us) details are carried out in the information space of each “personality”
Self-Consciousness not through the “individual” TEC-Flow of one Stereo-Form, but
through the parallel and simultaneous (with it) VEC-dynamics inertially generated from
the mentioned Levels of PROOFF-RRU.
11.12962.

The TEC-dynamics enable each “personality”, which is manifested at a certain
frequency in this Continuum, to consciously “extract” from the identical slloogrent
dynamics of a continuous energy-information VEC-Flow only that which is necessary
for it at a given moment, leaving all the rest as if untouched (I used the words “as if ”
because other Interpretations in this skrruullerrt system absolutely differently “unpack”
from TEC the same VVU-Information at this moment, fixing their FCA on other (unlike
us) objects, phenomena and details) on its typical Levels of the Subconscious, from which
this Information can always be “extracted” and kleksized to the smallest details in the
so-called transpersonal (that are beyond a certain “personality”) or changed states of
Self-Consciousness (to be more exact, the Subconscious). It’s much harder to describe
the scheme of their interaction than the joint dynamics of FCA and FDR, because the
Source of their slloogrent energy-information interrelations is outside the zone of the
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Creative Activity of the “personality” Self-Consciousness, which, in principle, serves only
as an elementary screen that can very narrowly reflect only the tiniest part of the highfrequency multipolarized TEC-VEC-Flow simultaneously projected on it.
All VVU-Information that provides level-by-level (frequency-by-frequency)
structuring of VEC-dynamics, by itself, is not associated anyhow with the qualitative
state of the Creative Activity of SFUURMM-Forms of SLUI-SLUU that provide the processes
of Synthesis on any Levels of the two lower IISSIIDI-Centers. The bio-Creators and UUVVU-conglomerates of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by Us ruthlessly, beyond
recognition distort it (literally reverse it owing to the absence of more authentic
Conceptions) for the purposes of their own low-frequency realization and provide
themselves in ODS and in Formo-systems of Worlds (by means of the TEC-dynamics)
with a reliable realizational bridgehead that enables them to inertially synthesize, on the
Levels of the “unconscious” and “personality” Self-Consciousness, even the most surreal
and absurd energy-information interrelations of Aspects of Qualities, which provides
the maximum depth and fullness of the inertial implementation of this most important
Process for the whole Creation.
11.12964.

All this is possible only because, when, in your individual “now”, the bio-Creators
subjectively “unpack-unfold” the VVU-Information of this instant (which in fact is not
registered anyhow by the dynamics of your FCA), the same Information, in its entire
slloogrent volume, immediately becomes a deeply realized fragmented part of many
“personal lives” of a huge number of Formo-copies, the vibrations of which you used
to “unpack” this VVU-Information. You are not consciously fixed on any objects or
details, because the dynamics of your FCA can be immediately reprojected into a VVUConfiguration of a completely different UU-VVU-conglomerate, however, for the Formoentities previously focused by your bio-Creators, this “instant” was not so fleeting and
insignificant, because in their fragmented Self-Consciousnesses — due to a very narrow
range of self-perception — each moment experienced by you (due to the VVU-Information)
is perceived much acutely, deeper and more consciously than by you “personally”. Having
subjectively experienced this moment, you have managed to focus on a qualitatively
different experience, however, this instant didn’t end for them at all (there is nothing to
be stopped when you are in the noo-time mode!), but continued in innumerable variants
of emotions of many of those “personalities”, which in their “now”, unlike you, haven’t
switched to other Levels of creativity and continued — every one in one’s own fashion —
to realize themselves in this Direction.
11.12965.

Moreover, at the same instant in the information space of your Self-Consciousness,
there is automatic “unpacking-unfolding” of the VVU-Information about the state of all
leaves on the tree outside the window, the number and intensity of snowflakes or droplets
of rain that fall from the sky, gusts of the wind, all gardens, forests, rivers and lakes, which
you see far away, about all objects on our planet, ocean currents, the state of all “black
holes” and “quasars”, and all this happens not somewhere “outside”, but in the information
space of your Self-Consciousness “potentially”, holographously, on the Subconscious Level
of your Perception, that is, being automatically “unpacked-unfolded” from TEC. If to stop
the instant and start to observe in the information space of my Self-Consciousness (take
11.12966.
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notice that it happens not in the Formo-system of Worlds, but in my individual ODS):
“So, what happens now at Ayfaar? What does everyone do there? What does everyone
feel at this instant?”, — at this instant, if desired, I could observe in all details the clothes
everyone wears, the food everyone eats, location of all objects, notice a small piece of
onion stuck in the drainage hole of the dishwasher in the kitchen, really feel the weather,
count the number of bread crumbs on the kitchen table and on the floor…
Now, let’s proceed. The information space of my Self-Consciousness is also
potentially (slloogrently) structured by the VVU-Information as to how, at this instant,
Life on any other planets goes on, and what happens on the Moon near the Tsiolkovsky
Crater or the Einstein Peak. Therefore, in my information “space” — through any of
Formo-copies of my individual ODS (but the best way is to use FLUU-VVU-doubles) —
I can always become any of slloogrent parts of this universal slloogrent Information,
“enter” any information contents of this instant and observe the location of any small
stone, all stars and galaxies around. It means that all stones in any of these galaxies and on
any planets, characteristic locations of all leaves on all trees, all bugs and worms hidden
from our eyes somewhere under the ground are (initially!) thoroughly “recorded” in each
holographous instant…
11.12967.

Everything that I just mentioned, at the moment when I “stopped” the instant,
is just a tiny part of all the dynamics of this Formo-system of Worlds. Why only a part?
Because at the same instant each “human being”, from the point of view of his own system
of Perception and his Conceptions, also “stopped” time and began to see, experience, feel
everything at the same instant in an absolutely different way than I. Moreover, each ant,
elephant, bird, sunflower or banana also perceives the outer world and itself in this world
in its own fashion. What they perceive is the inertial objective dynamics of UU-VVUForms, and with what and how exactly they perceive all this is the subjective dynamics of
the Formo-Creators and their manipulation of projections of UU-VVU-copies projected
on the VVU-Information “unpacked” in the Self-Consciousness (of everyone and at once)
and manifested in this “rotation holographous Shift”, but in a special way for each creature,
due to the “individual” holographousness of this “Shift”.
11.12968.

All this — from minerals to us, from Siriusians to Pleiadians and all other
civilizations, whose Forms are specifically manifested at this instant in this frequency
range of the Creative Activity, all their subjective impressions and opinions about anything
— is the Formo-system of Worlds. It’s just “one” Formo-system of Worlds (in fact, such
discrete notions as “one”, “two”, “three”, “ten”, or the ones that characterize any other
limited quantity are totally unreal due to the simultaneous dynamics of duvuyllerrtness
and slloogrentness typical of all Formo-systems, each of which is formed by the specific
joint activity of the Formo-Creators and SLUI-SLUU-Creators that organize the synthetic
dynamics of all types of Collective Intelligences of our slloogrent Universe). However,
since any “personality’s” individual perception of the qualitative dynamics of Time Flows
depends directly on the state of its Self-Consciousness (just like the state of dimension of
the Forms focused by Us depends on the quality of VVU-Information which we use), the
degree of subjectivity of perception of this dynamics by representatives (Proto-Forms) of
Collective Intelligences of different types also depends on Configurations of SFUURMM11.12969.
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Forms used by different Forms of Self-Consciousness: “people”, ants, butterflies, dogs. As
I have mentioned, each creature perceives the dynamics of Time differently, because the
density of the VVU-Information used by them determines the degree and the Direction
(in the universal holographousness of this S-T-Continuum) of “the frequency-rotation
displacement” in the Self-Consciousness of this Form during this instant. For us, the
average value is 328 SSLUULLUSS: for example, for me it may be 230-280 SSLUULLUSS (and
in some cases even 50-80-100), for an aboriginal it’s 420-500 SSLUULLUSS. In the Reality of
this type, 328 is like an average temperature of “all patients at a hospital” (that’s the only
way to represent it, for all of us are so different!).
To imagine better this Information, let’s consider it in the following example from
your Life. You know that the frequency of inertial “displacement”, in Formo-systems of
Worlds, of the Focus of Close Attention decreases in a higher-qualitative “part” of the general
slloogrent dynamics of any rotation Cycle as compared with the dynamics manifested by
the NUU-VVU-Configurations of the same “personality” in lower-qualitative “parts” of the
same rotation Cycle. Let’s compare the dynamics of projections of different-qualitative
conglomerates of Formo-copies in the information space of our Self-Consciousness with
the work of the well-known electric or water meter. If you look at it, you will see that there
are digits on the screen that designate several orders of magnitude, each of which changes
depending on the quantity of revolutions made by the rotating wheel [in an old model of the
meter], which is firmly connected with the internal mechanism with wheels for the digits
of other orders. The extreme (in some models, it’s the left, in others it’s the right one) digit
reflects the value of the lowest order and that is why it changes with the greatest speed.
For a higher order, the value increases slower, only after the next smaller wheel makes
10 revolutions (and only due to this!). An important feature of the whole mechanism is
that all wheels rotate simultaneously, it is impossible to rotate only one of them without
rotation of all other wheels.
11.12970.

In this example, the whole mechanism of the formation of the digital values
of the meter can be notionally compared with the inertial slloogrent dynamics of the
formation of a frequency rotation Shift. The wheel of each order is the rotation Cycle of
some “personality”. Lower-qualitative time intervals of the rotation Cycle have a higher
frequency of “shifts” (the smallest order of digits), the higher-qualitative ones have a
lower frequency of “displacement” (a larger order). Every frequency “shift” in the higherqualitative “part” is carried out due to the inertial sequence of frequency “shifts” that are
simultaneously carried out in the lower-qualitative “part” of this rotation Cycle.
11.12971.

Our higher-qualitative NUU-VVU-Interpretations make one altruistic choice only
because lower-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations, in their part of one and the same
rotation Cycle, make a great number of “mistakes” and a series of more or less egoistic
choices, which have the only purpose — the synthesis and transformation of the acquired
Experience into higher-qualitative NUU-VVU-Configurations. So, it’s obvious that “one
instant” is perceived by the Formo-Creators of a higher-qualitative Self-Consciousness
much more intensively, fully and deeper (it has a “greater” information volume and
“value”) than it is perceived by the Formo-Creators of the brain of lower-qualitative NUUVVU-Configurations. This is (differences in the focused Configurations, through which
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the processes of Synthesis of Aspects of Pure Qualities are carried out) the individual
“notional character” and subjective unlikeness in the dynamics of Perception of each
instant by different “people” and different “personalized” Interpretations of one StereoForm.
Let’s consider a NUU-VVU-Configuration of an average “human being”. Let’s
assume that in his Self-Consciousness there is little activity of FLUU-VVU-doubles of the
1st-2nd synthesized Levels of AIGLLILLIAA and ORLAAKTOR; it has a maximum activity of
UU-VVU-copies of the 6th-7th synthesized Levels of ARGLLAAMUNI- and INGLIMILISSAIissiidi and, in the Spheres of creativity of the 2nd-3rd Levels of these Centers, there
is a potential presence of the strongly suppressed dynamics of unsynthesized SVUULLVVU-copies. This means that with a decrease of the qualitative dynamics of FCA, in the
“personality” Self-Consciousness of this type, there will be a tendency to a decrease of
the Creative Activity of projections of the Formo-copies of higher-qualitative Levels and
a drastic increase of the realizational dynamics of unsynthesized low-frequency UU-VVUconglomerates. By the way, it’s very important to remember what I told you not so long
ago: while, within the vibration range up to the fifth synthesized Level of ARGLLAAMUNI
and INGLIMILISSA, the nominal information volume of UU-VVU-copies (their “number”)
in the structures of the Self-Consciousness of one “personality” is expressed by three-digit
numbers, owing to the sharp increase of “the information capacity” of Configurations from
the fifth to the seventh Level of these Centers, it decreases down to two-digit numbers, and
from the first to the third Level of the third and fourth Centers it gradually decreases to
one-digit numbers. In other words, smaller protofs-, loolgs- and doolls-subaspects of the
Pure Qualities are present in the Configuration of low-qualitative SVUULL-VVU-copies.
11.12973.

Therefore, being focused for a long time on the states of spite, grievance, jealousy
and other negative reactions in order to carry out the Synthesis of these subaspects, “the
personality” with the above NUU-VVU-Configuration inertially “unpacks-unfolds”, from
the slloogrent dynamics of TEC, these more differentiated “files” of VVU-Information,
which requires to use inertially much more time than the time spent by the Formo-Creators
of VVU-Configurations for decoding higher-qualitative choices that already organically
include the whole synthesized Experience of lower-qualitative UU-VVU-copies. In other
words, the dynamics of refocusings of the higher-qualitative Self-Consciousness more
often include joyful, positive, happy events, between which the time intervals are much
shorter, and the intervals are subjectively perceived by the more developed “personality”
as fleeting, shorter than in the dynamics of the lower-qualitative Self-Consciousness,
when the same time intervals (“rotation frequency Shifts”) are subjectively “extended”,
being filled with a great number of uninteresting details of everyday events, complex
stress and psychological states (the synthesis of subaspects of Qualities), which creates, in
the Perception, subjective sensations of “slowness” of the rhythm of “personal” Life.
11.12974.

Everyone of you subjectively perceives the dynamics of the Time Flow in your
own fashion, in accordance with the speed of processing, in your Self-Consciousness, of
VVU-Information of a definite quality (UU-VVU-conglomerates with the help of FDR of
which your bio-Creators have “unpacked-unfolded” the VVU-Information): the higher
the quality of your reaction to any Information, the quicker it is processed by them, and
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a lower-qualitative reaction to any VVU-Information (with the help of Formo-copies of
medium or lower sublevels) results in a much slower processing (it slows down due to the
formation of the tensor tension between the Configurations of the UU-VVU-Form and
that of the UU-VVU-copy), and, therefore, the Time Flow is subjectively felt differently,
slower. Consequently, the dynamics of Time can be subjectively perceived in one and
the same Formo-system of Worlds through different Configurations of the Forms that
structure it in completely different ways. While the Instant is the same for all Forms,
however, the subjective feeling of the “inertial course” of this instant will be individual
for every Form.
11.112976. The

Formo-system of Worlds provides the presence of an enormous number of
Forms in one “holographous frequency rotation Shift”, because Formo-systems structure
subjective Realities of different types, and the total of the creative dynamics of differenttype Realities forms a common (for all their Forms) S-T-Continuum, being in which, we can
observe and feel each other. However, in parallel with our observation of each other during
one rotation Shift, we also use different (in quality) VVU-Information — from 2.5 to 4.0
dimension of ODS. Ants and other insects, as well as the “roughest” Forms of “people”, which,
in principle, according to the quality of thinking and emotionality, high degree of egoism and
aggressiveness, low level of self-awareness, are no different from animals, — all of them are in
one information dimension, which is close to 2.5 dimension. Still, we simultaneously see an
aboriginal, a brilliant scientist, and an ant that energy-informationally exist in qualitatively
different information “spaces”, in each of inertial “holographous rotation Shifts”. Now you
already know why this happens: each of us saw them and subjectively experienced them in
his own “individual holographous Shift”, and each one of them saw and experienced us in
one’s own fashion in one’s own “individual holographous Shift”.
— Oris, if the Formo-system represents a totality of all individual Worlds and includes

Self-Consciousnesses of atoms and molecules that have an incommensurably higher frequency of the rotation Shift in comparison with Stereo-Types of LLUU-VVU, then I wonder
whether it is appropriate to speak of a particular Formo-system of Worlds, if it is structured by absolutely different frequency dynamics of rotation Shifts?
— What is an atom from the point of view of IISSIIDIOLOGY? It’s the result of
the creative rezonational interaction of karmo-quanta (Fields-Consciousnesses of
“karmonations” — SFUURMM-Forms that specifically structure the Reality of this
type) and Fields-Consciousnesses of superuniversal particles (Formo-Creators of the
4-5-dimensional diapason that organize the flaks dynamics of Formo-Plasma). As a
result, in lower sublevels of resopasons, karmo-quanta use flakses as if to form (kleksize,
“quantize”) waves, and the waves interact with “heavy” karmo-quanta of lower-qualitative
sublevels and form elementary particles of Formo-Matter (Fields-Consciousnesses of
the 3-4-dimensional diapason that organize the corpuscular-wave form-dynamics of the
Reality of this type).
11.12977.

So that not to make my further explanations confused, let’s make it perfectly clear
right away. I have repeated many times that nobody and nothing, ever and anywhere
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mechanically, that is, “inertially and progressively moves from point A to point B of
Space”, any one simply cannot do it! Because all states and all positions — both thinkable
and unthinkable — of absolutely all “points” of any Space-Time are already initially are,
they are “included” in the Creation as objective entities, as the unshakable “foundation
of innumerable types of Existence and Non-Existence”, as all that which We (in each of
Configurations of Forms focused by Us), as the Formo-Creators of all Levels of EnergyPlasma, always had, have and will have in its invariable form. The same is true for doollses,
waves, flakses, and all other self-conscious Elements that structure Realities of any types
by their frequency dynamics.
I repeat one more time: any real displacements — in your understanding —
don’t exist, but there are only the different-qualitative creative dynamics of your SelfConsciousness, there are only the simultaneous frequency dynamics of an innumerable
set of Focuses of Close Attention as the subjective part of the general slloogrent dynamics
of Your UFS, as a result of which, in the information space of your “personality” SelfConsciousness (and nowhere else!), there is the impression of the whole illusion of the
inertial “movement”. The same also applies to flakses, which are just energy holographous
carriers of VVU-Information of a definite qualitative (frequency) Configuration, which
is used to carry out absolutely all creative interfrequency “manipulations” between the
inertially flowing Configurations of Your UFS and the Configurations (that correspond
to the quality of their dynamics and already initially always exist!) of particular Forms
of Self-Consciousness that structure some inertially synthesized sublevels of EnergyPlasma.
11.12979.

When I say that somebody has an “interpersonal” interaction with somebody else,
this means that a certain part of the combined qualitative dynamics of FCA and FDR of
the NUU-VVU-Configurations of the bio-Creators of one “personality”, during sequential
inertial refocusings, has resonated with a part of the combined dynamics of FCA and FDR
typical of the NUU-VVU-Configurations of another “personality” (among already existing
ones). Doollses, waves, flakses and other super- and hyperuniversal particles are FieldsConsciousnesses of Formo-Creators, that is, self-conscious Elements of the Creativity of
Energy-Plasma just like Us (actually, they are Us in a higher-qualitative Self-expression!).
They, and only They, make up the whole energy-information basis of holographous flows
of TEC of any Stereo-Form, fully structuring by their Configurations their typical “sections”
of the general slloogrent VVU-Information: the Formo-Creators of doolls Configurations
provide the most “primitive”, low-frequency “part” of the general dynamics of TEC; the
Formo-Creators of wave Configurations provide medium-qualitative, medium-frequency
Levels, and the Formo-Creators of flaks, vuolds Configurations provide the highestqualitative, high-frequency information “blocks”.
11.12980.

As you see, flakses, waves, and doollses are not “somewhere there, in an unknown
place of Space”, but being continuously “unpacked” from TEC in the information space of
your Self-Consciousness, depending on the psychomental state formed by your choices,
fill “with Themselves” (with Their typical Essence, Information) all creative realizations
of your SFUURMM-Forms (and their Formo-copies), all your Thoughts and emotions,
Desires and Aspirations. You manipulate Them not “somewhere outside”, but only in
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the information space of your own Self-Consciousness and nowhere else, because apart
from the slloogrent dynamics of TEC you simply have nothing (that is why, by the way,
elementary and those particles, the frequency parameters of which are close to the
superuniversal ones, sometimes behave so unpredictably in scientific experiments, —
they react to the dynamics of SFUURMM-Forms of the observers of any experiment, being
influenced by the eglleroliftive Element of the Creativity — “the organizing-directing
Impulse” — unconsciously formed by psychological reactions of the observers).
Those sublevels of the information space of your Self-Consciousness, on which
you concentrate every given moment of the joint dynamics of FCA and FDR, determine the
NUU-VVU-Configurations of a particular “part” of the skrruullerrt system that structures
the general slloogrent dynamics of TEC, to which your UFS is attracted. What does that
mean? That means that in this way you, among the entire set of various variants of your
further Existence, automatically refocus only into that scenario of development (among
all of them), which is already structured by particular NUU-VVU-Configurations, with
which your Focuses (SFUURMM-Forms) have just resonated. Each of your psychomental
reactions to any “unpacked” VVU-Information from TEC is a kind of TEST to check whether
you correspond to this or that scenario of development.
11.12982.

The qualitative state in which you stay determines that which you get from
Life in the form of corresponding circumstances, regardless of motivations which you
use at a given moment. That’s the scenario, which you yourself have configurationally
(rezonationally) chosen out of an innumerable set of already existing scenarios. If, at
this moment, you express impatience, then you will get the scenario, where there are all
opportunities for the synthesis of all kinds of this Aspect; if you are furious, then, for
you, there is an initially ready scenario, where you can deeply “study” (synthesize in your
individual ODS) this very Aspect; if you are greedy, then the wide gate of the scenarios
immediately “swing open” in front of you, which will allow you to deeply realize that
greed is as anachronistic for any human being as a tail, horns and hoofs; and so on, in all
Aspects of Qualities synthesized by you.
11.12983.

To summarize the above information, I would like to point out one more time:
all specific dynamics of the inertial process of your so-called “life creativity”, which is
based on all your interrelations with “yourself ”, as well as with objects and subjects of the
outer World, represent only the sequential dynamics of simultaneous projection of your
Focus of Close Attention from some NUU-VVU-Configurations that correspond to the
“present”, inertially “passing” state of the joint dynamics of FCA and FDR into other NUUVVU-Configurations that in a greater degree correspond to the kleksized, qualitatively
changed states of FCA and FDR of your Self-Consciousness. You “personally” don’t invent
and produce anything, but, rezonationally reacting (by your Focuses) to some NUUVVU-Configurations, just fix your Interest on some stage of previously planned and
automatically implemented Processes of the universal different-qualitative Synthesis.
11.12984.

The same is true for all your inertial interactions with objects of the outer
World, whether it be a doolls, wave or flaks Configuration. During “unpacking” of TEC,
you direct your FCA to the Configuration and immediately (through FDR of the Formo11.12985.
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copy used by the bio-Creators) “scan” from it the VVU-Information typical of this VVUConfiguration. Then you use this Information as you like (like a copy made by a hightech copying machine), while doolls, wave or flaks Configurations will no longer have
any relation to this, because each of them will remain on its typical sublevel of EnergyPlasma and structure (by its Energy-Information) a corresponding qualitative “region”
of Space-Time. Which NUU-VVU-Configurations you will use for your further realization
with the copied VVU-Information depends only on you yourself. Besides, no matter what
you “personally” “do”, “invent” and “undertake”, absolutely nothing will change in the
initial general Formo-structure of the Universe, because you can really “do”, “invent” or
“undertake” anything only by choosing among those variants that already initially exist,
just focusing in particular Configurations of NUU-VVU-Forms that structure definite
scenarios of development.
So, let’s agree that I will no longer point it out every time that everything
happens in this very way. When I talk about your creative interaction with somebody
or something, it mean only your frequency quantum-holographous refocusings in the
continuous slloogrent TEC-dynamics of your Self-Consciousness and nothing else, far
less any “progressive-mechanical” interactions. Now, getting back to my answer to the
question, I would like to remind you that “Karmo-Plasma” of Realities of the three-fourdimensional diapason is structured by the unique force dynamics of different-qualitative
types of elementary Formo-“particles” (Fields-Consciousnesses), the whole diversity of
which is accumulated in the noo-time mode in the Collective Intelligence of a certain
united ellitimoglofic UPDUYKK-Field that fills with specific VVU-Configurations of all its
self-conscious Formo-“particles” absolutely all energy-information structures of Formosystems of Worlds and Realities of all types simultaneously manifested in this range.
11.12986.

The Collective Intelligence of this UPDUYKK-Field, due to the urgent evolutional
need of the constant inertial provision of its own synthetic Processes by the highestqualitative (for its Configuration) Aspects of the 12 Pure Qualities, very strongly attracts
from superuniversal Fields-Consciousnesses (that belong to higher-qualitative flakglaass
resopasons) the high-frequency VVU-Information typical of their Configurations (that
tends to constantly reproject into this Collective Intelligence), and after a considerable
distortion and “coloring” of the VVU-Information by unique characteristics of UPDUYKKField it inertially becomes the highest-qualitative foundation of the quantumholographous energy-information dynamics of temporal ethereal constituents of all
Forms of Self-Consciousness that structure this Conversum.
11.12987.

I should note that the higher-qualitative dynamics of the Collective Intelligence
of FLAKGLAAYK-“Field” (which are simultaneously manifested in the Creative synthetic
Activity of Karmo-Plasma of this range) balance the activity of the Collective Intelligence
of UPDUYKK-Field and ellitimoglofically stimulate the creative tendencies of the Focuses
of self-conscious flluuy Fields-Consciousnesses of elementary particles that structure
realizational Forms of absolutely all Directions of development in the 3.75-4.0-dimentional
resopason of this Conversum to refocus into higher-qualitative Configurations of flaks
Forms of superuniversal Fields-Consciousnesses of the 4.0-4.25-dimensional resopason
of the 4-5-dimensional Conversum. These tendencies are not any Force that resists the
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“decreasing” dynamics of UPDUYKK-Field, it’s just one of mechanisms of the potential
realization of creative possibilities of stable refocusing into even higher-qualitative FLAKSForms through high-frequency Focuses of the highest-qualitative (for this dimension)
Configurations of Fields-Consciousnesses.
The “inside” sphere of creativity of the Collective Intelligences of each of these
“Causal Fields” of the two types (this property is typical of all Conversums of the Tertiary
Energy-Plasma) is structured by the specific dynamics of its own differentiatingintegrating (“mixing”) Forms of Collective Intelligences that provide, literally on each of
vibration Levels of Energy-Plasma, all Focuses of Self-Consciousness of any realizational
Form with the same “dual-fluctuation” tendency: real creative possibilities of simultaneous
refocusings both into higher-qualitative and lower-qualitative Configurations of this
Conversum. With a greater decrease of the qualitative dynamics of refocusings from
the Fields-Consciousnesses of elementary particles of medium-frequency Levels of
this range into dlugllemm Fields-Consciousnesses of low-frequency resopasons (3.25-2.0
dimension), functions of UPDUYKK-Field gradually decrease the interaction with flluuy
Fields-Consciousnesses and, on the duvuyllerrt borders of these resopasons, become
oppositely directed relative to the doolls dynamics of uykkuy Fields-Consciousnesses (the
2-3-dimensional diapason), ellitimoglofically stimulating in all Focuses of subnuclear
particles the tendency to refocus into wave Forms of Fields-Consciousnesses of elementary
particles.
11.12989.

The process of slloogrent dynamics is very difficult to describe and understand
correctly, because every energy-information interaction between Focuses of SelfConsciousness of different-qualitative Forms has a potential manifestation of intermediate
results of other countless force interactions performed simultaneously, which don’t depend
on the Time Flows subjectively perceived by us (that which happens “eons of time ago”
has equally active interrelations with that which is inertially carried out in our “now” and
with that which happens “eons of time ahead”). Moreover, you should never forget that
absolutely all energy-information tensor-type interactions of “mixing Fields” described
above are inertially carried out on each of sublevels of Energy-Plasma not between the
Forms of manifestation of some types of Fields-Consciousnesses (Configurations of
subnuclear, elementary, superuniversal and hyperuniversal particles), but only between
Focuses that simultaneously initiate, in skrruullerrt systems, the subjective inertial
dynamics of their Self-Consciousnesses in all possible different-qualitative Directions.
11.12990.

The role of the main “decoders” and “adapters” of the VVU-Information, which
is transformed by each of you from resopasons of flakglaass Realities into the highfrequency dynamics of the Creative Activity of the Formo-Creators of the highestqualitative Levels of your Self-Consciousness, is played by specific (in their properties)
self-conscious corpuscular-wave formations that are inertially generated by the Creative
Activity of UPDUYKK-Field and that structure all its “mixing Fields”, — they are karmoklofts or karmo-quanta of the electromagnetic (for subjective Realities of “human” types!)
radiation. Why do I mention them in plural? Because there are several kinds of them
(but I suspect that a certain “individual” karmo-kloft is involved in the organization of
the energy-information dynamics of the Synthesis of each of qualitative Directions of
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refocusings in this Conversum): some of them are charged “positively”, others are charged
“negatively”, there are “scalar” ones (“lighter” and “heavier”), and there are “mimicrytype” karmo-klofts, that is, the ones that have different properties depending on various
circumstances. That is why each of them, on its own Levels and in its own Directions
of creative manifestation, interacts completely differently with Configurations of the
resopason-type flakses focused by Them and simultaneously forms, in the information
space of Self-Consciousness of “a personality” (or any other Formo-entity), all possible
ellitimoglofic energy-information formations (SFUURMM-Forms) using the same
“scanned” slloogrent VVU-Information.
Karmo-klofts are realizational dynamic wave-projections with very specific
universal Configurations of the causal Formo-Creators of definite types (UYKKUYU’KSTRand HLIMMIBSTR-Creators, OSTROKKOLF- and GOORRKARR-Creators, UPDUHVASSL- and
RVELLDIFEFR-Creators) of high-frequency Levels, which, being organized in the form
of “dipole” or “dual” pairs of GLE’IIYO- and UDDVOO-dimensions (which is the basis of
their specific “mixing” properties), qualitatively stimulate and organizationally direct
processes of the synthetic creativity of all higher Formo-Creators of the first two IISSIIDICenters. Thus, karmo-klofts are the energy-information foundation of the creative
dynamics of any SFUURMM-Forms used by us, the synthesized basis of that slloogrent
part of Karmo-Plasma, which structures the TEC-dynamics of all Formo-Types of LLUUVVU, which means, the whole variety of subjective Realities of “human” type (you must
understand that their activity is not at all limited only by LLUU-VVU-Forms, but in order
to demonstrate this I would have to give details for karmo-quanta of other types that are
“specialized” in the organization of subjective Realities of all other Proto-Forms, which
I simply cannot do now).
11.12992.

The specific wave-projections of their Focuses directly participate in the
inertial formation, in the Self-Consciousness of each manifested creature (including
the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by You), of any (typical of its biological ProtoForm) VVU-Configurations of SFUURMM-Forms, as if kleksizing every Karmo-Form
of Energy-Plasma of each subjective Reality of each type by a set of their own specific
energy-information “barcodes” — definite properties of specifically synthesized (among
themselves) “emanations” and “psychonations”, or as if “endow” superuniversal FieldsConsciousnesses (from which they only rezonationally “scan” necessary VVU-Information
during interaction, that is, reproject by wave Configurations of their Focuses their typical
Information — but not them! — into the VVU-Configurations of Fields-Consciousnesses
of elementary Formo-“particles”) with definite “rest mass”, which has a different value in
each energy-information interaction of such type.
11.12993.

The mass of some of the six most widespread kinds of karmo-klofts of UPDUYKKField varies in quite a wide range — approximately from 100 to 300 million gigaelectronvolts.
An interesting fact is that three types of wave-projections of these Karmo-Creators
are neutral in our Realities (HLIMMIBSTR-, GOORRKARR- and RVELLDIFEFR-Creators),
because they are carriers of VVU-Information of UDDVOO-dimension, and the other three
(UYKKUYU’KSTR-, OSTROKKOLF- and UPDUHVASSL-Creators that organize GLE’IIYOdimension) have specific charges. However, they can creatively manifest themselves in
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Formo-systems of Worlds (that is, “mix” Fields-Consciousnesses in a certain manner)
only in pairs or, to be more exact, as duvuyllerrt (in their Configurations) “duplexes” — a
set of pairwise interacting duplets. So, HLIMMIBSTR-klofts can manifest in frequencies
of this Conversum only in pair with UYKKUYU’KSTR-klofts, GOORRKARR-klofts — with
OSTROKKOLF-klofts, and RVELLDIFEFR-klofts — with UPDUHVASSL-klofts. Moreover,
at the moment of interaction between them and Fields-Consciousnesses of flluuy types
(3.75-4.25 dimensions), there is always an exit of a pair outside the allowable energy
limit, as a result of which, as a rule, that part of the duplet, which forms GLE’IIYOdimension, becomes heavier than a usual particle that represents UDDVOO-dynamics in
Space-Time. Exactly here, in this moment, scientists should search for the Mystery of the
creative interaction and interpenetration between the so-called (by them) “matter” and
“antimatter” (the general dynamics of UDDVOO-dimensions and GLE’IIYO-dimensions).
I would like also to note that this “mass” of qualitative characteristics that are
notionally projected on flakses includes not only Aspects that structure the forces of
interaction which we interpret as “gravitation” (“mass”), but also Configurations of
all Fields-Consciousnesses of the two Dominants (typical of the scheme of Synthesis
carried out in the structures of Self-Consciousness of the NUU-VVU-Configurations
focused by Us) of electric and magnetic Nature (ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALLLove-ALL-Wisdom). That which is synthesized by ants in their ant hills (in the subjective
Reality of their type) is the product of specific karmo-quantization (by them) of doollses
(projections, made by karmo-klofts, of the Information from VVU-Configurations of
Fields-Consciousnesses of subnuclear particles into the wave dynamics of elementary
particles that structure the Levels of manifestation of the ants’ creativity) with the
help of their Conceptions, SFUURMM-Forms, — we, with our unique Configurations
of Self-Consciousnesses, would never come to the idea to do what ants do. The same
is true for bees: what they do in their beehives is karmo-quantized only by SFUURMMForms of the bees that are characteristic of the subjective Reality of their (“bee’s”) type.
Causal Formo-Creators of the 3-4-dimensional diapason of Energy-Plasma (differentqualitative “duplexes” of karmo-klofts) use these wave SFUURMM-Forms to organize all
Configurations of each of Forms of manifestation of Self-Consciousness — those of
“people”, ants, bees, and all other animals, plants and minerals.
11.12995.

Now let’s consider — in the inertial dynamics of the energy-information
manifestation — an “individual” resopasonal flaks, which, being rezonationally attracted
(through “psychonations” and “emanations” of UPDUYKK-Field that correspond most
of all to its own VVU-Configuration) by a certain possibility of self-realization in the
Forms of the 3-4-dimensional diapason, begins to manifest its dynamics through highfrequency Levels of someone’s Self-Consciousness within the resopason from 3.75 to
4.25 dimension. Why the VVU-Information that structures its Configuration has the
tendency to a simultaneous self-realization both in the 4-5-dimensional diapason and
in the 3-4-dimensional diapason? Because we just notionally and artificially, in order
to make the process of Understanding of the complex Information easier, divided the
universal different-qualitative synthetic dynamics of Energy-Plasma into two as if
different diapasons (Conversums), which in fact have never existed discretely from each
other, otherwise it would contradict the Universal Principle of Duvuyllerrtness of All.
11.12996.
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Specific realizational Forms of the Fields-Consciousnesses of doollses, waves
and flakses (as well as those of vuoldses, orfrovts, pruuisses, iymiylls, pe’e’ppts, iissmms
and lu’ullffs) represent the universal dynamics of an energy-information Flow (one and
non-local — nondiscrete — in any of its different-qualitative parts), which in fact is not
structured by any “diapasons of dimensions”, because inertially and sequentially it very
“smoothly”, absolutely equally in all simultaneously synthesized qualitative Directions,
transits “inside itself ” from the different-qualitative slloogrent dynamics of FieldsConsciousnesses of some “parts” that structure it into the different-qualitative slloogrent
dynamics of Fields-Consciousnesses of its other structuring “parts”. From a truer point of
view, in principle, in each of skrruullerrt systems of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma, there is
really only the “mixing” synthesizing dynamics of an infinite set of different-qualitative
kinds of slloogrent projections of Focuses of Creative Activity of karmo-klofts, — all the
rest, which I notionally designate as “joint energy-information structures of ODS and
Formo-systems”, are just intermediate states of their inertial-realizational dynamics.
11.12997.

That is why, with a definite degree of conditionality, I may state that the
Configuration typical of the VVU-Information of the considered resopasonal flaks
occupies, in the general frequency classification of Fields-Consciousnesses, just (like the
polariton which you already know) an intermediate state between waves and flakses proper,
through which this flaks can simultaneously creatively realize itself now in one part of its
resopason, now in another. That is, the whole meaning of its creative self-realization (as
well as that of a Formo-“particles” of any other Level!!) is that it simply cannot be “for a long
time” either a flaks or a wave, but performs the simultaneous fluctuation manifestation of
its Focus — through its typical Energy-Information — between Configurations of Forms
that simultaneously structure these duvuyllerrt qualitative Levels of Energy-Plasma (in
the resopason from 3.75 to 4.25 dimension).
11.12998.

At a certain conscious instant of its multidimensional Existence, following a
strong inertial resonance with individual high-frequency thinking of one of Forms of
Self-Consciousness, one of slloogrent Focuses that organize some realizational part
of the Creative Activity of one of Configurations of this flaks rezonationally becomes
(during one notional instant) a structural part of the quantum-holographous dynamics
of TEC that are “unpacked-unfolded” in the information space of Self-Consciousness of
a certain “personality” and, being immediately automatically kleksized in its resopason
by the dynamics of the Focus of one of high-frequency karmo-klofts of this Reality (that
is, being rezonationally involved in an energy-information interaction with a SFUURMMForm formed by it), it can — only during this notional instant! — inertially manifest in this
information space in the form of a wave Configuration of a certain Thought-Form (VVUInformation) of a corresponding quality. Of course, the moment of Inertia (that is, the
dynamics of the quantum-holographous frequency-rotation Shift, the specific influence
of which depends on the qualitative Direction in which the Shift is made) slightly distorts
(“mixes”) its initial typical VVU-Information, while an individual SFUURMM-Form of “the
personality” (projected by the Formo-Creators of the brain from an individual ODS) add
to the VVU-Information its own subjective imprint (klekses it energy-informationally).
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That’s the way the instantaneous inertial projection of any VVU-Information
from VVU-Configurations of Fields-Consciousnesses of higher-qualitative Levels of
Self-Consciousness into Configurations of Fields-Consciousnesses of lower-qualitative
Levels happens. Let me remind you that the slloogrent Configurations of the considered
flaks don’t “move” anywhere from their typical frequency “orbits” — it’s karmo-klofts
that manipulate its VVU-Information (Focuses) in their own fashion, as if projecting
on it — through the slloogrent dynamics of TEC (in Self-Consciousnesses of various
“personalities”) — specific SFUURMM-Forms characteristic of their systems of Perception.
Nevertheless, this provides the inertial implementation of all the different-qualitative
dynamics of this part of the skrruullerrt system: one and the same VVU-Information,
at one and the same notional instant, was synthesized in different ways on one and the
same frequency sublevel of Self-Consciousness (Energy-Plasma). While the Collective
Intelligence of the slloogrent Form (flaks) doesn’t know anything that “somebody”, at every
given moment, in each of innumerable Realities, “manages”(!) somehow to manipulate
(distorting beyond recognition) its VVU-Information, because it always can perceive itself
only in “its own” qualitative sublevel of Energy-Plasma.
11.13000.

Now, let’s leave the flaks in its Reality and return to the interrupted answer. As soon
as we become able to subjectively perceive some UU-VVU-Form “unpacked” from TEC, we
begin to inertially think in its typical Direction and try somehow to imagine with the
help of SFUURMM-Forms of UU-VVU-conglomerates (that already exist in our individual
ODS and completely correspond in quality to the NUU-VVU-Configuration focused by
Us) what it could mean, that is, we automatically project (onto the Configuration of the
VVU-Information copied by karmo-klofts from this flaks) “quanta” of wave Energy of
our subjective Conceptions of it (kleksize), adjusting in our Imagination the received
synthetic Configuration to a SFUURMM-Form that already exists in our ODS (that is,
identifying ourselves in our self-perception with the creative dynamics of a particular
UU-VVU-conglomerate).
11.13001.

Let’s assume that we have decided to build a house and began the construction
from modeling in our Self-Consciousness a future architectural project of the house:
roof, shape of windows, external and internal walls, colors for everything. At this
moment, we actually karmo-quantize VVU-Information of flakses that structure by
their Configurations the nearest (to the quality of our Level of thinking) resopasons,
— energy-informationally kleksize their UU-VVU-Forms that “are unpacked moment by
moment” from TEC (specifically transform them in our Imagination) by our subjective
Conceptions. But, I should note that all this is possible only on condition that our SelfConsciousness can already operate and at least somehow manipulate the VVU-Information
of this Level of quality (the 3.75-4.25-dimensional resopason). For an aboriginal who
imagines his future dwelling, this will not be flaks VVU-Information, but dolls one which
has been rezonationally attracted by karmo-klofts of “mixing Fields” to the resopasons of
2.5-3.0 dimensions of ODS in order to fulfill the creative self-realization of their Focuses
through a more primitive Form of Self-Consciousness of this Reality. And the aboriginal
will kleksize this VVU-Configuration by his typical primitive conceptions of the imagined
dwelling.
11.13002.
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Let’s proceed. So, this — previously inaccessible to the system of Perception of
our Self-Consciousness (in its initial form), but now “quantized” by our Formo-Creators
(with the help of karmo-klofts that structure VVU-Configurations of all bio-Creators)
— flaks-type VVU-Information, which, owing to subjective psychomental reactions of
corresponding UU-VVU-conglomerates of the individual ODS, has become accessible to our
mental-sensuous Perception, has gained the ability to participate in our life creativity and
inertially form our highest-qualitative Conceptions of possible architectural designs of
dwellings. Through the Creative Activity of the Formo-Creators of our Self-Consciousness
on the Levels of a high-qualitative resopason, we as if “attract” the dynamics of our FCA
to the NUU-VVU-Configurations that are already initially structured by this flaks VVUInformation (together with the FLAKS-Idea ciphered in it), “unpack-unfold” it in the highfrequency part of our information space, after which it is immediately karmo-quantized
by our best Conceptions (already existing SFUURMM-Forms about architecture) of the
future house and transforms in our Imagination into a particular image, which then is
put on paper (that is, primitively “materialized”) in the form of a schematic picture or
a detailed drawing of the house, which, perhaps, one day will be manifested in “future”
stages of our rotation Cycle.
11.13003.

So that to feel better and get a truer understanding (experience) of the essence of
this Idea, we try to stay as long as possible in the Configurations of the highest frequency
UU-VVU-conglomerates (among those available for us), because only through them we
can decipher and use the VVU-Information of flakglaass Levels of Energy-Plasma. So,
now let’s briefly summarize what has just happened (although, except the change of the
subjective dynamics of our FCA, nothing has happened in the entire Creation!). First,
there is an automatic (due to the appearance of a stable resonance between the systems
of Perception of the Self-Consciousness of the NUU-VVU-Configuration of the biological
“personality” focused by Us and the Configuration of the FLAKS-Form, which is also
simultaneously focused by Us and structures the higher-qualitative flakglaass Reality)
frequency reprojection of the dynamics of FCA from the previous NUU-VVU-Configuration
that doesn’t have this Information into the wave NUU-VVU-Configuration (also
simultaneously focused by Us), which is initially partially structured by the necessary (to
us) particular VVU-Information from flaks Levels of Our “future” FLAKS-Configuration.
That is, all Forms have remained on their typical “places”, and only We have subjectively
as if changed (“inside” the general dynamics of UFS) the qualitative state of some of Our
simultaneous focuses.
11.13004.

After that — actually at the same notional instant! — there is inertial (only
individually for “us” but not for anybody else!) karmo-quantization or frequency
“materialization” of this VVU-Information (that is, a decrease of the dynamics of our FCA
and FDR from Levels of the superlight flaks dynamics of the flluuy Fields-Consciousnesses
that structure this Information to wave NUU-VVU-Configurations of lower-qualitative
Levels characteristic of the Fields-Consciousnesses of elementary particles of our Reality.
Then we, by our stable Desire of creative realization in a certain kind of life creativity
(to build the most beautiful house), through karmo-klofts of the highest-frequency
UU-VVU-conglomerates that already exist in our ODS, adapt the already kleksized (by
them) Information of wave Fields-Consciousnesses to a more comprehensible kind (for
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our Imagination) — a particular Thought-Form, after which we “dress” it in the VVUConfigurations of the most active (in our Self-Consciousness) Conceptions (at the same
time, we, of course, definitively distort the Essence of the FLAKS-Idea) and “lower” the
wave dynamics to the Levels of the frequency interaction between corpuscular particles
(we project our Conceptions on paper in the form of a picture or a drawing).
That which we depict on paper in the form of the picture of the house in fact
no longer bears any karmic relation to the FLAKS-Configuration used by us for these
purposes, but, relative to the dynamics of the wave NUU-VVU-Configurations focused by
Us, this, in essence, is the first phase of karmo-quantization or “materialization”, which is
necessary for the focal manifestation of any VVU-Information from resopasonal FLAKSConfigurations (simultaneously focused by Us) in the creative dynamics of the NUUVVU-Configurations focused by Us in the 3-4-dimensional S-T-Continuums. Everything
we see around ourselves is just very vague and extremely distorted reflections of highfrequency Realities formed by the Forms (focused by Us in parallel) that are structured by
flakses, that is, the highest-frequency analogs of waves. At a certain moment, somebody
inertially attracts in this very way one of innumerable flaks Ideas to the creative dynamics
of one’s FCA and FDR from the lowest-qualitative flakglaass Realities, transfers their
Formo-images through many subjective refocusings from higher-qualitative NUU-VVUConfigurations into lower-qualitative ones (that is, repeatedly distorts it), reprojects (in
the form of a picture, a drawing, then a model and a variant of the ready product) into the
Reality of our type, and, eventually, gets many things that surround us and, according to
our distorted Conceptions, as though also “happen to be there”.
11.13006.

However, each VVU-Information of the flaks type can resonate (through the
slloogrent dynamics of TEC) only with our definite mental-sensuous activity, with stable
high-qualitative thinking on a certain subject, about some Idea, for instance: it would
be nice to have this or that… When we start to easily fantasize and freely manipulate
already existing (available to us) SFUURMM-Forms, we immediately make powerful
energy-information “bombings” of all Fields-Consciousnesses of superuniversal particles
(the dynamics of which structure high-frequency resopasons) by karmo-klofts that are
typical of our thinking. In this very way, resonating with different-qualitative VVUConfigurations of SFUURMM-Forms generated by us, the VVU-Information, which is
typical of the superuniversal Fields-Consciousnesses, is first transformed into the VVUInformation characteristic of the Fields-Consciousnesses of elementary particles, and
then lowers (is karmo-quantized) to the frequency of vibrations of atoms and molecules
that structure all objects of our outer reality.
11.13007.

It just seems to you that, since these Formo-“particles” are so small, their frequency
of manifestation must also be “out-of-limit”. But it can be “out-of-limit” only in one
case — when it doesn’t belong to this Reality, when it simply potentially exists for us as
FLAKS-Information, which is not subject to any distorting interaction with karmo-quanta
of our Reality. As soon as the dynamics of our FCA (that reflect a certain Conception
typical of “our” UU-VVU-conglomerates) are projected on the FLAKS-Configuration of a
carrier of this FLAKS-Information, it will immediately (but not its energy carrier itself, that
is, flaks!), through the joint inertial dynamics of our FCA and FDR, manifest, in one of
11.13008.
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wave Configurations of this Reality, its characteristic feature — “rest mass”, and this will
transform the Information into one of those wave frequencies which are typical of our
subjective Conceptions of the outer World.
11.113009. They, as

I have already mentioned, have any frequency within the range, in which
all Forms of our S-T-Continuum are manifested — from 2.5 to 4.0 dimension: aboriginals
(on corresponding levels of life creativity) and animals karmo-quantize objects of the
outer World on the frequency of Conceptions that organize their Self-Consciousness (if
it is about 2.5 dimension of ODS, then they karmo-quantize dolls-type VVU-Information),
while a talented architect, artist or writer transform by their inspirational thinking
creativity flaks VVU-Information, because in their Conceptions the VVU-Information
of the doolls level is elementary primitivism, like, for example, in my Conceptions,
are pictures of surrealists and abstractionists, with the superprimitive Black Square of
Kazimir Malevich “in the lead” of them (just imagine that somebody came up with the
idea to make a masterpiece out of this pure primitive work!).
QUESTION. In the Old Testament, the Book of Genesis, it is stated that Adam and his

children lived from 800 to 1000 years. Are these other Worlds or other Realities?

— If, dear Uylluiylliiss, you ask not about the legendary heroes of religious
fabrications (they have become long ago dogmas in many directions of religious faiths) that
have their proper place in the fantastic dynamics of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems, but about
those real Forms, which, perhaps, to some extent served as prototypes for the creation of
these allegorical tales, then, obviously, I will have to disappoint very much many of you by
saying that these weren’t such “people” as you, in your traditional Conception of yourselves.
That part of the Old Testament, which at least somehow may be identified with a true story,
doesn’t depict the Realities that had developed into this rotation Cycle of “humankind”, a
part of which we are in our “now”. The “story” about the “creation of the world, Adam and
Eve”, about “their life in Eden”, “expulsion from it and their subsequent existence on ‘Earth’”
just includes archetypes and allegoric images used in due time to educate and increase the
level of self-consciousness of the illiterate and ignorant population. It’s just incredible that
they are still so tenacious in our educating age!
11.13010.

In reality, all those who “are hidden” behind these archetypical characters are
“humanlike” SGOOFF-RRU-Forms of absolutely different kinds that had formed, in their
typical Time Flows, their own subjective Realities and space-time Continuums, and
continue — in parallel and together with us — to exist in their “now” in the same active
way, creatively realizing themselves in the rotation Cycles typical of their Formo-systems
of Worlds. Wave Configurations of Forms of the Collective Intelligences that structure
Formo-system of these Continuums have completely different characteristics, as well as
qualitative parameters, frequencies and wave lengths, as compared with NUU-VVU- and
even NUULL-VVU-Forms focused by Us.
11.13011.

In this respect, let’s try to consider one more time the physical phenomenon,
which you subjectively interpret as waves, taking into account the newest cosmological
11.13012.
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Conceptions of the Qualities and Their Aspects stated in IISSIIDIOLOGY. The notion
of wave in the three-dimensional macroscopic world means a dynamic process in the
medium that transfers “bunches” of internal energy from some areas of Space to other
ones. In this case, by “the internal energy” scientists mean a locally organized (in a certain
way) movement of molecules and atoms of the medium. For example, in general, a sea
wave doesn’t change the potential of total internal energy of the sea, but, owing to the
dynamics, there is less energy at a definite moment of time in one place of the sea, and
more energy in another place.
The microscopic notion of wave in elementary particle physics differs in principle
from the previous one. There are particles with mass, there are ones without any mass.
Particles with the same wave length may have different frequencies of propagation. Particles
with mass propagate at a speed which is lower than light speed and cannot become equal
to it, because at relativistic velocities their mass increases up to infinity when approaching
light speed. Particles without any mass move at light speed, and it is believed that they
cannot have any other speed, although, of course, in different (in density) media, their
speed will slightly differ. As for the electromagnetic radiation, the notion of wave length
and frequency are practically synonyms. Since the speed of propagation of photons is
fixed, the length and frequency are the same characteristics (λ= c / ν).
11.13013.

From the very discovery of elementary particles in physics, there has been
“corpuscular-wave dualism”, when the behavior of elementary particles can be
mathematically described both as particles and waves. Once, the famous physicist L. Landau
said approximately the following words in this respect: “…the one who can imagine that
an electron is simultaneously a particle and a wave should be taken to the mental clinic”.
It seems that for a real, deeper Understanding of the true Nature of elementary particles
scientists will really have to “go out of their mind”, that is, to completely change their
present Conceptions (that are rigidly limited by “materiality” and devised limitations)
by more perfect and universal ones that to a much greater extent correspond to the
requirements of the present time.
11.13014.

I would also agree to go there (to the mental clinic), but only on condition that
there — in a company of at least two or three dozen brilliant physicists, geneticists,
mathematicians!!! — I could finish writing IISSIIDIOLOGY ( ). By the way, in his time,
Albert Einstein also matched that category! It was him who so ardently assured everybody
that “...weighable matter or elementary particles that make it up should be considered as special
kinds of “fields”, or special “states of space”. However, I have to acknowledge that in the current
state of physics such idea is premature, because up to now all efforts of physicists-theorists
to attain this goal have failed. So, now we actually have to distinguish “matter” and “fields”,
although we can still hope that future generations will overcome this dualistic conception and
will replace it by one united notion, as the field theory of our days has vainly tried to do it”21.
A very nice company could gather in the clinic!
11.13015.

There is nowhere to hide from it, it cannot be brushed aside: elementary particles
are waves, the carriers of which, within the range from ±36.0 to 0.0 dimension, is the
11.13016.
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universal ethereal component of Energy-Plasma — FLAAGG-TUU or the Universal Ethereal
Diapason of Plasmic Forces which is represented in the Intergalactic Ethereal ComplexPlane by the energy-information IIYY-YY-SS-MM-Flow, and on Cosmic Plane-Levels — by
OULLGNOO-SS-ST-Flow (from ±24.0 to 0.0 dimension), and in Plane-Overtone of FieldsConsciousnesses — by UUOLL-SLAIILLI-I-Flow (from ±12.0 to 0.0 dimension).
Einstein wrote: “According to the general theory of relativity, space is unthinkable
without ether; really, in such space, not only propagation of light would be impossible, but
also scales and hours could not exist and there would not be any space-time distances in
the physical sense”22. Later, beside propagation of electromagnetic waves, researchers also
found other processes that take place in “vacuum”. That is why today such notions as
“ether”, “electromagnetic ether” or “etheric field” are not used in physics.
11.13017.

The modern field theory that adheres to more materialistic views of the nature
of ether designated it by the term “physical vacuum” and began to consider it as the
so-called “nonexcited condition of field matter” — the focal point of virtual (it seems
to me that it’s better to call them — flaks, that is, no longer “physical” elementary, but
superuniversal particles of flaks Fields-Consciousnesses that belong to a resopason with a
higher dimension) particles that are constantly “born” for short instants and immediately
“disappear”. This nonexcited (vacuum) state of matter, as it was experimentally proved
in the Casimir effect known in physics (“the effect of the attractive force between two
mirror surfaces in vacuum”), can have a substantial — figuratively called “negative” —
pressure on “physical” matter.
11.13018.

But “emptiness” or “physical vacuum” that occupies only a very narrow frequency
range of material Existence of Universes is not at all that which Einstein meant by ether, —
it’s the constant Universal Ethereal Field-Consciousness (FLAAGG-TUU), which performs
continuous different-qualitative energy-information dynamics that provide the Creative
Activity of absolutely all Fields-Consciousnesses that structure not only Space and Time
of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma but also the Secondary, and the Primary Energy-Plasma,
and those level, to the superqualitative states of the Collective Intelligences of Which no
Oris has “an access”.
11.13019.

Even in our “material” range of Energy-Plasma, one of particular “quantum Forms”
of manifestation of this common Universal Field — UUOLL-SLAIILLI-I — not only is the
carrier of electromagnetic waves, but also transmits the currents of the electric displacement
of the field, there are continuous “zero-point oscillations” (“quantum fluctuations”), which
are considered manifestations of the electromagnetic Field, but actually represent barely
perceptible (by physical instruments) results of the dynamics of the mentioned flakglaass
types of “Field”; in this common Field-Consciousness, electrons and positrons, protons
and antiprotons and all elementary particles (whether you know them or not) now become
manifested (excited states of “Fields”), now go again to another frequency level.
11.13020.

If, for example, two protons (usually they manifest in pairs “particle-antiparticle”)
are attracted to each other according to the rezonational principle, then these flaks
11.13021.
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particles that imperceptibly twinkle in the most sensitive instruments get an additional
charge of Energy and Information from each other, and after that may, in definite
conditions, really manifest during experiments in our “material” frequency range — in
the form of fireworks of particles. The manifestation (“slowing down”) and subsequent
frequency retransformation (acceleration) of flaks particles are that which is meant
by “zero-point oscillations” or “quantum fluctuations”. Thus, the flaks pair “electronpositron” retransforms (is as though annihilated, “destroyed”) into its previous frequency
range with the formation of the flaks-type “analog of photon”, which turns again into the
electron-positron pair that transforms (manifests in frequency) in our range, and so on.
Since any wave fluctuations happen near a certain average value, “physical vacuum” is
considered as a quantum system which is in the state with a minimum Energy, the average
potential of which approaches zero.
In fact, that which scientists understand by waves and fields structured by them
are just rough projections of superlight [that exceed light speed] SLAA-SS-MII-Flows — Formo-Creators of lower Planes of Energy-Plasma, which are expressed as “waves” only in
our Perception, but on higher-frequency Levels of Energy-Plasma they are flakses — pure
classical (not! “quantum”) carriers of Information of a lesser (in comparison with “ours”!)
degree of “materiality”. In the flakglaass diapason of dimensions, flakses form practically
all the “nonquantum” dynamics of iskon (I invented this term, which means a higher degree of authenticity, primordiality of anything relative to everything which We focus at
present) Fields-Consciousnesses — higher-qualitative analogs of “quantum Fields”, which
are formed by:
−− a great family of tachyons: truuons and dze’ydzons, olldrons and krringons, oollons
and gerons, aragons and glarrons, oforrons and sluu’ons, eerrons and spolons;
11.13022.

−− as well as falhats and malsons, kla’rions and klastirons, bilurins and kruolons;
−− as well as duvrits and klivrits, iskons and tilumurs and flakses of other types.

I would like to note that flakses of Fields-Consciousnesses of iskon types, in a higherqualitative range (within notional limits of the 4-5-dimensional and 5-6-dimensional
diapasons), duvuyllerrtly retransform into the more universal dynamics of vuoldses —
energy-information “parents” of flakses, waves, doollses, loolgses and protofses of all
kinds. Vuoldses structure Realities formed in this range of Space-Time by iillviyv FieldsConsciousnesses. There are so many vuoldses of all possible kinds, that I would like to
mention only their most numerous classes: poolgins and kriigmmins, iisc’ins and rammins,
aaggdins and basfins; as well as gasstins and aasslains, uullins and ssukkulins, aallgins and
vaydoins.
11.13023.

Between the wave range of electromagnetic Fields and the flaks range of iskon
“Fields” (as well as, by the way, between “Fields” of all other types that structure both
higher-qualitative and lower-qualitative frequency ranges of Energy-Plasma), there is
always a certain borderline resopason formed, on the one hand, by polaritons (phonons,
excitons, plasmic-type, magnons and others), polarons, a wide family of bosons (Higgs,
X and Y, W and Z), neutralino, axions, as well as lovirgons and paarrons, pridmons and
ailggons, regons and aammons, and, on the other hand, by flakses “of the leading edge of
11.13024.
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interaction” of iskon “Fields” with “quantum Fields”: phonons, excitons, plasmons, magnons,
photino, axino, as well as by already mentioned higher truuons and dze’ydzons, olldrons and
krringons, oollons and gerons and others.
Moreover, if, after receiving high-frequency Information and passing through the
resopason, waves retransform into flakses of some types (for example, numerous classes
of tachyons, duvrits, klivrits, iskons, tilumurs), which can happen only at very high spiritual
dynamics of Self-Consciousness, then they will never be able to become waves again,
that is, to lower their dynamics down to light speed, because, during repeated attempts
of “quantization” (slowing down) of these particles to the state of waves, their Energy
will infinitely increase. At best, they can transfer a part of their typical high-frequency
Information through those flakses, the speed of which periodically becomes very close to
the relativistic value (like “leading edges” of tachyon Fields-Consciousnesses do it), and
transform back into their flakglaass frequency range.
11.13025.

Similarly, in the systems of Perception of the Forms of Collective Intelligences
that structure Spaces of the 2-3-dimensional diapasons, elementary particles of EnergyPlasma of “our” degree of density (PIIKL-SS-OO, AIYKVOOF, SVOUFF-VV, as well as aiyfs
and ngunms, fills and bollfs, iisses and skrads, and others) will be also perceived as doollses
— energy-information wave-carriers of a higher degree of “materiality”, which, in the
doollttrok diapason of dimensions form the dynamics not of “quantum”, but of uykkuy
Fields-Consciousnesses.
11.13026.

These “Fields” are formed by:
−− mahollkils and glluussls, fullkils and gllaalls, hillkils and glleeffls, mirmkils and
iimmls, lermkils and iinnls, ssimmkils and iills (in the joint doolls-wave dynamics
with e’nns and gre’yses, ourffs and allgsses, uuffs and llavs, they form the borderline
resopason with waves and “quantum Fields” of “neighboring” Realities — aiyfs and
ngunms, fills and bollfs, iisses and skrads);

11.13027.

−− as well as baykils and inngls, sfillkils and isskls, krokkils and iffls;
−− as well as mirromkils, u’riotkils, truttkils, drayykils, yykils, buurmkils, s’lorrsskils,

ploffkils, sturkils, mergdkils, dluollkils, mayytkils, murdkils, krekkskils, tvirkils, rrokils;

−− as well as ksulls and harkils, klamms and bullkins, kmells and rrinkils (jointly with

dossurrs and offls, ravarrs and olls, hoorrs and ovvls) structure the lower range of
force interactions with loolgses — lower-qualitative analogs of doollses that form
by their dynamics Fields-Consciousnesses of afftakst types of the 1-2-dimensional
diapason of Energy-Plasma.
THE MAIN TYPES OF FIELDS-CONSCIOUSNESSES

and their energy-information carriers:

immnaillm — the 11th-12th dimensions (are structured by lu’ullffs),
ussdoisstm — the 10th-11th dimensions (are structured by iissmms),
ahbakkralm — the 9th-10th dimensions (are structured by pe’e’ppts),
eyyeeygss — the 8th-9th dimensions (are structured by iymiylls),
aussdvullss — the 7th-8th dimensions (are structured by pruuisses),
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ayassmass — the 6th-7th dimensions (are structured by orfrovts),
iillviyv — the 5th-6th dimensions (are structured by vuoldses),
iskon — the 4th-5th dimensions (are structured by flakses),
“quantum” — the 3rd-4th dimensions (are structured by irkkulls — waves),
uykkuy — the 2nd-3rd dimensions (are structured by doollses),
afftakst — the 1st-2nd dimensions (are structured by loolgses),
urglukst — the 0-1st dimensions (are structured by protofses);
e’sfell uyu’y — all “Fields” of borderline resopasons between the 11.75 — 12.25 dimensions,
paarlumm — all “Fields” of resopasons of the 10.75 — 11.25 dimensions,
isspirrim — all “Fields” of resopasons of the 9.75 — 10.25 dimensions,
maarrgaars — all “Fields” of resopasons of the 8.75 — 9.25 dimensions,
draarrvriiv — all “Fields” of resopasons of the 7.75 — 8.25 dimensions,
loungfroomm — all “Fields” of resopasons of the 6.75 — 7.25 dimensions,
booriidd — all “Fields” of resopasons of the 5.75 — 6.25 dimensions,
duakkgasst — all “Fields” of resopasons of the 4.75 — 5.25 dimensions,
flluuy — all “Fields” of resopasons of the 3.75 — 4.25 dimensions,
dlugllemm — all “Fields” of resopasons of the 2.75 — 3.25 dimensions,
lloksul — all “Fields” of resopasons of the 1.75 — 2.25 dimensions,
mmuunmimm — all “Fields” of resopasons of the 0.75 — 1.25 dimensions;
yiu’ulluy — all “Fields” of borderline resopasons in the Direction of Synthesis with Aspects of the Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom (magnetism),
kraaggaagg — the same with the dominance of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence
(electricity),
ttuttvvutt — the same with the dominance of the Quality ALL-Unity (pressure),
uyyu’yy — the same with the dominance of the Quality ALL-Essentiality (radiation),
ffllaayy — the same with the dominance of the Quality ALL-Integrity (temperature),
ttiirttmm — the same with the dominance of the Quality ALL-Initiality,
llduolldm — the same with the dominance of the Quality ALL-Mobility,
assmaay — the same with the dominance of the Quality ALL-Knowledge,
hhvaattf — the same with the dominance of the Quality ALL-Fullness,
ngluuy — the same with the dominance of the Quality ALL-Steadiness,
pffaarrg — the same with the dominance of the Quality ALL-Voidness,
uurtmm — the same with the dominance of the Quality ALL-Aspiration.
I would like to note right away that I mention here so many names of “Fields”
by no means to complicate your understanding (you don’t have to memorize them!),
but only to show the much greater complexity and difference in qualities of all energyinformation processes, which you, due to the lack or complete absence of Information
about them, automatically “dump” into one bulk of “waves”, and don’t know how to
organize it, because you cannot find either logical, mathematical, or even theoretical
explanations of some results of your experiences or phenomena. You just explain them as
“errors” of experiments.
11.13028.

However, many of these inexplicable “errors” and blatant “inaccuracies” are just
natural results of narrowly-specific force interrelations of those Nonquantum or Nonwave
11.13029.
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dynamics, the existence of which you so obstinately don’t want to recognize, but which
manifest in our diapason of dimensions in spite of any your strict negations. You cannot
even imagine how simple it is in practice: when you just slightly change at least one of
parameters of an experiment, you already deal with a field interaction of a different
type, which has its own properties, conditions for the manifestation of its activity and,
finally, its own type of Collective Self-Consciousness! You constantly deal with living and
intelligent entities, but continue to treat them as some “dead matter”.
No, in that way you’ll never create a New Science! Of course, it shouldn’t be either
let “desecrated” and “profaned” by such dilettantes as myself, but there must be some
limit for the obtuse stubbornness that makes it impossible to see and discern in the outer
reality even the most obvious manifestations of Consciousness on the part of all possible
“Fields” created and explored by you — this is... I don’t know how to call it. Sorry, but
this is some scientific anachronism, to put it mildly! Everything, absolutely everything
is alive and has Self-Consciousness! Yes, its perception and principles of existence are
absolutely different, as compared with ours, but this fact by no means deprives it of the
vested right to be in spite of anyone’s conceptions to the contrary! Indeed, we don’t try to
negate or prohibit the possibility of existence near us of sea and terrestrial animals, birds
and insects only because they have different structures and think not the way we do!
11.13030.

The “Fields”, with which you deal, are just like (notionally!) “animals” and “insects”,
but only invisible ones that perceive themselves differently. They exist literally “beside” you,
however, each of them, just like anyone of you, is in completely different subjective types
of Realities formed by particularities of their own Collective Intelligence. I would like
also to pay your closest attention to the fact that, in lower-qualitative (low-frequency), as
compared with ours, diapasons of dimensions, an increase of inertia of doollttrok objects
is not the main parameter of the state of their Forms. While in the Realities of irkkulligren
type, the structures of Self-Consciousness of all Proto-Forms have the process of Synthesis
between Aspects of two dominant Qualities with the parallel recessive dynamics of Aspects
of the other ten Qualities, the structures of Self-Consciousness of Forms of the realities of
doollttrok type have the level-by-level Synthesis between Aspects of one dominant Quality
with the background dynamics of Aspects of the other eleven Qualities.
11.13031.

It’s extremely important to understand it so that not to imagine the 2-3-dimensional
Proto-Forms (UU-VVU-copies that structure them are information carriers in doolls VVUConfigurations) in the form of “biplanar figures”. Believe that, in their subjective realities,
they look not less “three-dimensional” and massive in outward appearance than we!
You should bear in mind that all possible Proto-Forms of GOOLGAMAA-A structure all
diapasons of dimensions of Energy-Plasma. Just like us, but only in a slightly different way
(only “inside” their one Dominant), they use for their creative realizations information
sources from OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems typical of their 2-3-dimensional Continuums.
In fact, these are the same ranges of realizational “niches” (UU-VVU-copies), which we also
use simultaneously with them at the moments of our most egoistic choices.
11.13032.

However, their entire system of deciphering, “unpacking-unfolding” (in the
information space of their Self-Consciousness) of the UU-VVU-Information used by them
11.13033.
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is completely different from the one which is used in the Self-Consciousness of the NUUVVU-Configurations focused by Us. The Synthesis process schemes are also completely
different — their Synthesis is not interqualitative, but as if “intraqualitative”, intraaspect,
although they, of course, don’t know and don’t understand this; by the way, you didn’t
understand it either, before the Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY appeared in your scenarios
in some form. This mechanism of deciphering and reproduction (in the information
“space” of ODS and in Space-Time of Formo-systems) of the same UU-VVU-Information,
which is simultaneously used on the same frequency Levels of the realizational creativity
by “us”, by all other “three-dimensional” Proto-Forms, and also by “two-dimensional”
Forms, radically changes the essence which is initially included in it.
In their supersubjective (in our Perception) realities and in Formo-systems of
Worlds, just like we have done it, they have inertially created their culture, epos, history,
laws of relations and rules of existence and something else which remotely resembles our
religion, moral and ethics, but in an extremely dualistic and primitive (in my opinion)
expression. Of course, in parallel with them, UU-VVU-copies of this range have also
“scanned” in their “niches” absolutely all forms, rules, laws and method characteristic of
their types of communication for their own resoscontional realizations. This is the main
problem! When I consciously explore “niches” of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems of different
“historical epochs”, it’s very difficult for me to distinguish where my Self-Consciousness
is — in “an ancient human” community or in “a niche” of an individual ODS which has
precisely copied it: “people”, animals, circumstances, relationships, clothes, objects, and
even language. Only by very subtle features known to me due to the vast Experience of
similar researches, I can find out where I am, as well as “what” or “who” is in front of me.
11.13034.

It’s much more complex to deal with 2-3-dimensional Proto-Forms, because the
distinctive features which I use are based on fine particularities of the “human” psychology,
principles of relations, which cannot be absolutely accurately copied. They may include
a fleet glance, an automatic gesture, at least a dim light in the eyes, and the like. But the
main distinctive feature is that in any DRUOTMM-system there is the possibility of an
instantaneous realization of those SFUURMM-Forms which at a given moment manifest
the greatest degree of the Creative Activity in my Self-Consciousness. Whatever I
wish, being in any environment, any circumstances, instantaneously becomes “reality”,
because, as you already know, our “personality” Self-Consciousness is structured by the
Subconscious — the main information base of the temporal ethereal constituents of the
scenarios of development of the whole collective Consciousness of a given Stereo-Form,
where the skrruullerrt system is the main mechanism of initial encoding of particular
Information of each Stereo-Type. And the skrruullerrt system includes actually all
possible (for each situation) variants of choices — the realization of Thoughts, Feelings,
Desires and Aspirations.
11.13035.

When my Self-Consciousness focuses (of course, through one of UU-VVU-copies
which is involved in my Interest) in one of ODS “niches”, corresponding information regions
of the temporal ethereal constituent of my Stereo-Form rezonationally become activated
at that very moment. There are numerous skrruullerrt systems “there”!.. You can choose
whatever you like, what you wish is what “happens” to you! This is in billions times more
11.13036.
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perfect than the present Internet! However I try, I cannot “unpack” the Experience of
existence in 2-3-dimensional Proto-Forms, even being focused on “them” in my “variable
ethereal component”, because it doesn’t belong to the creative dynamics of human LLUUVVU. Let me remind you that Fields-Consciousnesses of modified NUU-VVU-Forms that
combine some Aspects of Qualities of other Proto-Forms have been added to flaks, iskon
Fields-Consciousnesses that structure by flakses the flakglaass levels of DNA of the true
Forms of People.
11.13037.

NUU-VVU-Configurations are not quite “pure” realizational Forms of LLUU-VVU;

they are diffusgent, transitional Forms on the border of existence of many other ProtoForms of GOOLGAMAA-A. I would compare it with a polariton, which to some extent
represents a transitional state to a flaks and iskon “Fields”, but remains a dynamic part of
the common realizational mechanism of photons (waves) and quantum electromagnetic
Fields formed by them. That is why “personally” I don’t have any access to small differences
between UU-VVU-copies that have copied SFUURMM-Forms of Life of the 2-3-dimensional
Proto-Forms and the 2-3-dimensional Proto-Forms that use SFUURMM-Forms of their
UU-VVU-copies in their Life. So, I myself have many uncertainties on this subject. I cannot
afford to invent anything plausible for you, otherwise such IISSIIDIOLOGY would be
worth nothing! Of course, it’s very important to learn how to distinguish them among
themselves, because some, just like we, belong to the SYNTHETIC Evolutional Branch of
development, and the others belong to the RESOSCONTIONAL Involutional Branch.
This problem (I hope it’s a temporary one) is aggravated by the fact that we, in
our three-dimensional system of Perception, subjectively identify specific properties of
the representatives of both these branches of Forms with flaks (Nonmaterial) features of
existence that are not characteristic of the biological analogs of NUU-VVU-Formo-Types
currently focused by Us, with that which we cannot do: they are able to move freely in their
typical information “space”, although in a narrower range than in our Space-Time; they are
less attached to their external Forms of self-expression typical of their ranges and easily
transform from one Form into another Form, to say nothing of all possible qualitative
metamorphoses inside their Forms, and other abilities. It’s because the properties and
the structure of their nonbiological Forms differ quite much from the physicobiological
(carbon) properties of the NUU-VVU-Forms focused by Us.
11.13038.

You may consider at least all possible Formo-images of Proto-Forms (SFUURMMForms of UU-VVU-conglomerates that copy them) formed in OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems
from “the matter” of karmic Channels of the lower Levels of the first two IISSIIDI-Centers.
When they manifest in your Self-Consciousness through the dynamics of your sleep
(for example, Forms of incubi, succubi, dwarves and other larvae [ghosts] well known to
explorers), it’s practically impossible to distinguish them visually from UU-VVU-copies of
higher-qualitative Levels of the same Centers (for example, fairies, kind wizards, elves,
etc.), the only way to do it is by the quality of the psychological states which they produce
in the Self-Consciousness during communication with them. Since the NUU-VVU-Forms
focused by Us are three-four-dimensional, both four-five-dimensional FLUU-VVU-doubles
and two-three-dimensional KU-U-VVU-copies can manifest in activated structures of our
Self-Consciousness. That’s normal, but only for us, because it’s very difficult for them to
11.13039.
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communicate with each other (I think that it’s simply impossible), as it’s difficult for us
to communicate with them. Even “the worst” of them are not as bad as we subjectively
imagine them from the point of view of our limited Perception, — they are just completely
different from us.
Let me remind you one more time that they synthesize in the 2-3-dimensional
diapason Aspects of one dominant Quality with very weak (fluctuation) interactions
with Fields-Consciousnesses that represent Aspects of the other 11 Qualities. The higher
their typical frequency Level of Self-Consciousness, the greater the natural (intuitive,
rezonational) attraction (in the background interactions of Aspects of the dominant
Quality synthesized by a Form) of this Form to another Form from a different type of
subjective doollttrok realities, which is the carrier of Aspects of another Quality. Closer
and longer creative interrelations gradually start to appear between them, with a weak
fluctuation interaction with Aspects of other Qualities, but each Form tries to assert its
own position typical of its Quality. That is why at first stages of the creative interactions
between them, there are much more destructive moments than later.
11.13040.

Discrete forms of various communities and creative groups are created according
to the same characteristics in the doollttrok diapason of dimensions, and they develop
the low-frequency dynamics in all Aspects of one Quality typical only of their doolls
Configuration of Self-Consciousness. They form their own types of narrowly-subjective
primitive discrete realities with a pronounced specific character for each of the twelve
Pure Qualities: lower Realities of ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom, lower Realities of ALL-Will-ofALL-Intelligence, lower Realities of ALL-Unity, and so on. In the realities of strictly defined
types, there are closer full-scale energy-information contacts between some forms of
communities (according to the Principle of their Compatibility with each other), while with
other communities the contacts are either completely absent or develop very tenuously.
This is the beginning of the bilateral interqualitative Synthesis, which we continue in the
Forms of the 3-4-dimensional diapason.
11.13041.

In this respect, let me remind you the degrees of compatibility (inductivity-reductivity) between the twelve Pure Qualities.
11.13042.

THE FIRST GROUP OF COMPATIBLE QUALITIES:

1) the greatest degree of compatibility: ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence; ALL-Steadiness +
ALL-Voidness; ALL-Integrity + ALL-Aspiration;
2) a lesser degree of compatibility: ALL-Love + ALL-Steadiness; ALL-Intelligence + ALLIntegrity; ALL-Voidness + ALL-Aspiration.
THE SECOND GROUP OF COMPATIBLE QUALITIES:

1) the greatest degree of compatibility: ALL-Unity + ALL-Essentiality; ALL-Initiality +
ALL-Mobility; ALL-Knowledge + ALL-Fullness;
2) a lesser degree of compatibility: ALL-Unity + ALL-Initiality; ALL-Essentiality + ALLKnowledge; ALL-Mobility + ALL-Fullness.
11.13043.

I think it’s reasonable to divide each of these groups of qualitative compatibility
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into two (instead of one or three) categories, because in some conditions some Qualities
tend to interact better with some of the other five Qualities, and in other conditions
— with other ones. If to introduce a third category, a half of it would contain Qualities
from another group. Why? The point is that the property of different-qualitative
“compatibility” or “incompatibility” is notional to some extent and depends on many
intermediate synthetic states of Aspects of each of these Pure Qualities. These properties
are more theoretical, as if each of the Qualities was somehow “extracted” from the general
synthetic inertial dynamics of Energy-Plasma, which, of course, can never happen. In all
dynamisms of any inertial process, we never deal with “an absolutely pure” Aspect, but
only with this or that degree of its synthesis with Aspects of all other 11 Qualities.
This considerably changes the whole picture of their multilateral creative
interactions among themselves: in some conditions, the degree of the Creative Activity of
Qualities from different groups can even exceed the possibilities of co-creativity between
Qualities of one group (for example, Proto-Forms of birds, insects, in the structures of
Self-Consciousness of which there are specific condition for the synthesis of Aspects of
“incompatible” Qualities — ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Unity; snakes, lizards, turtles
and arthropods — ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Primordiality-ALL-Initiality; dolphins,
whales, octopuses, squids, skates — ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Knowledge-ALLInformedness; microorganisms — ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence and ALL-Essentiality-ALLPermeability; some amphibians and fishes — ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-MobilityALL-Presence).
11.13044.

This question is as complex as the one that deals with degrees of “inductivity”
or “reductivity” of various Fields-Consciousnesses that represent (in various types of
Realities in completely different ways and in different dynamics) Aspects of their typical
Qualities. However, any type of interaction between Forms-carriers of definite dominant
Qualities, which realize themselves in any Continuum, is provided exactly by FieldsConsciousnesses, no matter how we would call them — UU-VVU-copies, Thoughts, Feelings,
Desires, waves, flakses, doollses and others. As soon as the degree of synthesis between
doolls Configurations of two Forms that represent two compatible Qualities reaches some
values determined for the Realities of these types, doollses immediately (according to the
rezonational principle) retransform into waves, and Fields-Consciousnesses of uykkuy
types retransform into “quantum Fields”. As a result of such diffusgent merger of the SelfConsciousnesses of the two Forms with one dominant Quality each, there is a formation
of one 3-4-dimensional Proto-Form. In other words, there is a natural refocusing of SelfConsciousnesses of the two 2-3-dimensional Forms from the doollttrok diapason into a
corresponding 3-4-dimensional Proto-Form of the irkkulligren diapason of dimensions,
which is manifested in the subjective Reality of that type that corresponds best to the
degree of compatibility between the Aspects of Qualities synthesized by them.
11.13045.

I have mentioned somewhere that each of the 12 Flows of Pure Qualities is
differentiated inside itself into 1728 main (distinct in the discrete Direction of their life
creativity, but duvuyllerrtly reprojected onto each other) Aspects that are subject to the
Synthesis with each other (with the passive fluctuation dynamics of the same number of
Aspects of each of the other 11 Qualities) in Self-Consciousnesses of doollttrok Forms.
11.13046.
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Imagine 2-3-dimensional Proto-Forms that sequentially synthesize (in the doollttrok
subjective realities of their type) 1728 as if discrete Aspects of one Flow (for example,
ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom) expressed in one global (for their Reality) phenomenon, which
would very remotely resemble to us that which in our Reality is defined as low-frequency
magnetic Fields. This “something” (ykkuy) is inaccessible to our sensory Perception
and in this aspect of its manifestation it qualitatively represents for their Reality that
which is implied by the notion “a quantum of Energy”: all their “materiality” (which
is nonmateriality for us) is formed only by various ykkuy-dynamics that create uykkuy
Fields-Consciousnesses of different types.
So, the doolls structure of Self-Consciousness of one Proto-Form (with the help of
UU-VVU-copies) first completely synthesize two, then three... ten... hundred... thousand...
thousand five hundred Aspects only of one Quality — ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom which are
typical of the manifestation in this 2-3-dimensional diapason of Energy-Plasma. Any
Proto-Form that belongs to realities of this type doesn’t know anything else, any other
creativity beyond the ykkuy-dynamics, because it simply doesn’t exist for its system of
Perception. Let’s suppose that according to the same sequential principle, in its typical
doollttrok subjective realities, another Proto-Form has also simultaneously synthesized
1500 kinds of creative interactions that very remotely resemble that which we mean by the
electric Field — lower Aspects of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence. Their entire
reality is also structured by the same ykkuy-dynamics, which, however, are absolutely
differently manifested in properties of Forms, — according to the “electric” principle but
not the “magnetic” one.
11.13047.

Self-Consciousnesses of Proto-Forms of third, fourth... eleventh, twelfth types are
also aimed at the realization in various Aspects only of one (their own) Quality. Although
their discrete creative dynamics form uykkuy Fields-Consciousnesses of different types,
nevertheless, the Space, in which all of them realize themselves (the 2-3-dimensional
Continuum) is common to all of them, because it is formed by the same energyinformation carriers — doollses. Communities of Proto-Forms that are manifested in
realities up to 2.75 dimension (within the Synthesis of the “roughest” Aspects of one and
the same Quality) live in a very isolated mode, separately from all other communities,
don’t contact them, because they don’t understand them and cannot adequately perceive
their creativity. This very remotely resembles the attitude of Australian aboriginals to the
first Europeans that came to their land.
11.13048.

On the other hand, communities of the realities that represent narrow-frequency
Aspects of one and the same Quality on the Levels from 2.75 to 3.0 dimension have very
close creative, “psychological” (don’t take anything literally!!!), “cultural”, “diplomatic”
and other contacts among themselves. In addition, they tend to intensively involve into
their narrowly-specific creativity Proto-Forms that synthesize Aspects of another Quality
which is compatible with their Self-Consciousness. Usually, this bilateral synthetic
process appears between different-qualitative Proto-Forms with approximately the same
creative potential, that is, in a common (to them) but very narrow frequency range of
manifestation of their typical Aspects of two different Qualities. The greater the degree
of the Synthesis of 1728 Aspects of their Quality in Self-Consciousnesses of Forms, the
11.13049.
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stronger the tendency between them to a joint creativity with Forms-carriers of Aspects
of a compatible Quality. At a certain moment of the common creative interaction between
two highly potential Forms (like boiling of water in a teapot), the forces of attraction of
the dynamics of FDR of one Form to the dynamics of FDR of the other Form become so
high that there is as if an interqualitative “Coitus”, creative Intercourse, which determines
the Direction of refocusing of these two Self-Consciousnesses into one 3-4-dimensional
Proto-Form.
As you see, there is nothing like the two-dimensional “planar” existence
(traditionally imagined by many of you) in the Life of one-qualitative Forms. It’s just
a different Life filled with other (incomprehensible to our Understanding) emotions,
priorities, relations. They are neither worse nor better than we are, they are simply different.
On the other hand, we are the result of their combined creativity! We are qualitatively
transmuted they! We just continue the process (started by them) of Transmutation
aimed at the synthetic merger with Forms of the third Quality. We also create the energyinformation basis for our own subsequent manifestation in the 4-5-dimensional Forms
of flakglaass Realities formed not by “quantum”, but by iskon Fields-Consciousnesses.
11.13050.

So, we have found out that “quantum foundations” of the “materiality” around us
that combine into certain formations (corpuscles, elementary particles), with an increase
of the quality of their dynamics, retransform into waves and, with a further stable
increase of the same dynamics, become flakses and structure not “quantum” but iskon
Fields-Consciousnesses. If a certain stable creative Impulse wedges in their dynamics,
which decreases their quality (for example, egoistic “emanations” and “psychonations”),
then their Inertia, in the form of burdening Energy-Information, affects the speed of
propagation of flakses, they “come out” of the structures of iskon “Fields” and begin to
“slow down”, being transformed into wave formations — photons.
11.13051.

Photons start to interact closer with “ego-karmonations” and form together with
them (according to their content or Image) corresponding types of “quantum Fields”, which
combine with other “quantum Fields” and form elementary particles — the foundation
of “materiality” of any object manifested in the outer reality. If these objects are under
a stable influence of even lower-frequency “psychonations” and “emanations”, then, in
the course of time, the speed of massless luxons (for example, photons) and “massive”
elementary particles (tardyons, electrons, quarks, protons, neutrons) that form “quantum
Fields” of all “material” objects will also begin to decrease under the strong influence of
Inertia, and from a definite moment these waves will transform into doolls oscillations of
uykkuy Fields-Consciousnesses with superlow frequency that form different-qualitative
realities of the 2-3-dimensional diapason. The Energy of particles that manifest the
dynamics of our highly-altruistic and highly-intellectual Thoughts and Feelings belongs
not only to “our” Continuum, but also to Continuums of higher-dimensional types whose
frequency range is duvuyllerrtly close to it. That is, the whole energy-information Essence,
fundamental principle (causal relation) of “karmonations” that structure the vibration
range characteristic of the visual manifestation of the NUU-VVU-Configurations focused
by Us originates in “the future”, in the Worlds of the 4th-5th dimensions.
11.13052.
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In principle, any quantitative characteristics (in our present Perception of them)
are simply inappropriate here, therefore, you shouldn’t adhere to particular numbers
which I give, — informational interrelations between any phenomena and events, as well as
any types of psychological interrelations, always have unlimited propagation in all ranges
of their typical qualitative characteristics, being “burdened” by subjective “specifics”
(differentiated) in lower diapasons of dimensions or being absorbed (restructured
in frequency) by the dynamics of higher integral information structures, where, as
various types of flakses, our highest-qualitative Thoughts and Feelings are formed (they
informationally structure all our “present” and “future” Forms) that provide all the highfrequency creative dynamics of our Focuses of Close Attention.
11.13053.

The Principle of implementation of different-qualitative synthetic processes
of simultaneous Evolution-Involution is that Vectors of development of our SelfConsciousness (the dynamics of UFS) are simultaneously directed both to higherqualitative Formo-systems of Worlds with more synthesized Configurations of FieldsConsciousnesses, and to lower-qualitative ranges of Energy-Plasma. We attract the
energy (frequency) basis for the information dynamics of our Thoughts and Feelings into
our Self-Consciousness both from higher-qualitative (FLUU-LUU-complexes) and from
lower-qualitative ranges (OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems), Energies of which structure all
our Desires and Aspirations.
11.13054.

The Focus of Close Attention, being attracted as if by a magnet to the
Configurations of some types of Energy, sequentially “unpacks” UU-VVU-Forms from the
temporal ethereal constituent toward activation and manifestation in a given “point” of
Space-Time only of those groups of Stereo-Types (NUU-VVU-Configurations) which can
realize (synthesize) in practice each Aspiration generated by us, providing this process
with all the inertial dynamics of quantum-holographous rotation Shifts characteristic
of irkkulligren Realities. The mechanisms of interrelation between the Aspirations
that appear in our Self-Consciousness and the groups of Stereo-Types that inertiallysequentially realize these Aspirations in one of qualitative Directions from “the present”
into “the future” (in the form of the rotation Cycle continuously formed by our choices)
is the process of modification (transformation) of flakses or doollses (in the involutional
dynamics of our Self-Consciousness) into perturbations of “the quantum Field of the
physical vacuum” registered by us — information waves.
11.13055.

From the physical point of view, RRGLUU-VVU (the Primary Time Axis) represents
a multidimensional dynamic-energy conglomerate structured by the individual
energy-information dynamics of an innumerable set of different-qualitative FieldsConsciousnesses, the specific Creativity of which penetrates a huge diapason of dimensions
of Realities and Continuums, in which Formo-Types of a LLUU-VVU-Form can manifest.
In order to interpret at least more or less correctly the characteristic dynamics of each of
these “Fields” in the irkkulligren Realities perceived by us, it is necessary to stop finally to
perceive all the force dynamics of our outer reality as a manifestation of interactions only
of one or two “Fields”, and to learn how to take into account in our researches all infinite
diversities and differences in qualities of physical characteristics of space-time structures
that form the basis of all energy-information interrelations in our Continuums.
11.13056.
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The diversities and differences in qualities are expressed, in particular, in the
form of non-overlapping sets of elementary particles that are “materially” manifested
in different dimensional diapasons of this Continuum. For example, excitations of such
field structures of RRGLUU-VVU as flakses, which, being creatively activated on their
typical Levels of the 4th-5th dimensions of Space-Time, not only propagate within their
own (flaks) space-time structures (iskon Fields-Consciousnesses) but also spheroidally
penetrate into other Levels of dimensions and retransform in borderline resopasons into
elementary particles typical of each of these Levels, — in 3.75-4.25-dimensional flluuy
resopasons they transform into high-frequency waves, and in 4.75-5.25-dimensional
duakkgasst resopasons into vuoldses.
11.13057.

The process of interdimensional frequency shift (reprojection) of flakses toward a
decrease of the quality of Information which they carry is always accompanied by “slowing
down” the speed of propagation, as a result of which there is a definite information
emission, which “brings” back to their range the “excessive” Energy-Information (perceived
in a distorted way and inertially reflected by Self-Consciousnesses of photons) for our
Levels of manifestation. Simultaneously with this process, there is a direct information
differentiation: a flaks that carries more authentic Information about Aspects of Qualities
that are characteristic of higher-frequency Continuums structured by it, not being able
to decrease the speed of its propagation to the relativistic value and make an identical
qualitative self-transformation into “a particle” typical of irkkulligren Realities, “dumps”
a part of its Information in the form of information quasi-“particles”.
11.13058.

You can imagine this process as the dynamics of a “superquick” (superrelativistic)
massless “particle” that propagates in the direction of a decrease/increase gradient of
dimension and sequentially creates (by its “leading edges” that are close to relativistic
speeds) some fluctuation excitations of “the physical vacuum” in each of Formo-systems
of Worlds, thus providing “the transfer” of Information between different-qualitative
Continuums. Take notice that the Energy conservation law for a closed system (any Formosystem of Worlds is a close system) by no means is violated in such process: Energy itself,
which is manifested as “rest” mass or wave excitation of “a Field”, doesn’t move anyhow
between space-time structures (Worlds); only Information is transferred between flakses
and photons (or waves and doollses), but energy carriers remain in their typical diapason
of dimensions.
11.13059.

I remember an interesting experience of three French physicists, in which they
confirmed the information interrelation of “tangled” photons! The experience dealt with
polaritons — “borderline” electromagnetic “formations” synthesized by electromagnetic
waves and such kinds of tachyons as phonons, magnons, excitons, plasmons and others.
An information influence over one photon results in an instantaneous (on our level of
dimensions) change of the plane of polarization of the second photon “tangled” with
the first one. The change happens due to the absorption (by the second photon) of
Information of an already synthesized polariton, which, in its turn, was formed in the
process of “slowing down” of a flaks, — a result of the creative dynamism of a ThoughtForm of the observer, which is manifested in Space in the form of an anticipated (by him)
change in the direction of the polarization filter.
11.13060.
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So, along with energy and mass characteristics of elementary particles and waves,
their information parameters, such as polarization, character of the leading edge and
“decline” of a wave, amplitude modulation and frequency modulation of a signal, spin,
color, scent, energy level of manifestation, play a great role. Compare, for example, the
state of an electron that occupies s-orbital in an atom before and after absorption of a
photon — an energy transit to a higher frequency level has completed, but where has the
remaining part of Information typical of the photon disappeared? So it turns out that
there are no two identical photons, no two identical electrons, which is conditioned, first
of all, by their information states, that is, individual particularities of their — I am not
afraid of using this word! — Self-Consciousness.
11.13061.

So, a possible description of elementary particles not as waves but as “corpuscles”
is just the description of the creative dynamics of UUOLL-SLAIILLI-I-Flows, which is just
carried out in Space of Energy-Plasma more limited by Inertia. These Creators simply
don’t have any other possibility to manifest Themselves in this frequency range in a way
typical of Their Creativity. Each of elementary “particles-corpuscles” manifested in SpaceTime with this degree of “materiality” (the 3rd-4th dimensions) represents a synthesized
(to a definite degree) Karmo-Form, that is, an inertial reflection of the specific creative
dynamics of Aspects (characteristics) of some two synthesized Dominants out of the 12
Pure Cosmic Qualities simultaneously manifested both in the 4-5-dimensional and in the
11-12-dimensional diapasons.+++
11.13062.

Now, I simply can’t but refer again to the brilliant physicist, who, being “in quite
a sound state of mind”, stated completely unambiguously that “...elementary particles of
matter, by their nature, represent nothing else but concentrations of the electromagnetic Field…
”23. In the quantum theory, particles are quantized wave formations or excited states of
the quantum field, which represents observed elementary particles, while in an unexcited
state the quantum field is an unobserved vacuum state, in spite of an infinite number of
charged quanta that fill the physical vacuum.
11.13063.

Waves, flakses and doollses that propagate in Space-Time are always carriers
of Energy-Information of a definite type, which simply cannot be in the state of rest
— resting waves don’t exist. If a discrete wave moves in a circle, for example, in phase,
then its Energy (mass) represents rest mass, because a closed wave may be at rest, that is,
not propagating in Space-Time formed in definite frequency ranges, — it can manifest
its energy-information activity in them in the form of the dynamics either of “quicker”
flakses or “slower” doollses. The uniform motion of charged particles in “the physical
vacuum” is accompanied by the appearance of electromagnetic waves, which interfere in
the outer field Space and quench each other, not being emitted. Therefore, the existence of
elementary particles (stable excited states of a “Field”) is associated with interference of
waves, and any state of Formo-Matter (“substance”) that structures irkkulligren Realities
represents an interference-wave picture of “the quantum Field”. On the other hand, the
dynamics of flakses and doollses organize completely different “pictures” of iskon and
uykkuy Fields-Consciousnesses.
11.13064.

23

See A. Einstein. Scientific Works. M.: Nauka, 1965, vol.1, page 689.
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Unfortunately, now in physics the notion of wave is in no way associated with any
features of quality, but means only “a movement” of Energy based on the known dynamics
of the electromagnetic Field. However, even a transfer of sound oscillations represents the
result of an influence of air density fluctuations at a distance. While density fluctuations
are the degree of mutual repulsion of molecules of air (van der Waals forces, that is, an
electromagnetic interaction of electron shells of atoms and their nuclei with molecules).
Such limitation in the possibilities of a detailed research of “Fields” of other types
represented one way or another in force interactions of Energy-Plasma of this diapason of
dimensions is first of all based on the fact that, in Formo-systems of Worlds formed by our
— “human” — structures of Self-Consciousness, Aspects of just two Qualities dominate
in all form-creating processes — ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom (the magnetic “Flow”) and ALLWill-of-ALL-Intelligence (the electric “Flow”), the synthetic dynamics of which form in the
Tertiary Energy-Plasma such specific state as “Creative Cosmic POTENTIALITY”, the main
manifestation of which is the degree of quality of Formo-Matter which is defined by
scientists as the electromagnetic Field (or “the physical vacuum”).
11.13065.

“A quantum” of the electric “Flow” and “a quantum” of the magnetic “Flow” enter
the creative interaction with each other and form in our range of Energy-Plasma “quanta”
of the electromagnetic Field — photons. All other elementary particles manifested in the
frequency range typical of our Continuum also consist of various combinations of these
two “quanta”, in which there is a holographous reflection of the Information typical of
all force excitations manifested in various Realities of this Continuum by “quantum” and
“nonquantum” states of Aspects of the other ten Qualities. These fundamental “quanta”
(Aspects of dominant Qualities in our “materiality”: ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALLWill-of-ALL-Intelligence) are “bricks” of all “material” Forms visible and perceivable by
our systems of Perception. Their qualitative compositions form all possible combinations
of discrete electromagnetic waves — elementary particles. Therefore, no matter in which
place of this range of Space-Time there is a frequency manifestation (transformation) of
elementary particles, their properties are determined only by the properties of the “Fields”
that form “the physical vacuum”. But as soon as we shift the dynamics of observation
toward ranges that border iskon or uykkuy Fields-Consciousnesses, absolutely different
physical laws immediately start to act and completely different Principles of the formation
of force interrelations immediately appear.
11.13066.

If to convey sufficient Energy to “the quantum Field” (which is in the state of “the
physical vacuum” and consists of its own flaks particles) by introducing a definite wave
into its dynamics (for example, due to a strong concentration in its typical frequency
range of a particular psychomental information Impulse, for instance, “a karmonation”
as a SFUURMM-Form of a highly-spiritual Aspiration), then it will be stimulated by this
Information and the impulse wave — as a carrier of additional Energy-Information —
will create necessary conditions for the transformation (slowing down) of corresponding
flaks particles that have reacted to the energy-information interaction of this very type
in this “material” diapason of dimensions. In such slowing down and manifestation, “the
particles” “loaded” with the introduced wave Information lose their acquired kinetic
Energy (the wave that was added to them) by emitting electromagnetic waves — photons,
which carry away into the irkkulligren Space-Time mass of kinetic Energy of manifested
11.13067.
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particles. Photons — as discrete electromagnetic waves — don’t have any potential
Energy (rest mass), but only have a kinetic one, which is characteristic of their speed of
propagation (the so-called “relativistic mass”).
On the basis of the above, it is possible to draw the conclusion that, in order
to imagine at least schematically the principles of interaction of elementary particles
(both manifested and nonmanifested ones, that is, flaks-type), it’s simply not enough
to know, one has also to understand quite well the whole variety of field structures
that represent, in the Reality of our type, various stable excited states of “the quantum
Field” and unexcited states of iskon and uykkuy Fields-Consciousnesses. This is what I
try to do with the help of IISSIIDIOLOGY! Various branches of Knowledge have already
accumulated a huge experimental bulk of materials on wave interactions and frequency
transformations of elementary particles. However, researchers have yet failed to make
a theoretical generalization of all these materials from a unified point of view. Maybe,
something from the Information which I give will help to find the ways for a general
approach to the solution at least of the problem of determining the mass spectrum of
elementary particles.
11.13068.

But first it is necessary to understand the main thing: that “quantum” state of
Formo-Matter, which you unambiguously define as “one” electromagnetic Field, in case of
a change of some of its parameters (for the time being, the frequency of wave oscillations
is considered the main parameter), constantly and sequentially transforms into “Fields”
of other types typical of the creative dynamics of transitional states of the Tertiary
Energy-Plasma (in borderline resopasons) with a duvuyllerrt reprojection (change of
the quality of creative realizations) of Universal Focuses of Self-Consciousness from the
Forms characteristic of the Realities of irkkulligren types into the Forms of the Realities
of flakglaass (4-5-dimensional) or doollttrok (2-3-dimensional) space-time Continuums.
11.13069.

11.113070. For

example, the degree of “inductivity” of the two qualitative components of the
electromagnetic Field — Aspects of the Qualities ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and ALL-Willof-ALL-Intelligence that form the main energy-information foundation of the Realities
transformed by the specific creative dynamics of our Self-Consciousness, — is inversely
proportional to the frequency of vibrations that form this Field: the higher the frequency
(qualitative state) of wave manifestations, the weaker the electromagnetic dynamics
generated by their interactions. These dynamics not just weaken, but are duvuyllerrtly
reprojected (transformed) into borderline resopasons with the predominance (in them)
not of our two Dominants, but the specific dynamics of other “Fields”, where wave (either
flaks- or dolls-type) parameters move toward a greater dominance of Aspects of another
Pure Quality or even a change of the dynamics of both existing Dominants by two (or
three — in iskon “Fields”, or one — in uykkuy “Fields”) other Qualities.
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— Nevertheless, with an increase of the qualitative state, a third Dominant must be

added, however, for some reason, you state that there is a replacement of one or both
Dominants?

— Here, dear Uksstukkullur, I talk not about any “replacement”, as you put it,
but about a change of the dynamics. These are different processes! With a greater degree
of synthesis of Aspects of some two Qualities, the number of features, which have been
previously characteristic of each of them individually, continuously decreases, because
new ones appear instead of them (synthesized not only on the basis of interaction of
two Dominants but also with a definite background interaction with some Aspects of the
other ten Qualities). I have already mentioned that the degree of compatibility is quite
a notional term, because in any energy-information interaction between two differentqualitative Aspects a new, third, state is continuously synthesized, which I call “Creative”,
that is, the one that potentially contains all individual possibilities of the two main
participants of the process and something else, which previously hasn’t been present in
any of them.
11.13071.

In addition, the Configuration of background interrelations and the increase of
the creative dynamics of one or two other Qualities may also introduce into the final
(or intermediate) result a certain feature of novelty and universality, which substantially
transform the “third” “Creative state” in one of possible Directions of its further
development. These background dynamics have a very strong influence over the final
result — a change of the Direction of the Vector of interaction of the formed qualitative
state with all other synthesized “Creative states”. Take notice that it happens not with
Qualities, but with “Creative states” synthesized with their participation, in which they
continue to be dominant. Initial Aspects of Qualities don’t exist at all in a “pure” form —
in a manifested state in any Formo-system! The inertial Process of energy-information
kleksization starts from the first moment of the frequency manifestation of any
realizational Form of Collective Intelligence, because a Form is the result of a multisided
Synthesis of Aspects of Qualities.
11.13072.

I have repeated many times that the creative dynamics of a third Dominant are
not “added” to (to be more exact, manifested as frequency in) the two existing Dominants,
but to the state, which they sequentially-inertially synthesize among themselves in each
of frequency diapasons of dimensions of Energy-Plasma. For example, the Quality
ALL-Unity interacts very weakly both with the Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom and with
the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, but the creative dynamics of Aspects of the
Dominant ALL-Unity conform well to (resonate with) the result of their joint Creativity.
The higher the degree of the synthesis (the higher the frequency), the better the creative
interaction between Aspects of the three Dominants.
11.13073.

The dynamics of Fields-Consciousnesses of any type are the force manifestation
(along different vectors), in Space-Time, of very complex Cosmic Processes of the
interqualitative Synthesis carried out through structures of Self-Consciousnesses of
realizational Forms of Collective Intelligences in each very narrow diapason of dimensions
of Energy-Plasma. For example, there are Configurations of NUU-VVU-Formo-Types, the
11.13074.
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Self-Consciousnesses of which are designed, for instance, only for a parallel intensive
Synthesis (with a background global Synthesis of “electric” and “magnetic” FieldsConsciousnesses of different types) of various creative dynamisms, which we define by
the term “pressure” (Aspects of the Quality ALL-Unity, which are characteristic of the
3-4-dimensional diapasons).
I used inverted commas for the words “electric” and “magnetic”, because the
properties of Space or objects of “materiality”, which we mean by these terms, in fact are
no longer manifestations of Fields of these two types, but represent a certain summary
of creative force interrelations between two intensively synthesized (with each other)
Dominants and definite resultant dynamics of background interactions between Aspects
of the other ten Qualities. For example, you know that the phenomenon, which we
subjectively define as “atmospheric pressure”, is caused by the gravitational Field of our
planet. It seems to you that the pressure must decrease with a decrease of gravitational
forces, by the way, just like arterial pressure, which appears as a result of periodical
contractions of the cardiac muscle. In fact, all this is just an intermediate result (perceived
by you) of interqualitative interactions that manifest in this very way with the strong
background dynamics of force interrelations between Aspects of all other Qualities that
are being synthesized among themselves.
11.13075.

If you look at least a little deeper, you will make sure that, even on the atomic
level of interactions between Aspects of the three Qualities mentioned above, the
factor of manifestation of the Quality ALL-Unity (“pressure”) will depend not on the
resultant interaction of two other Qualities among themselves (“gravitation”), but on
the interaction directly with them, that is, on the characteristics of the electromagnetic
Field formed by them. The participation of the third Dominant ALL-Unity stimulates
in their interaction the dynamics of a higher quality. This means that “the quantum
electromagnetic Field” formed by them in irkkulligren Realities is inevitably transmuted
on flakglaass Levels into completely different (higher-qualitative and more universal)
force interactions manifested through all different-qualitative iskon (but not “quantum”)
Fields-Consciousnesses. That which we define in our Formo-systems of Worlds as the
dynamics of the electromagnetic Field, is completely absent as characteristic “dynamics” in
the Realities of 4-5-dimensional diapasons, and is transformed into a completely different
phenomenon of higher-qualitative Continuums. What we characterize as pressure (or
temperature, chemical reactions, radiation, or something else), with an increase of the
qualitative state, also continuously weakens, comes to naught and completely loses its
current meaning in flakglaass Realities.
11.13076.

Therefore, with an increase of the participation of the third Dominant in the
dynamics of the electromagnetic Field all force interrelation will begin to transform into
higher-qualitative manifestations and in our Reality the field expression of this type will
start to weaken, and this synthetic process will also result in an inevitable decrease of
pressure parameters. That is, the reason of appearance of any pressure is the phenomenon
of “repulsion” of electron shells of atoms of a substance, and in case of a gas, it’s also caused
by a change of the dynamics of kinetic Energy of these atoms. If this electromagnetic
interaction weakens as a result of switching from the previous range to a higher-frequency
11.13077.
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Level, then the mechanism of pressure will have less and less possibilities for its typical
creative realization in our Formo-systems, whether it’s gravitation, tension of the cardiac
muscle, or something else.
There are also diffusgent NUU-VVU-Formo-Types that specialize in an initiation
(in Self-Consciousness) of the processes of Synthesis of one of the Dominants with Aspects
of the Quality ALL-Integrity (in irkkulligren Realities, it is expressed as temperature
characteristics of Forms of Space-Time) or ALL-Essentiality (that which we subjectively
interpret here as the “radiation” mode of existence of Forms). There are NUU-VVU-FormoTypes that are designed for the “differentiated” Synthesis of electromagnetic Fields with
other phenomena and parameters of our Existence, which in the Realities of our types
either are already partially synthesized with the “electric” and “magnetic” flows and are
subjectively perceived by us as a part of their dynamics (for example, ionization), or don’t
yet belong to them (background fluctuations of Aspects of all other Qualities).
11.13078.

I have mentioned many times that gravitation is a qualitative reflection (in SpaceTime) of the degree and qualitative state of the interaction between various Forms of
Collective Cosmic Intelligences that represent, in this range of the creative dynamics
of Energy-Plasma, “magnetic” energy-information Flows (Aspects of the Quality ALLLove-ALL-Wisdom) and Forms of Collective Cosmic Intelligences that represent in the
same range “electric” energy-information Flows (Aspects of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALLIntelligence).
11.13079.

11.113080. The

higher the degree of these qualitative interactions between Forms of SelfConsciousness that are real carriers of synthesized Aspects of these two Dominants, the
lesser these Forms are influenced by the force of the general “gravitational Field” created
by all different-type electromagnetic Fields, the dynamics of which form the space-time
Continuum in which these realizational Forms are manifested. If the synthetic process
carried out with the help of the electromagnetic Field tends to an increase of its qualitative
state (an increase of the frequency parameter) toward amplification (dominance) of
corresponding manifestations, in its electromagnetic dynamics, for example, of Aspects
of the Quality ALL-Unity (which is possible only on the basis of an absolutely synthesized
state of “Creative Cosmic POTENTIALITY”!), then this will automatically lead to a decrease
of the intensity of all Aspects of this Quality manifested in the lowest-qualitative part of
this range of interaction.
— Do you mean that all Levels of the two lower Centers must be synthesized in such

Self-Consciousness? What does the phrase “all Aspects of this Quality” mean? Which
Quality do you mean? Is it ALL-Unity?
— Yes, dear Uksstukkullur, I meant here the processes that are formed in SpaceTime only by the realizational Forms of Collective Intelligences, in the structures of SelfConsciousness of which the dynamics of the Creative Activity of the Creators of “current”
irkkulligren Realities gradually yield to the dynamics of the Creators of flakglaass
Realities. In order to transmute (refocus) into higher-qualitative Forms of the Human
11.13081.
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Direction of development, there must be an increase of intensity and qualitative state
of the dynamics of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Unity, while transmutation into another
Direction of possible development implies an amplification of the Dominant of another
Quality.
I repeat one more time: with an increase of the quality of electromagnetic
oscillations in Space-Time, manifestations of such parameter as pressure (atmospheric,
osmotic, arterial) will tend to a decrease. In this case, the gravitational force for the objects
(Forms) that individually interact with this part of the electromagnetic Field-Consciousness
will decrease directly proportional to the increase of the frequency of vibrations of the creative
dynamics of their Self-Consciousnesses. In general, such change in the Process of Synthesis
will result in a gradual transformation of the electromagnetic Field into the specific
dynamics of flluuy Fields-Consciousnesses typical of the higher-qualitative dynamics
of borderline resopasons formed between irkkulligren (3-4-dimensional) and flakglaass
(4-5-dimensional) Levels of the synthetic Creativity of Energy-Plasma (more particularly
— between 3.75 and 4.25 dimensions).
11.13082.

If they don’t know it and don’t take it into account in very precise energy
researches, physicists, when coming across such phenomena, will consider that all of them
are still manifestations of the same electromagnetic Field, although in fact these energyinformation interactions will be more structured and organized by elementary (or even
superuniversal) particles that belong to Fields-Consciousnesses of a higher-qualitative
type. In terms of the psychological activity, the above synthetic Process has the following
expression: with an increase of the quality of thinking and feeling (highly-spiritual,
altruistic, highly-intellectual states), the arterial pressure and the body weight (the
degree of influence of gravitational forces) decrease, and, with a decrease of parameters
of these creative dynamics (and, therefore, with the appearance of the lower creative
dynamics — rude sexual excitement, aggressiveness, irritation and the like), the same
parameters (the arterial pressure and the body weight) drastically increase (moreover,
recent scientific researches have proved that this happens in an interdependent manner
and really drastically: in the presence of fat cells (adipocytes) and fatty acids secreted by
them, the cells of the adrenal cortex that are responsible for the production of aldosterone
— the hormone that regulates the mineral exchange in the organism (first of all, sodium,
potassium and water) and can increase in this way the arterial pressure, — greatly (seven
times!) increase the production of this hormone).
11.13083.

When some of you hear or read this Information, they will probable think: “Will
these parameters still decrease anyway for those who don’t have an increased pressure
or excessive weight? Or, maybe, all slim people and those with a normal/low pressure, in
principle, don’t have rude sexual excitement, aggressiveness, irritation? Maybe, it’s enough
to lose weight and everybody will become kind?”. My answer is: that which I mentioned
above (as well as everything I am going to tell you further in this context) is expressed
only in a very small degree through physiological states of the biological Forms focused
by Us (not only in the spectrum of the creativity of LLUU-VVU)! This tendency (which is
common to all bioplasmic Forms) is typical of completely different qualitative states that
are characteristic of the Levels of creative manifestation of more developed collective
11.13084.
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Consciousnesses of “the future” humankind, into realizational Forms of which each of you
will definitely inertially reproject as a result of your stable high-frequency refocusings.
You shouldn’t treat these questions with the same absurd conclusions like this one: since
the human being was created “after the Image and likeness of God”, therefore, God also
looks in the same way, just like the human being! All you know to which consequences
such statements lead… The Knowledge of IISSIIDIOLOGY is not for those “people” who so
primitively perceive the Information which I give and who are able to think so absurdly
about the things that have very little to do with the conditions of existence of Forms in
irkkulligren Realities.
If the synthetic dynamics of the electromagnetic Field qualitatively (in frequency)
increases in the Direction of a greater dominance (in it), for instance, of Aspects of the
Quality ALL-Integrity, the increase of intensity of this synthetic Process will result in
a gradual transformation of all the creative dynamics of the elementary particles that
form it into the specific dynamics of the ffllaayy “Field” which also pertains to other
“borderline zones” between irkkulligren and flakglaass Levels of Energy-Plasma. In
this case, completely different processes take place, that is to say — an increase of the
dynamics of temperature parameters is expressed not in “warming up a substance” as
a result of receiving additional energy by its molecules, but in completely different
phenomena, because any “physical substance” no longer exists and there are only iskon
states of it instead of “quantum”, atomic and even wave states. This is also accompanied
by a decrease of possible manifestation of gravitational forces as “attraction of masses”,
which completely disappear in the dynamics of ffllaayy “Fields”, being transmuted into
creative interactions of completely different types that are similar in essence, but have
much higher-qualitative dynamics.
11.13085.

If to increase the dynamics of the electromagnetic Field toward amplification
of the dominance (in this synthetic Process) of the Creative Activity of Aspects of the
Quality ALL-Essentiality, then this will inevitably lead to a sequential transformation
of the electromagnetic Field into the specific dynamics of the uyyu’yy “Field”, with its
characteristic increase of such a weakly expressed (in the ordinary states of our Formosystems) parameter as radiation. In the flakglaass ranges, it transmutes from the emission
that appears as a result of instability of nuclei of radionuclides and due to slowing down
of the cosmic radiation into a completely different type of creative manifestation, which
cannot perceptibly manifest in any way in the conditions of irkkulligren Realities but
forms the basis of manifestation of absolutely all Proto-Forms in the 4-5-dimensional
diapasons. The higher the quality of Continuums, the stronger this Aspect is expressed in
their Forms, which is expressed “here” only by its crudest property that in large doses is
lethal for all proteinic Forms — radiation.
11.13086.

By the way, let’s consider doses! It is assumed that any radiation is lethal and high
doses kill immediately, while small doses kill gradually, with accumulation of this type
of emission in the body cells. It’s not quite correct! For example, those inhabitants of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki that weren’t directly exposed by the radiation and got small doses
of it didn’t die at all, but became even healthier. They have better resistance to infections,
less suffer from leukemia and rectal cancer than the rest population of Japan. These facts
11.13087.
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have been proved by researches of Japanese scientists! In its lethal variant, radiation
destroys proteinic complexes, that is, hydrogen valence links between atoms in complex
molecules of the body cells. The average level of natural radiation is not more dangerous
for all living creatures than a slightly increased gravitation or atmospheric pressure. Our
organism is organized in such a way that an increase of doses of radiation (of course, to a
definite limit!) strengthens — through a change of activity of definite DNA regions — the
function of survival of the organism (the scientific term is radiation hormesis), as a result
of which there is appearance and increase of stimulation of important vital processes
followed by a wide neutral range of individual adaptation possibilities typical of each
“personality”, and a harmful action of radiation appears only with an increase of the its
level beyond allowable limits.
That is, small doses, just like a poison, of moderate exposure to radiation turns
into medication. For example, the limit, after which radon contained in the air starts to
destroy the organism, equals 4500 Bq. And the level of 400 Bq is quite healthy for the
organism. All doctors know the beneficial effect of radon baths. During the exposure of
living molecules to radiation, two processes simultaneously happen to them: ionization
(that is why radiation is called ionizing) and excitation. In the first case, which happens
during explosions of atomic bombs or other powerful emissions of great doses of radiation,
an electron is simply knocked out from a molecule with an immediate destruction of
the molecule. In case of a small exposure, this influence causes only some stimulating
excitation in atomic-molecular biological structures: the knocked-out electron goes
to another energy level. Short-term high-frequency fluctuations of Energy are being
formed around the molecule, which are caused by the dynamics of manifestation of
polaritons. Their role is energy-informational one, that is, an introduction, into the SelfConsciousness of a Form that structures this frequency range of irkkulligren Realities,
of definite (for each particular situation) blocks of Information from higher-qualitative
types of Realities of the flakglaass range.
11.13088.

If the Self-Consciousness of “a personality”, which actively influences the
qualitative state of its proteinic component (organism), is structured by quite highfrequency UU-VVU-copies, then small doses of radiation will do no harm to the body,
but will only redistribute the functions of free radicals of the immune system toward
an increase of the resistance of this Form to external radiation effects. Yes, at the same
time, some functions (for example, urogenital, digestive, hormonal) will be automatically
suppressed or slightly altered (because in our higher-qualitative Forms these functions
lose their high priority), however, in general, the biological complex will be subject to
more evolutional transformations (refocusings into its higher-qualitative states that
accompany an increase of the degree of Self-Consciousness). In such cases, the biological
component of “the personality” is not destroyed, but continues its existence in its higherqualitative manifestation.
11.13089.

If the same dose of radiation is received by a less spiritually developed “personality”
with the strongly expressed dynamics of lower Levels of the first two Centers, then free
radicals (due to the absence, in the Configuration of Self-Consciousness, of the Creative
Activity of the Creators of the flakglaass range — ORLAAKTOR and AIGLLILLIAA) don’t
11.13090.
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have any possibilities to be organized in a necessary direction, and that is why they start
chaotically attack healthy cells and destroy them, which results in a quick destruction of
vitally important systems of the organism (cancer, leukemia, etc.). By the way, the same
happens as a result of refocusings into NUU-VVU-Configurations with a strongly expressed
activity of the UU-VVU-conglomerates of the lower Levels of the first two Centers, when
the Formo-Creators of the next two Centers simply cannot manifest themselves even in
the regulation of biological processes (their supervision over argllaamurs and inglimilins
starts from the fifth synthesized Level of the first two Centers).
In the presence of ultraviolet radiation, polaritons can manifest only for a very
short period in the visible (for us) range, and then they reproject again into a higherqualitative type of the uyyu’yy “Field”, leaving the so-called “secondary radiation” — a barely
visible light. Similar secondary radiation can be also produced during atomic radiation:
during exposure to small doses, proteins and DNA emit secondary radiation, however, not
in the visible range but in the ultraviolet one. This new kind of the secondary radiation
stimulates vital processes. The series of biochemical transformations of substances in
the organism looks approximately in the following way: first, there is an activation of
DNA, which stimulates a protein, as a result of which first an enzyme appears, then a
necessary hormone that has a specific effect over definite processes… But Who controls
all this process, Who gives commands to begin or end anything? These are higher “astral”
SVIILL-GRUU-Creators and “mental” RRUURSS-MAA-Creators of biological Forms (the
third synthesized Level of AIGLLILLIAA and ORLAAKTOR) that act as elementary and
superuniversal particles of the uyyu’yy types of Fields-Consciousnesses.
11.13091.

Exactly these levels of interaction between irkkulligren and flakglaass ranges
include the phenomenon called “background radiation”. It is formed by: alpha-particles
(relatively heavy, positively charged particles that represent helium nuclei that very
intensively interact with a substance), beta-particles (electrons), neutrons (electrically
neutral particles that mainly appear directly near a working atomic reactor), gammaradiation (it has the same electromagnetic nature as visible light, however, it has a much
greater penetrability). Roentgen (or x-ray) radiation is like gamma-radiation, but has
a smaller energy potential. The sun is one of natural sources of x-ray radiation, but the
earth’s atmosphere provides a safe protection from it.
11.13092.

Secondary radiation is just one of kinds of manifestation, in our range, of the
creative dynamics of uyyu’yy Fields-Consciousnesses (up to +4.0 dimension), which in
this case is structured by many Fields-Consciousnesses of other types — in the form
of the different-qualitative dynamics of genic microemissions that come from proteins
and DNA, which in whole form that which we subjectively associate with individual
characteristics of the biofield. The Creators mentioned above give the command to begin
definite biochemical processes, where hormones act as catalysts that accelerate their
activity at necessary moments. Delivering Information from cells to cells of the whole
organism, the biofield that consists of many different-type Fields-Consciousnesses (fluuy,
ffllaayy, uyyu’yy, ngluuy, pffaarrg, nyu’u’yff, ttiirttmm, llduolldm, assmaay, hhvaattf, ttuttvvutt,
uurtmm and others) regulates the process of their division and metabolism.
11.13093.
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11.113094. An

excess of the different-qualitative dynamics of the Creative Activity of These
Fields-Consciousnesses expressed through psychomental activity is simultaneously
emitted both into the information “space” of ODS and into Space-Time outside of the
biological activity of a NUU-VVU-Form, and has a certain (informational) influences
over other biological Forms that enter the zone of these subtle plasmic psychological
emissions (SFUURMM-Forms and their carriers — UU-VVU-copies). The higher their
power (in “subthreshold” values), the wider the realization of that part of the general
genetic Program of the organism designed for this “personality”, which is included in
higher-frequency diapasons of dimension.
— It’s not clear what this genetic program is and what will happen, if these emissions are

not powerful enough?

— This Program is an initially included (in the Forms focused by Us) evolutional
— eglleroliftive — Impulse which is generated on the wave level by genic Creators
of DNA and continuously impels Focuses of these Forms (that is, “us”) to seek after
their own self-knowledge and self-perfection. This Program is also expressed in the
selective dynamics of continuous inertial refocusings of a Self-Consciousness in each
of skrruullerrt systems that slloogrently structure the temporal ethereal constituent of
each our Stereo-Form: when the Experience of lowest-qualitative UU-VVU-copies, which
“disappear” in “unfavorable scenarios” during refocusings (“Deaths”) from this Direction
of the Creative Activity of Self-Consciousnesses of NUU-VVU-Forms, is inertially
immediately synthesized and transformed into the Experience recorded in the NUUVVU-Configurations of the subsequent duvuyllerrt groups of Stereo-Types, which, at
the moments of “our” next innumerable “Deaths”, automatically project the Experience
to the following (higher-qualitative UU-VVU-copies) and thereby gradually “erase” or
“exhaust” in the Self-Consciousness of “a personality” the possibilities of the Creative
Activity of UU-VVU-copies of the lowest karmic Channels. This very Program, but only on
a more global Level of the Cosmic Creativity, is also included into the inertial dynamics
of all “rotation frequency Shifts” that happen simultaneously in different-qualitative
evolutional Directions of development of absolutely all Forms of Collective Intelligences
that manifest in all ranges of the Creative dynamics of Energy-Plasma.
11.13095.

What will happen, if these emissions are not powerful enough? Nothing bad will
happen! You will just begin to structure, by your Self-Consciousness in lower-qualitative
Formo-systems of Worlds, lower-qualitative scenarios of development of your Stereo-Form
and through an infinite series of “Deaths”, during which the Creative Activity of lowerqualitative UU-VVU-copies will be increasingly “cut off ” (transmuted into Experience),
whether you want it or not, you will anyway be involved into the evolutional Direction
of development. This will require several hundreds or thousands of years more than
in case of structuring more favorable scenarios. You simply have nowhere to run from
Evolution, because the Branch of development, to which Our GOOLGAMAA-A belongs,
is called the SYNTHETIC Evolutional Branch, which means that all Forms manifested by
It are also evolutional, no matter what subjective attitude you may have toward their
11.13096.
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specific methods of creative self-realization. We are simply fated to eternal Life and, of
course, to eternal Evolution!
Evolution is the continuous, initially programmed, slloogrent dynamics of creative
qualitative refocusings of Forms of Self-Consciousness toward Their Spiritual Source, to
the Beginning of Everything. For the Forms of the RESOSCONTIONAL Involutional Branch
that exist in parallel and actively cooperate with Us, the co-creativity with Proto-Forms
of GOOLGAMAA-A means Involution, because for them the return to Our Source means
acquisition of their initial Cosmic Purity and Integrity — that is, the state of OO-UUEntity with Aspects of one Quality. With Us SLUI-SLUU cognize Themselves as realizational
Forms of synthetic TOO-UU-Entities (synthesized in two Qualities) and SVOO-UU-Entities
(synthesized in several or all the 12 Qualities).
11.13097.

Therefore, I tell you: the evolutional Process in all Directions of the development
of Forms of Collective Intelligences of multidimensional Universes is always accompanied
by the parallel involutional Process, which is also simultaneously carried out in all
qualitative Directions of possible Existence of the same Forms. That is, SLUI-SLUU, having
cognized Themselves in all Forms of the synthesized creative manifestation of the 12
Pure Qualities (from SLAA-SS-MII and SSOUISST to SSUI-SS-SFAA), finally, reproject again
into their 36-dimensional OO-UU-Entity (which They formally never left, because They
don’t have their own Forms of manifestation).
11.13098.

On the other hand We, having cognized Ourselves through the mental-sensuous
activity of realizational UU-VVU-copies of SLUI-SLUU in low-frequency ranges of EnergyPlasma, and then, from the Forms of the Collective Intelligences of GLLAA-GLLII and
SSMIIYSS-GLLII to the same Spheres of the Creativity of SSUI-SS-SFAA, will also “return” into
Our 36-dimensional TLAASSMA-A (“the Cosmic Spirit”, Which We formally have never left
either). We (ALL TOGETHER!) have simply simultaneously manifested for One “Moment
of Eternity” in the form of all possible Fields-Consciousnesses in all ranges of EnergyPlasma, including “electric”, “magnetic” and many other “natural phenomena”, which we
interpret (but, in essence, in which We interpret Ourselves) as Fields-Consciousnesses.
11.13099.

So, as you see, it’s not an easy task to deal with Fields-Consciousnesses: as soon
as the qualitative state of an electromagnetic manifestation slightly changes, — which
(I emphasize that) is associated not only with the frequency of waves but also with the
degree of dominance (in this dynamics) of specific interrelations of Aspects of other
Qualities, — the dynamics of a given Focus of Self-Consciousness immediately match a
change (in frequency) of the Configuration of the Field-Consciousness focused by It,
while in case of quite a steady stabilization in this state, its dynamics gradually transform
into a completely different type of wave (or flaks, or doolls) force interrelations.
11.13100.

However, since physicists still don’t have any possibility to associate with the
principles of functionality of their instruments anything but manifested Aspects of the
two Dominants typical of our Realities (ALL-Love + ALL-Intelligence = “Creative Cosmic
POTENTIALITY”), they cannot see anything else in their researches — only various
demonstrations of properties of as though one and the same electromagnetic Field. If
11.13101.
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the Self-Consciousness of a scientist doesn’t have any clear Conceptions of a possible
association of elementary particles with the different-qualitative dynamics of our outer
reality (with the presence in it of various Aspects that represent 12 Pure Qualities in this
Space-Time), then these interrelations will be also absent in readings of the measuring
instruments. That is why, now, scientists know nothing either about other “Fields” or
about “waves” of other types.
As a matter of fact, many things are on the very surface of their researches, they just
need a correct angle of vision to be seen and then deciphered. As I have already mentioned,
that which we interpret as “a temperature mode” is a manifestation of a specific creativity
of one of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Integrity; “pressure” is a result of the dynamics of one
of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Unity; “background radiation” represents in our Formosystems of Worlds one of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Essentiality, and “gravitation” is a
derivative of synthetic force interactions of Aspects of two Qualities — ALL-Love-ALLWisdom and ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence.
11.13102.

By the way, another Thought came into my mind concerning gravitation. As I
have already mentioned, on other frequency Levels of creative interactions, for example,
for particles without mass, this frequency parameter also has completely different forms
of its manifestation, which are in no way dependent on weight peculiar to our Reality, but
are expressed in completely different Aspects of “materiality” typical of “Fields” of other
types, the dynamics of which structure the flakglaass range or the doollttrok range of
Energy-Plasma (that is, both higher-qualitative and lower-qualitative). In the Realities of
irkkulligren types, this difference manifests on the psychological level of interrelations.
11.13103.

Tell me what serves as the force of attraction (to each other) for biological bodies
of many completely strange people, who, without any previous arrangements, meet
together in one point of Space-Time to fulfill or voluntarily take part in the realization
of a cultural, spiritual, intellectual or any other Direction of life creativity? That’s right,
common Thoughts, Feelings, Desires and Aspirations that form, in the Self-Consciousness
of every “personality”, literally a “physical” demand, thirst for “an involvement” in one of
group Formations.
11.13104.

Groups of “personalities” that stably focus very similar (in quality) NUU-VVUConfigurations rezonationally form, in Space-Time and in the information space of
their Self-Consciousnesses, identical types of most active Fields-Consciousnesses, which
(according to the principle of resonance) attract to the qualitative dynamics of waves
generated only by them the qualitative Configurations of the NUU-VVU-Formo-Types
that are similar to them; many other groups of NUU-VVU-Forms (creative, sport and
amateur groups, political and social parties, all possible unions and forums) also attract
hundreds, thousands and even millions of qualitatively similar “people”. This is the
result of a manifestation, in irkkulligren Realities, of the interaction of definite Forces
between Forms of Self-Consciousnesses which is similar to the influence of gravitational
forces over “material” objects, expressed, however, not on the molecular Level but on the
psychomental Level between “psychonations”, “emanations” and karmo-quanta that also
represent the specific dynamics of unknown (to scientists) elementary particles! In this
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respect, I propose to analyze independently the possibility of existence of subtler analogs
of gravitation in the principles of formation of stable valence links between atoms of
substances.
Unfortunately, there are no scientists who would consider the parameters mentioned
above as “Fields”, because their characteristics don’t match the definition of the physical
field formulated once by somebody (if I am not mistaken, it was about one hundred and
fifty years “ago”!). Nonetheless, these are also Fields-Consciousnesses, just like tens of
other ones, the specific Creativity of which we face every day. You just don’t notice them
only because, due to your ignorance, you are absolutely not informed of the fact of their
(Your!) Existence. The same is true for our entire psychological, thinking activity. Since
our Thoughts and Feelings (especially highly-spiritual and highly-intellectual ones), with
their typical degree of “materiality” (which differ very much from the “materiality of our
type”), can be specifically manifested only in their typical information “space” of OLLAKTDRUOTMM-systems or FLUU-LUU-complexes, then, of course, “local” three-dimensional
instruments simply cannot read their dynamics on the level of elementary particles.
11.13106.

When the level of Self-Consciousnesses of scientists and the principles of researches
conducted by them change to the extent that their truer Conceptions will naturally
change the very “materiality” of the outer Reality and will make it possible to find at least
some other “Fields” of non-photon origin that function on the basis of properties of other
elementary particles; when it will be possible to clearly identify these “Fields” with our
Thoughts and Feelings; when such terms as “matter” and “antimatter”, “gravitation” and
“antigravitation” will be known even to schoolchildren of any primary school, then the
most stubborn and distrustful scientists will finally understand that these “Fields” have
their own levels of Self-Consciousness, and then they will start to call them not simply
fields, but the way they must be called — Fields-Consciousnesses.
11.13107.

As you see, there is a vicious circle: without simple facts and proofs, scientists
don’t want to change the outdated system of their thinking and deprive themselves of the
possibility to leave the limits of rough materiality, at the same time, without this, they
cannot actually register by their imperfect instruments those obvious manifestations
of consciousness of all objects of the outer world, because even the electromagnetic
Field which they have studied quite well is just the projection dynamics of FieldsConsciousnesses of higher (in frequency and in quality) Levels of Energy-Plasma.
11.13108.

On the basis of the Information projected into the Spheres of creativity of PROOFFRRU by attractor-type SBOALGSS-Entities (special Forms of Collective Intelligences of
the organized dynamics of clusters of definite Formo-“particles” of Energy-Plasma,
Whose manifestations may first seem chaotic from outside, but in fact have a purposeful
and organized interaction which is chaotically reflected only in that region of Space
in which they concentrate their hidden energy potential), by examining and analyzing
this Information through experimental observations, it is possible to find and establish
consistent patterns and cause-and-effect relations not only between “material” objects but
also between many seemingly unconnected (with each other) processes and phenomena.
There are results of experiments conducted long ago that confirm the presence of nonlocal
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properties in “quantum” systems! Take at least the fact which I have mentioned recently: in
1982, physicists Alain Aspect, Jean Dalibard and Gérard Rojé from the Institute of Optics
of the Paris University discovered that, in the system created by them that consisted of
two identical photons, each photon can correlate its angle of polarization with such angle
of its double. Moreover, the distances between the photons in no way affect the speed of
propagation of Information between them.
Isn’t it a convincing confirmation of the presence of the active nonlocal connection between two (three… hundred billion…) photons?! That is, if we change the angle of
polarization of the first photon (electromagnetic wave), the angle of polarization of the
second (third… hundred-billionth…) photon also changes at the same instant (actually
with a zero delay). This experiment shows that two (three… hundred billion…) photons that
have common origin are energy-informationally interrelated among themselves on the level
which is higher in quality than the environment of observation. This experiment alone makes
it possible to do two obvious (for me!) assumptions:
a) the energy-information interrelation between photons (waves) is carried out
through one “singular-rezonation point” located in another dimension;
11.13110.

b) if photons (waves) are projections of certain objects (particles, dynamisms, waves)
from other dimensions, then, in these “other” dimensions, Information propagates
quicker than light speed, which means that their “materiality” is structured according to completely different principles than in our Reality.
Scientists will want to associate the dynamics of waves and “Fields” with differentqualitative interactions between Aspects of various Pure Qualities only when it will be
possible to register other “Fields” on the basis of other elementary particles. But in order
to do it, they should not brush IISSIIDIOLOGY aside with irritation and spitefully like a
hornet, but try to disprove at least theoretically — constructively and reasonably — its
main Conceptions. It may come out that something of the zealously disproved will inspire
one of true scientists for a completely new approach to the subject he/she studies, and,
perhaps, some Ideas of this Universal Knowledge may turn out to be for some of you not
so fantastic and absurd as they seem now. Who knows, maybe, those more perfect Worlds
where applied cosmology and applied science make up quite a successful symbiosis are
not far away.
11.13111.

As you know, the electromagnetic Field consists of two mutually perpendicular
vectors of tension — the electric Field and the magnetic field. Propagation of
electromagnetic waves represents time dependences of the electric E(t) and magnetic
H(t) Fields (the determining type of waves — “plane”, “spherical” and others — the kind
of polarization and other particularities depend on the source of emission and properties
of the medium). Try to assume at least theoretically that the “electric” component of the
electromagnetic wave is an Aspect of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence, and the
“magnetic” component is an Aspect of the Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom. Then, perhaps,
you will be able to explain considerably better for yourself and understand the existence
of the field-type energy-information mutual dynamics at least between Aspects of these
two Pure Qualities. With the appearance of data about new “Fields”, it will be much easier
for you to use the same principles for force interactions.
11.13112.
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When I run my mind over current conceptions of scientists concerning properties
of electromagnetic Fields, I have the impression that today’s physics has two mutually
complementary but quite different approaches to this subject: wave and corpuscular.
Moreover, each of them correctly describes its own range of the electromagnetic radiation
(EMR).
11.13113.

Ranges of the electromagnetic radiation:
1. Radio waves, wave length 100 000 km – 1.0 mm (1.0x108 m – 1.0x10-3 m), frequency
3 Hz – 300 GHz (3.0 – 3.0x1011 Hz)
2. Infrared radiation, wave length 1.0 mm – 780 nm (1.0x10-3 m – 7.8x10-7 m), frequency
300 GHz – 429 THz (3.0x1011 – 4.29x1014 Hz)
3. Visible radiation, wave length 780 nm – 380 nm (7.8x10-7 – 3.8x10-7 m), frequency
429 THz – 750 THz (4.29x1014 – 7.5x1014 Hz)
4. Ultraviolet radiation, wave length 380 nm – 10 nm (3.8x10-7 – 1.0x10-8 m), frequency
7.5x1014 Hz – 3.0x1016 Hz)
5. X-ray radiation, wave length 1.0x10-8 – 5.0x10-12 m, frequency 3.0x1016 – 6.0x1019 Hz
1. Gamma radiation, wave length less than 5.0x10-12 m, frequency more than 6.0x1019
Hz
The character of manifestation of each of the above electromagnetic radiations must
involuntarily suggest to an inquisitive explorer that the long-wave EMR is a manifestation
of Aspects of one Cosmic Quality, and the short-wave EMR is a manifestation of Aspects of
another Cosmic Quality. At the same time, the electromagnetic radiation with any wave
length contains Aspects of both Qualities in a definite proportion.
11.13114.

The quantum field theory already has such notion as “a virtual particle” — a certain
abstract object that has quantum numbers of one of real elementary particles (with mass
m), for which, however, doesn’t have the usual relation between energy and an impulse
(that is, E2 = m2c4 + p2c2). Virtuality of a particle is characterized by the relativistically
invariant value Q2 = E2 – p2c2 – m2c4, where Q2 may be both positive and negative. The range
of values of E and p, at which virtuality equals zero, is called “mass surface” or “mass shell”
of the particles. It’s especially significant that “virtual particles” cannot “fly into infinity”;
they are born and must either be absorbed by a certain particle or decay. That is why it is
possible to say that “virtual particles” (in my Conception flaks particles) are that necessary
factor, owing to which the interaction between elementary particles is carried out.
11.13115.

In order to lay the foundation of such science of “the future” as wave physics,
first, researchers must make attempts in the necessary direction of researches to discover
these other “Fields”. Only then it will be possible to speak at least more specifically about
their association with Aspects of some Qualities and the degrees of their “compatibility”
or “antagonism” among themselves. For the time being, scientists can say nothing about
interaction of some “Fields” with other ones, although, with a deeper “penetration” into
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the processes of dynamics of “microworlds”, it becomes quite evident that some “Fields”
enter force interactions with some other “Fields” considerably easier and more intensively
than with all other “Fields”, that is, they are more compatible with some Directions
of the creativity of some wave “manifestations” (loyal to them) than with others. This
circumstance alone will become for many explorers of the future wave physics quite a
solid argument in favor of the assumption concerning the fact that these “Fields” have a
certain degree of Consciousness.
From this point of view, such usual phenomenon as induction (an appearance
of the electric Field during manifestation of the dynamics of the magnetic field) can
be characterized as a greater tendency (an increased degree of resonance of qualitative
parameters) to a force interaction, which is characteristic of Fields-Consciousnesses of
some types that represent in this Space-Time the creative dynamics of Aspects of one of
Pure Qualities (for example, the Quality ALL-Love-ALL-Wisdom), to the kind of the process
of Creative Activity of one or several Fields-Consciousnesses of other types (for example,
those that represent the dynamics of Aspects of the Quality ALL-Will-of-ALL-Intelligence)
that project into this frequency diapason of dimensions the specific dynamics of their
own Aspects of Qualities.
11.13117.

As a counter to the phenomenon of induction, it will be necessary to introduce
the notion of such phenomenon as, suppose, reduction — mutual suppression of the wave
activity of some Fields-Consciousnesses with the presence (in a given “point” of Space) of
a definite degree of manifestation of the Creative Activity of Fields-Consciousnesses that
represent Aspects of another Pure Quality (recently, I have given the table of compatibility
of Pure Qualities). Nevertheless, this most complex process of force wave interactions
simply cannot be limited by interrelations of Fields-Consciousnesses only of these types
(“in a greater degree” and “in a lesser degree”), because there will be certainly such FieldsConsciousnesses, with the presence of the Creative Activity of which any characteristic
dynamics of some particular “Fields” will be simply unable to manifest at least anyhow in
this point of Space, because they cannot perceive each other. My friend Uksstukkullur has
even suggested the name for the “Fields” that are absolutely “insensible” to the creative
dynamics of Aspects of some Qualities — imperceptible (that is, invisible, inconspicuous). I
like this term! Therefore, to make an interaction between imperceptible “Fields” possible,
it is necessary to transform them into certain third qualitative states of Energy-Plasma.
11.13118.

This is the minimum number of discoveries in the wave theory which modern
physics should approach in the nearest “future”. As soon as they discover differentqualitative force interactions, they will immediately need to introduce principles of
mutual arrangement of all propagating flows of wave emissions, that is, concerning the
way of their mutual polarization. Now, the polarization method is used in physics, for
example, for the description of a certain arrangement of movement of electromagnetic
waves (that is, elementary particles) and polarized beams of neutrons, when their spin is
arranged in one plane. I would like to note that in a polarized photon beam all waves have
an equally directed vector of “magnetic induction” which, during experiments, makes it
possible to get with the help of such type of emission much more detailed information
about the structure of “a substance”.
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There is another known type of arranged waves — circular polarization (or a more
complex one — elliptical), when every particle in the beam has the vector of magnetic
induction that rotates in a given direction with the same speed, that is, each particle as
if spins itself, propagating in the form of a spiral. For elementary particles, it is possible
to use the notion spin polarization. A polarization in physics may be also defined as
“distinguishing clear directions in chaos”. However, I would like to emphasize the fact
that for the time being all this is only about manifestations of waves represented just by
one “Field” (electromagnetic) formed by emissions of electrons.
11.13120.

In the nearest “future”, scientists will have to learn how to create wave arrangements
of much more complex types that include several “Fields” of main types and many of their
different-qualitative subtypes. Then, they will find out about the manifestation of such
phenomenon as multipolarization — multi-directional polarization of parameters of
some waves relative to many other waves, which, in essence, will determine the character
of their force interrelations. In an OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system, all that happens in the
fragmented Self-Consciousness of one UU-VVU-copy really happens only inside it, that
is, VVU-Configuration of each type forms individual Conceptions of “itself ” and of
the outer world based on its own Information, as if “fitting” it only on itself and very
specifically reflecting extremely subjective results of such “fitting” into the dynamics of
the information “space” of this UU-VVU-copy.
11.13121.

The fragmented Self-Consciousness of each UU-VVU-copy is polarized not relative
to that which someone else has already formed in the general information “space” of ODS
and in Space-Time of the Formo-system by one’s typical emotions (if this Information
is absent in the “fragmentary memory” of the UU-VVU-copy, then this simply does NOT
exist for it), but is motivationally associated only with the VVU-Information it has about
“itself ”. For example, at one and the same moment, the same VVU-Information which
is also characteristic of this UU-VVU-copy (a possible manifestation of a very narrow
Aspect of one Quality in this diapason of dimension) is used in various life circumstances
(according to their individual scenarios of development) by “people” who live (relative
to our Perception) 100 000…10 000… 1 000… 10 years “ago”, by you who live in 2010 ,
as well as by those for whom this Information will be interesting and important in 10…
1000… 10 000… 100 000 years in “the future”. If we consider VVU-Information which is
characteristic of one of lower Levels of the first two Centers, then this infinite list may
also include Proto-Forms of animals.
11.13122.

Now imagine VVU-Information of each type, which is subjectively “packed” in
the wave Configuration of an individual UU-VVU-copy in the form of a particular wave
“folder” (or an Internet site) that has an open access for all scenarios of development,
regardless of intervals of Time, intraplanetary and interplanetary distances that separate
these Forms from each other. As soon as someone rezonationally tunes in one’s SelfConsciousness to this particular VVU-Information, at the same instant one copies into
this “folder” or to “the site” (as an individual file) from one’s own temporal ethereal
constituent that particular dynamic part of one’s scenario which is provided by this VVUInformation. Each of these innumerable “users” uses one and the same Information block
an infinite number of times at different moments of their Lives in different situations
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and experiences, and every time each of them includes in it his own emotions, particular
meaning, sensuous inner content and so on.
The same notions, after they have been experienced and felt by different “people” (and animals) in different psychological, biological, substantial and natural circumstances, acquire either similar or polar characteristics, which makes the UU-VVU-copy that
represents the Information about a given object or phenomenon, Thought or Feeling differentiate the Image included inside the UU-VVU-copy into incompatible polarities. For
example:
“the sky is bright, pleasant, sunny, cheery…; blue, azure, misty, purple…; heavy, leady,
hanging, rainy…; gloomy, dreadful, ominous, horrible, bloody…”;
11.13124.

“the snow is white, joyful, fleecy, sparking, clean…; dense, gray, watery, spongy, spotty…; dirty, slippery, cold, ruthless, murderous…”;
“the night is clear, starry, white, blue, calm, tender, warm…; sultry, dark, impenetrable,
disturbing…; chilly, thievish, deceitful, flagitious, licentious, fatal, deadly…”;
“the sun is cheerful, caressing, playful, life-giving, bright…; hot, torrid, relentless…;
appalling, ruthless, withering, killing…”;
“the wind is cheerful, joyous, merry, frisky…; weak, cold, hot, gusty, strong…; stormy,
violent, demolishing, lethal…»;
“the lips are parted, wet, pink, pearly, smiling, beautiful, luscious, sweet, precious…;
plumpy, closed, rouged, pale, blue…; chapped, dry, thin…; wry, deceitful, hypocritical,
lustful, lecherous…; herpes-stricken, foul, beaten, bitten, bloodstained”, and so on.
Such “differences” and dual interpretation of the same notions are formed in
any OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system literally for every moment of One Life, creating inside
all numerous realizational “niches” that are as if “subjectively closed into themselves”
all possible different-qualitative interrelations, that is, forming their own “fragmented
little worlds” that cannot be hold together within vibrations of one “UU-VVU-niche”
and duvuyllerrtly penetrate into those “niches”, the vibrations of which correspond in
a greater degree either to one of dualities or reach the levels of borderline, diffusgent
relations with other “niches”. At the same time, specific Information of all other files is
overlaid on the Configuration of each of the files (copied into “the folder”) that belong
to temporal ethereal constituents of different “users”: particular situations, motivations,
some characteristics of objects, psychological states of Forms that participate to one
extent or another in the process of the Information exchange and experience this moment
in their own fashion.
11.13125.

Countless kinds of diverse Information are being inertially formed in each of
such “folders/sites”, which supplements “in a fragmented way” (a little bit from every
“personality”) and reveals the initial information essence of each UU-VVU-copy. These
processes change and enrich its initial Configuration beyond recognition by wave
interactions of new types. According to the degree of information resonance and discord
of some Fields with other ones, Fields-Consciousnesses undergo internal differentiation,
and SFUURMM-Forms may be diametrically opposed in their meaning and become
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immediately “absorbed” by other UU-VVU-copies that form other realizational “niches” of
OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems by their typical vibrations.
This is the manifestation of “electromagnetic” multipolarity, which is very
typical of fragmented Self-Consciousnesses of all UU-VVU-copies that structure all
low-qualitative karmic Channels. Finally, after such qualitative differentiation, its wave
Configuration contains only that Information which is more or less harmonious in a
narrow frequency range (for example, “the lips are parted, wet, pink, pearly, beautiful,
luscious, sweet, precious…” accompanied by corresponding Information — Thoughts,
Feelings, emotions and particular scenes from the Life of all those who have integrated
their individual psychisms into this UU-VVU-copy). This very Information forms all
the internal creative dynamics of an individual world of this UU-VVU-copy, while the
remaining part which is in discord with it to some extent (for example, “the lips are
dry, thin, wry, deceitful, hypocritical, lustful, lecherous, foul, bloodstained” and all
accompanying life circumstances of billions of “people” and other Proto-Forms) becomes
the information basis for the formation of an inner “individual world” in the fragmented
Self-Consciousness of another UU-VVU-copy.
11.13127.

Different-type “electromagnetic” and other kinds of multipolarities that are
characteristic of OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-systems of our Continuums explain not only the rich
and very complicated structure of the arrangement, but also various degrees of inductivity
and reductivity of wave interactions between Aspects of various Qualities manifested
through conglomerates of UU-VVU-copies. When the fragmented Self-Consciousness of
one UU-VVU-copy starts to “grow” energy-informationally (simultaneously in all possible
Directions) to the dynamics of any UU-VVU-conglomerate, which include many common
resopasons with other Formo-copies, the principle of multipolarity immediately becomes
active and provides the complex arrangement of all the Information simultaneously
received by fragmented Self-Consciousnesses of all Formo-copies of this UU-VVUconglomerate; many self-conscious Elements (Thoughts, Feelings) become “polarized”
(arranged in a complex configuration) to each other, creating a certain continuous action,
which I define as a set of inductively, reductively and imperceptibly interacting waves. All
this is one slloogrent UU-VVU-conglomerate, one slloogrent UU-VVU-copy.
11.13128.

“Fields” are a deeper level of wave interaction, while waves are some particular
Levels of manifestation of each “Field”. Between these Levels, there is a qualitative (not
only in terms of frequency!) differentiation that associates any wave dynamics with
a definite dimension of Energy-Plasma. In other words, any “Field” may be creatively
manifested in quite a wide diapason of dimensions, and waves are the manifestation of
the same Field-Consciousness in a narrowly-specific range. This reminds me a little of
the devised difference between such subjective notions as the Focus of Creative Activity
(the range of characteristic dynamics of a common Field-Consciousness) and the Focus
of Close Attention (a frequency-type, very narrowly directed manifestation of a FieldConsciousness, that is, a wave). Any Field-Consciousness cannot manifest (relative to the
Observer that studies it) entirely, in all the diversity of its specific properties, because
it is manifested in quite a wide dimensional diapason of Energy-Plasma, which means
that it structures many different-qualitative types of Spaces and Time Flows. Every
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“Field” is the manifestation of an objective Cosmic Consciousness conditioned by the
properties of Energy-Plasma that structures ranges (Levels) of its creative manifestation.
However, relative to anyone who observes it, the same “Field” may have only a subjective
manifestation of Consciousness, the one which will be imposed on the dynamics of this
“Field” by an explanation of its properties from the point of view of the Observer.
Our scientists consider conscious only those Forms that, one way or another, can
manifest their expressed ability to operate Thoughts and Feelings, the way it is done by
“people” and animals. Well, it’s very good! Thoughts and Feelings are wave Forms that
belong to the 4th-5th dimensions. Therefore, it turns out that each of these Forms is
a carrier of Consciousness! Then the “Fields” formed by these 4-5-dimensional Forms
may be considered as Fields-Consciousnesses! In the same way, we, as Forms that
structure irkkulligren Realities by our Thoughts and Feelings, by analogy, are Thoughts
and Feelings for the Forms of doollttrok (2-3-dimensional) Realities. All our seemingly
“unfeeling and unconscious” Formo-Matter represents for the Forms of the next range
of Energy-Plasma something “living”, that has Self-Consciousness. All phenomena
and processes that externally manifest in our systems of Perception are just superficial
results of the subtler dynamics of those higher-qualitative (for the Forms focused by Us)
elementary (subnuclear) particles which are projected in a special way into our diapasons
of dimensions from the 4-5-dimensional Levels of space-time Continuums (they are
lower-qualitative projections of Fields-Consciousnesses of superuniversal particles).
11.13130.

For example, a fire appears in our Formo-systems of Worlds as a material process
far from at once, but originates in the 4th-5th dimensions in the form of someone’s Desires
to feel, experience and see this phenomenon exactly in this form of its expression, that
is, as someone’s strong SFUURMM-Form about a fire. Only after that, after being mentally
and sensuously formed in someone’s Self-Consciousness, this Information is formed with
the help of karmo-quanta as specific (for Formo-Matter) Fields-Consciousnesses of the
3-4-dimensional Continuums so that to manifest in the Realities of irkkulligren types
and receive its Experience of the creative Existence in these Formo-systems of Worlds.
The flame of a candle and that of a fireplace, wildfire and bonfire, gas- and oil-extracting
facility, blast furnace, falling meteorite and volcano, plasma of Stars and magma of Planets
— all these are different-qualitative manifestations of one highly intelligent Cosmic
Entity that cognizes Itself in this very way (through the whole variety of its typical ProtoForms) in the general “psychodynamics” of the creative interaction with other FieldsConsciousnesses (that structure Planetary and Star Entities, as well as Proto-Forms of
GOOLGAMAA-A — animals, “people”, plants, minerals, liquid metals, gases, water, other
liquids and many others). This Entity, just like Us (UFS), can inertially manifest in its
many specific Forms in all diapasons of dimensions of the Tertiary Energy-Plasma, being
sequentially reprojected from Forms of higher-qualitative types of Realities into Forms
of lower-qualitative ones, and vice versa. The Self-Consciousness of each Form that
observes it and inhabits these multidimensional Levels will always perceive the differentqualitative dynamics of its manifestation in its own fashion, individually.
11.13131.

Space-Time, from the point of view of the wave nature of our system of
Perception, fully depends on the Aspects of Qualities synthesized in the structures of
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our Self-Consciousness. Possibilities of the dynamics of the system of Perception of any
“personality” depend on the quality of Levels of the creative dynamics of the Focus of
Creative Activity, which, in their turn, are constantly formed by particular frequency
dynamics of the Focus of Close Attention expressed as a certain continuous rezonational
“dispersion” into innumerable wave structures of the Self-Consciousness. This is the
main reason of differentiation of each Stereo-Form into many quantum-holographous
NUU-VVU-Configurations (Stereo-Types) and VVU-Configurations of UU-VVU-copies
that structure them, which are jointly and specifically activated and projected by bioCreators of different Levels in this Space-Time in the form of Fields-Consciousnesses for
the inertial implementation of definite creative realizations of the Self-Consciousness.
There isn’t any type of Space-Time that would exist in Energy-Plasma “by itself ”, outside
a particular association with all different-qualitative energy-information structures of
all possible types of Forms of Self-Consciousness, — It is manifested in each of these
structures absolutely individually.
Space-Time is simultaneously a medium and a universal mechanism of manifestation of the different-qualitative dynamics of the Fields-Consciousnesses (that structure it)
of its information “space” of ODS, which are formed by a set of wave VVU-Configurations
that fulfill a common synthetic Process through innumerable transmutations of all possible Forms that individually represent and consciously express in it the dynamics of a
specific collective Creativity of Aspects of various Qualities. However, the principle of inertial differentiation of any Forms in various structures of Space-Time is based not on the
“linear distance” between these Forms, but on the infinite self-duplication of their quantum-holographous projections into increasingly differentiated manifestations of Aspects
of Qualities, which are as if “packed” in one “multidimensional noo-time point” of the
information “space”.
For example, ...
…OO-UU-Entities...
...TOO-UU-Entities…
...SVOO-UUEntities...
...AYFAAR...
...TLAASSMA-A...
...SSMIIYSMAA-A...
...GLAA-GLII...
...GOOLGAMAA-A...
…LLUU-VVU…
…NUU-VVU-Configurations of Stereo-Types…
…VVU-Configurations of UU-VVU-Forms and Formo-copies…
…
SFUURMM-Forms…
…”chakram personalities” of Duplex-Spheres…
…SLUISLUU…
…OO-UU-Entities…
11.13133.

But this is a separate and very complex subject, which we will certainly consider deeper
in detail in our further conversations!
AYFAAR!24

24

The word used by Ayfaarians to greet and bid farewell.
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Abbreviations used in IISSIIDIOLOGY
TEC

the temporal ethereal constituent

NTC

noo-time Continuum

O-D-system;
ODS

OLLAKT-DRUOTMM-system

S-T-Continuum; STC

space-time Continuum

VEC

the variable ethereal component

UMPI

the Universal Multipolarization Impulse

UFS

the Universal Focus of Self-Consciousness

FDR

the Focus of Dual Reflection

FIMI

the Focus Integral Motivational Impulse

F-L-complex; FLC

FLUU-LUU-complex

FCA

the Focus of Close Attention

FCrA

the Focus of Creative Activity
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Table of letters

used in Volume 11 to render Russian letters in iissiidiological terms and Cosmic
Codes
ENGLISH
CAPITAL LETTERS

B
B
V
G
D
E
O’
G’
Z
I
Y
K
L
M
N
O
P
R
S
T
U
F
H
C’

NA

S’

NA

’’
Y’

NA

E’
U’
A’

RUSSIAN
CAPITAL LETTERS

А
Б
В
Г
Д
Е
Ё
Ж
З
И
Й
К
Л
М
Н
О
П
Р
С
Т
У
Ф
Х
Ц
Ч
Ш
Щ
Ь
Ы
Ъ
Э
Ю
Я

English
small letters

a
b
v
g
d
e
o’
g’
z
i
y
k
l
m
n
o
p
r
s
t
u
f
h
c’

NA

s’

NA

’’
y’

NA

e’
u’
a’

Russian
small letters

а
б
в
г
д
е
ё
ж
з
и
й
к
л
м
н
о
п
р
с
т
у
ф
х
ц
ч
ш
щ
ь
ы
ъ
э
ю
я

NA means not applicable because corresponding Russian letters are absent in the terms of this book.
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Contacts
The book is also available in Russian. If you have any questions please contact:

USA
AYFAAR FOUNDATION Inc.
+1 (347) 210-2838 Kraullarrd
+1 (863) 605-9791
E-mail: requests@ayfaar.us

www.ayfaar.us

Germany
+49 (170) 527-8785 Glassmirallsmia
+49 (157) 551-37215 Mayssmaallsmiss
+49 (157) 353-37643 Kliinnglills
E-mail: iiziae.de@gmail.com

www.iiziae.de

Russia
+7 (978) 778-6885 Riilltuurrs
+7 (978) 778-6892 Аllkzaausta
E-mail: info@ayfaar.org

www.ayfaar.org

Latvia
+37 (126) 77-2535 Arstarullsmmirrus
E-mail: arstarulsmirus@gmail.com
You are welcome to learn about our other projects:

ayfaarpesni.org - Ayfaar Songs- meditations website. The author calls it «the sensual part of

IISSIIDIOLOGY». Because the depth of the Knowledge is laid in each song through the unconditional
heartfelt love and joy. In order to study Iissiidiology more effectively and for the harmonious development
it is very important to practice the Song’s meditation too.

iiaidc.org - This website is about International Information Altruism and Intellect Development centers
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(IIAIDC). You can find the description of the nature of the Project and its main tasks, as well as to see an
artist’s design concept for the standard model of IIAIDC construction. .

iissiidiology.net - The main objective of this project is to show how «Iissiidiology can change life» in a
way you want yourself. Please specify your «ordinary questions» here or in our groups in social networks,
and we will try to give «non ordinary answers» and let you decide how to use this non-standard point of
view on making decisions in different life situations.
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